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 1            MR. BERRY: By way of introduction, my name is
 2     Adam Berry.  I'm the regulatory policy director and
 3     special counsel at the Governor's Office.  And the
 4     entire panel is not here quite yet, but I want to go
 5     ahead and express my appreciation on behalf of the
 6     Governor's Office for being willing to participate in
 7     today's panel.
 8            Today's panel was convened in part due to
 9     legislation that passed last year.  That was part of
10     the governor's agenda.  Senate Enrolled Act 421, which
11     was authored by Senator Miller, and then for the
12     agenda bill that was amended 421 was authored by
13     Senator Miller and sponsored by Representative
14     McMillin.
15            The concept that we are going to be hearing
16     about today is called self-certification registration
17     and what that means is that -- it's, in essence, a
18     hybrid between registration, title protection, and
19     certification.
20            It works in the following way:  First, a
21     professional organization must request to the IPLA
22     that its professionals be included in a registry.
23     IPLA will have the discretion based on predetermined
24     factors to authorize inclusion.  Then an individual
25     may be listed in the registry only after he submits
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 1     proof to the State that he meets certain factors
 2     identified by IPLA.  Only those included in the
 3     registry may use the title state certified.
 4            Welcome, Senator.
 5            So, for example, there exists at least four
 6     private sector certification opportunities for art
 7     therapists.  After deliberation and input from the
 8     public, IPLA may identify which certification one must
 9     achieve to be included in the registry and, therefore,
10     be authorized to use the title "state-certified art
11     therapist."
12            IPLA may also require additional qualifying
13     attributes in order for one to register.  For example,
14     no major felony convictions or outstanding tax
15     liability, et cetera.
16            The key distinction between self-certification
17     registration and traditional licensure is as follows:
18     No law will prevent someone from practicing art
19     therapy in Indiana regardless of the credentials he
20     earns or whether he registers with IPLA; however, only
21     someone who earns specific credentials and voluntarily
22     registers may use the title "state-certified art
23     therapist."
24            Finally, IPLA will manage the portal through
25     which individuals submit proof of achievement and
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 1     swear under the penalties of perjury that the
 2     information and documentation they submit is accurate.
 3     Submissions from applicants may be subject to either
 4     mandatory review or discretionary audit; however, the
 5     general assembly -- based on the outcome of the study
 6     and what the general assembly articulates in its
 7     legislation.
 8            The thesis behind this concept is that a system
 9     of self-certification registration will achieve the
10     following:  It will reduce administrative costs to the
11     State; it will minimize the bureaucratic interference
12     that consumers have with the State; it will provide
13     sufficient practice protection to occupations and
14     increase the availability of information about
15     providers to the general public; it will also provide
16     an alternative to or complement existing licensure
17     that will reduce the problems that are caused by
18     traditional licensure which include restrictions on
19     economic development, (inaudible) and higher costs to
20     the consumers.
21            So why is this important?  Why are we even
22     looking at this?  What's the import of finding an
23     alternative, less bureaucratic way for the State to
24     provide professional credential to the general public
25     or to a professional?  Currently, there are over
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 1     473,000 outstanding license permits and certifications
 2     issued by IPLA, okay?  So that's the oversight of
 3     IPLA.
 4            In addition to IPLA, the Gaming Commission has
 5     oversight of over 12,000 licenses.  Department of
 6     Insurance, 69,400 licenses.  Attorneys, there are
 7     18,400 attorneys, and over 58,700 teachers who are
 8     licensed.  So this brings the grand total -- and not
 9     to mention there are other miscellaneous licenses out
10     there that are issued by DNR.  So the grand total of
11     the individuals/professionals who are licensed in the
12     state is approximately 632,000 of a workforce of 3.3
13     million.  So you're talking about almost 20 percent of
14     the working public have some type of professional
15     designation.
16            Okay.  More important than that, what we're
17     talking about here are middle-wage jobs.  So the
18     individuals who occupy this space of being
19     professional license are your 35,000 to $75,000 wage
20     earners.  Of course, there are outliers to that.  So
21     if we make it easier for individuals to come into that
22     space, to have a job in this space, then you're going
23     to increase the population of middle-wage earners.
24            And we're also talking about a population of
25     people who may have a certain type of skill set.  I
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 1     mean my grandpa was a plumber, my dad was a plumber, I
 2     grew up around plumbers.  I know how to plumb.  The
 3     problem is that in order to be a plumber in the State
 4     of Indiana, I have to earn credentials that are costly
 5     and time consuming.
 6            So if there is a way for the working public to
 7     designate themselves as having a certain skill set
 8     without incurring the cost of obtaining a
 9     state-mandated requirement, it will increase the flow
10     of workers into the economy.
11            So, as I mentioned, this was the result of
12     Senate Enrolled Act 421.  You remember we had looked
13     at using this concept, using this mechanism of
14     self-certification registration for health care
15     workers who are not currently licensed in the state
16     but who may be eligible to be reimbursed under
17     Medicare.  And we're going to hear from individuals
18     this morning who are interested in pursuing this
19     concept for those related reasons.
20            But the panel and the study that IPLA is
21     conducting and the point of today's panel is to hear
22     testimony that answers six inquiries that are
23     articulated and enumerated in Senate Enrolled Act 421
24     which are, one, which occupations or other license
25     types may be included in the registry; two, whether to
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 1     provide title protection to individuals who register;
 2     enforcement provisions that would be used; a
 3     description of auditing and maintenance of the
 4     registry; the cost of establishing and maintaining the
 5     registry; and, finally, the cost of an individual
 6     applying for and renewing inclusion in the registry.
 7            So I'm going to close by giving you a little
 8     preview of today.  We're going to hear from
 9     representatives of different professions in the
10     morning and then in the afternoon we're going to hear
11     from some preeminent subject matter experts and
12     economists to talk more generally about professional
13     licensing.
14            As a final word, today's panel hearing is not a
15     formal committee hearing.  It's not intended to be
16     hostile, Senator Taylor, as I've experienced
17     firsthand.  So the objective of today is to hopefully
18     walk away from hearing from stakeholders about this
19     concept and if we do turn the study into legislation,
20     what that legislation might look like.
21            So with that, I'm going to go take my seat on
22     the panel and then we'll do a quick introduction of
23     the panelists if you all wouldn't mind and we'll get
24     started.  Thank you.
25            MR. MILLER: I'll introduce myself.  David
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 1     Miller with the Attorney General.  I work in the
 2     legislative arena and certainly appreciate being part
 3     of this discussion today.
 4            I would note that the major area that I think
 5     is of interest to us as well as to everyone is that
 6     protecting the public and providing the best
 7     information to the public to make reasonable decisions
 8     in terms of who they're going to retain or who they're
 9     going to hire for a project.  Whether it's a plumber
10     or whether it's a health professional in a totally
11     different area, the bottom line is that we are
12     supportive of any effort that provides this vehicle.
13            And I think during the last session we had
14     conversation with a lot of you in the audience as well
15     in terms of how to effectuate something that
16     conceptually can be very good with consumers in
17     Indiana, at the same time recognizing the Attorney
18     General's unique responsibility for ensuring that
19     those who somehow take advantage of that status, if
20     you will, or that certification or that hybrid, as
21     Adam described, are legitimately providing the
22     service.  So recognizing that made me look forward to
23     working with everyone involved in this process and I
24     look forward to listening to the testimony.
25            Also, I want to make a brief introduction of
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 1     Allen Pope who is our licensing enforcement person.
 2     He is here today as well and probably critique
 3     anything I say, but, beyond that, Allen will be the
 4     one who would be responsible for some of the
 5     enforcement efforts regarding this as it moves
 6     forward.
 7            We look forward to working with you, Adam, and
 8     I certainly appreciate including us and I think that
 9     the concept that you're advocating is something that
10     perhaps time has come in trying to recognize that we
11     can't -- I shouldn't say this, but we can't license
12     everyone in the state.  We can't have 3 million people
13     licensed in Indiana.  We all know the cost to our
14     economy as well as the cost to the system, but at the
15     same time we have to recognize that sometimes license
16     is appropriate and when it's not, this is a concept
17     that I think is very beneficial.  Thank you for
18     allowing me to be here today.
19            SENATOR TAYLOR: I'm Senator Taylor, Greg
20     Taylor, from Indianapolis, Indiana, and I'm just here
21     to learn about professional licensing and what we do.
22     I'm not very involved in the Senate Enrolled Act 421.
23     Although, it is an important measure.  I think we need
24     to be a little bit more efficient in the way that we
25     license individuals (inaudible).  Through this
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 1     discussion, hopefully I'll learn a lot about what
 2     areas may or may not need to be licensed in the State
 3     of Indiana.
 4            SENATOR MILLER: Pat Miller.  I represent the
 5     southeastern portion of Marion County and I, too, am
 6     pleased to be a part of the panel and thank Adam for
 7     all the work that he has done working on this issue.
 8            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: Christina Hale.  I
 9     represent House District 87 on the north side of
10     Indianapolis.  I'm also reigning member of Commerce
11     Economic Development and Small Business, so this
12     issue, particularly as it pertains to workforce, is of
13     great interest to me.  Most of my caucus is
14     representative on the Indiana Career Council so I
15     select senators there.
16            I also would like to beg your pardon and
17     forgiveness.  I'm allergic to something in my house
18     and I have not figured it out.  So if you see me
19     holding ice to my lips, it's because I wake up every
20     morning with puffy Desperate Housewife lips, but they
21     will go away later today.
22            And then, secondly, I have a speaking
23     engagement at noon, so, please, forgive me if I'm late
24     returning from the lunch break.  Thank you.
25            MR. RHOAD: Good morning.  My name is Nicholas
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 1     Rhoad and I'm the executive director at the Indiana
 2     Professional Licensing Agency.  It's a pleasure to be
 3     here today to continue the conversation and engage
 4     with stakeholders on what we can do to continue to
 5     make Indiana a state that works.
 6            One out of every seven working Hoosiers does
 7     business with the Indiana Professional Licensing
 8     Agency and we are continually working and striving to
 9     find that good balance of making sure that we have
10     competent practitioners in our workforce but at the
11     same time making sure that every dollar not spent on
12     regulatory paperwork is a dollar that businesses can
13     spend putting Hoosiers to work.  So, hopefully,
14     through the course of our meeting today and continual
15     conversation after today we can look at ways to cut
16     unnecessary red tape and help continue to drive down
17     Indiana's unemployment rate.  Thank you.
18            MR. BERRY: Before we call the first witness
19     today, Representative Jud McMillin, as I mentioned, is
20     also on the panel.  He had court this morning but he
21     will be joining us shortly.
22            So, with that, I would like to welcome Connie
23     Jung to the hot seat, if you will.  Thank you for
24     being here this morning.
25            MS. JUNG: Good morning.  As Adam mentioned, my
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 1     name is Connie Jung.  I am a registered interior
 2     designer with the State of Indiana and a small
 3     business owner.  I am also currently the past
 4     president of the Interior Design Coalition of Indiana,
 5     which is the coalition that worked on the legislation
 6     for the registration.  I currently live and work in
 7     Fishers, Indiana and certainly appreciate you giving
 8     me the opportunity today to speak.
 9            To give you a little history of the interior
10     design legislation, we began in 2003 to begin to
11     educate legislators and the public on the importance
12     of this concept.  As a designer, we battle on a daily
13     basis the general public's misconception of exactly
14     what it is that we do with our day.
15            Between HDTV's inundation of how easy design is
16     or the people that just decide that they have a flair
17     for design and want to start a business, many do not
18     realize the technical and important aspects of our
19     career.  So the general design community thought it
20     was time to begin to educate the public and allow
21     those of us who have received and paid for an
22     education within the field and have passed the
23     national qualification test called the NCIDQ to have a
24     designation that represents this effort.
25            The coalition was developed in 2003 that is now
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 1     called the Interior Design Coalition of Indiana or the
 2     IDCI to represent designers across the state and the
 3     effort began.  In 2009, this idea was realized through
 4     the registration and the passing of our bill.  We
 5     began working with the IPLA via Herb Price to develop
 6     the online application and supporting criteria that
 7     was required through our bill to become registered.
 8     Since the registration began, we now have 538, as of
 9     today, registered interior designers within the State
10     of Indiana.
11            Some of the advantages that we believe our
12     registry brings versus licensing are the following:
13     No. 1, it is strictly voluntary.  No. 2, we do not
14     limit anyone from calling themselves either an
15     interior designer, an interior decorator, or whatever
16     they would like to have as their title, but you
17     certainly can only call yourself a registered interior
18     designer if you meet the criteria set forth in the
19     bill.
20            We currently have brought in close to $54,000
21     and some change to the state with very little
22     administrative costs taken out of that via the
23     registry.
24            Having this designation with Indiana has
25     included Indiana with the other 28 states within the
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 1     United States of having interior design laws enacted.
 2            No. 5, this designation within our state allows
 3     the general public to realize they are hiring a
 4     professional that has studied and has received the
 5     qualifications required to become registered and,
 6     therefore, knows about topics such as fire and safety
 7     codes, egress issues for space planning, product
 8     safety within our industry.
 9            And, lastly, the IDCI is responsible for
10     monitoring registration and of applicants which again
11     leaves no cost to the State.
12            This legislation has certainly helped the
13     students within our state.  Indiana has at least eight
14     state programs that offer interior design degrees, and
15     without this legislation, our state would have
16     experienced some form of brain drain within our
17     industry.
18            Now students educating themselves within our
19     state can now be employed and practice towards
20     becoming registered.  It has helped to increase
21     student population and certainly the excitement within
22     universities.
23            Once being asked to participate today, I
24     reached out to a few individuals and I asked them the
25     following questions:  If you are a business owner, how
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 1     has the registration affected your company and/or
 2     staff?  And what do you believe to be the biggest
 3     advantage of being a registered interior designer?
 4     I'll share with you a couple of responses that I
 5     received.
 6            From Jill Mendoza, a registered interior
 7     designer who owns IDO, Incorporated, an interior
 8     design studio here in downtown Indianapolis.  She
 9     states, "The registry definitely helps IDO compete on
10     a more open professional platform.  Clients and other
11     regulated design professionals we work for and with
12     look for and expect credentials in the professionals
13     they do business with in this industry.  We would not
14     be given the same consideration to participate in the
15     overall commerce of the industry without the interior
16     design registry and the value it brings to the
17     business culture in our industry and State."
18            From Alicia McKoy, another registered interior
19     designer and owner of AE Designs in Indianapolis.  She
20     states, "The registration has given me and my staff
21     more pride for our profession in allowing us to
22     providing a unique service to our clients through the
23     registration."  She goes on to state, "The biggest
24     advantage to the registry is the general public can
25     now turn to the registry to find professionals that
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 1     can be trusted and are qualified."
 2            I personally agree with the comments above and
 3     for me not only is there pride within our industry and
 4     the fact that our profession has been elevated with
 5     the registry but also pride to live in a state that
 6     allows individuals to grow to their highest potential
 7     and supports that effort.
 8            Adam, I thank you for inviting me to speak
 9     today.  And to you on the panel, I thank you for
10     taking time to be part of this study.  The topic
11     certainly is an important issue to the State, to the
12     past two governors, and certainly to our industry.  As
13     a long-time Hoosier, small business owner, and a
14     certified professional, I am thrilled that the
15     government is opening themselves up to alternative
16     solutions with this topic.
17            I'm now opening myself up to questions.
18            SENATOR MILLER: I'd just like to have you give


19     us a copy of your written comments.
20            MS. JUNG: Absolutely.  Would you like me to
21     e-mail that to you, Adam, or just leave them?
22            MR. BERRY: Oh, if you have copies, that's
23     fine.  Ben Evans is floating around here someplace.
24     He can make copies.
25            MS. JUNG: Sure.  So I'm now open if you have
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 1     any questions.
 2            MR. RHOAD: And you feel comfortable in the
 3     current situation that it allows for proper consumer
 4     protection but also proper (inaudible) on behalf of
 5     the consumer without the licensing board being
 6     involved in that?
 7            MS. JUNG: Certainly the responsibility of
 8     educating the public on what a registered interior
 9     designer is has fallen on the coalition now and that
10     has actually since the legislation has passed has been
11     our main focus, but I certainly do believe it is
12     working and we have not actually had any conflicts or
13     any questioning of eligibility or -- it really flowed
14     very easily.
15            SENATOR TAYLOR: As the author of that
16     legislation, there were parts of the legislation, if I
17     remember correctly, that gave particular requirements
18     or amounts of experience --
19            MS. JUNG: Correct.
20            SENATOR TAYLOR: -- in relationship to be able


21     to register as an interior designer.  What I would
22     like to know if you found any instances where
23     individuals were actually promoting that they were
24     registered and had not been part of the registry.
25            MS. JUNG: We have not found that to this day.
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 1     There were requirements.  We did have a grandfathering
 2     clause that lasted for two years.  It is no longer in
 3     effect, but the requirements basically are the same
 4     requirements.
 5            We do have a national qualification for
 6     interior design.  The qualifications to take that test
 7     was our qualifications along with the ARE which is the
 8     architectural qualification test.  So if you have
 9     taken the NCIDQ and passed it and you have (inaudible)
10     registration or ARE registration, you can register to
11     become a registered interior designer.  We have not
12     had any conflicts with that.
13            MR. BERRY: Well, thank you again for your
14     testimony this morning and we'll be in touch with any
15     follow-up if necessary.  Thank you.
16            MS. JUNG: And I'll get copies of this.
17            MR. BERRY: Perfect.  I may mess up this last
18     name, but Michelle Trivedi, please.  How did I do?
19            MS. TRIVEDI: You're close.  Good morning.  On
20     behalf of The Arc of Indiana, thank you very much for
21     the opportunity to testify today.  My name is Michelle
22     Trivedi.  I'm the manager of The Arc Insurance Project
23     which provides health insurance for persons with
24     disabilities including autism, and autism is a
25     disability that I'll be addressing today.
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 1            Applied behavior analysis or ABA is a wide
 2     field with Ph.D. and master's level educated
 3     professionals and their supervised technicians.  The
 4     field of ABA includes a wide range of practice from
 5     addiction to canine training, organizational behavior
 6     and human resource management to the education of
 7     adults and children both in general education
 8     classrooms and special education classrooms.
 9            ABA therapy for the treatment of autism is a
10     specific clinical intervention in this wide field that
11     is done primarily by Ph.D. and master-level trained
12     board certified behavior analysts, which are also
13     called BCBAs, and also some psychologists do perform
14     ABA therapy in their practice.  Psychologists, of
15     course, are already licensed by the State of Indiana.
16     Board certified behavior analysts, however, are not
17     regulated in any way by the State of Indiana.
18            ABA is widely accepted across the country as an
19     effective evidence-based treatment for autism and
20     endorsed by the major medical societies and has been
21     designated as a medically necessary treatment for
22     autism under our own Health Insurance Mandate Law for
23     autism treatment and in 35 other states across the
24     country by Medicaid and TRICARE and the federal
25     government.
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 1            A voluntary self-registry is an excellent
 2     solution for many professions that work with persons
 3     with disabilities such as music therapy, art therapy,
 4     recreational therapy, et cetera; however, for BCBAs
 5     this type of voluntary self-registry already exists at
 6     the national level.  It's called the Behavior Analyst
 7     Certification Board or the BACB.
 8            Indiana also already has a title protection law
 9     for BCBAs, and thank you to Senator Miller for that,
10     so you cannot say publicly you are a board-certified
11     behavior analyst without having taken that national
12     exam and have those credentials.
13            Unfortunately, however, for families in Indiana
14     who are suffering with autism, the existence of this
15     law and the national certification board has not been
16     sufficient to protect children and families in the
17     State of Indiana.  The fact of the matter is anyone
18     can hang up a shingle and claim to provide what they
19     may call "ABA" or "behavioral autism treatment" or
20     "autism consultation" or many other terms and not run
21     a foul of the title protection law.  As long as they
22     do not claim to be a board-certified behavior
23     analysts, they can serve families and file insurance
24     claims.
25            Given that the quality of ABA treatment will
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 1     determine the lifelong functionality of the person
 2     with autism and the cost of care and education of that
 3     person to the State of Indiana, a higher level of
 4     regulation is truly necessary to protect children,
 5     families, and payers, including health insurers,
 6     Medicaid, and the public school system to protect them
 7     from poor outcomes and higher costs.
 8            The Arc of Indiana, many family advocacy
 9     organizations, and the Hoosier Association of Behavior
10     Analysts leadership are very eager to work with the
11     State to increase the standards for professionalism
12     and for the quality of ABA practice and to develop a
13     means to regulate BCBAs so that there are real
14     consequences to poor practice and so that persons who
15     are unqualified to practice cannot practice behavior
16     analysis as a means to protect children, families, and
17     payers from both unqualified and unethical
18     practitioners.
19            The Arc would like to thank you very much,
20     thank this panel and thank the Governor's Office for
21     all of your time and for looking at this issue as it
22     is very important to our families and we stand ready
23     to assist in any way that we can.  And I'd like to
24     take any questions that you have.
25            SENATOR MILLER: So even though you're looking
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 1     for self-registration, you do have a standard of
 2     practice that you want these individuals to meet in
 3     order to do that; correct?
 4            MS. TRIVEDI: We believe that self-registration
 5     is a very good idea for certain professions that work
 6     with people with disabilities, but because
 7     board-certified behavior analysts provide medically
 8     necessary treatment that's reimbursed by health
 9     insurance, the clinical nature and just the important
10     nature of the outcomes for the people that they are
11     treating is such that we believe it rises to the level
12     of needing a higher level of scrutiny than
13     self-reporting and voluntary self-registry.
14            SENATOR MILLER: All right.  Thank you.  And if


15     these individuals meet the federal standards now in
16     Indiana without being officially licensed, do they get
17     Medicare reimbursement?
18            MS. TRIVEDI: Medicare does not reimburse for
19     autism treatment.
20            SENATOR MILLER: That is true.
21            MS. TRIVEDI: Yeah.  It would be in several
22     states currently Medicaid does not cover ABA treatment
23     except for in one plan and they do reimburse BCBAs for
24     that.  They are reimbursed by all private insurance
25     companies for autism treatment and all of our
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 1     Affordable Care Act plan.
 2            MR. RHOAD: Would a speech pathologist, PT, or
 3     OT be someone who you feel would be qualified to
 4     provide ABA therapy?
 5            MS. TRIVEDI: No, they are not.  It's outside
 6     the scope of their practice because ABA therapy would
 7     require a certain level of additional training, a
 8     certain level of additional postgraduate education in
 9     the specifics of behavior analysis before they would
10     qualify to be board certified and to be able to
11     practice with any quality.
12            MR. RHOAD: And so (inaudible) licensed
13     practitioner even for someone providing first steps
14     there, how would that play into their competency of
15     practice?  Where would they go to obtain those
16     certifications and what kind of time frame are we
17     looking at for someone to have the qualifications to
18     say that they are a certified ABA therapist?
19            MS. TRIVEDI: At the national level, certainly.
20     If they already have a master's degree and a license
21     in a related field such as speech pathology,
22     psychology, special education, it would take -- they
23     have several thousand hours of practical application
24     that they have to do that is supervised by a
25     board-certified behavior analyst or a Ph.D. certified
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 1     behavior analyst.  So it would take several years for
 2     them to qualify post master's degree for the national
 3     certification.
 4            MR. RHOAD: And how many states now have
 5     certified ABA therapists?
 6            MS. TRIVEDI: All 50 states have certified
 7     behavior analysts.  There are I believe seven or eight
 8     states that use the national certification as their
 9     state licensure.  That changes frequently because
10     every legislative session another state seems to come
11     onboard using that certification as their state
12     licensure.
13            MR. RHOAD: Is there reciprocity between
14     states?
15            MS. TRIVEDI: I do not believe so, no, but I
16     will look into that.
17            MR. BERRY: You mentioned this in your
18     testimony, but what specific problems have you seen
19     within the industry because that higher level of
20     scrutiny is not offered?  So we're talking about BCBA,
21     a board-certified behavior analyst?
22            MS. TRIVEDI: Yes.
23            MR. BERRY: Is that different from the ABA
24     therapist?
25            MS. TRIVEDI: There are basically three levels
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 1     to providing ABA therapy.  The board-certified
 2     behavior analyst supervisor, they are the most highly
 3     trained person.  They direct the therapy, write the
 4     therapy programs and supervise the people who deliver
 5     the therapy on the front line.
 6            Then there's a middle-level person called the
 7     board-certified associate behavior analyst.  They have
 8     less education, less hours and supervised training.
 9     They cannot function independently or they're not
10     supposed to function independently and they are not
11     supposed to write programs independently.  They are
12     supposed to be supervised.
13            Then the third level is what's called the
14     frontline behavioral technician.  That is someone who
15     may or may not have a bachelor's degree and who is not
16     supposed to write programming, change programming,
17     design behavioral interventions.
18            But the reality of the situation is because of
19     a lack of any requirements on the state level, what we
20     have happening is we may have a young person work
21     under a board-certified behavior analyst for one or
22     two years and then realize that they can make more
23     money if they strike out on their own and they start
24     providing ABA services directly to families without
25     supervision, without the direction of your Ph.D. level
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 1     or master's level educated person who has thousands of
 2     hours of training in the specifics of behavior
 3     analysis for people with autism.
 4            Because, as I said, the field is very wide and
 5     you can use ABA in addiction treatment and you can use
 6     ABA to train service animals.  And certainly someone
 7     who is trained to use ABA for addiction would not be
 8     qualified to work with persons with autism.  So it's a
 9     bit like -- one of my colleagues said it's a bit like
10     the wild, wild west.  Kind of whoever wants to hang up
11     a shingle and provide ABA at this point really can
12     because they wouldn't be breaking any law.
13            And while they can be reported to the
14     certification board if they're not already certified,
15     there's really no teeth.  There's no one to come after
16     them saying you are not qualified, stop practicing.
17            And if a certified behavior analyst, even if
18     they are qualified, if they are engaging in unethical
19     practices, there's no state level teeth to say to them
20     even though you're qualified and certified, you are
21     acting unethically, we're going to pull your license
22     or pull your certification and now you cannot
23     practice.  And that has been a real problem over the
24     last 14 years that we've had insurance reimbursement
25     for ABA in our state.
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 1            SENATOR TAYLOR: So are you saying that while


 2     we're here to talk about some licenses that are, you
 3     know, we can use self-registration, are you here to
 4     say that we probably need to look into this further
 5     and actually look into licensing these individuals or
 6     some type of increased scrutiny?
 7            MS. TRIVEDI: Yes, exactly, whether full
 8     licensure in the way we today enact it.  We want to
 9     work with you because we're very sensitive that that
10     is red tape that is cost on top of certification that
11     may already exist at the national level, but a higher
12     level of scrutiny for these people is most definitely
13     needed because what they do with these children really
14     does affect their lifelong functionality.
15            And if ABA is done very well, $2 million per
16     child can be saved by the State of Indiana in terms of
17     reduced special education costs and in terms of
18     reduced Medicaid costs and reduced Medicaid waiver
19     costs.  And so it's really in the State's interest to
20     make sure that only qualified providers who are
21     practicing ethically are doing so in our state so that
22     we're not wasting what precious resources we have
23     making up for bad treatment later.
24            MR. RHOAD: How many of our state universities
25     provide degrees in ABA therapy?
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 1            MS. TRIVEDI: Ball State University and I
 2     believe Purdue is working on one.  Most of our BCBAs
 3     come from out of state, so it has brought several
 4     dozens of people from Michigan and other states into
 5     our state to work.
 6            MR. RHOAD: And how many certified that have
 7     gone through a university degree program, how many do
 8     you think are currently operating in the State of
 9     Indiana?
10            MS. TRIVEDI: As of today, we have 232
11     board-certified behavior analysts and then there are a
12     few hundred associate behavior analysts under them
13     being supervised by a BCBA.  And then they would have
14     several hundred of the behavioral technicians who may
15     or may not have a degree working under them.
16            SENATOR MILLER: So in this particular area, I
17     think I hear you saying that you do not believe people
18     who are not qualified should be able to practice with
19     these children.
20            MS. TRIVEDI: Correct, yes.
21            SENATOR MILLER: Okay.  I just wanted to
22     clarify because I think in our earlier remarks when
23     Adam was talking about being able to plumb that you
24     could still plumb and we do use plumbers and heating
25     and air conditioning people who are not licensed.
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 1     They're just friends and volunteer firemen.
 2            So, just to be clear, you do believe that in
 3     this particular case I'm okay with self-registering,
 4     but if they're not registered, they should not
 5     practice?
 6            MS. TRIVEDI: Correct.  Their registry or
 7     licensure or certification, whatever we work out, it
 8     should require very specific experience and education
 9     in order to be able to practice.
10            SENATOR MILLER: Okay.  So either the general


11     assembly or IPLA should put in place, either by rule
12     or law, specific qualifications for these people?
13            MS. TRIVEDI: Yes, and the people they
14     supervise, yes.
15            MR. MILLER: I just want to make a comment and
16     also ask questions (inaudible) and that is you
17     indicated there's quality of service type of issue
18     with regard to those who don't meet the criteria.  We
19     have a lot of situations like that where we do have
20     other statutes that give remedies to those who have
21     been victimized, if you will, or those who are
22     dissatisfied with the service.  And one of the things
23     that I wanted to ask you about is that if someone
24     would come to one of your certified, registered
25     (inaudible) and had a complaint, which probably is
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 1     where the complaint would be registered oftentimes
 2     would be another provider or someone who comes
 3     forward, do you keep in mind that -- do you counsel
 4     them on some options they have including the fact
 5     there are consumer fraud statutes you can't represent
 6     that you have characteristics or licensure or
 7     registration or any type of authorization that you
 8     know you don't have or (inaudible)?  And so that's one
 9     avenue.  I know that has been kind of an omission of
10     discussion every time we have a licensing argument
11     whether they should be licensed, we seem to forget
12     that there are alternative channels available.
13            So I would encourage you to relay to your folks
14     at Arc remedies available.  Now, whether they're
15     adequate or not, that's a policy decision that can be
16     discussed, but I just want to call to your attention
17     that the Attorney General does have a consumer
18     protection function of its own in that category and
19     (inaudible) assembly go online and file a complaint at
20     Indianaconsumer.com.  I'm not looking for solicitation
21     of complaints, but that's something that I think is
22     beneficial.
23            And the last question I have is that you
24     already have in place something that seems to pattern
25     what the federal standards are.  Those states that you
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 1     mentioned, the seven states, for example, if someone
 2     has those credentials, their licensing authority has
 3     the authority then to do something with regard to
 4     someone who falls off of that certification?  I'm
 5     trying to understand how they function sort of without
 6     (inaudible) new licensing requirement unnecessarily.
 7     So how do they function?
 8            MS. TRIVEDI: Some of the states that have
 9     their own licensure for the board-certified behavioral
10     analysts simply took the national certification board
11     standards and made that their licensing requirements
12     but added the extra level of protection, so to speak,
13     that if someone ran a foul of either the quality
14     standards for the national certification board or the
15     ethical standards for the national certification
16     board, even if the national certification board did
17     not take away their certification, the state license
18     could be taken away and that person could be prevented
19     from practicing in the state that had that licensure.
20     So it added some protection because the certification
21     board is just that, a certification board and not a
22     licensure board.
23            So their complaints can be filed with that
24     national certification board and they can make
25     recommendations or determinations if the person ran a
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 1     foul of their standards, but there's somewhat of a
 2     lengthy process to have certification revoked.  And so
 3     it added an extra layer of protection to the
 4     consumers, especially in egregious (inaudible).
 5            MR. MILLER: One last question.  So the state
 6     board would not have the authority to independently do
 7     an analysis of compliance with that federal standard;
 8     is that correct?  So, in other words, unless the
 9     federal standard was (inaudible) to replace the
10     federal level, the state would have no independent
11     determination?
12            MS. TRIVEDI: The national certification is
13     voluntary.  It's not part of any federal statute, so
14     the State of Indiana could increase the requirements
15     in our state after taking a look at the national
16     certification board standards.  It's a completely
17     voluntary process, so it's not a certification law on
18     the federal level.  So the state would have control
19     over behavior analysts practicing in our state.
20            MR. MILLER: And one last, I'm sorry.
21            MS. TRIVEDI: It's complicated.  I understand.
22            MR. MILLER: One of the things that we always
23     struggle with is the issue of whether that process is
24     necessary.  So, for example, when we have a report --
25     and I know that Adam Pope is here and would support
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 1     that.  Sometimes we get boards that have maybe one
 2     complaint or no complaints over a period of years and
 3     yet we have a regulatory system, we have all these
 4     requirements, and so I guess my question is that you
 5     indicated there's some question of standard.  Is that
 6     very common or is this just one of those unusual
 7     situations where if someone gets bad service, they
 8     could just proceed with whatever remedy they have
 9     under current law as well as private remedies or
10     consumer fraud remedies?  I'm just curious.  Is there
11     a rampant number of complaints that your group
12     receives?
13            MS. TRIVEDI: Our organization receives a lot
14     of complaints, and the Indiana Resource Center for
15     Autism receives a lot of complaints from families and
16     from school districts regarding behavior analysis
17     practice.  It's a bit of a unique situation in that
18     for families to pursue their outside remedies to go to
19     the certification board, a lot of families are unaware
20     of the certification board.
21            And we certainly counsel them to file a
22     complaint with the certification board, to file a
23     complaint with the Attorney General's Office, but
24     autism is a disability that is so time consuming for
25     parents that typically what happens is they vote with
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 1     their feet and they go on to another provider but they
 2     may have lost months or years of intervention with
 3     their child.  And so a lot of times complaints don't
 4     get filed just simply because of those time pressures
 5     and just getting through the day with your child with
 6     autism.
 7            So we found over the past 14 years with our
 8     Indiana autism mandate being in place is that what
 9     typically happens is the family just moves on to
10     another provider and that provider who may be
11     extremely well known in their community for not being
12     very good is still practicing and opening up more
13     centers and luring in more families because they're
14     available.  They're there and families are desperate
15     for help.
16            And so not having an up-front preventive way of
17     ensuring quality really hampers parents' ability to
18     find truly qualified providers with the speed and ease
19     that they need to.
20            SENATOR MILLER: This is not in your field, but


21     just thinking through this with these children.
22     You're here on autism but there are other children who
23     are dyslexic or something that need a very special
24     type of education.
25            MS. TRIVEDI: Uh-huh.
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 1            SENATOR MILLER: And there are people who are


 2     well-trained, qualified, licensed and those who are
 3     not, hung up a shingle.  So would you see that as a
 4     similar type of situation for children as autism?
 5            MS. TRIVEDI: I would see it a little bit
 6     differently in the sense that ABA has been determined
 7     to be a medically necessary treatment and so when
 8     you're looking at nursing or speech therapy or
 9     occupational therapy, other treatments that are
10     considered to be medically necessary, there's a
11     certain level of prevention up-front to make sure that
12     only qualified people are really practicing that, and
13     that is wholly unavailable in the field of behavior
14     analysis right now.
15            And so that would be the big difference that I
16     would see because we are -- while ABA is used in an
17     educational setting, what I'm talking about is ABA as
18     a clinical application and because it is a medically
19     necessary treatment and because the window for early
20     intervention is so short, without having some kind of
21     up-front preventive measure to ensure quality, a lot
22     of children and families fall through the cracks and
23     end up getting very bad treatment that can take years
24     to -- that can either never be undone or can take
25     years to undo.
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 1            MR. BERRY: Thank you very much.
 2            MS. TRIVEDI: Thank you so much.  Greatly
 3     appreciate your time.
 4            MR. BERRY: Mr. Wajda.
 5            MR. WAJDA: Thank you, Mr. Berry, members of
 6     the committee.  Rick Wajda with the Indiana Builders
 7     Association.  Pleasure to be here today to talk a
 8     little bit about Registered Builder and Remodeler
 9     Programs and the status of the situation regarding the
10     construction industry in the State of Indiana.  So
11     I've got a couple of slides to run through and
12     certainly want to open it up to any questions at the
13     end of my presentation.
14            A little bit about the Indiana Builders
15     Association.  3,000 member companies across the State
16     of Indiana primarily engaged in residential
17     construction.  We're affiliated with the National
18     Association of Home Builders.  We have 27 local
19     chapters across the State of Indiana that basically
20     covers most of the state, certainly where there's any
21     building or economic activity.  We have a newer
22     organization there and we're advocates for Safe and
23     Affordable Housing.
24            So the first slide is on contractor licensing.
25     It's probably a little easier to see up on the TV
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 1     screen than maybe in your handout.  And as you can
 2     see, certainly in the Midwest, the yellow states are
 3     ones where there's no state licensing requirements.
 4     There may be some local licensing requirements which
 5     is the case here in Indiana.  We have a couple of
 6     (inaudible) that have a local licensing requirement on
 7     residential contractors but nothing on a statewide
 8     level.  And you can see there there's 10 states that
 9     have no licensing required, 8 that have a registration
10     board of some fashion, and then 25 states that have
11     statewide licensing boards.
12            Currently today in Indiana -- this is per House
13     Enrolled Act 1301 that was passed earlier this year.
14     Indiana Code 36-1-22 reads that a political
15     subdivision may not adopt an ordinance, rule or policy
16     or other requirement providing that a builder or
17     remodeler be licensed, certified, permitted,
18     registered in that local community.
19            So the Indiana general assembly passed in
20     bipartisan overwhelming fashion a bill that prohibits
21     any other local communities from having a local
22     licensing requirement.
23            So, for example, in the Evansville area and
24     Fort Wayne area, they have a local licensing
25     requirement right now.  They were grandfathered in.
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 1     They can still operate their local licensing
 2     requirements in their communities; however, moving
 3     forward, no local community can adopt a new licensing
 4     requirement.  That was done primarily because many
 5     local communities were looking at adopting a local
 6     licensing requirement.
 7            We have many members, many that are engaged in
 8     the residential construction field that operate in
 9     numerous communities across the state, and if they had
10     to take the time and expense to be licensed, take
11     continuing ed in every one of those communities, one
12     of our biggest selling points of having safe and
13     affordable housing in the State of Indiana goes out
14     the window.
15            Our quotes in the economic development world
16     routinely top Indiana as one of the most affordable
17     places to own a home and we've used that to attract
18     businesses into the State of Indiana.  If you have to
19     add all those licensing requirements and the time
20     consuming manner to take continuing ed and so forth
21     and have folks sit for a test, those costs get passed
22     on to Hoosiers, and affordable housing quickly becomes
23     less affordable.
24            So what I want to do is take a look at two
25     programs in particular, registered builder programs in
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 1     Kentucky and Oklahoma.  These are self-regulated
 2     programs, so they're not run by the State of Kentucky
 3     or the State of Oklahoma.  They were done in response
 4     to either internal or external pressures on the
 5     industry that whether external pressures from elected
 6     officials that wanted a state license for contractors
 7     or internal pressures from residential contractors,
 8     builders, remodelers that said, hey, we need to
 9     further professionalize our industry and maybe we
10     ought to look at state licensing.  And what they've
11     come up with in these two states is kind of a
12     self-regulation process that helps further
13     professionalize the industry but doesn't go all the
14     way towards the step of state licensing.
15            So, in Kentucky, a registered builder is a
16     professional designation granted to a builder who
17     meets specific requirements and those standards are
18     set forth by the Home Builders' Association of
19     Kentucky at a state level.  Here is how -- one example
20     of how they market the program.  Up there on the
21     screen, you can see you can click on any of the
22     counties in the State of Kentucky and it will bring up
23     a list of who those registered builders and remodelers
24     are in that area, so very consumer friendly.
25            In talking to my counterparts and certainly in
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 1     Kentucky and Oklahoma, one of the biggest advantages
 2     that they think it has is it certainly helps bring all
 3     the folks that are engaged in the residential
 4     construction industry up to a higher standard if they
 5     decide to be a registered or certified builder or
 6     remodeler, but they said one of the challenges is
 7     marketing the program to consumers, making consumers
 8     aware that -- and that's, I think, a challenge with
 9     anything market-based is making sure that consumers
10     understand the difference between anybody that has a
11     sign on the side of their pickup truck and somebody
12     that's engaged in a professional organization and is
13     taking the steps to be a professional.
14            So these are some of the criteria.  They have
15     to be a member in good standing of their local Home
16     Builders' Association, have to complete at least three
17     major construction projects in a two-year period,
18     which when times are good doesn't sound like a
19     challenge, but over the last seven years, there are
20     probably very few people that have done three major
21     construction projects in a two-year period.
22            It has to be their primary occupation, and they
23     have to be sponsored by an existing registered builder
24     in good standing.  And you can see they have to
25     provide a contract if it's over $1,500 and then
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 1     there's some criteria there for what the contract
 2     should look like.
 3            They also have to issue an express warranty,
 4     have to carry Worker's Compensation of 250,000 and
 5     liability insurance and have references, as you can
 6     see there, from customers, suppliers, and a financial
 7     institution.
 8            And then some of the comments are what happens
 9     if there's a complaint, what's the resolution process
10     in Kentucky.  They have a conciliation program and
11     then also, as a back-up, both sides will agree to go
12     to binding arbitration if they can't come to an
13     agreement on the situation.
14            Also, continuing education is a component of
15     most of the programs that we have looked at.  It
16     certainly is in Kentucky with six hours of continuing
17     ed.  And then they also have to agree that they'll
18     abide by all minimum housing standards.
19            In Oklahoma, a certified professional builder
20     voluntarily commits to a set of industry best
21     practices, carries Worker's Comp, general liability
22     insurance, builds to the state building codes and
23     takes continuing ed, so you see some similarities
24     there.
25            Here's the eligibility.  Must be a member of
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 1     the Oklahoma State Home Builders Association for at
 2     least two years, so they have kind of a waiting
 3     period.  Someone can't hang up a shingle as a builder
 4     and the next day be a certified professional builder.
 5     They do have an annual fee.  I don't think it was in
 6     the slide, but Kentucky has roughly a $100 fee as
 7     well.  And then they also have to take continuing ed.
 8     In Oklahoma, it's nine hours versus the six.
 9            Their finances, they have to meet a credit
10     check, have to carry insurance.  It's a little higher
11     in Oklahoma as their minimum standard of 1 million in
12     general liability versus 250 in Kentucky.  Must be a
13     member, must provide a written warranty of no less
14     than one year.  They have a code of ethics that they
15     ask all of their certified professional builders to
16     abide by and also meeting minimum construction
17     standards are part of their requirements as well.  So
18     that's just a quick overview.
19            And then where are we in Indiana?  Certainly,
20     we've been looking at this issue.  I started back in
21     1995 with the association and this has been a
22     contentious issue for our members since then and it
23     comes up every couple years from 1995 to 2007.
24            Board had very heated discussions from the
25     folks that are anti-government and says, you know, I
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 1     got into this business and built my business from the
 2     ground up and that's what I like about it and the
 3     market flushes out the bad actors at some point versus
 4     sometimes some of our other builders that say, well,
 5     we need more regulation because I pay the price when a
 6     contractor goes out and bids on a job and has no clue
 7     on how to bid on a job and I lose that job because I'm
 8     carrying Worker's Compensation insurance and liability
 9     insurance and this guy or gal isn't and so we need to
10     further professionalize the industry.
11            That tug and pull internally has happened.  We
12     have not brought a bill to the Indiana general
13     assembly.  Typically in our organization we try to
14     solve our problems before bringing them to you as
15     elected officials and members of the general assembly
16     for debate and we have not come to a full resolution
17     yet.
18            We took a more formal position back in 2007,
19     said let's create a task force, let's start looking at
20     this more seriously, and they have been meeting
21     regularly since 2007 but have not gotten to the point
22     where they can get a consensus from the full board of
23     directors.
24            I will say at full disclosure, our board is a
25     few hundred members.  In good times, it covers the
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 1     whole state and so you can imagine trying to get
 2     consensus (inaudible) the reps and the senators on the
 3     board.  I understand (inaudible) any issue because you
 4     deal with that on a daily basis.
 5            We continue to look at different options and
 6     with the moratorium on any local licenses passed
 7     earlier this year, our focus has shifted to a
 8     registration program for how do we further
 9     professionalize our organization internally.  And so
10     we're going to be meeting in a couple weeks, certainly
11     having a closer look at Oklahoma, Kentucky.
12            We do have a hybrid program kind of internally
13     in the State of Indiana.  Most of our local chapters
14     require that their builders adhere to the quality
15     assurance builder standards, which is a manual that is
16     given to every customer that signs a contract with
17     that builder and it walks the customer through the
18     home-building process.
19            And it says, okay, for example, concrete is
20     going to crack.  And so most homeowners, they make a
21     huge investment and three months later they look at
22     their driveway and there's a small crack on their
23     driveway and they say, "Oh, my gosh.  What's happened
24     here?"  Well, concrete cracks, but what is acceptable
25     cracking in concrete?  Is it a quarter of an inch?  Is
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 1     it an eighth of an inch?  And what's the builder's
 2     responsibility if that crack is bigger than what the
 3     expected standard is in the concrete industry?
 4            So we've tried to help educate the consumer and
 5     market that as, you know, using a member of the
 6     organization that adheres to the quality assurance
 7     builder standards can certainly help in that process.
 8            We also have a registered builder program in
 9     one of our local chapters in Southern Indiana that has
10     a lot of similarities to what you've seen in Oklahoma
11     and Kentucky and it certainly has had some success in
12     their area as well.
13            So we'll continue to try to tackle this issue
14     and certainly if and when the time is right that we
15     come to a consensus, then at some point we may ask for
16     assistance from the Indiana general assembly.  If it's
17     a state program or some hybrid program where it would
18     be a state-certified builder that the association kind
19     of helps manage some of that with the assistance from
20     the state, but I don't think, at least as the leading
21     organization in the residential construction industry,
22     we don't have a competitor in the State of Indiana
23     unlike a lot of other organizations that our folks
24     have said, you know, let's try to figure this out
25     before going to the general assembly.
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 1            I'm more than happy to answer any questions,
 2     comments, concerns.
 3            SENATOR TAYLOR: A couple clarifications.  So


 4     one is did I vote for that?
 5            MR. WAJDA: I don't know off the top of my
 6     head.
 7            SENATOR TAYLOR: All right.  Well, I'll check.
 8     I figured you guys know that stuff very well.
 9            MR. WAJDA: Well, it may be hanging on my wall
10     in the office but --
11            SENATOR TAYLOR: With my signature on it, yeah.


12     The other question I have is in my district we've had
13     these issues with people who come through after a
14     hailstorm and they come through and they're from other
15     jurisdictions and they do work and sometimes it's
16     shoddy work and you go to chase them down and you
17     can't find them.  What is our requirement?  There's no
18     requirement that they register with the State of
19     Indiana when they come in to do work?
20            MR. WAJDA: There is.  They have to be
21     registered with the Secretary of State's Office back
22     in -- Mr. Miller, you may -- a couple years ago with
23     that storm scammer legislation (inaudible) both the
24     House and Senate that requires any out-of-state
25     contractor to register with the State of Indiana that
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 1     is going to do storm-related insurance work.  And that
 2     was primarily to your exact example of you have a bad
 3     storm, these guys come in, take a check from an
 4     unsuspecting homeowner or con them in to taking a
 5     check and they never see them again, so we've tried to
 6     curb that.
 7            SENATOR TAYLOR: Now, are you saying that we


 8     actually regulate the people who come in due to the
 9     storm and actually require them to register but we
10     just prohibited the counties or the local officials
11     from giving some type of registration for home
12     builders?
13            MR. WAJDA: They can't be licensed in the
14     community.  They still have to get a permit.  As part
15     of that permit, they have -- there can be requirements
16     as part of that permit, but license in a true sense
17     would be taking an exam, having some sort of
18     continuing education requirements, and paying a fee.
19            SENATOR TAYLOR: So that's licensure.  It's not


20     registration that we prohibited?
21            MR. WAJDA: Yeah, or a registration that would
22     require them to do that, but, yes, the City of
23     Indianapolis could still require as part of granting a
24     building permit, you know, certain requirements that
25     they know would -- they should know.  Anybody that's
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 1     doing business in any community in the State of
 2     Indiana, if they're getting a building permit, they're
 3     going to know who that builder or contractor is.  Just
 4     can't require a license.
 5            SENATOR TAYLOR: Even for out-of-state
 6     builders?
 7            MR. WAJDA: Out-of-state builders have to file
 8     with the Secretary of State's Office and there's
 9     requirements there.  They have to have either a
10     physical office in the State of Indiana so they can't
11     come in, you know, out from California and we don't
12     know who they are or if there even is a location.
13     They have to have a physical location or be partnered
14     with an Indiana contractor.
15            SENATOR TAYLOR: Thank you.
16            MR. RHOAD: Mr. Wajda, what is the turnaround
17     time on the states that have the private entity
18     licensing certification from consumer complaint to
19     resolution?  How long does that typically take?
20            MR. WAJDA: Their process varies because the
21     dispute resolution process is handled at the local
22     level in each of those states, so through their local
23     chapters they have a dispute mechanism process similar
24     to what we have here in Indiana.  Today, if I receive
25     a call from a disgruntled homeowner that has a
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 1     complaint against a member of the organization, I will
 2     then, certainly after listening to the discussion, we
 3     will usually ask that our local chapter engage in the
 4     process.  And most of our local chapters, it's not all
 5     uniform but they will ask that the disgruntled
 6     customer submit their complaints in writing because
 7     it's easy to pick up the phone and call and complain,
 8     but when you've got to document what the problem is,
 9     sometimes that (inaudible).
10            We will typically ask that our member respond
11     either in writing or a phone call to that homeowner.
12     We're not asking that they agree to fix every problem
13     because sometimes what the customer thinks is a
14     problem and what the home builder thinks is a problem
15     may vary greatly, but we ask that they respond.
16            And a lot of times we have a peer review group
17     that may go out and actually look at the property and
18     make a decision and ask that that home builder fix
19     those problems if they see that, you know, the
20     complaint was warranted.
21            And we certainly then if we can't come to some
22     sort of binding agreement, there's always the Attorney
23     General's consumer protection division that we will
24     refer customers to if they can't have a resolution.
25     Better Business Bureau obviously is another vehicle.
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 1     And then at the end of the day, I'm not an attorney,
 2     but you can always recommend that they lawyer up.
 3            SENATOR MILLER: Rick, you're looking at the
 4     builders themselves, not subcontractors; correct?
 5            MR. WAJDA: Correct.
 6            SENATOR MILLER: Okay.  And then we also know


 7     that there's sort of two levels of the large
 8     construction companies who get a number of their
 9     employees say through the union; correct?  Then we
10     have small contractors.  We also know there are a
11     number of contractors who are using I'm going to use
12     the term "cheap labor."  How do you feel about some of
13     those policies and should that be addressed?
14            MR. WAJDA: Certainly the immigration issue and
15     cheap labor, whether it's cash deals on the side or
16     the immigrant workforce, whether documented or
17     undocumented, not only in Indiana but across this
18     country is an issue.
19            We're in a labor shortage right now in our
20     industry here in Indiana and across the country.  So
21     single family construction went at a high from roughly
22     30 to 35,000 in single family housing starts a year in
23     Indiana down to under 10.  We're back to about 12, so
24     we got a long ways to go to get back to any sense of
25     normalcy.  And there's labor problems right now today.
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 1            So we've lost probably a generation of
 2     plumbers, of electricians, of subcontractors that had
 3     one to two trucks and were great workers that have
 4     left the industry and haven't came back and may not
 5     come back.
 6            When things were booming, immigrant workers
 7     filled that void across the country.  Some certainly
 8     -- we assume that they were all documented, but I
 9     wouldn't be so naive to say that probably some
10     weren't.
11            When we get back to some sense of normalcy, and
12     maybe it's more of a federal issue that needs to be
13     tackled, but we're going to have needs to fill those
14     jobs in order to make sure that we can continue to
15     promote and provide safe and affordable housing
16     because if the labor is not there, that slows things
17     down and costs go up and that's an issue that
18     (inaudible) challenged.
19            To your direct question on how do you handle
20     it, certainly the verify system asking -- we ask our
21     members, I know, you know, certainly ask all our
22     perspective hires to provide valid IDs and everything
23     else like that, but I've seen some pretty good fake
24     IDs out there that if you ask, that's all you can do
25     is take it, you know, and if they run the numbers,
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 1     Social Security numbers are very easy to get these
 2     days.  So, you know, the contractors and the subs have
 3     to do what they have to do to protect themselves and
 4     we just certainly hope that folks are following the
 5     law.
 6            And you can probably pass all the laws in the
 7     world, if somebody wants to break the law and is
 8     willing to break the law, they're going to break the
 9     law.
10            SENATOR MILLER: And then my last question is:


11     You're testifying just on behalf of the builders and
12     the building industry, not any of the other
13     occupations that are being considered?
14            MR. WAJDA: Correct.  Correct.  So our
15     membership of 3,000 member companies is made up
16     primarily of folks engaged in residential, light
17     commercial.  About a third of those are actually
18     builders or remodelers and two-thirds are what we call
19     associate members who are suppliers, subcontractors,
20     lumber companies, window dealers, roofers, drywallers,
21     you know, so the more traditional subs.  But
22     certainly what we've tackled and our counterparts in
23     other states have tackled has really been just the
24     registration of the general contractor or the
25     remodeler on the jobsite.
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 1            MR. BERRY: Just quickly.  If there is a system
 2     implemented for builders that we're discussing today
 3     so that builders would be able to earn the title
 4     protection of the state-certified builder, what kind
 5     of impact would that have, for example, on insurance
 6     companies identifying builders to fix a home
 7     (inaudible) cover claims, more or less, or what impact
 8     would it have on the general public when someone is
 9     looking for a builder?  Would it help?  Would it
10     facilitate work (inaudible)?  What kind of impact do
11     you think just the title protection aspect of it would
12     have?
13            MR. WAJDA: I would assume to your first
14     question on insurance, I'd have to ask one of our
15     insurance agents whether that would -- I have to
16     assume being (inaudible) the more levels of
17     certification or designation that they have with a
18     better reputable business in the community for a long
19     time, they're less of a risk.  So that and having a
20     state certification long term should help.
21            From a consumer protection or, you know, making
22     sure that consumers know that that builder out there,
23     licensing isn't going to kick out all the bad actors.
24     What we found in our counterparts in the other states
25     that have had licensing for a long time.  Florida has
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 1     a very stringent licensing process, but every time
 2     there's a hurricane down in Florida, guys rush in and
 3     they find a way to get their license and they're out
 4     there building.  So it's never going to stop the bad
 5     actors from coming in because they'll go find a way to
 6     get a license or they'll work with a licensed
 7     contractor to do that.
 8            So, you know, and that's the internal struggle
 9     we've got is how do we professionalize the industry,
10     you know, bring everybody up so that they know when
11     they go home and they bid on a house, they know what
12     they're doing and everybody can compete on a level
13     playing field.
14            But, ultimately, the guy that bids on a house
15     and wins the job and then leaves halfway through, our
16     guys have to come back and fix the problem.  But guess
17     who gets the bad rap?  It's everybody in the industry
18     and so we're trying to address that and that's why we
19     don't want to rush to bring a solution to the general
20     assembly that may not solve the problem.
21            MR. BERRY: Actually, you just brought up a
22     really good point.  For that owner who submitted the
23     RFP or whatever, might it help in the RFP process to
24     (inaudible) RFP as only accepting bids from some type
25     of designated builder, a state-certified builder or
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 1     whatever?  So it would help filter out a builder who
 2     has obtained particular qualifications versus those
 3     who haven't.
 4            MR. WAJDA: Sure.  We've seen in some states
 5     that actually penalized a homeowner if they contract
 6     with an unlicensed or unregistered builder in their
 7     state.  So by paying -- I don't know if we want to
 8     take that radical of a step here in Indiana, but, you
 9     know, they know when they hire a contractor that's not
10     licensed or certified, they're on the hook as well.
11     And that's a pretty radical step, but, you know, yeah,
12     that's one avenue that you could go down to say that
13     you have to use state certified or a registered
14     builder.
15            MR. BERRY: It would just be voluntary, so it
16     would be a signal to the owner --
17            MR. WAJDA: Sure, yeah.
18            MR. BERRY: -- that I would be retaining a more
19     qualified person.
20            MR. WAJDA: And that's back where a lot of that
21     needs to be driven by market forces and brand
22     awareness so that when customers are driving through a
23     subdivision and they look on the sign and they see
24     certified builder or state-certified builder or
25     registered builder, they know --
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 1            MR. BERRY: That it means something.
 2            MR. WAJDA: -- that it means something,
 3     correct.
 4            MR. BERRY: Thank you so much.
 5            MR. WAJDA: Thank you.
 6            MR. RHOAD: Mr. Wajda, I want to go back and
 7     talk a little bit more about the other states and
 8     their independent model of certification and I want to
 9     make sure -- I don't want these two very important
10     points to be lost.  One, you mentioned when a consumer
11     has a complaint, you actually have an independent
12     review team that goes out and looks at that, and from
13     what I hear you saying is that those are actually
14     people who are trained in the profession rather than
15     government employees like myself who may not have any
16     institutional or practical knowledge.  So it appears
17     that doing that, you bring the competency of practice
18     that a licensing board would where it's actually
19     reviewed by people with the knowledge, skills, and
20     ability to make those decisions; correct?
21            MR. WAJDA: Correct.
22            MR. RHOAD: And you were also talking about
23     some complaint process, although you don't keep data
24     on that.  Would you say it would be reasonable to
25     expect that a consumer complaint should be resolved
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 1     within one year or would that be excessive or short?
 2            MR. WAJDA: Well, I think certainly in
 3     situations that -- my nearly 20 years in the industry,
 4     the issues that I hear that as long as both sides are
 5     communicating, certainly within a year they should be
 6     resolved.  I'm not saying you can fix everything
 7     within a year, but as long as both sides are talking
 8     and they're working through the process, then, yeah,
 9     certainly, that seems like a reasonable time.
10            MR. RHOAD: Thank you.
11            MR. BERRY: Jacob Schpok.
12            MR. SCHPOK: Thank you for the opportunity.  My


13     name is Jacob Schpok.  I'm the executive director of
14     the Office of Small Business and Entrepreneurship.
15     It's a newly codified office.  It became a new law
16     this year.  It was an executive order last summer
17     under Governor Pence.
18            I have the privilege of overseeing the office
19     and the Keystones Program is the Indiana Small
20     Business Development Center where we have around 50
21     business advisors across the State of Indiana that
22     provide direct consulting to entrepreneurs.
23            We run a small business where we measure our
24     success by return on investment of this program.  We
25     really look at three numbers, the number of businesses
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 1     that launch, the amount of capital that was raised,
 2     and the number of jobs that are created and benchmark
 3     it relative to the amount of funds that we receive
 4     from all of our partners across the state.  So every
 5     dollar invested in the ISBDC, we're seeing $52 million
 6     in capital for the business that we work with.
 7            The consulting services that we provide, it
 8     ranges from business plan development, business
 9     acumen, strategic planning, and one area that we're
10     honing in on is exporting services.  Exporting is
11     opening up a new market here in Indiana where we're
12     able to work with entrepreneurs and identify
13     opportunities for them to increase their bottom line
14     by instead of making methodical growth within their
15     local markets, selling in bulk overseas.
16            I'll give you one very quick example.  In
17     Anderson, Indiana, there is a business that was making
18     small growths in the gourmet dog market, gourmet dog
19     chews.  And she was selling in Anderson, she was
20     selling in Muncie, and she reached out to us for
21     assistance in selling in Indianapolis.
22            We had our exporting business advisors sit down
23     with her and we found out that if we took her complete
24     inventory and shipped it to Hong Kong and sold it
25     overseas, she would make more money than she would
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 1     make in the Midwest.  So now the major problem that
 2     she's dealing with at this point is keeping up with
 3     demand in her overseas market in both Hong Kong and
 4     now in Brazil.
 5            We have one very professionally trained and a
 6     business advisor that comes from years of industry
 7     experience serving on behalf of the ISBDC in this
 8     exporting capacity.  What we struggle to identify,
 9     though, are other exporting consultants that hold the
10     expertise in order to provide assistance that's beyond
11     simply the process of exporting but more of
12     identification of where the most appropriate markets
13     are and finding partners in those overseas markets to
14     finish the supply chain and allow the products to
15     start moving.
16            So what I'm coming here asking for you all to
17     propose is some sort of expert exporting certification
18     that is not a necessity for those who want to export
19     or be exporting consultants in the State of Indiana
20     but one that allows us to differentiate and for the
21     private sector to differentiate those who may
22     understand exporting from those who understand it and
23     have been engaged in the practice in a private sector
24     for an appropriate period of time so they know that
25     the advice that they are receiving is more than just
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 1     the crux of filling out paperwork.
 2            I'd like to give you one other example of where
 3     we had business consultants that understood the
 4     process yet missed the overarching picture due to not
 5     having any industry experience.  There was a business
 6     -- there is a business, I should say, that's in the
 7     capacitor bank market here in Indiana.  They are
 8     currently exporting to Brazil and there was currency
 9     fluctuations where their Brazil contacts reached out
10     to us and requested that we come down in price by 10
11     percent.
12            An exporting consultant may look at the
13     currency fluctuations and feel as though that this is
14     an appropriate adjustment where the Indiana business
15     should come down 10 percent, but one that has years of
16     private experience understands that this is part of a
17     negotiation process and look at other areas that were
18     exporting to Brazil and realize that the only other
19     market that is exporting to Brazil in the capacity of
20     banks was Australia, and Australia is hit leaving a
21     higher currency fluctuation than the U.S.
22     Consequently, the advice that was provided to this
23     Indiana business was to not budge on price and that
24     contract remained, saving that business $80,000.
25            So it's those types of opportunities that we're
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 1     looking to repeat here in Indiana by the
 2     identification of expert export consultants that we
 3     can either work directly with through the Indiana
 4     Small Business Development Center or we can refer to
 5     our clients or they can themselves promote themselves
 6     as one of these expert consultants.
 7            The final piece that I'd like to mention as
 8     well, on the federal side there is a small business
 9     counselors certification for exporting.  There is an
10     intermediary level for this certification.  To obtain
11     the most advanced certification that the federal
12     government provides, it takes around eight hours to
13     complete.  So it's not necessarily one that we think
14     deems the full rounded expert exporting certification
15     that we're looking for.
16            Speaking to expert exporters here in Indiana,
17     the consensus that we're hearing at this point is that
18     around five years of private sector exporting
19     consulting opens the door for the export consultant to
20     have a strong understanding on what it takes to
21     provide greater value than just helping with
22     documentation, and after 10 years, they're in a
23     position to truly provide mentorship to those that are
24     maybe in export positions within businesses
25     themselves.  Thank you.
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 1            SENATOR MILLER: And how do these export
 2     experts get their experience for the type of
 3     certification you're asking for?
 4            MR. SCHPOK: So there's two ways.  One is if
 5     they're working for a larger corporation and working
 6     in their exporting division or the other would be
 7     working for an exporting consulting organization and
 8     for them to be working more as a specialist or under
 9     someone who has experience within export.
10            SENATOR MILLER: Okay.  So you would require a


11     certain amount of experience?
12            MR. SCHPOK: Correct.
13            SENATOR MILLER: Do you have an idea what that


14     would be?  I'm just looking for how do we do this.
15            MR. SCHPOK: Ballpark, it would be around five
16     years.
17            SENATOR MILLER: So when you said five years,


18     that means being supervised by somebody else in the
19     export business?
20            MR. SCHPOK: Correct, or having -- even to the
21     degree of being the vice president of exporting for a
22     large corporation, simply being held in a position
23     where they're responsible for the private sector
24     exporting activities for five years would fill that
25     threshold.
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 1            SENATOR MILLER: So then the person who is
 2     training this person that you're talking about, you
 3     want them to be certified?
 4            MR. SCHPOK: Well, that's a good question.
 5            SENATOR MILLER: And, if so, how do we know


 6     that they're qualified?
 7            MR. SCHPOK: That's a good question.  I think
 8     what we're focusing on is that they have been actively
 9     engaged in export.  So in a perfect situation, we
10     would be able to look 20 years out and see these
11     expert exporting consultants that are coming on line
12     being trained by those that already have this
13     certification.  But in the initial stages and the way
14     that we've been talking to our stakeholders about this
15     particular certification, having five years of
16     hands-on experience allows them to learn lessons in
17     order to provide (inaudible).
18            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: I have a question
19     regarding some of your comments, particularly as you
20     continue to relate the expert exporting to time served
21     say in a position where, you know, someone has some
22     responsibility for that.  Exporting is so complicated
23     and it has so much to do with place and geography and,
24     as you mentioned, currency, and there are so many
25     things one must be an expert in.  It sounds to me like
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 1     to be an expert exporter, that is such a very, very
 2     broad sort of a title.
 3            And if I had a small business making fancy dog
 4     bones, I might be able to go to someone and say
 5     there's a market for that in Hong Kong or Macau or
 6     what have you, but you describe the value at piece
 7     that it's more about just filling out documentation.
 8     And that's where I think to have a more vivid
 9     description of what that would require to be an expert
10     would be very important and it's so much more than
11     time.
12            Because I might be working in exporting for
13     that dog treat business and I might really know where
14     to export or have those relationships where I could
15     help other dog treat businesses, but I would have no
16     idea what to do with some kind of corn product or a
17     widget or what have you.  Does that make sense at all
18     to you?
19            MR. SCHPOK: Absolutely.
20            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: Can you describe a little


21     bit if you thought that through?
22            MR. SCHPOK: Absolutely.  So similar to putting
23     together a business plan, we could reach out to
24     specialists who understand marketing, who understand
25     internal operations, the finance pieces, someone,
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 1     though, who needs to put all of the sections together,
 2     and that also holds true for exporting.  So we do have
 3     great freight warriors like UPS and FedEx.  We have
 4     bankers that understand currency exchange and
 5     attorneys that understand the legality of entering
 6     into new markets.
 7            It's been our experience that a small business,
 8     though, trying to put all the pieces together and in
 9     unison identify a market, be it overseas or in Mexico
10     or Canada, where they have confidence in being able to
11     export their product and sell it.  Putting all those
12     pieces together really is a time-consuming effort if
13     they don't have experience doing it.
14            So the experts that we're looking at are the
15     ones who can really help orchestrate all of the
16     process and make sure that they're entering into that
17     market at an expedited rate and go so in more
18     confidence that the market that they're entering into,
19     they are truly interested in the product that's being
20     sold and that there's distributors on the other side
21     that are going to make sure that it enters into
22     markets.
23            So there are partners that can help with each
24     of the pieces.  This expert exporter is one who has
25     the experience in connecting all the dots and
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 1     understands where there might be reoccurring pain
 2     points or areas that frequently are overlooked during
 3     the process of entering into new markets.  Does that
 4     help?
 5            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: As a follow-up, I would


 6     say from listening to you, I am thinking that there
 7     are probably expert exporter generalists and expert
 8     exporter specialists and that as you continue to
 9     pursue this idea that you think about that.
10            And, you know, working globally is so nuance, I
11     think of just an issue say if you are working with
12     people using the French language.  You can't even
13     translate your marketing materials into French for
14     French-speaking (inaudible), France, French-speaking
15     Polynesia, let alone Belgium, Switzerland, et cetera.
16            So it's such a big thing that I really -- and
17     I'd love to talk to you more off line about this
18     (inaudible) continue to develop your idea there.
19            MR. BERRY: If I can, Representative Hale, if I
20     understand this field currently, there is a large
21     universe of people who hold themselves out to the
22     public as being a certified exporting consultant
23     because they have passed this federal certification
24     that probably I could pass with no international
25     business experience, but with this type of program or
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 1     mechanism you're referring to is it just shrinks the
 2     universe of potential experts or exporting consultants
 3     that would facilitate more productive conversation,
 4     individuals who might actually truly be able to help
 5     either your office or a small business who's not using
 6     your office.  So it's a way to sort of filter out
 7     individuals who do have some experience.  And then,
 8     just as it is today, I'm sure there's an interviewing
 9     process that goes on where you identify whether or not
10     that individual truly (inaudible) your business plan.
11            MR. SCHPOK: That's correct.  Thank you.
12            MR. BERRY: All right, Jake.  Thank you so
13     much.
14            MR. SCHPOK: Thank you.
15            MR. BERRY: John Halal.
16            MR. HALAL: Thank you.  It's my pleasure to be
17     here.  My name is John Halal.  I am a hair dresser, a
18     former school and salon owner, current president at
19     Indiana Cosmetology and Barber Association, past
20     president of the National School Owners Association,
21     and I'm here to talk about cosmetology and barbering.
22            It's a really good program and especially
23     lately we've been working closely with the IPLA and
24     we're very proud of the accomplishments that we have
25     made and legislation that we had passed to streamline
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 1     our licensure for cosmetology and barbering.
 2            The testing is done by a third party and it's
 3     paid for along with licensing fees by the students.
 4     We just had legislation pass last year which has put
 5     that pregraduate testing responsibility to the
 6     schools.  So the schools are now facilitating the
 7     pregraduate testing.  Licenses are renewed online and
 8     printed online by the licenseholder.  So it's really a
 9     pretty efficient process as it goes down.  And I think
10     we net approximately a million dollars to the general
11     fund each year, so it's not a loss to the State.
12            If we deregulate and allow services in
13     cosmetology to be done with a registration, we may
14     find that malpractice professional liability insurance
15     is not available.  I discovered that on the school
16     level when I first opened the school is when students
17     were not licensed, that regular salon insurance would
18     not cover them.  You had to have special insurance
19     that was for a school and the instructors all had to
20     be licensed.  We've looked at this nationally from the
21     national association and there are no insurance
22     companies that offer liability insurance, professional
23     liability for unlicensed employees working in a salon.
24            The second issue would be elimination of
25     qualification for Title 4 funding from the Department
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 1     of Ed.  Again, we just had legislation pass this last
 2     year which gave us state authorization approval
 3     through the Department of Education for our vocational
 4     schools to continue to qualify for pell grants and
 5     student loans.  We don't think that would be possible
 6     under a registration.
 7            And we appreciate that we look at licensing
 8     often as a barrier to employment, but in talking to
 9     the salons who are members and as a former salon
10     owner, I know that without some advanced training
11     employee turnover becomes unhandleable.  It simply
12     isn't manageable.  And without some training prior to
13     employment, the turnover rate becomes so high, the
14     quality of services drop so low, schools and the
15     salons are not equipped to do the training that's
16     necessary.
17            In Illinois and California at one time, we had
18     an apprenticeship program whereby people could sign
19     up, work in a salon to gain licensure.  The graduation
20     rates and licensure rates were abysmal.  Very few of
21     those people ever completed the training.  So this
22     high turnover really endangers and puts at risk the
23     salons that are currently doing business in Indiana,
24     and salon owners seem to agree with that.
25            We worry -- well, the lack of training, it's
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 1     not only a high employee turnover, we worry about our
 2     risk to the consumer.  And we've all heard of MRSA and
 3     we know about manicures and pedicures and that people
 4     have lost their lives from this without adequate
 5     precautions.
 6            We worry about an underground economy.  We
 7     already know as a school owner's association that a
 8     lot of income is not reported, that it's done in
 9     unlicensed facilities, income is not reported.  It
10     demeans our profession.  It hurts us with the
11     Department of Ed as a profession, and we know that
12     that will encourage more underground economy and that
13     means no taxes to the State.
14            We worry about an erosion of licensure.  We
15     have already seen in the last 10 to 12 years that
16     shampooing has been removed from the cosmetology
17     curriculum.  Hair threading has been removed from the
18     cosmetology curriculum, and facials and makeup has
19     been removed from the cosmetology curriculum.  These
20     happened over a period of the last 10, 12, 15 years,
21     and I know they were done individually to satisfied
22     certain special interest groups that came and asked
23     for that.
24            But this slow erosion means that anyone now can
25     open a salon with no licensure, do braiding,
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 1     shampooing -- or not braiding, I'm sorry.  Can do
 2     shampooing, facials and makeup, and hair threading
 3     without any license, without any training and without
 4     any help for the consumer, any protection for the
 5     consumer.
 6            We know that Delta here in Indianapolis wants
 7     to add manicuring to their flyers club.  They want to
 8     perform manicuring services in the club, in the Delta
 9     sky miles club, and we think that needs to be
10     licensed.  There's a definite risk there.
11            We also know that these people would work
12     outside of their scope of practice.  And hair braiding
13     is the next one.  We've already seen this.  There was
14     an appeal to have hair braiding added or removed from
15     licensure.
16            The IPLA does not want to have any new license
17     types and we agree.  We've worked cooperatively with
18     the IPLA to combine license types and we eliminated
19     some license types.  So they don't want hair braiding.
20     And yet we know if hair braiders were permitted to
21     register (inaudible), they would work outside of their
22     scope of practice.  It presents a real risk to the
23     consumers and it degrades our profession, and
24     ultimately it will be detrimental to the salons and
25     stylists that count on revenue.
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 1            I'm done.  Any questions?
 2            MR. RHOAD: Thank you for your comments.  So
 3     when you talk about improving the -- or not degrading
 4     the profession, raising the professionals of the
 5     industry, what some industries do, for instance, with
 6     real estate is that to practice real estate in
 7     Indiana, you do not have to join your professional
 8     trade association but you must join the trade
 9     association in order to call yourself a Realtor.  And
10     their industry or their trade association offers other
11     designations that are not available at the State
12     level.
13            So if I want to be (inaudible) and receive
14     additional accreditation from my trade association
15     that I could use to market myself to the public as
16     being exceeding minimum competency levels that are set
17     by my industry.  Is that not a federal alternative if
18     the association were to come up with a credentialing
19     program that can be voluntary rather than mandatory to
20     raise that level of professionalism and at the end of
21     the day allow the consumer to say I'm going to select
22     this barber because he has chosen to go out on his own
23     and receive these endorsements?
24            MR. HALAL: There are associations within the
25     industry that do exactly that and that's above and
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 1     beyond what is normally thought of as being basic
 2     training to safeguard the public, the consumer.  So
 3     there's a basic level there that has to be fulfilled
 4     first.
 5            Above and beyond that, we do that.  There's
 6     American Board of Certified Haircolorists.  ABCS has a
 7     cosmetology educator association.  Pivot Point and
 8     Milady, big publishers in our industry, also provide
 9     extra credentials for instructors.  That's readily
10     available and we encourage that.  We think that's
11     great, but there's a certain basic standard that we
12     would like to see held and that's for consumer safety
13     more than anything else (inaudible) some consistency
14     across the board.
15            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: I would say this
16     immediately occurs to me that not many children pursue
17     the use of a Realtor or real estate agent, but most
18     children do need to go get a haircut and, you know,
19     providing for their health and safety certainly is
20     very important, particularly as they might have big
21     brother taking them to get that haircut or they might
22     have Mom or Dad who are able to make a better, more
23     wise decision.
24            And just of note, this is actually an issue
25     whenever we have children come to the State House to
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 1     have a tour or I go to some schools, I try to talk to
 2     them about (inaudible).  We debate and we talk about
 3     licensing of actually this very issue, particularly
 4     because so often they are mindful of the health and
 5     safety issue as it relates to their hair because
 6     they're getting lice checks and their friends get sent
 7     home from school because of different sorts of
 8     hygienic issues.  And, you know, it's anyone who has
 9     had lice themselves or had a child or has really lived
10     through the painful and really awful distress of some
11     kind of surprise issue that could come through someone
12     operating outside of their scope of expertise.  I'm
13     sure (inaudible) imagine that.
14            SENATOR TAYLOR: Far be it from me to talk
15     about hair; however, I do have sisters and I have a
16     mother who gets her hair done and women, my wife gets
17     her hair done.  I'm trying to figure out what -- do
18     you see in the industry a influx of people getting
19     licensed just -- or have you seen an increase in
20     claims, people claiming that some cosmetologists have
21     messed up their hair or caused something wrong, you
22     know, some burn or something?  Do we see a lot of
23     complaints in this industry?
24            MR. HALAL: I work with the Hair Foundation.
25     It is primarily hair transplant surgeons, but it's a
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 1     (inaudible) association.  And through them I got -- I
 2     helped a doctor do a paper on necrosis, bleeding,
 3     scabs from bleach from highlighting and it was more
 4     predominant with teenage girls for some reason, which
 5     we never figured out.  But there are real risks here
 6     and dermatologists are seeing that more and more.
 7            There are other issues with the chemicals that
 8     we use, MRSA.  Do we track that?  I don't know.  No.
 9     The IPLA I know gets complaints.  The Office of the
10     Attorney General gets complaints.  I don't know how
11     many you get.  I'm sure there are more than the
12     complaints that you end up with.
13            SENATOR TAYLOR: Is there an issue right now,


14     an overwhelming issue related to the saturation of
15     these licenses?  I mean in my district, you can go on
16     every corner and you can find a beauty salon, but in
17     each salon you see the license of the person before
18     they touch your hair or do anything to your face.
19            I just don't see that much of an issue for an
20     industry that I believe is well-respected.  People
21     have been doing hair since there's been hair.  You
22     know, it just seems to me that we're -- what's the
23     word -- we're creating a problem where there is none
24     in this cosmetology area.  It's kind of like why don't
25     we just leave it alone?  The licensure is --
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 1            I mean if I was going to self-register as
 2     someone who cuts hair -- I mean I cut my own hair,
 3     okay?  But look what I have to do.  It's really not
 4     that difficult to look in the mirror and shave my head
 5     without a straight razor.  I don't use a straight
 6     razor because I get hair bumps, so -- but I mean for
 7     other people, I just don't see a lot of people out
 8     there practicing and people going to them on a regular
 9     basis without a license.  And if we just lowered the
10     level to registration, I could see that happening, you
11     know, have a registered cosmetologist.  What does that
12     mean?
13            Right now with the licensure, you would have to
14     go to school to get the license which I think brings
15     up the level of quality of the people in the business.
16     Do you see --
17            MR. HALAL: We really believe that and it's
18     been proven that apprenticeship programs trying to
19     train within the salon just simply doesn't work.
20     That's not a broad-based historical representation of
21     what the industry is.  There aren't proper safety
22     precautions, sanitation, all of that.  There would be
23     no inspections and it will seek its lowest level.
24     Without inspections, I can't imagine what would be
25     going on in salons.
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 1            MR. BERRY: You said that recently your fear is
 2     that there's going to be an erosion of licensing?
 3            MR. HALAL: Yes.
 4            MR. BERRY: As evidenced by individuals who now


 5     do facials and makeup and threading without a license?
 6            MR. HALAL: Yes.
 7            MR. BERRY: What problems have we seen by now


 8     the unlicensed facial or makeup artist or those who
 9     thread?
10            MR. HALAL: I don't have specific data on that.
11     I know that when I go to Meijer I see some woman
12     threading and they're doing other stuff.  And between
13     you and I, she's putting the string in her mouth and
14     rubbing it all over this woman's face while she pulls
15     out hair which then becomes erythemic which turns red,
16     swollen, and that's when disease is easily passed.  I
17     mean the threading is -- that shouldn't be allowed,
18     period.
19            MR. BERRY: So it's safe to say that that
20     consumer would not come back to that same threader?
21            MR. HALAL: I wonder.  When new things come --
22     they have people sticking their feet in fish bowls and
23     the fish were eating the -- you know about this one.
24     They have fish doing the pedicure.  You don't know
25     about this?
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 1            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: It's all over Asia.
 2            MR. HALAL: Exactly.  They have fish in the
 3     pedicure bath and they eat the dead skin off your
 4     feet.  So new things come and that's (inaudible) but
 5     then it quickly wears out and I think the threading
 6     thing is losing its build.  I think people are
 7     discovering now that this isn't such a great thing,
 8     the threading.
 9            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: I would like to reinforce


10     your point there because this -- in today's consumer
11     society, there absolutely is always that next thing.
12     And you mentioned a vulnerable population of teenage
13     girls where there is a high degree of pressure to meet
14     social conventions and to present themselves
15     physically in a way that their peers find to be
16     attractive.
17            And whether it's threading or -- they're also
18     sewing in eyebrows.  They are -- you know, fish
19     manicures, you name it.  There will always be that
20     next thing and it sometimes can be quite dangerous and
21     disfiguring.  (inaudible) pull out all their eyebrows
22     and pencil them in once again.  That might be
23     regrettable.  I could go on and on, but I think that's
24     a very important thing because if you see some blank
25     stares over here --
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 1            SENATOR TAYLOR: Yeah, because I didn't know


 2     that's what you meant by threading.  So threading --
 3            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: Threading is a process


 4     where a practitioner will take thread and snap hair
 5     out, usually your eyebrows, but they'll do it on your
 6     neck if you want to get rid of your neck hair or your
 7     side burns or whereever on your body you would like to
 8     remove hair.
 9            SENATOR TAYLOR: Oh, I thought you were talking


10     about threading --
11            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: No.  There is that and


12     I've seen it in Asia.  I have not seen it in the
13     United States.  They are threading in eyebrows where
14     they sew them in and cut them off (inaudible) so that
15     you will have more eyebrows than they would have
16     naturally.
17            SENATOR TAYLOR: So this is threading to --
18            MR. HALAL: To remove the hair.
19            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: To remove hair.
20            SENATOR TAYLOR: So you don't have to have a


21     license to do that?
22            MR. HALAL: No.  No.  That was not our idea.
23            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: And when you rip hair out


24     by the root, certainly infection (inaudible).
25            MR. HALAL: And if I can, for the braiding,
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 1     traction alopecia is a very real occurrence.  The
 2     braiding too tight on the hair and waps (phonetic)
 3     that are sewn in, hair extensions that are sewn in,
 4     and braiding hair, if it's braided too tight, that's
 5     traction alopecia.
 6            SENATOR TAYLOR: They don't have to be licensed


 7     cosmetologists either is what you're saying?
 8            MR. HALAL: Yes, they do, yes.
 9            SENATOR TAYLOR: Okay.
10            MR. HALAL: But there's a move on -- and I'm
11     sure we're going to hear from them this afternoon.
12     (Inaudible) justice thinks that they're entitled to
13     braid.  Last year there was a move on braiding.  It's
14     a dangerous and (inaudible) beyond the scope of
15     practice.
16            MR. MILLER: I would like to just make one
17     comment that working with the association (inaudible),
18     that's a pretty busy board.  And IPLA, they have a lot
19     of cases and the inspectors, as you mentioned, are
20     pretty diligent in looking for the health issues.
21     That's their primary focus.  And maybe you address it
22     through the complaint process and so it's an active --
23     there are a lot of complaints.  Some of them are
24     traditional complaints, but the inspector review
25     generate a lot of complaints involving actions.  And
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 1     based upon that, those quality of care issues are
 2     impacted by the facilities.  Some people come in and
 3     don't realize that there may be some issues there, so
 4     I think the inspectors would be (inaudible)
 5     perspective of what they see out there.  It is a
 6     recognized issue, I'm sure.  Thank you.
 7            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: One other issue that we


 8     didn't really talk about that is of concern also, you
 9     mentioned manicures.  There is just a rampant outbreak
10     of nail fungus and other sorts of quite permanent
11     disfiguring and awful issues with nails when they
12     haven't been handled in a sanitary way.
13            Also, everything is changing.  Those change all
14     the time, a new process of having diamonds lacquered
15     on there or whether you're having new gel nails that
16     you put under -- I've heard that there's now concern
17     with the new gel nail polish that you're putting your
18     fingers under fluorescent light and that it has led to
19     cancer and it's like going to a tanning booth.
20            MR. HALAL: That's really been dismissed.
21            MR. BERRY: We're running short on time, but I
22     just have one.  Six of the permits that are issued by
23     the cosmetology board are nonhuman permits.  In other
24     words, beauty culture school, beauty culture salon,
25     mobile salon, tanning facility, (inaudible) salon, and
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 1     manicuring salon.  Do you see a distinction between
 2     moving to maybe a less bureaucratic way of IPLA
 3     issuing those permits to one who is seeking, for
 4     instance, a permit versus someone who is asking for a
 5     cosmetology license?
 6            MR. HALAL: We're actually doing that right
 7     now.  I'm one of a dozen people that are working with
 8     the IPLA to rewrite regulations and you'll be pleased
 9     to know we're getting rid of whole pages that don't
10     need to be there.
11            And those facility licenses are all now
12     combined into one license type which is a facility
13     license.  So we're expediting that process and it's
14     really not -- it's not that bad to get a license for a
15     facility.  It's not that difficult to do that.
16            MR. BERRY: Okay.  Thank you very much for your


17     time.
18            MR. HALAL: Thank you.
19            MR. BERRY: We have two members of the general


20     public who would like to speak today.  We have Lindsey
21     Wright first.
22            MS. WRIGHT: Thank you.  Thank you for having
23     me today.  My name is Lindsey Wright.  I'm the
24     director of music therapy at Opportunities for
25     Positive Growth and I'm the president of the
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 1     Association for Indiana Music Therapy.  So I'm here on
 2     behalf mostly of AIMT to talk for music therapists and
 3     to show our support for this registry.
 4            Music therapy is a clinical and evidence-based
 5     use of music interventions to accomplish
 6     individualized goals within therapeutic relationships
 7     by credentialed professionals who have completed an
 8     approved music therapy program.
 9            It's a very long definition, so, in other
10     words, music therapists target functional skills
11     needed for everyday life.  These skills can fall into
12     the domains of communication, cognition, motor,
13     emotional, and social skills.
14            For instance, we may work with a child with
15     cerebral palsy on independent finger movement through
16     playing the piano.  That obviously a functional skill
17     needed for many different tasks, but maybe
18     specifically we're working on that for the child to be
19     able to type their homework on a computer and turn it
20     in at school so they can get better grades in their
21     classes.
22            So we can work under any of those domains and
23     we have a couple different schools in Indiana.  We
24     have bachelor's degrees, which is the smallest amount
25     of education one must have to be a music therapist.
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 1     They also must complete a 6-month, 40-hour per week
 2     internship and pass a national board examination.  An
 3     individual then accrues continued eduction credits
 4     through educational courses often offered by
 5     organizations such as our state organization.  One
 6     must accumulate 100 credits per a 5-year cycle and
 7     three of those credits must be in ethics.
 8            Indiana currently has four colleges educating
 9     future music therapists.  St. Mary of the Woods
10     College, University of Evansville, IUPUI, and IPFW.
11     Two of these schools offer bachelor's degree, one a
12     master's degree, and one offers a bachelor's, a
13     master's, and a distant master's program.
14            AIMT members are scattered across the state
15     serving residents in a multitude of settings such as
16     schools, hospitals, rehabilitation centers, hospices,
17     nursing facilities, private clinics or anywhere where
18     there's somebody who needs work in one of these domain
19     areas that I previously spoke about.
20            With the increase in demand for music therapy,
21     it is vital that our residents sometimes being our
22     most vulnerable citizens are attaining genuine music
23     therapy services.  In addition to protecting
24     consumers, this registry will bring state recognition
25     to our field, reduce confusion, and increase access to
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 1     music therapy services by personnel who are trained,
 2     equipped, held to high standards of ethics and
 3     professional practice, and demonstrate competency
 4     through board certification and continued education
 5     activity.
 6            Thank you for having me this morning and I'll
 7     take any questions that you may have.
 8            SENATOR MILLER: Who determines the individual


 9     needs music therapy?  Do you have a doctor's order or
10     what?
11            MS. WRIGHT: It's sometimes a doctor.
12     Sometimes it's someone else on the treatment team,
13     often a case manager.  So I would say 75 percent of
14     the music therapists in Indiana are reimbursed through
15     Medicaid, and when we are working with Medicaid, it's
16     usually waivers, and in that case it's usually a case
17     manager.  Now, sometimes it could be the speech
18     therapist.  It could be the physical therapist.  It
19     could be the teacher at school.
20            It could be the parent that's just heard of the
21     therapy and nothing else is working for their child.
22     We see that a lot with people with autism where no
23     other therapies are really working and my child really
24     likes music so I think they'll actually stay in the
25     room and do this therapy where they won't with
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 1     anything else.
 2            SENATOR MILLER: So then essentially if it were


 3     a parent, you will see an individual regardless of
 4     referral?
 5            MS. WRIGHT: Yes.  It depends on the
 6     reimbursement method sometimes.  So with Medicaid,
 7     even if the referral comes through the parent, that
 8     means the music therapist then -- we have a scope of
 9     practice that we have to follow through the American
10     Music Therapy Association, and with this scope we are
11     required to do an assessment and find out is this
12     person actually going to benefit from this service or
13     not.  So we would not be able to recommend continued
14     music therapy past an assessment if somebody is not
15     going to benefit from the therapy.
16            But we do in the State of Indiana, we have a
17     lot of issues with consumer protection and we worry
18     about residents finding a musician who thinks they can
19     do music therapy but really hasn't had any training.
20     We found those people in hospitals.
21            Those people used to be working under Medicaid
22     even in the State of Indiana and that's changed in the
23     last couple years, but we also have people who private
24     pay and there's really no recourse that they can take
25     if their son or daughter hasn't made any improvement,
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 1     you know, where they wasted a couple years of early
 2     childhood development where they needed that therapy.
 3            MR. BERRY: So, if you could, just the
 4     interplay between the therapist and the scope of
 5     practice that's been promulgated by the national
 6     association.  So is it fair to say that a service that
 7     is provided by the therapist that falls outside that
 8     scope of practice would be less likely to be covered
 9     by either whether it's Medicaid or private insurance?
10            MS. WRIGHT: Certainly.
11            MR. BERRY: What you're saying is because there
12     is this scope of practice, music therapists understand
13     the types of services or I guess their services are
14     limited by that scope --
15            MS. WRIGHT: Yes.
16            MR. BERRY: -- which then facilitates the
17     reimbursement and/or the (inaudible)?
18            MR. WRIGHT: That is certainly true.  So people
19     who are nationally board-certified music therapists
20     understand that and are held accountable with our code
21     of ethics, our scope of practice, our standard
22     practice, but those who don't understand what a music
23     therapist is and think that they can do music therapy
24     -- there's a person working at a hospital in
25     Evansville who is, you know, saying they're doing
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 1     music therapy and they're a musician.  I don't know
 2     about you, but I wouldn't want my infant child working
 3     with this person in the NICU who doesn't know anything
 4     about working with infants.
 5            So, yes, our scope of practice binds us to
 6     these are the things we can do and that are
 7     evidence-based and that can be reimbursed and these
 8     are the things we can't do.  And those who don't know
 9     anything about music therapy who are saying they're a
10     music therapist or doing music therapy don't know that
11     and haven't been trained.
12            SENATOR MILLER: What kind of diagnosis would


13     an infant have that would require a music therapist?
14            MS. WRIGHT: Well, there are music therapists
15     who work in a lot of NICUs and it can be -- that's not
16     really the population I work with, but it could be
17     anything developmentally.  It could be some sort of
18     birth defect.  A lot of times music therapists work on
19     oxygen and making sure that the child is getting
20     enough oxygen, making sure that the child and the
21     mother bond appropriately, that type of thing.
22            So one thing that I do know that I learned in
23     school that you cannot do with an infant is you cannot
24     sing a lot of music with many lyrics because it's
25     overwhelming and it overstimulates an infant and can
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 1     cause brain damage.  So that kind of thing you
 2     wouldn't know if you hadn't been trained.
 3            SENATOR MILLER: How would a music therapist


 4     have any evaluation ability with a child getting
 5     oxygen?
 6            MS. WRIGHT: It's not my population.  I work
 7     with children with autism and developmental
 8     disabilities in the schools and in private settings,
 9     so, you know, I can find out the answer to your
10     question if you'd like.
11            SENATOR MILLER: I'd be very curious about what


12     music therapists are doing with infants.
13            MS. WRIGHT: Sure, yeah.  Actually, in Riley
14     they have just done a couple studies and put out a lot
15     of new research with music therapy in the NICU, so I'd
16     love to send that to you later, certainly.
17            MR. BERRY: Thank you so much.
18            MS. WRIGHT: Thank you.  And Andy had signed up


19     to speak on behalf of music therapy also.  He did have
20     to leave.
21            MR. BERRY: I got it.  Okay.  So with that, we
22     will take our lunch break and reconvene at 12:30.
23            (A lunch recess was taken.)
24            MR. BERRY: Back on the record.  All right.
25     We're kicking off this afternoon with Professor Dick
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 1     Carpenter.  Thank you for being here.
 2            DR. CARPENTER: Certainly.  Good afternoon.  My


 3     name is Dr. Dick Carpenter.  I'm Director of Strategic
 4     Research at the Institute for Justice and also a
 5     Professor of Leadership, Research, and Foundations at
 6     University of Colorado in Colorado Springs.
 7            The Institute for Justice is a public interest
 8     law firm based in Arlington, Virginia, and IJ has a
 9     particular interest in licensing because one of the
10     areas that IJ litigates is economic liberty with a
11     particular emphasis in occupational licensure.  So
12     this is something that we pay a significant amount of
13     attention to and we did a lot of research to on my
14     particular team.
15            And my remarks today are based on research that
16     we completed, my colleagues and I at IJ completed in
17     2012, and this is research that I think may be useful
18     for this proposal that you're considering for
19     certification, a system of certification.
20            In our research, we studied the licensure
21     requirements of 102 low to moderate income
22     occupations, and these are occupations that are ideal
23     for people who are entering the economy or perhaps
24     re-entering the economy and for those who are
25     interested in entrepreneurship.  We've seen a lot of
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 1     dynamic entrepreneurship in these types of occupations
 2     and so we have a particular interest in that because
 3     these are the types of clients that we represent on a
 4     regular basis.
 5            The specific requirements that we studied for
 6     these licenses included fees paid to the State, the
 7     number of exams that one has to pass, the number of
 8     days that one spends in education and training,
 9     minimum age levels and minimum grade levels.  And with
10     these data, we were able to combine them into a single
11     score, a burden metric, if you will, that measures how
12     difficult it is to enter occupations on average, but,
13     also, we were able to look across states and see what
14     states might be more burdensome on average compared to
15     other states and so forth.
16            And to that end, what we found in these 102
17     occupations was, on average, it takes about nine
18     months of education and training to enter these
19     occupations.  Keep in mind these are occupations for
20     those who are at low to moderate income levels.  So
21     nine months of education and experience and training
22     to enter.  It also requires an average of one
23     examination and you will have to pay about $200 in
24     fees to the respective state on average.
25            A third of the occupations that we studied
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 1     require a year or more to earn, and then 79 in our
 2     sample also required at least one examination, if not
 3     multiple examinations.  Some of those that we studied
 4     have five or six examinations required to enter a
 5     particular occupation.
 6            We also found that the requirements for
 7     licenses across states within occupations or even
 8     comparing occupations one to another were very
 9     disparate.  It was actually far more disparate than we
10     had anticipated and it really led us to a conclusion
11     that these particular findings, these disparate
12     requirements, undermine the purported need for a lot
13     of these licenses over the requirements for some of
14     the licenses, and that purported need is almost always
15     protecting public health and safety.
16            The three disparities I think are most relevant
17     here, the first is that the vast majority of the jobs
18     that we studied are done unlicensed in at least one
19     state, if not many states, which means there are
20     people all across the country who are providing
21     services safely without licensure.
22            So, for example, sign language interpreters are
23     licensed in 16 states.  Auctioneers are licensed in 33
24     states.  Indiana licenses both of those.  If there was
25     really a dangerous epidemic on dangerous sign language
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 1     interpreting, I would expect that more than 16 states
 2     would regulate this particular occupation, but, in
 3     fact, they do not.
 4            A second type of disparity that we noticed that
 5     the licensure requirements often vary greatly within
 6     an occupation across states.  So to be a manicurist,
 7     for instance, which is -- you were referencing
 8     manicurists earlier.  If you want to be a manicurist,
 9     there are 10 states that require that you must spend
10     four months or more in training to be manicurists.  In
11     Alaska it is two days and in Iowa it is nine days.
12            So it seems unlikely that those who went to
13     work as a manicurist in Indiana which require about
14     105 days or Alabama which is 163 days or Oregon which
15     is 140 days, it seems unlikely that those manicurists
16     would have to spend so much more time in training than
17     those in Alaska and also those who are in Iowa.  But
18     manicurists are not alone.
19            If you want to be a vegetation pesticide
20     handler, some states require zero days to get that
21     license but other states require 1,460 days or about
22     four years to get the exact same license to do the
23     exact same job.
24            And this type of disparity is prevalent
25     throughout the occupations that we studied.  In fact,
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 1     39 of the occupations have differences between minimum
 2     and maximum number of days across the states of 1,000
 3     days, and in 23 occupations it was more than 700 days.
 4            So the third type of disparity that we noted is
 5     evident when we compare one occupation to another.
 6     Emergency medical technicians is a great example.
 7     Emergency medical technicians obviously hold the lives
 8     of individuals in their hands, but, on average in the
 9     occupations that we studied, 66 occupations have
10     greater licensure burdens than EMTs.
11            In Indiana, of those occupations that are
12     licensed in our sample, 10 occupations have greater
13     licensure burdens than EMTs including barbers and
14     cosmetologists, Earth drillers, and mobile home
15     installers.
16            For a little perspective, if you want to be a
17     cosmetologist in Indiana, you will spend 350 days in
18     training.  If you want to be an EMT at the entry
19     level, you will spend 34.
20            So comparisons and disparities like these
21     really illustrate how the difficulty of jumping
22     licensing hurdles often has little to do with public
23     health and safety risks associated with an occupation.
24     And I emphasize that because this is the primary
25     justification given for licenses or for the
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 1     perpetuation of a license or for requirements
 2     associated with a license, but when we look at the
 3     requirements, often they just don't seem to line up
 4     with the public health and safety risks associated
 5     with the job.
 6            So I'm sure industry leaders would object, but
 7     the public health and safety implications of a sign
 8     language interpreter or an auctioneer seems quite
 9     dubious compared to requirements associated with the
10     job.
11            And that same thing could be said for up and
12     coming occupations, like all occupations that are on
13     the make for licensing.  So some contemporary examples
14     include music therapists or art therapists, just to
15     name two.
16            Art therapists are licensed in fewer than 10
17     states, but additional states are considering this as
18     industry leaders, essentially the professional
19     association, continues to lobby for more states to
20     license.
21            For their part, music therapists are licensed
22     in a very small handful of states, but other states
23     have considered it not at the request of consumers but
24     at the requests of industry leaders who want their
25     industry to be licensed.  And Indiana has considered
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 1     licensure or some form of regulation for both of these
 2     in the past.
 3            The bills to introduce them, not just in
 4     Indiana but across the country, typically the bills
 5     all start the same way, to protect public health and
 6     safety, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.  That's often
 7     how they begin.
 8            There's no question that these occupations add
 9     value to the social and economic lives of communities.
10     The question is do these occupations come with
11     significant threats to public health and safety such
12     that they need to be licensed or that the requirements
13     to earn the licenses should be particularly onerous.
14            Now, by "onerous," let me give you some
15     examples of what I mean.  If you want to serve as a
16     music therapist in Nevada, for instance, you will have
17     to earn a four-year degree, typically in music therapy
18     but could be some other related degree.  You will
19     spend $200 in fees to the state and you will have to
20     pass a national examination.  The requirements for
21     regulation here in Indiana that have been proposed are
22     very similar to that.
23            Art therapists, to earn that particular
24     license, you would have to have a master's or a
25     doctorate degree or some equivalent degree program.
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 1     You will have to complete an internship of 1,000 hours
 2     or more and presumably you will pay fees to the state
 3     in addition to an examination on top of that.
 4            Before imposing these significant requirements,
 5     I think state leaders would be wise to ask for
 6     evidence of the need for licensure or for evidence of
 7     the particular requirements associated with the
 8     license.  And by "evidence," what I mean is empirical,
 9     systematic evidence, not antidotes that are often
10     brought to the table by people who are agitating the
11     lobby for a license or for the continuation of a
12     license.
13            It's also worth asking if there are ways to
14     regulate without full licensure.  Often we think of
15     licensure only in a binary world.  We either have it
16     or we do not, but, in fact, there is a menu of options
17     between no licensure, which is essentially regulation
18     through the market, and full licensure and that mainly
19     includes things like registration or bonding and
20     insurance and what Indiana is considering, that's
21     certification.
22            And these options have the benefits of
23     licensure and these benefits include things like
24     sending signals to consumers that somebody has a
25     particular qualification.  So it has the same benefits
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 1     of licensure but it doesn't necessarily impose upon
 2     the free practice of an occupation.  So that's the
 3     advantage of some of these regulatory options between
 4     no licensure and full licensure.
 5            But based on our research, there are also some
 6     additional questions that are worth asking when
 7     considering the type of certification program that
 8     Indiana is looking into and also what types of
 9     occupations ought to be included.  So here are three
10     questions.  One is:  What occupations are licensed in
11     your state but perhaps in no other states or maybe
12     just a few other states?
13            The second type of question would be:  How do
14     the requirements for a given occupation in your state
15     compare to other states?  How onerous is it in yours
16     compared to other states?
17            And then, lastly, how do requirements of an
18     occupation, any given occupation, compare to another
19     that has clear public health and safety implications?
20            Now, much of what I've talked about and what I
21     think Dr. Kleiner and Mr. McGrath and Dr. Wolfram will
22     discuss apply to the licensure of individuals, but
23     there is also the issue of entity licensing.  Entity
24     licensing requires individuals within a business who
25     want to qualify, that is if the business wants to
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 1     qualify for a certain type of classification, the
 2     individuals within the business have to earn
 3     licensure.  And so classifications could include, for
 4     instance, professional corporations.
 5            And there are certain benefits that accrue to a
 6     business from entity licensure, that is having certain
 7     classification, but the benefits to the public may not
 8     be as evident, and, if not, I mean absent a
 9     demonstrable threat to public health and safety, it's
10     very likely that the licensure requirements associated
11     with these types of classifications could be
12     streamlined or perhaps altered in the type of
13     certification system that you're considering and that
14     would retain the benefits to the business but also not
15     impose costs on consumers, which presumably
16     Dr. Kleiner will talk about for certain he has shown
17     in his research.
18            So, finally, the types of analyses that I'm
19     describing are similar to an initiative that is
20     growing in the application amongst licensing
21     professionals called "right touch" regulation.  Right
22     touch is something that grew out of the UK as part of
23     refining licensure for health care occupations and it
24     is now expanded to other countries, Canada, Australia,
25     New Zealand, for instance, and also into other
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 1     occupations.  And right touch is a process where
 2     regulators and elected officials look for, using data
 3     and evidence, threats associated with an occupation to
 4     the public health and safety, and then they look for
 5     targeted and proportionate ways to address those
 6     threats.
 7            And the idea here is the attempt to balance two
 8     extremes.  One extreme is overregulation, which is
 9     seen as interference in the way people lead their
10     lives, and underregulation, which fails to provide the
11     necessary public health and safety protection.  So the
12     principle guiding this search for balance is a
13     recognition that there is a role for regulation,
14     protecting public health and safety, but the
15     regulation should not unduly interfere or impose upon
16     the free exercise of individuals in the social and
17     economic system.
18            So the fact that I can count on one hand the
19     number of states that license music therapists or that
20     to work as a massage therapist in Alaska requires two
21     days and Indiana it's more than 100 or that to be a
22     cosmetologist you spend 350 days and to be an EMT it's
23     only 34, all these things are examples of what I would
24     say we still have not found that proper balance.
25     There are many cases where we're still looking for it.
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 1            So, for that reason, I commend this committee
 2     for the work that you're doing as you seek to find
 3     what is the proper balance between the necessary role
 4     of protecting public health and safety through
 5     regulation but also preserving the right to earn an
 6     honest living in order to lead a life of dignity and
 7     to provide for one's family and for one's future.
 8            So I appreciate the opportunity to share our
 9     research with you and some lessons that we've learned
10     along the way.  So thank you.
11            MR. RHOAD: Thank you for the excellent
12     testimony.  And one of the things a few years ago in
13     Indiana that came up was the professional licensing of
14     prosthetists and orthotists and Indiana is one of a
15     handful of states that does not license that care
16     practice and the decision not to license it was made,
17     in my recollection, was based upon the fact that that
18     patient is already under the care of a physician.
19            Are there other health industries that are
20     currently licensed that you think we could look at a
21     less restrictive option because they are already under
22     the care of a physician?
23            DR. CARPENTER: Yes.  That's a little outside
24     my expertise because we haven't looked at the health
25     care industries in particular, so I can't answer it as
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 1     directly as you're going to like, but I would say in
 2     general when there are certain professions that are
 3     subordinate, in essence, there's a possibility that
 4     those licenses could either be reduced or they could
 5     be -- when I say "reduced," the requirements to earn a
 6     license could be reduced or in some cases may be
 7     avoided altogether.
 8            MR. BERRY: What risks to the public's health
 9     is there moving to this type of self-certification
10     registration or the right touch regulation analysis
11     for entity permitting?
12            DR. CARPENTER: So what risk is there
13     associated?
14            MR. BERRY: Yeah, I mean, so I understand that
15     benefits of licensing or permitting for that matter is
16     that, one, it's a way to provide more information to
17     the consuming public and also to protect the health
18     and safety of the public at large, but it seems that
19     requiring an entity to first go to IPLA, whether it's
20     for a cosmetologist salon or -- the board that I'm not
21     sure if the camera can pick it up, but those are all
22     the licensing permits there are issued by IPLA.  There
23     are a number of nonhuman permits that are required in
24     order for someone to hang out their shingle, and my
25     question is:  Can we not just make it a more automated
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 1     process for receiving that permit or license to open
 2     up a dentist office, for example?
 3            DR. CARPENTER: Presumably, yes.  I mean often


 4     licensure for entities or for firms is a way to
 5     protect the public in terms of looking at conditions
 6     of sanitation, for instance, and do they have the
 7     necessary equipment, et cetera, et cetera.  So those
 8     are things that I think could be streamlined because
 9     often those are already done through inspection
10     systems and that is yet one of the other menus that I
11     mentioned.
12            When you think of that menu of options that I
13     discussed earlier, one of those options is
14     inspections, so inspections could serve that exact
15     same purpose, though.  If they're built into this
16     system, there's the potential that that inspection
17     system could, in essence, streamline the process.
18            And inspections are routinely done in all kinds
19     of different settings, not just licensure of
20     individuals or entities like you have here, but
21     certainly in restaurants.  I think we're all pleased
22     that restaurants are inspected on a regular basis, so
23     that's probably how it could be handled as one option,
24     but that's probably the primary (inaudible).
25            SENATOR TAYLOR: Thank you for your testimony.
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 1     You kind of enlightened me on a couple of things.
 2     One, however, still perplexes me with your research.
 3     If Indiana regulates production in an agriculture
 4     manner different than say California, that would make
 5     sense; right?
 6            DR. CARPENTER: Potentially.
 7            SENATOR TAYLOR: Yeah.  I mean we're going to


 8     be more agriculturally based than say New York, for
 9     example, so they're going to regulate their
10     agriculture maybe a little bit differently than what
11     we are.  But one of the things that I think sets
12     Indiana apart from a lot of the other states is that I
13     think we try to make a practical approach to whatever
14     we license or whatever we set up for certification.
15            I mean we can compare ourselves to other states
16     all day long.  Maybe they're wrong or maybe we're
17     wrong, but maybe somewhere in between is where the
18     rubber meets the road.  What I don't like to do is
19     compare our professions.
20            For example, I'm a practicing attorney and I
21     can tell you that in the State of Wisconsin if you go
22     to Wisconsin law school, then you automatically can
23     practice in Wisconsin.  I'll give you that example.
24     But I can't go practice in Wisconsin because I
25     graduated from Indiana University.
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 1            Now, some people would say you just look at
 2     that as absolute and say, well, wait a minute, if
 3     somebody wants to practice in Wisconsin, then they
 4     went to Wisconsin law school, they should be able to
 5     practice in Wisconsin.  Well, why shouldn't we have
 6     the same thing here in Indiana if I went to Indiana?
 7     We don't.
 8            So there's a whole lot of things that are
 9     different and they play out differently based on the
10     jurisdiction they're in, but one of the things that's
11     consistent is the health and welfare and safety of the
12     public.  Anything that comes with touching or
13     providing prescriptions or doing anything like that,
14     have you broken down your study based on those -- you
15     know, you did the EMT thing.
16            Yeah, you know, the introductory EMT scenario
17     that you talked about is not a person who is going to
18     show up and actually -- correct me if I'm wrong.
19     Senator Miller might know this, but they don't have
20     the ability to show up and providing certain -- they
21     can't do certain things when they show up on the
22     scene; right?  They are limited.  Right.
23            So we're not comparing apples to apples when
24     you say 60 days versus 700 days (inaudible).  From a
25     medical and medically necessary (inaudible), have you
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 1     broken it down on those issues, just those public, you
 2     know, like -- okay, let's start with EMTs and let's
 3     compare the entry level EMT with a (inaudible) EMT.
 4     Have you done anything like that?
 5            DR. CARPENTER: Yeah.  So of those in our
 6     sample, there is a comparison of EMTs in one state to
 7     another, so that is done, but --
 8            SENATOR TAYLOR: What about just health care,


 9     if you will?
10            DR. CARPENTER: No.
11            SENATOR TAYLOR: Okay.  You didn't do it like


12     that?
13            DR. CARPENTER: No.
14            SENATOR TAYLOR: Okay.  You didn't do like
15     accountants?
16            DR. CARPENTER: No.
17            SENATOR TAYLOR: You didn't do legal?
18            DR. CARPENTER: Right.  So keep in mind, by
19     definition our sample is those who are in low to
20     moderate income sectors.  So there are going to be a
21     whole lot of occupations that just simply did not make
22     it into our sample for that reason.
23            And, also, we did not necessarily put an
24     emphasis on one type of occupation or another.  We
25     just simply said here are all the occupations that
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 1     appear to be regulated as according to the United
 2     States Department of Labor.  Here are the incomes on
 3     average associated with them.  Anything that fell
 4     below that cut was in the sample; anything that was
 5     above was out.  That was all we did.
 6            SENATOR TAYLOR: Okay.  So you did yours from


 7     an economic development standpoint?
 8            DR. CARPENTER: In essence, yes.  Yeah, these
 9     are the types of individuals that we are most commonly
10     representing in our work, and also, as you suggested,
11     these are occupations where we tend to see a lot of
12     dynamic entrepreneurship, and that was of particular
13     interest to us as well.
14            MR. MILLER: I had a follow-up question.  Just
15     listening to Senator Taylor's question, I have some
16     follow-up.  You're not suggesting (inaudible)
17     something that studies out there talk about for each
18     individual type of profession or occupation, the
19     justifications for licensure and nonlicensure,
20     justification for health and safety issues because I
21     think from a policy perspective for a lot of people on
22     this panel, the legislators in particular, is that it
23     is also equally important to make sure that we don't
24     sacrifice what's good economics for what's good
25     protection for the public.
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 1            DR. CARPENTER: Of course.
 2            MR. MILLER: I was wondering if there were any
 3     comparative studies or information you can share with
 4     everyone in terms of that.
 5            DR. CARPENTER: Sure.  It's very hit and miss.
 6     As I mentioned, It's more often the case that licenses
 7     are justified with very little evidence.  In some
 8     states there are requirements.  Whether they are
 9     followed or not is a separate issue, but there are
10     requirements that before a new license is adopted that
11     there is some review, a sunrise review, for instance.
12            So in work that we've done, we have been able
13     to find such examples.  Interior designer is a great
14     example where interior designers are licensed in three
15     states and the District of Columbia.  It's been
16     considered for licensure in several other states as
17     well.
18            And as part of that process, there are agencies
19     that will go through a review process to do exactly
20     what you're describing.  Is there a demonstrable
21     threat to public health and safety that necessitates
22     the license or that necessitates the particular
23     requirements associated with the license.  And what we
24     found, just as an example, for interior designers is
25     that across the board all those studies said no, there
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 1     was no evidence of a need to license this particular
 2     occupation.  Now, whether those are followed is a
 3     separate issue.  Many times they are not but
 4     oftentimes -- sometimes they are not.
 5            But that is more often the case.  More often
 6     than not, those are the types of studies that you see
 7     in sunrise types of reviews less so -- there are some
 8     but less so amongst researchers like me who are doing
 9     this type of work.
10            SENATOR TAYLOR: Did we get a copy of your
11     report?
12            MR. BERRY: I have a copy for you.
13            DR. CARPENTER: I'm happy to provide it.
14            SENATOR TAYLOR: Okay.  I didn't know if you


15     were (inaudible) publicized this or --
16            DR. CARPENTER: Yeah, it's actually --
17            SENATOR TAYLOR: -- publication.
18            DR. CARPENTER: This is the publication, so I
19     can provide that to Adam.  He has a copy.
20            SENATOR TAYLOR: You only looked at licensure;


21     right?
22            MR. BERRY: I thought Lee McGrath (inaudible).
23            SENATOR TAYLOR: Is this only licensure?
24            DR. CARPENTER: This includes any type of
25     regulation, so it's not just pure licensing, yeah.
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 1            MR. BERRY: Dick, thank you very much for not
 2     just testifying but traveling to be here today.
 3            DR. CARPENTER: Happy to do it.  It's home
 4     ground for me.  Thanks.
 5            MR. BERRY: Thank you.  Proceed.
 6            PROFESSOR KLEINER: Thank you.  Mr. Chair and


 7     members of the 421 study panel, my name is Morris
 8     Kleiner and I testify before you today on my own
 9     behalf and not as a representative of the University
10     of Minnesota or any other organization with which I'm
11     affiliated.
12            As a background, I have a Ph.D. in Economics
13     from the university just west of here, University of
14     Illinois.  I worked in government and consulted for
15     many public and private organizations.  I'm a
16     professor at the Humphrey School of Public Affairs at
17     the University of Minnesota and I also teach at the
18     university's Center for Human Resources and Labor
19     Studies.  I'm a visiting scholar at the Federal
20     Reserve Bank of Minneapolis and a research associate
21     with the National Bureau of Economic Research in
22     Cambridge, Massachusetts.
23            I just finished an assignment as a visiting
24     scholar last week at the Upjohn Institute for
25     Employment Research in Michigan, and my research
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 1     specialty includes an analysis of institutions such as
 2     occupational licensing in the labor market.
 3            I've published in some of the top journals in
 4     labor economics and industrial relations and I'm the
 5     coauthor or editor of seven books as well as a
 6     forthcoming one.  Two of the books focus on
 7     occupational regulation and were published in 2006 and
 8     2013.  These are the leading volumes on occupational
 9     regulation based on sales and citations to the work in
10     Google scholar.
11            So let me start with my conclusions because it
12     establishes a preference for certification over the
13     licensure of occupations.  Certification is better
14     than occupational licensing for three reasons.
15            First, certification has benefits over
16     licensing for workers.  Certification doesn't fence
17     out workers or cause the type of problems in the labor
18     market that licensing does.  Licensing may cause
19     workers to lose the opportunity to move into the
20     middle class because of barriers to enter it.  A
21     reduction in licensing requirements could reduce
22     unemployment in the state, and licensing further
23     reduces the ability of workers to move across state
24     lines and engage in work that's most beneficial to
25     them and to society.  A certification of practitioners
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 1     doesn't have these negative features.
 2            Second, certification is better for consumers
 3     than occupational licensing.  Similar to licensing,
 4     certification sends a signal to consumers about who
 5     has met government requirements to work in an
 6     occupation; however, it doesn't reduce competition and
 7     it doesn't raise prices the way licensing does.  It
 8     gives consumers more choices for the kinds of services
 9     they need.  It gives consumers the right to choose the
10     level of quality they think is appropriate for them
11     relative to other types of regulation.  Also,
12     consumers don't demand the same level of quality.
13            When members of the legal profession told Nobel
14     laureate economist Milton Friedman that every lawyer
15     should be of Cadillac quality, he famously replied
16     that many people would be better off with a Chevy, a
17     cheaper but clearly a functional alternative.  If
18     licensing improves quality simply by restricting entry
19     into the profession, then some consumers will be
20     forced to pay for more quality than they want or need.
21            Thirdly, certification is better for state
22     government than occupational licensing.  It reduces
23     the unnecessary and excessive lobbying by trade
24     associations to try to convince legislators to enact
25     and the governor to implement licensing regimes under
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 1     the assumption of protecting the public.  Often
 2     lobbyists claim that licensing is needed to screen out
 3     frauds and incompetents.  There's little evidence to
 4     support the claim, but licensing laws do offer
 5     lobbyists and trade associations a way to deliver less
 6     competition, higher earnings, greater employment for
 7     members or clients.
 8            There's an important difference between
 9     licensing and certification.  Licensing restricts the
10     practice of an occupation.  Certification restricts
11     the use of the title.  So, for example, certified
12     financial analyst or certified interior designer.
13     Anyone can do financial analysis or interior design,
14     but only those who've met the government requirements
15     can call themselves a certified financial analyst or a
16     certified interior designer.
17            The proposal to establish a portal that would
18     facilitate the use of private or voluntary
19     certification as a complement to other state
20     authorized licensing regimes is an important issue for
21     the Indiana state economy, practitioners, and
22     consumers.
23            Beyond my conclusions, I'd like to provide some
24     details.  First, occupational licensing reduces
25     employment growth thereby contributing to
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 1     unemployment.  These barriers fence out people who
 2     might be qualified but have not gained the credentials
 3     through the exact means identified in the licensing
 4     law such as a written test, internship, undergraduate
 5     or graduate degree.
 6            Estimates by Professor Alan Krueger of
 7     Princeton University and the former head of President
 8     Obama's Council of Economic Advisors and former chief
 9     economist in the Department of Treasury and Professor
10     Alex Mas, who is also at Princeton and a former chief
11     economist in the Department of Labor and chief
12     economist at the Office of Management and Budget under
13     President Obama and me, showed that the cost of
14     licensing nationally in the form of lost jobs is
15     between .5 and 1 percent.
16            Applying that lower number in Indiana would
17     result in a reduction in unemployment in the state or
18     a gain of approximately 16,000 jobs if licensing were
19     reduced in the state relative to certification or
20     other less restrictive forms of regulation.
21            Secondly, occupational licensing causes
22     consumers to pay higher prices.  By shrinking the
23     available supply of labor, licensing increases prices
24     by 15 percent or more.  Certification doesn't have
25     these large price effects.  Less competition means
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 1     that consumers pay more and have less variety for the
 2     services they need.
 3            A number of years ago, students at the Humphrey
 4     School analyzed the cost of licensing to consumers in
 5     Minnesota.  They found that the extensive use of
 6     licensing cost consumers in Minnesota to pay an
 7     incremental $3 billion a year more in higher prices
 8     that are redistributed to those with licensing with no
 9     clear benefits.
10            It also restricts the ability of consumers to
11     choose whether they want to go to one type of license
12     documentation or another.  For example, do they want
13     to go to a nurse practitioner or a doctor rather than
14     having the state decide who they can go to.
15            Third, occupational licensing alleges that it
16     will increase consumer protection by screening out
17     incompetents and frauds.  Unfortunately, and although
18     we may want this to be true, there is very little
19     evidence for it.  Additionally, some legislators tend
20     to grandfather in everyone working when licensing is
21     enacted thus eliminating the screening altogether.
22     Also, licensing boards often are captured by the
23     licensees and rarely revoke licenses.  Most telling
24     about their priorities, nearly all boards depend on
25     the licensees to fund operating budgets through the
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 1     payment of licensing fees.
 2            Among the many professions and occupations that
 3     I've studied are mortgage brokers.  What my research
 4     at the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis showed is
 5     that those states that licensed mortgage bankers had
 6     similar default rates as those states that didn't
 7     license them.  A major difference is that the states
 8     with licensed brokers, the fees that consumers had to
 9     pay for loans were higher.  I have generally found the
10     same findings in other occupations that I've
11     researched or seen in the research of others.
12            The reality is that occupational licensing
13     reduces employment growth, contributes to
14     unemployment, and increases costs to consumers.  The
15     main groups that win under licensing are those that
16     are licensed through higher wages and greater job
17     opportunities for those who are fortunate enough to
18     become licensed.  Certification has none of the
19     problems of licensing such as raising prices or
20     overall restriction of employment.  It provides
21     consumers with more choice at a lower price than
22     occupational licensing.  And I'll be glad to take
23     questions.
24            MR. BERRY: You mentioned in your testimony
25     that licensing screens out those who may be qualified
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 1     but are unable to, for whatever reason, earn a
 2     particular credential that's required by the licensing
 3     board.  If we were to remove the requirement that one
 4     obtain a particular credential in order to practice in
 5     a field, what signal could be given to the public that
 6     the individual would be receiving a service that they
 7     expect?
 8            So, for example, I was having a conversation
 9     with my wife last night about today and going through
10     this concept of self-certification registration and
11     she made the comment about going to her manicurist,
12     that she knows when she goes to get a manicure that
13     she -- she just assumes that the manicurist has the
14     requirement or a skill because they're regulated by
15     the State.
16            If we remove the requirement for licensure of
17     manicurists, how will somebody who wants to go get a
18     manicure be able to have that sense of security that
19     they're going to be getting a good manicure or a
20     manicure from someone who won't give them nail fungus
21     or whatever the risk is that comes from someone who is
22     unqualified?
23            PROFESSOR KLEINER: I think that's a very good


24     question, and certification allows the same sort of
25     quality control.  So if someone is certified by the
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 1     government that they have passed certain education,
 2     training, internship requirements that are required to
 3     make sure that that individual follows appropriate
 4     hygiene.  In addition, whatever organization or
 5     whatever firm she went to, in order for them to get
 6     repeat business, if individuals are leaving that place
 7     and are not happy, that information is going to be
 8     passed along and they are going to be out of business.
 9            So you have both the discipline of
10     certification and the discipline of the marketplace to
11     make sure that the services that are being provided
12     are of high quality.
13            SENATOR TAYLOR: Thank you, Professor.  As a


14     fellow economics major -- of course, I don't have as
15     many credentials as you have as an economics major --
16     I find your testimony to be very interesting because
17     you're using the law of supply and demand to find and
18     to actually determine whether or not licensure is
19     necessary.  And as a practicing attorney, of course, I
20     would find that licensure is important in my
21     profession.
22            Let me give you kind of my perspective.  Then I
23     want to ask you a question.  Licensure, to me, is
24     something that says you've -- the State has required
25     or come up with this group of questions or this group
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 1     of requirements that you have to pass in order to be
 2     licensed.  It doesn't say that, you know, if you go to
 3     medical school, it doesn't mean you have to take your
 4     boards.  It doesn't mean you have to practice
 5     medicine.  I went to law school with several people
 6     who decided not to take the bar exam because they're
 7     either in media, some are in public affairs groups,
 8     some are -- whatever you want to call it.  One is on
 9     TV now.  She's a newscaster who was in my law school
10     class.  So some people decide not to get their
11     license.
12            Are you saying that, you know, because we have
13     a license -- so since I have a license to practice law
14     and I went to law school, that allows me to practice
15     law, but one doesn't have to be in order for me to get
16     the law degree; does that make sense what I'm saying
17     to you?  I can get a law degree without taking a
18     license exam; right?
19            PROFESSOR KLEINER: That's correct.
20            SENATOR TAYLOR: So would you have it that my


21     colleague who has now been -- I've been practicing law
22     for 15 years, longer than that, 17 years.  She's been
23     a newscaster for 17 years, that she should be able to
24     practice law without a license because she's got a law
25     degree?
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 1            PROFESSOR KLEINER: No.  And in terms of
 2     certification, someone could go and say if someone has
 3     a certification, that person in the case of law, and
 4     what we're talking about in this case is really not
 5     removing any licenses but looking at issues of
 6     occupations that may come before a licensing board in
 7     terms of their seeking or which additional occupations
 8     may become regular.
 9            Certainly certification, the consumer could
10     choose if they want to go to an individual who is not
11     licensed and that would be up to the individual to
12     determine if they want that individual to service
13     them, but certainly certification or state
14     certification or other individuals, and certainly the
15     Internet has allowed that information to be much more
16     available in terms of whether that individual can
17     provide an appropriate service.
18            So in terms of certification, it allows the
19     consumer to choose who they want to go to, but the
20     State still provides information as to the quality of
21     that service or at least the quality of the education,
22     the training, continuing education, internships.  All
23     those tend to be the current requirements for both
24     licensing and they could be the requirements for
25     certification as well.  But certification gives the
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 1     consumer the opportunity to decide who is the
 2     appropriate individual to handle what they think is
 3     important.
 4            SENATOR TAYLOR: Right.  But understanding --


 5     okay, I'll take it away from the legal.  Let me move
 6     it to the medical side because there's a certain level
 7     of credentials that I want someone to have if they're
 8     a nurse practitioner, if they're a registered nurse,
 9     if they're an LPN, or if they're a -- I think there's
10     another level.  I don't know.  Senator Miller might
11     know, but those are four different levels of nursing.
12     The nurse practitioner probably being higher up than
13     the RN and then your LPN and then nurse's assistants
14     or NAs or whatever.
15            So if I'm in need of medical assistance from a
16     nurse, you're saying that the consumer is able to
17     choose who they want to use?  As a consumer, I may
18     make my choice based solely upon economics (inaudible)
19     the marketplace is a free market.  Instead of going to
20     a medical doctor, I'll go to the nurse assistant down
21     the street who says that she's a nurse, not a
22     registered nurse, not an LPN, not a nurse
23     practitioner, but I'll go to a nurse for what I see to
24     be maybe a cut.  What if that cut gets infected?  What
25     if that nurse assistant doesn't have the training?
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 1            To me, it seems to me that those licenses are
 2     something that we as a public policy as legislators
 3     have created a system that allows the consumer to
 4     choose but based on the level that we determine the
 5     scrutiny should be.
 6            If it's an emergency situation, I don't want a
 7     nurse's assistant actually providing service.  And the
 8     consumer, yeah, the consumer could go to a nurse's
 9     assistant for that.
10            I saw a TV show the other day where the guy
11     pulled his own tooth out with a pair of pliers.  Now,
12     he might extract a tooth but he definitely hasn't
13     protected his mouth from the amount of infection that
14     could happen because he didn't have any type of
15     antiseptic spray or anything to put on there to clean.
16     He might have extracted the tooth, but do we want
17     people pulling teeth with pliers?
18            PROFESSOR KLEINER: Those are a good set of


19     questions.  There are two things to think about those
20     issues.  One is one thing that licensing does is drive
21     up prices and individuals who can't afford those
22     services will end up doing the sorts of things,
23     pulling their own teeth, giving themselves root canals
24     because they can't afford the services.  So those are
25     individuals who don't have access.
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 1            The other issue is that in medical care you
 2     have hospitals that have reputations to maintain and
 3     if they don't maintain those reputations, insurance
 4     companies are going to drop them as service providers.
 5     So you certainly have both the discipline of the
 6     market and you have beyond certification.
 7            For example, nurse practitioners are
 8     individuals who are certified beyond being a
 9     registered nurse.  So there's no clear nurse
10     practitioner license.  These are individuals who are
11     certified beyond being a nurse.
12            SENATOR TAYLOR: Correct.
13            PROFESSOR KLEINER: So you have additional


14     certification, certification as a surgeon,
15     certification as an internist.  All those are
16     certifications beyond the basic licensing.  So in the
17     case of the medical profession, there's the basic
18     license and beyond that there's certification.
19            SENATOR TAYLOR: Okay.  So it's kind of
20     different than (inaudible) because it's reversed, it's
21     the licensure and then the certification?
22            PROFESSOR KLEINER: That's right.
23            SENATOR TAYLOR: What you're talking about is


24     the certification before the licensure?
25            PROFESSOR KLEINER: That's right.
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 1            SENATOR TAYLOR: Okay.
 2            MR. MILLER: I have a follow-up.  I can't
 3     resist this interesting topic to say the least.  From
 4     what I'm hearing of the economic analysis and I'm not
 5     an economist, I'm a lawyer, so don't hold that against
 6     me, but it appears that -- is there some group of
 7     occupations or professions that are in the category
 8     from the public safety side, that's where I'm coming
 9     from, that certification -- because you talk in terms
10     of certification that there's some control.  And,
11     traditionally, licensure gives you this process of
12     discipline and of revocation of licenses and things of
13     that nature whereas my impression is your idea of
14     certification doesn't include any of that and it's
15     merely more of a consumer choice, economic driven type
16     of choice.
17            I think what Senator Taylor was pointing out --
18     I heard the previous presenter talk about
19     overregulation versus underregulation.  There has to
20     be a balance.  And I'm just curious as to if you've
21     done that analysis and whether there's some
22     occupations you would be more than happy to suggest, a
23     brain surgeon, that choice by me.  To find out later
24     on that I shouldn't have gone to that brain surgeon
25     isn't going to be probably very much comfort to me, so
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 1     I guess that's the question.  It sounds like there's
 2     some occupations you just feel don't rise to the level
 3     of needing that kind of scrutiny versus those that
 4     might.  I guess my question is whether you can
 5     differentiate that.
 6            PROFESSOR KLEINER: Thank you.  And certainly


 7     there are occupations -- obviously, doctors have the
 8     strongest case for licensure in terms of the ability
 9     to detect diseases that might be spread that would
10     have what economists call externalities that have
11     effects beyond the individual being treated.
12            Certainly, certification has a lot of the same
13     scrutiny, that is individuals can be decertified just
14     as individuals can lose their license.  Unfortunately,
15     it is very rare.  For example, in the State of
16     Minnesota last year, maybe .2 or .1 percent -- that's
17     not 1 percent, that's .1 percent of lawyers would lose
18     their license.  So it's very rare for an attorney or
19     almost any other occupation to lose their license.  So
20     that doesn't -- although it is out there and it's a
21     potential issue, it is very rare for individuals to
22     lose their license because of being incompetent or
23     unscrupulous.
24            So those are issues that licensing would like
25     to think that they have the effect of raising quality,
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 1     but when you take into account individuals who are
 2     being priced out of the market, that is they can't
 3     afford it because licensing raises prices, those
 4     individuals were generally in the lower part of the
 5     income distribution are individuals who are the losers
 6     because of licensing.  The individuals who are the
 7     gainers are individuals who are at the higher end of
 8     the income distribution because perhaps point of sale
 9     or point of service transactions are much higher
10     because of licensing.
11            So you have a bit of the reverse Robin Hood
12     effect of individuals losing because they can't afford
13     it and individuals at the higher income distribution
14     getting better services.  So there's a redistribution
15     effect as well.
16            So when you think about licensing, it's a
17     monopoly.  If you don't have a license, you cannot
18     providing the service for pay.  So these individuals
19     are losing.  Individuals who can't afford the service,
20     can't afford the monopoly prices are priced out of the
21     market, and that's a group that often is not being
22     considered.
23            MR. BERRY: Legislation had authorized the
24     study, which is the reason that we're having today's
25     panel, to task the Professional Licensing Agency with
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 1     six different issues to study, one of which is whether
 2     to provide title protection to individuals who
 3     register.  And we've talked a lot today about
 4     licensure versus certification.
 5            The example that I often give is that currently
 6     there are at least four different certification
 7     opportunities for our therapists.  The problem is is
 8     that regardless of the certification that one obtains,
 9     he or she can call him or herself a certified art
10     therapist, but there's no way for the consuming public
11     to distinguish between the four different
12     certification opportunities.
13            So if you could spend a few minutes talking
14     about the need for title protection, what the title
15     might look like to actually mean something if this
16     concept were implemented in the state.
17            PROFESSOR KLEINER: Certainly certification
18     which is a much better alternative than licensing
19     because under certification others can provide those
20     services.  Under licensing, it is the idea of a
21     monopoly.  In the case of certification, there are
22     various forms and levels and certainly part of that is
23     determined by the employer who hires these
24     individuals.
25            Where I'm coming from in Minnesota, Mayo Clinic
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 1     has a reputation to uphold.  If they're hiring
 2     unqualified or individuals who are incompetent, very
 3     soon they're going to lose their reputation.  So there
 4     is a discipline of the market that provides consumers
 5     with knowledge about the service that they're
 6     providing.
 7            Certainly different levels of certification.
 8     As in the case of nursing, there are various forms of
 9     nurses in terms of their level of skill from nurse
10     practitioners to practical nurses to RNs and all those
11     -- some of those are licenses, but also, with the case
12     of nurse practitioners, those are individuals who are
13     certified.
14            The same thing is true in medicine.
15     Individuals are licensed, and beyond having a basic
16     medical degree, individuals are certified in terms of
17     providing -- being certified as an internist, being
18     certified as a vascular surgeon, and so on.
19            So these certifications provide information to
20     the consumer, they provide information to the hospital
21     as to the quality of that individual.  So the employer
22     also has a responsibility.  The consumer, by knowing
23     reputation of different hospitals, also makes these
24     choices, and the insurance companies.  Oftentimes,
25     insurance companies pay extra amounts for certain
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 1     hospitals to be in their network because that hospital
 2     has an outstanding reputation and if that hospital
 3     isn't in their network, they're going to lose lots of
 4     potential customers and patients.
 5            MR. BERRY: Okay.  Let's take it out of the
 6     health field and let's just, by example, talk about
 7     court reporters.  If I'm someone who wants to be a
 8     court reporter and I want to hang out my own shingle,
 9     and to get that court reporter training, I can take
10     and pass certification opportunity A or I can take and
11     pass certification opportunity Z.  Within the
12     industry, it's regarded and well known that
13     certification opportunity A is far superior to
14     certification opportunity Z, but certification
15     opportunity Z is less expensive, it would take less
16     time for me to obtain, et cetera, et cetera.  So I'm
17     going to take certification opportunity Z and now I'm
18     holding myself out as a certified court reporter.
19            My neighbor who took and passed the
20     certification opportunity A is also a -- can call
21     himself a certified court reporter.  But without some
22     title distinction to the lay consumer, how can we,
23     using this type of concept, be able to use title to
24     signal that certification opportunity A court reporter
25     has a superior skill set than court reporter Z?
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 1            PROFESSOR KLEINER: I think similar to what
 2     often is done with respect to engineers.  If someone
 3     has graduated from Purdue, they're known as a very
 4     high quality engineer.  If they're going to a much
 5     lower quality school, they may not have the types of
 6     opportunities that someone who graduates from the top
 7     flight engineering school such as the one at Purdue.
 8            So certainly that information is available and
 9     the quality of the individuals who are graduating from
10     one type of school provide a signal to the
11     marketplace, the same type of signal as provided in
12     terms of certification.
13            MR. BERRY: Okay.  Thank you very much.
14            Dr. Kleiner, I know that you also traveled
15     quite a distance to be here today and you're
16     returning, I guess, immediately, so on behalf of the
17     panel and on behalf of the Governor's Office, we'd
18     just like to extend our appreciation for you being
19     here today and sharing your expertise with us.
20            PROFESSOR KLEINER: Well, thank you for the


21     opportunity and I'm delighted that you're looking into
22     this very important topic.
23            MR. BERRY: Professor Gary Wolfram.
24            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Well, thank you for having


25     me today.  I do want to point out that I have an
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 1     Indianapolis 500 tie.  My wife doesn't let me wear it
 2     very often.
 3            I'm Gary Wolfram.  My Ph.D. is from the
 4     University of California at Berkeley.  I have been
 5     teaching at Hillsdale College since January of 1989.
 6     My policy experience is for several years I was the
 7     economist for the Senate Majority Cause staff in
 8     Michigan.  I was deputy state treasurer in Michigan
 9     and I was chief of staff to Congressman Nick Smith
10     from Michigan 7th District, and so this allowed me to
11     get an idea of how government actually works.
12            One of my specialties in the academic arena was
13     what's called public choice, public finance, studying
14     how government works, and one of my former students
15     actually induced me to come for the first time and go
16     into the policy staff just because I was always saying
17     in theory this is how it works instead of see how it
18     really works.
19            But one of the things I found in my public
20     policy experience was to always start from what is the
21     proper role of government?  Whatever we're doing, is
22     this the proper role of government?  And you can go
23     back 17th Century, John Locke on civil government
24     basically saying why did we form government in the
25     first place?  (Inaudible)  Why did we form government
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 1     in the first place?  We formed government basically to
 2     protect ourselves, to protect our property, to protect
 3     our lives.
 4            If you go to Bastiat, Frederic Bastiat, wrote
 5     in 1850, wrote the book called The Law.  In it, it
 6     said that government is the collective organization of
 7     our natural right to self defense.  Then we can go to
 8     (inaudible) Nobel prize winner in economics and
 9     constitution of liberty, he said that the role of
10     government is to minimize the total amount of
11     coercion, that if we don't have government, the strong
12     would prey upon the weak.
13            And so whatever we're doing in government, I
14     make it so that we have the maximum of freedom and we
15     have the minimum of coercion.  It doesn't mean we
16     shouldn't have any government.  As Hobbes said, in the
17     state of anarchy, life is solitary, poor, nasty,
18     brutish, and short.
19            So the focus, I think, that has been rightly
20     taken here is is this the proper role of government?
21     What is the role of government here?  And so what's
22     the role of government in licensing and certification?
23            Well, the first thing is to protect you against
24     fraud because fraud is where you make an exchange and
25     you wouldn't have except for the other person
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 1     basically fooled you and so you would not have
 2     voluntarily made that exchange.  And so there's a role
 3     of government to protect against fraud because it's
 4     really a form of theft.
 5            So we have to sort of think about, okay, what
 6     sort of law should we have about fraud.  Well, we
 7     could just have a law that says you can go sue the
 8     person if they have fraud, and that might be sort of
 9     expensive to do.  So we might have a law that says you
10     know what, you have to have this license first because
11     if I grant out licenses, then there might be less
12     fraud and it's cheaper to do the licensing than it is
13     to have people do fraud one at a time.
14            For example, we could just have no speed
15     limits, which they do on the autobahn in Germany.  We
16     could have no speed limits on the road and say, well,
17     if someone crashes into you, then you can sue them,
18     but it might be cheaper to say, well, you know,
19     there's a higher probability of having a crash if
20     we're over 65 miles an hour and so what we're going to
21     do is we're going to prevent crashing by having a law
22     that says you can't drive over 65 miles an hour.  So
23     I'm sort of looking at the licensing from that idea.
24            Now, as you just heard, there isn't a whole lot
25     of coordination or correlation -- there's not a
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 1     significant amount of correlation between licensing
 2     and performance.  Dr. Kleiner's work, if you look at
 3     it in detail meaning there's a lot of that coming from
 4     his work, and if we look at what is the unintended
 5     consequences of licensing, then we can see that
 6     there's these costs involved.
 7            And Bastiat said the difference between a good
 8     economist and a bad economist is the bad economist
 9     sees the seen, the good economist sees the unforeseen.
10            So, for example, if we license, we'd say okay,
11     we can see that these people have licenses and we can
12     see that people don't have to look very hard to judge
13     quality, et cetera.  What we don't see is that I may
14     not get to purchase the product or the service at all
15     because by the licensing what I've done is I've
16     restricted the supply.  I mean that's why the price of
17     these services goes up is because we've restricted the
18     supply.
19            Now, who loses from that restriction of supply
20     are the poor, lower middle class, people who can't
21     afford to get that product at all.  It may be that the
22     reason that you didn't take your kid to the doctor is
23     because you couldn't afford to see the doctor, but you
24     might have gone to a nurse practitioner that said,
25     "You know what, your kid has got pink eye," and only
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 1     charge you 10 bucks to make that diagnosis.  So one of
 2     the things that we want to do is to allow a broad
 3     range of consumer choice.
 4            Now, one of the problems here is that I might
 5     have what's called asymmetric information.  That's
 6     what George Akerlof who was my professor at Berkeley
 7     and won the Nobel prize.  One of the reasons he won
 8     the Nobel prize is for pointing out that there's a
 9     problem with asymmetric information.  That is I'm
10     selling the service, in this particular instance, I'm
11     selling the service, I know about how good I am as an
12     electrician but you don't.  And so that gives you the
13     chance as the electrician to sell a lousy service.
14     And if you aren't going out and buying services very
15     frequently, then that could be a problem.
16            So one of the reasons for licensing would be to
17     say, okay, if we license you, the consumer knows that
18     you meet a certain standard.  The problem is licensing
19     doesn't necessarily do that.  That is licensing says
20     they met these qualifications but that still doesn't
21     necessarily make me a good electrician.  I mean I
22     could go in and do a lousy job.  In fact, I may try to
23     cut costs here or do things there and you still might
24     not get a very good service even though I've been
25     licensed.
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 1            So what you folks are looking at, I think, is
 2     the proper way to do this.  What this is going to do
 3     is say, you know what, we're going to give some
 4     information to consumers.  We're going to say these
 5     people, if they meet certain standards, have this
 6     qualification and, therefore, they're certified.
 7            And, as Adam Berry just pointed out, that, you
 8     know, you might have different levels of it.  You
 9     might say, okay, you're a Class A certified
10     electrician, you're a Class B certified electrician,
11     you're a Class C certified electrician so that the
12     consumer might be able to tell it.
13            So what you're really doing is providing
14     information; right?  And that's one of the things that
15     you do and you're trying to provide information to the
16     licensing process, but that results in a restriction
17     in supply and driving up the price.  You should
18     provide information through the certification process
19     and say, you know, anybody that wants to give
20     manicures can give manicures.  If they meet this
21     certain standard, we're going to say they're a Class A
22     certified manicurist or something else.
23            Notice that what will happen is the market will
24     start to provide that information more directly now
25     because I might form the manicurists association and
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 1     you become a member of the manicurists association if
 2     you do X, Y, and Z.  And so then as I look out into
 3     the marketplace, people will say, you know what, I see
 4     that they're a member of the, you know, worldwide or
 5     national manicurists association and this gives me
 6     better information and so I'm going to go to them.
 7     So, as that happens, my association has a reason to
 8     coordinate what I'm requiring to performance.  Under
 9     licensing, there's no reason to do that.
10            How do you get licensing?  You don't have
11     people coming in to you and saying, gee, Mr. Senator
12     or Mrs. State Representative, I really wish you would
13     start licensing manicurists because I'm really worried
14     about it.  No.  What happens is I know that you can
15     restrict the supply of (inaudible) my profession.
16            So what am I going to do?  I'm going to say,
17     oh, let's go and have a license and we will figure out
18     what has to be in those licenses.  I'm pretty sure
19     that anybody that writes out what the licensing
20     requirements are are getting information from
21     somebody, somebody that is in the profession already.
22            So I don't have an incentive in the political
23     process.  We sort of think how the political process
24     works.  I have an incentive to enter -- because you
25     guys can restrict the supply, I have an incentive to
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 1     enter and get those things that will restrict the
 2     supply but not necessarily result in performance.  So
 3     certification keeps the market going.
 4            Notice that -- let's just think about going to
 5     McDonald's.  You're driving along.  You're in
 6     Louisville, Kentucky and you see a McDonald's sign.
 7     You pull in; right?  Why do you pull into the
 8     McDonald's?  Because you know that McDonald's is
 9     making sure that if they do a lousy job, then what
10     will happen?  They'll lose their franchise; right?
11     They'll take their franchise.
12            Do we really think that the U.S. Department of
13     Agriculture or Food and Drug Administration is going
14     around looking in every McDonald's in America?
15     They're not.  The reason that you trust McDonald's or
16     Wendy's or Burger King or any of these other things is
17     because you know that they have to meet a certain
18     standard to provide quality, not to restrict the
19     supply but to improve the quality.
20            That's what certification does.  Certification
21     is a method that you can go out and say, hey, these
22     people have met certain standards.  You might say,
23     "How do you get to be certified?"  Well, you have to
24     be a member of the professional association that's out
25     there, you have to be a member of the Michigan Bar
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 1     Association, or you have to be a member of the Indiana
 2     Bar Association.
 3            So you would pick those things that provide
 4     information to the consumer rather than those things
 5     that the lobbyist for the association comes in and
 6     says, hey, we want you to make it so that only our
 7     folks can practice this thing.
 8            Now, there are certainly professions where, as
 9     Dr. Kleiner talked about, was what economists call
10     externalities, that is if you're a bad -- let's say I
11     buy a cheap electrician.  I don't buy a licensed
12     electrician.  So he comes in, does bad wiring, house
13     burns down, burns my neighbor's house down, okay?
14     That's a problem.  There's a role for govern --
15            That's like the driving fast.  I'm going to
16     have a law against driving fast even though I'm really
17     not trying to prevent driving fast.  I'm trying to
18     prevent accidents, and driving fast is very well
19     correlated with accidents.
20            So you might say, okay, here is a profession,
21     electricians.  Hey, there's a chance my purchase of a
22     bad electrician is going to end up with your house
23     burning down, we'll have a license for that.  I will
24     bet you that if you went through that list, you would
25     find that that is not the case with the vast majority
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 1     of those things.  It's certainly not going to be the
 2     case for people wandering in saying, oh, this needs to
 3     be regulated, this needs to be licensed, this needs to
 4     be licensed.
 5            Your role is to protect life, liberty, and
 6     property.  If by -- and, again, you have to think
 7     about it in consequences.  If you say you can only
 8     practice a certain type of medicine if you have a
 9     license and that restricts the supply, the problem is
10     I might not go get it; right?  And then they cause a
11     bigger problem than if I went to one that wasn't very
12     good.
13            So that's going to be a balancing act about
14     what are we going to do in terms in licensing health
15     professions.  Okay.  I don't want somebody spreading
16     influenza around because the doctor made the wrong
17     diagnosis, but, on the other hand, I don't want
18     somebody not going anywhere to seek medical care
19     because we restricted the supply of it so much that
20     the price has gone up so high.
21            So that's the type of thing that, again, you
22     need to sort of think about and understand what the
23     risks are.  But you're going the right direction with
24     the certification because, A, it provides the
25     information, and B, provides a way to ensure quality
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 1     service because if I'm the national manicurist
 2     association, I'm not going to let everybody be
 3     national manicurists because the information that the
 4     national manicurist association is providing is
 5     useless to you.
 6            So they have an incentive to do it the right
 7     way, the same way that I have incentive if I'm
 8     McDonald's Corporation to make sure that every
 9     franchise meets certain standards regardless of
10     whether the federal government is running in, you
11     know, checking the back room.  I guarantee you they're
12     not.
13            And mostly what happens in an economy is market
14     -- the market process results in the service being
15     provided at the highest level.  People will find out.
16            Again, if I'm going to have brain surgery and I
17     find out, that's a problem.  I may not want to allow
18     everybody to be a brain surgeon.  So some things,
19     licensing is going to work, but, you know, very few of
20     those things and probably the very few of most things
21     do you need that.
22            Notice also that the consumer believes if
23     you're licensed, you're okay.  They think they don't
24     have to go out and try to figure it out and ask their
25     neighbor, you know, who is a good --
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 1            Hillsdale, we're 40 miles from the nearest
 2     four-lane road, okay?  It's not the end of the world,
 3     but you can see it from there.  So how do I decide
 4     where to take my car in?  I ask around; right?  And
 5     if, you know, your car needs auto care and, you know,
 6     a lot of people are saying, "Hey, don't take your car
 7     to Carnie's," guess what?  You won't be there.  You'll
 8     go out of business.  When consumers think that the
 9     government is making that decision for them, they're
10     going to do a lot less of it and so what will happen
11     is you won't get good outcome.
12            As you've heard earlier, you know, you get
13     better quality from certification rather than from
14     licensing in general.  You restrict the supply of
15     occupations.  You drive up cost to consumers.  You
16     make it -- for example, I could not go teach this to
17     an eighth grade class in the State of Michigan, all
18     right?  Now, I have a Ph.D. from Berkeley and I got a
19     lot of years of teaching at various universities and
20     colleges, okay?  I can't teach an eighth grade class.
21            If I decided, okay, I'm going to retire;
22     although, whenever I talk about retiring, my wife
23     says, "You know, Gary, people retire to your job."
24     But if I decide to retire and say, hey, you know what,
25     I'd like to go teach eighth grade at Davis Middle
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 1     School in Hillsdale, I can't do it.  What do I have to
 2     do?  I got to go spend two years getting some sort of
 3     certification.  I'm not going to do that.
 4            And so what you do with these licensing
 5     requirements, you make it so that people just aren't
 6     going to take the time to go meet this standard, okay?
 7     They're just not going to do it.  So you're going to
 8     restrict the amount of people that could be providing
 9     these services.  So, with that, thank you.
10            MR. RHOAD: First of all, thank you,
11     Dr. Wolfram, for coming today.  At full disclosure,
12     Dr. Wolfram was my econ professor in Hillsdale and we
13     first met in 1997.  But one of the things that you
14     would not have known is you referenced the licensing
15     of an electrician, and if you look at our list of 250
16     different professions, you'll realize that they're the
17     only profession not licensed.  So somehow you're right
18     in looking at what the role of government is, where
19     have we gotten along the way and looking at regulatory
20     paperwork and making sure that we continue to make
21     Indiana a state that works.  Has this list gotten off
22     of its original mission of that protection of, you
23     know, life and property?
24            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Oh, I mean this list -- if


25     you were to start de novo and did not have the
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 1     political process, you wouldn't have created this
 2     list.  I mean if you just need to go down there and
 3     say, okay, what consumers came in and said, oh, my
 4     gosh, I need this cosmetology salon to be licensed.  I
 5     can guarantee you that did not happen.  I can
 6     guarantee you what happened was some lobbying
 7     organization that restricts the supply of that came in
 8     and asked for it.
 9            Bastiat, when he was talking about when
10     government goes beyond the protection of life,
11     liberty, and property says what will happen is -- he
12     talks about that legalized plunder.  He says the
13     plundered classes will attempt to engage in the making
14     of the law.
15            What he meant by that is once you have
16     established this is what the government can do to
17     restrict entry or to give me an advantage over some
18     other business, I will go try to do it.  And so what
19     you do is you give yourself, as a legislator, you give
20     yourself more work because I -- and once I see the
21     cosmetology folks do that and I'm some other
22     organization, I don't know, fingernail painting, I'll
23     have it.  I'll go, wow, the cosmetology guys can get
24     that, I'll try, too.  And so I'll go hire someone like
25     a lobbyist and they'll come in and then meet with you
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 1     and da, da, da, da, but what's driving that is this
 2     list here.
 3            If you just certify them and said I can go pick
 4     anyone I want, I have an incentive to try to become
 5     certified.  Because why?  Because that tells people
 6     about information about how the quality of my product
 7     or service.  I'm not doing it to try to keep other
 8     people from coming in.
 9            MR. RHOAD: I mean if a consumer wanted to have


10     a (inaudible) on a regulated profession or an
11     unregulated profession to effect consumer choice, if I
12     were to get on Twitter today and say, "I received
13     horrible service at the Acme Barber Shop," is that
14     going to have more of an immediate effect, do you
15     think, on their bottom line than it is through the
16     consumer complaint process that we have?
17            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Well, certainly.  I'm
18     pretty still old-fashioned.  I just use a chalkboard
19     and blackboard.  But, yeah, you have Twitter.
20            When I go to look for a hotel in San Francisco,
21     one of the first things I do is I go to Trip Advisor,
22     right, because people are telling me or if you get on
23     Walmart to buy something, right, it will have reviews
24     there.  And so you have access to reviews that you
25     didn't have, you know, 20, 15 years ago.
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 1            If I were, you know, let's say today I wanted
 2     to get a haircut here in Indianapolis before I went
 3     home.  I could get my pocket computer here which
 4     sometimes operates as a phone, anyway, I could get on
 5     here and find out all sorts of reviews of barber shops
 6     here.  There's not nearly the need to do these things
 7     that there was years ago.
 8            MR. RHOAD: So where do you start?
 9            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: I'd start from position and


10     just work my way through.  And if you make the case
11     that says, you know what, there's large externalities
12     that if, you know, the use of this thing could cause
13     problems for other people if I make the wrong choice
14     or there's a big example of fraud possibility or
15     there's not good information.
16            For example, if I got in a car crash on the way
17     home, they're going to take me to some emergency ER
18     place; right?  I'm not going to make that choice.  So
19     I just assume that you guys have made sure that people
20     had a certain standard to be able to be in there
21     because -- now, over time what will happen is that
22     poor emergency service will -- you know, the hospital
23     doesn't do a very good job, over time it will go away.
24            But you might say there's some occupations that
25     it's -- you're better off having the speed limit.  You
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 1     know, my idea of the speed limit.  We're going to
 2     license these things, but that's got to be pretty
 3     correlate -- what you might do is look through what
 4     the licensing requirements are for these things, even
 5     if you're gonna decide you're gonna license them.
 6            You might go through and say, okay, does this
 7     thing really correlate somehow with making it more
 8     safe for the public or does it make it so that there's
 9     less chance of this thing causing damage to other
10     people if I make the wrong choice.
11            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: I just want to -- I think


12     you are also assuming a certain level of
13     sophistication by our consumers that might not always
14     exist, especially if children and teenagers are
15     consumers, or, you know, we do have a low degree of
16     literacy here in Indiana.  In 2003, I believe it was
17     right around the 15 percent mark.  You know, one of
18     the lowest college completion rates.  I think we're at
19     about 26 percent.
20            So, you know, while we do for most of us, many
21     of us, I shouldn't say "most," have these devices and
22     we have access to all kinds of information, we still
23     have a sizable population that does not and I haven't
24     even begun to think through what this means to
25     economic privilege or even the question of age, you
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 1     know, for people that can't or never will, you know,
 2     access information this way.  Not that that should
 3     necessarily influence everything here, but I'd be
 4     interested in hearing your thoughts about, you know,
 5     those people that are -- people that can't read, the
 6     people that don't have computers, the people that, you
 7     know -- we have a very high degree of high school
 8     dropouts.  How does that mix in with what you're
 9     saying?
10            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Yeah.  The question is can


11     you, as a legislator, make a better decision about
12     what is good for them than they can.  I mean that's
13     one thing.  One thing is to say we are not going to
14     let you make that choice because we don't think it's
15     good for you to make that choice.  That's one idea.  I
16     would say that's not a very good way to approach it.
17            On the other hand, you could say, hmm, it's
18     really hard to find out information about this
19     particular thing for whomever.  If that's true, then
20     you have a better argument for licensing, but
21     certification is going to provide the information.
22            If I want to know -- all licensing does is
23     exclude entry above certification.  So the real
24     question is -- I mean you guys are going to certify.
25     You're going to say, okay, this auto repair shop, you
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 1     know.  And 47 percent of the adult population of the
 2     City of Detroit has been estimated as functionally
 3     illiterate.  I mean what do you do about that?
 4            I think the way to do it is what you guys are
 5     considering, that is you certify.  State goes, okay,
 6     these guys met these standards.
 7            Now, I can choose to not go to a certified
 8     person if I want, but I'm making that choice because
 9     you've just told me these guys are certified and these
10     guys aren't.  And if you told me that and you say, no,
11     you can't go to somebody that doesn't meet the
12     standard even though you know this person is certified
13     and this one is not, then you're more doing the you're
14     going to make the wrong choice and I'm going to keep
15     you from making that choice.  And part of the problem
16     with doing that is that you make it so that people
17     don't have opportunity that they otherwise would have.
18            That's really what licensing -- one of the
19     things it does is it costs.  There's a benefit to
20     everything and a cost to everything and one of the
21     costs of licensing is you preclude opportunity for
22     people that would otherwise be able to at least get,
23     as Friedman said, at least get the Chevy version of
24     it.
25            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: I understand what you
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 1     were saying earlier, too.  I'm just really thinking
 2     about that 15-year-old girl.  Maybe she's a high
 3     school dropout and she wants to go get her fingernails
 4     painted.  I mean if you look at manicures, I mean it's
 5     not just fingernail painting (inaudible).  Rampant
 6     nail fungus, all kinds of things that happen there.
 7     So, you know, with licensing, it's creating the club.
 8     You get to play; you don't get to play.  You know, are
 9     you licensed or not?
10            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: But certification --
11            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: So certification is the


12     more nuance thing.  Certification means that everyone
13     gets to play, and I might not be sophisticated enough
14     to know what -- or I might be limited by my choices.
15     I can't drive.  I can't access the certified.  I can't
16     afford the certified, you know, many different things,
17     o it might drive me into decisions that are unwise.
18            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Well, what you just said is


19     if I have certification -- first of all, children,
20     people who have not reached the age of reason, yeah,
21     you can have lots of -- you can say you can't -- you
22     probably can't sell cigarettes to people under a
23     certain age here in the State of Indiana probably, and
24     that's probably true everywhere.  You can't probably
25     drive to buy liquor under a certain -- and every state
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 1     will have it.
 2            But what you just said was if I can't afford to
 3     go to a certified person and I'm going to go over
 4     here, there's at least going to be more opportunity
 5     for me to go to a certified person than if you license
 6     them.  If you license it, you're going to restrict the
 7     supply and say, okay, there's no licensed manicurist
 8     anywhere in my little area.  I can't get a manicure.
 9            Whereas if you have certification, you'd say,
10     okay, there's opportunities here.  You can go to this
11     certified manicurist.  And if you say, well, gee, but
12     they might choose to go to a noncertified manicurist,
13     I mean that's their choice.  We can't step in as a
14     legislature and say we know what's best for you.
15            Children, like I said, minors, whole different
16     story.  You could have minors can't get manicures
17     without a certified manicurist or something like that;
18     right?  Because, realistically, I'll bet there's a lot
19     of people doing manicures that aren't licensed right
20     now.
21            MR. BERRY: You have to be licensed.
22            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: You have to be, right,


23     yeah, but I'm just saying I'll bet there's a lot of
24     people that might be manicurists --
25            MR. RHOAD: Are you talking about unlicensed --
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 1            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Yes.  I think there's
 2     probably a lot.  I mean I would guess that there's
 3     somebody in certain neighborhoods that can manicure
 4     your nails.  You know, your neighbor, you know,
 5     manicures your nails or something without having a
 6     license.
 7            So you're not going to preclude people from
 8     doing -- making the wrong choice.  I mean it's very
 9     hard for a legislator to pass a law or pass a
10     regulation that really keeps people from doing the
11     wrong choice.  You're more likely to get unintended
12     consequences from that.
13            REPRESENTATIVE MCMILLIN: To take off on that


14     point, the distinction you make between licensed and
15     unlicensed who are still performing the manicures
16     versus certified, not certified, and they're all able
17     to, some just have the certification.  I just want you
18     to correct me if I'm wrong, but it would seem to me
19     what you're talking about is basically a distinction
20     between the original black market being created for
21     manicures and you have licensing (inaudible) aren't
22     allowed to and a market where you have certified
23     versus uncertified.  The discrepancy between the
24     ability of people providing the manicures is probably
25     going to be much greater between licensing and black
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 1     market and you're going to have less opportunity for
 2     the general public to be able to converse about those
 3     things so that people would know that this person over
 4     here who is not certified is not very good.  You
 5     shouldn't go there.  If it's the black market, they're
 6     not gonna want to be talking about it so that
 7     conversation isn't going to be had.  So it would seem
 8     to me that what you are providing is a better
 9     opportunity for those people who may be on the verge
10     of being able to afford it or not to have an idea of
11     what the difference between a certified person is
12     versus a noncertified person than you would out of
13     somebody who is licensed (inaudible).
14            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: I would give you 10 out of


15     10 on that one.  That was a very good answer.  I think
16     because -- I think you got to look at what the single
17     mom in the City of Indianapolis or I always pick
18     Detroit because, you know, I'm from Michigan, what the
19     single mom in the City of Detroit is going to do
20     because we don't live in their neighborhood probably.
21     And I think what happens is there's going to get
22     unintended consequences of licensure, that it's not
23     these things aren't happening.  They're happening.  We
24     just don't see it because we live in the middle class
25     or upper middle class neighborhoods.
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 1            So there probably is some black market out
 2     there.  In any of these professions, there's probably,
 3     you know, maybe not things that only high-end people
 4     can afford anyway, but there's probably lots of things
 5     in there that people are out there practicing it
 6     without any sort of oversight and, you know, the
 7     market probably works okay, but it's not going to be
 8     as good as if I could provide that information with a
 9     certification.
10            You know, again, you don't need to certify
11     everything because, you know -- anything where you
12     have asymmetric information where I'm going to know a
13     lot more about my service than you're going to know as
14     a consumer.  That's the type of thing that would be
15     certified.  And then whatever would have high
16     externality costs or opportunity for fraud, those
17     would be things that you would license.
18            MR. BERRY: If I may ask a --
19            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: I haven't convinced you.


20            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: I'm thinking.  I'm a


21     thinker.
22            MR. BERRY: If I may ask -- and I'm probably
23     not going to phrase this as eloquently as you did
24     earlier, but you made what I consider to be a very
25     important point, which is that with the higher number
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 1     of certification entities, they're going to, in
 2     essence, be competing against each other to be the
 3     premiere certification opportunity.  So there's more
 4     likely the chance that they're going to correlate
 5     qualification with performance.
 6            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Yes.
 7            MR. BERRY: And this is a point that I was
 8     asking Dr. Kleiner.  This concept of
 9     self-certification registration relies on IPLA to
10     identify which of the certification opportunities that
11     exist the State wants to recognize as the premiere or
12     the standard certification opportunity, and there
13     might be more than one.
14            What can we do either from a selection process
15     or offering a particular title to an individual who
16     registers to help communicate the information to the
17     public?  As we've referenced and talked about a lot
18     during the afternoon, it's one thing to say I'm a
19     certified plumber, but we need to separate someone who
20     has certification A from certification Z.  So how can
21     we effect that?
22            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Well, as I said, you look


23     at the research and what do you find?  There's not
24     strong correlation, as I said before, between what's
25     required and output, and the reason is because under
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 1     the licensing structure, it's done through the
 2     political process as opposed to I've got an incentive
 3     to make consumers happy.
 4            So you have to convey -- you have to have some
 5     mechanism of saying this -- because I'll advertise it;
 6     right?  If I'm a manicurist and you give me this
 7     certification, I'm going to put it in my window,
 8     right, certification A.  And the market will
 9     distribute that information probably pretty well.
10            But you should -- if you're going to have
11     different levels of standard, then you need to somehow
12     identify that, either through a different title or,
13     you know, Class A, Class B or whatever.  And it will
14     take a while for that to filter through, you know, the
15     population of the State of Indiana, but it will -- I
16     have every incentive if I'm the manicurist association
17     to start advertising that; right?  Because you're not
18     the only one going to be trying to tell the people.  I
19     have every incentive to try to tell the people.  And
20     when you get these associations, there will be an
21     encouragement to form associations that have standards
22     of quality.
23            Best Western, I mean that's really a lot of
24     what franchises are about, like I said before.  When
25     you go into that Arby's, you know, you're expecting a
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 1     certain quality of product.  And guess what?  You
 2     don't always get it; right?
 3            I mean, you know, if you travel around in your
 4     car and drive around dinner states or different
 5     cities, things that are certified Best Western hotels,
 6     right, they're probably better than the Motel 6.  I
 7     don't want to advertise (inaudible).  I'm just using
 8     that as a theoretical example.
 9            But, you know, you see a Sheridan, what do you
10     do?  You think, okay, I'm going to pay more for the
11     Sheridan even though you've never been to that
12     Sheridan.  You go I'm going to pay more for that
13     Sheridan than the Days Inn across the street because I
14     know -- I'm not saying because, oh, they're licensed
15     by the State of Indiana.  I know that there's a
16     certain standard.
17            So what you do -- and you will probably find,
18     you start (inaudible) process, you'll get different
19     types of folks giving you ideas.  You know, okay,
20     here's what we require of folks in our association and
21     here's what we require of our folks in our
22     association, and here's why this results in better
23     outcome.
24            MR. MILLER: This is a complicated way to
25     phrase a question, but let's take -- you kind of
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 1     created some tiers, if you will.  Kind of heard
 2     licensing and certification and registration kind of
 3     tied in together as being a very similar concept, but
 4     let's take a profession where there's a licensing
 5     component and you've identified that maybe we don't
 6     need a license for it but registration.
 7            Let's suppose that it's someone who receives
 8     that service and makes that decision and certification
 9     and it turns out they question whether that state
10     certification is appropriate.  So, for example, I
11     think Adam gave the example of different tiers for a
12     court reporter or whatever profession it is and then
13     there's no question by someone who has received that
14     service whether, in fact, that certification is
15     appropriate or whether, in fact, that service that
16     that certification is for is properly done.
17            Under the licensing regime, we've created a
18     system where someone has a complaint about that
19     activity, they file that complaint, and then states
20     vary.  We have our own system where other states have
21     different systems, but eventually someone comes to the
22     realization -- and it's not always revocation of the
23     license.  Let me just make sure everyone understands
24     that that's not the only thing available to the
25     various licensing boards and so, you know, they can
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 1     have suspensions, they can have probation, they can
 2     have terms of probation, they can have restitution,
 3     all kinds of various options.
 4            Then in the registration regime, do you
 5     contemplate any of that process existing?  And if you
 6     do, then how would it be structured?  That's the --
 7     because what happens a lot of times is people use the
 8     term licensing and certification and registration.
 9     What certification really is is licensing light, if
10     you will, in some cases.
11            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Well --
12            MR. MILLER: And I'm just suggesting to you
13     that that discipline, that distinction has to be clear
14     because I think the consumer choice is good, but then
15     if the consumer makes the choice and that choice was
16     based upon a certification that may or may not have
17     been appropriate, then that's my question is how would
18     you envision the system working?  I'm not quarrelling
19     with you as much as saying how would this work for me
20     as a consumer complaining to someone?  In this case
21     right now it's the Attorney General.
22            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Right.
23            MR. MILLER: And so, you know, when they do,
24     what would be the responsibility?  And, second of all,
25     IPLA or the Professional Licensing Agency then would
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 1     have some responsibilities of trying to verify
 2     whether, in fact, that person has met those
 3     registration requirements because if they do, then the
 4     consumer is relying upon that.  As you pointed out,
 5     that's a good reliance.  It's a great communication
 6     there.
 7            So I'm kind of asking multiple different
 8     thought processes here.  I'm trying to understand, if
 9     you could create the system, how would you create it
10     and how would you provide the protection to health and
11     safety?  And I would just emphasize health and safety
12     to me is more important than fraud; although, health
13     and safety and fraud kind of interrelate, but just
14     your comments or thoughts.
15            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Yeah.  If it's truly a
16     health and safety issue with asymmetric information --
17     like I said, I get in an accident.  I'm not choosing
18     which ER I go to.  It's whatever is the closest one
19     there.
20            Then I think now you've got licensing.  Most
21     professions -- I mean despite the fact you've got a
22     big list here, most professions aren't licensed
23     anyway.  So what do we normally do?  We go to the
24     Better Business Bureau or someone has committed fraud
25     and I might go to the Attorney General's Office or
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 1     something like that.  And I sort of envision it that
 2     way, that what would happen is -- if you decided you
 3     were going to have different tiers of certification
 4     and you said, okay, we're going to have Tier A, B, C,
 5     if you -- there's gonna be some -- I suppose what I
 6     would do is, as a legislator, I would allow the
 7     administration to determine what those categories are
 8     going to be.
 9            And then what happens if I start getting a lot
10     of feedback from the constituents and my constituents
11     say, wow, you know, you guys have been certifying this
12     group of manicurists and they're doing a lousy job.
13     Then you got to go to the, you know, the Department of
14     Licensing Regulation and say, okay, you got to fix
15     this.
16            I think you're going to get feedback if you --
17     I mean clearly you're going to have to -- you're not
18     going to know for certain this certification is, you
19     know, better than this one for certain just as I don't
20     know that if I put a 55-mile-an-hour speed limit that
21     I know I won't have accidents.  You're just going to
22     have to make the best decision that way and you're
23     going to have to rely on (inaudible).  You got to rely
24     probably on the executive branch to put that stuff
25     together and if they're doing a lousy job, then you go
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 1     into the executive director here and say, "Hey, you
 2     want your appropriations next year?  You better get
 3     this fixed," because that's the power of a purse that,
 4     you know, any -- and at either level, that makes a
 5     difference; right?
 6            So if you get -- you can't do it perfectly and
 7     now, you know, I don't have a good answer for we know
 8     exactly what to do, but I think that your departments
 9     will all have to sit down and meet with different
10     associations and they will want to get their people
11     certified at the highest level, but it will be
12     different than where I could exclude entry.
13            If I can exclude entry, man, I'm just going to
14     overwhelm you guys with -- okay, and I don't know, I'm
15     assuming you -- I mean Michigan, we have tons of
16     multi-client lobbyists and they come in and they
17     influence policy, okay?
18            And so somebody is gonna have to decide -- the
19     governor is gonna have to appoint the right person to
20     make the decision, we're going to accept this
21     association's certification and not this one or we're
22     going to certify if you meet this -- and if you let
23     the associations know that, they'll probably respond
24     because they'll want to be certified because it will
25     increase the demand for their product.
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 1            Probably what will happen is -- realistically
 2     what will happen is you'll sit down with various
 3     associations and say, "Okay.  What's normally done
 4     here?"  And then you got to just treat it, you know,
 5     as you do most occupations.  If people got complaints
 6     about a particular business, you go to the Better
 7     Business Bureau or if they're committing fraud, then
 8     you sue them.
 9            MR. RHOAD: One follow-up question.  You
10     mentioned early on that if you wanted to retire, you
11     couldn't go teach eighth grade because you don't have
12     the license or credential to do that.  Why don't we
13     license college professors?
14            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Well, we sort of do; right?


15     We don't license them, you're right.  That's a very
16     good point.  He was a student of mine.  Yeah, that's a
17     very good point.
18            We have certification and that certification is
19     I got a Ph.D., okay?  But we have a few people
20     teaching at Hillsdale College that don't have Ph.D.s
21     that are actually tenured professors that never got
22     around to doing it and they're good teachers, et
23     cetera.  No place requires you to have a Ph.D. but you
24     know that if you want to teach at Harvard, you should
25     probably get a Ph.D. from Berkeley or Yale or somebody
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 1     else to be able to get there; right?
 2            And so there's this -- essentially, you're
 3     right, there are tiers of certification there.
 4     There's this tier of universities, Ph.D.s from there,
 5     you're going to have a pretty broad opening for your
 6     job market.  Middle tier, okay, you're not going to be
 7     able to teach at one of the top tier even if you're
 8     really good.  If you, you know, I don't want to pick a
 9     particular university, but, you know --
10            MR. BERRY: DePauw.
11            SENATOR TAYLOR: Second tier.
12            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Yeah.  If you're a PC from


13     a second-tier university, you're just not going to get
14     hired.  No matter how good you are, you're not going
15     to get hired at one of the top tiers just because the
16     certification process.  And you're exactly right, we
17     don't have a licensing for that, yet the market sort
18     of sorts that out.
19            SENATOR MILLER: I just have a question, but I
20     just want to say having a Ph.D. does not make you a
21     good teacher.  We've got colleges full of them.
22            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: That's exactly right.
23            SENATOR MILLER: But here's my question because


24     I'm not sure I'm buying into the idea that an
25     association should be the ones determining
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 1     qualifications for certification or licensure because
 2     they are the special interest group and I'm not sure
 3     that's the right body and you keep referring to that,
 4     so I just want you to speak to that, please.
 5            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Yeah.  You will have to


 6     choose.  There may be associations that you don't
 7     think they're anything other than essentially a labor
 8     organization.  There may be associations that you
 9     think need good standards and it may be that you're
10     going to not choose to certify based on one
11     association or another.  I mean that's just a choice
12     that you're going to make.
13            But, on your first point, I got my Ph.D. with a
14     guy -- I probably shouldn't say this, but anyway, he
15     wanted to go off and do research; right?  So he goes
16     to Columbia -- or Cornell.  He's teaching at Cornell.
17     So I was trying to get ahold of him about a month ago
18     and I go, oh, I can just look him up just on the
19     Internet.  So I look up and then it has a rating of
20     professor, so I check on him.  Every single review was
21     this is a terrible, horrible teacher, but really big
22     in the research end of things.  So you're exactly
23     right, but a lot of universities don't really exist to
24     teach.  I mean they exist to do other things.
25            SENATOR MILLER: We could have a long
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 1     discussion on that issue, but that's not why we're
 2     here today.  Thank you.
 3            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: Maybe we can take this


 4     question off line, too, if we're gonna have time to
 5     really discuss it, but I'm having some trouble with
 6     your franchise metaphor because you cited the Sheridan
 7     as an example and I'm not sure that that really is a
 8     clean appropriate metaphor for what you're talking
 9     about just because I'm driving up to this
10     intersection, I'm pulling over to get a hotel.  I
11     might choose to go to the Sheridan because I'm a star
12     rewards member.  I might choose because of the
13     standardization of experience.  I know exactly what I
14     get when I walk into a Sheridan.
15            It's a known quantity just like if I were to go
16     to Arby's, I know exactly what I'm going to get.  It
17     doesn't mean that the quality of different Arby's
18     might vary.  I mean I might know one for having a
19     terrible, awful restroom so I avoid that one, but I'll
20     go to the one across town.
21            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: No, and I think you're


22     exactly right.  I mean that was sort of my point in
23     terms of you know the standardized service and so
24     certification --
25            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: And the product is
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 1     (inaudible), but I think you're confusing it also with
 2     brand and brand identity and brand promise and that
 3     sort of thing, too, which might not be what an
 4     association or certification would offer as well.
 5            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Yeah, the point I'm trying


 6     to make is that you have numerous ways of identifying
 7     what the standard of that product is.  And so, as you
 8     pointed out, I know this Sheridan is probably going to
 9     look a lot like the Sheridan in Menomonie or the
10     Sheridan somewhere else.  Why is that happening?  It's
11     happening because Sheridan has an incentive to make
12     all their ones look pretty much alike because that's
13     the brand.  What the brand really is is --
14            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: That's what I'm saying.


15     The brand is very (inaudible) --
16            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Yes.
17            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: And good at branding that


18     and that is -- but that's not a certification.
19            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: No, but the certification


20     would act like that but isn't.  The certification
21     is --
22            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: So you're saying
23     certification is more like brand and brand consistency
24     than franchising?
25            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Correct.  What I'm saying
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 1     is that what the franchise does is it's the person or
 2     it's the entity that polices the certification, that
 3     is the -- you guys are going to be the ones that
 4     police the certification or the Attorney General's
 5     Office is going to be the one that polices the
 6     certification.
 7            In the market system, I basically have a
 8     similar situation where I'm saying if you drive into a
 9     Sheridan, it has these characteristics to it.  And who
10     polices that?  Who really polices it is the Sheridan
11     organization that says you don't meet that standard,
12     I'm pulling your franchise.  Where you would say I'm
13     pulling your certification.  We were talking earlier
14     --
15            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: If you have a responsible


16     franchise or entity that grants the franchise because
17     there could be (inaudible) volume argument.  They
18     don't care how many Subways are out there.
19            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Yeah, but what will happen


20     is the market will then sort of adjust to that, right,
21     because I'll know that, wow, this Subway is way
22     different than that Subway and, I mean, so you stop
23     going to Subway because Jimmy John's or somebody is
24     consistent in their (inaudible).  So (inaudible) is
25     sort of like the brand.  It is --
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 1            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: That's what I'm saying.


 2     It's more like a brand than a franchise.
 3            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: It's like a brand.  And I'm


 4     just saying who polices the brand in the case of a
 5     franchise is the franchise organization.  Or who would
 6     police the brand in this certification system would be
 7     the government would police the brand.  Does that make
 8     sense?
 9            SENATOR TAYLOR: Yeah.  Let me just ask one
10     final question because I think -- I had to get on a
11     conference call, so I didn't get to hear all your
12     testimony.  You may have answered this, so if you
13     have, just say "Asked and answered," and I'll get the
14     answer later.
15            But I keep hearing these economic periods of a
16     free market system and market system creating these
17     opportunities and this market will dictate and take
18     care of each other, but we're talking about public
19     policy versus the free market system.  And I've always
20     believed that public policy should somehow produce a
21     free market system as much as possible.  As a matter
22     of fact, I see (inaudible) policy being the people who
23     should take away as much restrictions there are on the
24     free market system portal.
25            Then I heard the testimony from your earlier
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 1     colleague that licensure creates a monopoly which
 2     means now the federal government and the state
 3     government is creating a monopoly which I totally
 4     disagree with because monopolies have a different
 5     characteristic than what he's saying.
 6            The question I have for you is:  Does
 7     certification in exchange for licensure free the
 8     market up in any way?
 9            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Yes.
10            SENATOR TAYLOR: And if it does, how does it
11     free the market up?  If I'm a licensed, for example,
12     I'm a licensed attorney, and I keep going back to the
13     attorney because I don't know anything else.  Let me
14     say this.  If I'm a licensed M.D. -- I have M.D. after
15     my name, okay?  I'm not gonna go to a pulmonologist
16     versus if I have -- I mean I'm not gonna go to a
17     pulmonologist if I've got a tumor in my brain.  If I
18     have cardio problems, I'm not gonna go to a
19     pulmonologist because they're working on different
20     parts of the body, but I am going to go to my medical
21     doctor, who is my family doctor, who is going to refer
22     me to a cardiologist, a pulmonologist.
23            That's what happens when you have licensure.
24     It's kind of like going to a generalist and then the
25     generalist refers you to a specialist.  Doesn't
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 1     license allow for that?
 2            I mean it's like everybody is disregarding the
 3     fact that not every doctor does surgery.  Not every
 4     surgeon does back surgeon.  Some do spine.  Some do
 5     brain.  Some do heart.  Some do -- how does
 6     certification change that?  Because that's what we
 7     already have.  It's just after the licensure like we
 8     were talking about in the case of a nurse
 9     practitioner.  How does that change?
10            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Well, the licensure doesn't


11     create the monopoly in the sense that there's only one
12     seller, but what it does do is make it so that only
13     certain people can get the license and practice.
14            SENATOR TAYLOR: Which is a public policy
15     concern.
16            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: Right.  And there may be,


17     as I said, there may be instances that you want to do
18     that, you know, if there's going to be these
19     externalities.  You do a bad job on me and then
20     because that happened, it causes problems for my
21     neighbor.  You know, you misdiagnose my whatever I
22     got, you know, influenza and I give it to my neighbor
23     and that causes -- so certainly licensure in the
24     health care profession is -- there's always a cost to
25     it, though.  I mean the cost is I may not -- because
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 1     you restricted the supply of these things and the
 2     price is now going to be higher for me to buy, I may
 3     choose not to go to a doctor at all or not to seek any
 4     medical profession at all.  So I don't go to a nurse
 5     practitioner that maybe could have gotten me out of
 6     that.
 7            Now, that's a benefit and a cost.  You got to
 8     weigh for yourself are the benefits bigger than the
 9     costs of that.  And for each of these professions, you
10     need to do that.  Is it worth the unintended
11     consequences perhaps that happen because I have
12     licensed it?  Is that offset by I'm protecting
13     property, you know, life, liberty, and property and
14     I'm protecting against fraud and protecting against
15     externalities?
16            For each of these things, you have to go
17     through and figure that out.  My guess is that -- what
18     you can't do is ignore the costs which is what we tend
19     to do; right?  We ignore the cost or we don't see the
20     cost.
21            SENATOR TAYLOR: Right.
22            PROFESSOR WOLFRAM: We don't see, okay, well,


23     that mom with the -- the single mom with three kids in
24     Detroit, she doesn't get to have any medical services
25     at all because we excluded her.  And you might say,
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 1     okay, yeah, but that's more than offset by these
 2     people -- you know, all these people who'll be dying
 3     because we had a -- you know, we don't have very good
 4     oversight of these medical professions.  So you always
 5     got to weigh the benefits and the costs.
 6            And the primary cost is opportunity -- first of
 7     all, the primary cost is a restriction in the supply
 8     so less opportunity for (inaudible) people to buy it
 9     and less opportunity for me to go out and try to get a
10     job doing that.  I might be an 18-year-old in, you
11     know, Flint, Michigan that dropped out of high school
12     and I might have a chance to be, you know, be a barber
13     or something that I don't get to do that because I
14     can't get the barber's license for some reason.  I
15     can't read very well.  I can't pass the, you know,
16     whatever the characteristics that you need to do to
17     get the barber's license.
18            So it precludes opportunity and it sort of
19     makes it that people don't switch professions or they
20     don't have the opportunity to -- as I pointed out
21     earlier, if you wanted to move let's say tomorrow, you
22     know, Miller Canfield Law Firm calls you up and says,
23     hey, love to have you, we'll pay you $400 an hour,
24     come on in.  You're going to say, "Sorry, I can't, I
25     don't have a license in Michigan," right?
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 1            And so those are the things that we need to
 2     think about when we're doing these, that there's a
 3     cost to these things.  And it may be that the benefit
 4     of licensing for this particular profession outweighs
 5     the cost, but we have to realize that there's an
 6     incentive for me to please consumers because I'll go
 7     out of business and there's an incentive for somebody
 8     else -- why Trip Advisor?  Because there's an
 9     incentive to provide information to people.  People
10     want that information.
11            And so if you -- you can't sort of look at the
12     world and say, okay, if we got rid of licensing, it
13     would look just like today except for no licensing.
14     No.  If you got rid of licensing, you'd have all sorts
15     of things happening probably that you might not have
16     thought of.
17            SENATOR TAYLOR: Thank you.
18            MR. RHOAD: Thank you, Dr. Wolfram.  It was a
19     pleasure to have you today.
20            MR. BERRY: Thank you.  The final scheduled
21     witness for the day, Lee McGrath.
22            MR. MCGRATH: Well, thank you so much,
23     Mr. Chairman, members of the committee.  My name is
24     Lee McGrath.  I'm the legislative counsel for the
25     Institute for Justice.  You heard from my colleague
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 1     earlier, Dick Carpenter.  He published this research.
 2            Senator Miller, it is fun to see you.  You were
 3     very kind to me.  You indulged me during a session
 4     with an hour and 10 minutes in which we could talk
 5     about this issue, so --
 6            SENATOR TAYLOR: She gave you an hour and 10


 7     minutes during session?
 8            MR. MCGRATH: Absolutely.
 9            SENATOR MILLER: It was your --
10            MR. MCGRATH: It may have been your committee,


11     Senator Taylor.
12            SENATOR MILLER: I wouldn't on my committee.


13            SENATOR TAYLOR: It definitely wasn't my
14     committee.
15            MR. MCGRATH: All right.  Very good.  And,
16     Representative Hale, I invite you to ask me after my
17     discussion about the low information consumer because
18     I hope to be able to persuade you that that consumer
19     benefits in a world that includes certification.
20            And to my fellow attorneys on this side, I'm
21     licensed in Wisconsin and happy to talk about that,
22     Senator Taylor.  And, Mr. Miller, I am anxious to talk
23     with you about remedies and to answer your questions
24     about -- and discuss with you, rather, how we might
25     think about remedies.
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 1            So thank you very much.  I am a big fan of what
 2     you and the governor are attempting to do here in
 3     terms of wanting to create more opportunities, wanting
 4     to reduce the unemployment rate in Indiana.  I support
 5     the proposal, the initiative that you are considering
 6     in terms of creating a portal and giving consumers
 7     information through that portal.
 8            As an attorney, I promise no math in this
 9     discussion unless you ask me about Dr. Kleiner --
10            MR. MILLER: (inaudible) used it in your
11     economic analysis.
12            MR. MCGRATH: So I'm going to pull you away
13     from economics and I'm going to talk to you about
14     justice.  The essence of law, the blind justice is
15     that like things get treated the same, and your job --
16     ultimately your job as public policy officials, it is
17     to advance justice.  So I would like to talk about my
18     perspective that certification is more just than
19     licensing and talk about that in four ways.
20            The first way is that as it relates to income
21     equity.  Much discussion is currently going on in the
22     gap between the rich and the poor.  Licensing
23     exacerbates income inequality.
24            There's a big difference between unions.
25     Unions tend to shrink the difference between the high
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 1     and low wages.  By contrast, licensing exac -- widens
 2     the difference between high wagers and low wagers.
 3     Licensing moves in the very opposite direction of the
 4     concern that you and other public policy makers have
 5     in this country which is bluntly the rich are getting
 6     richer.
 7            Why does this happen?  Because licensing blocks
 8     entry.  It blocks opportunity.  And it does this in
 9     some very important and powerful ways that I'd like to
10     discuss with you, but at the heart of this from a
11     justice perspective, licensing is a problem that
12     certification doesn't have.
13            One of the ways in which licensing blocks entry
14     is in terms of it sets educational requirements and it
15     sets only one path to educational requirements.  If
16     you want to be a licensed interior designer, if you
17     want to be a licensed electrician, if you want to be a
18     licensed cosmetologist, there is only one path to go,
19     and oftentimes that path is influenced in the
20     political process by professors and trade schools and
21     others who want a large and expensive curriculum.
22            How is it that it takes 1500 hours to become an
23     athletic trainer, as my colleague's point, but only
24     100 hours to become an EMT?  Well, clearly the
25     athletic trainers, cosmetology schools, they want a
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 1     big curriculum, they want an expensive curriculum.
 2            And so licensing, in essence, is at the --
 3     stands for an 18-year-old.  That 18-year-old has a
 4     one-time decision and if he can afford it, that
 5     18-year-old can make an investment in education, but
 6     it's an expensive investment and so that 18-year-old
 7     better choose right.  It punishes those 18-year-olds
 8     who don't have the resources or the time to make that
 9     investment in the cosmetology school, in the athletic
10     training education, in these extended and large,
11     large --
12            So if you are concerned about a learning gap,
13     licensing exacerbates that concern because you are
14     saying the only -- there is one path and it is an
15     academic path.  Licensing cuts out the path of
16     learning on the job, learning as an apprentice.  So it
17     rewards the rich.  It rewards those who have access to
18     education and punishes those that don't.
19            Licensing also punishes women who make career
20     decisions and all those who change careers in mid
21     life.  A woman who leaves the workforce, raises
22     children, and wants to come back into the workforce
23     faces -- may face a very large licensing requirement
24     that is unnecessary given the skills that she has.
25            Let me give you an example for that.  In
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 1     Minneapolis, I worked with an extraordinary woman who
 2     counsels families when their children have been shot
 3     in North Minneapolis.  She is not a licensed funeral
 4     director, but she is providing the comfort in these
 5     situations of tragedy far greater, in often cases,
 6     than what a funeral director is able to do.
 7            Unfortunately, the oligopoly, the cartel -- not
 8     the monopoly, Senator Taylor, but the oligopoly
 9     prohibits her from earning a penny.  She's able to
10     provide her counsel because she does it for free, but
11     she has all the skills in terms of finding a cemetery
12     that gives away free lots, working with Hamilton
13     County to get the subsidies for the casket.  She is
14     just as skilled as anyone working in that licensed
15     occupation but she's prohibited from earning even a
16     small bit of remuneration for that.
17            Here's a woman who started in one occupation,
18     developed skills in another, and if she wanted to
19     exercise those skills, she would be blocked by the
20     occupational licensing laws of the State of Minnesota.
21            So, in other words, it's unjust when it comes
22     to earnings, it's unjust when it comes to education,
23     and it's unjust when it comes to midlife transfers.
24            The fourth area that licensing is unjust is in
25     regards to interstate mobility, and you know this,
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 1     Senator.  You and your colleagues, Representative
 2     Hale, you and your colleagues made it easier for
 3     military veterans in the last couple of sessions to
 4     come to Indiana and have their skills recognized.
 5     Now, why did you do that?  Because you realized that
 6     the criteria that Indiana may set is really redundant
 7     to the criteria that these military people have -- the
 8     skills that these military people have gained through
 9     their experiences in the Armed Forces.
10            I admire Mrs. Obama in this regard.  She has
11     recognized that the spouses of military people also
12     face barriers to entry because they face irrational
13     licensing requirements in one state even though they
14     may license and qualify in another state.
15            So my four points for you to consider is that
16     licensing is bad public policy and there are better
17     public -- there are various other ways to address
18     consumer protection besides licensing because of the
19     income effect that is the opposite of unions and the
20     opposite of what you want to do.
21            Secondly, from the educational gap, it's the
22     opposite of what you want to do.  You want to shrink
23     the gap.  You don't want to enlarge it and offer
24     benefits caused by it.
25            Third, you want to make people free to engage
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 1     in midlife transfers and career changes.  And, fourth,
 2     you want to promote interstate mobility.
 3            Occupational licensing, besides the economics,
 4     which you've heard enough about today, is unjust for
 5     those four reasons and it should not be the dominant
 6     public policy in the State of Indiana or anyplace
 7     else.  I'm happy to answer questions.
 8            SENATOR TAYLOR: First of all, did you go to
 9     University of Wisconsin?
10            MR. MCGRATH: I did not.
11            SENATOR TAYLOR: Okay.  So you had to take the


12     bar exam?
13            MR. MCGRATH: Well, not quite but I --
14            SENATOR TAYLOR: Okay.  You had a different


15     path.
16            MR. MCGRATH: I had a different path, but I --
17            SENATOR TAYLOR: Okay.
18            MR. MCGRATH: Well, let's talk about it.
19            SENATOR TAYLOR: No, no, I want to talk about


20     your theory behind this somehow the public policy -- I
21     guess it's the public policy theory that we want to
22     close that income gap.  First of all, I think that's
23     an assumption that probably you can look at some of
24     the things that policy decisions in certain general
25     assemblies or bodies and they can determine whether or
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 1     not that's a true policy or not.  So we have to first
 2     make sure that's a true policy incentive.  If it is,
 3     what you're saying makes all the sense in the world.
 4            My question to you, however, is not whether or
 5     not it's a good public policy because I'm going to say
 6     from my standpoint as a legislator, I think you're
 7     right.  I think the economy is better off.  I think
 8     the country is better off.  I think the states are
 9     better off when you have more people in the middle
10     than you have on the (inaudible).
11            Some people don't believe that.  I'm just
12     telling you that some legislators don't believe that,
13     okay?  They actually believe if you have more at the
14     top, it will trickle down to the bottom.
15            But if we basically all believe what you
16     believe, are you saying that licensure with a caveat
17     or -- like we talked about earlier about kept going
18     back to the nurse practitioner versus the RN, would
19     you say that certification after licensure is better
20     or before licensure?
21            MR. MCGRATH: Okay.  So, Senator, I stand with
22     you, I sit with you on my belief that we are all
23     better off when there's a strong solid middle class
24     that comes about because of opportunity.  And at the
25     core of opportunity, in every sense the requirement of
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 1     opportunity is that we knock down barriers, and that,
 2     I think, is the core public policy issue that
 3     motivates me to come and testify here because you are
 4     on the verge of knocking down a big barrier with your
 5     proposal.
 6            So here's the way I think about these two
 7     things of licensing and certification.  I think of
 8     them in somewhat of a hierarchy.  I would have a lot,
 9     a lot of licensing.  I'm sorry, I would have a lot, a
10     lot, and a lot of certification.  I would have a
11     little, little bit of licensing.  And I think of them
12     as alternatives.
13            SENATOR TAYLOR: Not as one before the other?


14            MR. MCGRATH: Not as one before the other.  I
15     know what Dr. Kleiner is attempting to achieve with
16     you, but it was way too complicated.  Think of it as
17     an alternative with a lot of certification and a
18     little bit of licensing.
19            And the reason I say that is in all of your
20     examples, the registered nurse and the various
21     subcategories and the physician assistant, is that you
22     have a very smart employer.  The employer wants -- the
23     employer has all sorts of motivations to find the
24     right person for the right job.  And when the State of
25     Indiana or the State of Minnesota says you can only
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 1     hire a licensed person, the state is elbowing out the
 2     decision-making authority of the employer.
 3            Now, maybe that's a good thing in certain
 4     circumstances.  Maybe it's a good thing with
 5     registered nurses, but it shouldn't be the default
 6     position.  The position should be to send signals
 7     through certification, let employers choose the person
 8     they think, and don't restrict that pool of workers
 9     either from an opportunity standpoint or from the
10     employer standpoint unless licensing is really,
11     really, really needed because that employer is going
12     to make bad decisions, that consumer is going to make
13     bad decisions that are harmful harmful.  Does that
14     help?
15            SENATOR TAYLOR: Yeah.  Can I just say this,
16     though?  When you make that statement that we're the
17     employer, by what we do as public policy we kind of
18     elbow out certain people, I agree with you there's
19     some areas that we should do that, but -- okay, this
20     is going to sound crass, but shouldn't government be
21     doing that somewhat?  Because I'll just note -- let me
22     just -- even in the fields where we supposedly knock
23     out or elbow out those people who shouldn't have -- I
24     mean have you been -- I don't know if you've been to a
25     nursing home in a long time.
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 1            MR. MCGRATH: Sadly, Senator, I have had recent


 2     experience with you, and I am sure I will empathize
 3     with everything you are about to tell me.
 4            SENATOR TAYLOR: Well, if a nursing home
 5     instead of having a registered nurse and calling them
 6     nurse -- I mean in generations before mine and some
 7     generations before, I don't think -- I can tell you my
 8     generation really didn't distinguish between a nurse
 9     and RN.  I can't remember making distinguishing fact,
10     but my mother who doesn't (inaudible) nurse and an RN
11     will call a nurse's assistant a nurse and expect that
12     nurse's assistant to have all of the, quote/unquote,
13     "skills" that an RN does.
14            Well, I know better than that, so when she says
15     to me a nurse, I'm like, "Mom, the nurse's assistant
16     or the LPN," because I know the difference between the
17     two.  And then I know if it's an RN and I know for
18     sure that if you go to a nursing facility on the
19     weekend, you are going to see very few RNs; however,
20     from 8 to 5, Monday through Friday, there's always an
21     RN.  Then on the weekend you're going to see an LPN
22     all weekend and an NA working with one LPN for 25
23     people.
24            So even though we call ourselves by licensing
25     even the nurse's assistant, you're still gonna have
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 1     manipulation by the market because (inaudible) profit.
 2     (Inaudible) the profit is going to drive everything
 3     that we might be driving with public policy.
 4            They're going to have one LPN for 25 patients
 5     and until we get to the point where we say no, you're
 6     going to have five LPNs per -- one LPN per five
 7     patients, which we don't want to do.  That's going to
 8     continue to happen until somebody dies in the nursing
 9     home and then we have all this outcry.
10            So all these things that you're talking about,
11     the market doesn't protect it.  What ends up happening
12     is we wait until the market crashes and then we react
13     with public policy, and that's where I have a problem
14     with your theory.
15            MR. MCGRATH: Senator, I am sympathetic -- I am


16     very sympathetic to your experience having my personal
17     experiences nearly identical to what I infer you -- so
18     you and I are on the same side of the table on this
19     issue, I can tell you that.
20            The butcher and the baker has an interest --
21     and the owner of the nursing home has an interest.
22     Now, it may not be perfect.  He may not exercise that
23     interest perfectly, but the butcher and the baker and
24     the nursing home has an interest that corresponds to
25     quality.  He does not want to dissatisfy.  He does not
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 1     want to dissatisfy customers.  His motivation is
 2     aligned with yours.  His execution may be faulty.
 3            There are certain people who engage in fraud
 4     and there's a remedy for fraud, but the vast majority
 5     of people who offer services are not intentionally
 6     engaging in fraud.
 7            SENATOR TAYLOR: No.  I agree with that.
 8            MR. MCGRATH: Very good.  So the question then


 9     becomes is how do we weigh those risks, those costs of
10     faulty execution, how do we weigh those relative to
11     other costs?
12            So Kleiner earlier today said to you there are
13     costs associated -- other costs associated with
14     licensing.  He estimated there were 16,000 jobs at
15     percentage point.  I am sure Governor Pence and every
16     legislator here would like to see the unemployment
17     rate in Indiana drop.  So there's a cost that you
18     currently are paying in terms of jobs.  There's a cost
19     because of reduced competition and higher consumer
20     prices that you're currently paying because of blocked
21     entry into the field.
22            So I submit to you the answer to your
23     observation is yes, there are costs of poor
24     performance by the nursing home, but there are also
25     other costs that are known and expensive and I submit
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 1     overwhelm the cost of the experience that I recognize
 2     and sympathize that you have had.  Does that help?
 3            MR. BERRY: The general assembly tasked IPLA
 4     with studying a number of things as far as this 421
 5     study.  I'd like to ask you about two of those.  One,
 6     the enforcement provision that should be used for
 7     registered practitioners and also the cost of an
 8     individual applying for and renewing inclusion into
 9     the registry.
10            MR. MCGRATH: Okay.  So tell me the first one
11     again, please, Mr. Chairman.
12            MR. BERRY: The enforcement provisions that
13     would be used in the case of a state-certified art
14     therapist who commits what the industry considers to
15     be malpractice.
16            MR. MCGRATH: Okay.  So you have -- and this
17     goes a little bit, Mr. Miller, to our discussion of
18     remedies.  The State of Indiana will always have a
19     hammer.  The State of Indiana will always be able to
20     reverse, to reject, to negate the accreditation of X,
21     Y, Z licensing firm.  You have the ultimate -- you can
22     always reject the recognition of licensing association
23     X versus Y versus Z.  That's Level 1.
24            Level 2 is that the certification association,
25     you can always reject the certification of the private
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 1     certifier.  The private certifier can always reject
 2     the certification of the individual.  So if the State
 3     of Indiana says that John Smith who is certified by
 4     the American Association of X is not doing a good job,
 5     the American Association of X is on notice that it
 6     must discipline itself and its procedures and John
 7     Smith.
 8            What was the second question, Mr. Chairman?
 9            MR. BERRY: The cost that one should have to
10     pay to be included in the registry and to renew.
11            MR. MCGRATH: It seems to me to cover the
12     administrative costs associated with running the
13     agency, in a perfect world, I would like to see this
14     funding come out of the general treasury because it
15     drives greater scrutiny by legislators, but the
16     reality is that budgets are tight and so it would seem
17     to me that these individuals and their licensed --
18     their certifying agencies should cover their loss.
19            Senator Miller, I caught your attention.
20            SENATOR MILLER: Well, you did because I just


21     want to clarify the way it works in Indiana.  Our
22     licensure fees over and above cover the costs and
23     here's how it works in Indiana.  All the licensure
24     fees come back into the general fund as income to the
25     State.  The State then funds IPLA and we fund IPLA at
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 1     substantially less the amount of revenue that comes in
 2     by fees.
 3            MR. MCGRATH: Yes, you do.  And that actually,
 4     as Kleiner was hinting at, Senator, that is actually
 5     one of the problems that causes regulatory capture,
 6     that the boards know that their customer is the
 7     licensees.  So your model is slightly -- you have the
 8     centralizing function for a moment, but eventually the
 9     money -- the licensees payments go to --
10            SENATOR TAYLOR: Straight to the general
11     fund --
12            MR. MCGRATH: But they're allocated to --
13            SENATOR TAYLOR: -- except for attorneys.  I
14     think ours go to Supreme Court.
15            MR. MCGRATH: You are probably regulated by the


16     Supreme Court.
17            MR. BERRY: Some (inaudible) have dedicated
18     funds as well.
19            SENATOR MILLER: Right, but most of the
20     dedicated funds, for example, dentists and docs have
21     wanted a higher licensure fee going into a fund.
22     (Inaudible) addictions.  They have wellness programs
23     and things like that, but anyway --
24            MR. MCGRATH: I think what you're exploring is
25     very valuable and you don't want a fiscal note
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 1     bringing it down.
 2            MR. MILLER: Can I ask a follow-up?  Thank you.
 3     I appreciate your (inaudible) enforcement.  You
 4     mentioned this decertification, if you will.
 5            MR. MCGRATH: Uh-huh.
 6            MR. MILLER: And I accept that as being a
 7     possibility, but now get to the legal side of it in
 8     terms of how that would work.  That is let's suppose
 9     the State certifies someone as being whatever the
10     criteria is (inaudible) educational, what currently
11     goes through the certification process through IPLA,
12     but if someone has a grievance, if you will, or a
13     complaint or something and they bring it to the
14     attention of someone, under the current system with
15     licensees, that's brought to the Attorney General and
16     the process unfolds through an investigation and
17     possible prosecution before the respective board.
18            Under certification, if there's to be a
19     decertification, let's suppose that myself and members
20     up here have problems with a particular provider.  We
21     file -- go through the request that the certification
22     be dropped.  That process itself has to have some
23     legal protections because that certification creates
24     an environment of opportunity.  People won't come to
25     me anymore if they find out my certification has now
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 1     been lifted; correct?  I mean that's a logical
 2     extension of certification is decertification to the
 3     logical conclusion of those people who make the
 4     decision whether they should go there.
 5            So, as a result, courts are likely -- Jud over
 6     there knows it because he chairs a committee that
 7     looks at this -- some due process requirements.  And I
 8     think that's what's missing from this process is that
 9     when they do decertify, does that mean that there's an
10     administrative hearing?  Does it mean it goes straight
11     to court?  Do we have a trial court deciding whether
12     that should be decertified?  And then, in fact, if
13     it's decertified, that's good for the prospecting
14     person who is looking at whether they're gonna go
15     there, but the person who originally -- those who had
16     the original grievance say what about me?  I lost.  I
17     was either defrauded or the services, you know, I'm
18     now crippled or I'm now in some state different.
19            So that's the part of the enforcement side that
20     I think has to be addressed if you go from licensing
21     to the certification.  I'm not saying you can't.  I'm
22     just saying that that's why I mentioned earlier in
23     some ways certification can become just licensing
24     light because of the course of legislature.  We need
25     to have a due process process involved here.  How do
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 1     we do that?  So I'm curious as to how you would
 2     address that issue.
 3            MR. MCGRATH: The answer is no, so let me tell
 4     you why.  You get a lot less process.  You are due a
 5     lot less process when your certification is revoked
 6     versus your license is revoked.  A license is a
 7     property right.  You are due a lot of process to
 8     consider -- to what you have been charged with, the
 9     burden of proof, the evidence.
10            By contrast, certification is not a property
11     right.  It is a title.  The individual is still free
12     to work but what he has lost is the signal.  What has
13     been taken away for him is the signal that he has been
14     blessed by the State.  You have no -- you have a
15     constitutional right for property including the
16     property to pursue one's calling.  You do not have a
17     constitutional right -- you are not due a heck of a
18     lot of process when it comes to losing your title.
19            MR. MILLER: Let me just ask this question.
20     That process, though, is usually determined by the
21     general assembly reading the constitution and the
22     statutory requirements for decertification.  I'm just
23     asking -- you know, I understand the property right
24     issue and all of those things, but the question is for
25     the general assembly is what requirements do they put
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 1     in place for the decertification?
 2            MR. MCGRATH: So my suggestion would be that
 3     the general assembly, when it decides which certified
 4     organization the portal wants to accredit, that it has
 5     some process dealing with the de-accreditation of that
 6     agency, but it does not have to be a lot.  It does not
 7     require anywhere near the process of revoking
 8     someone's license.
 9            As it relates to the certifying organization
10     and the person who is certified, that's beyond your --
11     you have no due process obligations to that
12     individual.  That's a private association relation.
13     You may choose to establish some process for the
14     certifying organization to deal with individuals who
15     they are decertifying, but you don't have to.
16            All right.  Your second question, remedies.
17     Your presumption is that current licensing boards do a
18     good job of providing remedies.  My experience is that
19     they don't.
20            So let me take attorneys.  In the State of
21     Minnesota, there are 23,000 licensed attorneys.  Now,
22     you know lots of attorneys.  I suggest to you that not
23     all, and I trust you agree, that not all 23,000 are
24     competent.  But last year the State of Minnesota
25     revoked the license of not 10 percent, 2,000, not 1
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 1     percent, 230, but 7 attorneys.  Why were those
 2     attorneys' licenses revoked?  Because they stole money
 3     from their clients.
 4            The entire mechanism of licensing attorneys in
 5     Minnesota is redundant to the criminal prosecution of
 6     theft.  Minnesota is not providing -- the Minnesota
 7     Supreme Court is not providing any incremental
 8     protection of consumers from incompetent lawyers and
 9     the police department does.  As it relates to -- as
10     the police department could.  Of course, they never go
11     to jail for stealing money.  They just get disbarred.
12            Regarding the 90 or so people who get
13     suspended, yes, they get suspended for a couple
14     months.  They have to take some continuing legal
15     education to come back, but this is a -- the remedies
16     available through the licensing procedure should not
17     be overstated.
18            And so what I submit is, under a certification
19     program, you have more competition.  With more
20     competition, you weed out faster the incompetent ones
21     and there are all sorts of additional remedies that
22     exist in the State of Indiana and elsewhere as it
23     relates to suing someone for violating a contract or
24     going to the Attorney General under your deceptive
25     trade practices act.
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 1            So I submit to you that you are not gaining
 2     incremental consumer protection through your proposal.
 3     You are not losing consumer protection relative to the
 4     system that you currently have.
 5            MR. MILLER: Well, just getting figures out
 6     there, I think there were -- Allen can correct me on
 7     the total numbers -- more than 600 administrative
 8     actions filed against different licensed professions,
 9     so there is a lot of activity.  And there are several
10     thousand consumer complaints filed by consumers, so
11     there is a volume of activity.  And so I'm just --
12            MR. MCGRATH: There is a volume of activity,
13     but your state of 4 million residents?  How many
14     people live in Indiana?
15            SENATOR TAYLOR: Almost 5.
16            MR. MCGRATH: Almost 5, 5 million.  And so 5
17     million.  2 million people who are employed.  To think
18     that 600 complaints, I don't -- I think there's more
19     consumer protection going on through competition than
20     through the administrative process.
21            MR. MILLER: One last comment, and that is
22     there's a presumption, I think, that most of the
23     people who are licensed are providing services.  We
24     only deal with those that they question, so --
25            SENATOR MILLER: I just want to say, also,
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 1     being familiar with a number of boards, I think some
 2     of the boards are ready to take action immediately on
 3     some of the bad license provisions; however, because
 4     of due process and waiting literally months for the AG
 5     to do all the research and everything, they are bogged
 6     down or they would be ready to take action.  So I
 7     think part of it is this whole process of how that
 8     works.
 9            MR. MCGRATH: Senator, you are absolutely right


10     and I could not agree with you more.  It is the fact
11     that a license is a property interest and that it is
12     recognized as a property interest and enjoys
13     constitutional protections means that the AG has a lot
14     of due process and it means it's a less effective --
15     it's less effective as a consumer protection device
16     because it is so difficult to revoke or discipline
17     someone.  It's the nature of the beast as a piece of
18     property that makes it ineffective consumer
19     protection.
20            SENATOR MILLER: Let me just pursue that with


21     you a minute.  Let's talk about physicians, M.D.s,
22     medical doctors.  I happen to think they ought to be
23     licensed, not certified, okay?  So now we're talking
24     about the medical community, a medical licensing board
25     who wants to take action who has to wait on the due
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 1     process.  So I don't think in this particular case
 2     certification is the answer, at least it's not the
 3     answer for me.  I think there are some professions
 4     that have to be licensed and I think medical doctors
 5     are one.  So what do we do?
 6            MR. MCGRATH: I do not want to fall on the
 7     sword of purity --
 8            SENATOR MILLER: That's all right.
 9            MR. MCGRATH: -- when it comes to doctors.  The


10     reality is that no one, for 100 reasons, and no one
11     including me is going to advocate for not having
12     licenses for doctors.  So I would think -- I would
13     think that if you have serious issues, you should look
14     at how the AG is meeting the due process requirements
15     owed to that doctor, but you should accelerate the
16     disciplining of incompetent doctors.
17            Yes, sir, Senator Taylor.
18            SENATOR TAYLOR: Let me be the second first one


19     to say that I don't think that there's any -- should
20     be any discussion not only of medical doctors but of
21     licensed attorney professionals not being licensed.
22            Now, anybody can sit here and assume what they
23     want, but I'm going to tell you from experience even
24     with the bad ones who are licensed, just like we have
25     bad doctors who are licensed, you take away the
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 1     licensing or try to change some way, shape, form, or
 2     fashion how the law is implemented, the interpretation
 3     of the law, and you're working on very sensitive
 4     ground because then you start getting into the issue
 5     of the pursued and giving people the right to common
 6     counsel, people the right to have their grievances
 7     heard under a court of law and in front of a jury of
 8     their peers.  You better start effecting a whole lot
 9     of other things if you don't license attorneys.
10            I just want to put that out there, too, so that
11     everybody understands that -- I'm saying this because
12     before there was a day when attorneys did not have to
13     be licensed.
14            MR. MCGRATH: Yes.
15            SENATOR TAYLOR: And the people who needed the


16     representation the most never received it.  And go
17     back to the originators of our constitution and they
18     will tell you that is a slippery slope that -- Indiana
19     can be the first in a lot of things, but we better not
20     be the first at not licensing attorneys.
21            MR. MCGRATH: Senator, I am sympathetic to
22     your --
23            SENATOR TAYLOR: I hope you're not saying that.


24            MR. MCGRATH: I'm not saying -- and you're not
25     considering delicensing moving attorneys.  So I'm
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 1     happy to engage in a discussion with you.  And, in
 2     part, I'm sympathetic to your concerns for a couple
 3     reasons.  One, attorneys are different.  Like doctors,
 4     they are fiduciaries and so it's not a basic
 5     buyer/seller relationship.  Two, attorneys have
 6     subpoena power.  This is an awesome, awesome power
 7     that I can call someone into my office and take their
 8     deposition.
 9            So I'm with you on those points, but I think
10     you also -- worthy of discussion for another day is
11     that lots of poor people can't afford the -- don't
12     have access to attorneys, and part of it the reason is
13     that you and I and our fellow attorneys have created a
14     nice little club that has high barriers to entering
15     and getting over those barriers is expensive.  And
16     then being able to serve people who really need
17     attorneys becomes uneconomical, but --
18            SENATOR TAYLOR: You can say the same thing


19     about doctors, too.
20            MR. MCGRATH: You can, but I submit to you --
21            SENATOR TAYLOR: Especially specialty doctors,


22     spine surgeons, brain surgeons, cardiologists.  You
23     can go through a whole list of medical doctors who are
24     never going to be (inaudible) regardless of what
25     insurance coverage you have, regardless of what
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 1     insurance you have, you will never make it to that
 2     level.
 3            So, you know, don't -- I'm not going to get
 4     into dialogue, but to say that poor people can't
 5     afford lawyers because we've got this group over here,
 6     the medical profession has done that, too.  I mean
 7     there are spine surgeons right now that some people
 8     will never be able to afford and they have priced
 9     their way into this specialty where they can take --
10            Take the doctor who did Peyton Manning's
11     surgery.  He only does three or four a year.  Do you
12     know why?  Because he's so good that only three or
13     four people can get it done.  Well, look it up.  And
14     the bottom line is we have spine surgeons in Northwest
15     Indiana, my friend being one of them, who could
16     perform this surgery, but he said Peyton Manning went
17     to this guy because he could afford him.
18            The point is there are specialties out there in
19     every profession and depending on who they are, you're
20     going to be knocked out because you can't afford them.
21     So don't put lawyers out there and leave doctors --
22     they're the -- and we could change the whole thing
23     about being able to afford a lawyer by one simple
24     thing, requiring for your continuing license that
25     lawyers have pro bono hours.  That would be a simple
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 1     fix.  I wonder if doctors would agree to do the same
 2     thing.
 3            MR. MCGRATH: So I'm glad to engage you,
 4     Senator Taylor, in this discussion, but I think
 5     focused in on what the mission is of this committee,
 6     we can put doctors and lawyers off to the side.
 7            Representative Hale, I wanted to answer your
 8     question about the low information consumer, and as I
 9     understand your concern is that in this free market
10     that Dr. Kleiner and others have been talking about,
11     that low information consumer cannot operate
12     effectively and may be exposed to being exploited.
13     Did I capture the essence of your question to
14     Dr. Kleiner and others?
15            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: Yes.
16            MR. MCGRATH: Just a couple of thoughts about
17     that.  What this committee is chartered to do is to
18     help even the low information consumer.  You are going
19     to be saying that you want to send a signal, that
20     there is a sufficient market failure, not market
21     utopia or optimum situation, that there is a
22     significant market, enough market failure that you
23     want government to come in and provide better
24     information.  So I think your proposal actually goes a
25     long way to addressing the very concern that you so
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 1     articulately expressed is how does everyone benefit
 2     from this proposal, and I submit that even the low
 3     information consumer will benefit from the signal from
 4     the State of Indiana that someone is certified.
 5     That's one point.
 6            Point 2 is that we are all beneficiaries of the
 7     demands of others.  I wouldn't know a lot about cars,
 8     but there are lots of people who demand things from
 9     General Motors and Ford and Chrysler and Mercedes-Benz
10     and Volkswagen.  Even when I don't know how pistons
11     and carburetors work, I am the beneficiary of those
12     demands.
13            So I am a low information consumer when it
14     comes to automobiles, but I benefit greatly from a
15     marketplace in which Volkswagen and General Motors and
16     Chrysler are responding to the demands of the
17     enthusiasts and the high information.  But I think the
18     stronger argument of my two is the first one.
19            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: I would agree, too,


20     because in the second argument you're leaving out
21     marketing and brand and, you know, all those kinds of
22     things, too, but I'll tell you very simply what I'm
23     thinking about today generally.  I've managed an
24     office in probably the most highly regulated, high
25     information consumer place in the world, Belgium.  In
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 1     Belgium.  Probably there is no -- there's no other
 2     place on Earth that has more kinds of licensing and
 3     guilds and all kinds of complications.  And I've
 4     worked in a lot of countries where there's absolutely
 5     none, India, Cambodia, you name it, Jamaica.
 6            So I think there's a sweet spot.  And this is
 7     the United States of America and we can take the lead
 8     and find that.  And this is Indiana.  I'm very proud
 9     of my state and I would love to find that sweet spot
10     here.  And I don't believe this is the perfect system
11     and I don't know that we've invented that perfect
12     system yet today, but I feel it's worthy of
13     consideration.
14            You know, I think everyone on both sides of
15     this table here, we should all keep an open mind and
16     (inaudible) thoughtful intellectual process where we
17     have a lot of dialogue and it's not just this
18     philosophically driven conversation.
19            MR. MCGRATH: Oh, absolutely.
20            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: The practical is also --


21     we have to look at the practical (inaudible).
22            MR. MCGRATH: No, I agree with you completely.


23     These are real lives.  These are your constituents.
24     These are the people of Indiana and I think that the
25     message that I'd like to give to you is that I'm not
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 1     advocating for Milton Friedman-esk free markets in
 2     which every consumer is on his own and things work out
 3     well because of the invisible hand.  That's not my
 4     position.
 5            My position is that you have two regulatory
 6     tools.  You have licensure and you have certification.
 7     And this is not a pure free market that I'm
 8     advocating.  I'm suggesting that one, certification,
 9     should be used more often than the other.
10            And, Mr. Chairman, if I could, I have a diagram
11     that expresses that very idea.
12            MR. BERRY: Absolutely, yeah.  In the interest
13     of everybody's time, I want to start to wrap things up
14     a little bit.  I understand, Lee, you're going to be
15     around a little bit after if we have questions.
16            MR. MCGRATH: Absolutely, but just let me
17     suggest that to Representative Hale's point that you
18     have a buffet of regulatory options and I'm not
19     suggesting that you void -- that you not engage in
20     regulations.  What I am suggesting is that there is a
21     hierarchy of various regulations that you should
22     consider and that certification should be used more
23     often than -- as you can see at the bottom of this
24     page, that certification should be used more often
25     than licensing should.
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 1            SENATOR TAYLOR: I like this, okay?  I'm an
 2     economics major.  I like this.  So is this where you
 3     put your -- and for all of us as policymakers up here,
 4     so if I said health care, you know, and then I started
 5     breaking down health care, I would assume it would be
 6     down here.
 7            MR. MCGRATH: Doctors and lawyers --
 8            SENATOR TAYLOR: Doctors and lawyers.
 9            MR. MCGRATH: I'm not going to fight over --
10            SENATOR TAYLOR: Okay, whatever.  Up here would


11     be, I don't know, the --
12            MR. BERRY: Bakers and butchers.
13            SENATOR TAYLOR: -- bakers and butchers,
14     plumbers, you know, people who could cause property
15     damage but not loss of life necessarily.
16            MR. MCGRATH: Let me give you an example and


17     help you there.  Let's go to bonding and insurance in
18     the middle.  I think it's perfectly fine if the City
19     of Indianapolis or the State wants to require a tree
20     trimmer to be bonded because what's the risk?  The
21     risk is that the limb of the tree falls on the
22     neighbor's house.  So that, I think -- the regulatory
23     response to that risk is to outsource the risk to
24     someone bigger than the tree trimmer himself.  It's
25     the bonding the insurance company.
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 1            Let's go to inspections here.  I think it's a
 2     fantastic idea that the restaurant where you had lunch
 3     today, the City of Indianapolis inspects the
 4     cleanliness of the kitchen because that burden
 5     shouldn't be on you.  In a precatory market, you
 6     should inspect the cleanliness of the kitchen.  No,
 7     that's impractical to Representative Hale's point.
 8     The City of Indianapolis should inspect the
 9     cleanliness of the kitchen of that restaurant.
10            So I'm glad the City of Indianapolis is doing
11     that and I'm also glad, Senator, that the State has
12     chosen not to license the busboy, the cook, the chef,
13     or the dishwasher, that the appropriate regulation is
14     inspection.  And so this is a hierarchy.
15            SENATOR TAYLOR: Right.
16            MR. MCGRATH: And you should fit -- you should


17     fit your regulatory responses to the risks associated
18     with them.
19            SENATOR TAYLOR: Is there some more pages?  I


20     see No. 12.
21            MR. MCGRATH: I've got lots of pages for you,
22     Senator.  I've got the whole production for you.
23            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: Really quickly, you said


24     there are two pools, licensure and certification,
25     those that are licensed and those that are certified,
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 1     but -- isn't that what you said?
 2            MR. MCGRATH: I'm suggesting as it relates to
 3     the idea of personal qualifications, the role that
 4     personal qualifications have deals with certification
 5     and licensing.  Do you have the right training?  Do
 6     you have the right experience?  Do you have continuing
 7     education?  Those personal qualifications are
 8     licensing and certification.
 9            Above those in my inverted triangle are other
10     regulatory responses, options that don't deal with
11     personal qualifications.
12            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: And then you said that


13     before you presented the inverted triangle.  I guess
14     I'm thinking are we leaving out the practitioners that
15     are neither certified or -- I mean that would be the
16     third pool.
17            MR. MCGRATH: Right.  And so the -- so you have


18     other regulatory tools.  Give me an example of someone
19     who you're thinking about.
20            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: I don't have one.
21            SENATOR TAYLOR: We had an issue about having


22     people who install sewers be licensed last year.
23            MR. BERRY: A tollbooth operator.
24            SENATOR TAYLOR: Tollbooth operator.
25            MR. MCGRATH: A tollbooth operator.  So it
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 1     would seem to me that the personal qualifications --
 2     without thinking about it too much.  Please excuse me
 3     if I don't get it all right, but the personal
 4     qualifications as it relates to education and training
 5     for a tollbooth operator wouldn't require licensing.
 6     What you're concerned about is fraud, so you might use
 7     the regulatory tool of a lie detector test or
 8     something like that.  And so you're matching the
 9     regulation to the public safety, health and safety.
10            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: But we have people that


11     need to be licensed like a doctor, the people that we
12     certify like an electrician, and then people that --
13     or say a barber but I might choose to not be
14     certified, so I'm a noncertified barber.  That would
15     be the third pool of people.
16            MR. MCGRATH: Right, and thank you for the
17     clarification.  So my suggestion is that you think
18     about this as licensing is where you're certainly
19     accurate; certification is where you're sending a
20     signal; and noncertification is where you're allowing
21     other regulations and/or market forces to protect.
22     And even in this noncertified level, you have other
23     consumer protections.
24            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: Which is what I'm seeing


25     this slide look like, you know, license.
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 1            MR. MCGRATH: Yes.
 2            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: And then you have the


 3     actors in the marketplace that are not certified.
 4     They're neither certified nor licensed because they
 5     (inaudible).
 6            MR. MCGRATH: Yes.  So above certification is
 7     the noncertified actors in the marketplace who would
 8     be subject to other beneficiary pressures from either
 9     the law or competition.
10            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: I think you could make a


11     visual iteration of that pie with the (inaudible).
12            MR. MCGRATH: I will work on that.  When I give


13     my presentation, I actually have them flying down
14     individually, but that's for another day.
15            SENATOR TAYLOR: Wouldn't that be restaurants,


16     though?
17            MR. MCGRATH: Restaurants?  You want to inspect


18     restaurants.
19            SENATOR TAYLOR: Right, but that's what I'm
20     saying.  They're not certified or licensed --
21            MR. MCGRATH: That's exactly right.
22            SENATOR TAYLOR: -- but they're on that other
23     spectrum where they would be over here on this side.
24     What I've done is draw a line across here.  And,
25     actually, you don't have it here, but it would be --
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 1     yeah, I think I understand what Christine is saying
 2     and I agree.  There's a third --
 3            MR. MCGRATH: The idea is that Dr. Kleiner is
 4     the -- if I dare say, Dr. Kleiner is the world's
 5     leading scholar on occupational licensing, but even he
 6     would say you don't have to live in a Milton
 7     Friedman-esk complete invisible hand free market, no
 8     regulation.  There are lots of regulatory tools
 9     available to the State and to its municipalities, and,
10     therefore, be skeptical about creating the barriers of
11     entry that are inherent in licensing because you have
12     lots of other tools.
13            MR. BERRY: Well, Lee, I can't thank you enough
14     for your attendance today and sharing your wisdom with
15     us (inaudible) does to facilitate information about
16     occupational licensing to the policymakers as well as
17     the general public.  So, with that, if you could stay
18     right where you are.  Let me give the panelists an
19     opportunity to close.
20            Senator Miller, I know you're (inaudible) time
21     restriction, so if you would like to say a few closing
22     remarks that are optional, go for it.
23            SENATOR MILLER: Well, we always take a few


24     moments, but, Lee, it's nice to meet you and I
25     appreciate all the time you gave to me on the phone
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 1     and I can put a face with a voice now.
 2            I would just say thanks to Adam and all the
 3     panelists.  I think it's been a healthy discussion
 4     today.  I think we have learned a lot.  I think we
 5     have a lot to consider.  Some of these answers are not
 6     simple.  They're a little more complex than just the
 7     dialogue (inaudible) deal with them, but I think it
 8     will help us move Indiana forward and I hope to be
 9     able to be a part of that.  Thank you.
10            SENATOR TAYLOR: Ditto.
11            MR. MILLER: I'll waive any closing comments.
12     I like what Christine was suggesting and the other
13     panelists' comments that we find the right spot, and I
14     think this is a good opportunity for everybody to see
15     that there probably is some changes can be made.  I'm
16     not so sure as radical as you would like to see,
17     perhaps, but I certainly think this has been very
18     helpful (inaudible) these conversations.
19            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: Adam, I just wanted to


20     thank you for inviting me to the panel.  I really
21     enjoyed myself.  It was extremely interesting and I
22     wish all of the testifiers were here so I could thank
23     them as well.  It's a treat to be in contact with that
24     kind of intellectual (inaudible).  It was fun.
25            MR. RHOAD: Well, first of all, thank you very
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 1     much.  My apologies about having to step out of the
 2     room.  I got caught with the last speaker down at the
 3     Governor's Office.  So you have my sincerest apologies
 4     about that.
 5            But one very special thank you to Adam and the
 6     other members of the committee for taking a day here
 7     during the summer to have this conversation rather
 8     than trying to piecemeal these very complicated issues
 9     together during session when they pop up.
10            I think we've got a wonderful framework to work
11     with and launch off here in looking at what we
12     regulate, how we regulate license, and what we need to
13     do to move forward to make sure that Indiana is a
14     leader in licensing regulation and also more
15     importantly job roles so families can continue to put
16     food on the table for their spouses and children and
17     family members that they take care of.  And I think
18     this was a great opportunity.
19            And the Indiana Professional Licensing Agency
20     is ready to work with our members at the Indiana
21     general assembly to work as partners to make this a
22     successful outcome.  Thank you very much.
23            MR. MCMILLIN: I want to say thank you to
24     everybody on the panel.  I also just want to take this
25     opportunity this is an important issue that when we
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 1     tried to deal with a couple times in the past and we
 2     clearly have some problems with that or better ways to
 3     handle it and some great feedback on what we could
 4     possibly do.
 5            But every time we try to do this in the past
 6     the effort was victimized by the status quo before the
 7     conversation ever even got off the ground.  So I hope
 8     that really as legislators this year we can actually
 9     spend some time really delving into this and not
10     allowing those people who just like to see status quo
11     without having the conversation to remove this from
12     our hands and having the discussion, so it's going to
13     happen.  It is what it is.
14            There are going to be people out there who want
15     to oppose this just because it's change and we need to
16     have the courage to say we're willing to have the
17     conversation, we're going to collect the data and
18     listen to people who have expertise in this area.  I
19     just hope that our legislative caucus occurs to do
20     that.
21            MR. BERRY: (inaudible) in addition to my
22     appreciation for the witnesses.  I want to thank every
23     single members of this panel, members of the general
24     assembly.  You were asked to participate because of
25     the interactions that you've had with members of our
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 1     office as well as our agencies and your thoughtfulness
 2     and consideration that you show during the legislative
 3     session and your respective committees.
 4            Throughout today I've been referred to as
 5     "chair."  I just want to make perfectly clear for the
 6     record and for everybody that I am cochair on this
 7     panel.  The executive director of the Professional
 8     Licensing Agency, Nick Rhoad, is the other cochair to
 9     this panel.  He and his team -- Ben Evans is in the
10     audience today and has been here throughout the day --
11     do excellent work and we appreciate everything you do
12     and especially Ben for what you did to help today
13     happen as well as the rest of your team.
14            I would be remiss if I did not close by
15     expressing a certain amount of appreciation to my
16     boss, the governor, who has given me the opportunity
17     to explore these opportunities, and without his
18     policy, vision, and guidance, I don't think any of
19     this would be happening.  So I think that the
20     governor, Governor Pence, needs to, at the very
21     minimum, be acknowledged today.
22            So with that, I'm going to close unless there
23     are any other --
24            SENATOR TAYLOR: Are we going to have another?


25     And the reason why -- I want to ask.  We've got a lot
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 1     of information here and that's a lot of information
 2     there.  What do you plan on doing as far as providing
 3     this panel with some information about what your
 4     suggestions might be?  I don't necessarily get all of
 5     the information.  You know, right before the beginning
 6     of session I know our state reps who are in the midst
 7     of other things right now (inaudible) time for them to
 8     look at this with me.  I would like to look at some of
 9     the suggestions that your office, that Professional
10     Licensing would have for some of these professions,
11     and I mean true dialogue.
12            And I'm not saying we have to utilize -- this
13     is not copywritten; right?
14            MR. BERRY: Well, you're the lawyer.
15            SENATOR TAYLOR: You gave it to me.
16            MR. MCGRATH: I gave it to you.  You are
17     free --
18            SENATOR TAYLOR: But some kind of -- I don't


19     know.
20            MR. BERRY: I would like to have a follow-up.
21            REPRESENTATIVE HALE: What I'm thinking is that


22     we've talked a lot today about the why, why we would
23     do this, but we haven't talked about how so much and
24     I'd like to dig my teeth into it (inaudible) what does
25     that really mean if we were -- the practical question
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 1     of how would we accomplish this and what would it look
 2     like.  And this is a complicated project.  Very worthy
 3     but very complicated.
 4            MR. BERRY: So today's testimony has been
 5     recorded by a court reporter and I think also she
 6     deserves a certain amount of appreciation.  So
 7     everyone here will receive a copy of the transcript
 8     and then you all can be as involved as you want going
 9     forward.
10            So legislation tasked IPLA with putting the
11     study together, so we will have -- we'll schedule
12     meetings that you are more than welcome to participate
13     to look at the scope or the outline of the study and
14     what IPLA is putting together, but, again, it's
15     completely up to you how involved you want to be, but
16     you are invited to be involved.  All right.  Thank you
17     all again.
18            (Proceedings adjourned at 3:51 p.m.)
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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 1  STATE OF INDIANA         )
                             )  SS: 
 2  COUNTY OF HAMILTON       )
 3            I, Brandy L. Bradley, RPR, a Notary Public and
 4  Stenographic Reporter, in and for the County of Hamilton,
 5  State of Indiana at large, do hereby certify that on the
 6  5th day of August, 2014, I took down in stenographic
 7  notes the foregoing panel discussion and that the
 8  transcript is a full, true, and correct transcript made
 9  from my stenographic notes.
10            IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand
11  and affixed my notarial seal this 21st day of August,
12  2014.
13 
14 
15                           _____________________________
                                 Brandy L. Bradley, RPR
16 
    My Commission Expires:
17  April 13, 2016
18  County of Residence:
    Hamilton
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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 1             MR. BERRY:  By way of introduction, my name is
  


 2      Adam Berry.  I'm the regulatory policy director and
  


 3      special counsel at the Governor's Office.  And the
  


 4      entire panel is not here quite yet, but I want to go
  


 5      ahead and express my appreciation on behalf of the
  


 6      Governor's Office for being willing to participate in
  


 7      today's panel.
  


 8             Today's panel was convened in part due to
  


 9      legislation that passed last year.  That was part of
  


10      the governor's agenda.  Senate Enrolled Act 421, which
  


11      was authored by Senator Miller, and then for the
  


12      agenda bill that was amended 421 was authored by
  


13      Senator Miller and sponsored by Representative
  


14      McMillin.
  


15             The concept that we are going to be hearing
  


16      about today is called self-certification registration
  


17      and what that means is that -- it's, in essence, a
  


18      hybrid between registration, title protection, and
  


19      certification.
  


20             It works in the following way:  First, a
  


21      professional organization must request to the IPLA
  


22      that its professionals be included in a registry.
  


23      IPLA will have the discretion based on predetermined
  


24      factors to authorize inclusion.  Then an individual
  


25      may be listed in the registry only after he submits
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 1      proof to the State that he meets certain factors
  


 2      identified by IPLA.  Only those included in the
  


 3      registry may use the title state certified.
  


 4             Welcome, Senator.
  


 5             So, for example, there exists at least four
  


 6      private sector certification opportunities for art
  


 7      therapists.  After deliberation and input from the
  


 8      public, IPLA may identify which certification one must
  


 9      achieve to be included in the registry and, therefore,
  


10      be authorized to use the title "state-certified art
  


11      therapist."
  


12             IPLA may also require additional qualifying
  


13      attributes in order for one to register.  For example,
  


14      no major felony convictions or outstanding tax
  


15      liability, et cetera.
  


16             The key distinction between self-certification
  


17      registration and traditional licensure is as follows:
  


18      No law will prevent someone from practicing art
  


19      therapy in Indiana regardless of the credentials he
  


20      earns or whether he registers with IPLA; however, only
  


21      someone who earns specific credentials and voluntarily
  


22      registers may use the title "state-certified art
  


23      therapist."
  


24             Finally, IPLA will manage the portal through
  


25      which individuals submit proof of achievement and
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 1      swear under the penalties of perjury that the
  


 2      information and documentation they submit is accurate.
  


 3      Submissions from applicants may be subject to either
  


 4      mandatory review or discretionary audit; however, the
  


 5      general assembly -- based on the outcome of the study
  


 6      and what the general assembly articulates in its
  


 7      legislation.
  


 8             The thesis behind this concept is that a system
  


 9      of self-certification registration will achieve the
  


10      following:  It will reduce administrative costs to the
  


11      State; it will minimize the bureaucratic interference
  


12      that consumers have with the State; it will provide
  


13      sufficient practice protection to occupations and
  


14      increase the availability of information about
  


15      providers to the general public; it will also provide
  


16      an alternative to or complement existing licensure
  


17      that will reduce the problems that are caused by
  


18      traditional licensure which include restrictions on
  


19      economic development, (inaudible) and higher costs to
  


20      the consumers.
  


21             So why is this important?  Why are we even
  


22      looking at this?  What's the import of finding an
  


23      alternative, less bureaucratic way for the State to
  


24      provide professional credential to the general public
  


25      or to a professional?  Currently, there are over
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 1      473,000 outstanding license permits and certifications
  


 2      issued by IPLA, okay?  So that's the oversight of
  


 3      IPLA.
  


 4             In addition to IPLA, the Gaming Commission has
  


 5      oversight of over 12,000 licenses.  Department of
  


 6      Insurance, 69,400 licenses.  Attorneys, there are
  


 7      18,400 attorneys, and over 58,700 teachers who are
  


 8      licensed.  So this brings the grand total -- and not
  


 9      to mention there are other miscellaneous licenses out
  


10      there that are issued by DNR.  So the grand total of
  


11      the individuals/professionals who are licensed in the
  


12      state is approximately 632,000 of a workforce of 3.3
  


13      million.  So you're talking about almost 20 percent of
  


14      the working public have some type of professional
  


15      designation.
  


16             Okay.  More important than that, what we're
  


17      talking about here are middle-wage jobs.  So the
  


18      individuals who occupy this space of being
  


19      professional license are your 35,000 to $75,000 wage
  


20      earners.  Of course, there are outliers to that.  So
  


21      if we make it easier for individuals to come into that
  


22      space, to have a job in this space, then you're going
  


23      to increase the population of middle-wage earners.
  


24             And we're also talking about a population of
  


25      people who may have a certain type of skill set.  I
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 1      mean my grandpa was a plumber, my dad was a plumber, I
  


 2      grew up around plumbers.  I know how to plumb.  The
  


 3      problem is that in order to be a plumber in the State
  


 4      of Indiana, I have to earn credentials that are costly
  


 5      and time consuming.
  


 6             So if there is a way for the working public to
  


 7      designate themselves as having a certain skill set
  


 8      without incurring the cost of obtaining a
  


 9      state-mandated requirement, it will increase the flow
  


10      of workers into the economy.
  


11             So, as I mentioned, this was the result of
  


12      Senate Enrolled Act 421.  You remember we had looked
  


13      at using this concept, using this mechanism of
  


14      self-certification registration for health care
  


15      workers who are not currently licensed in the state
  


16      but who may be eligible to be reimbursed under
  


17      Medicare.  And we're going to hear from individuals
  


18      this morning who are interested in pursuing this
  


19      concept for those related reasons.
  


20             But the panel and the study that IPLA is
  


21      conducting and the point of today's panel is to hear
  


22      testimony that answers six inquiries that are
  


23      articulated and enumerated in Senate Enrolled Act 421
  


24      which are, one, which occupations or other license
  


25      types may be included in the registry; two, whether to
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 1      provide title protection to individuals who register;
  


 2      enforcement provisions that would be used; a
  


 3      description of auditing and maintenance of the
  


 4      registry; the cost of establishing and maintaining the
  


 5      registry; and, finally, the cost of an individual
  


 6      applying for and renewing inclusion in the registry.
  


 7             So I'm going to close by giving you a little
  


 8      preview of today.  We're going to hear from
  


 9      representatives of different professions in the
  


10      morning and then in the afternoon we're going to hear
  


11      from some preeminent subject matter experts and
  


12      economists to talk more generally about professional
  


13      licensing.
  


14             As a final word, today's panel hearing is not a
  


15      formal committee hearing.  It's not intended to be
  


16      hostile, Senator Taylor, as I've experienced
  


17      firsthand.  So the objective of today is to hopefully
  


18      walk away from hearing from stakeholders about this
  


19      concept and if we do turn the study into legislation,
  


20      what that legislation might look like.
  


21             So with that, I'm going to go take my seat on
  


22      the panel and then we'll do a quick introduction of
  


23      the panelists if you all wouldn't mind and we'll get
  


24      started.  Thank you.
  


25             MR. MILLER:  I'll introduce myself.  David
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 1      Miller with the Attorney General.  I work in the
  


 2      legislative arena and certainly appreciate being part
  


 3      of this discussion today.
  


 4             I would note that the major area that I think
  


 5      is of interest to us as well as to everyone is that
  


 6      protecting the public and providing the best
  


 7      information to the public to make reasonable decisions
  


 8      in terms of who they're going to retain or who they're
  


 9      going to hire for a project.  Whether it's a plumber
  


10      or whether it's a health professional in a totally
  


11      different area, the bottom line is that we are
  


12      supportive of any effort that provides this vehicle.
  


13             And I think during the last session we had
  


14      conversation with a lot of you in the audience as well
  


15      in terms of how to effectuate something that
  


16      conceptually can be very good with consumers in
  


17      Indiana, at the same time recognizing the Attorney
  


18      General's unique responsibility for ensuring that
  


19      those who somehow take advantage of that status, if
  


20      you will, or that certification or that hybrid, as
  


21      Adam described, are legitimately providing the
  


22      service.  So recognizing that made me look forward to
  


23      working with everyone involved in this process and I
  


24      look forward to listening to the testimony.
  


25             Also, I want to make a brief introduction of
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 1      Allen Pope who is our licensing enforcement person.
  


 2      He is here today as well and probably critique
  


 3      anything I say, but, beyond that, Allen will be the
  


 4      one who would be responsible for some of the
  


 5      enforcement efforts regarding this as it moves
  


 6      forward.
  


 7             We look forward to working with you, Adam, and
  


 8      I certainly appreciate including us and I think that
  


 9      the concept that you're advocating is something that
  


10      perhaps time has come in trying to recognize that we
  


11      can't -- I shouldn't say this, but we can't license
  


12      everyone in the state.  We can't have 3 million people
  


13      licensed in Indiana.  We all know the cost to our
  


14      economy as well as the cost to the system, but at the
  


15      same time we have to recognize that sometimes license
  


16      is appropriate and when it's not, this is a concept
  


17      that I think is very beneficial.  Thank you for
  


18      allowing me to be here today.
  


19             SENATOR TAYLOR:  I'm Senator Taylor, Greg
  


20      Taylor, from Indianapolis, Indiana, and I'm just here
  


21      to learn about professional licensing and what we do.
  


22      I'm not very involved in the Senate Enrolled Act 421.
  


23      Although, it is an important measure.  I think we need
  


24      to be a little bit more efficient in the way that we
  


25      license individuals (inaudible).  Through this
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 1      discussion, hopefully I'll learn a lot about what
  


 2      areas may or may not need to be licensed in the State
  


 3      of Indiana.
  


 4             SENATOR MILLER:  Pat Miller.  I represent the
  


 5      southeastern portion of Marion County and I, too, am
  


 6      pleased to be a part of the panel and thank Adam for
  


 7      all the work that he has done working on this issue.
  


 8             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Christina Hale.  I
  


 9      represent House District 87 on the north side of
  


10      Indianapolis.  I'm also reigning member of Commerce
  


11      Economic Development and Small Business, so this
  


12      issue, particularly as it pertains to workforce, is of
  


13      great interest to me.  Most of my caucus is
  


14      representative on the Indiana Career Council so I
  


15      select senators there.
  


16             I also would like to beg your pardon and
  


17      forgiveness.  I'm allergic to something in my house
  


18      and I have not figured it out.  So if you see me
  


19      holding ice to my lips, it's because I wake up every
  


20      morning with puffy Desperate Housewife lips, but they
  


21      will go away later today.
  


22             And then, secondly, I have a speaking
  


23      engagement at noon, so, please, forgive me if I'm late
  


24      returning from the lunch break.  Thank you.
  


25             MR. RHOAD:  Good morning.  My name is Nicholas
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 1      Rhoad and I'm the executive director at the Indiana
  


 2      Professional Licensing Agency.  It's a pleasure to be
  


 3      here today to continue the conversation and engage
  


 4      with stakeholders on what we can do to continue to
  


 5      make Indiana a state that works.
  


 6             One out of every seven working Hoosiers does
  


 7      business with the Indiana Professional Licensing
  


 8      Agency and we are continually working and striving to
  


 9      find that good balance of making sure that we have
  


10      competent practitioners in our workforce but at the
  


11      same time making sure that every dollar not spent on
  


12      regulatory paperwork is a dollar that businesses can
  


13      spend putting Hoosiers to work.  So, hopefully,
  


14      through the course of our meeting today and continual
  


15      conversation after today we can look at ways to cut
  


16      unnecessary red tape and help continue to drive down
  


17      Indiana's unemployment rate.  Thank you.
  


18             MR. BERRY:  Before we call the first witness
  


19      today, Representative Jud McMillin, as I mentioned, is
  


20      also on the panel.  He had court this morning but he
  


21      will be joining us shortly.
  


22             So, with that, I would like to welcome Connie
  


23      Jung to the hot seat, if you will.  Thank you for
  


24      being here this morning.
  


25             MS. JUNG:  Good morning.  As Adam mentioned, my
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 1      name is Connie Jung.  I am a registered interior
  


 2      designer with the State of Indiana and a small
  


 3      business owner.  I am also currently the past
  


 4      president of the Interior Design Coalition of Indiana,
  


 5      which is the coalition that worked on the legislation
  


 6      for the registration.  I currently live and work in
  


 7      Fishers, Indiana and certainly appreciate you giving
  


 8      me the opportunity today to speak.
  


 9             To give you a little history of the interior
  


10      design legislation, we began in 2003 to begin to
  


11      educate legislators and the public on the importance
  


12      of this concept.  As a designer, we battle on a daily
  


13      basis the general public's misconception of exactly
  


14      what it is that we do with our day.
  


15             Between HDTV's inundation of how easy design is
  


16      or the people that just decide that they have a flair
  


17      for design and want to start a business, many do not
  


18      realize the technical and important aspects of our
  


19      career.  So the general design community thought it
  


20      was time to begin to educate the public and allow
  


21      those of us who have received and paid for an
  


22      education within the field and have passed the
  


23      national qualification test called the NCIDQ to have a
  


24      designation that represents this effort.
  


25             The coalition was developed in 2003 that is now
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 1      called the Interior Design Coalition of Indiana or the
  


 2      IDCI to represent designers across the state and the
  


 3      effort began.  In 2009, this idea was realized through
  


 4      the registration and the passing of our bill.  We
  


 5      began working with the IPLA via Herb Price to develop
  


 6      the online application and supporting criteria that
  


 7      was required through our bill to become registered.
  


 8      Since the registration began, we now have 538, as of
  


 9      today, registered interior designers within the State
  


10      of Indiana.
  


11             Some of the advantages that we believe our
  


12      registry brings versus licensing are the following:
  


13      No. 1, it is strictly voluntary.  No. 2, we do not
  


14      limit anyone from calling themselves either an
  


15      interior designer, an interior decorator, or whatever
  


16      they would like to have as their title, but you
  


17      certainly can only call yourself a registered interior
  


18      designer if you meet the criteria set forth in the
  


19      bill.
  


20             We currently have brought in close to $54,000
  


21      and some change to the state with very little
  


22      administrative costs taken out of that via the
  


23      registry.
  


24             Having this designation with Indiana has
  


25      included Indiana with the other 28 states within the
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 1      United States of having interior design laws enacted.
  


 2             No. 5, this designation within our state allows
  


 3      the general public to realize they are hiring a
  


 4      professional that has studied and has received the
  


 5      qualifications required to become registered and,
  


 6      therefore, knows about topics such as fire and safety
  


 7      codes, egress issues for space planning, product
  


 8      safety within our industry.
  


 9             And, lastly, the IDCI is responsible for
  


10      monitoring registration and of applicants which again
  


11      leaves no cost to the State.
  


12             This legislation has certainly helped the
  


13      students within our state.  Indiana has at least eight
  


14      state programs that offer interior design degrees, and
  


15      without this legislation, our state would have
  


16      experienced some form of brain drain within our
  


17      industry.
  


18             Now students educating themselves within our
  


19      state can now be employed and practice towards
  


20      becoming registered.  It has helped to increase
  


21      student population and certainly the excitement within
  


22      universities.
  


23             Once being asked to participate today, I
  


24      reached out to a few individuals and I asked them the
  


25      following questions:  If you are a business owner, how
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 1      has the registration affected your company and/or
  


 2      staff?  And what do you believe to be the biggest
  


 3      advantage of being a registered interior designer?
  


 4      I'll share with you a couple of responses that I
  


 5      received.
  


 6             From Jill Mendoza, a registered interior
  


 7      designer who owns IDO, Incorporated, an interior
  


 8      design studio here in downtown Indianapolis.  She
  


 9      states, "The registry definitely helps IDO compete on
  


10      a more open professional platform.  Clients and other
  


11      regulated design professionals we work for and with
  


12      look for and expect credentials in the professionals
  


13      they do business with in this industry.  We would not
  


14      be given the same consideration to participate in the
  


15      overall commerce of the industry without the interior
  


16      design registry and the value it brings to the
  


17      business culture in our industry and State."
  


18             From Alicia McKoy, another registered interior
  


19      designer and owner of AE Designs in Indianapolis.  She
  


20      states, "The registration has given me and my staff
  


21      more pride for our profession in allowing us to
  


22      providing a unique service to our clients through the
  


23      registration."  She goes on to state, "The biggest
  


24      advantage to the registry is the general public can
  


25      now turn to the registry to find professionals that
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 1      can be trusted and are qualified."
  


 2             I personally agree with the comments above and
  


 3      for me not only is there pride within our industry and
  


 4      the fact that our profession has been elevated with
  


 5      the registry but also pride to live in a state that
  


 6      allows individuals to grow to their highest potential
  


 7      and supports that effort.
  


 8             Adam, I thank you for inviting me to speak
  


 9      today.  And to you on the panel, I thank you for
  


10      taking time to be part of this study.  The topic
  


11      certainly is an important issue to the State, to the
  


12      past two governors, and certainly to our industry.  As
  


13      a long-time Hoosier, small business owner, and a
  


14      certified professional, I am thrilled that the
  


15      government is opening themselves up to alternative
  


16      solutions with this topic.
  


17             I'm now opening myself up to questions.
  


18             SENATOR MILLER:  I'd just like to have you give
  


19      us a copy of your written comments.
  


20             MS. JUNG:  Absolutely.  Would you like me to
  


21      e-mail that to you, Adam, or just leave them?
  


22             MR. BERRY:  Oh, if you have copies, that's
  


23      fine.  Ben Evans is floating around here someplace.
  


24      He can make copies.
  


25             MS. JUNG:  Sure.  So I'm now open if you have
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 1      any questions.
  


 2             MR. RHOAD:  And you feel comfortable in the
  


 3      current situation that it allows for proper consumer
  


 4      protection but also proper (inaudible) on behalf of
  


 5      the consumer without the licensing board being
  


 6      involved in that?
  


 7             MS. JUNG:  Certainly the responsibility of
  


 8      educating the public on what a registered interior
  


 9      designer is has fallen on the coalition now and that
  


10      has actually since the legislation has passed has been
  


11      our main focus, but I certainly do believe it is
  


12      working and we have not actually had any conflicts or
  


13      any questioning of eligibility or -- it really flowed
  


14      very easily.
  


15             SENATOR TAYLOR:  As the author of that
  


16      legislation, there were parts of the legislation, if I
  


17      remember correctly, that gave particular requirements
  


18      or amounts of experience --
  


19             MS. JUNG:  Correct.
  


20             SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- in relationship to be able
  


21      to register as an interior designer.  What I would
  


22      like to know if you found any instances where
  


23      individuals were actually promoting that they were
  


24      registered and had not been part of the registry.
  


25             MS. JUNG:  We have not found that to this day.
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 1      There were requirements.  We did have a grandfathering
  


 2      clause that lasted for two years.  It is no longer in
  


 3      effect, but the requirements basically are the same
  


 4      requirements.
  


 5             We do have a national qualification for
  


 6      interior design.  The qualifications to take that test
  


 7      was our qualifications along with the ARE which is the
  


 8      architectural qualification test.  So if you have
  


 9      taken the NCIDQ and passed it and you have (inaudible)
  


10      registration or ARE registration, you can register to
  


11      become a registered interior designer.  We have not
  


12      had any conflicts with that.
  


13             MR. BERRY:  Well, thank you again for your
  


14      testimony this morning and we'll be in touch with any
  


15      follow-up if necessary.  Thank you.
  


16             MS. JUNG:  And I'll get copies of this.
  


17             MR. BERRY:  Perfect.  I may mess up this last
  


18      name, but Michelle Trivedi, please.  How did I do?
  


19             MS. TRIVEDI:  You're close.  Good morning.  On
  


20      behalf of The Arc of Indiana, thank you very much for
  


21      the opportunity to testify today.  My name is Michelle
  


22      Trivedi.  I'm the manager of The Arc Insurance Project
  


23      which provides health insurance for persons with
  


24      disabilities including autism, and autism is a
  


25      disability that I'll be addressing today.
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 1             Applied behavior analysis or ABA is a wide
  


 2      field with Ph.D. and master's level educated
  


 3      professionals and their supervised technicians.  The
  


 4      field of ABA includes a wide range of practice from
  


 5      addiction to canine training, organizational behavior
  


 6      and human resource management to the education of
  


 7      adults and children both in general education
  


 8      classrooms and special education classrooms.
  


 9             ABA therapy for the treatment of autism is a
  


10      specific clinical intervention in this wide field that
  


11      is done primarily by Ph.D. and master-level trained
  


12      board certified behavior analysts, which are also
  


13      called BCBAs, and also some psychologists do perform
  


14      ABA therapy in their practice.  Psychologists, of
  


15      course, are already licensed by the State of Indiana.
  


16      Board certified behavior analysts, however, are not
  


17      regulated in any way by the State of Indiana.
  


18             ABA is widely accepted across the country as an
  


19      effective evidence-based treatment for autism and
  


20      endorsed by the major medical societies and has been
  


21      designated as a medically necessary treatment for
  


22      autism under our own Health Insurance Mandate Law for
  


23      autism treatment and in 35 other states across the
  


24      country by Medicaid and TRICARE and the federal
  


25      government.
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 1             A voluntary self-registry is an excellent
  


 2      solution for many professions that work with persons
  


 3      with disabilities such as music therapy, art therapy,
  


 4      recreational therapy, et cetera; however, for BCBAs
  


 5      this type of voluntary self-registry already exists at
  


 6      the national level.  It's called the Behavior Analyst
  


 7      Certification Board or the BACB.
  


 8             Indiana also already has a title protection law
  


 9      for BCBAs, and thank you to Senator Miller for that,
  


10      so you cannot say publicly you are a board-certified
  


11      behavior analyst without having taken that national
  


12      exam and have those credentials.
  


13             Unfortunately, however, for families in Indiana
  


14      who are suffering with autism, the existence of this
  


15      law and the national certification board has not been
  


16      sufficient to protect children and families in the
  


17      State of Indiana.  The fact of the matter is anyone
  


18      can hang up a shingle and claim to provide what they
  


19      may call "ABA" or "behavioral autism treatment" or
  


20      "autism consultation" or many other terms and not run
  


21      a foul of the title protection law.  As long as they
  


22      do not claim to be a board-certified behavior
  


23      analysts, they can serve families and file insurance
  


24      claims.
  


25             Given that the quality of ABA treatment will
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 1      determine the lifelong functionality of the person
  


 2      with autism and the cost of care and education of that
  


 3      person to the State of Indiana, a higher level of
  


 4      regulation is truly necessary to protect children,
  


 5      families, and payers, including health insurers,
  


 6      Medicaid, and the public school system to protect them
  


 7      from poor outcomes and higher costs.
  


 8             The Arc of Indiana, many family advocacy
  


 9      organizations, and the Hoosier Association of Behavior
  


10      Analysts leadership are very eager to work with the
  


11      State to increase the standards for professionalism
  


12      and for the quality of ABA practice and to develop a
  


13      means to regulate BCBAs so that there are real
  


14      consequences to poor practice and so that persons who
  


15      are unqualified to practice cannot practice behavior
  


16      analysis as a means to protect children, families, and
  


17      payers from both unqualified and unethical
  


18      practitioners.
  


19             The Arc would like to thank you very much,
  


20      thank this panel and thank the Governor's Office for
  


21      all of your time and for looking at this issue as it
  


22      is very important to our families and we stand ready
  


23      to assist in any way that we can.  And I'd like to
  


24      take any questions that you have.
  


25             SENATOR MILLER:  So even though you're looking
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 1      for self-registration, you do have a standard of
  


 2      practice that you want these individuals to meet in
  


 3      order to do that; correct?
  


 4             MS. TRIVEDI:  We believe that self-registration
  


 5      is a very good idea for certain professions that work
  


 6      with people with disabilities, but because
  


 7      board-certified behavior analysts provide medically
  


 8      necessary treatment that's reimbursed by health
  


 9      insurance, the clinical nature and just the important
  


10      nature of the outcomes for the people that they are
  


11      treating is such that we believe it rises to the level
  


12      of needing a higher level of scrutiny than
  


13      self-reporting and voluntary self-registry.
  


14             SENATOR MILLER:  All right.  Thank you.  And if
  


15      these individuals meet the federal standards now in
  


16      Indiana without being officially licensed, do they get
  


17      Medicare reimbursement?
  


18             MS. TRIVEDI:  Medicare does not reimburse for
  


19      autism treatment.
  


20             SENATOR MILLER:  That is true.
  


21             MS. TRIVEDI:  Yeah.  It would be in several
  


22      states currently Medicaid does not cover ABA treatment
  


23      except for in one plan and they do reimburse BCBAs for
  


24      that.  They are reimbursed by all private insurance
  


25      companies for autism treatment and all of our
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 1      Affordable Care Act plan.
  


 2             MR. RHOAD:  Would a speech pathologist, PT, or
  


 3      OT be someone who you feel would be qualified to
  


 4      provide ABA therapy?
  


 5             MS. TRIVEDI:  No, they are not.  It's outside
  


 6      the scope of their practice because ABA therapy would
  


 7      require a certain level of additional training, a
  


 8      certain level of additional postgraduate education in
  


 9      the specifics of behavior analysis before they would
  


10      qualify to be board certified and to be able to
  


11      practice with any quality.
  


12             MR. RHOAD:  And so (inaudible) licensed
  


13      practitioner even for someone providing first steps
  


14      there, how would that play into their competency of
  


15      practice?  Where would they go to obtain those
  


16      certifications and what kind of time frame are we
  


17      looking at for someone to have the qualifications to
  


18      say that they are a certified ABA therapist?
  


19             MS. TRIVEDI:  At the national level, certainly.
  


20      If they already have a master's degree and a license
  


21      in a related field such as speech pathology,
  


22      psychology, special education, it would take -- they
  


23      have several thousand hours of practical application
  


24      that they have to do that is supervised by a
  


25      board-certified behavior analyst or a Ph.D. certified
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 1      behavior analyst.  So it would take several years for
  


 2      them to qualify post master's degree for the national
  


 3      certification.
  


 4             MR. RHOAD:  And how many states now have
  


 5      certified ABA therapists?
  


 6             MS. TRIVEDI:  All 50 states have certified
  


 7      behavior analysts.  There are I believe seven or eight
  


 8      states that use the national certification as their
  


 9      state licensure.  That changes frequently because
  


10      every legislative session another state seems to come
  


11      onboard using that certification as their state
  


12      licensure.
  


13             MR. RHOAD:  Is there reciprocity between
  


14      states?
  


15             MS. TRIVEDI:  I do not believe so, no, but I
  


16      will look into that.
  


17             MR. BERRY:  You mentioned this in your
  


18      testimony, but what specific problems have you seen
  


19      within the industry because that higher level of
  


20      scrutiny is not offered?  So we're talking about BCBA,
  


21      a board-certified behavior analyst?
  


22             MS. TRIVEDI:  Yes.
  


23             MR. BERRY:  Is that different from the ABA
  


24      therapist?
  


25             MS. TRIVEDI:  There are basically three levels
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 1      to providing ABA therapy.  The board-certified
  


 2      behavior analyst supervisor, they are the most highly
  


 3      trained person.  They direct the therapy, write the
  


 4      therapy programs and supervise the people who deliver
  


 5      the therapy on the front line.
  


 6             Then there's a middle-level person called the
  


 7      board-certified associate behavior analyst.  They have
  


 8      less education, less hours and supervised training.
  


 9      They cannot function independently or they're not
  


10      supposed to function independently and they are not
  


11      supposed to write programs independently.  They are
  


12      supposed to be supervised.
  


13             Then the third level is what's called the
  


14      frontline behavioral technician.  That is someone who
  


15      may or may not have a bachelor's degree and who is not
  


16      supposed to write programming, change programming,
  


17      design behavioral interventions.
  


18             But the reality of the situation is because of
  


19      a lack of any requirements on the state level, what we
  


20      have happening is we may have a young person work
  


21      under a board-certified behavior analyst for one or
  


22      two years and then realize that they can make more
  


23      money if they strike out on their own and they start
  


24      providing ABA services directly to families without
  


25      supervision, without the direction of your Ph.D. level
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 1      or master's level educated person who has thousands of
  


 2      hours of training in the specifics of behavior
  


 3      analysis for people with autism.
  


 4             Because, as I said, the field is very wide and
  


 5      you can use ABA in addiction treatment and you can use
  


 6      ABA to train service animals.  And certainly someone
  


 7      who is trained to use ABA for addiction would not be
  


 8      qualified to work with persons with autism.  So it's a
  


 9      bit like -- one of my colleagues said it's a bit like
  


10      the wild, wild west.  Kind of whoever wants to hang up
  


11      a shingle and provide ABA at this point really can
  


12      because they wouldn't be breaking any law.
  


13             And while they can be reported to the
  


14      certification board if they're not already certified,
  


15      there's really no teeth.  There's no one to come after
  


16      them saying you are not qualified, stop practicing.
  


17             And if a certified behavior analyst, even if
  


18      they are qualified, if they are engaging in unethical
  


19      practices, there's no state level teeth to say to them
  


20      even though you're qualified and certified, you are
  


21      acting unethically, we're going to pull your license
  


22      or pull your certification and now you cannot
  


23      practice.  And that has been a real problem over the
  


24      last 14 years that we've had insurance reimbursement
  


25      for ABA in our state.
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 1             SENATOR TAYLOR:  So are you saying that while
  


 2      we're here to talk about some licenses that are, you
  


 3      know, we can use self-registration, are you here to
  


 4      say that we probably need to look into this further
  


 5      and actually look into licensing these individuals or
  


 6      some type of increased scrutiny?
  


 7             MS. TRIVEDI:  Yes, exactly, whether full
  


 8      licensure in the way we today enact it.  We want to
  


 9      work with you because we're very sensitive that that
  


10      is red tape that is cost on top of certification that
  


11      may already exist at the national level, but a higher
  


12      level of scrutiny for these people is most definitely
  


13      needed because what they do with these children really
  


14      does affect their lifelong functionality.
  


15             And if ABA is done very well, $2 million per
  


16      child can be saved by the State of Indiana in terms of
  


17      reduced special education costs and in terms of
  


18      reduced Medicaid costs and reduced Medicaid waiver
  


19      costs.  And so it's really in the State's interest to
  


20      make sure that only qualified providers who are
  


21      practicing ethically are doing so in our state so that
  


22      we're not wasting what precious resources we have
  


23      making up for bad treatment later.
  


24             MR. RHOAD:  How many of our state universities
  


25      provide degrees in ABA therapy?
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 1             MS. TRIVEDI:  Ball State University and I
  


 2      believe Purdue is working on one.  Most of our BCBAs
  


 3      come from out of state, so it has brought several
  


 4      dozens of people from Michigan and other states into
  


 5      our state to work.
  


 6             MR. RHOAD:  And how many certified that have
  


 7      gone through a university degree program, how many do
  


 8      you think are currently operating in the State of
  


 9      Indiana?
  


10             MS. TRIVEDI:  As of today, we have 232
  


11      board-certified behavior analysts and then there are a
  


12      few hundred associate behavior analysts under them
  


13      being supervised by a BCBA.  And then they would have
  


14      several hundred of the behavioral technicians who may
  


15      or may not have a degree working under them.
  


16             SENATOR MILLER:  So in this particular area, I
  


17      think I hear you saying that you do not believe people
  


18      who are not qualified should be able to practice with
  


19      these children.
  


20             MS. TRIVEDI:  Correct, yes.
  


21             SENATOR MILLER:  Okay.  I just wanted to
  


22      clarify because I think in our earlier remarks when
  


23      Adam was talking about being able to plumb that you
  


24      could still plumb and we do use plumbers and heating
  


25      and air conditioning people who are not licensed.
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 1      They're just friends and volunteer firemen.
  


 2             So, just to be clear, you do believe that in
  


 3      this particular case I'm okay with self-registering,
  


 4      but if they're not registered, they should not
  


 5      practice?
  


 6             MS. TRIVEDI:  Correct.  Their registry or
  


 7      licensure or certification, whatever we work out, it
  


 8      should require very specific experience and education
  


 9      in order to be able to practice.
  


10             SENATOR MILLER:  Okay.  So either the general
  


11      assembly or IPLA should put in place, either by rule
  


12      or law, specific qualifications for these people?
  


13             MS. TRIVEDI:  Yes, and the people they
  


14      supervise, yes.
  


15             MR. MILLER:  I just want to make a comment and
  


16      also ask questions (inaudible) and that is you
  


17      indicated there's quality of service type of issue
  


18      with regard to those who don't meet the criteria.  We
  


19      have a lot of situations like that where we do have
  


20      other statutes that give remedies to those who have
  


21      been victimized, if you will, or those who are
  


22      dissatisfied with the service.  And one of the things
  


23      that I wanted to ask you about is that if someone
  


24      would come to one of your certified, registered
  


25      (inaudible) and had a complaint, which probably is
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 1      where the complaint would be registered oftentimes
  


 2      would be another provider or someone who comes
  


 3      forward, do you keep in mind that -- do you counsel
  


 4      them on some options they have including the fact
  


 5      there are consumer fraud statutes you can't represent
  


 6      that you have characteristics or licensure or
  


 7      registration or any type of authorization that you
  


 8      know you don't have or (inaudible)?  And so that's one
  


 9      avenue.  I know that has been kind of an omission of
  


10      discussion every time we have a licensing argument
  


11      whether they should be licensed, we seem to forget
  


12      that there are alternative channels available.
  


13             So I would encourage you to relay to your folks
  


14      at Arc remedies available.  Now, whether they're
  


15      adequate or not, that's a policy decision that can be
  


16      discussed, but I just want to call to your attention
  


17      that the Attorney General does have a consumer
  


18      protection function of its own in that category and
  


19      (inaudible) assembly go online and file a complaint at
  


20      Indianaconsumer.com.  I'm not looking for solicitation
  


21      of complaints, but that's something that I think is
  


22      beneficial.
  


23             And the last question I have is that you
  


24      already have in place something that seems to pattern
  


25      what the federal standards are.  Those states that you
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 1      mentioned, the seven states, for example, if someone
  


 2      has those credentials, their licensing authority has
  


 3      the authority then to do something with regard to
  


 4      someone who falls off of that certification?  I'm
  


 5      trying to understand how they function sort of without
  


 6      (inaudible) new licensing requirement unnecessarily.
  


 7      So how do they function?
  


 8             MS. TRIVEDI:  Some of the states that have
  


 9      their own licensure for the board-certified behavioral
  


10      analysts simply took the national certification board
  


11      standards and made that their licensing requirements
  


12      but added the extra level of protection, so to speak,
  


13      that if someone ran a foul of either the quality
  


14      standards for the national certification board or the
  


15      ethical standards for the national certification
  


16      board, even if the national certification board did
  


17      not take away their certification, the state license
  


18      could be taken away and that person could be prevented
  


19      from practicing in the state that had that licensure.
  


20      So it added some protection because the certification
  


21      board is just that, a certification board and not a
  


22      licensure board.
  


23             So their complaints can be filed with that
  


24      national certification board and they can make
  


25      recommendations or determinations if the person ran a
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 1      foul of their standards, but there's somewhat of a
  


 2      lengthy process to have certification revoked.  And so
  


 3      it added an extra layer of protection to the
  


 4      consumers, especially in egregious (inaudible).
  


 5             MR. MILLER:  One last question.  So the state
  


 6      board would not have the authority to independently do
  


 7      an analysis of compliance with that federal standard;
  


 8      is that correct?  So, in other words, unless the
  


 9      federal standard was (inaudible) to replace the
  


10      federal level, the state would have no independent
  


11      determination?
  


12             MS. TRIVEDI:  The national certification is
  


13      voluntary.  It's not part of any federal statute, so
  


14      the State of Indiana could increase the requirements
  


15      in our state after taking a look at the national
  


16      certification board standards.  It's a completely
  


17      voluntary process, so it's not a certification law on
  


18      the federal level.  So the state would have control
  


19      over behavior analysts practicing in our state.
  


20             MR. MILLER:  And one last, I'm sorry.
  


21             MS. TRIVEDI:  It's complicated.  I understand.
  


22             MR. MILLER:  One of the things that we always
  


23      struggle with is the issue of whether that process is
  


24      necessary.  So, for example, when we have a report --
  


25      and I know that Adam Pope is here and would support
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 1      that.  Sometimes we get boards that have maybe one
  


 2      complaint or no complaints over a period of years and
  


 3      yet we have a regulatory system, we have all these
  


 4      requirements, and so I guess my question is that you
  


 5      indicated there's some question of standard.  Is that
  


 6      very common or is this just one of those unusual
  


 7      situations where if someone gets bad service, they
  


 8      could just proceed with whatever remedy they have
  


 9      under current law as well as private remedies or
  


10      consumer fraud remedies?  I'm just curious.  Is there
  


11      a rampant number of complaints that your group
  


12      receives?
  


13             MS. TRIVEDI:  Our organization receives a lot
  


14      of complaints, and the Indiana Resource Center for
  


15      Autism receives a lot of complaints from families and
  


16      from school districts regarding behavior analysis
  


17      practice.  It's a bit of a unique situation in that
  


18      for families to pursue their outside remedies to go to
  


19      the certification board, a lot of families are unaware
  


20      of the certification board.
  


21             And we certainly counsel them to file a
  


22      complaint with the certification board, to file a
  


23      complaint with the Attorney General's Office, but
  


24      autism is a disability that is so time consuming for
  


25      parents that typically what happens is they vote with
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 1      their feet and they go on to another provider but they
  


 2      may have lost months or years of intervention with
  


 3      their child.  And so a lot of times complaints don't
  


 4      get filed just simply because of those time pressures
  


 5      and just getting through the day with your child with
  


 6      autism.
  


 7             So we found over the past 14 years with our
  


 8      Indiana autism mandate being in place is that what
  


 9      typically happens is the family just moves on to
  


10      another provider and that provider who may be
  


11      extremely well known in their community for not being
  


12      very good is still practicing and opening up more
  


13      centers and luring in more families because they're
  


14      available.  They're there and families are desperate
  


15      for help.
  


16             And so not having an up-front preventive way of
  


17      ensuring quality really hampers parents' ability to
  


18      find truly qualified providers with the speed and ease
  


19      that they need to.
  


20             SENATOR MILLER:  This is not in your field, but
  


21      just thinking through this with these children.
  


22      You're here on autism but there are other children who
  


23      are dyslexic or something that need a very special
  


24      type of education.
  


25             MS. TRIVEDI:  Uh-huh.
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 1             SENATOR MILLER:  And there are people who are
  


 2      well-trained, qualified, licensed and those who are
  


 3      not, hung up a shingle.  So would you see that as a
  


 4      similar type of situation for children as autism?
  


 5             MS. TRIVEDI:  I would see it a little bit
  


 6      differently in the sense that ABA has been determined
  


 7      to be a medically necessary treatment and so when
  


 8      you're looking at nursing or speech therapy or
  


 9      occupational therapy, other treatments that are
  


10      considered to be medically necessary, there's a
  


11      certain level of prevention up-front to make sure that
  


12      only qualified people are really practicing that, and
  


13      that is wholly unavailable in the field of behavior
  


14      analysis right now.
  


15             And so that would be the big difference that I
  


16      would see because we are -- while ABA is used in an
  


17      educational setting, what I'm talking about is ABA as
  


18      a clinical application and because it is a medically
  


19      necessary treatment and because the window for early
  


20      intervention is so short, without having some kind of
  


21      up-front preventive measure to ensure quality, a lot
  


22      of children and families fall through the cracks and
  


23      end up getting very bad treatment that can take years
  


24      to -- that can either never be undone or can take
  


25      years to undo.
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 1             MR. BERRY:  Thank you very much.
  


 2             MS. TRIVEDI:  Thank you so much.  Greatly
  


 3      appreciate your time.
  


 4             MR. BERRY:  Mr. Wajda.
  


 5             MR. WAJDA:  Thank you, Mr. Berry, members of
  


 6      the committee.  Rick Wajda with the Indiana Builders
  


 7      Association.  Pleasure to be here today to talk a
  


 8      little bit about Registered Builder and Remodeler
  


 9      Programs and the status of the situation regarding the
  


10      construction industry in the State of Indiana.  So
  


11      I've got a couple of slides to run through and
  


12      certainly want to open it up to any questions at the
  


13      end of my presentation.
  


14             A little bit about the Indiana Builders
  


15      Association.  3,000 member companies across the State
  


16      of Indiana primarily engaged in residential
  


17      construction.  We're affiliated with the National
  


18      Association of Home Builders.  We have 27 local
  


19      chapters across the State of Indiana that basically
  


20      covers most of the state, certainly where there's any
  


21      building or economic activity.  We have a newer
  


22      organization there and we're advocates for Safe and
  


23      Affordable Housing.
  


24             So the first slide is on contractor licensing.
  


25      It's probably a little easier to see up on the TV
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 1      screen than maybe in your handout.  And as you can
  


 2      see, certainly in the Midwest, the yellow states are
  


 3      ones where there's no state licensing requirements.
  


 4      There may be some local licensing requirements which
  


 5      is the case here in Indiana.  We have a couple of
  


 6      (inaudible) that have a local licensing requirement on
  


 7      residential contractors but nothing on a statewide
  


 8      level.  And you can see there there's 10 states that
  


 9      have no licensing required, 8 that have a registration
  


10      board of some fashion, and then 25 states that have
  


11      statewide licensing boards.
  


12             Currently today in Indiana -- this is per House
  


13      Enrolled Act 1301 that was passed earlier this year.
  


14      Indiana Code 36-1-22 reads that a political
  


15      subdivision may not adopt an ordinance, rule or policy
  


16      or other requirement providing that a builder or
  


17      remodeler be licensed, certified, permitted,
  


18      registered in that local community.
  


19             So the Indiana general assembly passed in
  


20      bipartisan overwhelming fashion a bill that prohibits
  


21      any other local communities from having a local
  


22      licensing requirement.
  


23             So, for example, in the Evansville area and
  


24      Fort Wayne area, they have a local licensing
  


25      requirement right now.  They were grandfathered in.
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 1      They can still operate their local licensing
  


 2      requirements in their communities; however, moving
  


 3      forward, no local community can adopt a new licensing
  


 4      requirement.  That was done primarily because many
  


 5      local communities were looking at adopting a local
  


 6      licensing requirement.
  


 7             We have many members, many that are engaged in
  


 8      the residential construction field that operate in
  


 9      numerous communities across the state, and if they had
  


10      to take the time and expense to be licensed, take
  


11      continuing ed in every one of those communities, one
  


12      of our biggest selling points of having safe and
  


13      affordable housing in the State of Indiana goes out
  


14      the window.
  


15             Our quotes in the economic development world
  


16      routinely top Indiana as one of the most affordable
  


17      places to own a home and we've used that to attract
  


18      businesses into the State of Indiana.  If you have to
  


19      add all those licensing requirements and the time
  


20      consuming manner to take continuing ed and so forth
  


21      and have folks sit for a test, those costs get passed
  


22      on to Hoosiers, and affordable housing quickly becomes
  


23      less affordable.
  


24             So what I want to do is take a look at two
  


25      programs in particular, registered builder programs in
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 1      Kentucky and Oklahoma.  These are self-regulated
  


 2      programs, so they're not run by the State of Kentucky
  


 3      or the State of Oklahoma.  They were done in response
  


 4      to either internal or external pressures on the
  


 5      industry that whether external pressures from elected
  


 6      officials that wanted a state license for contractors
  


 7      or internal pressures from residential contractors,
  


 8      builders, remodelers that said, hey, we need to
  


 9      further professionalize our industry and maybe we
  


10      ought to look at state licensing.  And what they've
  


11      come up with in these two states is kind of a
  


12      self-regulation process that helps further
  


13      professionalize the industry but doesn't go all the
  


14      way towards the step of state licensing.
  


15             So, in Kentucky, a registered builder is a
  


16      professional designation granted to a builder who
  


17      meets specific requirements and those standards are
  


18      set forth by the Home Builders' Association of
  


19      Kentucky at a state level.  Here is how -- one example
  


20      of how they market the program.  Up there on the
  


21      screen, you can see you can click on any of the
  


22      counties in the State of Kentucky and it will bring up
  


23      a list of who those registered builders and remodelers
  


24      are in that area, so very consumer friendly.
  


25             In talking to my counterparts and certainly in
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 1      Kentucky and Oklahoma, one of the biggest advantages
  


 2      that they think it has is it certainly helps bring all
  


 3      the folks that are engaged in the residential
  


 4      construction industry up to a higher standard if they
  


 5      decide to be a registered or certified builder or
  


 6      remodeler, but they said one of the challenges is
  


 7      marketing the program to consumers, making consumers
  


 8      aware that -- and that's, I think, a challenge with
  


 9      anything market-based is making sure that consumers
  


10      understand the difference between anybody that has a
  


11      sign on the side of their pickup truck and somebody
  


12      that's engaged in a professional organization and is
  


13      taking the steps to be a professional.
  


14             So these are some of the criteria.  They have
  


15      to be a member in good standing of their local Home
  


16      Builders' Association, have to complete at least three
  


17      major construction projects in a two-year period,
  


18      which when times are good doesn't sound like a
  


19      challenge, but over the last seven years, there are
  


20      probably very few people that have done three major
  


21      construction projects in a two-year period.
  


22             It has to be their primary occupation, and they
  


23      have to be sponsored by an existing registered builder
  


24      in good standing.  And you can see they have to
  


25      provide a contract if it's over $1,500 and then
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 1      there's some criteria there for what the contract
  


 2      should look like.
  


 3             They also have to issue an express warranty,
  


 4      have to carry Worker's Compensation of 250,000 and
  


 5      liability insurance and have references, as you can
  


 6      see there, from customers, suppliers, and a financial
  


 7      institution.
  


 8             And then some of the comments are what happens
  


 9      if there's a complaint, what's the resolution process
  


10      in Kentucky.  They have a conciliation program and
  


11      then also, as a back-up, both sides will agree to go
  


12      to binding arbitration if they can't come to an
  


13      agreement on the situation.
  


14             Also, continuing education is a component of
  


15      most of the programs that we have looked at.  It
  


16      certainly is in Kentucky with six hours of continuing
  


17      ed.  And then they also have to agree that they'll
  


18      abide by all minimum housing standards.
  


19             In Oklahoma, a certified professional builder
  


20      voluntarily commits to a set of industry best
  


21      practices, carries Worker's Comp, general liability
  


22      insurance, builds to the state building codes and
  


23      takes continuing ed, so you see some similarities
  


24      there.
  


25             Here's the eligibility.  Must be a member of
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 1      the Oklahoma State Home Builders Association for at
  


 2      least two years, so they have kind of a waiting
  


 3      period.  Someone can't hang up a shingle as a builder
  


 4      and the next day be a certified professional builder.
  


 5      They do have an annual fee.  I don't think it was in
  


 6      the slide, but Kentucky has roughly a $100 fee as
  


 7      well.  And then they also have to take continuing ed.
  


 8      In Oklahoma, it's nine hours versus the six.
  


 9             Their finances, they have to meet a credit
  


10      check, have to carry insurance.  It's a little higher
  


11      in Oklahoma as their minimum standard of 1 million in
  


12      general liability versus 250 in Kentucky.  Must be a
  


13      member, must provide a written warranty of no less
  


14      than one year.  They have a code of ethics that they
  


15      ask all of their certified professional builders to
  


16      abide by and also meeting minimum construction
  


17      standards are part of their requirements as well.  So
  


18      that's just a quick overview.
  


19             And then where are we in Indiana?  Certainly,
  


20      we've been looking at this issue.  I started back in
  


21      1995 with the association and this has been a
  


22      contentious issue for our members since then and it
  


23      comes up every couple years from 1995 to 2007.
  


24             Board had very heated discussions from the
  


25      folks that are anti-government and says, you know, I
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 1      got into this business and built my business from the
  


 2      ground up and that's what I like about it and the
  


 3      market flushes out the bad actors at some point versus
  


 4      sometimes some of our other builders that say, well,
  


 5      we need more regulation because I pay the price when a
  


 6      contractor goes out and bids on a job and has no clue
  


 7      on how to bid on a job and I lose that job because I'm
  


 8      carrying Worker's Compensation insurance and liability
  


 9      insurance and this guy or gal isn't and so we need to
  


10      further professionalize the industry.
  


11             That tug and pull internally has happened.  We
  


12      have not brought a bill to the Indiana general
  


13      assembly.  Typically in our organization we try to
  


14      solve our problems before bringing them to you as
  


15      elected officials and members of the general assembly
  


16      for debate and we have not come to a full resolution
  


17      yet.
  


18             We took a more formal position back in 2007,
  


19      said let's create a task force, let's start looking at
  


20      this more seriously, and they have been meeting
  


21      regularly since 2007 but have not gotten to the point
  


22      where they can get a consensus from the full board of
  


23      directors.
  


24             I will say at full disclosure, our board is a
  


25      few hundred members.  In good times, it covers the
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 1      whole state and so you can imagine trying to get
  


 2      consensus (inaudible) the reps and the senators on the
  


 3      board.  I understand (inaudible) any issue because you
  


 4      deal with that on a daily basis.
  


 5             We continue to look at different options and
  


 6      with the moratorium on any local licenses passed
  


 7      earlier this year, our focus has shifted to a
  


 8      registration program for how do we further
  


 9      professionalize our organization internally.  And so
  


10      we're going to be meeting in a couple weeks, certainly
  


11      having a closer look at Oklahoma, Kentucky.
  


12             We do have a hybrid program kind of internally
  


13      in the State of Indiana.  Most of our local chapters
  


14      require that their builders adhere to the quality
  


15      assurance builder standards, which is a manual that is
  


16      given to every customer that signs a contract with
  


17      that builder and it walks the customer through the
  


18      home-building process.
  


19             And it says, okay, for example, concrete is
  


20      going to crack.  And so most homeowners, they make a
  


21      huge investment and three months later they look at
  


22      their driveway and there's a small crack on their
  


23      driveway and they say, "Oh, my gosh.  What's happened
  


24      here?"  Well, concrete cracks, but what is acceptable
  


25      cracking in concrete?  Is it a quarter of an inch?  Is
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 1      it an eighth of an inch?  And what's the builder's
  


 2      responsibility if that crack is bigger than what the
  


 3      expected standard is in the concrete industry?
  


 4             So we've tried to help educate the consumer and
  


 5      market that as, you know, using a member of the
  


 6      organization that adheres to the quality assurance
  


 7      builder standards can certainly help in that process.
  


 8             We also have a registered builder program in
  


 9      one of our local chapters in Southern Indiana that has
  


10      a lot of similarities to what you've seen in Oklahoma
  


11      and Kentucky and it certainly has had some success in
  


12      their area as well.
  


13             So we'll continue to try to tackle this issue
  


14      and certainly if and when the time is right that we
  


15      come to a consensus, then at some point we may ask for
  


16      assistance from the Indiana general assembly.  If it's
  


17      a state program or some hybrid program where it would
  


18      be a state-certified builder that the association kind
  


19      of helps manage some of that with the assistance from
  


20      the state, but I don't think, at least as the leading
  


21      organization in the residential construction industry,
  


22      we don't have a competitor in the State of Indiana
  


23      unlike a lot of other organizations that our folks
  


24      have said, you know, let's try to figure this out
  


25      before going to the general assembly.
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 1             I'm more than happy to answer any questions,
  


 2      comments, concerns.
  


 3             SENATOR TAYLOR:  A couple clarifications.  So
  


 4      one is did I vote for that?
  


 5             MR. WAJDA:  I don't know off the top of my
  


 6      head.
  


 7             SENATOR TAYLOR:  All right.  Well, I'll check.
  


 8      I figured you guys know that stuff very well.
  


 9             MR. WAJDA:  Well, it may be hanging on my wall
  


10      in the office but --
  


11             SENATOR TAYLOR:  With my signature on it, yeah.
  


12      The other question I have is in my district we've had
  


13      these issues with people who come through after a
  


14      hailstorm and they come through and they're from other
  


15      jurisdictions and they do work and sometimes it's
  


16      shoddy work and you go to chase them down and you
  


17      can't find them.  What is our requirement?  There's no
  


18      requirement that they register with the State of
  


19      Indiana when they come in to do work?
  


20             MR. WAJDA:  There is.  They have to be
  


21      registered with the Secretary of State's Office back
  


22      in -- Mr. Miller, you may -- a couple years ago with
  


23      that storm scammer legislation (inaudible) both the
  


24      House and Senate that requires any out-of-state
  


25      contractor to register with the State of Indiana that
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 1      is going to do storm-related insurance work.  And that
  


 2      was primarily to your exact example of you have a bad
  


 3      storm, these guys come in, take a check from an
  


 4      unsuspecting homeowner or con them in to taking a
  


 5      check and they never see them again, so we've tried to
  


 6      curb that.
  


 7             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Now, are you saying that we
  


 8      actually regulate the people who come in due to the
  


 9      storm and actually require them to register but we
  


10      just prohibited the counties or the local officials
  


11      from giving some type of registration for home
  


12      builders?
  


13             MR. WAJDA:  They can't be licensed in the
  


14      community.  They still have to get a permit.  As part
  


15      of that permit, they have -- there can be requirements
  


16      as part of that permit, but license in a true sense
  


17      would be taking an exam, having some sort of
  


18      continuing education requirements, and paying a fee.
  


19             SENATOR TAYLOR:  So that's licensure.  It's not
  


20      registration that we prohibited?
  


21             MR. WAJDA:  Yeah, or a registration that would
  


22      require them to do that, but, yes, the City of
  


23      Indianapolis could still require as part of granting a
  


24      building permit, you know, certain requirements that
  


25      they know would -- they should know.  Anybody that's
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 1      doing business in any community in the State of
  


 2      Indiana, if they're getting a building permit, they're
  


 3      going to know who that builder or contractor is.  Just
  


 4      can't require a license.
  


 5             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Even for out-of-state
  


 6      builders?
  


 7             MR. WAJDA:  Out-of-state builders have to file
  


 8      with the Secretary of State's Office and there's
  


 9      requirements there.  They have to have either a
  


10      physical office in the State of Indiana so they can't
  


11      come in, you know, out from California and we don't
  


12      know who they are or if there even is a location.
  


13      They have to have a physical location or be partnered
  


14      with an Indiana contractor.
  


15             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Thank you.
  


16             MR. RHOAD:  Mr. Wajda, what is the turnaround
  


17      time on the states that have the private entity
  


18      licensing certification from consumer complaint to
  


19      resolution?  How long does that typically take?
  


20             MR. WAJDA:  Their process varies because the
  


21      dispute resolution process is handled at the local
  


22      level in each of those states, so through their local
  


23      chapters they have a dispute mechanism process similar
  


24      to what we have here in Indiana.  Today, if I receive
  


25      a call from a disgruntled homeowner that has a
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 1      complaint against a member of the organization, I will
  


 2      then, certainly after listening to the discussion, we
  


 3      will usually ask that our local chapter engage in the
  


 4      process.  And most of our local chapters, it's not all
  


 5      uniform but they will ask that the disgruntled
  


 6      customer submit their complaints in writing because
  


 7      it's easy to pick up the phone and call and complain,
  


 8      but when you've got to document what the problem is,
  


 9      sometimes that (inaudible).
  


10             We will typically ask that our member respond
  


11      either in writing or a phone call to that homeowner.
  


12      We're not asking that they agree to fix every problem
  


13      because sometimes what the customer thinks is a
  


14      problem and what the home builder thinks is a problem
  


15      may vary greatly, but we ask that they respond.
  


16             And a lot of times we have a peer review group
  


17      that may go out and actually look at the property and
  


18      make a decision and ask that that home builder fix
  


19      those problems if they see that, you know, the
  


20      complaint was warranted.
  


21             And we certainly then if we can't come to some
  


22      sort of binding agreement, there's always the Attorney
  


23      General's consumer protection division that we will
  


24      refer customers to if they can't have a resolution.
  


25      Better Business Bureau obviously is another vehicle.
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 1      And then at the end of the day, I'm not an attorney,
  


 2      but you can always recommend that they lawyer up.
  


 3             SENATOR MILLER:  Rick, you're looking at the
  


 4      builders themselves, not subcontractors; correct?
  


 5             MR. WAJDA:  Correct.
  


 6             SENATOR MILLER:  Okay.  And then we also know
  


 7      that there's sort of two levels of the large
  


 8      construction companies who get a number of their
  


 9      employees say through the union; correct?  Then we
  


10      have small contractors.  We also know there are a
  


11      number of contractors who are using I'm going to use
  


12      the term "cheap labor."  How do you feel about some of
  


13      those policies and should that be addressed?
  


14             MR. WAJDA:  Certainly the immigration issue and
  


15      cheap labor, whether it's cash deals on the side or
  


16      the immigrant workforce, whether documented or
  


17      undocumented, not only in Indiana but across this
  


18      country is an issue.
  


19             We're in a labor shortage right now in our
  


20      industry here in Indiana and across the country.  So
  


21      single family construction went at a high from roughly
  


22      30 to 35,000 in single family housing starts a year in
  


23      Indiana down to under 10.  We're back to about 12, so
  


24      we got a long ways to go to get back to any sense of
  


25      normalcy.  And there's labor problems right now today.
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 1             So we've lost probably a generation of
  


 2      plumbers, of electricians, of subcontractors that had
  


 3      one to two trucks and were great workers that have
  


 4      left the industry and haven't came back and may not
  


 5      come back.
  


 6             When things were booming, immigrant workers
  


 7      filled that void across the country.  Some certainly
  


 8      -- we assume that they were all documented, but I
  


 9      wouldn't be so naive to say that probably some
  


10      weren't.
  


11             When we get back to some sense of normalcy, and
  


12      maybe it's more of a federal issue that needs to be
  


13      tackled, but we're going to have needs to fill those
  


14      jobs in order to make sure that we can continue to
  


15      promote and provide safe and affordable housing
  


16      because if the labor is not there, that slows things
  


17      down and costs go up and that's an issue that
  


18      (inaudible) challenged.
  


19             To your direct question on how do you handle
  


20      it, certainly the verify system asking -- we ask our
  


21      members, I know, you know, certainly ask all our
  


22      perspective hires to provide valid IDs and everything
  


23      else like that, but I've seen some pretty good fake
  


24      IDs out there that if you ask, that's all you can do
  


25      is take it, you know, and if they run the numbers,
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 1      Social Security numbers are very easy to get these
  


 2      days.  So, you know, the contractors and the subs have
  


 3      to do what they have to do to protect themselves and
  


 4      we just certainly hope that folks are following the
  


 5      law.
  


 6             And you can probably pass all the laws in the
  


 7      world, if somebody wants to break the law and is
  


 8      willing to break the law, they're going to break the
  


 9      law.
  


10             SENATOR MILLER:  And then my last question is:
  


11      You're testifying just on behalf of the builders and
  


12      the building industry, not any of the other
  


13      occupations that are being considered?
  


14             MR. WAJDA:  Correct.  Correct.  So our
  


15      membership of 3,000 member companies is made up
  


16      primarily of folks engaged in residential, light
  


17      commercial.  About a third of those are actually
  


18      builders or remodelers and two-thirds are what we call
  


19      associate members who are suppliers, subcontractors,
  


20      lumber companies, window dealers, roofers, drywallers,
  


21      you know, so the more traditional subs.  But
  


22      certainly what we've tackled and our counterparts in
  


23      other states have tackled has really been just the
  


24      registration of the general contractor or the
  


25      remodeler on the jobsite.
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 1             MR. BERRY:  Just quickly.  If there is a system
  


 2      implemented for builders that we're discussing today
  


 3      so that builders would be able to earn the title
  


 4      protection of the state-certified builder, what kind
  


 5      of impact would that have, for example, on insurance
  


 6      companies identifying builders to fix a home
  


 7      (inaudible) cover claims, more or less, or what impact
  


 8      would it have on the general public when someone is
  


 9      looking for a builder?  Would it help?  Would it
  


10      facilitate work (inaudible)?  What kind of impact do
  


11      you think just the title protection aspect of it would
  


12      have?
  


13             MR. WAJDA:  I would assume to your first
  


14      question on insurance, I'd have to ask one of our
  


15      insurance agents whether that would -- I have to
  


16      assume being (inaudible) the more levels of
  


17      certification or designation that they have with a
  


18      better reputable business in the community for a long
  


19      time, they're less of a risk.  So that and having a
  


20      state certification long term should help.
  


21             From a consumer protection or, you know, making
  


22      sure that consumers know that that builder out there,
  


23      licensing isn't going to kick out all the bad actors.
  


24      What we found in our counterparts in the other states
  


25      that have had licensing for a long time.  Florida has
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 1      a very stringent licensing process, but every time
  


 2      there's a hurricane down in Florida, guys rush in and
  


 3      they find a way to get their license and they're out
  


 4      there building.  So it's never going to stop the bad
  


 5      actors from coming in because they'll go find a way to
  


 6      get a license or they'll work with a licensed
  


 7      contractor to do that.
  


 8             So, you know, and that's the internal struggle
  


 9      we've got is how do we professionalize the industry,
  


10      you know, bring everybody up so that they know when
  


11      they go home and they bid on a house, they know what
  


12      they're doing and everybody can compete on a level
  


13      playing field.
  


14             But, ultimately, the guy that bids on a house
  


15      and wins the job and then leaves halfway through, our
  


16      guys have to come back and fix the problem.  But guess
  


17      who gets the bad rap?  It's everybody in the industry
  


18      and so we're trying to address that and that's why we
  


19      don't want to rush to bring a solution to the general
  


20      assembly that may not solve the problem.
  


21             MR. BERRY:  Actually, you just brought up a
  


22      really good point.  For that owner who submitted the
  


23      RFP or whatever, might it help in the RFP process to
  


24      (inaudible) RFP as only accepting bids from some type
  


25      of designated builder, a state-certified builder or
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 1      whatever?  So it would help filter out a builder who
  


 2      has obtained particular qualifications versus those
  


 3      who haven't.
  


 4             MR. WAJDA:  Sure.  We've seen in some states
  


 5      that actually penalized a homeowner if they contract
  


 6      with an unlicensed or unregistered builder in their
  


 7      state.  So by paying -- I don't know if we want to
  


 8      take that radical of a step here in Indiana, but, you
  


 9      know, they know when they hire a contractor that's not
  


10      licensed or certified, they're on the hook as well.
  


11      And that's a pretty radical step, but, you know, yeah,
  


12      that's one avenue that you could go down to say that
  


13      you have to use state certified or a registered
  


14      builder.
  


15             MR. BERRY:  It would just be voluntary, so it
  


16      would be a signal to the owner --
  


17             MR. WAJDA:  Sure, yeah.
  


18             MR. BERRY:  -- that I would be retaining a more
  


19      qualified person.
  


20             MR. WAJDA:  And that's back where a lot of that
  


21      needs to be driven by market forces and brand
  


22      awareness so that when customers are driving through a
  


23      subdivision and they look on the sign and they see
  


24      certified builder or state-certified builder or
  


25      registered builder, they know --
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 1             MR. BERRY:  That it means something.
  


 2             MR. WAJDA:  -- that it means something,
  


 3      correct.
  


 4             MR. BERRY:  Thank you so much.
  


 5             MR. WAJDA:  Thank you.
  


 6             MR. RHOAD:  Mr. Wajda, I want to go back and
  


 7      talk a little bit more about the other states and
  


 8      their independent model of certification and I want to
  


 9      make sure -- I don't want these two very important
  


10      points to be lost.  One, you mentioned when a consumer
  


11      has a complaint, you actually have an independent
  


12      review team that goes out and looks at that, and from
  


13      what I hear you saying is that those are actually
  


14      people who are trained in the profession rather than
  


15      government employees like myself who may not have any
  


16      institutional or practical knowledge.  So it appears
  


17      that doing that, you bring the competency of practice
  


18      that a licensing board would where it's actually
  


19      reviewed by people with the knowledge, skills, and
  


20      ability to make those decisions; correct?
  


21             MR. WAJDA:  Correct.
  


22             MR. RHOAD:  And you were also talking about
  


23      some complaint process, although you don't keep data
  


24      on that.  Would you say it would be reasonable to
  


25      expect that a consumer complaint should be resolved
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 1      within one year or would that be excessive or short?
  


 2             MR. WAJDA:  Well, I think certainly in
  


 3      situations that -- my nearly 20 years in the industry,
  


 4      the issues that I hear that as long as both sides are
  


 5      communicating, certainly within a year they should be
  


 6      resolved.  I'm not saying you can fix everything
  


 7      within a year, but as long as both sides are talking
  


 8      and they're working through the process, then, yeah,
  


 9      certainly, that seems like a reasonable time.
  


10             MR. RHOAD:  Thank you.
  


11             MR. BERRY:  Jacob Schpok.
  


12             MR. SCHPOK:  Thank you for the opportunity.  My
  


13      name is Jacob Schpok.  I'm the executive director of
  


14      the Office of Small Business and Entrepreneurship.
  


15      It's a newly codified office.  It became a new law
  


16      this year.  It was an executive order last summer
  


17      under Governor Pence.
  


18             I have the privilege of overseeing the office
  


19      and the Keystones Program is the Indiana Small
  


20      Business Development Center where we have around 50
  


21      business advisors across the State of Indiana that
  


22      provide direct consulting to entrepreneurs.
  


23             We run a small business where we measure our
  


24      success by return on investment of this program.  We
  


25      really look at three numbers, the number of businesses
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 1      that launch, the amount of capital that was raised,
  


 2      and the number of jobs that are created and benchmark
  


 3      it relative to the amount of funds that we receive
  


 4      from all of our partners across the state.  So every
  


 5      dollar invested in the ISBDC, we're seeing $52 million
  


 6      in capital for the business that we work with.
  


 7             The consulting services that we provide, it
  


 8      ranges from business plan development, business
  


 9      acumen, strategic planning, and one area that we're
  


10      honing in on is exporting services.  Exporting is
  


11      opening up a new market here in Indiana where we're
  


12      able to work with entrepreneurs and identify
  


13      opportunities for them to increase their bottom line
  


14      by instead of making methodical growth within their
  


15      local markets, selling in bulk overseas.
  


16             I'll give you one very quick example.  In
  


17      Anderson, Indiana, there is a business that was making
  


18      small growths in the gourmet dog market, gourmet dog
  


19      chews.  And she was selling in Anderson, she was
  


20      selling in Muncie, and she reached out to us for
  


21      assistance in selling in Indianapolis.
  


22             We had our exporting business advisors sit down
  


23      with her and we found out that if we took her complete
  


24      inventory and shipped it to Hong Kong and sold it
  


25      overseas, she would make more money than she would
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 1      make in the Midwest.  So now the major problem that
  


 2      she's dealing with at this point is keeping up with
  


 3      demand in her overseas market in both Hong Kong and
  


 4      now in Brazil.
  


 5             We have one very professionally trained and a
  


 6      business advisor that comes from years of industry
  


 7      experience serving on behalf of the ISBDC in this
  


 8      exporting capacity.  What we struggle to identify,
  


 9      though, are other exporting consultants that hold the
  


10      expertise in order to provide assistance that's beyond
  


11      simply the process of exporting but more of
  


12      identification of where the most appropriate markets
  


13      are and finding partners in those overseas markets to
  


14      finish the supply chain and allow the products to
  


15      start moving.
  


16             So what I'm coming here asking for you all to
  


17      propose is some sort of expert exporting certification
  


18      that is not a necessity for those who want to export
  


19      or be exporting consultants in the State of Indiana
  


20      but one that allows us to differentiate and for the
  


21      private sector to differentiate those who may
  


22      understand exporting from those who understand it and
  


23      have been engaged in the practice in a private sector
  


24      for an appropriate period of time so they know that
  


25      the advice that they are receiving is more than just
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 1      the crux of filling out paperwork.
  


 2             I'd like to give you one other example of where
  


 3      we had business consultants that understood the
  


 4      process yet missed the overarching picture due to not
  


 5      having any industry experience.  There was a business
  


 6      -- there is a business, I should say, that's in the
  


 7      capacitor bank market here in Indiana.  They are
  


 8      currently exporting to Brazil and there was currency
  


 9      fluctuations where their Brazil contacts reached out
  


10      to us and requested that we come down in price by 10
  


11      percent.
  


12             An exporting consultant may look at the
  


13      currency fluctuations and feel as though that this is
  


14      an appropriate adjustment where the Indiana business
  


15      should come down 10 percent, but one that has years of
  


16      private experience understands that this is part of a
  


17      negotiation process and look at other areas that were
  


18      exporting to Brazil and realize that the only other
  


19      market that is exporting to Brazil in the capacity of
  


20      banks was Australia, and Australia is hit leaving a
  


21      higher currency fluctuation than the U.S.
  


22      Consequently, the advice that was provided to this
  


23      Indiana business was to not budge on price and that
  


24      contract remained, saving that business $80,000.
  


25             So it's those types of opportunities that we're
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 1      looking to repeat here in Indiana by the
  


 2      identification of expert export consultants that we
  


 3      can either work directly with through the Indiana
  


 4      Small Business Development Center or we can refer to
  


 5      our clients or they can themselves promote themselves
  


 6      as one of these expert consultants.
  


 7             The final piece that I'd like to mention as
  


 8      well, on the federal side there is a small business
  


 9      counselors certification for exporting.  There is an
  


10      intermediary level for this certification.  To obtain
  


11      the most advanced certification that the federal
  


12      government provides, it takes around eight hours to
  


13      complete.  So it's not necessarily one that we think
  


14      deems the full rounded expert exporting certification
  


15      that we're looking for.
  


16             Speaking to expert exporters here in Indiana,
  


17      the consensus that we're hearing at this point is that
  


18      around five years of private sector exporting
  


19      consulting opens the door for the export consultant to
  


20      have a strong understanding on what it takes to
  


21      provide greater value than just helping with
  


22      documentation, and after 10 years, they're in a
  


23      position to truly provide mentorship to those that are
  


24      maybe in export positions within businesses
  


25      themselves.  Thank you.
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 1             SENATOR MILLER:  And how do these export
  


 2      experts get their experience for the type of
  


 3      certification you're asking for?
  


 4             MR. SCHPOK:  So there's two ways.  One is if
  


 5      they're working for a larger corporation and working
  


 6      in their exporting division or the other would be
  


 7      working for an exporting consulting organization and
  


 8      for them to be working more as a specialist or under
  


 9      someone who has experience within export.
  


10             SENATOR MILLER:  Okay.  So you would require a
  


11      certain amount of experience?
  


12             MR. SCHPOK:  Correct.
  


13             SENATOR MILLER:  Do you have an idea what that
  


14      would be?  I'm just looking for how do we do this.
  


15             MR. SCHPOK:  Ballpark, it would be around five
  


16      years.
  


17             SENATOR MILLER:  So when you said five years,
  


18      that means being supervised by somebody else in the
  


19      export business?
  


20             MR. SCHPOK:  Correct, or having -- even to the
  


21      degree of being the vice president of exporting for a
  


22      large corporation, simply being held in a position
  


23      where they're responsible for the private sector
  


24      exporting activities for five years would fill that
  


25      threshold.
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 1             SENATOR MILLER:  So then the person who is
  


 2      training this person that you're talking about, you
  


 3      want them to be certified?
  


 4             MR. SCHPOK:  Well, that's a good question.
  


 5             SENATOR MILLER:  And, if so, how do we know
  


 6      that they're qualified?
  


 7             MR. SCHPOK:  That's a good question.  I think
  


 8      what we're focusing on is that they have been actively
  


 9      engaged in export.  So in a perfect situation, we
  


10      would be able to look 20 years out and see these
  


11      expert exporting consultants that are coming on line
  


12      being trained by those that already have this
  


13      certification.  But in the initial stages and the way
  


14      that we've been talking to our stakeholders about this
  


15      particular certification, having five years of
  


16      hands-on experience allows them to learn lessons in
  


17      order to provide (inaudible).
  


18             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I have a question
  


19      regarding some of your comments, particularly as you
  


20      continue to relate the expert exporting to time served
  


21      say in a position where, you know, someone has some
  


22      responsibility for that.  Exporting is so complicated
  


23      and it has so much to do with place and geography and,
  


24      as you mentioned, currency, and there are so many
  


25      things one must be an expert in.  It sounds to me like
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 1      to be an expert exporter, that is such a very, very
  


 2      broad sort of a title.
  


 3             And if I had a small business making fancy dog
  


 4      bones, I might be able to go to someone and say
  


 5      there's a market for that in Hong Kong or Macau or
  


 6      what have you, but you describe the value at piece
  


 7      that it's more about just filling out documentation.
  


 8      And that's where I think to have a more vivid
  


 9      description of what that would require to be an expert
  


10      would be very important and it's so much more than
  


11      time.
  


12             Because I might be working in exporting for
  


13      that dog treat business and I might really know where
  


14      to export or have those relationships where I could
  


15      help other dog treat businesses, but I would have no
  


16      idea what to do with some kind of corn product or a
  


17      widget or what have you.  Does that make sense at all
  


18      to you?
  


19             MR. SCHPOK:  Absolutely.
  


20             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Can you describe a little
  


21      bit if you thought that through?
  


22             MR. SCHPOK:  Absolutely.  So similar to putting
  


23      together a business plan, we could reach out to
  


24      specialists who understand marketing, who understand
  


25      internal operations, the finance pieces, someone,
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 1      though, who needs to put all of the sections together,
  


 2      and that also holds true for exporting.  So we do have
  


 3      great freight warriors like UPS and FedEx.  We have
  


 4      bankers that understand currency exchange and
  


 5      attorneys that understand the legality of entering
  


 6      into new markets.
  


 7             It's been our experience that a small business,
  


 8      though, trying to put all the pieces together and in
  


 9      unison identify a market, be it overseas or in Mexico
  


10      or Canada, where they have confidence in being able to
  


11      export their product and sell it.  Putting all those
  


12      pieces together really is a time-consuming effort if
  


13      they don't have experience doing it.
  


14             So the experts that we're looking at are the
  


15      ones who can really help orchestrate all of the
  


16      process and make sure that they're entering into that
  


17      market at an expedited rate and go so in more
  


18      confidence that the market that they're entering into,
  


19      they are truly interested in the product that's being
  


20      sold and that there's distributors on the other side
  


21      that are going to make sure that it enters into
  


22      markets.
  


23             So there are partners that can help with each
  


24      of the pieces.  This expert exporter is one who has
  


25      the experience in connecting all the dots and
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 1      understands where there might be reoccurring pain
  


 2      points or areas that frequently are overlooked during
  


 3      the process of entering into new markets.  Does that
  


 4      help?
  


 5             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  As a follow-up, I would
  


 6      say from listening to you, I am thinking that there
  


 7      are probably expert exporter generalists and expert
  


 8      exporter specialists and that as you continue to
  


 9      pursue this idea that you think about that.
  


10             And, you know, working globally is so nuance, I
  


11      think of just an issue say if you are working with
  


12      people using the French language.  You can't even
  


13      translate your marketing materials into French for
  


14      French-speaking (inaudible), France, French-speaking
  


15      Polynesia, let alone Belgium, Switzerland, et cetera.
  


16             So it's such a big thing that I really -- and
  


17      I'd love to talk to you more off line about this
  


18      (inaudible) continue to develop your idea there.
  


19             MR. BERRY:  If I can, Representative Hale, if I
  


20      understand this field currently, there is a large
  


21      universe of people who hold themselves out to the
  


22      public as being a certified exporting consultant
  


23      because they have passed this federal certification
  


24      that probably I could pass with no international
  


25      business experience, but with this type of program or
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 1      mechanism you're referring to is it just shrinks the
  


 2      universe of potential experts or exporting consultants
  


 3      that would facilitate more productive conversation,
  


 4      individuals who might actually truly be able to help
  


 5      either your office or a small business who's not using
  


 6      your office.  So it's a way to sort of filter out
  


 7      individuals who do have some experience.  And then,
  


 8      just as it is today, I'm sure there's an interviewing
  


 9      process that goes on where you identify whether or not
  


10      that individual truly (inaudible) your business plan.
  


11             MR. SCHPOK:  That's correct.  Thank you.
  


12             MR. BERRY:  All right, Jake.  Thank you so
  


13      much.
  


14             MR. SCHPOK:  Thank you.
  


15             MR. BERRY:  John Halal.
  


16             MR. HALAL:  Thank you.  It's my pleasure to be
  


17      here.  My name is John Halal.  I am a hair dresser, a
  


18      former school and salon owner, current president at
  


19      Indiana Cosmetology and Barber Association, past
  


20      president of the National School Owners Association,
  


21      and I'm here to talk about cosmetology and barbering.
  


22             It's a really good program and especially
  


23      lately we've been working closely with the IPLA and
  


24      we're very proud of the accomplishments that we have
  


25      made and legislation that we had passed to streamline
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 1      our licensure for cosmetology and barbering.
  


 2             The testing is done by a third party and it's
  


 3      paid for along with licensing fees by the students.
  


 4      We just had legislation pass last year which has put
  


 5      that pregraduate testing responsibility to the
  


 6      schools.  So the schools are now facilitating the
  


 7      pregraduate testing.  Licenses are renewed online and
  


 8      printed online by the licenseholder.  So it's really a
  


 9      pretty efficient process as it goes down.  And I think
  


10      we net approximately a million dollars to the general
  


11      fund each year, so it's not a loss to the State.
  


12             If we deregulate and allow services in
  


13      cosmetology to be done with a registration, we may
  


14      find that malpractice professional liability insurance
  


15      is not available.  I discovered that on the school
  


16      level when I first opened the school is when students
  


17      were not licensed, that regular salon insurance would
  


18      not cover them.  You had to have special insurance
  


19      that was for a school and the instructors all had to
  


20      be licensed.  We've looked at this nationally from the
  


21      national association and there are no insurance
  


22      companies that offer liability insurance, professional
  


23      liability for unlicensed employees working in a salon.
  


24             The second issue would be elimination of
  


25      qualification for Title 4 funding from the Department
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 1      of Ed.  Again, we just had legislation pass this last
  


 2      year which gave us state authorization approval
  


 3      through the Department of Education for our vocational
  


 4      schools to continue to qualify for pell grants and
  


 5      student loans.  We don't think that would be possible
  


 6      under a registration.
  


 7             And we appreciate that we look at licensing
  


 8      often as a barrier to employment, but in talking to
  


 9      the salons who are members and as a former salon
  


10      owner, I know that without some advanced training
  


11      employee turnover becomes unhandleable.  It simply
  


12      isn't manageable.  And without some training prior to
  


13      employment, the turnover rate becomes so high, the
  


14      quality of services drop so low, schools and the
  


15      salons are not equipped to do the training that's
  


16      necessary.
  


17             In Illinois and California at one time, we had
  


18      an apprenticeship program whereby people could sign
  


19      up, work in a salon to gain licensure.  The graduation
  


20      rates and licensure rates were abysmal.  Very few of
  


21      those people ever completed the training.  So this
  


22      high turnover really endangers and puts at risk the
  


23      salons that are currently doing business in Indiana,
  


24      and salon owners seem to agree with that.
  


25             We worry -- well, the lack of training, it's
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 1      not only a high employee turnover, we worry about our
  


 2      risk to the consumer.  And we've all heard of MRSA and
  


 3      we know about manicures and pedicures and that people
  


 4      have lost their lives from this without adequate
  


 5      precautions.
  


 6             We worry about an underground economy.  We
  


 7      already know as a school owner's association that a
  


 8      lot of income is not reported, that it's done in
  


 9      unlicensed facilities, income is not reported.  It
  


10      demeans our profession.  It hurts us with the
  


11      Department of Ed as a profession, and we know that
  


12      that will encourage more underground economy and that
  


13      means no taxes to the State.
  


14             We worry about an erosion of licensure.  We
  


15      have already seen in the last 10 to 12 years that
  


16      shampooing has been removed from the cosmetology
  


17      curriculum.  Hair threading has been removed from the
  


18      cosmetology curriculum, and facials and makeup has
  


19      been removed from the cosmetology curriculum.  These
  


20      happened over a period of the last 10, 12, 15 years,
  


21      and I know they were done individually to satisfied
  


22      certain special interest groups that came and asked
  


23      for that.
  


24             But this slow erosion means that anyone now can
  


25      open a salon with no licensure, do braiding,
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 1      shampooing -- or not braiding, I'm sorry.  Can do
  


 2      shampooing, facials and makeup, and hair threading
  


 3      without any license, without any training and without
  


 4      any help for the consumer, any protection for the
  


 5      consumer.
  


 6             We know that Delta here in Indianapolis wants
  


 7      to add manicuring to their flyers club.  They want to
  


 8      perform manicuring services in the club, in the Delta
  


 9      sky miles club, and we think that needs to be
  


10      licensed.  There's a definite risk there.
  


11             We also know that these people would work
  


12      outside of their scope of practice.  And hair braiding
  


13      is the next one.  We've already seen this.  There was
  


14      an appeal to have hair braiding added or removed from
  


15      licensure.
  


16             The IPLA does not want to have any new license
  


17      types and we agree.  We've worked cooperatively with
  


18      the IPLA to combine license types and we eliminated
  


19      some license types.  So they don't want hair braiding.
  


20      And yet we know if hair braiders were permitted to
  


21      register (inaudible), they would work outside of their
  


22      scope of practice.  It presents a real risk to the
  


23      consumers and it degrades our profession, and
  


24      ultimately it will be detrimental to the salons and
  


25      stylists that count on revenue.
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 1             I'm done.  Any questions?
  


 2             MR. RHOAD:  Thank you for your comments.  So
  


 3      when you talk about improving the -- or not degrading
  


 4      the profession, raising the professionals of the
  


 5      industry, what some industries do, for instance, with
  


 6      real estate is that to practice real estate in
  


 7      Indiana, you do not have to join your professional
  


 8      trade association but you must join the trade
  


 9      association in order to call yourself a Realtor.  And
  


10      their industry or their trade association offers other
  


11      designations that are not available at the State
  


12      level.
  


13             So if I want to be (inaudible) and receive
  


14      additional accreditation from my trade association
  


15      that I could use to market myself to the public as
  


16      being exceeding minimum competency levels that are set
  


17      by my industry.  Is that not a federal alternative if
  


18      the association were to come up with a credentialing
  


19      program that can be voluntary rather than mandatory to
  


20      raise that level of professionalism and at the end of
  


21      the day allow the consumer to say I'm going to select
  


22      this barber because he has chosen to go out on his own
  


23      and receive these endorsements?
  


24             MR. HALAL:  There are associations within the
  


25      industry that do exactly that and that's above and
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 1      beyond what is normally thought of as being basic
  


 2      training to safeguard the public, the consumer.  So
  


 3      there's a basic level there that has to be fulfilled
  


 4      first.
  


 5             Above and beyond that, we do that.  There's
  


 6      American Board of Certified Haircolorists.  ABCS has a
  


 7      cosmetology educator association.  Pivot Point and
  


 8      Milady, big publishers in our industry, also provide
  


 9      extra credentials for instructors.  That's readily
  


10      available and we encourage that.  We think that's
  


11      great, but there's a certain basic standard that we
  


12      would like to see held and that's for consumer safety
  


13      more than anything else (inaudible) some consistency
  


14      across the board.
  


15             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I would say this
  


16      immediately occurs to me that not many children pursue
  


17      the use of a Realtor or real estate agent, but most
  


18      children do need to go get a haircut and, you know,
  


19      providing for their health and safety certainly is
  


20      very important, particularly as they might have big
  


21      brother taking them to get that haircut or they might
  


22      have Mom or Dad who are able to make a better, more
  


23      wise decision.
  


24             And just of note, this is actually an issue
  


25      whenever we have children come to the State House to
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 1      have a tour or I go to some schools, I try to talk to
  


 2      them about (inaudible).  We debate and we talk about
  


 3      licensing of actually this very issue, particularly
  


 4      because so often they are mindful of the health and
  


 5      safety issue as it relates to their hair because
  


 6      they're getting lice checks and their friends get sent
  


 7      home from school because of different sorts of
  


 8      hygienic issues.  And, you know, it's anyone who has
  


 9      had lice themselves or had a child or has really lived
  


10      through the painful and really awful distress of some
  


11      kind of surprise issue that could come through someone
  


12      operating outside of their scope of expertise.  I'm
  


13      sure (inaudible) imagine that.
  


14             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Far be it from me to talk
  


15      about hair; however, I do have sisters and I have a
  


16      mother who gets her hair done and women, my wife gets
  


17      her hair done.  I'm trying to figure out what -- do
  


18      you see in the industry a influx of people getting
  


19      licensed just -- or have you seen an increase in
  


20      claims, people claiming that some cosmetologists have
  


21      messed up their hair or caused something wrong, you
  


22      know, some burn or something?  Do we see a lot of
  


23      complaints in this industry?
  


24             MR. HALAL:  I work with the Hair Foundation.
  


25      It is primarily hair transplant surgeons, but it's a
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 1      (inaudible) association.  And through them I got -- I
  


 2      helped a doctor do a paper on necrosis, bleeding,
  


 3      scabs from bleach from highlighting and it was more
  


 4      predominant with teenage girls for some reason, which
  


 5      we never figured out.  But there are real risks here
  


 6      and dermatologists are seeing that more and more.
  


 7             There are other issues with the chemicals that
  


 8      we use, MRSA.  Do we track that?  I don't know.  No.
  


 9      The IPLA I know gets complaints.  The Office of the
  


10      Attorney General gets complaints.  I don't know how
  


11      many you get.  I'm sure there are more than the
  


12      complaints that you end up with.
  


13             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Is there an issue right now,
  


14      an overwhelming issue related to the saturation of
  


15      these licenses?  I mean in my district, you can go on
  


16      every corner and you can find a beauty salon, but in
  


17      each salon you see the license of the person before
  


18      they touch your hair or do anything to your face.
  


19             I just don't see that much of an issue for an
  


20      industry that I believe is well-respected.  People
  


21      have been doing hair since there's been hair.  You
  


22      know, it just seems to me that we're -- what's the
  


23      word -- we're creating a problem where there is none
  


24      in this cosmetology area.  It's kind of like why don't
  


25      we just leave it alone?  The licensure is --
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 1             I mean if I was going to self-register as
  


 2      someone who cuts hair -- I mean I cut my own hair,
  


 3      okay?  But look what I have to do.  It's really not
  


 4      that difficult to look in the mirror and shave my head
  


 5      without a straight razor.  I don't use a straight
  


 6      razor because I get hair bumps, so -- but I mean for
  


 7      other people, I just don't see a lot of people out
  


 8      there practicing and people going to them on a regular
  


 9      basis without a license.  And if we just lowered the
  


10      level to registration, I could see that happening, you
  


11      know, have a registered cosmetologist.  What does that
  


12      mean?
  


13             Right now with the licensure, you would have to
  


14      go to school to get the license which I think brings
  


15      up the level of quality of the people in the business.
  


16      Do you see --
  


17             MR. HALAL:  We really believe that and it's
  


18      been proven that apprenticeship programs trying to
  


19      train within the salon just simply doesn't work.
  


20      That's not a broad-based historical representation of
  


21      what the industry is.  There aren't proper safety
  


22      precautions, sanitation, all of that.  There would be
  


23      no inspections and it will seek its lowest level.
  


24      Without inspections, I can't imagine what would be
  


25      going on in salons.
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 1             MR. BERRY:  You said that recently your fear is
  


 2      that there's going to be an erosion of licensing?
  


 3             MR. HALAL:  Yes.
  


 4             MR. BERRY:  As evidenced by individuals who now
  


 5      do facials and makeup and threading without a license?
  


 6             MR. HALAL:  Yes.
  


 7             MR. BERRY:  What problems have we seen by now
  


 8      the unlicensed facial or makeup artist or those who
  


 9      thread?
  


10             MR. HALAL:  I don't have specific data on that.
  


11      I know that when I go to Meijer I see some woman
  


12      threading and they're doing other stuff.  And between
  


13      you and I, she's putting the string in her mouth and
  


14      rubbing it all over this woman's face while she pulls
  


15      out hair which then becomes erythemic which turns red,
  


16      swollen, and that's when disease is easily passed.  I
  


17      mean the threading is -- that shouldn't be allowed,
  


18      period.
  


19             MR. BERRY:  So it's safe to say that that
  


20      consumer would not come back to that same threader?
  


21             MR. HALAL:  I wonder.  When new things come --
  


22      they have people sticking their feet in fish bowls and
  


23      the fish were eating the -- you know about this one.
  


24      They have fish doing the pedicure.  You don't know
  


25      about this?
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 1             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  It's all over Asia.
  


 2             MR. HALAL:  Exactly.  They have fish in the
  


 3      pedicure bath and they eat the dead skin off your
  


 4      feet.  So new things come and that's (inaudible) but
  


 5      then it quickly wears out and I think the threading
  


 6      thing is losing its build.  I think people are
  


 7      discovering now that this isn't such a great thing,
  


 8      the threading.
  


 9             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I would like to reinforce
  


10      your point there because this -- in today's consumer
  


11      society, there absolutely is always that next thing.
  


12      And you mentioned a vulnerable population of teenage
  


13      girls where there is a high degree of pressure to meet
  


14      social conventions and to present themselves
  


15      physically in a way that their peers find to be
  


16      attractive.
  


17             And whether it's threading or -- they're also
  


18      sewing in eyebrows.  They are -- you know, fish
  


19      manicures, you name it.  There will always be that
  


20      next thing and it sometimes can be quite dangerous and
  


21      disfiguring.  (inaudible) pull out all their eyebrows
  


22      and pencil them in once again.  That might be
  


23      regrettable.  I could go on and on, but I think that's
  


24      a very important thing because if you see some blank
  


25      stares over here --
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 1             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Yeah, because I didn't know
  


 2      that's what you meant by threading.  So threading --
  


 3             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Threading is a process
  


 4      where a practitioner will take thread and snap hair
  


 5      out, usually your eyebrows, but they'll do it on your
  


 6      neck if you want to get rid of your neck hair or your
  


 7      side burns or whereever on your body you would like to
  


 8      remove hair.
  


 9             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Oh, I thought you were talking
  


10      about threading --
  


11             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  No.  There is that and
  


12      I've seen it in Asia.  I have not seen it in the
  


13      United States.  They are threading in eyebrows where
  


14      they sew them in and cut them off (inaudible) so that
  


15      you will have more eyebrows than they would have
  


16      naturally.
  


17             SENATOR TAYLOR:  So this is threading to --
  


18             MR. HALAL:  To remove the hair.
  


19             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  To remove hair.
  


20             SENATOR TAYLOR:  So you don't have to have a
  


21      license to do that?
  


22             MR. HALAL:  No.  No.  That was not our idea.
  


23             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And when you rip hair out
  


24      by the root, certainly infection (inaudible).
  


25             MR. HALAL:  And if I can, for the braiding,
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 1      traction alopecia is a very real occurrence.  The
  


 2      braiding too tight on the hair and waps (phonetic)
  


 3      that are sewn in, hair extensions that are sewn in,
  


 4      and braiding hair, if it's braided too tight, that's
  


 5      traction alopecia.
  


 6             SENATOR TAYLOR:  They don't have to be licensed
  


 7      cosmetologists either is what you're saying?
  


 8             MR. HALAL:  Yes, they do, yes.
  


 9             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.
  


10             MR. HALAL:  But there's a move on -- and I'm
  


11      sure we're going to hear from them this afternoon.
  


12      (Inaudible) justice thinks that they're entitled to
  


13      braid.  Last year there was a move on braiding.  It's
  


14      a dangerous and (inaudible) beyond the scope of
  


15      practice.
  


16             MR. MILLER:  I would like to just make one
  


17      comment that working with the association (inaudible),
  


18      that's a pretty busy board.  And IPLA, they have a lot
  


19      of cases and the inspectors, as you mentioned, are
  


20      pretty diligent in looking for the health issues.
  


21      That's their primary focus.  And maybe you address it
  


22      through the complaint process and so it's an active --
  


23      there are a lot of complaints.  Some of them are
  


24      traditional complaints, but the inspector review
  


25      generate a lot of complaints involving actions.  And
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 1      based upon that, those quality of care issues are
  


 2      impacted by the facilities.  Some people come in and
  


 3      don't realize that there may be some issues there, so
  


 4      I think the inspectors would be (inaudible)
  


 5      perspective of what they see out there.  It is a
  


 6      recognized issue, I'm sure.  Thank you.
  


 7             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  One other issue that we
  


 8      didn't really talk about that is of concern also, you
  


 9      mentioned manicures.  There is just a rampant outbreak
  


10      of nail fungus and other sorts of quite permanent
  


11      disfiguring and awful issues with nails when they
  


12      haven't been handled in a sanitary way.
  


13             Also, everything is changing.  Those change all
  


14      the time, a new process of having diamonds lacquered
  


15      on there or whether you're having new gel nails that
  


16      you put under -- I've heard that there's now concern
  


17      with the new gel nail polish that you're putting your
  


18      fingers under fluorescent light and that it has led to
  


19      cancer and it's like going to a tanning booth.
  


20             MR. HALAL:  That's really been dismissed.
  


21             MR. BERRY:  We're running short on time, but I
  


22      just have one.  Six of the permits that are issued by
  


23      the cosmetology board are nonhuman permits.  In other
  


24      words, beauty culture school, beauty culture salon,
  


25      mobile salon, tanning facility, (inaudible) salon, and
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 1      manicuring salon.  Do you see a distinction between
  


 2      moving to maybe a less bureaucratic way of IPLA
  


 3      issuing those permits to one who is seeking, for
  


 4      instance, a permit versus someone who is asking for a
  


 5      cosmetology license?
  


 6             MR. HALAL:  We're actually doing that right
  


 7      now.  I'm one of a dozen people that are working with
  


 8      the IPLA to rewrite regulations and you'll be pleased
  


 9      to know we're getting rid of whole pages that don't
  


10      need to be there.
  


11             And those facility licenses are all now
  


12      combined into one license type which is a facility
  


13      license.  So we're expediting that process and it's
  


14      really not -- it's not that bad to get a license for a
  


15      facility.  It's not that difficult to do that.
  


16             MR. BERRY:  Okay.  Thank you very much for your
  


17      time.
  


18             MR. HALAL:  Thank you.
  


19             MR. BERRY:  We have two members of the general
  


20      public who would like to speak today.  We have Lindsey
  


21      Wright first.
  


22             MS. WRIGHT:  Thank you.  Thank you for having
  


23      me today.  My name is Lindsey Wright.  I'm the
  


24      director of music therapy at Opportunities for
  


25      Positive Growth and I'm the president of the
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 1      Association for Indiana Music Therapy.  So I'm here on
  


 2      behalf mostly of AIMT to talk for music therapists and
  


 3      to show our support for this registry.
  


 4             Music therapy is a clinical and evidence-based
  


 5      use of music interventions to accomplish
  


 6      individualized goals within therapeutic relationships
  


 7      by credentialed professionals who have completed an
  


 8      approved music therapy program.
  


 9             It's a very long definition, so, in other
  


10      words, music therapists target functional skills
  


11      needed for everyday life.  These skills can fall into
  


12      the domains of communication, cognition, motor,
  


13      emotional, and social skills.
  


14             For instance, we may work with a child with
  


15      cerebral palsy on independent finger movement through
  


16      playing the piano.  That obviously a functional skill
  


17      needed for many different tasks, but maybe
  


18      specifically we're working on that for the child to be
  


19      able to type their homework on a computer and turn it
  


20      in at school so they can get better grades in their
  


21      classes.
  


22             So we can work under any of those domains and
  


23      we have a couple different schools in Indiana.  We
  


24      have bachelor's degrees, which is the smallest amount
  


25      of education one must have to be a music therapist.
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 1      They also must complete a 6-month, 40-hour per week
  


 2      internship and pass a national board examination.  An
  


 3      individual then accrues continued eduction credits
  


 4      through educational courses often offered by
  


 5      organizations such as our state organization.  One
  


 6      must accumulate 100 credits per a 5-year cycle and
  


 7      three of those credits must be in ethics.
  


 8             Indiana currently has four colleges educating
  


 9      future music therapists.  St. Mary of the Woods
  


10      College, University of Evansville, IUPUI, and IPFW.
  


11      Two of these schools offer bachelor's degree, one a
  


12      master's degree, and one offers a bachelor's, a
  


13      master's, and a distant master's program.
  


14             AIMT members are scattered across the state
  


15      serving residents in a multitude of settings such as
  


16      schools, hospitals, rehabilitation centers, hospices,
  


17      nursing facilities, private clinics or anywhere where
  


18      there's somebody who needs work in one of these domain
  


19      areas that I previously spoke about.
  


20             With the increase in demand for music therapy,
  


21      it is vital that our residents sometimes being our
  


22      most vulnerable citizens are attaining genuine music
  


23      therapy services.  In addition to protecting
  


24      consumers, this registry will bring state recognition
  


25      to our field, reduce confusion, and increase access to
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 1      music therapy services by personnel who are trained,
  


 2      equipped, held to high standards of ethics and
  


 3      professional practice, and demonstrate competency
  


 4      through board certification and continued education
  


 5      activity.
  


 6             Thank you for having me this morning and I'll
  


 7      take any questions that you may have.
  


 8             SENATOR MILLER:  Who determines the individual
  


 9      needs music therapy?  Do you have a doctor's order or
  


10      what?
  


11             MS. WRIGHT:  It's sometimes a doctor.
  


12      Sometimes it's someone else on the treatment team,
  


13      often a case manager.  So I would say 75 percent of
  


14      the music therapists in Indiana are reimbursed through
  


15      Medicaid, and when we are working with Medicaid, it's
  


16      usually waivers, and in that case it's usually a case
  


17      manager.  Now, sometimes it could be the speech
  


18      therapist.  It could be the physical therapist.  It
  


19      could be the teacher at school.
  


20             It could be the parent that's just heard of the
  


21      therapy and nothing else is working for their child.
  


22      We see that a lot with people with autism where no
  


23      other therapies are really working and my child really
  


24      likes music so I think they'll actually stay in the
  


25      room and do this therapy where they won't with
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 1      anything else.
  


 2             SENATOR MILLER:  So then essentially if it were
  


 3      a parent, you will see an individual regardless of
  


 4      referral?
  


 5             MS. WRIGHT:  Yes.  It depends on the
  


 6      reimbursement method sometimes.  So with Medicaid,
  


 7      even if the referral comes through the parent, that
  


 8      means the music therapist then -- we have a scope of
  


 9      practice that we have to follow through the American
  


10      Music Therapy Association, and with this scope we are
  


11      required to do an assessment and find out is this
  


12      person actually going to benefit from this service or
  


13      not.  So we would not be able to recommend continued
  


14      music therapy past an assessment if somebody is not
  


15      going to benefit from the therapy.
  


16             But we do in the State of Indiana, we have a
  


17      lot of issues with consumer protection and we worry
  


18      about residents finding a musician who thinks they can
  


19      do music therapy but really hasn't had any training.
  


20      We found those people in hospitals.
  


21             Those people used to be working under Medicaid
  


22      even in the State of Indiana and that's changed in the
  


23      last couple years, but we also have people who private
  


24      pay and there's really no recourse that they can take
  


25      if their son or daughter hasn't made any improvement,
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 1      you know, where they wasted a couple years of early
  


 2      childhood development where they needed that therapy.
  


 3             MR. BERRY:  So, if you could, just the
  


 4      interplay between the therapist and the scope of
  


 5      practice that's been promulgated by the national
  


 6      association.  So is it fair to say that a service that
  


 7      is provided by the therapist that falls outside that
  


 8      scope of practice would be less likely to be covered
  


 9      by either whether it's Medicaid or private insurance?
  


10             MS. WRIGHT:  Certainly.
  


11             MR. BERRY:  What you're saying is because there
  


12      is this scope of practice, music therapists understand
  


13      the types of services or I guess their services are
  


14      limited by that scope --
  


15             MS. WRIGHT:  Yes.
  


16             MR. BERRY:  -- which then facilitates the
  


17      reimbursement and/or the (inaudible)?
  


18             MR. WRIGHT:  That is certainly true.  So people
  


19      who are nationally board-certified music therapists
  


20      understand that and are held accountable with our code
  


21      of ethics, our scope of practice, our standard
  


22      practice, but those who don't understand what a music
  


23      therapist is and think that they can do music therapy
  


24      -- there's a person working at a hospital in
  


25      Evansville who is, you know, saying they're doing
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 1      music therapy and they're a musician.  I don't know
  


 2      about you, but I wouldn't want my infant child working
  


 3      with this person in the NICU who doesn't know anything
  


 4      about working with infants.
  


 5             So, yes, our scope of practice binds us to
  


 6      these are the things we can do and that are
  


 7      evidence-based and that can be reimbursed and these
  


 8      are the things we can't do.  And those who don't know
  


 9      anything about music therapy who are saying they're a
  


10      music therapist or doing music therapy don't know that
  


11      and haven't been trained.
  


12             SENATOR MILLER:  What kind of diagnosis would
  


13      an infant have that would require a music therapist?
  


14             MS. WRIGHT:  Well, there are music therapists
  


15      who work in a lot of NICUs and it can be -- that's not
  


16      really the population I work with, but it could be
  


17      anything developmentally.  It could be some sort of
  


18      birth defect.  A lot of times music therapists work on
  


19      oxygen and making sure that the child is getting
  


20      enough oxygen, making sure that the child and the
  


21      mother bond appropriately, that type of thing.
  


22             So one thing that I do know that I learned in
  


23      school that you cannot do with an infant is you cannot
  


24      sing a lot of music with many lyrics because it's
  


25      overwhelming and it overstimulates an infant and can
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 1      cause brain damage.  So that kind of thing you
  


 2      wouldn't know if you hadn't been trained.
  


 3             SENATOR MILLER:  How would a music therapist
  


 4      have any evaluation ability with a child getting
  


 5      oxygen?
  


 6             MS. WRIGHT:  It's not my population.  I work
  


 7      with children with autism and developmental
  


 8      disabilities in the schools and in private settings,
  


 9      so, you know, I can find out the answer to your
  


10      question if you'd like.
  


11             SENATOR MILLER:  I'd be very curious about what
  


12      music therapists are doing with infants.
  


13             MS. WRIGHT:  Sure, yeah.  Actually, in Riley
  


14      they have just done a couple studies and put out a lot
  


15      of new research with music therapy in the NICU, so I'd
  


16      love to send that to you later, certainly.
  


17             MR. BERRY:  Thank you so much.
  


18             MS. WRIGHT:  Thank you.  And Andy had signed up
  


19      to speak on behalf of music therapy also.  He did have
  


20      to leave.
  


21             MR. BERRY:  I got it.  Okay.  So with that, we
  


22      will take our lunch break and reconvene at 12:30.
  


23             (A lunch recess was taken.)
  


24             MR. BERRY:  Back on the record.  All right.
  


25      We're kicking off this afternoon with Professor Dick
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 1      Carpenter.  Thank you for being here.
  


 2             DR. CARPENTER:  Certainly.  Good afternoon.  My
  


 3      name is Dr. Dick Carpenter.  I'm Director of Strategic
  


 4      Research at the Institute for Justice and also a
  


 5      Professor of Leadership, Research, and Foundations at
  


 6      University of Colorado in Colorado Springs.
  


 7             The Institute for Justice is a public interest
  


 8      law firm based in Arlington, Virginia, and IJ has a
  


 9      particular interest in licensing because one of the
  


10      areas that IJ litigates is economic liberty with a
  


11      particular emphasis in occupational licensure.  So
  


12      this is something that we pay a significant amount of
  


13      attention to and we did a lot of research to on my
  


14      particular team.
  


15             And my remarks today are based on research that
  


16      we completed, my colleagues and I at IJ completed in
  


17      2012, and this is research that I think may be useful
  


18      for this proposal that you're considering for
  


19      certification, a system of certification.
  


20             In our research, we studied the licensure
  


21      requirements of 102 low to moderate income
  


22      occupations, and these are occupations that are ideal
  


23      for people who are entering the economy or perhaps
  


24      re-entering the economy and for those who are
  


25      interested in entrepreneurship.  We've seen a lot of
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 1      dynamic entrepreneurship in these types of occupations
  


 2      and so we have a particular interest in that because
  


 3      these are the types of clients that we represent on a
  


 4      regular basis.
  


 5             The specific requirements that we studied for
  


 6      these licenses included fees paid to the State, the
  


 7      number of exams that one has to pass, the number of
  


 8      days that one spends in education and training,
  


 9      minimum age levels and minimum grade levels.  And with
  


10      these data, we were able to combine them into a single
  


11      score, a burden metric, if you will, that measures how
  


12      difficult it is to enter occupations on average, but,
  


13      also, we were able to look across states and see what
  


14      states might be more burdensome on average compared to
  


15      other states and so forth.
  


16             And to that end, what we found in these 102
  


17      occupations was, on average, it takes about nine
  


18      months of education and training to enter these
  


19      occupations.  Keep in mind these are occupations for
  


20      those who are at low to moderate income levels.  So
  


21      nine months of education and experience and training
  


22      to enter.  It also requires an average of one
  


23      examination and you will have to pay about $200 in
  


24      fees to the respective state on average.
  


25             A third of the occupations that we studied
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 1      require a year or more to earn, and then 79 in our
  


 2      sample also required at least one examination, if not
  


 3      multiple examinations.  Some of those that we studied
  


 4      have five or six examinations required to enter a
  


 5      particular occupation.
  


 6             We also found that the requirements for
  


 7      licenses across states within occupations or even
  


 8      comparing occupations one to another were very
  


 9      disparate.  It was actually far more disparate than we
  


10      had anticipated and it really led us to a conclusion
  


11      that these particular findings, these disparate
  


12      requirements, undermine the purported need for a lot
  


13      of these licenses over the requirements for some of
  


14      the licenses, and that purported need is almost always
  


15      protecting public health and safety.
  


16             The three disparities I think are most relevant
  


17      here, the first is that the vast majority of the jobs
  


18      that we studied are done unlicensed in at least one
  


19      state, if not many states, which means there are
  


20      people all across the country who are providing
  


21      services safely without licensure.
  


22             So, for example, sign language interpreters are
  


23      licensed in 16 states.  Auctioneers are licensed in 33
  


24      states.  Indiana licenses both of those.  If there was
  


25      really a dangerous epidemic on dangerous sign language
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 1      interpreting, I would expect that more than 16 states
  


 2      would regulate this particular occupation, but, in
  


 3      fact, they do not.
  


 4             A second type of disparity that we noticed that
  


 5      the licensure requirements often vary greatly within
  


 6      an occupation across states.  So to be a manicurist,
  


 7      for instance, which is -- you were referencing
  


 8      manicurists earlier.  If you want to be a manicurist,
  


 9      there are 10 states that require that you must spend
  


10      four months or more in training to be manicurists.  In
  


11      Alaska it is two days and in Iowa it is nine days.
  


12             So it seems unlikely that those who went to
  


13      work as a manicurist in Indiana which require about
  


14      105 days or Alabama which is 163 days or Oregon which
  


15      is 140 days, it seems unlikely that those manicurists
  


16      would have to spend so much more time in training than
  


17      those in Alaska and also those who are in Iowa.  But
  


18      manicurists are not alone.
  


19             If you want to be a vegetation pesticide
  


20      handler, some states require zero days to get that
  


21      license but other states require 1,460 days or about
  


22      four years to get the exact same license to do the
  


23      exact same job.
  


24             And this type of disparity is prevalent
  


25      throughout the occupations that we studied.  In fact,
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 1      39 of the occupations have differences between minimum
  


 2      and maximum number of days across the states of 1,000
  


 3      days, and in 23 occupations it was more than 700 days.
  


 4             So the third type of disparity that we noted is
  


 5      evident when we compare one occupation to another.
  


 6      Emergency medical technicians is a great example.
  


 7      Emergency medical technicians obviously hold the lives
  


 8      of individuals in their hands, but, on average in the
  


 9      occupations that we studied, 66 occupations have
  


10      greater licensure burdens than EMTs.
  


11             In Indiana, of those occupations that are
  


12      licensed in our sample, 10 occupations have greater
  


13      licensure burdens than EMTs including barbers and
  


14      cosmetologists, Earth drillers, and mobile home
  


15      installers.
  


16             For a little perspective, if you want to be a
  


17      cosmetologist in Indiana, you will spend 350 days in
  


18      training.  If you want to be an EMT at the entry
  


19      level, you will spend 34.
  


20             So comparisons and disparities like these
  


21      really illustrate how the difficulty of jumping
  


22      licensing hurdles often has little to do with public
  


23      health and safety risks associated with an occupation.
  


24      And I emphasize that because this is the primary
  


25      justification given for licenses or for the
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 1      perpetuation of a license or for requirements
  


 2      associated with a license, but when we look at the
  


 3      requirements, often they just don't seem to line up
  


 4      with the public health and safety risks associated
  


 5      with the job.
  


 6             So I'm sure industry leaders would object, but
  


 7      the public health and safety implications of a sign
  


 8      language interpreter or an auctioneer seems quite
  


 9      dubious compared to requirements associated with the
  


10      job.
  


11             And that same thing could be said for up and
  


12      coming occupations, like all occupations that are on
  


13      the make for licensing.  So some contemporary examples
  


14      include music therapists or art therapists, just to
  


15      name two.
  


16             Art therapists are licensed in fewer than 10
  


17      states, but additional states are considering this as
  


18      industry leaders, essentially the professional
  


19      association, continues to lobby for more states to
  


20      license.
  


21             For their part, music therapists are licensed
  


22      in a very small handful of states, but other states
  


23      have considered it not at the request of consumers but
  


24      at the requests of industry leaders who want their
  


25      industry to be licensed.  And Indiana has considered
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 1      licensure or some form of regulation for both of these
  


 2      in the past.
  


 3             The bills to introduce them, not just in
  


 4      Indiana but across the country, typically the bills
  


 5      all start the same way, to protect public health and
  


 6      safety, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.  That's often
  


 7      how they begin.
  


 8             There's no question that these occupations add
  


 9      value to the social and economic lives of communities.
  


10      The question is do these occupations come with
  


11      significant threats to public health and safety such
  


12      that they need to be licensed or that the requirements
  


13      to earn the licenses should be particularly onerous.
  


14             Now, by "onerous," let me give you some
  


15      examples of what I mean.  If you want to serve as a
  


16      music therapist in Nevada, for instance, you will have
  


17      to earn a four-year degree, typically in music therapy
  


18      but could be some other related degree.  You will
  


19      spend $200 in fees to the state and you will have to
  


20      pass a national examination.  The requirements for
  


21      regulation here in Indiana that have been proposed are
  


22      very similar to that.
  


23             Art therapists, to earn that particular
  


24      license, you would have to have a master's or a
  


25      doctorate degree or some equivalent degree program.
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 1      You will have to complete an internship of 1,000 hours
  


 2      or more and presumably you will pay fees to the state
  


 3      in addition to an examination on top of that.
  


 4             Before imposing these significant requirements,
  


 5      I think state leaders would be wise to ask for
  


 6      evidence of the need for licensure or for evidence of
  


 7      the particular requirements associated with the
  


 8      license.  And by "evidence," what I mean is empirical,
  


 9      systematic evidence, not antidotes that are often
  


10      brought to the table by people who are agitating the
  


11      lobby for a license or for the continuation of a
  


12      license.
  


13             It's also worth asking if there are ways to
  


14      regulate without full licensure.  Often we think of
  


15      licensure only in a binary world.  We either have it
  


16      or we do not, but, in fact, there is a menu of options
  


17      between no licensure, which is essentially regulation
  


18      through the market, and full licensure and that mainly
  


19      includes things like registration or bonding and
  


20      insurance and what Indiana is considering, that's
  


21      certification.
  


22             And these options have the benefits of
  


23      licensure and these benefits include things like
  


24      sending signals to consumers that somebody has a
  


25      particular qualification.  So it has the same benefits
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 1      of licensure but it doesn't necessarily impose upon
  


 2      the free practice of an occupation.  So that's the
  


 3      advantage of some of these regulatory options between
  


 4      no licensure and full licensure.
  


 5             But based on our research, there are also some
  


 6      additional questions that are worth asking when
  


 7      considering the type of certification program that
  


 8      Indiana is looking into and also what types of
  


 9      occupations ought to be included.  So here are three
  


10      questions.  One is:  What occupations are licensed in
  


11      your state but perhaps in no other states or maybe
  


12      just a few other states?
  


13             The second type of question would be:  How do
  


14      the requirements for a given occupation in your state
  


15      compare to other states?  How onerous is it in yours
  


16      compared to other states?
  


17             And then, lastly, how do requirements of an
  


18      occupation, any given occupation, compare to another
  


19      that has clear public health and safety implications?
  


20             Now, much of what I've talked about and what I
  


21      think Dr. Kleiner and Mr. McGrath and Dr. Wolfram will
  


22      discuss apply to the licensure of individuals, but
  


23      there is also the issue of entity licensing.  Entity
  


24      licensing requires individuals within a business who
  


25      want to qualify, that is if the business wants to
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 1      qualify for a certain type of classification, the
  


 2      individuals within the business have to earn
  


 3      licensure.  And so classifications could include, for
  


 4      instance, professional corporations.
  


 5             And there are certain benefits that accrue to a
  


 6      business from entity licensure, that is having certain
  


 7      classification, but the benefits to the public may not
  


 8      be as evident, and, if not, I mean absent a
  


 9      demonstrable threat to public health and safety, it's
  


10      very likely that the licensure requirements associated
  


11      with these types of classifications could be
  


12      streamlined or perhaps altered in the type of
  


13      certification system that you're considering and that
  


14      would retain the benefits to the business but also not
  


15      impose costs on consumers, which presumably
  


16      Dr. Kleiner will talk about for certain he has shown
  


17      in his research.
  


18             So, finally, the types of analyses that I'm
  


19      describing are similar to an initiative that is
  


20      growing in the application amongst licensing
  


21      professionals called "right touch" regulation.  Right
  


22      touch is something that grew out of the UK as part of
  


23      refining licensure for health care occupations and it
  


24      is now expanded to other countries, Canada, Australia,
  


25      New Zealand, for instance, and also into other
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 1      occupations.  And right touch is a process where
  


 2      regulators and elected officials look for, using data
  


 3      and evidence, threats associated with an occupation to
  


 4      the public health and safety, and then they look for
  


 5      targeted and proportionate ways to address those
  


 6      threats.
  


 7             And the idea here is the attempt to balance two
  


 8      extremes.  One extreme is overregulation, which is
  


 9      seen as interference in the way people lead their
  


10      lives, and underregulation, which fails to provide the
  


11      necessary public health and safety protection.  So the
  


12      principle guiding this search for balance is a
  


13      recognition that there is a role for regulation,
  


14      protecting public health and safety, but the
  


15      regulation should not unduly interfere or impose upon
  


16      the free exercise of individuals in the social and
  


17      economic system.
  


18             So the fact that I can count on one hand the
  


19      number of states that license music therapists or that
  


20      to work as a massage therapist in Alaska requires two
  


21      days and Indiana it's more than 100 or that to be a
  


22      cosmetologist you spend 350 days and to be an EMT it's
  


23      only 34, all these things are examples of what I would
  


24      say we still have not found that proper balance.
  


25      There are many cases where we're still looking for it.
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 1             So, for that reason, I commend this committee
  


 2      for the work that you're doing as you seek to find
  


 3      what is the proper balance between the necessary role
  


 4      of protecting public health and safety through
  


 5      regulation but also preserving the right to earn an
  


 6      honest living in order to lead a life of dignity and
  


 7      to provide for one's family and for one's future.
  


 8             So I appreciate the opportunity to share our
  


 9      research with you and some lessons that we've learned
  


10      along the way.  So thank you.
  


11             MR. RHOAD:  Thank you for the excellent
  


12      testimony.  And one of the things a few years ago in
  


13      Indiana that came up was the professional licensing of
  


14      prosthetists and orthotists and Indiana is one of a
  


15      handful of states that does not license that care
  


16      practice and the decision not to license it was made,
  


17      in my recollection, was based upon the fact that that
  


18      patient is already under the care of a physician.
  


19             Are there other health industries that are
  


20      currently licensed that you think we could look at a
  


21      less restrictive option because they are already under
  


22      the care of a physician?
  


23             DR. CARPENTER:  Yes.  That's a little outside
  


24      my expertise because we haven't looked at the health
  


25      care industries in particular, so I can't answer it as
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 1      directly as you're going to like, but I would say in
  


 2      general when there are certain professions that are
  


 3      subordinate, in essence, there's a possibility that
  


 4      those licenses could either be reduced or they could
  


 5      be -- when I say "reduced," the requirements to earn a
  


 6      license could be reduced or in some cases may be
  


 7      avoided altogether.
  


 8             MR. BERRY:  What risks to the public's health
  


 9      is there moving to this type of self-certification
  


10      registration or the right touch regulation analysis
  


11      for entity permitting?
  


12             DR. CARPENTER:  So what risk is there
  


13      associated?
  


14             MR. BERRY:  Yeah, I mean, so I understand that
  


15      benefits of licensing or permitting for that matter is
  


16      that, one, it's a way to provide more information to
  


17      the consuming public and also to protect the health
  


18      and safety of the public at large, but it seems that
  


19      requiring an entity to first go to IPLA, whether it's
  


20      for a cosmetologist salon or -- the board that I'm not
  


21      sure if the camera can pick it up, but those are all
  


22      the licensing permits there are issued by IPLA.  There
  


23      are a number of nonhuman permits that are required in
  


24      order for someone to hang out their shingle, and my
  


25      question is:  Can we not just make it a more automated
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 1      process for receiving that permit or license to open
  


 2      up a dentist office, for example?
  


 3             DR. CARPENTER:  Presumably, yes.  I mean often
  


 4      licensure for entities or for firms is a way to
  


 5      protect the public in terms of looking at conditions
  


 6      of sanitation, for instance, and do they have the
  


 7      necessary equipment, et cetera, et cetera.  So those
  


 8      are things that I think could be streamlined because
  


 9      often those are already done through inspection
  


10      systems and that is yet one of the other menus that I
  


11      mentioned.
  


12             When you think of that menu of options that I
  


13      discussed earlier, one of those options is
  


14      inspections, so inspections could serve that exact
  


15      same purpose, though.  If they're built into this
  


16      system, there's the potential that that inspection
  


17      system could, in essence, streamline the process.
  


18             And inspections are routinely done in all kinds
  


19      of different settings, not just licensure of
  


20      individuals or entities like you have here, but
  


21      certainly in restaurants.  I think we're all pleased
  


22      that restaurants are inspected on a regular basis, so
  


23      that's probably how it could be handled as one option,
  


24      but that's probably the primary (inaudible).
  


25             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Thank you for your testimony.
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 1      You kind of enlightened me on a couple of things.
  


 2      One, however, still perplexes me with your research.
  


 3      If Indiana regulates production in an agriculture
  


 4      manner different than say California, that would make
  


 5      sense; right?
  


 6             DR. CARPENTER:  Potentially.
  


 7             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Yeah.  I mean we're going to
  


 8      be more agriculturally based than say New York, for
  


 9      example, so they're going to regulate their
  


10      agriculture maybe a little bit differently than what
  


11      we are.  But one of the things that I think sets
  


12      Indiana apart from a lot of the other states is that I
  


13      think we try to make a practical approach to whatever
  


14      we license or whatever we set up for certification.
  


15             I mean we can compare ourselves to other states
  


16      all day long.  Maybe they're wrong or maybe we're
  


17      wrong, but maybe somewhere in between is where the
  


18      rubber meets the road.  What I don't like to do is
  


19      compare our professions.
  


20             For example, I'm a practicing attorney and I
  


21      can tell you that in the State of Wisconsin if you go
  


22      to Wisconsin law school, then you automatically can
  


23      practice in Wisconsin.  I'll give you that example.
  


24      But I can't go practice in Wisconsin because I
  


25      graduated from Indiana University.
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 1             Now, some people would say you just look at
  


 2      that as absolute and say, well, wait a minute, if
  


 3      somebody wants to practice in Wisconsin, then they
  


 4      went to Wisconsin law school, they should be able to
  


 5      practice in Wisconsin.  Well, why shouldn't we have
  


 6      the same thing here in Indiana if I went to Indiana?
  


 7      We don't.
  


 8             So there's a whole lot of things that are
  


 9      different and they play out differently based on the
  


10      jurisdiction they're in, but one of the things that's
  


11      consistent is the health and welfare and safety of the
  


12      public.  Anything that comes with touching or
  


13      providing prescriptions or doing anything like that,
  


14      have you broken down your study based on those -- you
  


15      know, you did the EMT thing.
  


16             Yeah, you know, the introductory EMT scenario
  


17      that you talked about is not a person who is going to
  


18      show up and actually -- correct me if I'm wrong.
  


19      Senator Miller might know this, but they don't have
  


20      the ability to show up and providing certain -- they
  


21      can't do certain things when they show up on the
  


22      scene; right?  They are limited.  Right.
  


23             So we're not comparing apples to apples when
  


24      you say 60 days versus 700 days (inaudible).  From a
  


25      medical and medically necessary (inaudible), have you
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 1      broken it down on those issues, just those public, you
  


 2      know, like -- okay, let's start with EMTs and let's
  


 3      compare the entry level EMT with a (inaudible) EMT.
  


 4      Have you done anything like that?
  


 5             DR. CARPENTER:  Yeah.  So of those in our
  


 6      sample, there is a comparison of EMTs in one state to
  


 7      another, so that is done, but --
  


 8             SENATOR TAYLOR:  What about just health care,
  


 9      if you will?
  


10             DR. CARPENTER:  No.
  


11             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  You didn't do it like
  


12      that?
  


13             DR. CARPENTER:  No.
  


14             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  You didn't do like
  


15      accountants?
  


16             DR. CARPENTER:  No.
  


17             SENATOR TAYLOR:  You didn't do legal?
  


18             DR. CARPENTER:  Right.  So keep in mind, by
  


19      definition our sample is those who are in low to
  


20      moderate income sectors.  So there are going to be a
  


21      whole lot of occupations that just simply did not make
  


22      it into our sample for that reason.
  


23             And, also, we did not necessarily put an
  


24      emphasis on one type of occupation or another.  We
  


25      just simply said here are all the occupations that
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 1      appear to be regulated as according to the United
  


 2      States Department of Labor.  Here are the incomes on
  


 3      average associated with them.  Anything that fell
  


 4      below that cut was in the sample; anything that was
  


 5      above was out.  That was all we did.
  


 6             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  So you did yours from
  


 7      an economic development standpoint?
  


 8             DR. CARPENTER:  In essence, yes.  Yeah, these
  


 9      are the types of individuals that we are most commonly
  


10      representing in our work, and also, as you suggested,
  


11      these are occupations where we tend to see a lot of
  


12      dynamic entrepreneurship, and that was of particular
  


13      interest to us as well.
  


14             MR. MILLER:  I had a follow-up question.  Just
  


15      listening to Senator Taylor's question, I have some
  


16      follow-up.  You're not suggesting (inaudible)
  


17      something that studies out there talk about for each
  


18      individual type of profession or occupation, the
  


19      justifications for licensure and nonlicensure,
  


20      justification for health and safety issues because I
  


21      think from a policy perspective for a lot of people on
  


22      this panel, the legislators in particular, is that it
  


23      is also equally important to make sure that we don't
  


24      sacrifice what's good economics for what's good
  


25      protection for the public.
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 1             DR. CARPENTER:  Of course.
  


 2             MR. MILLER:  I was wondering if there were any
  


 3      comparative studies or information you can share with
  


 4      everyone in terms of that.
  


 5             DR. CARPENTER:  Sure.  It's very hit and miss.
  


 6      As I mentioned, It's more often the case that licenses
  


 7      are justified with very little evidence.  In some
  


 8      states there are requirements.  Whether they are
  


 9      followed or not is a separate issue, but there are
  


10      requirements that before a new license is adopted that
  


11      there is some review, a sunrise review, for instance.
  


12             So in work that we've done, we have been able
  


13      to find such examples.  Interior designer is a great
  


14      example where interior designers are licensed in three
  


15      states and the District of Columbia.  It's been
  


16      considered for licensure in several other states as
  


17      well.
  


18             And as part of that process, there are agencies
  


19      that will go through a review process to do exactly
  


20      what you're describing.  Is there a demonstrable
  


21      threat to public health and safety that necessitates
  


22      the license or that necessitates the particular
  


23      requirements associated with the license.  And what we
  


24      found, just as an example, for interior designers is
  


25      that across the board all those studies said no, there
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 1      was no evidence of a need to license this particular
  


 2      occupation.  Now, whether those are followed is a
  


 3      separate issue.  Many times they are not but
  


 4      oftentimes -- sometimes they are not.
  


 5             But that is more often the case.  More often
  


 6      than not, those are the types of studies that you see
  


 7      in sunrise types of reviews less so -- there are some
  


 8      but less so amongst researchers like me who are doing
  


 9      this type of work.
  


10             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Did we get a copy of your
  


11      report?
  


12             MR. BERRY:  I have a copy for you.
  


13             DR. CARPENTER:  I'm happy to provide it.
  


14             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  I didn't know if you
  


15      were (inaudible) publicized this or --
  


16             DR. CARPENTER:  Yeah, it's actually --
  


17             SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- publication.
  


18             DR. CARPENTER:  This is the publication, so I
  


19      can provide that to Adam.  He has a copy.
  


20             SENATOR TAYLOR:  You only looked at licensure;
  


21      right?
  


22             MR. BERRY:  I thought Lee McGrath (inaudible).
  


23             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Is this only licensure?
  


24             DR. CARPENTER:  This includes any type of
  


25      regulation, so it's not just pure licensing, yeah.
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 1             MR. BERRY:  Dick, thank you very much for not
  


 2      just testifying but traveling to be here today.
  


 3             DR. CARPENTER:  Happy to do it.  It's home
  


 4      ground for me.  Thanks.
  


 5             MR. BERRY:  Thank you.  Proceed.
  


 6             PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Thank you.  Mr. Chair and
  


 7      members of the 421 study panel, my name is Morris
  


 8      Kleiner and I testify before you today on my own
  


 9      behalf and not as a representative of the University
  


10      of Minnesota or any other organization with which I'm
  


11      affiliated.
  


12             As a background, I have a Ph.D. in Economics
  


13      from the university just west of here, University of
  


14      Illinois.  I worked in government and consulted for
  


15      many public and private organizations.  I'm a
  


16      professor at the Humphrey School of Public Affairs at
  


17      the University of Minnesota and I also teach at the
  


18      university's Center for Human Resources and Labor
  


19      Studies.  I'm a visiting scholar at the Federal
  


20      Reserve Bank of Minneapolis and a research associate
  


21      with the National Bureau of Economic Research in
  


22      Cambridge, Massachusetts.
  


23             I just finished an assignment as a visiting
  


24      scholar last week at the Upjohn Institute for
  


25      Employment Research in Michigan, and my research
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 1      specialty includes an analysis of institutions such as
  


 2      occupational licensing in the labor market.
  


 3             I've published in some of the top journals in
  


 4      labor economics and industrial relations and I'm the
  


 5      coauthor or editor of seven books as well as a
  


 6      forthcoming one.  Two of the books focus on
  


 7      occupational regulation and were published in 2006 and
  


 8      2013.  These are the leading volumes on occupational
  


 9      regulation based on sales and citations to the work in
  


10      Google scholar.
  


11             So let me start with my conclusions because it
  


12      establishes a preference for certification over the
  


13      licensure of occupations.  Certification is better
  


14      than occupational licensing for three reasons.
  


15             First, certification has benefits over
  


16      licensing for workers.  Certification doesn't fence
  


17      out workers or cause the type of problems in the labor
  


18      market that licensing does.  Licensing may cause
  


19      workers to lose the opportunity to move into the
  


20      middle class because of barriers to enter it.  A
  


21      reduction in licensing requirements could reduce
  


22      unemployment in the state, and licensing further
  


23      reduces the ability of workers to move across state
  


24      lines and engage in work that's most beneficial to
  


25      them and to society.  A certification of practitioners
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 1      doesn't have these negative features.
  


 2             Second, certification is better for consumers
  


 3      than occupational licensing.  Similar to licensing,
  


 4      certification sends a signal to consumers about who
  


 5      has met government requirements to work in an
  


 6      occupation; however, it doesn't reduce competition and
  


 7      it doesn't raise prices the way licensing does.  It
  


 8      gives consumers more choices for the kinds of services
  


 9      they need.  It gives consumers the right to choose the
  


10      level of quality they think is appropriate for them
  


11      relative to other types of regulation.  Also,
  


12      consumers don't demand the same level of quality.
  


13             When members of the legal profession told Nobel
  


14      laureate economist Milton Friedman that every lawyer
  


15      should be of Cadillac quality, he famously replied
  


16      that many people would be better off with a Chevy, a
  


17      cheaper but clearly a functional alternative.  If
  


18      licensing improves quality simply by restricting entry
  


19      into the profession, then some consumers will be
  


20      forced to pay for more quality than they want or need.
  


21             Thirdly, certification is better for state
  


22      government than occupational licensing.  It reduces
  


23      the unnecessary and excessive lobbying by trade
  


24      associations to try to convince legislators to enact
  


25      and the governor to implement licensing regimes under
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 1      the assumption of protecting the public.  Often
  


 2      lobbyists claim that licensing is needed to screen out
  


 3      frauds and incompetents.  There's little evidence to
  


 4      support the claim, but licensing laws do offer
  


 5      lobbyists and trade associations a way to deliver less
  


 6      competition, higher earnings, greater employment for
  


 7      members or clients.
  


 8             There's an important difference between
  


 9      licensing and certification.  Licensing restricts the
  


10      practice of an occupation.  Certification restricts
  


11      the use of the title.  So, for example, certified
  


12      financial analyst or certified interior designer.
  


13      Anyone can do financial analysis or interior design,
  


14      but only those who've met the government requirements
  


15      can call themselves a certified financial analyst or a
  


16      certified interior designer.
  


17             The proposal to establish a portal that would
  


18      facilitate the use of private or voluntary
  


19      certification as a complement to other state
  


20      authorized licensing regimes is an important issue for
  


21      the Indiana state economy, practitioners, and
  


22      consumers.
  


23             Beyond my conclusions, I'd like to provide some
  


24      details.  First, occupational licensing reduces
  


25      employment growth thereby contributing to
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 1      unemployment.  These barriers fence out people who
  


 2      might be qualified but have not gained the credentials
  


 3      through the exact means identified in the licensing
  


 4      law such as a written test, internship, undergraduate
  


 5      or graduate degree.
  


 6             Estimates by Professor Alan Krueger of
  


 7      Princeton University and the former head of President
  


 8      Obama's Council of Economic Advisors and former chief
  


 9      economist in the Department of Treasury and Professor
  


10      Alex Mas, who is also at Princeton and a former chief
  


11      economist in the Department of Labor and chief
  


12      economist at the Office of Management and Budget under
  


13      President Obama and me, showed that the cost of
  


14      licensing nationally in the form of lost jobs is
  


15      between .5 and 1 percent.
  


16             Applying that lower number in Indiana would
  


17      result in a reduction in unemployment in the state or
  


18      a gain of approximately 16,000 jobs if licensing were
  


19      reduced in the state relative to certification or
  


20      other less restrictive forms of regulation.
  


21             Secondly, occupational licensing causes
  


22      consumers to pay higher prices.  By shrinking the
  


23      available supply of labor, licensing increases prices
  


24      by 15 percent or more.  Certification doesn't have
  


25      these large price effects.  Less competition means
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 1      that consumers pay more and have less variety for the
  


 2      services they need.
  


 3             A number of years ago, students at the Humphrey
  


 4      School analyzed the cost of licensing to consumers in
  


 5      Minnesota.  They found that the extensive use of
  


 6      licensing cost consumers in Minnesota to pay an
  


 7      incremental $3 billion a year more in higher prices
  


 8      that are redistributed to those with licensing with no
  


 9      clear benefits.
  


10             It also restricts the ability of consumers to
  


11      choose whether they want to go to one type of license
  


12      documentation or another.  For example, do they want
  


13      to go to a nurse practitioner or a doctor rather than
  


14      having the state decide who they can go to.
  


15             Third, occupational licensing alleges that it
  


16      will increase consumer protection by screening out
  


17      incompetents and frauds.  Unfortunately, and although
  


18      we may want this to be true, there is very little
  


19      evidence for it.  Additionally, some legislators tend
  


20      to grandfather in everyone working when licensing is
  


21      enacted thus eliminating the screening altogether.
  


22      Also, licensing boards often are captured by the
  


23      licensees and rarely revoke licenses.  Most telling
  


24      about their priorities, nearly all boards depend on
  


25      the licensees to fund operating budgets through the
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 1      payment of licensing fees.
  


 2             Among the many professions and occupations that
  


 3      I've studied are mortgage brokers.  What my research
  


 4      at the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis showed is
  


 5      that those states that licensed mortgage bankers had
  


 6      similar default rates as those states that didn't
  


 7      license them.  A major difference is that the states
  


 8      with licensed brokers, the fees that consumers had to
  


 9      pay for loans were higher.  I have generally found the
  


10      same findings in other occupations that I've
  


11      researched or seen in the research of others.
  


12             The reality is that occupational licensing
  


13      reduces employment growth, contributes to
  


14      unemployment, and increases costs to consumers.  The
  


15      main groups that win under licensing are those that
  


16      are licensed through higher wages and greater job
  


17      opportunities for those who are fortunate enough to
  


18      become licensed.  Certification has none of the
  


19      problems of licensing such as raising prices or
  


20      overall restriction of employment.  It provides
  


21      consumers with more choice at a lower price than
  


22      occupational licensing.  And I'll be glad to take
  


23      questions.
  


24             MR. BERRY:  You mentioned in your testimony
  


25      that licensing screens out those who may be qualified
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 1      but are unable to, for whatever reason, earn a
  


 2      particular credential that's required by the licensing
  


 3      board.  If we were to remove the requirement that one
  


 4      obtain a particular credential in order to practice in
  


 5      a field, what signal could be given to the public that
  


 6      the individual would be receiving a service that they
  


 7      expect?
  


 8             So, for example, I was having a conversation
  


 9      with my wife last night about today and going through
  


10      this concept of self-certification registration and
  


11      she made the comment about going to her manicurist,
  


12      that she knows when she goes to get a manicure that
  


13      she -- she just assumes that the manicurist has the
  


14      requirement or a skill because they're regulated by
  


15      the State.
  


16             If we remove the requirement for licensure of
  


17      manicurists, how will somebody who wants to go get a
  


18      manicure be able to have that sense of security that
  


19      they're going to be getting a good manicure or a
  


20      manicure from someone who won't give them nail fungus
  


21      or whatever the risk is that comes from someone who is
  


22      unqualified?
  


23             PROFESSOR KLEINER:  I think that's a very good
  


24      question, and certification allows the same sort of
  


25      quality control.  So if someone is certified by the
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 1      government that they have passed certain education,
  


 2      training, internship requirements that are required to
  


 3      make sure that that individual follows appropriate
  


 4      hygiene.  In addition, whatever organization or
  


 5      whatever firm she went to, in order for them to get
  


 6      repeat business, if individuals are leaving that place
  


 7      and are not happy, that information is going to be
  


 8      passed along and they are going to be out of business.
  


 9             So you have both the discipline of
  


10      certification and the discipline of the marketplace to
  


11      make sure that the services that are being provided
  


12      are of high quality.
  


13             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Thank you, Professor.  As a
  


14      fellow economics major -- of course, I don't have as
  


15      many credentials as you have as an economics major --
  


16      I find your testimony to be very interesting because
  


17      you're using the law of supply and demand to find and
  


18      to actually determine whether or not licensure is
  


19      necessary.  And as a practicing attorney, of course, I
  


20      would find that licensure is important in my
  


21      profession.
  


22             Let me give you kind of my perspective.  Then I
  


23      want to ask you a question.  Licensure, to me, is
  


24      something that says you've -- the State has required
  


25      or come up with this group of questions or this group
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 1      of requirements that you have to pass in order to be
  


 2      licensed.  It doesn't say that, you know, if you go to
  


 3      medical school, it doesn't mean you have to take your
  


 4      boards.  It doesn't mean you have to practice
  


 5      medicine.  I went to law school with several people
  


 6      who decided not to take the bar exam because they're
  


 7      either in media, some are in public affairs groups,
  


 8      some are -- whatever you want to call it.  One is on
  


 9      TV now.  She's a newscaster who was in my law school
  


10      class.  So some people decide not to get their
  


11      license.
  


12             Are you saying that, you know, because we have
  


13      a license -- so since I have a license to practice law
  


14      and I went to law school, that allows me to practice
  


15      law, but one doesn't have to be in order for me to get
  


16      the law degree; does that make sense what I'm saying
  


17      to you?  I can get a law degree without taking a
  


18      license exam; right?
  


19             PROFESSOR KLEINER:  That's correct.
  


20             SENATOR TAYLOR:  So would you have it that my
  


21      colleague who has now been -- I've been practicing law
  


22      for 15 years, longer than that, 17 years.  She's been
  


23      a newscaster for 17 years, that she should be able to
  


24      practice law without a license because she's got a law
  


25      degree?
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 1             PROFESSOR KLEINER:  No.  And in terms of
  


 2      certification, someone could go and say if someone has
  


 3      a certification, that person in the case of law, and
  


 4      what we're talking about in this case is really not
  


 5      removing any licenses but looking at issues of
  


 6      occupations that may come before a licensing board in
  


 7      terms of their seeking or which additional occupations
  


 8      may become regular.
  


 9             Certainly certification, the consumer could
  


10      choose if they want to go to an individual who is not
  


11      licensed and that would be up to the individual to
  


12      determine if they want that individual to service
  


13      them, but certainly certification or state
  


14      certification or other individuals, and certainly the
  


15      Internet has allowed that information to be much more
  


16      available in terms of whether that individual can
  


17      provide an appropriate service.
  


18             So in terms of certification, it allows the
  


19      consumer to choose who they want to go to, but the
  


20      State still provides information as to the quality of
  


21      that service or at least the quality of the education,
  


22      the training, continuing education, internships.  All
  


23      those tend to be the current requirements for both
  


24      licensing and they could be the requirements for
  


25      certification as well.  But certification gives the
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 1      consumer the opportunity to decide who is the
  


 2      appropriate individual to handle what they think is
  


 3      important.
  


 4             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Right.  But understanding --
  


 5      okay, I'll take it away from the legal.  Let me move
  


 6      it to the medical side because there's a certain level
  


 7      of credentials that I want someone to have if they're
  


 8      a nurse practitioner, if they're a registered nurse,
  


 9      if they're an LPN, or if they're a -- I think there's
  


10      another level.  I don't know.  Senator Miller might
  


11      know, but those are four different levels of nursing.
  


12      The nurse practitioner probably being higher up than
  


13      the RN and then your LPN and then nurse's assistants
  


14      or NAs or whatever.
  


15             So if I'm in need of medical assistance from a
  


16      nurse, you're saying that the consumer is able to
  


17      choose who they want to use?  As a consumer, I may
  


18      make my choice based solely upon economics (inaudible)
  


19      the marketplace is a free market.  Instead of going to
  


20      a medical doctor, I'll go to the nurse assistant down
  


21      the street who says that she's a nurse, not a
  


22      registered nurse, not an LPN, not a nurse
  


23      practitioner, but I'll go to a nurse for what I see to
  


24      be maybe a cut.  What if that cut gets infected?  What
  


25      if that nurse assistant doesn't have the training?
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 1             To me, it seems to me that those licenses are
  


 2      something that we as a public policy as legislators
  


 3      have created a system that allows the consumer to
  


 4      choose but based on the level that we determine the
  


 5      scrutiny should be.
  


 6             If it's an emergency situation, I don't want a
  


 7      nurse's assistant actually providing service.  And the
  


 8      consumer, yeah, the consumer could go to a nurse's
  


 9      assistant for that.
  


10             I saw a TV show the other day where the guy
  


11      pulled his own tooth out with a pair of pliers.  Now,
  


12      he might extract a tooth but he definitely hasn't
  


13      protected his mouth from the amount of infection that
  


14      could happen because he didn't have any type of
  


15      antiseptic spray or anything to put on there to clean.
  


16      He might have extracted the tooth, but do we want
  


17      people pulling teeth with pliers?
  


18             PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Those are a good set of
  


19      questions.  There are two things to think about those
  


20      issues.  One is one thing that licensing does is drive
  


21      up prices and individuals who can't afford those
  


22      services will end up doing the sorts of things,
  


23      pulling their own teeth, giving themselves root canals
  


24      because they can't afford the services.  So those are
  


25      individuals who don't have access.
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 1             The other issue is that in medical care you
  


 2      have hospitals that have reputations to maintain and
  


 3      if they don't maintain those reputations, insurance
  


 4      companies are going to drop them as service providers.
  


 5      So you certainly have both the discipline of the
  


 6      market and you have beyond certification.
  


 7             For example, nurse practitioners are
  


 8      individuals who are certified beyond being a
  


 9      registered nurse.  So there's no clear nurse
  


10      practitioner license.  These are individuals who are
  


11      certified beyond being a nurse.
  


12             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Correct.
  


13             PROFESSOR KLEINER:  So you have additional
  


14      certification, certification as a surgeon,
  


15      certification as an internist.  All those are
  


16      certifications beyond the basic licensing.  So in the
  


17      case of the medical profession, there's the basic
  


18      license and beyond that there's certification.
  


19             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  So it's kind of
  


20      different than (inaudible) because it's reversed, it's
  


21      the licensure and then the certification?
  


22             PROFESSOR KLEINER:  That's right.
  


23             SENATOR TAYLOR:  What you're talking about is
  


24      the certification before the licensure?
  


25             PROFESSOR KLEINER:  That's right.
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 1             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.
  


 2             MR. MILLER:  I have a follow-up.  I can't
  


 3      resist this interesting topic to say the least.  From
  


 4      what I'm hearing of the economic analysis and I'm not
  


 5      an economist, I'm a lawyer, so don't hold that against
  


 6      me, but it appears that -- is there some group of
  


 7      occupations or professions that are in the category
  


 8      from the public safety side, that's where I'm coming
  


 9      from, that certification -- because you talk in terms
  


10      of certification that there's some control.  And,
  


11      traditionally, licensure gives you this process of
  


12      discipline and of revocation of licenses and things of
  


13      that nature whereas my impression is your idea of
  


14      certification doesn't include any of that and it's
  


15      merely more of a consumer choice, economic driven type
  


16      of choice.
  


17             I think what Senator Taylor was pointing out --
  


18      I heard the previous presenter talk about
  


19      overregulation versus underregulation.  There has to
  


20      be a balance.  And I'm just curious as to if you've
  


21      done that analysis and whether there's some
  


22      occupations you would be more than happy to suggest, a
  


23      brain surgeon, that choice by me.  To find out later
  


24      on that I shouldn't have gone to that brain surgeon
  


25      isn't going to be probably very much comfort to me, so
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 1      I guess that's the question.  It sounds like there's
  


 2      some occupations you just feel don't rise to the level
  


 3      of needing that kind of scrutiny versus those that
  


 4      might.  I guess my question is whether you can
  


 5      differentiate that.
  


 6             PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Thank you.  And certainly
  


 7      there are occupations -- obviously, doctors have the
  


 8      strongest case for licensure in terms of the ability
  


 9      to detect diseases that might be spread that would
  


10      have what economists call externalities that have
  


11      effects beyond the individual being treated.
  


12             Certainly, certification has a lot of the same
  


13      scrutiny, that is individuals can be decertified just
  


14      as individuals can lose their license.  Unfortunately,
  


15      it is very rare.  For example, in the State of
  


16      Minnesota last year, maybe .2 or .1 percent -- that's
  


17      not 1 percent, that's .1 percent of lawyers would lose
  


18      their license.  So it's very rare for an attorney or
  


19      almost any other occupation to lose their license.  So
  


20      that doesn't -- although it is out there and it's a
  


21      potential issue, it is very rare for individuals to
  


22      lose their license because of being incompetent or
  


23      unscrupulous.
  


24             So those are issues that licensing would like
  


25      to think that they have the effect of raising quality,
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 1      but when you take into account individuals who are
  


 2      being priced out of the market, that is they can't
  


 3      afford it because licensing raises prices, those
  


 4      individuals were generally in the lower part of the
  


 5      income distribution are individuals who are the losers
  


 6      because of licensing.  The individuals who are the
  


 7      gainers are individuals who are at the higher end of
  


 8      the income distribution because perhaps point of sale
  


 9      or point of service transactions are much higher
  


10      because of licensing.
  


11             So you have a bit of the reverse Robin Hood
  


12      effect of individuals losing because they can't afford
  


13      it and individuals at the higher income distribution
  


14      getting better services.  So there's a redistribution
  


15      effect as well.
  


16             So when you think about licensing, it's a
  


17      monopoly.  If you don't have a license, you cannot
  


18      providing the service for pay.  So these individuals
  


19      are losing.  Individuals who can't afford the service,
  


20      can't afford the monopoly prices are priced out of the
  


21      market, and that's a group that often is not being
  


22      considered.
  


23             MR. BERRY:  Legislation had authorized the
  


24      study, which is the reason that we're having today's
  


25      panel, to task the Professional Licensing Agency with
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 1      six different issues to study, one of which is whether
  


 2      to provide title protection to individuals who
  


 3      register.  And we've talked a lot today about
  


 4      licensure versus certification.
  


 5             The example that I often give is that currently
  


 6      there are at least four different certification
  


 7      opportunities for our therapists.  The problem is is
  


 8      that regardless of the certification that one obtains,
  


 9      he or she can call him or herself a certified art
  


10      therapist, but there's no way for the consuming public
  


11      to distinguish between the four different
  


12      certification opportunities.
  


13             So if you could spend a few minutes talking
  


14      about the need for title protection, what the title
  


15      might look like to actually mean something if this
  


16      concept were implemented in the state.
  


17             PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Certainly certification
  


18      which is a much better alternative than licensing
  


19      because under certification others can provide those
  


20      services.  Under licensing, it is the idea of a
  


21      monopoly.  In the case of certification, there are
  


22      various forms and levels and certainly part of that is
  


23      determined by the employer who hires these
  


24      individuals.
  


25             Where I'm coming from in Minnesota, Mayo Clinic
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 1      has a reputation to uphold.  If they're hiring
  


 2      unqualified or individuals who are incompetent, very
  


 3      soon they're going to lose their reputation.  So there
  


 4      is a discipline of the market that provides consumers
  


 5      with knowledge about the service that they're
  


 6      providing.
  


 7             Certainly different levels of certification.
  


 8      As in the case of nursing, there are various forms of
  


 9      nurses in terms of their level of skill from nurse
  


10      practitioners to practical nurses to RNs and all those
  


11      -- some of those are licenses, but also, with the case
  


12      of nurse practitioners, those are individuals who are
  


13      certified.
  


14             The same thing is true in medicine.
  


15      Individuals are licensed, and beyond having a basic
  


16      medical degree, individuals are certified in terms of
  


17      providing -- being certified as an internist, being
  


18      certified as a vascular surgeon, and so on.
  


19             So these certifications provide information to
  


20      the consumer, they provide information to the hospital
  


21      as to the quality of that individual.  So the employer
  


22      also has a responsibility.  The consumer, by knowing
  


23      reputation of different hospitals, also makes these
  


24      choices, and the insurance companies.  Oftentimes,
  


25      insurance companies pay extra amounts for certain
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 1      hospitals to be in their network because that hospital
  


 2      has an outstanding reputation and if that hospital
  


 3      isn't in their network, they're going to lose lots of
  


 4      potential customers and patients.
  


 5             MR. BERRY:  Okay.  Let's take it out of the
  


 6      health field and let's just, by example, talk about
  


 7      court reporters.  If I'm someone who wants to be a
  


 8      court reporter and I want to hang out my own shingle,
  


 9      and to get that court reporter training, I can take
  


10      and pass certification opportunity A or I can take and
  


11      pass certification opportunity Z.  Within the
  


12      industry, it's regarded and well known that
  


13      certification opportunity A is far superior to
  


14      certification opportunity Z, but certification
  


15      opportunity Z is less expensive, it would take less
  


16      time for me to obtain, et cetera, et cetera.  So I'm
  


17      going to take certification opportunity Z and now I'm
  


18      holding myself out as a certified court reporter.
  


19             My neighbor who took and passed the
  


20      certification opportunity A is also a -- can call
  


21      himself a certified court reporter.  But without some
  


22      title distinction to the lay consumer, how can we,
  


23      using this type of concept, be able to use title to
  


24      signal that certification opportunity A court reporter
  


25      has a superior skill set than court reporter Z?
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 1             PROFESSOR KLEINER:  I think similar to what
  


 2      often is done with respect to engineers.  If someone
  


 3      has graduated from Purdue, they're known as a very
  


 4      high quality engineer.  If they're going to a much
  


 5      lower quality school, they may not have the types of
  


 6      opportunities that someone who graduates from the top
  


 7      flight engineering school such as the one at Purdue.
  


 8             So certainly that information is available and
  


 9      the quality of the individuals who are graduating from
  


10      one type of school provide a signal to the
  


11      marketplace, the same type of signal as provided in
  


12      terms of certification.
  


13             MR. BERRY:  Okay.  Thank you very much.
  


14             Dr. Kleiner, I know that you also traveled
  


15      quite a distance to be here today and you're
  


16      returning, I guess, immediately, so on behalf of the
  


17      panel and on behalf of the Governor's Office, we'd
  


18      just like to extend our appreciation for you being
  


19      here today and sharing your expertise with us.
  


20             PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Well, thank you for the
  


21      opportunity and I'm delighted that you're looking into
  


22      this very important topic.
  


23             MR. BERRY:  Professor Gary Wolfram.
  


24             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, thank you for having
  


25      me today.  I do want to point out that I have an
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 1      Indianapolis 500 tie.  My wife doesn't let me wear it
  


 2      very often.
  


 3             I'm Gary Wolfram.  My Ph.D. is from the
  


 4      University of California at Berkeley.  I have been
  


 5      teaching at Hillsdale College since January of 1989.
  


 6      My policy experience is for several years I was the
  


 7      economist for the Senate Majority Cause staff in
  


 8      Michigan.  I was deputy state treasurer in Michigan
  


 9      and I was chief of staff to Congressman Nick Smith
  


10      from Michigan 7th District, and so this allowed me to
  


11      get an idea of how government actually works.
  


12             One of my specialties in the academic arena was
  


13      what's called public choice, public finance, studying
  


14      how government works, and one of my former students
  


15      actually induced me to come for the first time and go
  


16      into the policy staff just because I was always saying
  


17      in theory this is how it works instead of see how it
  


18      really works.
  


19             But one of the things I found in my public
  


20      policy experience was to always start from what is the
  


21      proper role of government?  Whatever we're doing, is
  


22      this the proper role of government?  And you can go
  


23      back 17th Century, John Locke on civil government
  


24      basically saying why did we form government in the
  


25      first place?  (Inaudible)  Why did we form government
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 1      in the first place?  We formed government basically to
  


 2      protect ourselves, to protect our property, to protect
  


 3      our lives.
  


 4             If you go to Bastiat, Frederic Bastiat, wrote
  


 5      in 1850, wrote the book called The Law.  In it, it
  


 6      said that government is the collective organization of
  


 7      our natural right to self defense.  Then we can go to
  


 8      (inaudible) Nobel prize winner in economics and
  


 9      constitution of liberty, he said that the role of
  


10      government is to minimize the total amount of
  


11      coercion, that if we don't have government, the strong
  


12      would prey upon the weak.
  


13             And so whatever we're doing in government, I
  


14      make it so that we have the maximum of freedom and we
  


15      have the minimum of coercion.  It doesn't mean we
  


16      shouldn't have any government.  As Hobbes said, in the
  


17      state of anarchy, life is solitary, poor, nasty,
  


18      brutish, and short.
  


19             So the focus, I think, that has been rightly
  


20      taken here is is this the proper role of government?
  


21      What is the role of government here?  And so what's
  


22      the role of government in licensing and certification?
  


23             Well, the first thing is to protect you against
  


24      fraud because fraud is where you make an exchange and
  


25      you wouldn't have except for the other person
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 1      basically fooled you and so you would not have
  


 2      voluntarily made that exchange.  And so there's a role
  


 3      of government to protect against fraud because it's
  


 4      really a form of theft.
  


 5             So we have to sort of think about, okay, what
  


 6      sort of law should we have about fraud.  Well, we
  


 7      could just have a law that says you can go sue the
  


 8      person if they have fraud, and that might be sort of
  


 9      expensive to do.  So we might have a law that says you
  


10      know what, you have to have this license first because
  


11      if I grant out licenses, then there might be less
  


12      fraud and it's cheaper to do the licensing than it is
  


13      to have people do fraud one at a time.
  


14             For example, we could just have no speed
  


15      limits, which they do on the autobahn in Germany.  We
  


16      could have no speed limits on the road and say, well,
  


17      if someone crashes into you, then you can sue them,
  


18      but it might be cheaper to say, well, you know,
  


19      there's a higher probability of having a crash if
  


20      we're over 65 miles an hour and so what we're going to
  


21      do is we're going to prevent crashing by having a law
  


22      that says you can't drive over 65 miles an hour.  So
  


23      I'm sort of looking at the licensing from that idea.
  


24             Now, as you just heard, there isn't a whole lot
  


25      of coordination or correlation -- there's not a
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 1      significant amount of correlation between licensing
  


 2      and performance.  Dr. Kleiner's work, if you look at
  


 3      it in detail meaning there's a lot of that coming from
  


 4      his work, and if we look at what is the unintended
  


 5      consequences of licensing, then we can see that
  


 6      there's these costs involved.
  


 7             And Bastiat said the difference between a good
  


 8      economist and a bad economist is the bad economist
  


 9      sees the seen, the good economist sees the unforeseen.
  


10             So, for example, if we license, we'd say okay,
  


11      we can see that these people have licenses and we can
  


12      see that people don't have to look very hard to judge
  


13      quality, et cetera.  What we don't see is that I may
  


14      not get to purchase the product or the service at all
  


15      because by the licensing what I've done is I've
  


16      restricted the supply.  I mean that's why the price of
  


17      these services goes up is because we've restricted the
  


18      supply.
  


19             Now, who loses from that restriction of supply
  


20      are the poor, lower middle class, people who can't
  


21      afford to get that product at all.  It may be that the
  


22      reason that you didn't take your kid to the doctor is
  


23      because you couldn't afford to see the doctor, but you
  


24      might have gone to a nurse practitioner that said,
  


25      "You know what, your kid has got pink eye," and only
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 1      charge you 10 bucks to make that diagnosis.  So one of
  


 2      the things that we want to do is to allow a broad
  


 3      range of consumer choice.
  


 4             Now, one of the problems here is that I might
  


 5      have what's called asymmetric information.  That's
  


 6      what George Akerlof who was my professor at Berkeley
  


 7      and won the Nobel prize.  One of the reasons he won
  


 8      the Nobel prize is for pointing out that there's a
  


 9      problem with asymmetric information.  That is I'm
  


10      selling the service, in this particular instance, I'm
  


11      selling the service, I know about how good I am as an
  


12      electrician but you don't.  And so that gives you the
  


13      chance as the electrician to sell a lousy service.
  


14      And if you aren't going out and buying services very
  


15      frequently, then that could be a problem.
  


16             So one of the reasons for licensing would be to
  


17      say, okay, if we license you, the consumer knows that
  


18      you meet a certain standard.  The problem is licensing
  


19      doesn't necessarily do that.  That is licensing says
  


20      they met these qualifications but that still doesn't
  


21      necessarily make me a good electrician.  I mean I
  


22      could go in and do a lousy job.  In fact, I may try to
  


23      cut costs here or do things there and you still might
  


24      not get a very good service even though I've been
  


25      licensed.
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 1             So what you folks are looking at, I think, is
  


 2      the proper way to do this.  What this is going to do
  


 3      is say, you know what, we're going to give some
  


 4      information to consumers.  We're going to say these
  


 5      people, if they meet certain standards, have this
  


 6      qualification and, therefore, they're certified.
  


 7             And, as Adam Berry just pointed out, that, you
  


 8      know, you might have different levels of it.  You
  


 9      might say, okay, you're a Class A certified
  


10      electrician, you're a Class B certified electrician,
  


11      you're a Class C certified electrician so that the
  


12      consumer might be able to tell it.
  


13             So what you're really doing is providing
  


14      information; right?  And that's one of the things that
  


15      you do and you're trying to provide information to the
  


16      licensing process, but that results in a restriction
  


17      in supply and driving up the price.  You should
  


18      provide information through the certification process
  


19      and say, you know, anybody that wants to give
  


20      manicures can give manicures.  If they meet this
  


21      certain standard, we're going to say they're a Class A
  


22      certified manicurist or something else.
  


23             Notice that what will happen is the market will
  


24      start to provide that information more directly now
  


25      because I might form the manicurists association and
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 1      you become a member of the manicurists association if
  


 2      you do X, Y, and Z.  And so then as I look out into
  


 3      the marketplace, people will say, you know what, I see
  


 4      that they're a member of the, you know, worldwide or
  


 5      national manicurists association and this gives me
  


 6      better information and so I'm going to go to them.
  


 7      So, as that happens, my association has a reason to
  


 8      coordinate what I'm requiring to performance.  Under
  


 9      licensing, there's no reason to do that.
  


10             How do you get licensing?  You don't have
  


11      people coming in to you and saying, gee, Mr. Senator
  


12      or Mrs. State Representative, I really wish you would
  


13      start licensing manicurists because I'm really worried
  


14      about it.  No.  What happens is I know that you can
  


15      restrict the supply of (inaudible) my profession.
  


16             So what am I going to do?  I'm going to say,
  


17      oh, let's go and have a license and we will figure out
  


18      what has to be in those licenses.  I'm pretty sure
  


19      that anybody that writes out what the licensing
  


20      requirements are are getting information from
  


21      somebody, somebody that is in the profession already.
  


22             So I don't have an incentive in the political
  


23      process.  We sort of think how the political process
  


24      works.  I have an incentive to enter -- because you
  


25      guys can restrict the supply, I have an incentive to
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 1      enter and get those things that will restrict the
  


 2      supply but not necessarily result in performance.  So
  


 3      certification keeps the market going.
  


 4             Notice that -- let's just think about going to
  


 5      McDonald's.  You're driving along.  You're in
  


 6      Louisville, Kentucky and you see a McDonald's sign.
  


 7      You pull in; right?  Why do you pull into the
  


 8      McDonald's?  Because you know that McDonald's is
  


 9      making sure that if they do a lousy job, then what
  


10      will happen?  They'll lose their franchise; right?
  


11      They'll take their franchise.
  


12             Do we really think that the U.S. Department of
  


13      Agriculture or Food and Drug Administration is going
  


14      around looking in every McDonald's in America?
  


15      They're not.  The reason that you trust McDonald's or
  


16      Wendy's or Burger King or any of these other things is
  


17      because you know that they have to meet a certain
  


18      standard to provide quality, not to restrict the
  


19      supply but to improve the quality.
  


20             That's what certification does.  Certification
  


21      is a method that you can go out and say, hey, these
  


22      people have met certain standards.  You might say,
  


23      "How do you get to be certified?"  Well, you have to
  


24      be a member of the professional association that's out
  


25      there, you have to be a member of the Michigan Bar
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 1      Association, or you have to be a member of the Indiana
  


 2      Bar Association.
  


 3             So you would pick those things that provide
  


 4      information to the consumer rather than those things
  


 5      that the lobbyist for the association comes in and
  


 6      says, hey, we want you to make it so that only our
  


 7      folks can practice this thing.
  


 8             Now, there are certainly professions where, as
  


 9      Dr. Kleiner talked about, was what economists call
  


10      externalities, that is if you're a bad -- let's say I
  


11      buy a cheap electrician.  I don't buy a licensed
  


12      electrician.  So he comes in, does bad wiring, house
  


13      burns down, burns my neighbor's house down, okay?
  


14      That's a problem.  There's a role for govern --
  


15             That's like the driving fast.  I'm going to
  


16      have a law against driving fast even though I'm really
  


17      not trying to prevent driving fast.  I'm trying to
  


18      prevent accidents, and driving fast is very well
  


19      correlated with accidents.
  


20             So you might say, okay, here is a profession,
  


21      electricians.  Hey, there's a chance my purchase of a
  


22      bad electrician is going to end up with your house
  


23      burning down, we'll have a license for that.  I will
  


24      bet you that if you went through that list, you would
  


25      find that that is not the case with the vast majority
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 1      of those things.  It's certainly not going to be the
  


 2      case for people wandering in saying, oh, this needs to
  


 3      be regulated, this needs to be licensed, this needs to
  


 4      be licensed.
  


 5             Your role is to protect life, liberty, and
  


 6      property.  If by -- and, again, you have to think
  


 7      about it in consequences.  If you say you can only
  


 8      practice a certain type of medicine if you have a
  


 9      license and that restricts the supply, the problem is
  


10      I might not go get it; right?  And then they cause a
  


11      bigger problem than if I went to one that wasn't very
  


12      good.
  


13             So that's going to be a balancing act about
  


14      what are we going to do in terms in licensing health
  


15      professions.  Okay.  I don't want somebody spreading
  


16      influenza around because the doctor made the wrong
  


17      diagnosis, but, on the other hand, I don't want
  


18      somebody not going anywhere to seek medical care
  


19      because we restricted the supply of it so much that
  


20      the price has gone up so high.
  


21             So that's the type of thing that, again, you
  


22      need to sort of think about and understand what the
  


23      risks are.  But you're going the right direction with
  


24      the certification because, A, it provides the
  


25      information, and B, provides a way to ensure quality
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 1      service because if I'm the national manicurist
  


 2      association, I'm not going to let everybody be
  


 3      national manicurists because the information that the
  


 4      national manicurist association is providing is
  


 5      useless to you.
  


 6             So they have an incentive to do it the right
  


 7      way, the same way that I have incentive if I'm
  


 8      McDonald's Corporation to make sure that every
  


 9      franchise meets certain standards regardless of
  


10      whether the federal government is running in, you
  


11      know, checking the back room.  I guarantee you they're
  


12      not.
  


13             And mostly what happens in an economy is market
  


14      -- the market process results in the service being
  


15      provided at the highest level.  People will find out.
  


16             Again, if I'm going to have brain surgery and I
  


17      find out, that's a problem.  I may not want to allow
  


18      everybody to be a brain surgeon.  So some things,
  


19      licensing is going to work, but, you know, very few of
  


20      those things and probably the very few of most things
  


21      do you need that.
  


22             Notice also that the consumer believes if
  


23      you're licensed, you're okay.  They think they don't
  


24      have to go out and try to figure it out and ask their
  


25      neighbor, you know, who is a good --
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 1             Hillsdale, we're 40 miles from the nearest
  


 2      four-lane road, okay?  It's not the end of the world,
  


 3      but you can see it from there.  So how do I decide
  


 4      where to take my car in?  I ask around; right?  And
  


 5      if, you know, your car needs auto care and, you know,
  


 6      a lot of people are saying, "Hey, don't take your car
  


 7      to Carnie's," guess what?  You won't be there.  You'll
  


 8      go out of business.  When consumers think that the
  


 9      government is making that decision for them, they're
  


10      going to do a lot less of it and so what will happen
  


11      is you won't get good outcome.
  


12             As you've heard earlier, you know, you get
  


13      better quality from certification rather than from
  


14      licensing in general.  You restrict the supply of
  


15      occupations.  You drive up cost to consumers.  You
  


16      make it -- for example, I could not go teach this to
  


17      an eighth grade class in the State of Michigan, all
  


18      right?  Now, I have a Ph.D. from Berkeley and I got a
  


19      lot of years of teaching at various universities and
  


20      colleges, okay?  I can't teach an eighth grade class.
  


21             If I decided, okay, I'm going to retire;
  


22      although, whenever I talk about retiring, my wife
  


23      says, "You know, Gary, people retire to your job."
  


24      But if I decide to retire and say, hey, you know what,
  


25      I'd like to go teach eighth grade at Davis Middle
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 1      School in Hillsdale, I can't do it.  What do I have to
  


 2      do?  I got to go spend two years getting some sort of
  


 3      certification.  I'm not going to do that.
  


 4             And so what you do with these licensing
  


 5      requirements, you make it so that people just aren't
  


 6      going to take the time to go meet this standard, okay?
  


 7      They're just not going to do it.  So you're going to
  


 8      restrict the amount of people that could be providing
  


 9      these services.  So, with that, thank you.
  


10             MR. RHOAD:  First of all, thank you,
  


11      Dr. Wolfram, for coming today.  At full disclosure,
  


12      Dr. Wolfram was my econ professor in Hillsdale and we
  


13      first met in 1997.  But one of the things that you
  


14      would not have known is you referenced the licensing
  


15      of an electrician, and if you look at our list of 250
  


16      different professions, you'll realize that they're the
  


17      only profession not licensed.  So somehow you're right
  


18      in looking at what the role of government is, where
  


19      have we gotten along the way and looking at regulatory
  


20      paperwork and making sure that we continue to make
  


21      Indiana a state that works.  Has this list gotten off
  


22      of its original mission of that protection of, you
  


23      know, life and property?
  


24             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Oh, I mean this list -- if
  


25      you were to start de novo and did not have the
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 1      political process, you wouldn't have created this
  


 2      list.  I mean if you just need to go down there and
  


 3      say, okay, what consumers came in and said, oh, my
  


 4      gosh, I need this cosmetology salon to be licensed.  I
  


 5      can guarantee you that did not happen.  I can
  


 6      guarantee you what happened was some lobbying
  


 7      organization that restricts the supply of that came in
  


 8      and asked for it.
  


 9             Bastiat, when he was talking about when
  


10      government goes beyond the protection of life,
  


11      liberty, and property says what will happen is -- he
  


12      talks about that legalized plunder.  He says the
  


13      plundered classes will attempt to engage in the making
  


14      of the law.
  


15             What he meant by that is once you have
  


16      established this is what the government can do to
  


17      restrict entry or to give me an advantage over some
  


18      other business, I will go try to do it.  And so what
  


19      you do is you give yourself, as a legislator, you give
  


20      yourself more work because I -- and once I see the
  


21      cosmetology folks do that and I'm some other
  


22      organization, I don't know, fingernail painting, I'll
  


23      have it.  I'll go, wow, the cosmetology guys can get
  


24      that, I'll try, too.  And so I'll go hire someone like
  


25      a lobbyist and they'll come in and then meet with you
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 1      and da, da, da, da, but what's driving that is this
  


 2      list here.
  


 3             If you just certify them and said I can go pick
  


 4      anyone I want, I have an incentive to try to become
  


 5      certified.  Because why?  Because that tells people
  


 6      about information about how the quality of my product
  


 7      or service.  I'm not doing it to try to keep other
  


 8      people from coming in.
  


 9             MR. RHOAD:  I mean if a consumer wanted to have
  


10      a (inaudible) on a regulated profession or an
  


11      unregulated profession to effect consumer choice, if I
  


12      were to get on Twitter today and say, "I received
  


13      horrible service at the Acme Barber Shop," is that
  


14      going to have more of an immediate effect, do you
  


15      think, on their bottom line than it is through the
  


16      consumer complaint process that we have?
  


17             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, certainly.  I'm
  


18      pretty still old-fashioned.  I just use a chalkboard
  


19      and blackboard.  But, yeah, you have Twitter.
  


20             When I go to look for a hotel in San Francisco,
  


21      one of the first things I do is I go to Trip Advisor,
  


22      right, because people are telling me or if you get on
  


23      Walmart to buy something, right, it will have reviews
  


24      there.  And so you have access to reviews that you
  


25      didn't have, you know, 20, 15 years ago.
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 1             If I were, you know, let's say today I wanted
  


 2      to get a haircut here in Indianapolis before I went
  


 3      home.  I could get my pocket computer here which
  


 4      sometimes operates as a phone, anyway, I could get on
  


 5      here and find out all sorts of reviews of barber shops
  


 6      here.  There's not nearly the need to do these things
  


 7      that there was years ago.
  


 8             MR. RHOAD:  So where do you start?
  


 9             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  I'd start from position and
  


10      just work my way through.  And if you make the case
  


11      that says, you know what, there's large externalities
  


12      that if, you know, the use of this thing could cause
  


13      problems for other people if I make the wrong choice
  


14      or there's a big example of fraud possibility or
  


15      there's not good information.
  


16             For example, if I got in a car crash on the way
  


17      home, they're going to take me to some emergency ER
  


18      place; right?  I'm not going to make that choice.  So
  


19      I just assume that you guys have made sure that people
  


20      had a certain standard to be able to be in there
  


21      because -- now, over time what will happen is that
  


22      poor emergency service will -- you know, the hospital
  


23      doesn't do a very good job, over time it will go away.
  


24             But you might say there's some occupations that
  


25      it's -- you're better off having the speed limit.  You
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 1      know, my idea of the speed limit.  We're going to
  


 2      license these things, but that's got to be pretty
  


 3      correlate -- what you might do is look through what
  


 4      the licensing requirements are for these things, even
  


 5      if you're gonna decide you're gonna license them.
  


 6             You might go through and say, okay, does this
  


 7      thing really correlate somehow with making it more
  


 8      safe for the public or does it make it so that there's
  


 9      less chance of this thing causing damage to other
  


10      people if I make the wrong choice.
  


11             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I just want to -- I think
  


12      you are also assuming a certain level of
  


13      sophistication by our consumers that might not always
  


14      exist, especially if children and teenagers are
  


15      consumers, or, you know, we do have a low degree of
  


16      literacy here in Indiana.  In 2003, I believe it was
  


17      right around the 15 percent mark.  You know, one of
  


18      the lowest college completion rates.  I think we're at
  


19      about 26 percent.
  


20             So, you know, while we do for most of us, many
  


21      of us, I shouldn't say "most," have these devices and
  


22      we have access to all kinds of information, we still
  


23      have a sizable population that does not and I haven't
  


24      even begun to think through what this means to
  


25      economic privilege or even the question of age, you
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 1      know, for people that can't or never will, you know,
  


 2      access information this way.  Not that that should
  


 3      necessarily influence everything here, but I'd be
  


 4      interested in hearing your thoughts about, you know,
  


 5      those people that are -- people that can't read, the
  


 6      people that don't have computers, the people that, you
  


 7      know -- we have a very high degree of high school
  


 8      dropouts.  How does that mix in with what you're
  


 9      saying?
  


10             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah.  The question is can
  


11      you, as a legislator, make a better decision about
  


12      what is good for them than they can.  I mean that's
  


13      one thing.  One thing is to say we are not going to
  


14      let you make that choice because we don't think it's
  


15      good for you to make that choice.  That's one idea.  I
  


16      would say that's not a very good way to approach it.
  


17             On the other hand, you could say, hmm, it's
  


18      really hard to find out information about this
  


19      particular thing for whomever.  If that's true, then
  


20      you have a better argument for licensing, but
  


21      certification is going to provide the information.
  


22             If I want to know -- all licensing does is
  


23      exclude entry above certification.  So the real
  


24      question is -- I mean you guys are going to certify.
  


25      You're going to say, okay, this auto repair shop, you
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 1      know.  And 47 percent of the adult population of the
  


 2      City of Detroit has been estimated as functionally
  


 3      illiterate.  I mean what do you do about that?
  


 4             I think the way to do it is what you guys are
  


 5      considering, that is you certify.  State goes, okay,
  


 6      these guys met these standards.
  


 7             Now, I can choose to not go to a certified
  


 8      person if I want, but I'm making that choice because
  


 9      you've just told me these guys are certified and these
  


10      guys aren't.  And if you told me that and you say, no,
  


11      you can't go to somebody that doesn't meet the
  


12      standard even though you know this person is certified
  


13      and this one is not, then you're more doing the you're
  


14      going to make the wrong choice and I'm going to keep
  


15      you from making that choice.  And part of the problem
  


16      with doing that is that you make it so that people
  


17      don't have opportunity that they otherwise would have.
  


18             That's really what licensing -- one of the
  


19      things it does is it costs.  There's a benefit to
  


20      everything and a cost to everything and one of the
  


21      costs of licensing is you preclude opportunity for
  


22      people that would otherwise be able to at least get,
  


23      as Friedman said, at least get the Chevy version of
  


24      it.
  


25             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I understand what you
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 1      were saying earlier, too.  I'm just really thinking
  


 2      about that 15-year-old girl.  Maybe she's a high
  


 3      school dropout and she wants to go get her fingernails
  


 4      painted.  I mean if you look at manicures, I mean it's
  


 5      not just fingernail painting (inaudible).  Rampant
  


 6      nail fungus, all kinds of things that happen there.
  


 7      So, you know, with licensing, it's creating the club.
  


 8      You get to play; you don't get to play.  You know, are
  


 9      you licensed or not?
  


10             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  But certification --
  


11             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  So certification is the
  


12      more nuance thing.  Certification means that everyone
  


13      gets to play, and I might not be sophisticated enough
  


14      to know what -- or I might be limited by my choices.
  


15      I can't drive.  I can't access the certified.  I can't
  


16      afford the certified, you know, many different things,
  


17      o it might drive me into decisions that are unwise.
  


18             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, what you just said is
  


19      if I have certification -- first of all, children,
  


20      people who have not reached the age of reason, yeah,
  


21      you can have lots of -- you can say you can't -- you
  


22      probably can't sell cigarettes to people under a
  


23      certain age here in the State of Indiana probably, and
  


24      that's probably true everywhere.  You can't probably
  


25      drive to buy liquor under a certain -- and every state
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 1      will have it.
  


 2             But what you just said was if I can't afford to
  


 3      go to a certified person and I'm going to go over
  


 4      here, there's at least going to be more opportunity
  


 5      for me to go to a certified person than if you license
  


 6      them.  If you license it, you're going to restrict the
  


 7      supply and say, okay, there's no licensed manicurist
  


 8      anywhere in my little area.  I can't get a manicure.
  


 9             Whereas if you have certification, you'd say,
  


10      okay, there's opportunities here.  You can go to this
  


11      certified manicurist.  And if you say, well, gee, but
  


12      they might choose to go to a noncertified manicurist,
  


13      I mean that's their choice.  We can't step in as a
  


14      legislature and say we know what's best for you.
  


15             Children, like I said, minors, whole different
  


16      story.  You could have minors can't get manicures
  


17      without a certified manicurist or something like that;
  


18      right?  Because, realistically, I'll bet there's a lot
  


19      of people doing manicures that aren't licensed right
  


20      now.
  


21             MR. BERRY:  You have to be licensed.
  


22             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  You have to be, right,
  


23      yeah, but I'm just saying I'll bet there's a lot of
  


24      people that might be manicurists --
  


25             MR. RHOAD:  Are you talking about unlicensed --
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 1             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yes.  I think there's
  


 2      probably a lot.  I mean I would guess that there's
  


 3      somebody in certain neighborhoods that can manicure
  


 4      your nails.  You know, your neighbor, you know,
  


 5      manicures your nails or something without having a
  


 6      license.
  


 7             So you're not going to preclude people from
  


 8      doing -- making the wrong choice.  I mean it's very
  


 9      hard for a legislator to pass a law or pass a
  


10      regulation that really keeps people from doing the
  


11      wrong choice.  You're more likely to get unintended
  


12      consequences from that.
  


13             REPRESENTATIVE MCMILLIN:  To take off on that
  


14      point, the distinction you make between licensed and
  


15      unlicensed who are still performing the manicures
  


16      versus certified, not certified, and they're all able
  


17      to, some just have the certification.  I just want you
  


18      to correct me if I'm wrong, but it would seem to me
  


19      what you're talking about is basically a distinction
  


20      between the original black market being created for
  


21      manicures and you have licensing (inaudible) aren't
  


22      allowed to and a market where you have certified
  


23      versus uncertified.  The discrepancy between the
  


24      ability of people providing the manicures is probably
  


25      going to be much greater between licensing and black
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 1      market and you're going to have less opportunity for
  


 2      the general public to be able to converse about those
  


 3      things so that people would know that this person over
  


 4      here who is not certified is not very good.  You
  


 5      shouldn't go there.  If it's the black market, they're
  


 6      not gonna want to be talking about it so that
  


 7      conversation isn't going to be had.  So it would seem
  


 8      to me that what you are providing is a better
  


 9      opportunity for those people who may be on the verge
  


10      of being able to afford it or not to have an idea of
  


11      what the difference between a certified person is
  


12      versus a noncertified person than you would out of
  


13      somebody who is licensed (inaudible).
  


14             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  I would give you 10 out of
  


15      10 on that one.  That was a very good answer.  I think
  


16      because -- I think you got to look at what the single
  


17      mom in the City of Indianapolis or I always pick
  


18      Detroit because, you know, I'm from Michigan, what the
  


19      single mom in the City of Detroit is going to do
  


20      because we don't live in their neighborhood probably.
  


21      And I think what happens is there's going to get
  


22      unintended consequences of licensure, that it's not
  


23      these things aren't happening.  They're happening.  We
  


24      just don't see it because we live in the middle class
  


25      or upper middle class neighborhoods.
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 1             So there probably is some black market out
  


 2      there.  In any of these professions, there's probably,
  


 3      you know, maybe not things that only high-end people
  


 4      can afford anyway, but there's probably lots of things
  


 5      in there that people are out there practicing it
  


 6      without any sort of oversight and, you know, the
  


 7      market probably works okay, but it's not going to be
  


 8      as good as if I could provide that information with a
  


 9      certification.
  


10             You know, again, you don't need to certify
  


11      everything because, you know -- anything where you
  


12      have asymmetric information where I'm going to know a
  


13      lot more about my service than you're going to know as
  


14      a consumer.  That's the type of thing that would be
  


15      certified.  And then whatever would have high
  


16      externality costs or opportunity for fraud, those
  


17      would be things that you would license.
  


18             MR. BERRY:  If I may ask a --
  


19             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  I haven't convinced you.
  


20             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I'm thinking.  I'm a
  


21      thinker.
  


22             MR. BERRY:  If I may ask -- and I'm probably
  


23      not going to phrase this as eloquently as you did
  


24      earlier, but you made what I consider to be a very
  


25      important point, which is that with the higher number
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 1      of certification entities, they're going to, in
  


 2      essence, be competing against each other to be the
  


 3      premiere certification opportunity.  So there's more
  


 4      likely the chance that they're going to correlate
  


 5      qualification with performance.
  


 6             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yes.
  


 7             MR. BERRY:  And this is a point that I was
  


 8      asking Dr. Kleiner.  This concept of
  


 9      self-certification registration relies on IPLA to
  


10      identify which of the certification opportunities that
  


11      exist the State wants to recognize as the premiere or
  


12      the standard certification opportunity, and there
  


13      might be more than one.
  


14             What can we do either from a selection process
  


15      or offering a particular title to an individual who
  


16      registers to help communicate the information to the
  


17      public?  As we've referenced and talked about a lot
  


18      during the afternoon, it's one thing to say I'm a
  


19      certified plumber, but we need to separate someone who
  


20      has certification A from certification Z.  So how can
  


21      we effect that?
  


22             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, as I said, you look
  


23      at the research and what do you find?  There's not
  


24      strong correlation, as I said before, between what's
  


25      required and output, and the reason is because under
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 1      the licensing structure, it's done through the
  


 2      political process as opposed to I've got an incentive
  


 3      to make consumers happy.
  


 4             So you have to convey -- you have to have some
  


 5      mechanism of saying this -- because I'll advertise it;
  


 6      right?  If I'm a manicurist and you give me this
  


 7      certification, I'm going to put it in my window,
  


 8      right, certification A.  And the market will
  


 9      distribute that information probably pretty well.
  


10             But you should -- if you're going to have
  


11      different levels of standard, then you need to somehow
  


12      identify that, either through a different title or,
  


13      you know, Class A, Class B or whatever.  And it will
  


14      take a while for that to filter through, you know, the
  


15      population of the State of Indiana, but it will -- I
  


16      have every incentive if I'm the manicurist association
  


17      to start advertising that; right?  Because you're not
  


18      the only one going to be trying to tell the people.  I
  


19      have every incentive to try to tell the people.  And
  


20      when you get these associations, there will be an
  


21      encouragement to form associations that have standards
  


22      of quality.
  


23             Best Western, I mean that's really a lot of
  


24      what franchises are about, like I said before.  When
  


25      you go into that Arby's, you know, you're expecting a
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 1      certain quality of product.  And guess what?  You
  


 2      don't always get it; right?
  


 3             I mean, you know, if you travel around in your
  


 4      car and drive around dinner states or different
  


 5      cities, things that are certified Best Western hotels,
  


 6      right, they're probably better than the Motel 6.  I
  


 7      don't want to advertise (inaudible).  I'm just using
  


 8      that as a theoretical example.
  


 9             But, you know, you see a Sheridan, what do you
  


10      do?  You think, okay, I'm going to pay more for the
  


11      Sheridan even though you've never been to that
  


12      Sheridan.  You go I'm going to pay more for that
  


13      Sheridan than the Days Inn across the street because I
  


14      know -- I'm not saying because, oh, they're licensed
  


15      by the State of Indiana.  I know that there's a
  


16      certain standard.
  


17             So what you do -- and you will probably find,
  


18      you start (inaudible) process, you'll get different
  


19      types of folks giving you ideas.  You know, okay,
  


20      here's what we require of folks in our association and
  


21      here's what we require of our folks in our
  


22      association, and here's why this results in better
  


23      outcome.
  


24             MR. MILLER:  This is a complicated way to
  


25      phrase a question, but let's take -- you kind of
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 1      created some tiers, if you will.  Kind of heard
  


 2      licensing and certification and registration kind of
  


 3      tied in together as being a very similar concept, but
  


 4      let's take a profession where there's a licensing
  


 5      component and you've identified that maybe we don't
  


 6      need a license for it but registration.
  


 7             Let's suppose that it's someone who receives
  


 8      that service and makes that decision and certification
  


 9      and it turns out they question whether that state
  


10      certification is appropriate.  So, for example, I
  


11      think Adam gave the example of different tiers for a
  


12      court reporter or whatever profession it is and then
  


13      there's no question by someone who has received that
  


14      service whether, in fact, that certification is
  


15      appropriate or whether, in fact, that service that
  


16      that certification is for is properly done.
  


17             Under the licensing regime, we've created a
  


18      system where someone has a complaint about that
  


19      activity, they file that complaint, and then states
  


20      vary.  We have our own system where other states have
  


21      different systems, but eventually someone comes to the
  


22      realization -- and it's not always revocation of the
  


23      license.  Let me just make sure everyone understands
  


24      that that's not the only thing available to the
  


25      various licensing boards and so, you know, they can
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 1      have suspensions, they can have probation, they can
  


 2      have terms of probation, they can have restitution,
  


 3      all kinds of various options.
  


 4             Then in the registration regime, do you
  


 5      contemplate any of that process existing?  And if you
  


 6      do, then how would it be structured?  That's the --
  


 7      because what happens a lot of times is people use the
  


 8      term licensing and certification and registration.
  


 9      What certification really is is licensing light, if
  


10      you will, in some cases.
  


11             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well --
  


12             MR. MILLER:  And I'm just suggesting to you
  


13      that that discipline, that distinction has to be clear
  


14      because I think the consumer choice is good, but then
  


15      if the consumer makes the choice and that choice was
  


16      based upon a certification that may or may not have
  


17      been appropriate, then that's my question is how would
  


18      you envision the system working?  I'm not quarrelling
  


19      with you as much as saying how would this work for me
  


20      as a consumer complaining to someone?  In this case
  


21      right now it's the Attorney General.
  


22             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Right.
  


23             MR. MILLER:  And so, you know, when they do,
  


24      what would be the responsibility?  And, second of all,
  


25      IPLA or the Professional Licensing Agency then would
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 1      have some responsibilities of trying to verify
  


 2      whether, in fact, that person has met those
  


 3      registration requirements because if they do, then the
  


 4      consumer is relying upon that.  As you pointed out,
  


 5      that's a good reliance.  It's a great communication
  


 6      there.
  


 7             So I'm kind of asking multiple different
  


 8      thought processes here.  I'm trying to understand, if
  


 9      you could create the system, how would you create it
  


10      and how would you provide the protection to health and
  


11      safety?  And I would just emphasize health and safety
  


12      to me is more important than fraud; although, health
  


13      and safety and fraud kind of interrelate, but just
  


14      your comments or thoughts.
  


15             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah.  If it's truly a
  


16      health and safety issue with asymmetric information --
  


17      like I said, I get in an accident.  I'm not choosing
  


18      which ER I go to.  It's whatever is the closest one
  


19      there.
  


20             Then I think now you've got licensing.  Most
  


21      professions -- I mean despite the fact you've got a
  


22      big list here, most professions aren't licensed
  


23      anyway.  So what do we normally do?  We go to the
  


24      Better Business Bureau or someone has committed fraud
  


25      and I might go to the Attorney General's Office or
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 1      something like that.  And I sort of envision it that
  


 2      way, that what would happen is -- if you decided you
  


 3      were going to have different tiers of certification
  


 4      and you said, okay, we're going to have Tier A, B, C,
  


 5      if you -- there's gonna be some -- I suppose what I
  


 6      would do is, as a legislator, I would allow the
  


 7      administration to determine what those categories are
  


 8      going to be.
  


 9             And then what happens if I start getting a lot
  


10      of feedback from the constituents and my constituents
  


11      say, wow, you know, you guys have been certifying this
  


12      group of manicurists and they're doing a lousy job.
  


13      Then you got to go to the, you know, the Department of
  


14      Licensing Regulation and say, okay, you got to fix
  


15      this.
  


16             I think you're going to get feedback if you --
  


17      I mean clearly you're going to have to -- you're not
  


18      going to know for certain this certification is, you
  


19      know, better than this one for certain just as I don't
  


20      know that if I put a 55-mile-an-hour speed limit that
  


21      I know I won't have accidents.  You're just going to
  


22      have to make the best decision that way and you're
  


23      going to have to rely on (inaudible).  You got to rely
  


24      probably on the executive branch to put that stuff
  


25      together and if they're doing a lousy job, then you go
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 1      into the executive director here and say, "Hey, you
  


 2      want your appropriations next year?  You better get
  


 3      this fixed," because that's the power of a purse that,
  


 4      you know, any -- and at either level, that makes a
  


 5      difference; right?
  


 6             So if you get -- you can't do it perfectly and
  


 7      now, you know, I don't have a good answer for we know
  


 8      exactly what to do, but I think that your departments
  


 9      will all have to sit down and meet with different
  


10      associations and they will want to get their people
  


11      certified at the highest level, but it will be
  


12      different than where I could exclude entry.
  


13             If I can exclude entry, man, I'm just going to
  


14      overwhelm you guys with -- okay, and I don't know, I'm
  


15      assuming you -- I mean Michigan, we have tons of
  


16      multi-client lobbyists and they come in and they
  


17      influence policy, okay?
  


18             And so somebody is gonna have to decide -- the
  


19      governor is gonna have to appoint the right person to
  


20      make the decision, we're going to accept this
  


21      association's certification and not this one or we're
  


22      going to certify if you meet this -- and if you let
  


23      the associations know that, they'll probably respond
  


24      because they'll want to be certified because it will
  


25      increase the demand for their product.
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 1             Probably what will happen is -- realistically
  


 2      what will happen is you'll sit down with various
  


 3      associations and say, "Okay.  What's normally done
  


 4      here?"  And then you got to just treat it, you know,
  


 5      as you do most occupations.  If people got complaints
  


 6      about a particular business, you go to the Better
  


 7      Business Bureau or if they're committing fraud, then
  


 8      you sue them.
  


 9             MR. RHOAD:  One follow-up question.  You
  


10      mentioned early on that if you wanted to retire, you
  


11      couldn't go teach eighth grade because you don't have
  


12      the license or credential to do that.  Why don't we
  


13      license college professors?
  


14             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, we sort of do; right?
  


15      We don't license them, you're right.  That's a very
  


16      good point.  He was a student of mine.  Yeah, that's a
  


17      very good point.
  


18             We have certification and that certification is
  


19      I got a Ph.D., okay?  But we have a few people
  


20      teaching at Hillsdale College that don't have Ph.D.s
  


21      that are actually tenured professors that never got
  


22      around to doing it and they're good teachers, et
  


23      cetera.  No place requires you to have a Ph.D. but you
  


24      know that if you want to teach at Harvard, you should
  


25      probably get a Ph.D. from Berkeley or Yale or somebody
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 1      else to be able to get there; right?
  


 2             And so there's this -- essentially, you're
  


 3      right, there are tiers of certification there.
  


 4      There's this tier of universities, Ph.D.s from there,
  


 5      you're going to have a pretty broad opening for your
  


 6      job market.  Middle tier, okay, you're not going to be
  


 7      able to teach at one of the top tier even if you're
  


 8      really good.  If you, you know, I don't want to pick a
  


 9      particular university, but, you know --
  


10             MR. BERRY:  DePauw.
  


11             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Second tier.
  


12             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah.  If you're a PC from
  


13      a second-tier university, you're just not going to get
  


14      hired.  No matter how good you are, you're not going
  


15      to get hired at one of the top tiers just because the
  


16      certification process.  And you're exactly right, we
  


17      don't have a licensing for that, yet the market sort
  


18      of sorts that out.
  


19             SENATOR MILLER:  I just have a question, but I
  


20      just want to say having a Ph.D. does not make you a
  


21      good teacher.  We've got colleges full of them.
  


22             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  That's exactly right.
  


23             SENATOR MILLER:  But here's my question because
  


24      I'm not sure I'm buying into the idea that an
  


25      association should be the ones determining
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 1      qualifications for certification or licensure because
  


 2      they are the special interest group and I'm not sure
  


 3      that's the right body and you keep referring to that,
  


 4      so I just want you to speak to that, please.
  


 5             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah.  You will have to
  


 6      choose.  There may be associations that you don't
  


 7      think they're anything other than essentially a labor
  


 8      organization.  There may be associations that you
  


 9      think need good standards and it may be that you're
  


10      going to not choose to certify based on one
  


11      association or another.  I mean that's just a choice
  


12      that you're going to make.
  


13             But, on your first point, I got my Ph.D. with a
  


14      guy -- I probably shouldn't say this, but anyway, he
  


15      wanted to go off and do research; right?  So he goes
  


16      to Columbia -- or Cornell.  He's teaching at Cornell.
  


17      So I was trying to get ahold of him about a month ago
  


18      and I go, oh, I can just look him up just on the
  


19      Internet.  So I look up and then it has a rating of
  


20      professor, so I check on him.  Every single review was
  


21      this is a terrible, horrible teacher, but really big
  


22      in the research end of things.  So you're exactly
  


23      right, but a lot of universities don't really exist to
  


24      teach.  I mean they exist to do other things.
  


25             SENATOR MILLER:  We could have a long
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 1      discussion on that issue, but that's not why we're
  


 2      here today.  Thank you.
  


 3             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Maybe we can take this
  


 4      question off line, too, if we're gonna have time to
  


 5      really discuss it, but I'm having some trouble with
  


 6      your franchise metaphor because you cited the Sheridan
  


 7      as an example and I'm not sure that that really is a
  


 8      clean appropriate metaphor for what you're talking
  


 9      about just because I'm driving up to this
  


10      intersection, I'm pulling over to get a hotel.  I
  


11      might choose to go to the Sheridan because I'm a star
  


12      rewards member.  I might choose because of the
  


13      standardization of experience.  I know exactly what I
  


14      get when I walk into a Sheridan.
  


15             It's a known quantity just like if I were to go
  


16      to Arby's, I know exactly what I'm going to get.  It
  


17      doesn't mean that the quality of different Arby's
  


18      might vary.  I mean I might know one for having a
  


19      terrible, awful restroom so I avoid that one, but I'll
  


20      go to the one across town.
  


21             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  No, and I think you're
  


22      exactly right.  I mean that was sort of my point in
  


23      terms of you know the standardized service and so
  


24      certification --
  


25             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And the product is
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 1      (inaudible), but I think you're confusing it also with
  


 2      brand and brand identity and brand promise and that
  


 3      sort of thing, too, which might not be what an
  


 4      association or certification would offer as well.
  


 5             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah, the point I'm trying
  


 6      to make is that you have numerous ways of identifying
  


 7      what the standard of that product is.  And so, as you
  


 8      pointed out, I know this Sheridan is probably going to
  


 9      look a lot like the Sheridan in Menomonie or the
  


10      Sheridan somewhere else.  Why is that happening?  It's
  


11      happening because Sheridan has an incentive to make
  


12      all their ones look pretty much alike because that's
  


13      the brand.  What the brand really is is --
  


14             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  That's what I'm saying.
  


15      The brand is very (inaudible) --
  


16             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yes.
  


17             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And good at branding that
  


18      and that is -- but that's not a certification.
  


19             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  No, but the certification
  


20      would act like that but isn't.  The certification
  


21      is --
  


22             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  So you're saying
  


23      certification is more like brand and brand consistency
  


24      than franchising?
  


25             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Correct.  What I'm saying
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 1      is that what the franchise does is it's the person or
  


 2      it's the entity that polices the certification, that
  


 3      is the -- you guys are going to be the ones that
  


 4      police the certification or the Attorney General's
  


 5      Office is going to be the one that polices the
  


 6      certification.
  


 7             In the market system, I basically have a
  


 8      similar situation where I'm saying if you drive into a
  


 9      Sheridan, it has these characteristics to it.  And who
  


10      polices that?  Who really polices it is the Sheridan
  


11      organization that says you don't meet that standard,
  


12      I'm pulling your franchise.  Where you would say I'm
  


13      pulling your certification.  We were talking earlier
  


14      --
  


15             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  If you have a responsible
  


16      franchise or entity that grants the franchise because
  


17      there could be (inaudible) volume argument.  They
  


18      don't care how many Subways are out there.
  


19             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah, but what will happen
  


20      is the market will then sort of adjust to that, right,
  


21      because I'll know that, wow, this Subway is way
  


22      different than that Subway and, I mean, so you stop
  


23      going to Subway because Jimmy John's or somebody is
  


24      consistent in their (inaudible).  So (inaudible) is
  


25      sort of like the brand.  It is --
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 1             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  That's what I'm saying.
  


 2      It's more like a brand than a franchise.
  


 3             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  It's like a brand.  And I'm
  


 4      just saying who polices the brand in the case of a
  


 5      franchise is the franchise organization.  Or who would
  


 6      police the brand in this certification system would be
  


 7      the government would police the brand.  Does that make
  


 8      sense?
  


 9             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Yeah.  Let me just ask one
  


10      final question because I think -- I had to get on a
  


11      conference call, so I didn't get to hear all your
  


12      testimony.  You may have answered this, so if you
  


13      have, just say "Asked and answered," and I'll get the
  


14      answer later.
  


15             But I keep hearing these economic periods of a
  


16      free market system and market system creating these
  


17      opportunities and this market will dictate and take
  


18      care of each other, but we're talking about public
  


19      policy versus the free market system.  And I've always
  


20      believed that public policy should somehow produce a
  


21      free market system as much as possible.  As a matter
  


22      of fact, I see (inaudible) policy being the people who
  


23      should take away as much restrictions there are on the
  


24      free market system portal.
  


25             Then I heard the testimony from your earlier
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 1      colleague that licensure creates a monopoly which
  


 2      means now the federal government and the state
  


 3      government is creating a monopoly which I totally
  


 4      disagree with because monopolies have a different
  


 5      characteristic than what he's saying.
  


 6             The question I have for you is:  Does
  


 7      certification in exchange for licensure free the
  


 8      market up in any way?
  


 9             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yes.
  


10             SENATOR TAYLOR:  And if it does, how does it
  


11      free the market up?  If I'm a licensed, for example,
  


12      I'm a licensed attorney, and I keep going back to the
  


13      attorney because I don't know anything else.  Let me
  


14      say this.  If I'm a licensed M.D. -- I have M.D. after
  


15      my name, okay?  I'm not gonna go to a pulmonologist
  


16      versus if I have -- I mean I'm not gonna go to a
  


17      pulmonologist if I've got a tumor in my brain.  If I
  


18      have cardio problems, I'm not gonna go to a
  


19      pulmonologist because they're working on different
  


20      parts of the body, but I am going to go to my medical
  


21      doctor, who is my family doctor, who is going to refer
  


22      me to a cardiologist, a pulmonologist.
  


23             That's what happens when you have licensure.
  


24      It's kind of like going to a generalist and then the
  


25      generalist refers you to a specialist.  Doesn't
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 1      license allow for that?
  


 2             I mean it's like everybody is disregarding the
  


 3      fact that not every doctor does surgery.  Not every
  


 4      surgeon does back surgeon.  Some do spine.  Some do
  


 5      brain.  Some do heart.  Some do -- how does
  


 6      certification change that?  Because that's what we
  


 7      already have.  It's just after the licensure like we
  


 8      were talking about in the case of a nurse
  


 9      practitioner.  How does that change?
  


10             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, the licensure doesn't
  


11      create the monopoly in the sense that there's only one
  


12      seller, but what it does do is make it so that only
  


13      certain people can get the license and practice.
  


14             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Which is a public policy
  


15      concern.
  


16             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Right.  And there may be,
  


17      as I said, there may be instances that you want to do
  


18      that, you know, if there's going to be these
  


19      externalities.  You do a bad job on me and then
  


20      because that happened, it causes problems for my
  


21      neighbor.  You know, you misdiagnose my whatever I
  


22      got, you know, influenza and I give it to my neighbor
  


23      and that causes -- so certainly licensure in the
  


24      health care profession is -- there's always a cost to
  


25      it, though.  I mean the cost is I may not -- because
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 1      you restricted the supply of these things and the
  


 2      price is now going to be higher for me to buy, I may
  


 3      choose not to go to a doctor at all or not to seek any
  


 4      medical profession at all.  So I don't go to a nurse
  


 5      practitioner that maybe could have gotten me out of
  


 6      that.
  


 7             Now, that's a benefit and a cost.  You got to
  


 8      weigh for yourself are the benefits bigger than the
  


 9      costs of that.  And for each of these professions, you
  


10      need to do that.  Is it worth the unintended
  


11      consequences perhaps that happen because I have
  


12      licensed it?  Is that offset by I'm protecting
  


13      property, you know, life, liberty, and property and
  


14      I'm protecting against fraud and protecting against
  


15      externalities?
  


16             For each of these things, you have to go
  


17      through and figure that out.  My guess is that -- what
  


18      you can't do is ignore the costs which is what we tend
  


19      to do; right?  We ignore the cost or we don't see the
  


20      cost.
  


21             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Right.
  


22             PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  We don't see, okay, well,
  


23      that mom with the -- the single mom with three kids in
  


24      Detroit, she doesn't get to have any medical services
  


25      at all because we excluded her.  And you might say,
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 1      okay, yeah, but that's more than offset by these
  


 2      people -- you know, all these people who'll be dying
  


 3      because we had a -- you know, we don't have very good
  


 4      oversight of these medical professions.  So you always
  


 5      got to weigh the benefits and the costs.
  


 6             And the primary cost is opportunity -- first of
  


 7      all, the primary cost is a restriction in the supply
  


 8      so less opportunity for (inaudible) people to buy it
  


 9      and less opportunity for me to go out and try to get a
  


10      job doing that.  I might be an 18-year-old in, you
  


11      know, Flint, Michigan that dropped out of high school
  


12      and I might have a chance to be, you know, be a barber
  


13      or something that I don't get to do that because I
  


14      can't get the barber's license for some reason.  I
  


15      can't read very well.  I can't pass the, you know,
  


16      whatever the characteristics that you need to do to
  


17      get the barber's license.
  


18             So it precludes opportunity and it sort of
  


19      makes it that people don't switch professions or they
  


20      don't have the opportunity to -- as I pointed out
  


21      earlier, if you wanted to move let's say tomorrow, you
  


22      know, Miller Canfield Law Firm calls you up and says,
  


23      hey, love to have you, we'll pay you $400 an hour,
  


24      come on in.  You're going to say, "Sorry, I can't, I
  


25      don't have a license in Michigan," right?
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 1             And so those are the things that we need to
  


 2      think about when we're doing these, that there's a
  


 3      cost to these things.  And it may be that the benefit
  


 4      of licensing for this particular profession outweighs
  


 5      the cost, but we have to realize that there's an
  


 6      incentive for me to please consumers because I'll go
  


 7      out of business and there's an incentive for somebody
  


 8      else -- why Trip Advisor?  Because there's an
  


 9      incentive to provide information to people.  People
  


10      want that information.
  


11             And so if you -- you can't sort of look at the
  


12      world and say, okay, if we got rid of licensing, it
  


13      would look just like today except for no licensing.
  


14      No.  If you got rid of licensing, you'd have all sorts
  


15      of things happening probably that you might not have
  


16      thought of.
  


17             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Thank you.
  


18             MR. RHOAD:  Thank you, Dr. Wolfram.  It was a
  


19      pleasure to have you today.
  


20             MR. BERRY:  Thank you.  The final scheduled
  


21      witness for the day, Lee McGrath.
  


22             MR. MCGRATH:  Well, thank you so much,
  


23      Mr. Chairman, members of the committee.  My name is
  


24      Lee McGrath.  I'm the legislative counsel for the
  


25      Institute for Justice.  You heard from my colleague
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 1      earlier, Dick Carpenter.  He published this research.
  


 2             Senator Miller, it is fun to see you.  You were
  


 3      very kind to me.  You indulged me during a session
  


 4      with an hour and 10 minutes in which we could talk
  


 5      about this issue, so --
  


 6             SENATOR TAYLOR:  She gave you an hour and 10
  


 7      minutes during session?
  


 8             MR. MCGRATH:  Absolutely.
  


 9             SENATOR MILLER:  It was your --
  


10             MR. MCGRATH:  It may have been your committee,
  


11      Senator Taylor.
  


12             SENATOR MILLER:  I wouldn't on my committee.
  


13             SENATOR TAYLOR:  It definitely wasn't my
  


14      committee.
  


15             MR. MCGRATH:  All right.  Very good.  And,
  


16      Representative Hale, I invite you to ask me after my
  


17      discussion about the low information consumer because
  


18      I hope to be able to persuade you that that consumer
  


19      benefits in a world that includes certification.
  


20             And to my fellow attorneys on this side, I'm
  


21      licensed in Wisconsin and happy to talk about that,
  


22      Senator Taylor.  And, Mr. Miller, I am anxious to talk
  


23      with you about remedies and to answer your questions
  


24      about -- and discuss with you, rather, how we might
  


25      think about remedies.
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 1             So thank you very much.  I am a big fan of what
  


 2      you and the governor are attempting to do here in
  


 3      terms of wanting to create more opportunities, wanting
  


 4      to reduce the unemployment rate in Indiana.  I support
  


 5      the proposal, the initiative that you are considering
  


 6      in terms of creating a portal and giving consumers
  


 7      information through that portal.
  


 8             As an attorney, I promise no math in this
  


 9      discussion unless you ask me about Dr. Kleiner --
  


10             MR. MILLER:  (inaudible) used it in your
  


11      economic analysis.
  


12             MR. MCGRATH:  So I'm going to pull you away
  


13      from economics and I'm going to talk to you about
  


14      justice.  The essence of law, the blind justice is
  


15      that like things get treated the same, and your job --
  


16      ultimately your job as public policy officials, it is
  


17      to advance justice.  So I would like to talk about my
  


18      perspective that certification is more just than
  


19      licensing and talk about that in four ways.
  


20             The first way is that as it relates to income
  


21      equity.  Much discussion is currently going on in the
  


22      gap between the rich and the poor.  Licensing
  


23      exacerbates income inequality.
  


24             There's a big difference between unions.
  


25      Unions tend to shrink the difference between the high
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 1      and low wages.  By contrast, licensing exac -- widens
  


 2      the difference between high wagers and low wagers.
  


 3      Licensing moves in the very opposite direction of the
  


 4      concern that you and other public policy makers have
  


 5      in this country which is bluntly the rich are getting
  


 6      richer.
  


 7             Why does this happen?  Because licensing blocks
  


 8      entry.  It blocks opportunity.  And it does this in
  


 9      some very important and powerful ways that I'd like to
  


10      discuss with you, but at the heart of this from a
  


11      justice perspective, licensing is a problem that
  


12      certification doesn't have.
  


13             One of the ways in which licensing blocks entry
  


14      is in terms of it sets educational requirements and it
  


15      sets only one path to educational requirements.  If
  


16      you want to be a licensed interior designer, if you
  


17      want to be a licensed electrician, if you want to be a
  


18      licensed cosmetologist, there is only one path to go,
  


19      and oftentimes that path is influenced in the
  


20      political process by professors and trade schools and
  


21      others who want a large and expensive curriculum.
  


22             How is it that it takes 1500 hours to become an
  


23      athletic trainer, as my colleague's point, but only
  


24      100 hours to become an EMT?  Well, clearly the
  


25      athletic trainers, cosmetology schools, they want a
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 1      big curriculum, they want an expensive curriculum.
  


 2             And so licensing, in essence, is at the --
  


 3      stands for an 18-year-old.  That 18-year-old has a
  


 4      one-time decision and if he can afford it, that
  


 5      18-year-old can make an investment in education, but
  


 6      it's an expensive investment and so that 18-year-old
  


 7      better choose right.  It punishes those 18-year-olds
  


 8      who don't have the resources or the time to make that
  


 9      investment in the cosmetology school, in the athletic
  


10      training education, in these extended and large,
  


11      large --
  


12             So if you are concerned about a learning gap,
  


13      licensing exacerbates that concern because you are
  


14      saying the only -- there is one path and it is an
  


15      academic path.  Licensing cuts out the path of
  


16      learning on the job, learning as an apprentice.  So it
  


17      rewards the rich.  It rewards those who have access to
  


18      education and punishes those that don't.
  


19             Licensing also punishes women who make career
  


20      decisions and all those who change careers in mid
  


21      life.  A woman who leaves the workforce, raises
  


22      children, and wants to come back into the workforce
  


23      faces -- may face a very large licensing requirement
  


24      that is unnecessary given the skills that she has.
  


25             Let me give you an example for that.  In
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 1      Minneapolis, I worked with an extraordinary woman who
  


 2      counsels families when their children have been shot
  


 3      in North Minneapolis.  She is not a licensed funeral
  


 4      director, but she is providing the comfort in these
  


 5      situations of tragedy far greater, in often cases,
  


 6      than what a funeral director is able to do.
  


 7             Unfortunately, the oligopoly, the cartel -- not
  


 8      the monopoly, Senator Taylor, but the oligopoly
  


 9      prohibits her from earning a penny.  She's able to
  


10      provide her counsel because she does it for free, but
  


11      she has all the skills in terms of finding a cemetery
  


12      that gives away free lots, working with Hamilton
  


13      County to get the subsidies for the casket.  She is
  


14      just as skilled as anyone working in that licensed
  


15      occupation but she's prohibited from earning even a
  


16      small bit of remuneration for that.
  


17             Here's a woman who started in one occupation,
  


18      developed skills in another, and if she wanted to
  


19      exercise those skills, she would be blocked by the
  


20      occupational licensing laws of the State of Minnesota.
  


21             So, in other words, it's unjust when it comes
  


22      to earnings, it's unjust when it comes to education,
  


23      and it's unjust when it comes to midlife transfers.
  


24             The fourth area that licensing is unjust is in
  


25      regards to interstate mobility, and you know this,
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 1      Senator.  You and your colleagues, Representative
  


 2      Hale, you and your colleagues made it easier for
  


 3      military veterans in the last couple of sessions to
  


 4      come to Indiana and have their skills recognized.
  


 5      Now, why did you do that?  Because you realized that
  


 6      the criteria that Indiana may set is really redundant
  


 7      to the criteria that these military people have -- the
  


 8      skills that these military people have gained through
  


 9      their experiences in the Armed Forces.
  


10             I admire Mrs. Obama in this regard.  She has
  


11      recognized that the spouses of military people also
  


12      face barriers to entry because they face irrational
  


13      licensing requirements in one state even though they
  


14      may license and qualify in another state.
  


15             So my four points for you to consider is that
  


16      licensing is bad public policy and there are better
  


17      public -- there are various other ways to address
  


18      consumer protection besides licensing because of the
  


19      income effect that is the opposite of unions and the
  


20      opposite of what you want to do.
  


21             Secondly, from the educational gap, it's the
  


22      opposite of what you want to do.  You want to shrink
  


23      the gap.  You don't want to enlarge it and offer
  


24      benefits caused by it.
  


25             Third, you want to make people free to engage
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 1      in midlife transfers and career changes.  And, fourth,
  


 2      you want to promote interstate mobility.
  


 3             Occupational licensing, besides the economics,
  


 4      which you've heard enough about today, is unjust for
  


 5      those four reasons and it should not be the dominant
  


 6      public policy in the State of Indiana or anyplace
  


 7      else.  I'm happy to answer questions.
  


 8             SENATOR TAYLOR:  First of all, did you go to
  


 9      University of Wisconsin?
  


10             MR. MCGRATH:  I did not.
  


11             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  So you had to take the
  


12      bar exam?
  


13             MR. MCGRATH:  Well, not quite but I --
  


14             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  You had a different
  


15      path.
  


16             MR. MCGRATH:  I had a different path, but I --
  


17             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.
  


18             MR. MCGRATH:  Well, let's talk about it.
  


19             SENATOR TAYLOR:  No, no, I want to talk about
  


20      your theory behind this somehow the public policy -- I
  


21      guess it's the public policy theory that we want to
  


22      close that income gap.  First of all, I think that's
  


23      an assumption that probably you can look at some of
  


24      the things that policy decisions in certain general
  


25      assemblies or bodies and they can determine whether or
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 1      not that's a true policy or not.  So we have to first
  


 2      make sure that's a true policy incentive.  If it is,
  


 3      what you're saying makes all the sense in the world.
  


 4             My question to you, however, is not whether or
  


 5      not it's a good public policy because I'm going to say
  


 6      from my standpoint as a legislator, I think you're
  


 7      right.  I think the economy is better off.  I think
  


 8      the country is better off.  I think the states are
  


 9      better off when you have more people in the middle
  


10      than you have on the (inaudible).
  


11             Some people don't believe that.  I'm just
  


12      telling you that some legislators don't believe that,
  


13      okay?  They actually believe if you have more at the
  


14      top, it will trickle down to the bottom.
  


15             But if we basically all believe what you
  


16      believe, are you saying that licensure with a caveat
  


17      or -- like we talked about earlier about kept going
  


18      back to the nurse practitioner versus the RN, would
  


19      you say that certification after licensure is better
  


20      or before licensure?
  


21             MR. MCGRATH:  Okay.  So, Senator, I stand with
  


22      you, I sit with you on my belief that we are all
  


23      better off when there's a strong solid middle class
  


24      that comes about because of opportunity.  And at the
  


25      core of opportunity, in every sense the requirement of
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 1      opportunity is that we knock down barriers, and that,
  


 2      I think, is the core public policy issue that
  


 3      motivates me to come and testify here because you are
  


 4      on the verge of knocking down a big barrier with your
  


 5      proposal.
  


 6             So here's the way I think about these two
  


 7      things of licensing and certification.  I think of
  


 8      them in somewhat of a hierarchy.  I would have a lot,
  


 9      a lot of licensing.  I'm sorry, I would have a lot, a
  


10      lot, and a lot of certification.  I would have a
  


11      little, little bit of licensing.  And I think of them
  


12      as alternatives.
  


13             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Not as one before the other?
  


14             MR. MCGRATH:  Not as one before the other.  I
  


15      know what Dr. Kleiner is attempting to achieve with
  


16      you, but it was way too complicated.  Think of it as
  


17      an alternative with a lot of certification and a
  


18      little bit of licensing.
  


19             And the reason I say that is in all of your
  


20      examples, the registered nurse and the various
  


21      subcategories and the physician assistant, is that you
  


22      have a very smart employer.  The employer wants -- the
  


23      employer has all sorts of motivations to find the
  


24      right person for the right job.  And when the State of
  


25      Indiana or the State of Minnesota says you can only
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 1      hire a licensed person, the state is elbowing out the
  


 2      decision-making authority of the employer.
  


 3             Now, maybe that's a good thing in certain
  


 4      circumstances.  Maybe it's a good thing with
  


 5      registered nurses, but it shouldn't be the default
  


 6      position.  The position should be to send signals
  


 7      through certification, let employers choose the person
  


 8      they think, and don't restrict that pool of workers
  


 9      either from an opportunity standpoint or from the
  


10      employer standpoint unless licensing is really,
  


11      really, really needed because that employer is going
  


12      to make bad decisions, that consumer is going to make
  


13      bad decisions that are harmful harmful.  Does that
  


14      help?
  


15             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Yeah.  Can I just say this,
  


16      though?  When you make that statement that we're the
  


17      employer, by what we do as public policy we kind of
  


18      elbow out certain people, I agree with you there's
  


19      some areas that we should do that, but -- okay, this
  


20      is going to sound crass, but shouldn't government be
  


21      doing that somewhat?  Because I'll just note -- let me
  


22      just -- even in the fields where we supposedly knock
  


23      out or elbow out those people who shouldn't have -- I
  


24      mean have you been -- I don't know if you've been to a
  


25      nursing home in a long time.
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 1             MR. MCGRATH:  Sadly, Senator, I have had recent
  


 2      experience with you, and I am sure I will empathize
  


 3      with everything you are about to tell me.
  


 4             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Well, if a nursing home
  


 5      instead of having a registered nurse and calling them
  


 6      nurse -- I mean in generations before mine and some
  


 7      generations before, I don't think -- I can tell you my
  


 8      generation really didn't distinguish between a nurse
  


 9      and RN.  I can't remember making distinguishing fact,
  


10      but my mother who doesn't (inaudible) nurse and an RN
  


11      will call a nurse's assistant a nurse and expect that
  


12      nurse's assistant to have all of the, quote/unquote,
  


13      "skills" that an RN does.
  


14             Well, I know better than that, so when she says
  


15      to me a nurse, I'm like, "Mom, the nurse's assistant
  


16      or the LPN," because I know the difference between the
  


17      two.  And then I know if it's an RN and I know for
  


18      sure that if you go to a nursing facility on the
  


19      weekend, you are going to see very few RNs; however,
  


20      from 8 to 5, Monday through Friday, there's always an
  


21      RN.  Then on the weekend you're going to see an LPN
  


22      all weekend and an NA working with one LPN for 25
  


23      people.
  


24             So even though we call ourselves by licensing
  


25      even the nurse's assistant, you're still gonna have
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 1      manipulation by the market because (inaudible) profit.
  


 2      (Inaudible) the profit is going to drive everything
  


 3      that we might be driving with public policy.
  


 4             They're going to have one LPN for 25 patients
  


 5      and until we get to the point where we say no, you're
  


 6      going to have five LPNs per -- one LPN per five
  


 7      patients, which we don't want to do.  That's going to
  


 8      continue to happen until somebody dies in the nursing
  


 9      home and then we have all this outcry.
  


10             So all these things that you're talking about,
  


11      the market doesn't protect it.  What ends up happening
  


12      is we wait until the market crashes and then we react
  


13      with public policy, and that's where I have a problem
  


14      with your theory.
  


15             MR. MCGRATH:  Senator, I am sympathetic -- I am
  


16      very sympathetic to your experience having my personal
  


17      experiences nearly identical to what I infer you -- so
  


18      you and I are on the same side of the table on this
  


19      issue, I can tell you that.
  


20             The butcher and the baker has an interest --
  


21      and the owner of the nursing home has an interest.
  


22      Now, it may not be perfect.  He may not exercise that
  


23      interest perfectly, but the butcher and the baker and
  


24      the nursing home has an interest that corresponds to
  


25      quality.  He does not want to dissatisfy.  He does not
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 1      want to dissatisfy customers.  His motivation is
  


 2      aligned with yours.  His execution may be faulty.
  


 3             There are certain people who engage in fraud
  


 4      and there's a remedy for fraud, but the vast majority
  


 5      of people who offer services are not intentionally
  


 6      engaging in fraud.
  


 7             SENATOR TAYLOR:  No.  I agree with that.
  


 8             MR. MCGRATH:  Very good.  So the question then
  


 9      becomes is how do we weigh those risks, those costs of
  


10      faulty execution, how do we weigh those relative to
  


11      other costs?
  


12             So Kleiner earlier today said to you there are
  


13      costs associated -- other costs associated with
  


14      licensing.  He estimated there were 16,000 jobs at
  


15      percentage point.  I am sure Governor Pence and every
  


16      legislator here would like to see the unemployment
  


17      rate in Indiana drop.  So there's a cost that you
  


18      currently are paying in terms of jobs.  There's a cost
  


19      because of reduced competition and higher consumer
  


20      prices that you're currently paying because of blocked
  


21      entry into the field.
  


22             So I submit to you the answer to your
  


23      observation is yes, there are costs of poor
  


24      performance by the nursing home, but there are also
  


25      other costs that are known and expensive and I submit
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 1      overwhelm the cost of the experience that I recognize
  


 2      and sympathize that you have had.  Does that help?
  


 3             MR. BERRY:  The general assembly tasked IPLA
  


 4      with studying a number of things as far as this 421
  


 5      study.  I'd like to ask you about two of those.  One,
  


 6      the enforcement provision that should be used for
  


 7      registered practitioners and also the cost of an
  


 8      individual applying for and renewing inclusion into
  


 9      the registry.
  


10             MR. MCGRATH:  Okay.  So tell me the first one
  


11      again, please, Mr. Chairman.
  


12             MR. BERRY:  The enforcement provisions that
  


13      would be used in the case of a state-certified art
  


14      therapist who commits what the industry considers to
  


15      be malpractice.
  


16             MR. MCGRATH:  Okay.  So you have -- and this
  


17      goes a little bit, Mr. Miller, to our discussion of
  


18      remedies.  The State of Indiana will always have a
  


19      hammer.  The State of Indiana will always be able to
  


20      reverse, to reject, to negate the accreditation of X,
  


21      Y, Z licensing firm.  You have the ultimate -- you can
  


22      always reject the recognition of licensing association
  


23      X versus Y versus Z.  That's Level 1.
  


24             Level 2 is that the certification association,
  


25      you can always reject the certification of the private
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 1      certifier.  The private certifier can always reject
  


 2      the certification of the individual.  So if the State
  


 3      of Indiana says that John Smith who is certified by
  


 4      the American Association of X is not doing a good job,
  


 5      the American Association of X is on notice that it
  


 6      must discipline itself and its procedures and John
  


 7      Smith.
  


 8             What was the second question, Mr. Chairman?
  


 9             MR. BERRY:  The cost that one should have to
  


10      pay to be included in the registry and to renew.
  


11             MR. MCGRATH:  It seems to me to cover the
  


12      administrative costs associated with running the
  


13      agency, in a perfect world, I would like to see this
  


14      funding come out of the general treasury because it
  


15      drives greater scrutiny by legislators, but the
  


16      reality is that budgets are tight and so it would seem
  


17      to me that these individuals and their licensed --
  


18      their certifying agencies should cover their loss.
  


19             Senator Miller, I caught your attention.
  


20             SENATOR MILLER:  Well, you did because I just
  


21      want to clarify the way it works in Indiana.  Our
  


22      licensure fees over and above cover the costs and
  


23      here's how it works in Indiana.  All the licensure
  


24      fees come back into the general fund as income to the
  


25      State.  The State then funds IPLA and we fund IPLA at
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 1      substantially less the amount of revenue that comes in
  


 2      by fees.
  


 3             MR. MCGRATH:  Yes, you do.  And that actually,
  


 4      as Kleiner was hinting at, Senator, that is actually
  


 5      one of the problems that causes regulatory capture,
  


 6      that the boards know that their customer is the
  


 7      licensees.  So your model is slightly -- you have the
  


 8      centralizing function for a moment, but eventually the
  


 9      money -- the licensees payments go to --
  


10             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Straight to the general
  


11      fund --
  


12             MR. MCGRATH:  But they're allocated to --
  


13             SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- except for attorneys.  I
  


14      think ours go to Supreme Court.
  


15             MR. MCGRATH:  You are probably regulated by the
  


16      Supreme Court.
  


17             MR. BERRY:  Some (inaudible) have dedicated
  


18      funds as well.
  


19             SENATOR MILLER:  Right, but most of the
  


20      dedicated funds, for example, dentists and docs have
  


21      wanted a higher licensure fee going into a fund.
  


22      (Inaudible) addictions.  They have wellness programs
  


23      and things like that, but anyway --
  


24             MR. MCGRATH:  I think what you're exploring is
  


25      very valuable and you don't want a fiscal note
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 1      bringing it down.
  


 2             MR. MILLER:  Can I ask a follow-up?  Thank you.
  


 3      I appreciate your (inaudible) enforcement.  You
  


 4      mentioned this decertification, if you will.
  


 5             MR. MCGRATH:  Uh-huh.
  


 6             MR. MILLER:  And I accept that as being a
  


 7      possibility, but now get to the legal side of it in
  


 8      terms of how that would work.  That is let's suppose
  


 9      the State certifies someone as being whatever the
  


10      criteria is (inaudible) educational, what currently
  


11      goes through the certification process through IPLA,
  


12      but if someone has a grievance, if you will, or a
  


13      complaint or something and they bring it to the
  


14      attention of someone, under the current system with
  


15      licensees, that's brought to the Attorney General and
  


16      the process unfolds through an investigation and
  


17      possible prosecution before the respective board.
  


18             Under certification, if there's to be a
  


19      decertification, let's suppose that myself and members
  


20      up here have problems with a particular provider.  We
  


21      file -- go through the request that the certification
  


22      be dropped.  That process itself has to have some
  


23      legal protections because that certification creates
  


24      an environment of opportunity.  People won't come to
  


25      me anymore if they find out my certification has now
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 1      been lifted; correct?  I mean that's a logical
  


 2      extension of certification is decertification to the
  


 3      logical conclusion of those people who make the
  


 4      decision whether they should go there.
  


 5             So, as a result, courts are likely -- Jud over
  


 6      there knows it because he chairs a committee that
  


 7      looks at this -- some due process requirements.  And I
  


 8      think that's what's missing from this process is that
  


 9      when they do decertify, does that mean that there's an
  


10      administrative hearing?  Does it mean it goes straight
  


11      to court?  Do we have a trial court deciding whether
  


12      that should be decertified?  And then, in fact, if
  


13      it's decertified, that's good for the prospecting
  


14      person who is looking at whether they're gonna go
  


15      there, but the person who originally -- those who had
  


16      the original grievance say what about me?  I lost.  I
  


17      was either defrauded or the services, you know, I'm
  


18      now crippled or I'm now in some state different.
  


19             So that's the part of the enforcement side that
  


20      I think has to be addressed if you go from licensing
  


21      to the certification.  I'm not saying you can't.  I'm
  


22      just saying that that's why I mentioned earlier in
  


23      some ways certification can become just licensing
  


24      light because of the course of legislature.  We need
  


25      to have a due process process involved here.  How do
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 1      we do that?  So I'm curious as to how you would
  


 2      address that issue.
  


 3             MR. MCGRATH:  The answer is no, so let me tell
  


 4      you why.  You get a lot less process.  You are due a
  


 5      lot less process when your certification is revoked
  


 6      versus your license is revoked.  A license is a
  


 7      property right.  You are due a lot of process to
  


 8      consider -- to what you have been charged with, the
  


 9      burden of proof, the evidence.
  


10             By contrast, certification is not a property
  


11      right.  It is a title.  The individual is still free
  


12      to work but what he has lost is the signal.  What has
  


13      been taken away for him is the signal that he has been
  


14      blessed by the State.  You have no -- you have a
  


15      constitutional right for property including the
  


16      property to pursue one's calling.  You do not have a
  


17      constitutional right -- you are not due a heck of a
  


18      lot of process when it comes to losing your title.
  


19             MR. MILLER:  Let me just ask this question.
  


20      That process, though, is usually determined by the
  


21      general assembly reading the constitution and the
  


22      statutory requirements for decertification.  I'm just
  


23      asking -- you know, I understand the property right
  


24      issue and all of those things, but the question is for
  


25      the general assembly is what requirements do they put
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 1      in place for the decertification?
  


 2             MR. MCGRATH:  So my suggestion would be that
  


 3      the general assembly, when it decides which certified
  


 4      organization the portal wants to accredit, that it has
  


 5      some process dealing with the de-accreditation of that
  


 6      agency, but it does not have to be a lot.  It does not
  


 7      require anywhere near the process of revoking
  


 8      someone's license.
  


 9             As it relates to the certifying organization
  


10      and the person who is certified, that's beyond your --
  


11      you have no due process obligations to that
  


12      individual.  That's a private association relation.
  


13      You may choose to establish some process for the
  


14      certifying organization to deal with individuals who
  


15      they are decertifying, but you don't have to.
  


16             All right.  Your second question, remedies.
  


17      Your presumption is that current licensing boards do a
  


18      good job of providing remedies.  My experience is that
  


19      they don't.
  


20             So let me take attorneys.  In the State of
  


21      Minnesota, there are 23,000 licensed attorneys.  Now,
  


22      you know lots of attorneys.  I suggest to you that not
  


23      all, and I trust you agree, that not all 23,000 are
  


24      competent.  But last year the State of Minnesota
  


25      revoked the license of not 10 percent, 2,000, not 1
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 1      percent, 230, but 7 attorneys.  Why were those
  


 2      attorneys' licenses revoked?  Because they stole money
  


 3      from their clients.
  


 4             The entire mechanism of licensing attorneys in
  


 5      Minnesota is redundant to the criminal prosecution of
  


 6      theft.  Minnesota is not providing -- the Minnesota
  


 7      Supreme Court is not providing any incremental
  


 8      protection of consumers from incompetent lawyers and
  


 9      the police department does.  As it relates to -- as
  


10      the police department could.  Of course, they never go
  


11      to jail for stealing money.  They just get disbarred.
  


12             Regarding the 90 or so people who get
  


13      suspended, yes, they get suspended for a couple
  


14      months.  They have to take some continuing legal
  


15      education to come back, but this is a -- the remedies
  


16      available through the licensing procedure should not
  


17      be overstated.
  


18             And so what I submit is, under a certification
  


19      program, you have more competition.  With more
  


20      competition, you weed out faster the incompetent ones
  


21      and there are all sorts of additional remedies that
  


22      exist in the State of Indiana and elsewhere as it
  


23      relates to suing someone for violating a contract or
  


24      going to the Attorney General under your deceptive
  


25      trade practices act.
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 1             So I submit to you that you are not gaining
  


 2      incremental consumer protection through your proposal.
  


 3      You are not losing consumer protection relative to the
  


 4      system that you currently have.
  


 5             MR. MILLER:  Well, just getting figures out
  


 6      there, I think there were -- Allen can correct me on
  


 7      the total numbers -- more than 600 administrative
  


 8      actions filed against different licensed professions,
  


 9      so there is a lot of activity.  And there are several
  


10      thousand consumer complaints filed by consumers, so
  


11      there is a volume of activity.  And so I'm just --
  


12             MR. MCGRATH:  There is a volume of activity,
  


13      but your state of 4 million residents?  How many
  


14      people live in Indiana?
  


15             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Almost 5.
  


16             MR. MCGRATH:  Almost 5, 5 million.  And so 5
  


17      million.  2 million people who are employed.  To think
  


18      that 600 complaints, I don't -- I think there's more
  


19      consumer protection going on through competition than
  


20      through the administrative process.
  


21             MR. MILLER:  One last comment, and that is
  


22      there's a presumption, I think, that most of the
  


23      people who are licensed are providing services.  We
  


24      only deal with those that they question, so --
  


25             SENATOR MILLER:  I just want to say, also,
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 1      being familiar with a number of boards, I think some
  


 2      of the boards are ready to take action immediately on
  


 3      some of the bad license provisions; however, because
  


 4      of due process and waiting literally months for the AG
  


 5      to do all the research and everything, they are bogged
  


 6      down or they would be ready to take action.  So I
  


 7      think part of it is this whole process of how that
  


 8      works.
  


 9             MR. MCGRATH:  Senator, you are absolutely right
  


10      and I could not agree with you more.  It is the fact
  


11      that a license is a property interest and that it is
  


12      recognized as a property interest and enjoys
  


13      constitutional protections means that the AG has a lot
  


14      of due process and it means it's a less effective --
  


15      it's less effective as a consumer protection device
  


16      because it is so difficult to revoke or discipline
  


17      someone.  It's the nature of the beast as a piece of
  


18      property that makes it ineffective consumer
  


19      protection.
  


20             SENATOR MILLER:  Let me just pursue that with
  


21      you a minute.  Let's talk about physicians, M.D.s,
  


22      medical doctors.  I happen to think they ought to be
  


23      licensed, not certified, okay?  So now we're talking
  


24      about the medical community, a medical licensing board
  


25      who wants to take action who has to wait on the due
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 1      process.  So I don't think in this particular case
  


 2      certification is the answer, at least it's not the
  


 3      answer for me.  I think there are some professions
  


 4      that have to be licensed and I think medical doctors
  


 5      are one.  So what do we do?
  


 6             MR. MCGRATH:  I do not want to fall on the
  


 7      sword of purity --
  


 8             SENATOR MILLER:  That's all right.
  


 9             MR. MCGRATH:  -- when it comes to doctors.  The
  


10      reality is that no one, for 100 reasons, and no one
  


11      including me is going to advocate for not having
  


12      licenses for doctors.  So I would think -- I would
  


13      think that if you have serious issues, you should look
  


14      at how the AG is meeting the due process requirements
  


15      owed to that doctor, but you should accelerate the
  


16      disciplining of incompetent doctors.
  


17             Yes, sir, Senator Taylor.
  


18             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Let me be the second first one
  


19      to say that I don't think that there's any -- should
  


20      be any discussion not only of medical doctors but of
  


21      licensed attorney professionals not being licensed.
  


22             Now, anybody can sit here and assume what they
  


23      want, but I'm going to tell you from experience even
  


24      with the bad ones who are licensed, just like we have
  


25      bad doctors who are licensed, you take away the
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 1      licensing or try to change some way, shape, form, or
  


 2      fashion how the law is implemented, the interpretation
  


 3      of the law, and you're working on very sensitive
  


 4      ground because then you start getting into the issue
  


 5      of the pursued and giving people the right to common
  


 6      counsel, people the right to have their grievances
  


 7      heard under a court of law and in front of a jury of
  


 8      their peers.  You better start effecting a whole lot
  


 9      of other things if you don't license attorneys.
  


10             I just want to put that out there, too, so that
  


11      everybody understands that -- I'm saying this because
  


12      before there was a day when attorneys did not have to
  


13      be licensed.
  


14             MR. MCGRATH:  Yes.
  


15             SENATOR TAYLOR:  And the people who needed the
  


16      representation the most never received it.  And go
  


17      back to the originators of our constitution and they
  


18      will tell you that is a slippery slope that -- Indiana
  


19      can be the first in a lot of things, but we better not
  


20      be the first at not licensing attorneys.
  


21             MR. MCGRATH:  Senator, I am sympathetic to
  


22      your --
  


23             SENATOR TAYLOR:  I hope you're not saying that.
  


24             MR. MCGRATH:  I'm not saying -- and you're not
  


25      considering delicensing moving attorneys.  So I'm
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 1      happy to engage in a discussion with you.  And, in
  


 2      part, I'm sympathetic to your concerns for a couple
  


 3      reasons.  One, attorneys are different.  Like doctors,
  


 4      they are fiduciaries and so it's not a basic
  


 5      buyer/seller relationship.  Two, attorneys have
  


 6      subpoena power.  This is an awesome, awesome power
  


 7      that I can call someone into my office and take their
  


 8      deposition.
  


 9             So I'm with you on those points, but I think
  


10      you also -- worthy of discussion for another day is
  


11      that lots of poor people can't afford the -- don't
  


12      have access to attorneys, and part of it the reason is
  


13      that you and I and our fellow attorneys have created a
  


14      nice little club that has high barriers to entering
  


15      and getting over those barriers is expensive.  And
  


16      then being able to serve people who really need
  


17      attorneys becomes uneconomical, but --
  


18             SENATOR TAYLOR:  You can say the same thing
  


19      about doctors, too.
  


20             MR. MCGRATH:  You can, but I submit to you --
  


21             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Especially specialty doctors,
  


22      spine surgeons, brain surgeons, cardiologists.  You
  


23      can go through a whole list of medical doctors who are
  


24      never going to be (inaudible) regardless of what
  


25      insurance coverage you have, regardless of what
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 1      insurance you have, you will never make it to that
  


 2      level.
  


 3             So, you know, don't -- I'm not going to get
  


 4      into dialogue, but to say that poor people can't
  


 5      afford lawyers because we've got this group over here,
  


 6      the medical profession has done that, too.  I mean
  


 7      there are spine surgeons right now that some people
  


 8      will never be able to afford and they have priced
  


 9      their way into this specialty where they can take --
  


10             Take the doctor who did Peyton Manning's
  


11      surgery.  He only does three or four a year.  Do you
  


12      know why?  Because he's so good that only three or
  


13      four people can get it done.  Well, look it up.  And
  


14      the bottom line is we have spine surgeons in Northwest
  


15      Indiana, my friend being one of them, who could
  


16      perform this surgery, but he said Peyton Manning went
  


17      to this guy because he could afford him.
  


18             The point is there are specialties out there in
  


19      every profession and depending on who they are, you're
  


20      going to be knocked out because you can't afford them.
  


21      So don't put lawyers out there and leave doctors --
  


22      they're the -- and we could change the whole thing
  


23      about being able to afford a lawyer by one simple
  


24      thing, requiring for your continuing license that
  


25      lawyers have pro bono hours.  That would be a simple
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 1      fix.  I wonder if doctors would agree to do the same
  


 2      thing.
  


 3             MR. MCGRATH:  So I'm glad to engage you,
  


 4      Senator Taylor, in this discussion, but I think
  


 5      focused in on what the mission is of this committee,
  


 6      we can put doctors and lawyers off to the side.
  


 7             Representative Hale, I wanted to answer your
  


 8      question about the low information consumer, and as I
  


 9      understand your concern is that in this free market
  


10      that Dr. Kleiner and others have been talking about,
  


11      that low information consumer cannot operate
  


12      effectively and may be exposed to being exploited.
  


13      Did I capture the essence of your question to
  


14      Dr. Kleiner and others?
  


15             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Yes.
  


16             MR. MCGRATH:  Just a couple of thoughts about
  


17      that.  What this committee is chartered to do is to
  


18      help even the low information consumer.  You are going
  


19      to be saying that you want to send a signal, that
  


20      there is a sufficient market failure, not market
  


21      utopia or optimum situation, that there is a
  


22      significant market, enough market failure that you
  


23      want government to come in and provide better
  


24      information.  So I think your proposal actually goes a
  


25      long way to addressing the very concern that you so
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 1      articulately expressed is how does everyone benefit
  


 2      from this proposal, and I submit that even the low
  


 3      information consumer will benefit from the signal from
  


 4      the State of Indiana that someone is certified.
  


 5      That's one point.
  


 6             Point 2 is that we are all beneficiaries of the
  


 7      demands of others.  I wouldn't know a lot about cars,
  


 8      but there are lots of people who demand things from
  


 9      General Motors and Ford and Chrysler and Mercedes-Benz
  


10      and Volkswagen.  Even when I don't know how pistons
  


11      and carburetors work, I am the beneficiary of those
  


12      demands.
  


13             So I am a low information consumer when it
  


14      comes to automobiles, but I benefit greatly from a
  


15      marketplace in which Volkswagen and General Motors and
  


16      Chrysler are responding to the demands of the
  


17      enthusiasts and the high information.  But I think the
  


18      stronger argument of my two is the first one.
  


19             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I would agree, too,
  


20      because in the second argument you're leaving out
  


21      marketing and brand and, you know, all those kinds of
  


22      things, too, but I'll tell you very simply what I'm
  


23      thinking about today generally.  I've managed an
  


24      office in probably the most highly regulated, high
  


25      information consumer place in the world, Belgium.  In
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 1      Belgium.  Probably there is no -- there's no other
  


 2      place on Earth that has more kinds of licensing and
  


 3      guilds and all kinds of complications.  And I've
  


 4      worked in a lot of countries where there's absolutely
  


 5      none, India, Cambodia, you name it, Jamaica.
  


 6             So I think there's a sweet spot.  And this is
  


 7      the United States of America and we can take the lead
  


 8      and find that.  And this is Indiana.  I'm very proud
  


 9      of my state and I would love to find that sweet spot
  


10      here.  And I don't believe this is the perfect system
  


11      and I don't know that we've invented that perfect
  


12      system yet today, but I feel it's worthy of
  


13      consideration.
  


14             You know, I think everyone on both sides of
  


15      this table here, we should all keep an open mind and
  


16      (inaudible) thoughtful intellectual process where we
  


17      have a lot of dialogue and it's not just this
  


18      philosophically driven conversation.
  


19             MR. MCGRATH:  Oh, absolutely.
  


20             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  The practical is also --
  


21      we have to look at the practical (inaudible).
  


22             MR. MCGRATH:  No, I agree with you completely.
  


23      These are real lives.  These are your constituents.
  


24      These are the people of Indiana and I think that the
  


25      message that I'd like to give to you is that I'm not
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 1      advocating for Milton Friedman-esk free markets in
  


 2      which every consumer is on his own and things work out
  


 3      well because of the invisible hand.  That's not my
  


 4      position.
  


 5             My position is that you have two regulatory
  


 6      tools.  You have licensure and you have certification.
  


 7      And this is not a pure free market that I'm
  


 8      advocating.  I'm suggesting that one, certification,
  


 9      should be used more often than the other.
  


10             And, Mr. Chairman, if I could, I have a diagram
  


11      that expresses that very idea.
  


12             MR. BERRY:  Absolutely, yeah.  In the interest
  


13      of everybody's time, I want to start to wrap things up
  


14      a little bit.  I understand, Lee, you're going to be
  


15      around a little bit after if we have questions.
  


16             MR. MCGRATH:  Absolutely, but just let me
  


17      suggest that to Representative Hale's point that you
  


18      have a buffet of regulatory options and I'm not
  


19      suggesting that you void -- that you not engage in
  


20      regulations.  What I am suggesting is that there is a
  


21      hierarchy of various regulations that you should
  


22      consider and that certification should be used more
  


23      often than -- as you can see at the bottom of this
  


24      page, that certification should be used more often
  


25      than licensing should.
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 1             SENATOR TAYLOR:  I like this, okay?  I'm an
  


 2      economics major.  I like this.  So is this where you
  


 3      put your -- and for all of us as policymakers up here,
  


 4      so if I said health care, you know, and then I started
  


 5      breaking down health care, I would assume it would be
  


 6      down here.
  


 7             MR. MCGRATH:  Doctors and lawyers --
  


 8             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Doctors and lawyers.
  


 9             MR. MCGRATH:  I'm not going to fight over --
  


10             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay, whatever.  Up here would
  


11      be, I don't know, the --
  


12             MR. BERRY:  Bakers and butchers.
  


13             SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- bakers and butchers,
  


14      plumbers, you know, people who could cause property
  


15      damage but not loss of life necessarily.
  


16             MR. MCGRATH:  Let me give you an example and
  


17      help you there.  Let's go to bonding and insurance in
  


18      the middle.  I think it's perfectly fine if the City
  


19      of Indianapolis or the State wants to require a tree
  


20      trimmer to be bonded because what's the risk?  The
  


21      risk is that the limb of the tree falls on the
  


22      neighbor's house.  So that, I think -- the regulatory
  


23      response to that risk is to outsource the risk to
  


24      someone bigger than the tree trimmer himself.  It's
  


25      the bonding the insurance company.
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 1             Let's go to inspections here.  I think it's a
  


 2      fantastic idea that the restaurant where you had lunch
  


 3      today, the City of Indianapolis inspects the
  


 4      cleanliness of the kitchen because that burden
  


 5      shouldn't be on you.  In a precatory market, you
  


 6      should inspect the cleanliness of the kitchen.  No,
  


 7      that's impractical to Representative Hale's point.
  


 8      The City of Indianapolis should inspect the
  


 9      cleanliness of the kitchen of that restaurant.
  


10             So I'm glad the City of Indianapolis is doing
  


11      that and I'm also glad, Senator, that the State has
  


12      chosen not to license the busboy, the cook, the chef,
  


13      or the dishwasher, that the appropriate regulation is
  


14      inspection.  And so this is a hierarchy.
  


15             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Right.
  


16             MR. MCGRATH:  And you should fit -- you should
  


17      fit your regulatory responses to the risks associated
  


18      with them.
  


19             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Is there some more pages?  I
  


20      see No. 12.
  


21             MR. MCGRATH:  I've got lots of pages for you,
  


22      Senator.  I've got the whole production for you.
  


23             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Really quickly, you said
  


24      there are two pools, licensure and certification,
  


25      those that are licensed and those that are certified,
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 1      but -- isn't that what you said?
  


 2             MR. MCGRATH:  I'm suggesting as it relates to
  


 3      the idea of personal qualifications, the role that
  


 4      personal qualifications have deals with certification
  


 5      and licensing.  Do you have the right training?  Do
  


 6      you have the right experience?  Do you have continuing
  


 7      education?  Those personal qualifications are
  


 8      licensing and certification.
  


 9             Above those in my inverted triangle are other
  


10      regulatory responses, options that don't deal with
  


11      personal qualifications.
  


12             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And then you said that
  


13      before you presented the inverted triangle.  I guess
  


14      I'm thinking are we leaving out the practitioners that
  


15      are neither certified or -- I mean that would be the
  


16      third pool.
  


17             MR. MCGRATH:  Right.  And so the -- so you have
  


18      other regulatory tools.  Give me an example of someone
  


19      who you're thinking about.
  


20             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I don't have one.
  


21             SENATOR TAYLOR:  We had an issue about having
  


22      people who install sewers be licensed last year.
  


23             MR. BERRY:  A tollbooth operator.
  


24             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Tollbooth operator.
  


25             MR. MCGRATH:  A tollbooth operator.  So it
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 1      would seem to me that the personal qualifications --
  


 2      without thinking about it too much.  Please excuse me
  


 3      if I don't get it all right, but the personal
  


 4      qualifications as it relates to education and training
  


 5      for a tollbooth operator wouldn't require licensing.
  


 6      What you're concerned about is fraud, so you might use
  


 7      the regulatory tool of a lie detector test or
  


 8      something like that.  And so you're matching the
  


 9      regulation to the public safety, health and safety.
  


10             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  But we have people that
  


11      need to be licensed like a doctor, the people that we
  


12      certify like an electrician, and then people that --
  


13      or say a barber but I might choose to not be
  


14      certified, so I'm a noncertified barber.  That would
  


15      be the third pool of people.
  


16             MR. MCGRATH:  Right, and thank you for the
  


17      clarification.  So my suggestion is that you think
  


18      about this as licensing is where you're certainly
  


19      accurate; certification is where you're sending a
  


20      signal; and noncertification is where you're allowing
  


21      other regulations and/or market forces to protect.
  


22      And even in this noncertified level, you have other
  


23      consumer protections.
  


24             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Which is what I'm seeing
  


25      this slide look like, you know, license.
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 1             MR. MCGRATH:  Yes.
  


 2             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And then you have the
  


 3      actors in the marketplace that are not certified.
  


 4      They're neither certified nor licensed because they
  


 5      (inaudible).
  


 6             MR. MCGRATH:  Yes.  So above certification is
  


 7      the noncertified actors in the marketplace who would
  


 8      be subject to other beneficiary pressures from either
  


 9      the law or competition.
  


10             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I think you could make a
  


11      visual iteration of that pie with the (inaudible).
  


12             MR. MCGRATH:  I will work on that.  When I give
  


13      my presentation, I actually have them flying down
  


14      individually, but that's for another day.
  


15             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Wouldn't that be restaurants,
  


16      though?
  


17             MR. MCGRATH:  Restaurants?  You want to inspect
  


18      restaurants.
  


19             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Right, but that's what I'm
  


20      saying.  They're not certified or licensed --
  


21             MR. MCGRATH:  That's exactly right.
  


22             SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- but they're on that other
  


23      spectrum where they would be over here on this side.
  


24      What I've done is draw a line across here.  And,
  


25      actually, you don't have it here, but it would be --
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 1      yeah, I think I understand what Christine is saying
  


 2      and I agree.  There's a third --
  


 3             MR. MCGRATH:  The idea is that Dr. Kleiner is
  


 4      the -- if I dare say, Dr. Kleiner is the world's
  


 5      leading scholar on occupational licensing, but even he
  


 6      would say you don't have to live in a Milton
  


 7      Friedman-esk complete invisible hand free market, no
  


 8      regulation.  There are lots of regulatory tools
  


 9      available to the State and to its municipalities, and,
  


10      therefore, be skeptical about creating the barriers of
  


11      entry that are inherent in licensing because you have
  


12      lots of other tools.
  


13             MR. BERRY:  Well, Lee, I can't thank you enough
  


14      for your attendance today and sharing your wisdom with
  


15      us (inaudible) does to facilitate information about
  


16      occupational licensing to the policymakers as well as
  


17      the general public.  So, with that, if you could stay
  


18      right where you are.  Let me give the panelists an
  


19      opportunity to close.
  


20             Senator Miller, I know you're (inaudible) time
  


21      restriction, so if you would like to say a few closing
  


22      remarks that are optional, go for it.
  


23             SENATOR MILLER:  Well, we always take a few
  


24      moments, but, Lee, it's nice to meet you and I
  


25      appreciate all the time you gave to me on the phone
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 1      and I can put a face with a voice now.
  


 2             I would just say thanks to Adam and all the
  


 3      panelists.  I think it's been a healthy discussion
  


 4      today.  I think we have learned a lot.  I think we
  


 5      have a lot to consider.  Some of these answers are not
  


 6      simple.  They're a little more complex than just the
  


 7      dialogue (inaudible) deal with them, but I think it
  


 8      will help us move Indiana forward and I hope to be
  


 9      able to be a part of that.  Thank you.
  


10             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Ditto.
  


11             MR. MILLER:  I'll waive any closing comments.
  


12      I like what Christine was suggesting and the other
  


13      panelists' comments that we find the right spot, and I
  


14      think this is a good opportunity for everybody to see
  


15      that there probably is some changes can be made.  I'm
  


16      not so sure as radical as you would like to see,
  


17      perhaps, but I certainly think this has been very
  


18      helpful (inaudible) these conversations.
  


19             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Adam, I just wanted to
  


20      thank you for inviting me to the panel.  I really
  


21      enjoyed myself.  It was extremely interesting and I
  


22      wish all of the testifiers were here so I could thank
  


23      them as well.  It's a treat to be in contact with that
  


24      kind of intellectual (inaudible).  It was fun.
  


25             MR. RHOAD:  Well, first of all, thank you very
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 1      much.  My apologies about having to step out of the
  


 2      room.  I got caught with the last speaker down at the
  


 3      Governor's Office.  So you have my sincerest apologies
  


 4      about that.
  


 5             But one very special thank you to Adam and the
  


 6      other members of the committee for taking a day here
  


 7      during the summer to have this conversation rather
  


 8      than trying to piecemeal these very complicated issues
  


 9      together during session when they pop up.
  


10             I think we've got a wonderful framework to work
  


11      with and launch off here in looking at what we
  


12      regulate, how we regulate license, and what we need to
  


13      do to move forward to make sure that Indiana is a
  


14      leader in licensing regulation and also more
  


15      importantly job roles so families can continue to put
  


16      food on the table for their spouses and children and
  


17      family members that they take care of.  And I think
  


18      this was a great opportunity.
  


19             And the Indiana Professional Licensing Agency
  


20      is ready to work with our members at the Indiana
  


21      general assembly to work as partners to make this a
  


22      successful outcome.  Thank you very much.
  


23             MR. MCMILLIN:  I want to say thank you to
  


24      everybody on the panel.  I also just want to take this
  


25      opportunity this is an important issue that when we
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 1      tried to deal with a couple times in the past and we
  


 2      clearly have some problems with that or better ways to
  


 3      handle it and some great feedback on what we could
  


 4      possibly do.
  


 5             But every time we try to do this in the past
  


 6      the effort was victimized by the status quo before the
  


 7      conversation ever even got off the ground.  So I hope
  


 8      that really as legislators this year we can actually
  


 9      spend some time really delving into this and not
  


10      allowing those people who just like to see status quo
  


11      without having the conversation to remove this from
  


12      our hands and having the discussion, so it's going to
  


13      happen.  It is what it is.
  


14             There are going to be people out there who want
  


15      to oppose this just because it's change and we need to
  


16      have the courage to say we're willing to have the
  


17      conversation, we're going to collect the data and
  


18      listen to people who have expertise in this area.  I
  


19      just hope that our legislative caucus occurs to do
  


20      that.
  


21             MR. BERRY:  (inaudible) in addition to my
  


22      appreciation for the witnesses.  I want to thank every
  


23      single members of this panel, members of the general
  


24      assembly.  You were asked to participate because of
  


25      the interactions that you've had with members of our
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 1      office as well as our agencies and your thoughtfulness
  


 2      and consideration that you show during the legislative
  


 3      session and your respective committees.
  


 4             Throughout today I've been referred to as
  


 5      "chair."  I just want to make perfectly clear for the
  


 6      record and for everybody that I am cochair on this
  


 7      panel.  The executive director of the Professional
  


 8      Licensing Agency, Nick Rhoad, is the other cochair to
  


 9      this panel.  He and his team -- Ben Evans is in the
  


10      audience today and has been here throughout the day --
  


11      do excellent work and we appreciate everything you do
  


12      and especially Ben for what you did to help today
  


13      happen as well as the rest of your team.
  


14             I would be remiss if I did not close by
  


15      expressing a certain amount of appreciation to my
  


16      boss, the governor, who has given me the opportunity
  


17      to explore these opportunities, and without his
  


18      policy, vision, and guidance, I don't think any of
  


19      this would be happening.  So I think that the
  


20      governor, Governor Pence, needs to, at the very
  


21      minimum, be acknowledged today.
  


22             So with that, I'm going to close unless there
  


23      are any other --
  


24             SENATOR TAYLOR:  Are we going to have another?
  


25      And the reason why -- I want to ask.  We've got a lot
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 1      of information here and that's a lot of information
  


 2      there.  What do you plan on doing as far as providing
  


 3      this panel with some information about what your
  


 4      suggestions might be?  I don't necessarily get all of
  


 5      the information.  You know, right before the beginning
  


 6      of session I know our state reps who are in the midst
  


 7      of other things right now (inaudible) time for them to
  


 8      look at this with me.  I would like to look at some of
  


 9      the suggestions that your office, that Professional
  


10      Licensing would have for some of these professions,
  


11      and I mean true dialogue.
  


12             And I'm not saying we have to utilize -- this
  


13      is not copywritten; right?
  


14             MR. BERRY:  Well, you're the lawyer.
  


15             SENATOR TAYLOR:  You gave it to me.
  


16             MR. MCGRATH:  I gave it to you.  You are
  


17      free --
  


18             SENATOR TAYLOR:  But some kind of -- I don't
  


19      know.
  


20             MR. BERRY:  I would like to have a follow-up.
  


21             REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  What I'm thinking is that
  


22      we've talked a lot today about the why, why we would
  


23      do this, but we haven't talked about how so much and
  


24      I'd like to dig my teeth into it (inaudible) what does
  


25      that really mean if we were -- the practical question
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 1      of how would we accomplish this and what would it look
  


 2      like.  And this is a complicated project.  Very worthy
  


 3      but very complicated.
  


 4             MR. BERRY:  So today's testimony has been
  


 5      recorded by a court reporter and I think also she
  


 6      deserves a certain amount of appreciation.  So
  


 7      everyone here will receive a copy of the transcript
  


 8      and then you all can be as involved as you want going
  


 9      forward.
  


10             So legislation tasked IPLA with putting the
  


11      study together, so we will have -- we'll schedule
  


12      meetings that you are more than welcome to participate
  


13      to look at the scope or the outline of the study and
  


14      what IPLA is putting together, but, again, it's
  


15      completely up to you how involved you want to be, but
  


16      you are invited to be involved.  All right.  Thank you
  


17      all again.
  


18             (Proceedings adjourned at 3:51 p.m.)
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 1   STATE OF INDIANA         )
                            )  SS:


 2   COUNTY OF HAMILTON       )
  


 3             I, Brandy L. Bradley, RPR, a Notary Public and
  


 4   Stenographic Reporter, in and for the County of Hamilton,
  


 5   State of Indiana at large, do hereby certify that on the
  


 6   5th day of August, 2014, I took down in stenographic
  


 7   notes the foregoing panel discussion and that the
  


 8   transcript is a full, true, and correct transcript made
  


 9   from my stenographic notes.
  


10             IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand
  


11   and affixed my notarial seal this 21st day of August,
  


12   2014.
  


13
  


14
  


15                            _____________________________
                                Brandy L. Bradley, RPR


16
   My Commission Expires:


17   April 13, 2016
  


18   County of Residence:
   Hamilton
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      1               MR. BERRY:  By way of introduction, my name is

      2        Adam Berry.  I'm the regulatory policy director and

      3        special counsel at the Governor's Office.  And the

      4        entire panel is not here quite yet, but I want to go

      5        ahead and express my appreciation on behalf of the

      6        Governor's Office for being willing to participate in

      7        today's panel.

      8               Today's panel was convened in part due to

      9        legislation that passed last year.  That was part of

     10        the governor's agenda.  Senate Enrolled Act 421, which

     11        was authored by Senator Miller, and then for the

     12        agenda bill that was amended 421 was authored by

     13        Senator Miller and sponsored by Representative

     14        McMillin.

     15               The concept that we are going to be hearing

     16        about today is called self-certification registration

     17        and what that means is that -- it's, in essence, a

     18        hybrid between registration, title protection, and

     19        certification.

     20               It works in the following way:  First, a

     21        professional organization must request to the IPLA

     22        that its professionals be included in a registry.

     23        IPLA will have the discretion based on predetermined

     24        factors to authorize inclusion.  Then an individual

     25        may be listed in the registry only after he submits
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      1        proof to the State that he meets certain factors

      2        identified by IPLA.  Only those included in the

      3        registry may use the title state certified.

      4               Welcome, Senator.

      5               So, for example, there exists at least four

      6        private sector certification opportunities for art

      7        therapists.  After deliberation and input from the

      8        public, IPLA may identify which certification one must

      9        achieve to be included in the registry and, therefore,

     10        be authorized to use the title "state-certified art

     11        therapist."

     12               IPLA may also require additional qualifying

     13        attributes in order for one to register.  For example,

     14        no major felony convictions or outstanding tax

     15        liability, et cetera.

     16               The key distinction between self-certification

     17        registration and traditional licensure is as follows:

     18        No law will prevent someone from practicing art

     19        therapy in Indiana regardless of the credentials he

     20        earns or whether he registers with IPLA; however, only

     21        someone who earns specific credentials and voluntarily

     22        registers may use the title "state-certified art

     23        therapist."

     24               Finally, IPLA will manage the portal through

     25        which individuals submit proof of achievement and
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      1        swear under the penalties of perjury that the

      2        information and documentation they submit is accurate.

      3        Submissions from applicants may be subject to either

      4        mandatory review or discretionary audit; however, the

      5        general assembly -- based on the outcome of the study

      6        and what the general assembly articulates in its

      7        legislation.

      8               The thesis behind this concept is that a system

      9        of self-certification registration will achieve the

     10        following:  It will reduce administrative costs to the

     11        State; it will minimize the bureaucratic interference

     12        that consumers have with the State; it will provide

     13        sufficient practice protection to occupations and

     14        increase the availability of information about

     15        providers to the general public; it will also provide

     16        an alternative to or complement existing licensure

     17        that will reduce the problems that are caused by

     18        traditional licensure which include restrictions on

     19        economic development, (inaudible) and higher costs to

     20        the consumers.

     21               So why is this important?  Why are we even

     22        looking at this?  What's the import of finding an

     23        alternative, less bureaucratic way for the State to

     24        provide professional credential to the general public

     25        or to a professional?  Currently, there are over
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      1        473,000 outstanding license permits and certifications

      2        issued by IPLA, okay?  So that's the oversight of

      3        IPLA.

      4               In addition to IPLA, the Gaming Commission has

      5        oversight of over 12,000 licenses.  Department of

      6        Insurance, 69,400 licenses.  Attorneys, there are

      7        18,400 attorneys, and over 58,700 teachers who are

      8        licensed.  So this brings the grand total -- and not

      9        to mention there are other miscellaneous licenses out

     10        there that are issued by DNR.  So the grand total of

     11        the individuals/professionals who are licensed in the

     12        state is approximately 632,000 of a workforce of 3.3

     13        million.  So you're talking about almost 20 percent of

     14        the working public have some type of professional

     15        designation.

     16               Okay.  More important than that, what we're

     17        talking about here are middle-wage jobs.  So the

     18        individuals who occupy this space of being

     19        professional license are your 35,000 to $75,000 wage

     20        earners.  Of course, there are outliers to that.  So

     21        if we make it easier for individuals to come into that

     22        space, to have a job in this space, then you're going

     23        to increase the population of middle-wage earners.

     24               And we're also talking about a population of

     25        people who may have a certain type of skill set.  I
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      1        mean my grandpa was a plumber, my dad was a plumber, I

      2        grew up around plumbers.  I know how to plumb.  The

      3        problem is that in order to be a plumber in the State

      4        of Indiana, I have to earn credentials that are costly

      5        and time consuming.

      6               So if there is a way for the working public to

      7        designate themselves as having a certain skill set

      8        without incurring the cost of obtaining a

      9        state-mandated requirement, it will increase the flow

     10        of workers into the economy.

     11               So, as I mentioned, this was the result of

     12        Senate Enrolled Act 421.  You remember we had looked

     13        at using this concept, using this mechanism of

     14        self-certification registration for health care

     15        workers who are not currently licensed in the state

     16        but who may be eligible to be reimbursed under

     17        Medicare.  And we're going to hear from individuals

     18        this morning who are interested in pursuing this

     19        concept for those related reasons.

     20               But the panel and the study that IPLA is

     21        conducting and the point of today's panel is to hear

     22        testimony that answers six inquiries that are

     23        articulated and enumerated in Senate Enrolled Act 421

     24        which are, one, which occupations or other license

     25        types may be included in the registry; two, whether to
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      1        provide title protection to individuals who register;

      2        enforcement provisions that would be used; a

      3        description of auditing and maintenance of the

      4        registry; the cost of establishing and maintaining the

      5        registry; and, finally, the cost of an individual

      6        applying for and renewing inclusion in the registry.

      7               So I'm going to close by giving you a little

      8        preview of today.  We're going to hear from

      9        representatives of different professions in the

     10        morning and then in the afternoon we're going to hear

     11        from some preeminent subject matter experts and

     12        economists to talk more generally about professional

     13        licensing.

     14               As a final word, today's panel hearing is not a

     15        formal committee hearing.  It's not intended to be

     16        hostile, Senator Taylor, as I've experienced

     17        firsthand.  So the objective of today is to hopefully

     18        walk away from hearing from stakeholders about this

     19        concept and if we do turn the study into legislation,

     20        what that legislation might look like.

     21               So with that, I'm going to go take my seat on

     22        the panel and then we'll do a quick introduction of

     23        the panelists if you all wouldn't mind and we'll get

     24        started.  Thank you.

     25               MR. MILLER:  I'll introduce myself.  David
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      1        Miller with the Attorney General.  I work in the

      2        legislative arena and certainly appreciate being part

      3        of this discussion today.

      4               I would note that the major area that I think

      5        is of interest to us as well as to everyone is that

      6        protecting the public and providing the best

      7        information to the public to make reasonable decisions

      8        in terms of who they're going to retain or who they're

      9        going to hire for a project.  Whether it's a plumber

     10        or whether it's a health professional in a totally

     11        different area, the bottom line is that we are

     12        supportive of any effort that provides this vehicle.

     13               And I think during the last session we had

     14        conversation with a lot of you in the audience as well

     15        in terms of how to effectuate something that

     16        conceptually can be very good with consumers in

     17        Indiana, at the same time recognizing the Attorney

     18        General's unique responsibility for ensuring that

     19        those who somehow take advantage of that status, if

     20        you will, or that certification or that hybrid, as

     21        Adam described, are legitimately providing the

     22        service.  So recognizing that made me look forward to

     23        working with everyone involved in this process and I

     24        look forward to listening to the testimony.

     25               Also, I want to make a brief introduction of
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      1        Allen Pope who is our licensing enforcement person.

      2        He is here today as well and probably critique

      3        anything I say, but, beyond that, Allen will be the

      4        one who would be responsible for some of the

      5        enforcement efforts regarding this as it moves

      6        forward.

      7               We look forward to working with you, Adam, and

      8        I certainly appreciate including us and I think that

      9        the concept that you're advocating is something that

     10        perhaps time has come in trying to recognize that we

     11        can't -- I shouldn't say this, but we can't license

     12        everyone in the state.  We can't have 3 million people

     13        licensed in Indiana.  We all know the cost to our

     14        economy as well as the cost to the system, but at the

     15        same time we have to recognize that sometimes license

     16        is appropriate and when it's not, this is a concept

     17        that I think is very beneficial.  Thank you for

     18        allowing me to be here today.

     19               SENATOR TAYLOR:  I'm Senator Taylor, Greg

     20        Taylor, from Indianapolis, Indiana, and I'm just here

     21        to learn about professional licensing and what we do.

     22        I'm not very involved in the Senate Enrolled Act 421.

     23        Although, it is an important measure.  I think we need

     24        to be a little bit more efficient in the way that we

     25        license individuals (inaudible).  Through this
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      1        discussion, hopefully I'll learn a lot about what

      2        areas may or may not need to be licensed in the State

      3        of Indiana.

      4               SENATOR MILLER:  Pat Miller.  I represent the

      5        southeastern portion of Marion County and I, too, am

      6        pleased to be a part of the panel and thank Adam for

      7        all the work that he has done working on this issue.

      8               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Christina Hale.  I

      9        represent House District 87 on the north side of

     10        Indianapolis.  I'm also reigning member of Commerce

     11        Economic Development and Small Business, so this

     12        issue, particularly as it pertains to workforce, is of

     13        great interest to me.  Most of my caucus is

     14        representative on the Indiana Career Council so I

     15        select senators there.

     16               I also would like to beg your pardon and

     17        forgiveness.  I'm allergic to something in my house

     18        and I have not figured it out.  So if you see me

     19        holding ice to my lips, it's because I wake up every

     20        morning with puffy Desperate Housewife lips, but they

     21        will go away later today.

     22               And then, secondly, I have a speaking

     23        engagement at noon, so, please, forgive me if I'm late

     24        returning from the lunch break.  Thank you.

     25               MR. RHOAD:  Good morning.  My name is Nicholas
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      1        Rhoad and I'm the executive director at the Indiana

      2        Professional Licensing Agency.  It's a pleasure to be

      3        here today to continue the conversation and engage

      4        with stakeholders on what we can do to continue to

      5        make Indiana a state that works.

      6               One out of every seven working Hoosiers does

      7        business with the Indiana Professional Licensing

      8        Agency and we are continually working and striving to

      9        find that good balance of making sure that we have

     10        competent practitioners in our workforce but at the

     11        same time making sure that every dollar not spent on

     12        regulatory paperwork is a dollar that businesses can

     13        spend putting Hoosiers to work.  So, hopefully,

     14        through the course of our meeting today and continual

     15        conversation after today we can look at ways to cut

     16        unnecessary red tape and help continue to drive down

     17        Indiana's unemployment rate.  Thank you.

     18               MR. BERRY:  Before we call the first witness

     19        today, Representative Jud McMillin, as I mentioned, is

     20        also on the panel.  He had court this morning but he

     21        will be joining us shortly.

     22               So, with that, I would like to welcome Connie

     23        Jung to the hot seat, if you will.  Thank you for

     24        being here this morning.

     25               MS. JUNG:  Good morning.  As Adam mentioned, my
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      1        name is Connie Jung.  I am a registered interior

      2        designer with the State of Indiana and a small

      3        business owner.  I am also currently the past

      4        president of the Interior Design Coalition of Indiana,

      5        which is the coalition that worked on the legislation

      6        for the registration.  I currently live and work in

      7        Fishers, Indiana and certainly appreciate you giving

      8        me the opportunity today to speak.

      9               To give you a little history of the interior

     10        design legislation, we began in 2003 to begin to

     11        educate legislators and the public on the importance

     12        of this concept.  As a designer, we battle on a daily

     13        basis the general public's misconception of exactly

     14        what it is that we do with our day.

     15               Between HDTV's inundation of how easy design is

     16        or the people that just decide that they have a flair

     17        for design and want to start a business, many do not

     18        realize the technical and important aspects of our

     19        career.  So the general design community thought it

     20        was time to begin to educate the public and allow

     21        those of us who have received and paid for an

     22        education within the field and have passed the

     23        national qualification test called the NCIDQ to have a

     24        designation that represents this effort.

     25               The coalition was developed in 2003 that is now
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      1        called the Interior Design Coalition of Indiana or the

      2        IDCI to represent designers across the state and the

      3        effort began.  In 2009, this idea was realized through

      4        the registration and the passing of our bill.  We

      5        began working with the IPLA via Herb Price to develop

      6        the online application and supporting criteria that

      7        was required through our bill to become registered.

      8        Since the registration began, we now have 538, as of

      9        today, registered interior designers within the State

     10        of Indiana.

     11               Some of the advantages that we believe our

     12        registry brings versus licensing are the following:

     13        No. 1, it is strictly voluntary.  No. 2, we do not

     14        limit anyone from calling themselves either an

     15        interior designer, an interior decorator, or whatever

     16        they would like to have as their title, but you

     17        certainly can only call yourself a registered interior

     18        designer if you meet the criteria set forth in the

     19        bill.

     20               We currently have brought in close to $54,000

     21        and some change to the state with very little

     22        administrative costs taken out of that via the

     23        registry.

     24               Having this designation with Indiana has

     25        included Indiana with the other 28 states within the
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      1        United States of having interior design laws enacted.

      2               No. 5, this designation within our state allows

      3        the general public to realize they are hiring a

      4        professional that has studied and has received the

      5        qualifications required to become registered and,

      6        therefore, knows about topics such as fire and safety

      7        codes, egress issues for space planning, product

      8        safety within our industry.

      9               And, lastly, the IDCI is responsible for

     10        monitoring registration and of applicants which again

     11        leaves no cost to the State.

     12               This legislation has certainly helped the

     13        students within our state.  Indiana has at least eight

     14        state programs that offer interior design degrees, and

     15        without this legislation, our state would have

     16        experienced some form of brain drain within our

     17        industry.

     18               Now students educating themselves within our

     19        state can now be employed and practice towards

     20        becoming registered.  It has helped to increase

     21        student population and certainly the excitement within

     22        universities.

     23               Once being asked to participate today, I

     24        reached out to a few individuals and I asked them the

     25        following questions:  If you are a business owner, how
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      1        has the registration affected your company and/or

      2        staff?  And what do you believe to be the biggest

      3        advantage of being a registered interior designer?

      4        I'll share with you a couple of responses that I

      5        received.

      6               From Jill Mendoza, a registered interior

      7        designer who owns IDO, Incorporated, an interior

      8        design studio here in downtown Indianapolis.  She

      9        states, "The registry definitely helps IDO compete on

     10        a more open professional platform.  Clients and other

     11        regulated design professionals we work for and with

     12        look for and expect credentials in the professionals

     13        they do business with in this industry.  We would not

     14        be given the same consideration to participate in the

     15        overall commerce of the industry without the interior

     16        design registry and the value it brings to the

     17        business culture in our industry and State."

     18               From Alicia McKoy, another registered interior

     19        designer and owner of AE Designs in Indianapolis.  She

     20        states, "The registration has given me and my staff

     21        more pride for our profession in allowing us to

     22        providing a unique service to our clients through the

     23        registration."  She goes on to state, "The biggest

     24        advantage to the registry is the general public can

     25        now turn to the registry to find professionals that
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      1        can be trusted and are qualified."

      2               I personally agree with the comments above and

      3        for me not only is there pride within our industry and

      4        the fact that our profession has been elevated with

      5        the registry but also pride to live in a state that

      6        allows individuals to grow to their highest potential

      7        and supports that effort.

      8               Adam, I thank you for inviting me to speak

      9        today.  And to you on the panel, I thank you for

     10        taking time to be part of this study.  The topic

     11        certainly is an important issue to the State, to the

     12        past two governors, and certainly to our industry.  As

     13        a long-time Hoosier, small business owner, and a

     14        certified professional, I am thrilled that the

     15        government is opening themselves up to alternative

     16        solutions with this topic.

     17               I'm now opening myself up to questions.

     18               SENATOR MILLER:  I'd just like to have you give

     19        us a copy of your written comments.

     20               MS. JUNG:  Absolutely.  Would you like me to

     21        e-mail that to you, Adam, or just leave them?

     22               MR. BERRY:  Oh, if you have copies, that's

     23        fine.  Ben Evans is floating around here someplace.

     24        He can make copies.

     25               MS. JUNG:  Sure.  So I'm now open if you have
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      1        any questions.

      2               MR. RHOAD:  And you feel comfortable in the

      3        current situation that it allows for proper consumer

      4        protection but also proper (inaudible) on behalf of

      5        the consumer without the licensing board being

      6        involved in that?

      7               MS. JUNG:  Certainly the responsibility of

      8        educating the public on what a registered interior

      9        designer is has fallen on the coalition now and that

     10        has actually since the legislation has passed has been

     11        our main focus, but I certainly do believe it is

     12        working and we have not actually had any conflicts or

     13        any questioning of eligibility or -- it really flowed

     14        very easily.

     15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  As the author of that

     16        legislation, there were parts of the legislation, if I

     17        remember correctly, that gave particular requirements

     18        or amounts of experience --

     19               MS. JUNG:  Correct.

     20               SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- in relationship to be able

     21        to register as an interior designer.  What I would

     22        like to know if you found any instances where

     23        individuals were actually promoting that they were

     24        registered and had not been part of the registry.

     25               MS. JUNG:  We have not found that to this day.
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      1        There were requirements.  We did have a grandfathering

      2        clause that lasted for two years.  It is no longer in

      3        effect, but the requirements basically are the same

      4        requirements.

      5               We do have a national qualification for

      6        interior design.  The qualifications to take that test

      7        was our qualifications along with the ARE which is the

      8        architectural qualification test.  So if you have

      9        taken the NCIDQ and passed it and you have (inaudible)

     10        registration or ARE registration, you can register to

     11        become a registered interior designer.  We have not

     12        had any conflicts with that.

     13               MR. BERRY:  Well, thank you again for your

     14        testimony this morning and we'll be in touch with any

     15        follow-up if necessary.  Thank you.

     16               MS. JUNG:  And I'll get copies of this.

     17               MR. BERRY:  Perfect.  I may mess up this last

     18        name, but Michelle Trivedi, please.  How did I do?

     19               MS. TRIVEDI:  You're close.  Good morning.  On

     20        behalf of The Arc of Indiana, thank you very much for

     21        the opportunity to testify today.  My name is Michelle

     22        Trivedi.  I'm the manager of The Arc Insurance Project

     23        which provides health insurance for persons with

     24        disabilities including autism, and autism is a

     25        disability that I'll be addressing today.
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      1               Applied behavior analysis or ABA is a wide

      2        field with Ph.D. and master's level educated

      3        professionals and their supervised technicians.  The

      4        field of ABA includes a wide range of practice from

      5        addiction to canine training, organizational behavior

      6        and human resource management to the education of

      7        adults and children both in general education

      8        classrooms and special education classrooms.

      9               ABA therapy for the treatment of autism is a

     10        specific clinical intervention in this wide field that

     11        is done primarily by Ph.D. and master-level trained

     12        board certified behavior analysts, which are also

     13        called BCBAs, and also some psychologists do perform

     14        ABA therapy in their practice.  Psychologists, of

     15        course, are already licensed by the State of Indiana.

     16        Board certified behavior analysts, however, are not

     17        regulated in any way by the State of Indiana.

     18               ABA is widely accepted across the country as an

     19        effective evidence-based treatment for autism and

     20        endorsed by the major medical societies and has been

     21        designated as a medically necessary treatment for

     22        autism under our own Health Insurance Mandate Law for

     23        autism treatment and in 35 other states across the

     24        country by Medicaid and TRICARE and the federal

     25        government.
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      1               A voluntary self-registry is an excellent

      2        solution for many professions that work with persons

      3        with disabilities such as music therapy, art therapy,

      4        recreational therapy, et cetera; however, for BCBAs

      5        this type of voluntary self-registry already exists at

      6        the national level.  It's called the Behavior Analyst

      7        Certification Board or the BACB.

      8               Indiana also already has a title protection law

      9        for BCBAs, and thank you to Senator Miller for that,

     10        so you cannot say publicly you are a board-certified

     11        behavior analyst without having taken that national

     12        exam and have those credentials.

     13               Unfortunately, however, for families in Indiana

     14        who are suffering with autism, the existence of this

     15        law and the national certification board has not been

     16        sufficient to protect children and families in the

     17        State of Indiana.  The fact of the matter is anyone

     18        can hang up a shingle and claim to provide what they

     19        may call "ABA" or "behavioral autism treatment" or

     20        "autism consultation" or many other terms and not run

     21        a foul of the title protection law.  As long as they

     22        do not claim to be a board-certified behavior

     23        analysts, they can serve families and file insurance

     24        claims.

     25               Given that the quality of ABA treatment will
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      1        determine the lifelong functionality of the person

      2        with autism and the cost of care and education of that

      3        person to the State of Indiana, a higher level of

      4        regulation is truly necessary to protect children,

      5        families, and payers, including health insurers,

      6        Medicaid, and the public school system to protect them

      7        from poor outcomes and higher costs.

      8               The Arc of Indiana, many family advocacy

      9        organizations, and the Hoosier Association of Behavior

     10        Analysts leadership are very eager to work with the

     11        State to increase the standards for professionalism

     12        and for the quality of ABA practice and to develop a

     13        means to regulate BCBAs so that there are real

     14        consequences to poor practice and so that persons who

     15        are unqualified to practice cannot practice behavior

     16        analysis as a means to protect children, families, and

     17        payers from both unqualified and unethical

     18        practitioners.

     19               The Arc would like to thank you very much,

     20        thank this panel and thank the Governor's Office for

     21        all of your time and for looking at this issue as it

     22        is very important to our families and we stand ready

     23        to assist in any way that we can.  And I'd like to

     24        take any questions that you have.

     25               SENATOR MILLER:  So even though you're looking
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      1        for self-registration, you do have a standard of

      2        practice that you want these individuals to meet in

      3        order to do that; correct?

      4               MS. TRIVEDI:  We believe that self-registration

      5        is a very good idea for certain professions that work

      6        with people with disabilities, but because

      7        board-certified behavior analysts provide medically

      8        necessary treatment that's reimbursed by health

      9        insurance, the clinical nature and just the important

     10        nature of the outcomes for the people that they are

     11        treating is such that we believe it rises to the level

     12        of needing a higher level of scrutiny than

     13        self-reporting and voluntary self-registry.

     14               SENATOR MILLER:  All right.  Thank you.  And if

     15        these individuals meet the federal standards now in

     16        Indiana without being officially licensed, do they get

     17        Medicare reimbursement?

     18               MS. TRIVEDI:  Medicare does not reimburse for

     19        autism treatment.

     20               SENATOR MILLER:  That is true.

     21               MS. TRIVEDI:  Yeah.  It would be in several

     22        states currently Medicaid does not cover ABA treatment

     23        except for in one plan and they do reimburse BCBAs for

     24        that.  They are reimbursed by all private insurance

     25        companies for autism treatment and all of our
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      1        Affordable Care Act plan.

      2               MR. RHOAD:  Would a speech pathologist, PT, or

      3        OT be someone who you feel would be qualified to

      4        provide ABA therapy?

      5               MS. TRIVEDI:  No, they are not.  It's outside

      6        the scope of their practice because ABA therapy would

      7        require a certain level of additional training, a

      8        certain level of additional postgraduate education in

      9        the specifics of behavior analysis before they would

     10        qualify to be board certified and to be able to

     11        practice with any quality.

     12               MR. RHOAD:  And so (inaudible) licensed

     13        practitioner even for someone providing first steps

     14        there, how would that play into their competency of

     15        practice?  Where would they go to obtain those

     16        certifications and what kind of time frame are we

     17        looking at for someone to have the qualifications to

     18        say that they are a certified ABA therapist?

     19               MS. TRIVEDI:  At the national level, certainly.

     20        If they already have a master's degree and a license

     21        in a related field such as speech pathology,

     22        psychology, special education, it would take -- they

     23        have several thousand hours of practical application

     24        that they have to do that is supervised by a

     25        board-certified behavior analyst or a Ph.D. certified
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      1        behavior analyst.  So it would take several years for

      2        them to qualify post master's degree for the national

      3        certification.

      4               MR. RHOAD:  And how many states now have

      5        certified ABA therapists?

      6               MS. TRIVEDI:  All 50 states have certified

      7        behavior analysts.  There are I believe seven or eight

      8        states that use the national certification as their

      9        state licensure.  That changes frequently because

     10        every legislative session another state seems to come

     11        onboard using that certification as their state

     12        licensure.

     13               MR. RHOAD:  Is there reciprocity between

     14        states?

     15               MS. TRIVEDI:  I do not believe so, no, but I

     16        will look into that.

     17               MR. BERRY:  You mentioned this in your

     18        testimony, but what specific problems have you seen

     19        within the industry because that higher level of

     20        scrutiny is not offered?  So we're talking about BCBA,

     21        a board-certified behavior analyst?

     22               MS. TRIVEDI:  Yes.

     23               MR. BERRY:  Is that different from the ABA

     24        therapist?

     25               MS. TRIVEDI:  There are basically three levels
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      1        to providing ABA therapy.  The board-certified

      2        behavior analyst supervisor, they are the most highly

      3        trained person.  They direct the therapy, write the

      4        therapy programs and supervise the people who deliver

      5        the therapy on the front line.

      6               Then there's a middle-level person called the

      7        board-certified associate behavior analyst.  They have

      8        less education, less hours and supervised training.

      9        They cannot function independently or they're not

     10        supposed to function independently and they are not

     11        supposed to write programs independently.  They are

     12        supposed to be supervised.

     13               Then the third level is what's called the

     14        frontline behavioral technician.  That is someone who

     15        may or may not have a bachelor's degree and who is not

     16        supposed to write programming, change programming,

     17        design behavioral interventions.

     18               But the reality of the situation is because of

     19        a lack of any requirements on the state level, what we

     20        have happening is we may have a young person work

     21        under a board-certified behavior analyst for one or

     22        two years and then realize that they can make more

     23        money if they strike out on their own and they start

     24        providing ABA services directly to families without

     25        supervision, without the direction of your Ph.D. level
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      1        or master's level educated person who has thousands of

      2        hours of training in the specifics of behavior

      3        analysis for people with autism.

      4               Because, as I said, the field is very wide and

      5        you can use ABA in addiction treatment and you can use

      6        ABA to train service animals.  And certainly someone

      7        who is trained to use ABA for addiction would not be

      8        qualified to work with persons with autism.  So it's a

      9        bit like -- one of my colleagues said it's a bit like

     10        the wild, wild west.  Kind of whoever wants to hang up

     11        a shingle and provide ABA at this point really can

     12        because they wouldn't be breaking any law.

     13               And while they can be reported to the

     14        certification board if they're not already certified,

     15        there's really no teeth.  There's no one to come after

     16        them saying you are not qualified, stop practicing.

     17               And if a certified behavior analyst, even if

     18        they are qualified, if they are engaging in unethical

     19        practices, there's no state level teeth to say to them

     20        even though you're qualified and certified, you are

     21        acting unethically, we're going to pull your license

     22        or pull your certification and now you cannot

     23        practice.  And that has been a real problem over the

     24        last 14 years that we've had insurance reimbursement

     25        for ABA in our state.
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      1               SENATOR TAYLOR:  So are you saying that while

      2        we're here to talk about some licenses that are, you

      3        know, we can use self-registration, are you here to

      4        say that we probably need to look into this further

      5        and actually look into licensing these individuals or

      6        some type of increased scrutiny?

      7               MS. TRIVEDI:  Yes, exactly, whether full

      8        licensure in the way we today enact it.  We want to

      9        work with you because we're very sensitive that that

     10        is red tape that is cost on top of certification that

     11        may already exist at the national level, but a higher

     12        level of scrutiny for these people is most definitely

     13        needed because what they do with these children really

     14        does affect their lifelong functionality.

     15               And if ABA is done very well, $2 million per

     16        child can be saved by the State of Indiana in terms of

     17        reduced special education costs and in terms of

     18        reduced Medicaid costs and reduced Medicaid waiver

     19        costs.  And so it's really in the State's interest to

     20        make sure that only qualified providers who are

     21        practicing ethically are doing so in our state so that

     22        we're not wasting what precious resources we have

     23        making up for bad treatment later.

     24               MR. RHOAD:  How many of our state universities

     25        provide degrees in ABA therapy?
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      1               MS. TRIVEDI:  Ball State University and I

      2        believe Purdue is working on one.  Most of our BCBAs

      3        come from out of state, so it has brought several

      4        dozens of people from Michigan and other states into

      5        our state to work.

      6               MR. RHOAD:  And how many certified that have

      7        gone through a university degree program, how many do

      8        you think are currently operating in the State of

      9        Indiana?

     10               MS. TRIVEDI:  As of today, we have 232

     11        board-certified behavior analysts and then there are a

     12        few hundred associate behavior analysts under them

     13        being supervised by a BCBA.  And then they would have

     14        several hundred of the behavioral technicians who may

     15        or may not have a degree working under them.

     16               SENATOR MILLER:  So in this particular area, I

     17        think I hear you saying that you do not believe people

     18        who are not qualified should be able to practice with

     19        these children.

     20               MS. TRIVEDI:  Correct, yes.

     21               SENATOR MILLER:  Okay.  I just wanted to

     22        clarify because I think in our earlier remarks when

     23        Adam was talking about being able to plumb that you

     24        could still plumb and we do use plumbers and heating

     25        and air conditioning people who are not licensed.
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      1        They're just friends and volunteer firemen.

      2               So, just to be clear, you do believe that in

      3        this particular case I'm okay with self-registering,

      4        but if they're not registered, they should not

      5        practice?

      6               MS. TRIVEDI:  Correct.  Their registry or

      7        licensure or certification, whatever we work out, it

      8        should require very specific experience and education

      9        in order to be able to practice.

     10               SENATOR MILLER:  Okay.  So either the general

     11        assembly or IPLA should put in place, either by rule

     12        or law, specific qualifications for these people?

     13               MS. TRIVEDI:  Yes, and the people they

     14        supervise, yes.

     15               MR. MILLER:  I just want to make a comment and

     16        also ask questions (inaudible) and that is you

     17        indicated there's quality of service type of issue

     18        with regard to those who don't meet the criteria.  We

     19        have a lot of situations like that where we do have

     20        other statutes that give remedies to those who have

     21        been victimized, if you will, or those who are

     22        dissatisfied with the service.  And one of the things

     23        that I wanted to ask you about is that if someone

     24        would come to one of your certified, registered

     25        (inaudible) and had a complaint, which probably is
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      1        where the complaint would be registered oftentimes

      2        would be another provider or someone who comes

      3        forward, do you keep in mind that -- do you counsel

      4        them on some options they have including the fact

      5        there are consumer fraud statutes you can't represent

      6        that you have characteristics or licensure or

      7        registration or any type of authorization that you

      8        know you don't have or (inaudible)?  And so that's one

      9        avenue.  I know that has been kind of an omission of

     10        discussion every time we have a licensing argument

     11        whether they should be licensed, we seem to forget

     12        that there are alternative channels available.

     13               So I would encourage you to relay to your folks

     14        at Arc remedies available.  Now, whether they're

     15        adequate or not, that's a policy decision that can be

     16        discussed, but I just want to call to your attention

     17        that the Attorney General does have a consumer

     18        protection function of its own in that category and

     19        (inaudible) assembly go online and file a complaint at

     20        Indianaconsumer.com.  I'm not looking for solicitation

     21        of complaints, but that's something that I think is

     22        beneficial.

     23               And the last question I have is that you

     24        already have in place something that seems to pattern

     25        what the federal standards are.  Those states that you
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      1        mentioned, the seven states, for example, if someone

      2        has those credentials, their licensing authority has

      3        the authority then to do something with regard to

      4        someone who falls off of that certification?  I'm

      5        trying to understand how they function sort of without

      6        (inaudible) new licensing requirement unnecessarily.

      7        So how do they function?

      8               MS. TRIVEDI:  Some of the states that have

      9        their own licensure for the board-certified behavioral

     10        analysts simply took the national certification board

     11        standards and made that their licensing requirements

     12        but added the extra level of protection, so to speak,

     13        that if someone ran a foul of either the quality

     14        standards for the national certification board or the

     15        ethical standards for the national certification

     16        board, even if the national certification board did

     17        not take away their certification, the state license

     18        could be taken away and that person could be prevented

     19        from practicing in the state that had that licensure.

     20        So it added some protection because the certification

     21        board is just that, a certification board and not a

     22        licensure board.

     23               So their complaints can be filed with that

     24        national certification board and they can make

     25        recommendations or determinations if the person ran a
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      1        foul of their standards, but there's somewhat of a

      2        lengthy process to have certification revoked.  And so

      3        it added an extra layer of protection to the

      4        consumers, especially in egregious (inaudible).

      5               MR. MILLER:  One last question.  So the state

      6        board would not have the authority to independently do

      7        an analysis of compliance with that federal standard;

      8        is that correct?  So, in other words, unless the

      9        federal standard was (inaudible) to replace the

     10        federal level, the state would have no independent

     11        determination?

     12               MS. TRIVEDI:  The national certification is

     13        voluntary.  It's not part of any federal statute, so

     14        the State of Indiana could increase the requirements

     15        in our state after taking a look at the national

     16        certification board standards.  It's a completely

     17        voluntary process, so it's not a certification law on

     18        the federal level.  So the state would have control

     19        over behavior analysts practicing in our state.

     20               MR. MILLER:  And one last, I'm sorry.

     21               MS. TRIVEDI:  It's complicated.  I understand.

     22               MR. MILLER:  One of the things that we always

     23        struggle with is the issue of whether that process is

     24        necessary.  So, for example, when we have a report --

     25        and I know that Adam Pope is here and would support
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      1        that.  Sometimes we get boards that have maybe one

      2        complaint or no complaints over a period of years and

      3        yet we have a regulatory system, we have all these

      4        requirements, and so I guess my question is that you

      5        indicated there's some question of standard.  Is that

      6        very common or is this just one of those unusual

      7        situations where if someone gets bad service, they

      8        could just proceed with whatever remedy they have

      9        under current law as well as private remedies or

     10        consumer fraud remedies?  I'm just curious.  Is there

     11        a rampant number of complaints that your group

     12        receives?

     13               MS. TRIVEDI:  Our organization receives a lot

     14        of complaints, and the Indiana Resource Center for

     15        Autism receives a lot of complaints from families and

     16        from school districts regarding behavior analysis

     17        practice.  It's a bit of a unique situation in that

     18        for families to pursue their outside remedies to go to

     19        the certification board, a lot of families are unaware

     20        of the certification board.

     21               And we certainly counsel them to file a

     22        complaint with the certification board, to file a

     23        complaint with the Attorney General's Office, but

     24        autism is a disability that is so time consuming for

     25        parents that typically what happens is they vote with
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      1        their feet and they go on to another provider but they

      2        may have lost months or years of intervention with

      3        their child.  And so a lot of times complaints don't

      4        get filed just simply because of those time pressures

      5        and just getting through the day with your child with

      6        autism.

      7               So we found over the past 14 years with our

      8        Indiana autism mandate being in place is that what

      9        typically happens is the family just moves on to

     10        another provider and that provider who may be

     11        extremely well known in their community for not being

     12        very good is still practicing and opening up more

     13        centers and luring in more families because they're

     14        available.  They're there and families are desperate

     15        for help.

     16               And so not having an up-front preventive way of

     17        ensuring quality really hampers parents' ability to

     18        find truly qualified providers with the speed and ease

     19        that they need to.

     20               SENATOR MILLER:  This is not in your field, but

     21        just thinking through this with these children.

     22        You're here on autism but there are other children who

     23        are dyslexic or something that need a very special

     24        type of education.

     25               MS. TRIVEDI:  Uh-huh.
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      1               SENATOR MILLER:  And there are people who are

      2        well-trained, qualified, licensed and those who are

      3        not, hung up a shingle.  So would you see that as a

      4        similar type of situation for children as autism?

      5               MS. TRIVEDI:  I would see it a little bit

      6        differently in the sense that ABA has been determined

      7        to be a medically necessary treatment and so when

      8        you're looking at nursing or speech therapy or

      9        occupational therapy, other treatments that are

     10        considered to be medically necessary, there's a

     11        certain level of prevention up-front to make sure that

     12        only qualified people are really practicing that, and

     13        that is wholly unavailable in the field of behavior

     14        analysis right now.

     15               And so that would be the big difference that I

     16        would see because we are -- while ABA is used in an

     17        educational setting, what I'm talking about is ABA as

     18        a clinical application and because it is a medically

     19        necessary treatment and because the window for early

     20        intervention is so short, without having some kind of

     21        up-front preventive measure to ensure quality, a lot

     22        of children and families fall through the cracks and

     23        end up getting very bad treatment that can take years

     24        to -- that can either never be undone or can take

     25        years to undo.
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      1               MR. BERRY:  Thank you very much.

      2               MS. TRIVEDI:  Thank you so much.  Greatly

      3        appreciate your time.

      4               MR. BERRY:  Mr. Wajda.

      5               MR. WAJDA:  Thank you, Mr. Berry, members of

      6        the committee.  Rick Wajda with the Indiana Builders

      7        Association.  Pleasure to be here today to talk a

      8        little bit about Registered Builder and Remodeler

      9        Programs and the status of the situation regarding the

     10        construction industry in the State of Indiana.  So

     11        I've got a couple of slides to run through and

     12        certainly want to open it up to any questions at the

     13        end of my presentation.

     14               A little bit about the Indiana Builders

     15        Association.  3,000 member companies across the State

     16        of Indiana primarily engaged in residential

     17        construction.  We're affiliated with the National

     18        Association of Home Builders.  We have 27 local

     19        chapters across the State of Indiana that basically

     20        covers most of the state, certainly where there's any

     21        building or economic activity.  We have a newer

     22        organization there and we're advocates for Safe and

     23        Affordable Housing.

     24               So the first slide is on contractor licensing.

     25        It's probably a little easier to see up on the TV
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      1        screen than maybe in your handout.  And as you can

      2        see, certainly in the Midwest, the yellow states are

      3        ones where there's no state licensing requirements.

      4        There may be some local licensing requirements which

      5        is the case here in Indiana.  We have a couple of

      6        (inaudible) that have a local licensing requirement on

      7        residential contractors but nothing on a statewide

      8        level.  And you can see there there's 10 states that

      9        have no licensing required, 8 that have a registration

     10        board of some fashion, and then 25 states that have

     11        statewide licensing boards.

     12               Currently today in Indiana -- this is per House

     13        Enrolled Act 1301 that was passed earlier this year.

     14        Indiana Code 36-1-22 reads that a political

     15        subdivision may not adopt an ordinance, rule or policy

     16        or other requirement providing that a builder or

     17        remodeler be licensed, certified, permitted,

     18        registered in that local community.

     19               So the Indiana general assembly passed in

     20        bipartisan overwhelming fashion a bill that prohibits

     21        any other local communities from having a local

     22        licensing requirement.

     23               So, for example, in the Evansville area and

     24        Fort Wayne area, they have a local licensing

     25        requirement right now.  They were grandfathered in.
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      1        They can still operate their local licensing

      2        requirements in their communities; however, moving

      3        forward, no local community can adopt a new licensing

      4        requirement.  That was done primarily because many

      5        local communities were looking at adopting a local

      6        licensing requirement.

      7               We have many members, many that are engaged in

      8        the residential construction field that operate in

      9        numerous communities across the state, and if they had

     10        to take the time and expense to be licensed, take

     11        continuing ed in every one of those communities, one

     12        of our biggest selling points of having safe and

     13        affordable housing in the State of Indiana goes out

     14        the window.

     15               Our quotes in the economic development world

     16        routinely top Indiana as one of the most affordable

     17        places to own a home and we've used that to attract

     18        businesses into the State of Indiana.  If you have to

     19        add all those licensing requirements and the time

     20        consuming manner to take continuing ed and so forth

     21        and have folks sit for a test, those costs get passed

     22        on to Hoosiers, and affordable housing quickly becomes

     23        less affordable.

     24               So what I want to do is take a look at two

     25        programs in particular, registered builder programs in
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      1        Kentucky and Oklahoma.  These are self-regulated

      2        programs, so they're not run by the State of Kentucky

      3        or the State of Oklahoma.  They were done in response

      4        to either internal or external pressures on the

      5        industry that whether external pressures from elected

      6        officials that wanted a state license for contractors

      7        or internal pressures from residential contractors,

      8        builders, remodelers that said, hey, we need to

      9        further professionalize our industry and maybe we

     10        ought to look at state licensing.  And what they've

     11        come up with in these two states is kind of a

     12        self-regulation process that helps further

     13        professionalize the industry but doesn't go all the

     14        way towards the step of state licensing.

     15               So, in Kentucky, a registered builder is a

     16        professional designation granted to a builder who

     17        meets specific requirements and those standards are

     18        set forth by the Home Builders' Association of

     19        Kentucky at a state level.  Here is how -- one example

     20        of how they market the program.  Up there on the

     21        screen, you can see you can click on any of the

     22        counties in the State of Kentucky and it will bring up

     23        a list of who those registered builders and remodelers

     24        are in that area, so very consumer friendly.

     25               In talking to my counterparts and certainly in
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      1        Kentucky and Oklahoma, one of the biggest advantages

      2        that they think it has is it certainly helps bring all

      3        the folks that are engaged in the residential

      4        construction industry up to a higher standard if they

      5        decide to be a registered or certified builder or

      6        remodeler, but they said one of the challenges is

      7        marketing the program to consumers, making consumers

      8        aware that -- and that's, I think, a challenge with

      9        anything market-based is making sure that consumers

     10        understand the difference between anybody that has a

     11        sign on the side of their pickup truck and somebody

     12        that's engaged in a professional organization and is

     13        taking the steps to be a professional.

     14               So these are some of the criteria.  They have

     15        to be a member in good standing of their local Home

     16        Builders' Association, have to complete at least three

     17        major construction projects in a two-year period,

     18        which when times are good doesn't sound like a

     19        challenge, but over the last seven years, there are

     20        probably very few people that have done three major

     21        construction projects in a two-year period.

     22               It has to be their primary occupation, and they

     23        have to be sponsored by an existing registered builder

     24        in good standing.  And you can see they have to

     25        provide a contract if it's over $1,500 and then
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      1        there's some criteria there for what the contract

      2        should look like.

      3               They also have to issue an express warranty,

      4        have to carry Worker's Compensation of 250,000 and

      5        liability insurance and have references, as you can

      6        see there, from customers, suppliers, and a financial

      7        institution.

      8               And then some of the comments are what happens

      9        if there's a complaint, what's the resolution process

     10        in Kentucky.  They have a conciliation program and

     11        then also, as a back-up, both sides will agree to go

     12        to binding arbitration if they can't come to an

     13        agreement on the situation.

     14               Also, continuing education is a component of

     15        most of the programs that we have looked at.  It

     16        certainly is in Kentucky with six hours of continuing

     17        ed.  And then they also have to agree that they'll

     18        abide by all minimum housing standards.

     19               In Oklahoma, a certified professional builder

     20        voluntarily commits to a set of industry best

     21        practices, carries Worker's Comp, general liability

     22        insurance, builds to the state building codes and

     23        takes continuing ed, so you see some similarities

     24        there.

     25               Here's the eligibility.  Must be a member of
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      1        the Oklahoma State Home Builders Association for at

      2        least two years, so they have kind of a waiting

      3        period.  Someone can't hang up a shingle as a builder

      4        and the next day be a certified professional builder.

      5        They do have an annual fee.  I don't think it was in

      6        the slide, but Kentucky has roughly a $100 fee as

      7        well.  And then they also have to take continuing ed.

      8        In Oklahoma, it's nine hours versus the six.

      9               Their finances, they have to meet a credit

     10        check, have to carry insurance.  It's a little higher

     11        in Oklahoma as their minimum standard of 1 million in

     12        general liability versus 250 in Kentucky.  Must be a

     13        member, must provide a written warranty of no less

     14        than one year.  They have a code of ethics that they

     15        ask all of their certified professional builders to

     16        abide by and also meeting minimum construction

     17        standards are part of their requirements as well.  So

     18        that's just a quick overview.

     19               And then where are we in Indiana?  Certainly,

     20        we've been looking at this issue.  I started back in

     21        1995 with the association and this has been a

     22        contentious issue for our members since then and it

     23        comes up every couple years from 1995 to 2007.

     24               Board had very heated discussions from the

     25        folks that are anti-government and says, you know, I
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      1        got into this business and built my business from the

      2        ground up and that's what I like about it and the

      3        market flushes out the bad actors at some point versus

      4        sometimes some of our other builders that say, well,

      5        we need more regulation because I pay the price when a

      6        contractor goes out and bids on a job and has no clue

      7        on how to bid on a job and I lose that job because I'm

      8        carrying Worker's Compensation insurance and liability

      9        insurance and this guy or gal isn't and so we need to

     10        further professionalize the industry.

     11               That tug and pull internally has happened.  We

     12        have not brought a bill to the Indiana general

     13        assembly.  Typically in our organization we try to

     14        solve our problems before bringing them to you as

     15        elected officials and members of the general assembly

     16        for debate and we have not come to a full resolution

     17        yet.

     18               We took a more formal position back in 2007,

     19        said let's create a task force, let's start looking at

     20        this more seriously, and they have been meeting

     21        regularly since 2007 but have not gotten to the point

     22        where they can get a consensus from the full board of

     23        directors.

     24               I will say at full disclosure, our board is a

     25        few hundred members.  In good times, it covers the
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      1        whole state and so you can imagine trying to get

      2        consensus (inaudible) the reps and the senators on the

      3        board.  I understand (inaudible) any issue because you

      4        deal with that on a daily basis.

      5               We continue to look at different options and

      6        with the moratorium on any local licenses passed

      7        earlier this year, our focus has shifted to a

      8        registration program for how do we further

      9        professionalize our organization internally.  And so

     10        we're going to be meeting in a couple weeks, certainly

     11        having a closer look at Oklahoma, Kentucky.

     12               We do have a hybrid program kind of internally

     13        in the State of Indiana.  Most of our local chapters

     14        require that their builders adhere to the quality

     15        assurance builder standards, which is a manual that is

     16        given to every customer that signs a contract with

     17        that builder and it walks the customer through the

     18        home-building process.

     19               And it says, okay, for example, concrete is

     20        going to crack.  And so most homeowners, they make a

     21        huge investment and three months later they look at

     22        their driveway and there's a small crack on their

     23        driveway and they say, "Oh, my gosh.  What's happened

     24        here?"  Well, concrete cracks, but what is acceptable

     25        cracking in concrete?  Is it a quarter of an inch?  Is
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      1        it an eighth of an inch?  And what's the builder's

      2        responsibility if that crack is bigger than what the

      3        expected standard is in the concrete industry?

      4               So we've tried to help educate the consumer and

      5        market that as, you know, using a member of the

      6        organization that adheres to the quality assurance

      7        builder standards can certainly help in that process.

      8               We also have a registered builder program in

      9        one of our local chapters in Southern Indiana that has

     10        a lot of similarities to what you've seen in Oklahoma

     11        and Kentucky and it certainly has had some success in

     12        their area as well.

     13               So we'll continue to try to tackle this issue

     14        and certainly if and when the time is right that we

     15        come to a consensus, then at some point we may ask for

     16        assistance from the Indiana general assembly.  If it's

     17        a state program or some hybrid program where it would

     18        be a state-certified builder that the association kind

     19        of helps manage some of that with the assistance from

     20        the state, but I don't think, at least as the leading

     21        organization in the residential construction industry,

     22        we don't have a competitor in the State of Indiana

     23        unlike a lot of other organizations that our folks

     24        have said, you know, let's try to figure this out

     25        before going to the general assembly.
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      1               I'm more than happy to answer any questions,

      2        comments, concerns.

      3               SENATOR TAYLOR:  A couple clarifications.  So

      4        one is did I vote for that?

      5               MR. WAJDA:  I don't know off the top of my

      6        head.

      7               SENATOR TAYLOR:  All right.  Well, I'll check.

      8        I figured you guys know that stuff very well.

      9               MR. WAJDA:  Well, it may be hanging on my wall

     10        in the office but --

     11               SENATOR TAYLOR:  With my signature on it, yeah.

     12        The other question I have is in my district we've had

     13        these issues with people who come through after a

     14        hailstorm and they come through and they're from other

     15        jurisdictions and they do work and sometimes it's

     16        shoddy work and you go to chase them down and you

     17        can't find them.  What is our requirement?  There's no

     18        requirement that they register with the State of

     19        Indiana when they come in to do work?

     20               MR. WAJDA:  There is.  They have to be

     21        registered with the Secretary of State's Office back

     22        in -- Mr. Miller, you may -- a couple years ago with

     23        that storm scammer legislation (inaudible) both the

     24        House and Senate that requires any out-of-state

     25        contractor to register with the State of Indiana that
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      1        is going to do storm-related insurance work.  And that

      2        was primarily to your exact example of you have a bad

      3        storm, these guys come in, take a check from an

      4        unsuspecting homeowner or con them in to taking a

      5        check and they never see them again, so we've tried to

      6        curb that.

      7               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Now, are you saying that we

      8        actually regulate the people who come in due to the

      9        storm and actually require them to register but we

     10        just prohibited the counties or the local officials

     11        from giving some type of registration for home

     12        builders?

     13               MR. WAJDA:  They can't be licensed in the

     14        community.  They still have to get a permit.  As part

     15        of that permit, they have -- there can be requirements

     16        as part of that permit, but license in a true sense

     17        would be taking an exam, having some sort of

     18        continuing education requirements, and paying a fee.

     19               SENATOR TAYLOR:  So that's licensure.  It's not

     20        registration that we prohibited?

     21               MR. WAJDA:  Yeah, or a registration that would

     22        require them to do that, but, yes, the City of

     23        Indianapolis could still require as part of granting a

     24        building permit, you know, certain requirements that

     25        they know would -- they should know.  Anybody that's
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      1        doing business in any community in the State of

      2        Indiana, if they're getting a building permit, they're

      3        going to know who that builder or contractor is.  Just

      4        can't require a license.

      5               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Even for out-of-state

      6        builders?

      7               MR. WAJDA:  Out-of-state builders have to file

      8        with the Secretary of State's Office and there's

      9        requirements there.  They have to have either a

     10        physical office in the State of Indiana so they can't

     11        come in, you know, out from California and we don't

     12        know who they are or if there even is a location.

     13        They have to have a physical location or be partnered

     14        with an Indiana contractor.

     15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Thank you.

     16               MR. RHOAD:  Mr. Wajda, what is the turnaround

     17        time on the states that have the private entity

     18        licensing certification from consumer complaint to

     19        resolution?  How long does that typically take?

     20               MR. WAJDA:  Their process varies because the

     21        dispute resolution process is handled at the local

     22        level in each of those states, so through their local

     23        chapters they have a dispute mechanism process similar

     24        to what we have here in Indiana.  Today, if I receive

     25        a call from a disgruntled homeowner that has a
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      1        complaint against a member of the organization, I will

      2        then, certainly after listening to the discussion, we

      3        will usually ask that our local chapter engage in the

      4        process.  And most of our local chapters, it's not all

      5        uniform but they will ask that the disgruntled

      6        customer submit their complaints in writing because

      7        it's easy to pick up the phone and call and complain,

      8        but when you've got to document what the problem is,

      9        sometimes that (inaudible).

     10               We will typically ask that our member respond

     11        either in writing or a phone call to that homeowner.

     12        We're not asking that they agree to fix every problem

     13        because sometimes what the customer thinks is a

     14        problem and what the home builder thinks is a problem

     15        may vary greatly, but we ask that they respond.

     16               And a lot of times we have a peer review group

     17        that may go out and actually look at the property and

     18        make a decision and ask that that home builder fix

     19        those problems if they see that, you know, the

     20        complaint was warranted.

     21               And we certainly then if we can't come to some

     22        sort of binding agreement, there's always the Attorney

     23        General's consumer protection division that we will

     24        refer customers to if they can't have a resolution.

     25        Better Business Bureau obviously is another vehicle.
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      1        And then at the end of the day, I'm not an attorney,

      2        but you can always recommend that they lawyer up.

      3               SENATOR MILLER:  Rick, you're looking at the

      4        builders themselves, not subcontractors; correct?

      5               MR. WAJDA:  Correct.

      6               SENATOR MILLER:  Okay.  And then we also know

      7        that there's sort of two levels of the large

      8        construction companies who get a number of their

      9        employees say through the union; correct?  Then we

     10        have small contractors.  We also know there are a

     11        number of contractors who are using I'm going to use

     12        the term "cheap labor."  How do you feel about some of

     13        those policies and should that be addressed?

     14               MR. WAJDA:  Certainly the immigration issue and

     15        cheap labor, whether it's cash deals on the side or

     16        the immigrant workforce, whether documented or

     17        undocumented, not only in Indiana but across this

     18        country is an issue.

     19               We're in a labor shortage right now in our

     20        industry here in Indiana and across the country.  So

     21        single family construction went at a high from roughly

     22        30 to 35,000 in single family housing starts a year in

     23        Indiana down to under 10.  We're back to about 12, so

     24        we got a long ways to go to get back to any sense of

     25        normalcy.  And there's labor problems right now today.
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      1               So we've lost probably a generation of

      2        plumbers, of electricians, of subcontractors that had

      3        one to two trucks and were great workers that have

      4        left the industry and haven't came back and may not

      5        come back.

      6               When things were booming, immigrant workers

      7        filled that void across the country.  Some certainly

      8        -- we assume that they were all documented, but I

      9        wouldn't be so naive to say that probably some

     10        weren't.

     11               When we get back to some sense of normalcy, and

     12        maybe it's more of a federal issue that needs to be

     13        tackled, but we're going to have needs to fill those

     14        jobs in order to make sure that we can continue to

     15        promote and provide safe and affordable housing

     16        because if the labor is not there, that slows things

     17        down and costs go up and that's an issue that

     18        (inaudible) challenged.

     19               To your direct question on how do you handle

     20        it, certainly the verify system asking -- we ask our

     21        members, I know, you know, certainly ask all our

     22        perspective hires to provide valid IDs and everything

     23        else like that, but I've seen some pretty good fake

     24        IDs out there that if you ask, that's all you can do

     25        is take it, you know, and if they run the numbers,
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      1        Social Security numbers are very easy to get these

      2        days.  So, you know, the contractors and the subs have

      3        to do what they have to do to protect themselves and

      4        we just certainly hope that folks are following the

      5        law.

      6               And you can probably pass all the laws in the

      7        world, if somebody wants to break the law and is

      8        willing to break the law, they're going to break the

      9        law.

     10               SENATOR MILLER:  And then my last question is:

     11        You're testifying just on behalf of the builders and

     12        the building industry, not any of the other

     13        occupations that are being considered?

     14               MR. WAJDA:  Correct.  Correct.  So our

     15        membership of 3,000 member companies is made up

     16        primarily of folks engaged in residential, light

     17        commercial.  About a third of those are actually

     18        builders or remodelers and two-thirds are what we call

     19        associate members who are suppliers, subcontractors,

     20        lumber companies, window dealers, roofers, drywallers,

     21        you know, so the more traditional subs.  But

     22        certainly what we've tackled and our counterparts in

     23        other states have tackled has really been just the

     24        registration of the general contractor or the

     25        remodeler on the jobsite.
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      1               MR. BERRY:  Just quickly.  If there is a system

      2        implemented for builders that we're discussing today

      3        so that builders would be able to earn the title

      4        protection of the state-certified builder, what kind

      5        of impact would that have, for example, on insurance

      6        companies identifying builders to fix a home

      7        (inaudible) cover claims, more or less, or what impact

      8        would it have on the general public when someone is

      9        looking for a builder?  Would it help?  Would it

     10        facilitate work (inaudible)?  What kind of impact do

     11        you think just the title protection aspect of it would

     12        have?

     13               MR. WAJDA:  I would assume to your first

     14        question on insurance, I'd have to ask one of our

     15        insurance agents whether that would -- I have to

     16        assume being (inaudible) the more levels of

     17        certification or designation that they have with a

     18        better reputable business in the community for a long

     19        time, they're less of a risk.  So that and having a

     20        state certification long term should help.

     21               From a consumer protection or, you know, making

     22        sure that consumers know that that builder out there,

     23        licensing isn't going to kick out all the bad actors.

     24        What we found in our counterparts in the other states

     25        that have had licensing for a long time.  Florida has
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      1        a very stringent licensing process, but every time

      2        there's a hurricane down in Florida, guys rush in and

      3        they find a way to get their license and they're out

      4        there building.  So it's never going to stop the bad

      5        actors from coming in because they'll go find a way to

      6        get a license or they'll work with a licensed

      7        contractor to do that.

      8               So, you know, and that's the internal struggle

      9        we've got is how do we professionalize the industry,

     10        you know, bring everybody up so that they know when

     11        they go home and they bid on a house, they know what

     12        they're doing and everybody can compete on a level

     13        playing field.

     14               But, ultimately, the guy that bids on a house

     15        and wins the job and then leaves halfway through, our

     16        guys have to come back and fix the problem.  But guess

     17        who gets the bad rap?  It's everybody in the industry

     18        and so we're trying to address that and that's why we

     19        don't want to rush to bring a solution to the general

     20        assembly that may not solve the problem.

     21               MR. BERRY:  Actually, you just brought up a

     22        really good point.  For that owner who submitted the

     23        RFP or whatever, might it help in the RFP process to

     24        (inaudible) RFP as only accepting bids from some type

     25        of designated builder, a state-certified builder or
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      1        whatever?  So it would help filter out a builder who

      2        has obtained particular qualifications versus those

      3        who haven't.

      4               MR. WAJDA:  Sure.  We've seen in some states

      5        that actually penalized a homeowner if they contract

      6        with an unlicensed or unregistered builder in their

      7        state.  So by paying -- I don't know if we want to

      8        take that radical of a step here in Indiana, but, you

      9        know, they know when they hire a contractor that's not

     10        licensed or certified, they're on the hook as well.

     11        And that's a pretty radical step, but, you know, yeah,

     12        that's one avenue that you could go down to say that

     13        you have to use state certified or a registered

     14        builder.

     15               MR. BERRY:  It would just be voluntary, so it

     16        would be a signal to the owner --

     17               MR. WAJDA:  Sure, yeah.

     18               MR. BERRY:  -- that I would be retaining a more

     19        qualified person.

     20               MR. WAJDA:  And that's back where a lot of that

     21        needs to be driven by market forces and brand

     22        awareness so that when customers are driving through a

     23        subdivision and they look on the sign and they see

     24        certified builder or state-certified builder or

     25        registered builder, they know --
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      1               MR. BERRY:  That it means something.

      2               MR. WAJDA:  -- that it means something,

      3        correct.

      4               MR. BERRY:  Thank you so much.

      5               MR. WAJDA:  Thank you.

      6               MR. RHOAD:  Mr. Wajda, I want to go back and

      7        talk a little bit more about the other states and

      8        their independent model of certification and I want to

      9        make sure -- I don't want these two very important

     10        points to be lost.  One, you mentioned when a consumer

     11        has a complaint, you actually have an independent

     12        review team that goes out and looks at that, and from

     13        what I hear you saying is that those are actually

     14        people who are trained in the profession rather than

     15        government employees like myself who may not have any

     16        institutional or practical knowledge.  So it appears

     17        that doing that, you bring the competency of practice

     18        that a licensing board would where it's actually

     19        reviewed by people with the knowledge, skills, and

     20        ability to make those decisions; correct?

     21               MR. WAJDA:  Correct.

     22               MR. RHOAD:  And you were also talking about

     23        some complaint process, although you don't keep data

     24        on that.  Would you say it would be reasonable to

     25        expect that a consumer complaint should be resolved
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      1        within one year or would that be excessive or short?

      2               MR. WAJDA:  Well, I think certainly in

      3        situations that -- my nearly 20 years in the industry,

      4        the issues that I hear that as long as both sides are

      5        communicating, certainly within a year they should be

      6        resolved.  I'm not saying you can fix everything

      7        within a year, but as long as both sides are talking

      8        and they're working through the process, then, yeah,

      9        certainly, that seems like a reasonable time.

     10               MR. RHOAD:  Thank you.

     11               MR. BERRY:  Jacob Schpok.

     12               MR. SCHPOK:  Thank you for the opportunity.  My

     13        name is Jacob Schpok.  I'm the executive director of

     14        the Office of Small Business and Entrepreneurship.

     15        It's a newly codified office.  It became a new law

     16        this year.  It was an executive order last summer

     17        under Governor Pence.

     18               I have the privilege of overseeing the office

     19        and the Keystones Program is the Indiana Small

     20        Business Development Center where we have around 50

     21        business advisors across the State of Indiana that

     22        provide direct consulting to entrepreneurs.

     23               We run a small business where we measure our

     24        success by return on investment of this program.  We

     25        really look at three numbers, the number of businesses
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      1        that launch, the amount of capital that was raised,

      2        and the number of jobs that are created and benchmark

      3        it relative to the amount of funds that we receive

      4        from all of our partners across the state.  So every

      5        dollar invested in the ISBDC, we're seeing $52 million

      6        in capital for the business that we work with.

      7               The consulting services that we provide, it

      8        ranges from business plan development, business

      9        acumen, strategic planning, and one area that we're

     10        honing in on is exporting services.  Exporting is

     11        opening up a new market here in Indiana where we're

     12        able to work with entrepreneurs and identify

     13        opportunities for them to increase their bottom line

     14        by instead of making methodical growth within their

     15        local markets, selling in bulk overseas.

     16               I'll give you one very quick example.  In

     17        Anderson, Indiana, there is a business that was making

     18        small growths in the gourmet dog market, gourmet dog

     19        chews.  And she was selling in Anderson, she was

     20        selling in Muncie, and she reached out to us for

     21        assistance in selling in Indianapolis.

     22               We had our exporting business advisors sit down

     23        with her and we found out that if we took her complete

     24        inventory and shipped it to Hong Kong and sold it

     25        overseas, she would make more money than she would
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      1        make in the Midwest.  So now the major problem that

      2        she's dealing with at this point is keeping up with

      3        demand in her overseas market in both Hong Kong and

      4        now in Brazil.

      5               We have one very professionally trained and a

      6        business advisor that comes from years of industry

      7        experience serving on behalf of the ISBDC in this

      8        exporting capacity.  What we struggle to identify,

      9        though, are other exporting consultants that hold the

     10        expertise in order to provide assistance that's beyond

     11        simply the process of exporting but more of

     12        identification of where the most appropriate markets

     13        are and finding partners in those overseas markets to

     14        finish the supply chain and allow the products to

     15        start moving.

     16               So what I'm coming here asking for you all to

     17        propose is some sort of expert exporting certification

     18        that is not a necessity for those who want to export

     19        or be exporting consultants in the State of Indiana

     20        but one that allows us to differentiate and for the

     21        private sector to differentiate those who may

     22        understand exporting from those who understand it and

     23        have been engaged in the practice in a private sector

     24        for an appropriate period of time so they know that

     25        the advice that they are receiving is more than just
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      1        the crux of filling out paperwork.

      2               I'd like to give you one other example of where

      3        we had business consultants that understood the

      4        process yet missed the overarching picture due to not

      5        having any industry experience.  There was a business

      6        -- there is a business, I should say, that's in the

      7        capacitor bank market here in Indiana.  They are

      8        currently exporting to Brazil and there was currency

      9        fluctuations where their Brazil contacts reached out

     10        to us and requested that we come down in price by 10

     11        percent.

     12               An exporting consultant may look at the

     13        currency fluctuations and feel as though that this is

     14        an appropriate adjustment where the Indiana business

     15        should come down 10 percent, but one that has years of

     16        private experience understands that this is part of a

     17        negotiation process and look at other areas that were

     18        exporting to Brazil and realize that the only other

     19        market that is exporting to Brazil in the capacity of

     20        banks was Australia, and Australia is hit leaving a

     21        higher currency fluctuation than the U.S.

     22        Consequently, the advice that was provided to this

     23        Indiana business was to not budge on price and that

     24        contract remained, saving that business $80,000.

     25               So it's those types of opportunities that we're
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      1        looking to repeat here in Indiana by the

      2        identification of expert export consultants that we

      3        can either work directly with through the Indiana

      4        Small Business Development Center or we can refer to

      5        our clients or they can themselves promote themselves

      6        as one of these expert consultants.

      7               The final piece that I'd like to mention as

      8        well, on the federal side there is a small business

      9        counselors certification for exporting.  There is an

     10        intermediary level for this certification.  To obtain

     11        the most advanced certification that the federal

     12        government provides, it takes around eight hours to

     13        complete.  So it's not necessarily one that we think

     14        deems the full rounded expert exporting certification

     15        that we're looking for.

     16               Speaking to expert exporters here in Indiana,

     17        the consensus that we're hearing at this point is that

     18        around five years of private sector exporting

     19        consulting opens the door for the export consultant to

     20        have a strong understanding on what it takes to

     21        provide greater value than just helping with

     22        documentation, and after 10 years, they're in a

     23        position to truly provide mentorship to those that are

     24        maybe in export positions within businesses

     25        themselves.  Thank you.
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      1               SENATOR MILLER:  And how do these export

      2        experts get their experience for the type of

      3        certification you're asking for?

      4               MR. SCHPOK:  So there's two ways.  One is if

      5        they're working for a larger corporation and working

      6        in their exporting division or the other would be

      7        working for an exporting consulting organization and

      8        for them to be working more as a specialist or under

      9        someone who has experience within export.

     10               SENATOR MILLER:  Okay.  So you would require a

     11        certain amount of experience?

     12               MR. SCHPOK:  Correct.

     13               SENATOR MILLER:  Do you have an idea what that

     14        would be?  I'm just looking for how do we do this.

     15               MR. SCHPOK:  Ballpark, it would be around five

     16        years.

     17               SENATOR MILLER:  So when you said five years,

     18        that means being supervised by somebody else in the

     19        export business?

     20               MR. SCHPOK:  Correct, or having -- even to the

     21        degree of being the vice president of exporting for a

     22        large corporation, simply being held in a position

     23        where they're responsible for the private sector

     24        exporting activities for five years would fill that

     25        threshold.
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      1               SENATOR MILLER:  So then the person who is

      2        training this person that you're talking about, you

      3        want them to be certified?

      4               MR. SCHPOK:  Well, that's a good question.

      5               SENATOR MILLER:  And, if so, how do we know

      6        that they're qualified?

      7               MR. SCHPOK:  That's a good question.  I think

      8        what we're focusing on is that they have been actively

      9        engaged in export.  So in a perfect situation, we

     10        would be able to look 20 years out and see these

     11        expert exporting consultants that are coming on line

     12        being trained by those that already have this

     13        certification.  But in the initial stages and the way

     14        that we've been talking to our stakeholders about this

     15        particular certification, having five years of

     16        hands-on experience allows them to learn lessons in

     17        order to provide (inaudible).

     18               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I have a question

     19        regarding some of your comments, particularly as you

     20        continue to relate the expert exporting to time served

     21        say in a position where, you know, someone has some

     22        responsibility for that.  Exporting is so complicated

     23        and it has so much to do with place and geography and,

     24        as you mentioned, currency, and there are so many

     25        things one must be an expert in.  It sounds to me like
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      1        to be an expert exporter, that is such a very, very

      2        broad sort of a title.

      3               And if I had a small business making fancy dog

      4        bones, I might be able to go to someone and say

      5        there's a market for that in Hong Kong or Macau or

      6        what have you, but you describe the value at piece

      7        that it's more about just filling out documentation.

      8        And that's where I think to have a more vivid

      9        description of what that would require to be an expert

     10        would be very important and it's so much more than

     11        time.

     12               Because I might be working in exporting for

     13        that dog treat business and I might really know where

     14        to export or have those relationships where I could

     15        help other dog treat businesses, but I would have no

     16        idea what to do with some kind of corn product or a

     17        widget or what have you.  Does that make sense at all

     18        to you?

     19               MR. SCHPOK:  Absolutely.

     20               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Can you describe a little

     21        bit if you thought that through?

     22               MR. SCHPOK:  Absolutely.  So similar to putting

     23        together a business plan, we could reach out to

     24        specialists who understand marketing, who understand

     25        internal operations, the finance pieces, someone,
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      1        though, who needs to put all of the sections together,

      2        and that also holds true for exporting.  So we do have

      3        great freight warriors like UPS and FedEx.  We have

      4        bankers that understand currency exchange and

      5        attorneys that understand the legality of entering

      6        into new markets.

      7               It's been our experience that a small business,

      8        though, trying to put all the pieces together and in

      9        unison identify a market, be it overseas or in Mexico

     10        or Canada, where they have confidence in being able to

     11        export their product and sell it.  Putting all those

     12        pieces together really is a time-consuming effort if

     13        they don't have experience doing it.

     14               So the experts that we're looking at are the

     15        ones who can really help orchestrate all of the

     16        process and make sure that they're entering into that

     17        market at an expedited rate and go so in more

     18        confidence that the market that they're entering into,

     19        they are truly interested in the product that's being

     20        sold and that there's distributors on the other side

     21        that are going to make sure that it enters into

     22        markets.

     23               So there are partners that can help with each

     24        of the pieces.  This expert exporter is one who has

     25        the experience in connecting all the dots and
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      1        understands where there might be reoccurring pain

      2        points or areas that frequently are overlooked during

      3        the process of entering into new markets.  Does that

      4        help?

      5               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  As a follow-up, I would

      6        say from listening to you, I am thinking that there

      7        are probably expert exporter generalists and expert

      8        exporter specialists and that as you continue to

      9        pursue this idea that you think about that.

     10               And, you know, working globally is so nuance, I

     11        think of just an issue say if you are working with

     12        people using the French language.  You can't even

     13        translate your marketing materials into French for

     14        French-speaking (inaudible), France, French-speaking

     15        Polynesia, let alone Belgium, Switzerland, et cetera.

     16               So it's such a big thing that I really -- and

     17        I'd love to talk to you more off line about this

     18        (inaudible) continue to develop your idea there.

     19               MR. BERRY:  If I can, Representative Hale, if I

     20        understand this field currently, there is a large

     21        universe of people who hold themselves out to the

     22        public as being a certified exporting consultant

     23        because they have passed this federal certification

     24        that probably I could pass with no international

     25        business experience, but with this type of program or
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      1        mechanism you're referring to is it just shrinks the

      2        universe of potential experts or exporting consultants

      3        that would facilitate more productive conversation,

      4        individuals who might actually truly be able to help

      5        either your office or a small business who's not using

      6        your office.  So it's a way to sort of filter out

      7        individuals who do have some experience.  And then,

      8        just as it is today, I'm sure there's an interviewing

      9        process that goes on where you identify whether or not

     10        that individual truly (inaudible) your business plan.

     11               MR. SCHPOK:  That's correct.  Thank you.

     12               MR. BERRY:  All right, Jake.  Thank you so

     13        much.

     14               MR. SCHPOK:  Thank you.

     15               MR. BERRY:  John Halal.

     16               MR. HALAL:  Thank you.  It's my pleasure to be

     17        here.  My name is John Halal.  I am a hair dresser, a

     18        former school and salon owner, current president at

     19        Indiana Cosmetology and Barber Association, past

     20        president of the National School Owners Association,

     21        and I'm here to talk about cosmetology and barbering.

     22               It's a really good program and especially

     23        lately we've been working closely with the IPLA and

     24        we're very proud of the accomplishments that we have

     25        made and legislation that we had passed to streamline
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      1        our licensure for cosmetology and barbering.

      2               The testing is done by a third party and it's

      3        paid for along with licensing fees by the students.

      4        We just had legislation pass last year which has put

      5        that pregraduate testing responsibility to the

      6        schools.  So the schools are now facilitating the

      7        pregraduate testing.  Licenses are renewed online and

      8        printed online by the licenseholder.  So it's really a

      9        pretty efficient process as it goes down.  And I think

     10        we net approximately a million dollars to the general

     11        fund each year, so it's not a loss to the State.

     12               If we deregulate and allow services in

     13        cosmetology to be done with a registration, we may

     14        find that malpractice professional liability insurance

     15        is not available.  I discovered that on the school

     16        level when I first opened the school is when students

     17        were not licensed, that regular salon insurance would

     18        not cover them.  You had to have special insurance

     19        that was for a school and the instructors all had to

     20        be licensed.  We've looked at this nationally from the

     21        national association and there are no insurance

     22        companies that offer liability insurance, professional

     23        liability for unlicensed employees working in a salon.

     24               The second issue would be elimination of

     25        qualification for Title 4 funding from the Department
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      1        of Ed.  Again, we just had legislation pass this last

      2        year which gave us state authorization approval

      3        through the Department of Education for our vocational

      4        schools to continue to qualify for pell grants and

      5        student loans.  We don't think that would be possible

      6        under a registration.

      7               And we appreciate that we look at licensing

      8        often as a barrier to employment, but in talking to

      9        the salons who are members and as a former salon

     10        owner, I know that without some advanced training

     11        employee turnover becomes unhandleable.  It simply

     12        isn't manageable.  And without some training prior to

     13        employment, the turnover rate becomes so high, the

     14        quality of services drop so low, schools and the

     15        salons are not equipped to do the training that's

     16        necessary.

     17               In Illinois and California at one time, we had

     18        an apprenticeship program whereby people could sign

     19        up, work in a salon to gain licensure.  The graduation

     20        rates and licensure rates were abysmal.  Very few of

     21        those people ever completed the training.  So this

     22        high turnover really endangers and puts at risk the

     23        salons that are currently doing business in Indiana,

     24        and salon owners seem to agree with that.

     25               We worry -- well, the lack of training, it's
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      1        not only a high employee turnover, we worry about our

      2        risk to the consumer.  And we've all heard of MRSA and

      3        we know about manicures and pedicures and that people

      4        have lost their lives from this without adequate

      5        precautions.

      6               We worry about an underground economy.  We

      7        already know as a school owner's association that a

      8        lot of income is not reported, that it's done in

      9        unlicensed facilities, income is not reported.  It

     10        demeans our profession.  It hurts us with the

     11        Department of Ed as a profession, and we know that

     12        that will encourage more underground economy and that

     13        means no taxes to the State.

     14               We worry about an erosion of licensure.  We

     15        have already seen in the last 10 to 12 years that

     16        shampooing has been removed from the cosmetology

     17        curriculum.  Hair threading has been removed from the

     18        cosmetology curriculum, and facials and makeup has

     19        been removed from the cosmetology curriculum.  These

     20        happened over a period of the last 10, 12, 15 years,

     21        and I know they were done individually to satisfied

     22        certain special interest groups that came and asked

     23        for that.

     24               But this slow erosion means that anyone now can

     25        open a salon with no licensure, do braiding,
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      1        shampooing -- or not braiding, I'm sorry.  Can do

      2        shampooing, facials and makeup, and hair threading

      3        without any license, without any training and without

      4        any help for the consumer, any protection for the

      5        consumer.

      6               We know that Delta here in Indianapolis wants

      7        to add manicuring to their flyers club.  They want to

      8        perform manicuring services in the club, in the Delta

      9        sky miles club, and we think that needs to be

     10        licensed.  There's a definite risk there.

     11               We also know that these people would work

     12        outside of their scope of practice.  And hair braiding

     13        is the next one.  We've already seen this.  There was

     14        an appeal to have hair braiding added or removed from

     15        licensure.

     16               The IPLA does not want to have any new license

     17        types and we agree.  We've worked cooperatively with

     18        the IPLA to combine license types and we eliminated

     19        some license types.  So they don't want hair braiding.

     20        And yet we know if hair braiders were permitted to

     21        register (inaudible), they would work outside of their

     22        scope of practice.  It presents a real risk to the

     23        consumers and it degrades our profession, and

     24        ultimately it will be detrimental to the salons and

     25        stylists that count on revenue.
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      1               I'm done.  Any questions?

      2               MR. RHOAD:  Thank you for your comments.  So

      3        when you talk about improving the -- or not degrading

      4        the profession, raising the professionals of the

      5        industry, what some industries do, for instance, with

      6        real estate is that to practice real estate in

      7        Indiana, you do not have to join your professional

      8        trade association but you must join the trade

      9        association in order to call yourself a Realtor.  And

     10        their industry or their trade association offers other

     11        designations that are not available at the State

     12        level.

     13               So if I want to be (inaudible) and receive

     14        additional accreditation from my trade association

     15        that I could use to market myself to the public as

     16        being exceeding minimum competency levels that are set

     17        by my industry.  Is that not a federal alternative if

     18        the association were to come up with a credentialing

     19        program that can be voluntary rather than mandatory to

     20        raise that level of professionalism and at the end of

     21        the day allow the consumer to say I'm going to select

     22        this barber because he has chosen to go out on his own

     23        and receive these endorsements?

     24               MR. HALAL:  There are associations within the

     25        industry that do exactly that and that's above and
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      1        beyond what is normally thought of as being basic

      2        training to safeguard the public, the consumer.  So

      3        there's a basic level there that has to be fulfilled

      4        first.

      5               Above and beyond that, we do that.  There's

      6        American Board of Certified Haircolorists.  ABCS has a

      7        cosmetology educator association.  Pivot Point and

      8        Milady, big publishers in our industry, also provide

      9        extra credentials for instructors.  That's readily

     10        available and we encourage that.  We think that's

     11        great, but there's a certain basic standard that we

     12        would like to see held and that's for consumer safety

     13        more than anything else (inaudible) some consistency

     14        across the board.

     15               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I would say this

     16        immediately occurs to me that not many children pursue

     17        the use of a Realtor or real estate agent, but most

     18        children do need to go get a haircut and, you know,

     19        providing for their health and safety certainly is

     20        very important, particularly as they might have big

     21        brother taking them to get that haircut or they might

     22        have Mom or Dad who are able to make a better, more

     23        wise decision.

     24               And just of note, this is actually an issue

     25        whenever we have children come to the State House to
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      1        have a tour or I go to some schools, I try to talk to

      2        them about (inaudible).  We debate and we talk about

      3        licensing of actually this very issue, particularly

      4        because so often they are mindful of the health and

      5        safety issue as it relates to their hair because

      6        they're getting lice checks and their friends get sent

      7        home from school because of different sorts of

      8        hygienic issues.  And, you know, it's anyone who has

      9        had lice themselves or had a child or has really lived

     10        through the painful and really awful distress of some

     11        kind of surprise issue that could come through someone

     12        operating outside of their scope of expertise.  I'm

     13        sure (inaudible) imagine that.

     14               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Far be it from me to talk

     15        about hair; however, I do have sisters and I have a

     16        mother who gets her hair done and women, my wife gets

     17        her hair done.  I'm trying to figure out what -- do

     18        you see in the industry a influx of people getting

     19        licensed just -- or have you seen an increase in

     20        claims, people claiming that some cosmetologists have

     21        messed up their hair or caused something wrong, you

     22        know, some burn or something?  Do we see a lot of

     23        complaints in this industry?

     24               MR. HALAL:  I work with the Hair Foundation.

     25        It is primarily hair transplant surgeons, but it's a
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      1        (inaudible) association.  And through them I got -- I

      2        helped a doctor do a paper on necrosis, bleeding,

      3        scabs from bleach from highlighting and it was more

      4        predominant with teenage girls for some reason, which

      5        we never figured out.  But there are real risks here

      6        and dermatologists are seeing that more and more.

      7               There are other issues with the chemicals that

      8        we use, MRSA.  Do we track that?  I don't know.  No.

      9        The IPLA I know gets complaints.  The Office of the

     10        Attorney General gets complaints.  I don't know how

     11        many you get.  I'm sure there are more than the

     12        complaints that you end up with.

     13               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Is there an issue right now,

     14        an overwhelming issue related to the saturation of

     15        these licenses?  I mean in my district, you can go on

     16        every corner and you can find a beauty salon, but in

     17        each salon you see the license of the person before

     18        they touch your hair or do anything to your face.

     19               I just don't see that much of an issue for an

     20        industry that I believe is well-respected.  People

     21        have been doing hair since there's been hair.  You

     22        know, it just seems to me that we're -- what's the

     23        word -- we're creating a problem where there is none

     24        in this cosmetology area.  It's kind of like why don't

     25        we just leave it alone?  The licensure is --
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      1               I mean if I was going to self-register as

      2        someone who cuts hair -- I mean I cut my own hair,

      3        okay?  But look what I have to do.  It's really not

      4        that difficult to look in the mirror and shave my head

      5        without a straight razor.  I don't use a straight

      6        razor because I get hair bumps, so -- but I mean for

      7        other people, I just don't see a lot of people out

      8        there practicing and people going to them on a regular

      9        basis without a license.  And if we just lowered the

     10        level to registration, I could see that happening, you

     11        know, have a registered cosmetologist.  What does that

     12        mean?

     13               Right now with the licensure, you would have to

     14        go to school to get the license which I think brings

     15        up the level of quality of the people in the business.

     16        Do you see --

     17               MR. HALAL:  We really believe that and it's

     18        been proven that apprenticeship programs trying to

     19        train within the salon just simply doesn't work.

     20        That's not a broad-based historical representation of

     21        what the industry is.  There aren't proper safety

     22        precautions, sanitation, all of that.  There would be

     23        no inspections and it will seek its lowest level.

     24        Without inspections, I can't imagine what would be

     25        going on in salons.
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      1               MR. BERRY:  You said that recently your fear is

      2        that there's going to be an erosion of licensing?

      3               MR. HALAL:  Yes.

      4               MR. BERRY:  As evidenced by individuals who now

      5        do facials and makeup and threading without a license?

      6               MR. HALAL:  Yes.

      7               MR. BERRY:  What problems have we seen by now

      8        the unlicensed facial or makeup artist or those who

      9        thread?

     10               MR. HALAL:  I don't have specific data on that.

     11        I know that when I go to Meijer I see some woman

     12        threading and they're doing other stuff.  And between

     13        you and I, she's putting the string in her mouth and

     14        rubbing it all over this woman's face while she pulls

     15        out hair which then becomes erythemic which turns red,

     16        swollen, and that's when disease is easily passed.  I

     17        mean the threading is -- that shouldn't be allowed,

     18        period.

     19               MR. BERRY:  So it's safe to say that that

     20        consumer would not come back to that same threader?

     21               MR. HALAL:  I wonder.  When new things come --

     22        they have people sticking their feet in fish bowls and

     23        the fish were eating the -- you know about this one.

     24        They have fish doing the pedicure.  You don't know

     25        about this?
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      1               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  It's all over Asia.

      2               MR. HALAL:  Exactly.  They have fish in the

      3        pedicure bath and they eat the dead skin off your

      4        feet.  So new things come and that's (inaudible) but

      5        then it quickly wears out and I think the threading

      6        thing is losing its build.  I think people are

      7        discovering now that this isn't such a great thing,

      8        the threading.

      9               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I would like to reinforce

     10        your point there because this -- in today's consumer

     11        society, there absolutely is always that next thing.

     12        And you mentioned a vulnerable population of teenage

     13        girls where there is a high degree of pressure to meet

     14        social conventions and to present themselves

     15        physically in a way that their peers find to be

     16        attractive.

     17               And whether it's threading or -- they're also

     18        sewing in eyebrows.  They are -- you know, fish

     19        manicures, you name it.  There will always be that

     20        next thing and it sometimes can be quite dangerous and

     21        disfiguring.  (inaudible) pull out all their eyebrows

     22        and pencil them in once again.  That might be

     23        regrettable.  I could go on and on, but I think that's

     24        a very important thing because if you see some blank

     25        stares over here --
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      1               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Yeah, because I didn't know

      2        that's what you meant by threading.  So threading --

      3               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Threading is a process

      4        where a practitioner will take thread and snap hair

      5        out, usually your eyebrows, but they'll do it on your

      6        neck if you want to get rid of your neck hair or your

      7        side burns or whereever on your body you would like to

      8        remove hair.

      9               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Oh, I thought you were talking

     10        about threading --

     11               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  No.  There is that and

     12        I've seen it in Asia.  I have not seen it in the

     13        United States.  They are threading in eyebrows where

     14        they sew them in and cut them off (inaudible) so that

     15        you will have more eyebrows than they would have

     16        naturally.

     17               SENATOR TAYLOR:  So this is threading to --

     18               MR. HALAL:  To remove the hair.

     19               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  To remove hair.

     20               SENATOR TAYLOR:  So you don't have to have a

     21        license to do that?

     22               MR. HALAL:  No.  No.  That was not our idea.

     23               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And when you rip hair out

     24        by the root, certainly infection (inaudible).

     25               MR. HALAL:  And if I can, for the braiding,
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      1        traction alopecia is a very real occurrence.  The

      2        braiding too tight on the hair and waps (phonetic)

      3        that are sewn in, hair extensions that are sewn in,

      4        and braiding hair, if it's braided too tight, that's

      5        traction alopecia.

      6               SENATOR TAYLOR:  They don't have to be licensed

      7        cosmetologists either is what you're saying?

      8               MR. HALAL:  Yes, they do, yes.

      9               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.

     10               MR. HALAL:  But there's a move on -- and I'm

     11        sure we're going to hear from them this afternoon.

     12        (Inaudible) justice thinks that they're entitled to

     13        braid.  Last year there was a move on braiding.  It's

     14        a dangerous and (inaudible) beyond the scope of

     15        practice.

     16               MR. MILLER:  I would like to just make one

     17        comment that working with the association (inaudible),

     18        that's a pretty busy board.  And IPLA, they have a lot

     19        of cases and the inspectors, as you mentioned, are

     20        pretty diligent in looking for the health issues.

     21        That's their primary focus.  And maybe you address it

     22        through the complaint process and so it's an active --

     23        there are a lot of complaints.  Some of them are

     24        traditional complaints, but the inspector review

     25        generate a lot of complaints involving actions.  And
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      1        based upon that, those quality of care issues are

      2        impacted by the facilities.  Some people come in and

      3        don't realize that there may be some issues there, so

      4        I think the inspectors would be (inaudible)

      5        perspective of what they see out there.  It is a

      6        recognized issue, I'm sure.  Thank you.

      7               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  One other issue that we

      8        didn't really talk about that is of concern also, you

      9        mentioned manicures.  There is just a rampant outbreak

     10        of nail fungus and other sorts of quite permanent

     11        disfiguring and awful issues with nails when they

     12        haven't been handled in a sanitary way.

     13               Also, everything is changing.  Those change all

     14        the time, a new process of having diamonds lacquered

     15        on there or whether you're having new gel nails that

     16        you put under -- I've heard that there's now concern

     17        with the new gel nail polish that you're putting your

     18        fingers under fluorescent light and that it has led to

     19        cancer and it's like going to a tanning booth.

     20               MR. HALAL:  That's really been dismissed.

     21               MR. BERRY:  We're running short on time, but I

     22        just have one.  Six of the permits that are issued by

     23        the cosmetology board are nonhuman permits.  In other

     24        words, beauty culture school, beauty culture salon,

     25        mobile salon, tanning facility, (inaudible) salon, and
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      1        manicuring salon.  Do you see a distinction between

      2        moving to maybe a less bureaucratic way of IPLA

      3        issuing those permits to one who is seeking, for

      4        instance, a permit versus someone who is asking for a

      5        cosmetology license?

      6               MR. HALAL:  We're actually doing that right

      7        now.  I'm one of a dozen people that are working with

      8        the IPLA to rewrite regulations and you'll be pleased

      9        to know we're getting rid of whole pages that don't

     10        need to be there.

     11               And those facility licenses are all now

     12        combined into one license type which is a facility

     13        license.  So we're expediting that process and it's

     14        really not -- it's not that bad to get a license for a

     15        facility.  It's not that difficult to do that.

     16               MR. BERRY:  Okay.  Thank you very much for your

     17        time.

     18               MR. HALAL:  Thank you.

     19               MR. BERRY:  We have two members of the general

     20        public who would like to speak today.  We have Lindsey

     21        Wright first.

     22               MS. WRIGHT:  Thank you.  Thank you for having

     23        me today.  My name is Lindsey Wright.  I'm the

     24        director of music therapy at Opportunities for

     25        Positive Growth and I'm the president of the
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      1        Association for Indiana Music Therapy.  So I'm here on

      2        behalf mostly of AIMT to talk for music therapists and

      3        to show our support for this registry.

      4               Music therapy is a clinical and evidence-based

      5        use of music interventions to accomplish

      6        individualized goals within therapeutic relationships

      7        by credentialed professionals who have completed an

      8        approved music therapy program.

      9               It's a very long definition, so, in other

     10        words, music therapists target functional skills

     11        needed for everyday life.  These skills can fall into

     12        the domains of communication, cognition, motor,

     13        emotional, and social skills.

     14               For instance, we may work with a child with

     15        cerebral palsy on independent finger movement through

     16        playing the piano.  That obviously a functional skill

     17        needed for many different tasks, but maybe

     18        specifically we're working on that for the child to be

     19        able to type their homework on a computer and turn it

     20        in at school so they can get better grades in their

     21        classes.

     22               So we can work under any of those domains and

     23        we have a couple different schools in Indiana.  We

     24        have bachelor's degrees, which is the smallest amount

     25        of education one must have to be a music therapist.
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      1        They also must complete a 6-month, 40-hour per week

      2        internship and pass a national board examination.  An

      3        individual then accrues continued eduction credits

      4        through educational courses often offered by

      5        organizations such as our state organization.  One

      6        must accumulate 100 credits per a 5-year cycle and

      7        three of those credits must be in ethics.

      8               Indiana currently has four colleges educating

      9        future music therapists.  St. Mary of the Woods

     10        College, University of Evansville, IUPUI, and IPFW.

     11        Two of these schools offer bachelor's degree, one a

     12        master's degree, and one offers a bachelor's, a

     13        master's, and a distant master's program.

     14               AIMT members are scattered across the state

     15        serving residents in a multitude of settings such as

     16        schools, hospitals, rehabilitation centers, hospices,

     17        nursing facilities, private clinics or anywhere where

     18        there's somebody who needs work in one of these domain

     19        areas that I previously spoke about.

     20               With the increase in demand for music therapy,

     21        it is vital that our residents sometimes being our

     22        most vulnerable citizens are attaining genuine music

     23        therapy services.  In addition to protecting

     24        consumers, this registry will bring state recognition

     25        to our field, reduce confusion, and increase access to
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      1        music therapy services by personnel who are trained,

      2        equipped, held to high standards of ethics and

      3        professional practice, and demonstrate competency

      4        through board certification and continued education

      5        activity.

      6               Thank you for having me this morning and I'll

      7        take any questions that you may have.

      8               SENATOR MILLER:  Who determines the individual

      9        needs music therapy?  Do you have a doctor's order or

     10        what?

     11               MS. WRIGHT:  It's sometimes a doctor.

     12        Sometimes it's someone else on the treatment team,

     13        often a case manager.  So I would say 75 percent of

     14        the music therapists in Indiana are reimbursed through

     15        Medicaid, and when we are working with Medicaid, it's

     16        usually waivers, and in that case it's usually a case

     17        manager.  Now, sometimes it could be the speech

     18        therapist.  It could be the physical therapist.  It

     19        could be the teacher at school.

     20               It could be the parent that's just heard of the

     21        therapy and nothing else is working for their child.

     22        We see that a lot with people with autism where no

     23        other therapies are really working and my child really

     24        likes music so I think they'll actually stay in the

     25        room and do this therapy where they won't with
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      1        anything else.

      2               SENATOR MILLER:  So then essentially if it were

      3        a parent, you will see an individual regardless of

      4        referral?

      5               MS. WRIGHT:  Yes.  It depends on the

      6        reimbursement method sometimes.  So with Medicaid,

      7        even if the referral comes through the parent, that

      8        means the music therapist then -- we have a scope of

      9        practice that we have to follow through the American

     10        Music Therapy Association, and with this scope we are

     11        required to do an assessment and find out is this

     12        person actually going to benefit from this service or

     13        not.  So we would not be able to recommend continued

     14        music therapy past an assessment if somebody is not

     15        going to benefit from the therapy.

     16               But we do in the State of Indiana, we have a

     17        lot of issues with consumer protection and we worry

     18        about residents finding a musician who thinks they can

     19        do music therapy but really hasn't had any training.

     20        We found those people in hospitals.

     21               Those people used to be working under Medicaid

     22        even in the State of Indiana and that's changed in the

     23        last couple years, but we also have people who private

     24        pay and there's really no recourse that they can take

     25        if their son or daughter hasn't made any improvement,
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      1        you know, where they wasted a couple years of early

      2        childhood development where they needed that therapy.

      3               MR. BERRY:  So, if you could, just the

      4        interplay between the therapist and the scope of

      5        practice that's been promulgated by the national

      6        association.  So is it fair to say that a service that

      7        is provided by the therapist that falls outside that

      8        scope of practice would be less likely to be covered

      9        by either whether it's Medicaid or private insurance?

     10               MS. WRIGHT:  Certainly.

     11               MR. BERRY:  What you're saying is because there

     12        is this scope of practice, music therapists understand

     13        the types of services or I guess their services are

     14        limited by that scope --

     15               MS. WRIGHT:  Yes.

     16               MR. BERRY:  -- which then facilitates the

     17        reimbursement and/or the (inaudible)?

     18               MR. WRIGHT:  That is certainly true.  So people

     19        who are nationally board-certified music therapists

     20        understand that and are held accountable with our code

     21        of ethics, our scope of practice, our standard

     22        practice, but those who don't understand what a music

     23        therapist is and think that they can do music therapy

     24        -- there's a person working at a hospital in

     25        Evansville who is, you know, saying they're doing
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      1        music therapy and they're a musician.  I don't know

      2        about you, but I wouldn't want my infant child working

      3        with this person in the NICU who doesn't know anything

      4        about working with infants.

      5               So, yes, our scope of practice binds us to

      6        these are the things we can do and that are

      7        evidence-based and that can be reimbursed and these

      8        are the things we can't do.  And those who don't know

      9        anything about music therapy who are saying they're a

     10        music therapist or doing music therapy don't know that

     11        and haven't been trained.

     12               SENATOR MILLER:  What kind of diagnosis would

     13        an infant have that would require a music therapist?

     14               MS. WRIGHT:  Well, there are music therapists

     15        who work in a lot of NICUs and it can be -- that's not

     16        really the population I work with, but it could be

     17        anything developmentally.  It could be some sort of

     18        birth defect.  A lot of times music therapists work on

     19        oxygen and making sure that the child is getting

     20        enough oxygen, making sure that the child and the

     21        mother bond appropriately, that type of thing.

     22               So one thing that I do know that I learned in

     23        school that you cannot do with an infant is you cannot

     24        sing a lot of music with many lyrics because it's

     25        overwhelming and it overstimulates an infant and can
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      1        cause brain damage.  So that kind of thing you

      2        wouldn't know if you hadn't been trained.

      3               SENATOR MILLER:  How would a music therapist

      4        have any evaluation ability with a child getting

      5        oxygen?

      6               MS. WRIGHT:  It's not my population.  I work

      7        with children with autism and developmental

      8        disabilities in the schools and in private settings,

      9        so, you know, I can find out the answer to your

     10        question if you'd like.

     11               SENATOR MILLER:  I'd be very curious about what

     12        music therapists are doing with infants.

     13               MS. WRIGHT:  Sure, yeah.  Actually, in Riley

     14        they have just done a couple studies and put out a lot

     15        of new research with music therapy in the NICU, so I'd

     16        love to send that to you later, certainly.

     17               MR. BERRY:  Thank you so much.

     18               MS. WRIGHT:  Thank you.  And Andy had signed up

     19        to speak on behalf of music therapy also.  He did have

     20        to leave.

     21               MR. BERRY:  I got it.  Okay.  So with that, we

     22        will take our lunch break and reconvene at 12:30.

     23               (A lunch recess was taken.)

     24               MR. BERRY:  Back on the record.  All right.

     25        We're kicking off this afternoon with Professor Dick
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      1        Carpenter.  Thank you for being here.

      2               DR. CARPENTER:  Certainly.  Good afternoon.  My

      3        name is Dr. Dick Carpenter.  I'm Director of Strategic

      4        Research at the Institute for Justice and also a

      5        Professor of Leadership, Research, and Foundations at

      6        University of Colorado in Colorado Springs.

      7               The Institute for Justice is a public interest

      8        law firm based in Arlington, Virginia, and IJ has a

      9        particular interest in licensing because one of the

     10        areas that IJ litigates is economic liberty with a

     11        particular emphasis in occupational licensure.  So

     12        this is something that we pay a significant amount of

     13        attention to and we did a lot of research to on my

     14        particular team.

     15               And my remarks today are based on research that

     16        we completed, my colleagues and I at IJ completed in

     17        2012, and this is research that I think may be useful

     18        for this proposal that you're considering for

     19        certification, a system of certification.

     20               In our research, we studied the licensure

     21        requirements of 102 low to moderate income

     22        occupations, and these are occupations that are ideal

     23        for people who are entering the economy or perhaps

     24        re-entering the economy and for those who are

     25        interested in entrepreneurship.  We've seen a lot of
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      1        dynamic entrepreneurship in these types of occupations

      2        and so we have a particular interest in that because

      3        these are the types of clients that we represent on a

      4        regular basis.

      5               The specific requirements that we studied for

      6        these licenses included fees paid to the State, the

      7        number of exams that one has to pass, the number of

      8        days that one spends in education and training,

      9        minimum age levels and minimum grade levels.  And with

     10        these data, we were able to combine them into a single

     11        score, a burden metric, if you will, that measures how

     12        difficult it is to enter occupations on average, but,

     13        also, we were able to look across states and see what

     14        states might be more burdensome on average compared to

     15        other states and so forth.

     16               And to that end, what we found in these 102

     17        occupations was, on average, it takes about nine

     18        months of education and training to enter these

     19        occupations.  Keep in mind these are occupations for

     20        those who are at low to moderate income levels.  So

     21        nine months of education and experience and training

     22        to enter.  It also requires an average of one

     23        examination and you will have to pay about $200 in

     24        fees to the respective state on average.

     25               A third of the occupations that we studied
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      1        require a year or more to earn, and then 79 in our

      2        sample also required at least one examination, if not

      3        multiple examinations.  Some of those that we studied

      4        have five or six examinations required to enter a

      5        particular occupation.

      6               We also found that the requirements for

      7        licenses across states within occupations or even

      8        comparing occupations one to another were very

      9        disparate.  It was actually far more disparate than we

     10        had anticipated and it really led us to a conclusion

     11        that these particular findings, these disparate

     12        requirements, undermine the purported need for a lot

     13        of these licenses over the requirements for some of

     14        the licenses, and that purported need is almost always

     15        protecting public health and safety.

     16               The three disparities I think are most relevant

     17        here, the first is that the vast majority of the jobs

     18        that we studied are done unlicensed in at least one

     19        state, if not many states, which means there are

     20        people all across the country who are providing

     21        services safely without licensure.

     22               So, for example, sign language interpreters are

     23        licensed in 16 states.  Auctioneers are licensed in 33

     24        states.  Indiana licenses both of those.  If there was

     25        really a dangerous epidemic on dangerous sign language
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      1        interpreting, I would expect that more than 16 states

      2        would regulate this particular occupation, but, in

      3        fact, they do not.

      4               A second type of disparity that we noticed that

      5        the licensure requirements often vary greatly within

      6        an occupation across states.  So to be a manicurist,

      7        for instance, which is -- you were referencing

      8        manicurists earlier.  If you want to be a manicurist,

      9        there are 10 states that require that you must spend

     10        four months or more in training to be manicurists.  In

     11        Alaska it is two days and in Iowa it is nine days.

     12               So it seems unlikely that those who went to

     13        work as a manicurist in Indiana which require about

     14        105 days or Alabama which is 163 days or Oregon which

     15        is 140 days, it seems unlikely that those manicurists

     16        would have to spend so much more time in training than

     17        those in Alaska and also those who are in Iowa.  But

     18        manicurists are not alone.

     19               If you want to be a vegetation pesticide

     20        handler, some states require zero days to get that

     21        license but other states require 1,460 days or about

     22        four years to get the exact same license to do the

     23        exact same job.

     24               And this type of disparity is prevalent

     25        throughout the occupations that we studied.  In fact,
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      1        39 of the occupations have differences between minimum

      2        and maximum number of days across the states of 1,000

      3        days, and in 23 occupations it was more than 700 days.

      4               So the third type of disparity that we noted is

      5        evident when we compare one occupation to another.

      6        Emergency medical technicians is a great example.

      7        Emergency medical technicians obviously hold the lives

      8        of individuals in their hands, but, on average in the

      9        occupations that we studied, 66 occupations have

     10        greater licensure burdens than EMTs.

     11               In Indiana, of those occupations that are

     12        licensed in our sample, 10 occupations have greater

     13        licensure burdens than EMTs including barbers and

     14        cosmetologists, Earth drillers, and mobile home

     15        installers.

     16               For a little perspective, if you want to be a

     17        cosmetologist in Indiana, you will spend 350 days in

     18        training.  If you want to be an EMT at the entry

     19        level, you will spend 34.

     20               So comparisons and disparities like these

     21        really illustrate how the difficulty of jumping

     22        licensing hurdles often has little to do with public

     23        health and safety risks associated with an occupation.

     24        And I emphasize that because this is the primary

     25        justification given for licenses or for the
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      1        perpetuation of a license or for requirements

      2        associated with a license, but when we look at the

      3        requirements, often they just don't seem to line up

      4        with the public health and safety risks associated

      5        with the job.

      6               So I'm sure industry leaders would object, but

      7        the public health and safety implications of a sign

      8        language interpreter or an auctioneer seems quite

      9        dubious compared to requirements associated with the

     10        job.

     11               And that same thing could be said for up and

     12        coming occupations, like all occupations that are on

     13        the make for licensing.  So some contemporary examples

     14        include music therapists or art therapists, just to

     15        name two.

     16               Art therapists are licensed in fewer than 10

     17        states, but additional states are considering this as

     18        industry leaders, essentially the professional

     19        association, continues to lobby for more states to

     20        license.

     21               For their part, music therapists are licensed

     22        in a very small handful of states, but other states

     23        have considered it not at the request of consumers but

     24        at the requests of industry leaders who want their

     25        industry to be licensed.  And Indiana has considered
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      1        licensure or some form of regulation for both of these

      2        in the past.

      3               The bills to introduce them, not just in

      4        Indiana but across the country, typically the bills

      5        all start the same way, to protect public health and

      6        safety, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.  That's often

      7        how they begin.

      8               There's no question that these occupations add

      9        value to the social and economic lives of communities.

     10        The question is do these occupations come with

     11        significant threats to public health and safety such

     12        that they need to be licensed or that the requirements

     13        to earn the licenses should be particularly onerous.

     14               Now, by "onerous," let me give you some

     15        examples of what I mean.  If you want to serve as a

     16        music therapist in Nevada, for instance, you will have

     17        to earn a four-year degree, typically in music therapy

     18        but could be some other related degree.  You will

     19        spend $200 in fees to the state and you will have to

     20        pass a national examination.  The requirements for

     21        regulation here in Indiana that have been proposed are

     22        very similar to that.

     23               Art therapists, to earn that particular

     24        license, you would have to have a master's or a

     25        doctorate degree or some equivalent degree program.
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      1        You will have to complete an internship of 1,000 hours

      2        or more and presumably you will pay fees to the state

      3        in addition to an examination on top of that.

      4               Before imposing these significant requirements,

      5        I think state leaders would be wise to ask for

      6        evidence of the need for licensure or for evidence of

      7        the particular requirements associated with the

      8        license.  And by "evidence," what I mean is empirical,

      9        systematic evidence, not antidotes that are often

     10        brought to the table by people who are agitating the

     11        lobby for a license or for the continuation of a

     12        license.

     13               It's also worth asking if there are ways to

     14        regulate without full licensure.  Often we think of

     15        licensure only in a binary world.  We either have it

     16        or we do not, but, in fact, there is a menu of options

     17        between no licensure, which is essentially regulation

     18        through the market, and full licensure and that mainly

     19        includes things like registration or bonding and

     20        insurance and what Indiana is considering, that's

     21        certification.

     22               And these options have the benefits of

     23        licensure and these benefits include things like

     24        sending signals to consumers that somebody has a

     25        particular qualification.  So it has the same benefits
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      1        of licensure but it doesn't necessarily impose upon

      2        the free practice of an occupation.  So that's the

      3        advantage of some of these regulatory options between

      4        no licensure and full licensure.

      5               But based on our research, there are also some

      6        additional questions that are worth asking when

      7        considering the type of certification program that

      8        Indiana is looking into and also what types of

      9        occupations ought to be included.  So here are three

     10        questions.  One is:  What occupations are licensed in

     11        your state but perhaps in no other states or maybe

     12        just a few other states?

     13               The second type of question would be:  How do

     14        the requirements for a given occupation in your state

     15        compare to other states?  How onerous is it in yours

     16        compared to other states?

     17               And then, lastly, how do requirements of an

     18        occupation, any given occupation, compare to another

     19        that has clear public health and safety implications?

     20               Now, much of what I've talked about and what I

     21        think Dr. Kleiner and Mr. McGrath and Dr. Wolfram will

     22        discuss apply to the licensure of individuals, but

     23        there is also the issue of entity licensing.  Entity

     24        licensing requires individuals within a business who

     25        want to qualify, that is if the business wants to
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      1        qualify for a certain type of classification, the

      2        individuals within the business have to earn

      3        licensure.  And so classifications could include, for

      4        instance, professional corporations.

      5               And there are certain benefits that accrue to a

      6        business from entity licensure, that is having certain

      7        classification, but the benefits to the public may not

      8        be as evident, and, if not, I mean absent a

      9        demonstrable threat to public health and safety, it's

     10        very likely that the licensure requirements associated

     11        with these types of classifications could be

     12        streamlined or perhaps altered in the type of

     13        certification system that you're considering and that

     14        would retain the benefits to the business but also not

     15        impose costs on consumers, which presumably

     16        Dr. Kleiner will talk about for certain he has shown

     17        in his research.

     18               So, finally, the types of analyses that I'm

     19        describing are similar to an initiative that is

     20        growing in the application amongst licensing

     21        professionals called "right touch" regulation.  Right

     22        touch is something that grew out of the UK as part of

     23        refining licensure for health care occupations and it

     24        is now expanded to other countries, Canada, Australia,

     25        New Zealand, for instance, and also into other
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      1        occupations.  And right touch is a process where

      2        regulators and elected officials look for, using data

      3        and evidence, threats associated with an occupation to

      4        the public health and safety, and then they look for

      5        targeted and proportionate ways to address those

      6        threats.

      7               And the idea here is the attempt to balance two

      8        extremes.  One extreme is overregulation, which is

      9        seen as interference in the way people lead their

     10        lives, and underregulation, which fails to provide the

     11        necessary public health and safety protection.  So the

     12        principle guiding this search for balance is a

     13        recognition that there is a role for regulation,

     14        protecting public health and safety, but the

     15        regulation should not unduly interfere or impose upon

     16        the free exercise of individuals in the social and

     17        economic system.

     18               So the fact that I can count on one hand the

     19        number of states that license music therapists or that

     20        to work as a massage therapist in Alaska requires two

     21        days and Indiana it's more than 100 or that to be a

     22        cosmetologist you spend 350 days and to be an EMT it's

     23        only 34, all these things are examples of what I would

     24        say we still have not found that proper balance.

     25        There are many cases where we're still looking for it.
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      1               So, for that reason, I commend this committee

      2        for the work that you're doing as you seek to find

      3        what is the proper balance between the necessary role

      4        of protecting public health and safety through

      5        regulation but also preserving the right to earn an

      6        honest living in order to lead a life of dignity and

      7        to provide for one's family and for one's future.

      8               So I appreciate the opportunity to share our

      9        research with you and some lessons that we've learned

     10        along the way.  So thank you.

     11               MR. RHOAD:  Thank you for the excellent

     12        testimony.  And one of the things a few years ago in

     13        Indiana that came up was the professional licensing of

     14        prosthetists and orthotists and Indiana is one of a

     15        handful of states that does not license that care

     16        practice and the decision not to license it was made,

     17        in my recollection, was based upon the fact that that

     18        patient is already under the care of a physician.

     19               Are there other health industries that are

     20        currently licensed that you think we could look at a

     21        less restrictive option because they are already under

     22        the care of a physician?

     23               DR. CARPENTER:  Yes.  That's a little outside

     24        my expertise because we haven't looked at the health

     25        care industries in particular, so I can't answer it as
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      1        directly as you're going to like, but I would say in

      2        general when there are certain professions that are

      3        subordinate, in essence, there's a possibility that

      4        those licenses could either be reduced or they could

      5        be -- when I say "reduced," the requirements to earn a

      6        license could be reduced or in some cases may be

      7        avoided altogether.

      8               MR. BERRY:  What risks to the public's health

      9        is there moving to this type of self-certification

     10        registration or the right touch regulation analysis

     11        for entity permitting?

     12               DR. CARPENTER:  So what risk is there

     13        associated?

     14               MR. BERRY:  Yeah, I mean, so I understand that

     15        benefits of licensing or permitting for that matter is

     16        that, one, it's a way to provide more information to

     17        the consuming public and also to protect the health

     18        and safety of the public at large, but it seems that

     19        requiring an entity to first go to IPLA, whether it's

     20        for a cosmetologist salon or -- the board that I'm not

     21        sure if the camera can pick it up, but those are all

     22        the licensing permits there are issued by IPLA.  There

     23        are a number of nonhuman permits that are required in

     24        order for someone to hang out their shingle, and my

     25        question is:  Can we not just make it a more automated
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      1        process for receiving that permit or license to open

      2        up a dentist office, for example?

      3               DR. CARPENTER:  Presumably, yes.  I mean often

      4        licensure for entities or for firms is a way to

      5        protect the public in terms of looking at conditions

      6        of sanitation, for instance, and do they have the

      7        necessary equipment, et cetera, et cetera.  So those

      8        are things that I think could be streamlined because

      9        often those are already done through inspection

     10        systems and that is yet one of the other menus that I

     11        mentioned.

     12               When you think of that menu of options that I

     13        discussed earlier, one of those options is

     14        inspections, so inspections could serve that exact

     15        same purpose, though.  If they're built into this

     16        system, there's the potential that that inspection

     17        system could, in essence, streamline the process.

     18               And inspections are routinely done in all kinds

     19        of different settings, not just licensure of

     20        individuals or entities like you have here, but

     21        certainly in restaurants.  I think we're all pleased

     22        that restaurants are inspected on a regular basis, so

     23        that's probably how it could be handled as one option,

     24        but that's probably the primary (inaudible).

     25               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Thank you for your testimony.
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      1        You kind of enlightened me on a couple of things.

      2        One, however, still perplexes me with your research.

      3        If Indiana regulates production in an agriculture

      4        manner different than say California, that would make

      5        sense; right?

      6               DR. CARPENTER:  Potentially.

      7               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Yeah.  I mean we're going to

      8        be more agriculturally based than say New York, for

      9        example, so they're going to regulate their

     10        agriculture maybe a little bit differently than what

     11        we are.  But one of the things that I think sets

     12        Indiana apart from a lot of the other states is that I

     13        think we try to make a practical approach to whatever

     14        we license or whatever we set up for certification.

     15               I mean we can compare ourselves to other states

     16        all day long.  Maybe they're wrong or maybe we're

     17        wrong, but maybe somewhere in between is where the

     18        rubber meets the road.  What I don't like to do is

     19        compare our professions.

     20               For example, I'm a practicing attorney and I

     21        can tell you that in the State of Wisconsin if you go

     22        to Wisconsin law school, then you automatically can

     23        practice in Wisconsin.  I'll give you that example.

     24        But I can't go practice in Wisconsin because I

     25        graduated from Indiana University.
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      1               Now, some people would say you just look at

      2        that as absolute and say, well, wait a minute, if

      3        somebody wants to practice in Wisconsin, then they

      4        went to Wisconsin law school, they should be able to

      5        practice in Wisconsin.  Well, why shouldn't we have

      6        the same thing here in Indiana if I went to Indiana?

      7        We don't.

      8               So there's a whole lot of things that are

      9        different and they play out differently based on the

     10        jurisdiction they're in, but one of the things that's

     11        consistent is the health and welfare and safety of the

     12        public.  Anything that comes with touching or

     13        providing prescriptions or doing anything like that,

     14        have you broken down your study based on those -- you

     15        know, you did the EMT thing.

     16               Yeah, you know, the introductory EMT scenario

     17        that you talked about is not a person who is going to

     18        show up and actually -- correct me if I'm wrong.

     19        Senator Miller might know this, but they don't have

     20        the ability to show up and providing certain -- they

     21        can't do certain things when they show up on the

     22        scene; right?  They are limited.  Right.

     23               So we're not comparing apples to apples when

     24        you say 60 days versus 700 days (inaudible).  From a

     25        medical and medically necessary (inaudible), have you
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      1        broken it down on those issues, just those public, you

      2        know, like -- okay, let's start with EMTs and let's

      3        compare the entry level EMT with a (inaudible) EMT.

      4        Have you done anything like that?

      5               DR. CARPENTER:  Yeah.  So of those in our

      6        sample, there is a comparison of EMTs in one state to

      7        another, so that is done, but --

      8               SENATOR TAYLOR:  What about just health care,

      9        if you will?

     10               DR. CARPENTER:  No.

     11               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  You didn't do it like

     12        that?

     13               DR. CARPENTER:  No.

     14               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  You didn't do like

     15        accountants?

     16               DR. CARPENTER:  No.

     17               SENATOR TAYLOR:  You didn't do legal?

     18               DR. CARPENTER:  Right.  So keep in mind, by

     19        definition our sample is those who are in low to

     20        moderate income sectors.  So there are going to be a

     21        whole lot of occupations that just simply did not make

     22        it into our sample for that reason.

     23               And, also, we did not necessarily put an

     24        emphasis on one type of occupation or another.  We

     25        just simply said here are all the occupations that
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      1        appear to be regulated as according to the United

      2        States Department of Labor.  Here are the incomes on

      3        average associated with them.  Anything that fell

      4        below that cut was in the sample; anything that was

      5        above was out.  That was all we did.

      6               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  So you did yours from

      7        an economic development standpoint?

      8               DR. CARPENTER:  In essence, yes.  Yeah, these

      9        are the types of individuals that we are most commonly

     10        representing in our work, and also, as you suggested,

     11        these are occupations where we tend to see a lot of

     12        dynamic entrepreneurship, and that was of particular

     13        interest to us as well.

     14               MR. MILLER:  I had a follow-up question.  Just

     15        listening to Senator Taylor's question, I have some

     16        follow-up.  You're not suggesting (inaudible)

     17        something that studies out there talk about for each

     18        individual type of profession or occupation, the

     19        justifications for licensure and nonlicensure,

     20        justification for health and safety issues because I

     21        think from a policy perspective for a lot of people on

     22        this panel, the legislators in particular, is that it

     23        is also equally important to make sure that we don't

     24        sacrifice what's good economics for what's good

     25        protection for the public.
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      1               DR. CARPENTER:  Of course.

      2               MR. MILLER:  I was wondering if there were any

      3        comparative studies or information you can share with

      4        everyone in terms of that.

      5               DR. CARPENTER:  Sure.  It's very hit and miss.

      6        As I mentioned, It's more often the case that licenses

      7        are justified with very little evidence.  In some

      8        states there are requirements.  Whether they are

      9        followed or not is a separate issue, but there are

     10        requirements that before a new license is adopted that

     11        there is some review, a sunrise review, for instance.

     12               So in work that we've done, we have been able

     13        to find such examples.  Interior designer is a great

     14        example where interior designers are licensed in three

     15        states and the District of Columbia.  It's been

     16        considered for licensure in several other states as

     17        well.

     18               And as part of that process, there are agencies

     19        that will go through a review process to do exactly

     20        what you're describing.  Is there a demonstrable

     21        threat to public health and safety that necessitates

     22        the license or that necessitates the particular

     23        requirements associated with the license.  And what we

     24        found, just as an example, for interior designers is

     25        that across the board all those studies said no, there
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      1        was no evidence of a need to license this particular

      2        occupation.  Now, whether those are followed is a

      3        separate issue.  Many times they are not but

      4        oftentimes -- sometimes they are not.

      5               But that is more often the case.  More often

      6        than not, those are the types of studies that you see

      7        in sunrise types of reviews less so -- there are some

      8        but less so amongst researchers like me who are doing

      9        this type of work.

     10               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Did we get a copy of your

     11        report?

     12               MR. BERRY:  I have a copy for you.

     13               DR. CARPENTER:  I'm happy to provide it.

     14               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  I didn't know if you

     15        were (inaudible) publicized this or --

     16               DR. CARPENTER:  Yeah, it's actually --

     17               SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- publication.

     18               DR. CARPENTER:  This is the publication, so I

     19        can provide that to Adam.  He has a copy.

     20               SENATOR TAYLOR:  You only looked at licensure;

     21        right?

     22               MR. BERRY:  I thought Lee McGrath (inaudible).

     23               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Is this only licensure?

     24               DR. CARPENTER:  This includes any type of

     25        regulation, so it's not just pure licensing, yeah.
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      1               MR. BERRY:  Dick, thank you very much for not

      2        just testifying but traveling to be here today.

      3               DR. CARPENTER:  Happy to do it.  It's home

      4        ground for me.  Thanks.

      5               MR. BERRY:  Thank you.  Proceed.

      6               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Thank you.  Mr. Chair and

      7        members of the 421 study panel, my name is Morris

      8        Kleiner and I testify before you today on my own

      9        behalf and not as a representative of the University

     10        of Minnesota or any other organization with which I'm

     11        affiliated.

     12               As a background, I have a Ph.D. in Economics

     13        from the university just west of here, University of

     14        Illinois.  I worked in government and consulted for

     15        many public and private organizations.  I'm a

     16        professor at the Humphrey School of Public Affairs at

     17        the University of Minnesota and I also teach at the

     18        university's Center for Human Resources and Labor

     19        Studies.  I'm a visiting scholar at the Federal

     20        Reserve Bank of Minneapolis and a research associate

     21        with the National Bureau of Economic Research in

     22        Cambridge, Massachusetts.

     23               I just finished an assignment as a visiting

     24        scholar last week at the Upjohn Institute for

     25        Employment Research in Michigan, and my research
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      1        specialty includes an analysis of institutions such as

      2        occupational licensing in the labor market.

      3               I've published in some of the top journals in

      4        labor economics and industrial relations and I'm the

      5        coauthor or editor of seven books as well as a

      6        forthcoming one.  Two of the books focus on

      7        occupational regulation and were published in 2006 and

      8        2013.  These are the leading volumes on occupational

      9        regulation based on sales and citations to the work in

     10        Google scholar.

     11               So let me start with my conclusions because it

     12        establishes a preference for certification over the

     13        licensure of occupations.  Certification is better

     14        than occupational licensing for three reasons.

     15               First, certification has benefits over

     16        licensing for workers.  Certification doesn't fence

     17        out workers or cause the type of problems in the labor

     18        market that licensing does.  Licensing may cause

     19        workers to lose the opportunity to move into the

     20        middle class because of barriers to enter it.  A

     21        reduction in licensing requirements could reduce

     22        unemployment in the state, and licensing further

     23        reduces the ability of workers to move across state

     24        lines and engage in work that's most beneficial to

     25        them and to society.  A certification of practitioners
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      1        doesn't have these negative features.

      2               Second, certification is better for consumers

      3        than occupational licensing.  Similar to licensing,

      4        certification sends a signal to consumers about who

      5        has met government requirements to work in an

      6        occupation; however, it doesn't reduce competition and

      7        it doesn't raise prices the way licensing does.  It

      8        gives consumers more choices for the kinds of services

      9        they need.  It gives consumers the right to choose the

     10        level of quality they think is appropriate for them

     11        relative to other types of regulation.  Also,

     12        consumers don't demand the same level of quality.

     13               When members of the legal profession told Nobel

     14        laureate economist Milton Friedman that every lawyer

     15        should be of Cadillac quality, he famously replied

     16        that many people would be better off with a Chevy, a

     17        cheaper but clearly a functional alternative.  If

     18        licensing improves quality simply by restricting entry

     19        into the profession, then some consumers will be

     20        forced to pay for more quality than they want or need.

     21               Thirdly, certification is better for state

     22        government than occupational licensing.  It reduces

     23        the unnecessary and excessive lobbying by trade

     24        associations to try to convince legislators to enact

     25        and the governor to implement licensing regimes under
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      1        the assumption of protecting the public.  Often

      2        lobbyists claim that licensing is needed to screen out

      3        frauds and incompetents.  There's little evidence to

      4        support the claim, but licensing laws do offer

      5        lobbyists and trade associations a way to deliver less

      6        competition, higher earnings, greater employment for

      7        members or clients.

      8               There's an important difference between

      9        licensing and certification.  Licensing restricts the

     10        practice of an occupation.  Certification restricts

     11        the use of the title.  So, for example, certified

     12        financial analyst or certified interior designer.

     13        Anyone can do financial analysis or interior design,

     14        but only those who've met the government requirements

     15        can call themselves a certified financial analyst or a

     16        certified interior designer.

     17               The proposal to establish a portal that would

     18        facilitate the use of private or voluntary

     19        certification as a complement to other state

     20        authorized licensing regimes is an important issue for

     21        the Indiana state economy, practitioners, and

     22        consumers.

     23               Beyond my conclusions, I'd like to provide some

     24        details.  First, occupational licensing reduces

     25        employment growth thereby contributing to
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      1        unemployment.  These barriers fence out people who

      2        might be qualified but have not gained the credentials

      3        through the exact means identified in the licensing

      4        law such as a written test, internship, undergraduate

      5        or graduate degree.

      6               Estimates by Professor Alan Krueger of

      7        Princeton University and the former head of President

      8        Obama's Council of Economic Advisors and former chief

      9        economist in the Department of Treasury and Professor

     10        Alex Mas, who is also at Princeton and a former chief

     11        economist in the Department of Labor and chief

     12        economist at the Office of Management and Budget under

     13        President Obama and me, showed that the cost of

     14        licensing nationally in the form of lost jobs is

     15        between .5 and 1 percent.

     16               Applying that lower number in Indiana would

     17        result in a reduction in unemployment in the state or

     18        a gain of approximately 16,000 jobs if licensing were

     19        reduced in the state relative to certification or

     20        other less restrictive forms of regulation.

     21               Secondly, occupational licensing causes

     22        consumers to pay higher prices.  By shrinking the

     23        available supply of labor, licensing increases prices

     24        by 15 percent or more.  Certification doesn't have

     25        these large price effects.  Less competition means
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      1        that consumers pay more and have less variety for the

      2        services they need.

      3               A number of years ago, students at the Humphrey

      4        School analyzed the cost of licensing to consumers in

      5        Minnesota.  They found that the extensive use of

      6        licensing cost consumers in Minnesota to pay an

      7        incremental $3 billion a year more in higher prices

      8        that are redistributed to those with licensing with no

      9        clear benefits.

     10               It also restricts the ability of consumers to

     11        choose whether they want to go to one type of license

     12        documentation or another.  For example, do they want

     13        to go to a nurse practitioner or a doctor rather than

     14        having the state decide who they can go to.

     15               Third, occupational licensing alleges that it

     16        will increase consumer protection by screening out

     17        incompetents and frauds.  Unfortunately, and although

     18        we may want this to be true, there is very little

     19        evidence for it.  Additionally, some legislators tend

     20        to grandfather in everyone working when licensing is

     21        enacted thus eliminating the screening altogether.

     22        Also, licensing boards often are captured by the

     23        licensees and rarely revoke licenses.  Most telling

     24        about their priorities, nearly all boards depend on

     25        the licensees to fund operating budgets through the
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      1        payment of licensing fees.

      2               Among the many professions and occupations that

      3        I've studied are mortgage brokers.  What my research

      4        at the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis showed is

      5        that those states that licensed mortgage bankers had

      6        similar default rates as those states that didn't

      7        license them.  A major difference is that the states

      8        with licensed brokers, the fees that consumers had to

      9        pay for loans were higher.  I have generally found the

     10        same findings in other occupations that I've

     11        researched or seen in the research of others.

     12               The reality is that occupational licensing

     13        reduces employment growth, contributes to

     14        unemployment, and increases costs to consumers.  The

     15        main groups that win under licensing are those that

     16        are licensed through higher wages and greater job

     17        opportunities for those who are fortunate enough to

     18        become licensed.  Certification has none of the

     19        problems of licensing such as raising prices or

     20        overall restriction of employment.  It provides

     21        consumers with more choice at a lower price than

     22        occupational licensing.  And I'll be glad to take

     23        questions.

     24               MR. BERRY:  You mentioned in your testimony

     25        that licensing screens out those who may be qualified
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      1        but are unable to, for whatever reason, earn a

      2        particular credential that's required by the licensing

      3        board.  If we were to remove the requirement that one

      4        obtain a particular credential in order to practice in

      5        a field, what signal could be given to the public that

      6        the individual would be receiving a service that they

      7        expect?

      8               So, for example, I was having a conversation

      9        with my wife last night about today and going through

     10        this concept of self-certification registration and

     11        she made the comment about going to her manicurist,

     12        that she knows when she goes to get a manicure that

     13        she -- she just assumes that the manicurist has the

     14        requirement or a skill because they're regulated by

     15        the State.

     16               If we remove the requirement for licensure of

     17        manicurists, how will somebody who wants to go get a

     18        manicure be able to have that sense of security that

     19        they're going to be getting a good manicure or a

     20        manicure from someone who won't give them nail fungus

     21        or whatever the risk is that comes from someone who is

     22        unqualified?

     23               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  I think that's a very good

     24        question, and certification allows the same sort of

     25        quality control.  So if someone is certified by the
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      1        government that they have passed certain education,

      2        training, internship requirements that are required to

      3        make sure that that individual follows appropriate

      4        hygiene.  In addition, whatever organization or

      5        whatever firm she went to, in order for them to get

      6        repeat business, if individuals are leaving that place

      7        and are not happy, that information is going to be

      8        passed along and they are going to be out of business.

      9               So you have both the discipline of

     10        certification and the discipline of the marketplace to

     11        make sure that the services that are being provided

     12        are of high quality.

     13               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Thank you, Professor.  As a

     14        fellow economics major -- of course, I don't have as

     15        many credentials as you have as an economics major --

     16        I find your testimony to be very interesting because

     17        you're using the law of supply and demand to find and

     18        to actually determine whether or not licensure is

     19        necessary.  And as a practicing attorney, of course, I

     20        would find that licensure is important in my

     21        profession.

     22               Let me give you kind of my perspective.  Then I

     23        want to ask you a question.  Licensure, to me, is

     24        something that says you've -- the State has required

     25        or come up with this group of questions or this group
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      1        of requirements that you have to pass in order to be

      2        licensed.  It doesn't say that, you know, if you go to

      3        medical school, it doesn't mean you have to take your

      4        boards.  It doesn't mean you have to practice

      5        medicine.  I went to law school with several people

      6        who decided not to take the bar exam because they're

      7        either in media, some are in public affairs groups,

      8        some are -- whatever you want to call it.  One is on

      9        TV now.  She's a newscaster who was in my law school

     10        class.  So some people decide not to get their

     11        license.

     12               Are you saying that, you know, because we have

     13        a license -- so since I have a license to practice law

     14        and I went to law school, that allows me to practice

     15        law, but one doesn't have to be in order for me to get

     16        the law degree; does that make sense what I'm saying

     17        to you?  I can get a law degree without taking a

     18        license exam; right?

     19               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  That's correct.

     20               SENATOR TAYLOR:  So would you have it that my

     21        colleague who has now been -- I've been practicing law

     22        for 15 years, longer than that, 17 years.  She's been

     23        a newscaster for 17 years, that she should be able to

     24        practice law without a license because she's got a law

     25        degree?
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      1               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  No.  And in terms of

      2        certification, someone could go and say if someone has

      3        a certification, that person in the case of law, and

      4        what we're talking about in this case is really not

      5        removing any licenses but looking at issues of

      6        occupations that may come before a licensing board in

      7        terms of their seeking or which additional occupations

      8        may become regular.

      9               Certainly certification, the consumer could

     10        choose if they want to go to an individual who is not

     11        licensed and that would be up to the individual to

     12        determine if they want that individual to service

     13        them, but certainly certification or state

     14        certification or other individuals, and certainly the

     15        Internet has allowed that information to be much more

     16        available in terms of whether that individual can

     17        provide an appropriate service.

     18               So in terms of certification, it allows the

     19        consumer to choose who they want to go to, but the

     20        State still provides information as to the quality of

     21        that service or at least the quality of the education,

     22        the training, continuing education, internships.  All

     23        those tend to be the current requirements for both

     24        licensing and they could be the requirements for

     25        certification as well.  But certification gives the
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      1        consumer the opportunity to decide who is the

      2        appropriate individual to handle what they think is

      3        important.

      4               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Right.  But understanding --

      5        okay, I'll take it away from the legal.  Let me move

      6        it to the medical side because there's a certain level

      7        of credentials that I want someone to have if they're

      8        a nurse practitioner, if they're a registered nurse,

      9        if they're an LPN, or if they're a -- I think there's

     10        another level.  I don't know.  Senator Miller might

     11        know, but those are four different levels of nursing.

     12        The nurse practitioner probably being higher up than

     13        the RN and then your LPN and then nurse's assistants

     14        or NAs or whatever.

     15               So if I'm in need of medical assistance from a

     16        nurse, you're saying that the consumer is able to

     17        choose who they want to use?  As a consumer, I may

     18        make my choice based solely upon economics (inaudible)

     19        the marketplace is a free market.  Instead of going to

     20        a medical doctor, I'll go to the nurse assistant down

     21        the street who says that she's a nurse, not a

     22        registered nurse, not an LPN, not a nurse

     23        practitioner, but I'll go to a nurse for what I see to

     24        be maybe a cut.  What if that cut gets infected?  What

     25        if that nurse assistant doesn't have the training?
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      1               To me, it seems to me that those licenses are

      2        something that we as a public policy as legislators

      3        have created a system that allows the consumer to

      4        choose but based on the level that we determine the

      5        scrutiny should be.

      6               If it's an emergency situation, I don't want a

      7        nurse's assistant actually providing service.  And the

      8        consumer, yeah, the consumer could go to a nurse's

      9        assistant for that.

     10               I saw a TV show the other day where the guy

     11        pulled his own tooth out with a pair of pliers.  Now,

     12        he might extract a tooth but he definitely hasn't

     13        protected his mouth from the amount of infection that

     14        could happen because he didn't have any type of

     15        antiseptic spray or anything to put on there to clean.

     16        He might have extracted the tooth, but do we want

     17        people pulling teeth with pliers?

     18               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Those are a good set of

     19        questions.  There are two things to think about those

     20        issues.  One is one thing that licensing does is drive

     21        up prices and individuals who can't afford those

     22        services will end up doing the sorts of things,

     23        pulling their own teeth, giving themselves root canals

     24        because they can't afford the services.  So those are

     25        individuals who don't have access.
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      1               The other issue is that in medical care you

      2        have hospitals that have reputations to maintain and

      3        if they don't maintain those reputations, insurance

      4        companies are going to drop them as service providers.

      5        So you certainly have both the discipline of the

      6        market and you have beyond certification.

      7               For example, nurse practitioners are

      8        individuals who are certified beyond being a

      9        registered nurse.  So there's no clear nurse

     10        practitioner license.  These are individuals who are

     11        certified beyond being a nurse.

     12               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Correct.

     13               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  So you have additional

     14        certification, certification as a surgeon,

     15        certification as an internist.  All those are

     16        certifications beyond the basic licensing.  So in the

     17        case of the medical profession, there's the basic

     18        license and beyond that there's certification.

     19               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  So it's kind of

     20        different than (inaudible) because it's reversed, it's

     21        the licensure and then the certification?

     22               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  That's right.

     23               SENATOR TAYLOR:  What you're talking about is

     24        the certification before the licensure?

     25               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  That's right.
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      1               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.

      2               MR. MILLER:  I have a follow-up.  I can't

      3        resist this interesting topic to say the least.  From

      4        what I'm hearing of the economic analysis and I'm not

      5        an economist, I'm a lawyer, so don't hold that against

      6        me, but it appears that -- is there some group of

      7        occupations or professions that are in the category

      8        from the public safety side, that's where I'm coming

      9        from, that certification -- because you talk in terms

     10        of certification that there's some control.  And,

     11        traditionally, licensure gives you this process of

     12        discipline and of revocation of licenses and things of

     13        that nature whereas my impression is your idea of

     14        certification doesn't include any of that and it's

     15        merely more of a consumer choice, economic driven type

     16        of choice.

     17               I think what Senator Taylor was pointing out --

     18        I heard the previous presenter talk about

     19        overregulation versus underregulation.  There has to

     20        be a balance.  And I'm just curious as to if you've

     21        done that analysis and whether there's some

     22        occupations you would be more than happy to suggest, a

     23        brain surgeon, that choice by me.  To find out later

     24        on that I shouldn't have gone to that brain surgeon

     25        isn't going to be probably very much comfort to me, so
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      1        I guess that's the question.  It sounds like there's

      2        some occupations you just feel don't rise to the level

      3        of needing that kind of scrutiny versus those that

      4        might.  I guess my question is whether you can

      5        differentiate that.

      6               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Thank you.  And certainly

      7        there are occupations -- obviously, doctors have the

      8        strongest case for licensure in terms of the ability

      9        to detect diseases that might be spread that would

     10        have what economists call externalities that have

     11        effects beyond the individual being treated.

     12               Certainly, certification has a lot of the same

     13        scrutiny, that is individuals can be decertified just

     14        as individuals can lose their license.  Unfortunately,

     15        it is very rare.  For example, in the State of

     16        Minnesota last year, maybe .2 or .1 percent -- that's

     17        not 1 percent, that's .1 percent of lawyers would lose

     18        their license.  So it's very rare for an attorney or

     19        almost any other occupation to lose their license.  So

     20        that doesn't -- although it is out there and it's a

     21        potential issue, it is very rare for individuals to

     22        lose their license because of being incompetent or

     23        unscrupulous.

     24               So those are issues that licensing would like

     25        to think that they have the effect of raising quality,
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      1        but when you take into account individuals who are

      2        being priced out of the market, that is they can't

      3        afford it because licensing raises prices, those

      4        individuals were generally in the lower part of the

      5        income distribution are individuals who are the losers

      6        because of licensing.  The individuals who are the

      7        gainers are individuals who are at the higher end of

      8        the income distribution because perhaps point of sale

      9        or point of service transactions are much higher

     10        because of licensing.

     11               So you have a bit of the reverse Robin Hood

     12        effect of individuals losing because they can't afford

     13        it and individuals at the higher income distribution

     14        getting better services.  So there's a redistribution

     15        effect as well.

     16               So when you think about licensing, it's a

     17        monopoly.  If you don't have a license, you cannot

     18        providing the service for pay.  So these individuals

     19        are losing.  Individuals who can't afford the service,

     20        can't afford the monopoly prices are priced out of the

     21        market, and that's a group that often is not being

     22        considered.

     23               MR. BERRY:  Legislation had authorized the

     24        study, which is the reason that we're having today's

     25        panel, to task the Professional Licensing Agency with
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      1        six different issues to study, one of which is whether

      2        to provide title protection to individuals who

      3        register.  And we've talked a lot today about

      4        licensure versus certification.

      5               The example that I often give is that currently

      6        there are at least four different certification

      7        opportunities for our therapists.  The problem is is

      8        that regardless of the certification that one obtains,

      9        he or she can call him or herself a certified art

     10        therapist, but there's no way for the consuming public

     11        to distinguish between the four different

     12        certification opportunities.

     13               So if you could spend a few minutes talking

     14        about the need for title protection, what the title

     15        might look like to actually mean something if this

     16        concept were implemented in the state.

     17               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Certainly certification

     18        which is a much better alternative than licensing

     19        because under certification others can provide those

     20        services.  Under licensing, it is the idea of a

     21        monopoly.  In the case of certification, there are

     22        various forms and levels and certainly part of that is

     23        determined by the employer who hires these

     24        individuals.

     25               Where I'm coming from in Minnesota, Mayo Clinic
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      1        has a reputation to uphold.  If they're hiring

      2        unqualified or individuals who are incompetent, very

      3        soon they're going to lose their reputation.  So there

      4        is a discipline of the market that provides consumers

      5        with knowledge about the service that they're

      6        providing.

      7               Certainly different levels of certification.

      8        As in the case of nursing, there are various forms of

      9        nurses in terms of their level of skill from nurse

     10        practitioners to practical nurses to RNs and all those

     11        -- some of those are licenses, but also, with the case

     12        of nurse practitioners, those are individuals who are

     13        certified.

     14               The same thing is true in medicine.

     15        Individuals are licensed, and beyond having a basic

     16        medical degree, individuals are certified in terms of

     17        providing -- being certified as an internist, being

     18        certified as a vascular surgeon, and so on.

     19               So these certifications provide information to

     20        the consumer, they provide information to the hospital

     21        as to the quality of that individual.  So the employer

     22        also has a responsibility.  The consumer, by knowing

     23        reputation of different hospitals, also makes these

     24        choices, and the insurance companies.  Oftentimes,

     25        insurance companies pay extra amounts for certain
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      1        hospitals to be in their network because that hospital

      2        has an outstanding reputation and if that hospital

      3        isn't in their network, they're going to lose lots of

      4        potential customers and patients.

      5               MR. BERRY:  Okay.  Let's take it out of the

      6        health field and let's just, by example, talk about

      7        court reporters.  If I'm someone who wants to be a

      8        court reporter and I want to hang out my own shingle,

      9        and to get that court reporter training, I can take

     10        and pass certification opportunity A or I can take and

     11        pass certification opportunity Z.  Within the

     12        industry, it's regarded and well known that

     13        certification opportunity A is far superior to

     14        certification opportunity Z, but certification

     15        opportunity Z is less expensive, it would take less

     16        time for me to obtain, et cetera, et cetera.  So I'm

     17        going to take certification opportunity Z and now I'm

     18        holding myself out as a certified court reporter.

     19               My neighbor who took and passed the

     20        certification opportunity A is also a -- can call

     21        himself a certified court reporter.  But without some

     22        title distinction to the lay consumer, how can we,

     23        using this type of concept, be able to use title to

     24        signal that certification opportunity A court reporter

     25        has a superior skill set than court reporter Z?
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      1               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  I think similar to what

      2        often is done with respect to engineers.  If someone

      3        has graduated from Purdue, they're known as a very

      4        high quality engineer.  If they're going to a much

      5        lower quality school, they may not have the types of

      6        opportunities that someone who graduates from the top

      7        flight engineering school such as the one at Purdue.

      8               So certainly that information is available and

      9        the quality of the individuals who are graduating from

     10        one type of school provide a signal to the

     11        marketplace, the same type of signal as provided in

     12        terms of certification.

     13               MR. BERRY:  Okay.  Thank you very much.

     14               Dr. Kleiner, I know that you also traveled

     15        quite a distance to be here today and you're

     16        returning, I guess, immediately, so on behalf of the

     17        panel and on behalf of the Governor's Office, we'd

     18        just like to extend our appreciation for you being

     19        here today and sharing your expertise with us.

     20               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Well, thank you for the

     21        opportunity and I'm delighted that you're looking into

     22        this very important topic.

     23               MR. BERRY:  Professor Gary Wolfram.

     24               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, thank you for having

     25        me today.  I do want to point out that I have an
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      1        Indianapolis 500 tie.  My wife doesn't let me wear it

      2        very often.

      3               I'm Gary Wolfram.  My Ph.D. is from the

      4        University of California at Berkeley.  I have been

      5        teaching at Hillsdale College since January of 1989.

      6        My policy experience is for several years I was the

      7        economist for the Senate Majority Cause staff in

      8        Michigan.  I was deputy state treasurer in Michigan

      9        and I was chief of staff to Congressman Nick Smith

     10        from Michigan 7th District, and so this allowed me to

     11        get an idea of how government actually works.

     12               One of my specialties in the academic arena was

     13        what's called public choice, public finance, studying

     14        how government works, and one of my former students

     15        actually induced me to come for the first time and go

     16        into the policy staff just because I was always saying

     17        in theory this is how it works instead of see how it

     18        really works.

     19               But one of the things I found in my public

     20        policy experience was to always start from what is the

     21        proper role of government?  Whatever we're doing, is

     22        this the proper role of government?  And you can go

     23        back 17th Century, John Locke on civil government

     24        basically saying why did we form government in the

     25        first place?  (Inaudible)  Why did we form government
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      1        in the first place?  We formed government basically to

      2        protect ourselves, to protect our property, to protect

      3        our lives.

      4               If you go to Bastiat, Frederic Bastiat, wrote

      5        in 1850, wrote the book called The Law.  In it, it

      6        said that government is the collective organization of

      7        our natural right to self defense.  Then we can go to

      8        (inaudible) Nobel prize winner in economics and

      9        constitution of liberty, he said that the role of

     10        government is to minimize the total amount of

     11        coercion, that if we don't have government, the strong

     12        would prey upon the weak.

     13               And so whatever we're doing in government, I

     14        make it so that we have the maximum of freedom and we

     15        have the minimum of coercion.  It doesn't mean we

     16        shouldn't have any government.  As Hobbes said, in the

     17        state of anarchy, life is solitary, poor, nasty,

     18        brutish, and short.

     19               So the focus, I think, that has been rightly

     20        taken here is is this the proper role of government?

     21        What is the role of government here?  And so what's

     22        the role of government in licensing and certification?

     23               Well, the first thing is to protect you against

     24        fraud because fraud is where you make an exchange and

     25        you wouldn't have except for the other person
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      1        basically fooled you and so you would not have

      2        voluntarily made that exchange.  And so there's a role

      3        of government to protect against fraud because it's

      4        really a form of theft.

      5               So we have to sort of think about, okay, what

      6        sort of law should we have about fraud.  Well, we

      7        could just have a law that says you can go sue the

      8        person if they have fraud, and that might be sort of

      9        expensive to do.  So we might have a law that says you

     10        know what, you have to have this license first because

     11        if I grant out licenses, then there might be less

     12        fraud and it's cheaper to do the licensing than it is

     13        to have people do fraud one at a time.

     14               For example, we could just have no speed

     15        limits, which they do on the autobahn in Germany.  We

     16        could have no speed limits on the road and say, well,

     17        if someone crashes into you, then you can sue them,

     18        but it might be cheaper to say, well, you know,

     19        there's a higher probability of having a crash if

     20        we're over 65 miles an hour and so what we're going to

     21        do is we're going to prevent crashing by having a law

     22        that says you can't drive over 65 miles an hour.  So

     23        I'm sort of looking at the licensing from that idea.

     24               Now, as you just heard, there isn't a whole lot

     25        of coordination or correlation -- there's not a
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      1        significant amount of correlation between licensing

      2        and performance.  Dr. Kleiner's work, if you look at

      3        it in detail meaning there's a lot of that coming from

      4        his work, and if we look at what is the unintended

      5        consequences of licensing, then we can see that

      6        there's these costs involved.

      7               And Bastiat said the difference between a good

      8        economist and a bad economist is the bad economist

      9        sees the seen, the good economist sees the unforeseen.

     10               So, for example, if we license, we'd say okay,

     11        we can see that these people have licenses and we can

     12        see that people don't have to look very hard to judge

     13        quality, et cetera.  What we don't see is that I may

     14        not get to purchase the product or the service at all

     15        because by the licensing what I've done is I've

     16        restricted the supply.  I mean that's why the price of

     17        these services goes up is because we've restricted the

     18        supply.

     19               Now, who loses from that restriction of supply

     20        are the poor, lower middle class, people who can't

     21        afford to get that product at all.  It may be that the

     22        reason that you didn't take your kid to the doctor is

     23        because you couldn't afford to see the doctor, but you

     24        might have gone to a nurse practitioner that said,

     25        "You know what, your kid has got pink eye," and only
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      1        charge you 10 bucks to make that diagnosis.  So one of

      2        the things that we want to do is to allow a broad

      3        range of consumer choice.

      4               Now, one of the problems here is that I might

      5        have what's called asymmetric information.  That's

      6        what George Akerlof who was my professor at Berkeley

      7        and won the Nobel prize.  One of the reasons he won

      8        the Nobel prize is for pointing out that there's a

      9        problem with asymmetric information.  That is I'm

     10        selling the service, in this particular instance, I'm

     11        selling the service, I know about how good I am as an

     12        electrician but you don't.  And so that gives you the

     13        chance as the electrician to sell a lousy service.

     14        And if you aren't going out and buying services very

     15        frequently, then that could be a problem.

     16               So one of the reasons for licensing would be to

     17        say, okay, if we license you, the consumer knows that

     18        you meet a certain standard.  The problem is licensing

     19        doesn't necessarily do that.  That is licensing says

     20        they met these qualifications but that still doesn't

     21        necessarily make me a good electrician.  I mean I

     22        could go in and do a lousy job.  In fact, I may try to

     23        cut costs here or do things there and you still might

     24        not get a very good service even though I've been

     25        licensed.
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      1               So what you folks are looking at, I think, is

      2        the proper way to do this.  What this is going to do

      3        is say, you know what, we're going to give some

      4        information to consumers.  We're going to say these

      5        people, if they meet certain standards, have this

      6        qualification and, therefore, they're certified.

      7               And, as Adam Berry just pointed out, that, you

      8        know, you might have different levels of it.  You

      9        might say, okay, you're a Class A certified

     10        electrician, you're a Class B certified electrician,

     11        you're a Class C certified electrician so that the

     12        consumer might be able to tell it.

     13               So what you're really doing is providing

     14        information; right?  And that's one of the things that

     15        you do and you're trying to provide information to the

     16        licensing process, but that results in a restriction

     17        in supply and driving up the price.  You should

     18        provide information through the certification process

     19        and say, you know, anybody that wants to give

     20        manicures can give manicures.  If they meet this

     21        certain standard, we're going to say they're a Class A

     22        certified manicurist or something else.

     23               Notice that what will happen is the market will

     24        start to provide that information more directly now

     25        because I might form the manicurists association and
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      1        you become a member of the manicurists association if

      2        you do X, Y, and Z.  And so then as I look out into

      3        the marketplace, people will say, you know what, I see

      4        that they're a member of the, you know, worldwide or

      5        national manicurists association and this gives me

      6        better information and so I'm going to go to them.

      7        So, as that happens, my association has a reason to

      8        coordinate what I'm requiring to performance.  Under

      9        licensing, there's no reason to do that.

     10               How do you get licensing?  You don't have

     11        people coming in to you and saying, gee, Mr. Senator

     12        or Mrs. State Representative, I really wish you would

     13        start licensing manicurists because I'm really worried

     14        about it.  No.  What happens is I know that you can

     15        restrict the supply of (inaudible) my profession.

     16               So what am I going to do?  I'm going to say,

     17        oh, let's go and have a license and we will figure out

     18        what has to be in those licenses.  I'm pretty sure

     19        that anybody that writes out what the licensing

     20        requirements are are getting information from

     21        somebody, somebody that is in the profession already.

     22               So I don't have an incentive in the political

     23        process.  We sort of think how the political process

     24        works.  I have an incentive to enter -- because you

     25        guys can restrict the supply, I have an incentive to
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      1        enter and get those things that will restrict the

      2        supply but not necessarily result in performance.  So

      3        certification keeps the market going.

      4               Notice that -- let's just think about going to

      5        McDonald's.  You're driving along.  You're in

      6        Louisville, Kentucky and you see a McDonald's sign.

      7        You pull in; right?  Why do you pull into the

      8        McDonald's?  Because you know that McDonald's is

      9        making sure that if they do a lousy job, then what

     10        will happen?  They'll lose their franchise; right?

     11        They'll take their franchise.

     12               Do we really think that the U.S. Department of

     13        Agriculture or Food and Drug Administration is going

     14        around looking in every McDonald's in America?

     15        They're not.  The reason that you trust McDonald's or

     16        Wendy's or Burger King or any of these other things is

     17        because you know that they have to meet a certain

     18        standard to provide quality, not to restrict the

     19        supply but to improve the quality.

     20               That's what certification does.  Certification

     21        is a method that you can go out and say, hey, these

     22        people have met certain standards.  You might say,

     23        "How do you get to be certified?"  Well, you have to

     24        be a member of the professional association that's out

     25        there, you have to be a member of the Michigan Bar
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      1        Association, or you have to be a member of the Indiana

      2        Bar Association.

      3               So you would pick those things that provide

      4        information to the consumer rather than those things

      5        that the lobbyist for the association comes in and

      6        says, hey, we want you to make it so that only our

      7        folks can practice this thing.

      8               Now, there are certainly professions where, as

      9        Dr. Kleiner talked about, was what economists call

     10        externalities, that is if you're a bad -- let's say I

     11        buy a cheap electrician.  I don't buy a licensed

     12        electrician.  So he comes in, does bad wiring, house

     13        burns down, burns my neighbor's house down, okay?

     14        That's a problem.  There's a role for govern --

     15               That's like the driving fast.  I'm going to

     16        have a law against driving fast even though I'm really

     17        not trying to prevent driving fast.  I'm trying to

     18        prevent accidents, and driving fast is very well

     19        correlated with accidents.

     20               So you might say, okay, here is a profession,

     21        electricians.  Hey, there's a chance my purchase of a

     22        bad electrician is going to end up with your house

     23        burning down, we'll have a license for that.  I will

     24        bet you that if you went through that list, you would

     25        find that that is not the case with the vast majority
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      1        of those things.  It's certainly not going to be the

      2        case for people wandering in saying, oh, this needs to

      3        be regulated, this needs to be licensed, this needs to

      4        be licensed.

      5               Your role is to protect life, liberty, and

      6        property.  If by -- and, again, you have to think

      7        about it in consequences.  If you say you can only

      8        practice a certain type of medicine if you have a

      9        license and that restricts the supply, the problem is

     10        I might not go get it; right?  And then they cause a

     11        bigger problem than if I went to one that wasn't very

     12        good.

     13               So that's going to be a balancing act about

     14        what are we going to do in terms in licensing health

     15        professions.  Okay.  I don't want somebody spreading

     16        influenza around because the doctor made the wrong

     17        diagnosis, but, on the other hand, I don't want

     18        somebody not going anywhere to seek medical care

     19        because we restricted the supply of it so much that

     20        the price has gone up so high.

     21               So that's the type of thing that, again, you

     22        need to sort of think about and understand what the

     23        risks are.  But you're going the right direction with

     24        the certification because, A, it provides the

     25        information, and B, provides a way to ensure quality
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      1        service because if I'm the national manicurist

      2        association, I'm not going to let everybody be

      3        national manicurists because the information that the

      4        national manicurist association is providing is

      5        useless to you.

      6               So they have an incentive to do it the right

      7        way, the same way that I have incentive if I'm

      8        McDonald's Corporation to make sure that every

      9        franchise meets certain standards regardless of

     10        whether the federal government is running in, you

     11        know, checking the back room.  I guarantee you they're

     12        not.

     13               And mostly what happens in an economy is market

     14        -- the market process results in the service being

     15        provided at the highest level.  People will find out.

     16               Again, if I'm going to have brain surgery and I

     17        find out, that's a problem.  I may not want to allow

     18        everybody to be a brain surgeon.  So some things,

     19        licensing is going to work, but, you know, very few of

     20        those things and probably the very few of most things

     21        do you need that.

     22               Notice also that the consumer believes if

     23        you're licensed, you're okay.  They think they don't

     24        have to go out and try to figure it out and ask their

     25        neighbor, you know, who is a good --
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      1               Hillsdale, we're 40 miles from the nearest

      2        four-lane road, okay?  It's not the end of the world,

      3        but you can see it from there.  So how do I decide

      4        where to take my car in?  I ask around; right?  And

      5        if, you know, your car needs auto care and, you know,

      6        a lot of people are saying, "Hey, don't take your car

      7        to Carnie's," guess what?  You won't be there.  You'll

      8        go out of business.  When consumers think that the

      9        government is making that decision for them, they're

     10        going to do a lot less of it and so what will happen

     11        is you won't get good outcome.

     12               As you've heard earlier, you know, you get

     13        better quality from certification rather than from

     14        licensing in general.  You restrict the supply of

     15        occupations.  You drive up cost to consumers.  You

     16        make it -- for example, I could not go teach this to

     17        an eighth grade class in the State of Michigan, all

     18        right?  Now, I have a Ph.D. from Berkeley and I got a

     19        lot of years of teaching at various universities and

     20        colleges, okay?  I can't teach an eighth grade class.

     21               If I decided, okay, I'm going to retire;

     22        although, whenever I talk about retiring, my wife

     23        says, "You know, Gary, people retire to your job."

     24        But if I decide to retire and say, hey, you know what,

     25        I'd like to go teach eighth grade at Davis Middle
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      1        School in Hillsdale, I can't do it.  What do I have to

      2        do?  I got to go spend two years getting some sort of

      3        certification.  I'm not going to do that.

      4               And so what you do with these licensing

      5        requirements, you make it so that people just aren't

      6        going to take the time to go meet this standard, okay?

      7        They're just not going to do it.  So you're going to

      8        restrict the amount of people that could be providing

      9        these services.  So, with that, thank you.

     10               MR. RHOAD:  First of all, thank you,

     11        Dr. Wolfram, for coming today.  At full disclosure,

     12        Dr. Wolfram was my econ professor in Hillsdale and we

     13        first met in 1997.  But one of the things that you

     14        would not have known is you referenced the licensing

     15        of an electrician, and if you look at our list of 250

     16        different professions, you'll realize that they're the

     17        only profession not licensed.  So somehow you're right

     18        in looking at what the role of government is, where

     19        have we gotten along the way and looking at regulatory

     20        paperwork and making sure that we continue to make

     21        Indiana a state that works.  Has this list gotten off

     22        of its original mission of that protection of, you

     23        know, life and property?

     24               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Oh, I mean this list -- if

     25        you were to start de novo and did not have the
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      1        political process, you wouldn't have created this

      2        list.  I mean if you just need to go down there and

      3        say, okay, what consumers came in and said, oh, my

      4        gosh, I need this cosmetology salon to be licensed.  I

      5        can guarantee you that did not happen.  I can

      6        guarantee you what happened was some lobbying

      7        organization that restricts the supply of that came in

      8        and asked for it.

      9               Bastiat, when he was talking about when

     10        government goes beyond the protection of life,

     11        liberty, and property says what will happen is -- he

     12        talks about that legalized plunder.  He says the

     13        plundered classes will attempt to engage in the making

     14        of the law.

     15               What he meant by that is once you have

     16        established this is what the government can do to

     17        restrict entry or to give me an advantage over some

     18        other business, I will go try to do it.  And so what

     19        you do is you give yourself, as a legislator, you give

     20        yourself more work because I -- and once I see the

     21        cosmetology folks do that and I'm some other

     22        organization, I don't know, fingernail painting, I'll

     23        have it.  I'll go, wow, the cosmetology guys can get

     24        that, I'll try, too.  And so I'll go hire someone like

     25        a lobbyist and they'll come in and then meet with you
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      1        and da, da, da, da, but what's driving that is this

      2        list here.

      3               If you just certify them and said I can go pick

      4        anyone I want, I have an incentive to try to become

      5        certified.  Because why?  Because that tells people

      6        about information about how the quality of my product

      7        or service.  I'm not doing it to try to keep other

      8        people from coming in.

      9               MR. RHOAD:  I mean if a consumer wanted to have

     10        a (inaudible) on a regulated profession or an

     11        unregulated profession to effect consumer choice, if I

     12        were to get on Twitter today and say, "I received

     13        horrible service at the Acme Barber Shop," is that

     14        going to have more of an immediate effect, do you

     15        think, on their bottom line than it is through the

     16        consumer complaint process that we have?

     17               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, certainly.  I'm

     18        pretty still old-fashioned.  I just use a chalkboard

     19        and blackboard.  But, yeah, you have Twitter.

     20               When I go to look for a hotel in San Francisco,

     21        one of the first things I do is I go to Trip Advisor,

     22        right, because people are telling me or if you get on

     23        Walmart to buy something, right, it will have reviews

     24        there.  And so you have access to reviews that you

     25        didn't have, you know, 20, 15 years ago.
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      1               If I were, you know, let's say today I wanted

      2        to get a haircut here in Indianapolis before I went

      3        home.  I could get my pocket computer here which

      4        sometimes operates as a phone, anyway, I could get on

      5        here and find out all sorts of reviews of barber shops

      6        here.  There's not nearly the need to do these things

      7        that there was years ago.

      8               MR. RHOAD:  So where do you start?

      9               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  I'd start from position and

     10        just work my way through.  And if you make the case

     11        that says, you know what, there's large externalities

     12        that if, you know, the use of this thing could cause

     13        problems for other people if I make the wrong choice

     14        or there's a big example of fraud possibility or

     15        there's not good information.

     16               For example, if I got in a car crash on the way

     17        home, they're going to take me to some emergency ER

     18        place; right?  I'm not going to make that choice.  So

     19        I just assume that you guys have made sure that people

     20        had a certain standard to be able to be in there

     21        because -- now, over time what will happen is that

     22        poor emergency service will -- you know, the hospital

     23        doesn't do a very good job, over time it will go away.

     24               But you might say there's some occupations that

     25        it's -- you're better off having the speed limit.  You
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      1        know, my idea of the speed limit.  We're going to

      2        license these things, but that's got to be pretty

      3        correlate -- what you might do is look through what

      4        the licensing requirements are for these things, even

      5        if you're gonna decide you're gonna license them.

      6               You might go through and say, okay, does this

      7        thing really correlate somehow with making it more

      8        safe for the public or does it make it so that there's

      9        less chance of this thing causing damage to other

     10        people if I make the wrong choice.

     11               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I just want to -- I think

     12        you are also assuming a certain level of

     13        sophistication by our consumers that might not always

     14        exist, especially if children and teenagers are

     15        consumers, or, you know, we do have a low degree of

     16        literacy here in Indiana.  In 2003, I believe it was

     17        right around the 15 percent mark.  You know, one of

     18        the lowest college completion rates.  I think we're at

     19        about 26 percent.

     20               So, you know, while we do for most of us, many

     21        of us, I shouldn't say "most," have these devices and

     22        we have access to all kinds of information, we still

     23        have a sizable population that does not and I haven't

     24        even begun to think through what this means to

     25        economic privilege or even the question of age, you
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      1        know, for people that can't or never will, you know,

      2        access information this way.  Not that that should

      3        necessarily influence everything here, but I'd be

      4        interested in hearing your thoughts about, you know,

      5        those people that are -- people that can't read, the

      6        people that don't have computers, the people that, you

      7        know -- we have a very high degree of high school

      8        dropouts.  How does that mix in with what you're

      9        saying?

     10               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah.  The question is can

     11        you, as a legislator, make a better decision about

     12        what is good for them than they can.  I mean that's

     13        one thing.  One thing is to say we are not going to

     14        let you make that choice because we don't think it's

     15        good for you to make that choice.  That's one idea.  I

     16        would say that's not a very good way to approach it.

     17               On the other hand, you could say, hmm, it's

     18        really hard to find out information about this

     19        particular thing for whomever.  If that's true, then

     20        you have a better argument for licensing, but

     21        certification is going to provide the information.

     22               If I want to know -- all licensing does is

     23        exclude entry above certification.  So the real

     24        question is -- I mean you guys are going to certify.

     25        You're going to say, okay, this auto repair shop, you
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      1        know.  And 47 percent of the adult population of the

      2        City of Detroit has been estimated as functionally

      3        illiterate.  I mean what do you do about that?

      4               I think the way to do it is what you guys are

      5        considering, that is you certify.  State goes, okay,

      6        these guys met these standards.

      7               Now, I can choose to not go to a certified

      8        person if I want, but I'm making that choice because

      9        you've just told me these guys are certified and these

     10        guys aren't.  And if you told me that and you say, no,

     11        you can't go to somebody that doesn't meet the

     12        standard even though you know this person is certified

     13        and this one is not, then you're more doing the you're

     14        going to make the wrong choice and I'm going to keep

     15        you from making that choice.  And part of the problem

     16        with doing that is that you make it so that people

     17        don't have opportunity that they otherwise would have.

     18               That's really what licensing -- one of the

     19        things it does is it costs.  There's a benefit to

     20        everything and a cost to everything and one of the

     21        costs of licensing is you preclude opportunity for

     22        people that would otherwise be able to at least get,

     23        as Friedman said, at least get the Chevy version of

     24        it.

     25               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I understand what you
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      1        were saying earlier, too.  I'm just really thinking

      2        about that 15-year-old girl.  Maybe she's a high

      3        school dropout and she wants to go get her fingernails

      4        painted.  I mean if you look at manicures, I mean it's

      5        not just fingernail painting (inaudible).  Rampant

      6        nail fungus, all kinds of things that happen there.

      7        So, you know, with licensing, it's creating the club.

      8        You get to play; you don't get to play.  You know, are

      9        you licensed or not?

     10               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  But certification --

     11               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  So certification is the

     12        more nuance thing.  Certification means that everyone

     13        gets to play, and I might not be sophisticated enough

     14        to know what -- or I might be limited by my choices.

     15        I can't drive.  I can't access the certified.  I can't

     16        afford the certified, you know, many different things,

     17        o it might drive me into decisions that are unwise.

     18               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, what you just said is

     19        if I have certification -- first of all, children,

     20        people who have not reached the age of reason, yeah,

     21        you can have lots of -- you can say you can't -- you

     22        probably can't sell cigarettes to people under a

     23        certain age here in the State of Indiana probably, and

     24        that's probably true everywhere.  You can't probably

     25        drive to buy liquor under a certain -- and every state
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      1        will have it.

      2               But what you just said was if I can't afford to

      3        go to a certified person and I'm going to go over

      4        here, there's at least going to be more opportunity

      5        for me to go to a certified person than if you license

      6        them.  If you license it, you're going to restrict the

      7        supply and say, okay, there's no licensed manicurist

      8        anywhere in my little area.  I can't get a manicure.

      9               Whereas if you have certification, you'd say,

     10        okay, there's opportunities here.  You can go to this

     11        certified manicurist.  And if you say, well, gee, but

     12        they might choose to go to a noncertified manicurist,

     13        I mean that's their choice.  We can't step in as a

     14        legislature and say we know what's best for you.

     15               Children, like I said, minors, whole different

     16        story.  You could have minors can't get manicures

     17        without a certified manicurist or something like that;

     18        right?  Because, realistically, I'll bet there's a lot

     19        of people doing manicures that aren't licensed right

     20        now.

     21               MR. BERRY:  You have to be licensed.

     22               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  You have to be, right,

     23        yeah, but I'm just saying I'll bet there's a lot of

     24        people that might be manicurists --

     25               MR. RHOAD:  Are you talking about unlicensed --
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      1               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yes.  I think there's

      2        probably a lot.  I mean I would guess that there's

      3        somebody in certain neighborhoods that can manicure

      4        your nails.  You know, your neighbor, you know,

      5        manicures your nails or something without having a

      6        license.

      7               So you're not going to preclude people from

      8        doing -- making the wrong choice.  I mean it's very

      9        hard for a legislator to pass a law or pass a

     10        regulation that really keeps people from doing the

     11        wrong choice.  You're more likely to get unintended

     12        consequences from that.

     13               REPRESENTATIVE MCMILLIN:  To take off on that

     14        point, the distinction you make between licensed and

     15        unlicensed who are still performing the manicures

     16        versus certified, not certified, and they're all able

     17        to, some just have the certification.  I just want you

     18        to correct me if I'm wrong, but it would seem to me

     19        what you're talking about is basically a distinction

     20        between the original black market being created for

     21        manicures and you have licensing (inaudible) aren't

     22        allowed to and a market where you have certified

     23        versus uncertified.  The discrepancy between the

     24        ability of people providing the manicures is probably

     25        going to be much greater between licensing and black
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      1        market and you're going to have less opportunity for

      2        the general public to be able to converse about those

      3        things so that people would know that this person over

      4        here who is not certified is not very good.  You

      5        shouldn't go there.  If it's the black market, they're

      6        not gonna want to be talking about it so that

      7        conversation isn't going to be had.  So it would seem

      8        to me that what you are providing is a better

      9        opportunity for those people who may be on the verge

     10        of being able to afford it or not to have an idea of

     11        what the difference between a certified person is

     12        versus a noncertified person than you would out of

     13        somebody who is licensed (inaudible).

     14               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  I would give you 10 out of

     15        10 on that one.  That was a very good answer.  I think

     16        because -- I think you got to look at what the single

     17        mom in the City of Indianapolis or I always pick

     18        Detroit because, you know, I'm from Michigan, what the

     19        single mom in the City of Detroit is going to do

     20        because we don't live in their neighborhood probably.

     21        And I think what happens is there's going to get

     22        unintended consequences of licensure, that it's not

     23        these things aren't happening.  They're happening.  We

     24        just don't see it because we live in the middle class

     25        or upper middle class neighborhoods.
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      1               So there probably is some black market out

      2        there.  In any of these professions, there's probably,

      3        you know, maybe not things that only high-end people

      4        can afford anyway, but there's probably lots of things

      5        in there that people are out there practicing it

      6        without any sort of oversight and, you know, the

      7        market probably works okay, but it's not going to be

      8        as good as if I could provide that information with a

      9        certification.

     10               You know, again, you don't need to certify

     11        everything because, you know -- anything where you

     12        have asymmetric information where I'm going to know a

     13        lot more about my service than you're going to know as

     14        a consumer.  That's the type of thing that would be

     15        certified.  And then whatever would have high

     16        externality costs or opportunity for fraud, those

     17        would be things that you would license.

     18               MR. BERRY:  If I may ask a --

     19               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  I haven't convinced you.

     20               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I'm thinking.  I'm a

     21        thinker.

     22               MR. BERRY:  If I may ask -- and I'm probably

     23        not going to phrase this as eloquently as you did

     24        earlier, but you made what I consider to be a very

     25        important point, which is that with the higher number
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      1        of certification entities, they're going to, in

      2        essence, be competing against each other to be the

      3        premiere certification opportunity.  So there's more

      4        likely the chance that they're going to correlate

      5        qualification with performance.

      6               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yes.

      7               MR. BERRY:  And this is a point that I was

      8        asking Dr. Kleiner.  This concept of

      9        self-certification registration relies on IPLA to

     10        identify which of the certification opportunities that

     11        exist the State wants to recognize as the premiere or

     12        the standard certification opportunity, and there

     13        might be more than one.

     14               What can we do either from a selection process

     15        or offering a particular title to an individual who

     16        registers to help communicate the information to the

     17        public?  As we've referenced and talked about a lot

     18        during the afternoon, it's one thing to say I'm a

     19        certified plumber, but we need to separate someone who

     20        has certification A from certification Z.  So how can

     21        we effect that?

     22               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, as I said, you look

     23        at the research and what do you find?  There's not

     24        strong correlation, as I said before, between what's

     25        required and output, and the reason is because under
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      1        the licensing structure, it's done through the

      2        political process as opposed to I've got an incentive

      3        to make consumers happy.

      4               So you have to convey -- you have to have some

      5        mechanism of saying this -- because I'll advertise it;

      6        right?  If I'm a manicurist and you give me this

      7        certification, I'm going to put it in my window,

      8        right, certification A.  And the market will

      9        distribute that information probably pretty well.

     10               But you should -- if you're going to have

     11        different levels of standard, then you need to somehow

     12        identify that, either through a different title or,

     13        you know, Class A, Class B or whatever.  And it will

     14        take a while for that to filter through, you know, the

     15        population of the State of Indiana, but it will -- I

     16        have every incentive if I'm the manicurist association

     17        to start advertising that; right?  Because you're not

     18        the only one going to be trying to tell the people.  I

     19        have every incentive to try to tell the people.  And

     20        when you get these associations, there will be an

     21        encouragement to form associations that have standards

     22        of quality.

     23               Best Western, I mean that's really a lot of

     24        what franchises are about, like I said before.  When

     25        you go into that Arby's, you know, you're expecting a
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      1        certain quality of product.  And guess what?  You

      2        don't always get it; right?

      3               I mean, you know, if you travel around in your

      4        car and drive around dinner states or different

      5        cities, things that are certified Best Western hotels,

      6        right, they're probably better than the Motel 6.  I

      7        don't want to advertise (inaudible).  I'm just using

      8        that as a theoretical example.

      9               But, you know, you see a Sheridan, what do you

     10        do?  You think, okay, I'm going to pay more for the

     11        Sheridan even though you've never been to that

     12        Sheridan.  You go I'm going to pay more for that

     13        Sheridan than the Days Inn across the street because I

     14        know -- I'm not saying because, oh, they're licensed

     15        by the State of Indiana.  I know that there's a

     16        certain standard.

     17               So what you do -- and you will probably find,

     18        you start (inaudible) process, you'll get different

     19        types of folks giving you ideas.  You know, okay,

     20        here's what we require of folks in our association and

     21        here's what we require of our folks in our

     22        association, and here's why this results in better

     23        outcome.

     24               MR. MILLER:  This is a complicated way to

     25        phrase a question, but let's take -- you kind of
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      1        created some tiers, if you will.  Kind of heard

      2        licensing and certification and registration kind of

      3        tied in together as being a very similar concept, but

      4        let's take a profession where there's a licensing

      5        component and you've identified that maybe we don't

      6        need a license for it but registration.

      7               Let's suppose that it's someone who receives

      8        that service and makes that decision and certification

      9        and it turns out they question whether that state

     10        certification is appropriate.  So, for example, I

     11        think Adam gave the example of different tiers for a

     12        court reporter or whatever profession it is and then

     13        there's no question by someone who has received that

     14        service whether, in fact, that certification is

     15        appropriate or whether, in fact, that service that

     16        that certification is for is properly done.

     17               Under the licensing regime, we've created a

     18        system where someone has a complaint about that

     19        activity, they file that complaint, and then states

     20        vary.  We have our own system where other states have

     21        different systems, but eventually someone comes to the

     22        realization -- and it's not always revocation of the

     23        license.  Let me just make sure everyone understands

     24        that that's not the only thing available to the

     25        various licensing boards and so, you know, they can
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      1        have suspensions, they can have probation, they can

      2        have terms of probation, they can have restitution,

      3        all kinds of various options.

      4               Then in the registration regime, do you

      5        contemplate any of that process existing?  And if you

      6        do, then how would it be structured?  That's the --

      7        because what happens a lot of times is people use the

      8        term licensing and certification and registration.

      9        What certification really is is licensing light, if

     10        you will, in some cases.

     11               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well --

     12               MR. MILLER:  And I'm just suggesting to you

     13        that that discipline, that distinction has to be clear

     14        because I think the consumer choice is good, but then

     15        if the consumer makes the choice and that choice was

     16        based upon a certification that may or may not have

     17        been appropriate, then that's my question is how would

     18        you envision the system working?  I'm not quarrelling

     19        with you as much as saying how would this work for me

     20        as a consumer complaining to someone?  In this case

     21        right now it's the Attorney General.

     22               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Right.

     23               MR. MILLER:  And so, you know, when they do,

     24        what would be the responsibility?  And, second of all,

     25        IPLA or the Professional Licensing Agency then would
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      1        have some responsibilities of trying to verify

      2        whether, in fact, that person has met those

      3        registration requirements because if they do, then the

      4        consumer is relying upon that.  As you pointed out,

      5        that's a good reliance.  It's a great communication

      6        there.

      7               So I'm kind of asking multiple different

      8        thought processes here.  I'm trying to understand, if

      9        you could create the system, how would you create it

     10        and how would you provide the protection to health and

     11        safety?  And I would just emphasize health and safety

     12        to me is more important than fraud; although, health

     13        and safety and fraud kind of interrelate, but just

     14        your comments or thoughts.

     15               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah.  If it's truly a

     16        health and safety issue with asymmetric information --

     17        like I said, I get in an accident.  I'm not choosing

     18        which ER I go to.  It's whatever is the closest one

     19        there.

     20               Then I think now you've got licensing.  Most

     21        professions -- I mean despite the fact you've got a

     22        big list here, most professions aren't licensed

     23        anyway.  So what do we normally do?  We go to the

     24        Better Business Bureau or someone has committed fraud

     25        and I might go to the Attorney General's Office or
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      1        something like that.  And I sort of envision it that

      2        way, that what would happen is -- if you decided you

      3        were going to have different tiers of certification

      4        and you said, okay, we're going to have Tier A, B, C,

      5        if you -- there's gonna be some -- I suppose what I

      6        would do is, as a legislator, I would allow the

      7        administration to determine what those categories are

      8        going to be.

      9               And then what happens if I start getting a lot

     10        of feedback from the constituents and my constituents

     11        say, wow, you know, you guys have been certifying this

     12        group of manicurists and they're doing a lousy job.

     13        Then you got to go to the, you know, the Department of

     14        Licensing Regulation and say, okay, you got to fix

     15        this.

     16               I think you're going to get feedback if you --

     17        I mean clearly you're going to have to -- you're not

     18        going to know for certain this certification is, you

     19        know, better than this one for certain just as I don't

     20        know that if I put a 55-mile-an-hour speed limit that

     21        I know I won't have accidents.  You're just going to

     22        have to make the best decision that way and you're

     23        going to have to rely on (inaudible).  You got to rely

     24        probably on the executive branch to put that stuff

     25        together and if they're doing a lousy job, then you go
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      1        into the executive director here and say, "Hey, you

      2        want your appropriations next year?  You better get

      3        this fixed," because that's the power of a purse that,

      4        you know, any -- and at either level, that makes a

      5        difference; right?

      6               So if you get -- you can't do it perfectly and

      7        now, you know, I don't have a good answer for we know

      8        exactly what to do, but I think that your departments

      9        will all have to sit down and meet with different

     10        associations and they will want to get their people

     11        certified at the highest level, but it will be

     12        different than where I could exclude entry.

     13               If I can exclude entry, man, I'm just going to

     14        overwhelm you guys with -- okay, and I don't know, I'm

     15        assuming you -- I mean Michigan, we have tons of

     16        multi-client lobbyists and they come in and they

     17        influence policy, okay?

     18               And so somebody is gonna have to decide -- the

     19        governor is gonna have to appoint the right person to

     20        make the decision, we're going to accept this

     21        association's certification and not this one or we're

     22        going to certify if you meet this -- and if you let

     23        the associations know that, they'll probably respond

     24        because they'll want to be certified because it will

     25        increase the demand for their product.
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      1               Probably what will happen is -- realistically

      2        what will happen is you'll sit down with various

      3        associations and say, "Okay.  What's normally done

      4        here?"  And then you got to just treat it, you know,

      5        as you do most occupations.  If people got complaints

      6        about a particular business, you go to the Better

      7        Business Bureau or if they're committing fraud, then

      8        you sue them.

      9               MR. RHOAD:  One follow-up question.  You

     10        mentioned early on that if you wanted to retire, you

     11        couldn't go teach eighth grade because you don't have

     12        the license or credential to do that.  Why don't we

     13        license college professors?

     14               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, we sort of do; right?

     15        We don't license them, you're right.  That's a very

     16        good point.  He was a student of mine.  Yeah, that's a

     17        very good point.

     18               We have certification and that certification is

     19        I got a Ph.D., okay?  But we have a few people

     20        teaching at Hillsdale College that don't have Ph.D.s

     21        that are actually tenured professors that never got

     22        around to doing it and they're good teachers, et

     23        cetera.  No place requires you to have a Ph.D. but you

     24        know that if you want to teach at Harvard, you should

     25        probably get a Ph.D. from Berkeley or Yale or somebody
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      1        else to be able to get there; right?

      2               And so there's this -- essentially, you're

      3        right, there are tiers of certification there.

      4        There's this tier of universities, Ph.D.s from there,

      5        you're going to have a pretty broad opening for your

      6        job market.  Middle tier, okay, you're not going to be

      7        able to teach at one of the top tier even if you're

      8        really good.  If you, you know, I don't want to pick a

      9        particular university, but, you know --

     10               MR. BERRY:  DePauw.

     11               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Second tier.

     12               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah.  If you're a PC from

     13        a second-tier university, you're just not going to get

     14        hired.  No matter how good you are, you're not going

     15        to get hired at one of the top tiers just because the

     16        certification process.  And you're exactly right, we

     17        don't have a licensing for that, yet the market sort

     18        of sorts that out.

     19               SENATOR MILLER:  I just have a question, but I

     20        just want to say having a Ph.D. does not make you a

     21        good teacher.  We've got colleges full of them.

     22               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  That's exactly right.

     23               SENATOR MILLER:  But here's my question because

     24        I'm not sure I'm buying into the idea that an

     25        association should be the ones determining
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      1        qualifications for certification or licensure because

      2        they are the special interest group and I'm not sure

      3        that's the right body and you keep referring to that,

      4        so I just want you to speak to that, please.

      5               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah.  You will have to

      6        choose.  There may be associations that you don't

      7        think they're anything other than essentially a labor

      8        organization.  There may be associations that you

      9        think need good standards and it may be that you're

     10        going to not choose to certify based on one

     11        association or another.  I mean that's just a choice

     12        that you're going to make.

     13               But, on your first point, I got my Ph.D. with a

     14        guy -- I probably shouldn't say this, but anyway, he

     15        wanted to go off and do research; right?  So he goes

     16        to Columbia -- or Cornell.  He's teaching at Cornell.

     17        So I was trying to get ahold of him about a month ago

     18        and I go, oh, I can just look him up just on the

     19        Internet.  So I look up and then it has a rating of

     20        professor, so I check on him.  Every single review was

     21        this is a terrible, horrible teacher, but really big

     22        in the research end of things.  So you're exactly

     23        right, but a lot of universities don't really exist to

     24        teach.  I mean they exist to do other things.

     25               SENATOR MILLER:  We could have a long
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      1        discussion on that issue, but that's not why we're

      2        here today.  Thank you.

      3               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Maybe we can take this

      4        question off line, too, if we're gonna have time to

      5        really discuss it, but I'm having some trouble with

      6        your franchise metaphor because you cited the Sheridan

      7        as an example and I'm not sure that that really is a

      8        clean appropriate metaphor for what you're talking

      9        about just because I'm driving up to this

     10        intersection, I'm pulling over to get a hotel.  I

     11        might choose to go to the Sheridan because I'm a star

     12        rewards member.  I might choose because of the

     13        standardization of experience.  I know exactly what I

     14        get when I walk into a Sheridan.

     15               It's a known quantity just like if I were to go

     16        to Arby's, I know exactly what I'm going to get.  It

     17        doesn't mean that the quality of different Arby's

     18        might vary.  I mean I might know one for having a

     19        terrible, awful restroom so I avoid that one, but I'll

     20        go to the one across town.

     21               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  No, and I think you're

     22        exactly right.  I mean that was sort of my point in

     23        terms of you know the standardized service and so

     24        certification --

     25               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And the product is
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      1        (inaudible), but I think you're confusing it also with

      2        brand and brand identity and brand promise and that

      3        sort of thing, too, which might not be what an

      4        association or certification would offer as well.

      5               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah, the point I'm trying

      6        to make is that you have numerous ways of identifying

      7        what the standard of that product is.  And so, as you

      8        pointed out, I know this Sheridan is probably going to

      9        look a lot like the Sheridan in Menomonie or the

     10        Sheridan somewhere else.  Why is that happening?  It's

     11        happening because Sheridan has an incentive to make

     12        all their ones look pretty much alike because that's

     13        the brand.  What the brand really is is --

     14               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  That's what I'm saying.

     15        The brand is very (inaudible) --

     16               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yes.

     17               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And good at branding that

     18        and that is -- but that's not a certification.

     19               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  No, but the certification

     20        would act like that but isn't.  The certification

     21        is --

     22               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  So you're saying

     23        certification is more like brand and brand consistency

     24        than franchising?

     25               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Correct.  What I'm saying
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      1        is that what the franchise does is it's the person or

      2        it's the entity that polices the certification, that

      3        is the -- you guys are going to be the ones that

      4        police the certification or the Attorney General's

      5        Office is going to be the one that polices the

      6        certification.

      7               In the market system, I basically have a

      8        similar situation where I'm saying if you drive into a

      9        Sheridan, it has these characteristics to it.  And who

     10        polices that?  Who really polices it is the Sheridan

     11        organization that says you don't meet that standard,

     12        I'm pulling your franchise.  Where you would say I'm

     13        pulling your certification.  We were talking earlier

     14        --

     15               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  If you have a responsible

     16        franchise or entity that grants the franchise because

     17        there could be (inaudible) volume argument.  They

     18        don't care how many Subways are out there.

     19               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah, but what will happen

     20        is the market will then sort of adjust to that, right,

     21        because I'll know that, wow, this Subway is way

     22        different than that Subway and, I mean, so you stop

     23        going to Subway because Jimmy John's or somebody is

     24        consistent in their (inaudible).  So (inaudible) is

     25        sort of like the brand.  It is --
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      1               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  That's what I'm saying.

      2        It's more like a brand than a franchise.

      3               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  It's like a brand.  And I'm

      4        just saying who polices the brand in the case of a

      5        franchise is the franchise organization.  Or who would

      6        police the brand in this certification system would be

      7        the government would police the brand.  Does that make

      8        sense?

      9               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Yeah.  Let me just ask one

     10        final question because I think -- I had to get on a

     11        conference call, so I didn't get to hear all your

     12        testimony.  You may have answered this, so if you

     13        have, just say "Asked and answered," and I'll get the

     14        answer later.

     15               But I keep hearing these economic periods of a

     16        free market system and market system creating these

     17        opportunities and this market will dictate and take

     18        care of each other, but we're talking about public

     19        policy versus the free market system.  And I've always

     20        believed that public policy should somehow produce a

     21        free market system as much as possible.  As a matter

     22        of fact, I see (inaudible) policy being the people who

     23        should take away as much restrictions there are on the

     24        free market system portal.

     25               Then I heard the testimony from your earlier
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      1        colleague that licensure creates a monopoly which

      2        means now the federal government and the state

      3        government is creating a monopoly which I totally

      4        disagree with because monopolies have a different

      5        characteristic than what he's saying.

      6               The question I have for you is:  Does

      7        certification in exchange for licensure free the

      8        market up in any way?

      9               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yes.

     10               SENATOR TAYLOR:  And if it does, how does it

     11        free the market up?  If I'm a licensed, for example,

     12        I'm a licensed attorney, and I keep going back to the

     13        attorney because I don't know anything else.  Let me

     14        say this.  If I'm a licensed M.D. -- I have M.D. after

     15        my name, okay?  I'm not gonna go to a pulmonologist

     16        versus if I have -- I mean I'm not gonna go to a

     17        pulmonologist if I've got a tumor in my brain.  If I

     18        have cardio problems, I'm not gonna go to a

     19        pulmonologist because they're working on different

     20        parts of the body, but I am going to go to my medical

     21        doctor, who is my family doctor, who is going to refer

     22        me to a cardiologist, a pulmonologist.

     23               That's what happens when you have licensure.

     24        It's kind of like going to a generalist and then the

     25        generalist refers you to a specialist.  Doesn't
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      1        license allow for that?

      2               I mean it's like everybody is disregarding the

      3        fact that not every doctor does surgery.  Not every

      4        surgeon does back surgeon.  Some do spine.  Some do

      5        brain.  Some do heart.  Some do -- how does

      6        certification change that?  Because that's what we

      7        already have.  It's just after the licensure like we

      8        were talking about in the case of a nurse

      9        practitioner.  How does that change?

     10               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, the licensure doesn't

     11        create the monopoly in the sense that there's only one

     12        seller, but what it does do is make it so that only

     13        certain people can get the license and practice.

     14               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Which is a public policy

     15        concern.

     16               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Right.  And there may be,

     17        as I said, there may be instances that you want to do

     18        that, you know, if there's going to be these

     19        externalities.  You do a bad job on me and then

     20        because that happened, it causes problems for my

     21        neighbor.  You know, you misdiagnose my whatever I

     22        got, you know, influenza and I give it to my neighbor

     23        and that causes -- so certainly licensure in the

     24        health care profession is -- there's always a cost to

     25        it, though.  I mean the cost is I may not -- because
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      1        you restricted the supply of these things and the

      2        price is now going to be higher for me to buy, I may

      3        choose not to go to a doctor at all or not to seek any

      4        medical profession at all.  So I don't go to a nurse

      5        practitioner that maybe could have gotten me out of

      6        that.

      7               Now, that's a benefit and a cost.  You got to

      8        weigh for yourself are the benefits bigger than the

      9        costs of that.  And for each of these professions, you

     10        need to do that.  Is it worth the unintended

     11        consequences perhaps that happen because I have

     12        licensed it?  Is that offset by I'm protecting

     13        property, you know, life, liberty, and property and

     14        I'm protecting against fraud and protecting against

     15        externalities?

     16               For each of these things, you have to go

     17        through and figure that out.  My guess is that -- what

     18        you can't do is ignore the costs which is what we tend

     19        to do; right?  We ignore the cost or we don't see the

     20        cost.

     21               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Right.

     22               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  We don't see, okay, well,

     23        that mom with the -- the single mom with three kids in

     24        Detroit, she doesn't get to have any medical services

     25        at all because we excluded her.  And you might say,
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      1        okay, yeah, but that's more than offset by these

      2        people -- you know, all these people who'll be dying

      3        because we had a -- you know, we don't have very good

      4        oversight of these medical professions.  So you always

      5        got to weigh the benefits and the costs.

      6               And the primary cost is opportunity -- first of

      7        all, the primary cost is a restriction in the supply

      8        so less opportunity for (inaudible) people to buy it

      9        and less opportunity for me to go out and try to get a

     10        job doing that.  I might be an 18-year-old in, you

     11        know, Flint, Michigan that dropped out of high school

     12        and I might have a chance to be, you know, be a barber

     13        or something that I don't get to do that because I

     14        can't get the barber's license for some reason.  I

     15        can't read very well.  I can't pass the, you know,

     16        whatever the characteristics that you need to do to

     17        get the barber's license.

     18               So it precludes opportunity and it sort of

     19        makes it that people don't switch professions or they

     20        don't have the opportunity to -- as I pointed out

     21        earlier, if you wanted to move let's say tomorrow, you

     22        know, Miller Canfield Law Firm calls you up and says,

     23        hey, love to have you, we'll pay you $400 an hour,

     24        come on in.  You're going to say, "Sorry, I can't, I

     25        don't have a license in Michigan," right?
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      1               And so those are the things that we need to

      2        think about when we're doing these, that there's a

      3        cost to these things.  And it may be that the benefit

      4        of licensing for this particular profession outweighs

      5        the cost, but we have to realize that there's an

      6        incentive for me to please consumers because I'll go

      7        out of business and there's an incentive for somebody

      8        else -- why Trip Advisor?  Because there's an

      9        incentive to provide information to people.  People

     10        want that information.

     11               And so if you -- you can't sort of look at the

     12        world and say, okay, if we got rid of licensing, it

     13        would look just like today except for no licensing.

     14        No.  If you got rid of licensing, you'd have all sorts

     15        of things happening probably that you might not have

     16        thought of.

     17               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Thank you.

     18               MR. RHOAD:  Thank you, Dr. Wolfram.  It was a

     19        pleasure to have you today.

     20               MR. BERRY:  Thank you.  The final scheduled

     21        witness for the day, Lee McGrath.

     22               MR. MCGRATH:  Well, thank you so much,

     23        Mr. Chairman, members of the committee.  My name is

     24        Lee McGrath.  I'm the legislative counsel for the

     25        Institute for Justice.  You heard from my colleague
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      1        earlier, Dick Carpenter.  He published this research.

      2               Senator Miller, it is fun to see you.  You were

      3        very kind to me.  You indulged me during a session

      4        with an hour and 10 minutes in which we could talk

      5        about this issue, so --

      6               SENATOR TAYLOR:  She gave you an hour and 10

      7        minutes during session?

      8               MR. MCGRATH:  Absolutely.

      9               SENATOR MILLER:  It was your --

     10               MR. MCGRATH:  It may have been your committee,

     11        Senator Taylor.

     12               SENATOR MILLER:  I wouldn't on my committee.

     13               SENATOR TAYLOR:  It definitely wasn't my

     14        committee.

     15               MR. MCGRATH:  All right.  Very good.  And,

     16        Representative Hale, I invite you to ask me after my

     17        discussion about the low information consumer because

     18        I hope to be able to persuade you that that consumer

     19        benefits in a world that includes certification.

     20               And to my fellow attorneys on this side, I'm

     21        licensed in Wisconsin and happy to talk about that,

     22        Senator Taylor.  And, Mr. Miller, I am anxious to talk

     23        with you about remedies and to answer your questions

     24        about -- and discuss with you, rather, how we might

     25        think about remedies.
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      1               So thank you very much.  I am a big fan of what

      2        you and the governor are attempting to do here in

      3        terms of wanting to create more opportunities, wanting

      4        to reduce the unemployment rate in Indiana.  I support

      5        the proposal, the initiative that you are considering

      6        in terms of creating a portal and giving consumers

      7        information through that portal.

      8               As an attorney, I promise no math in this

      9        discussion unless you ask me about Dr. Kleiner --

     10               MR. MILLER:  (inaudible) used it in your

     11        economic analysis.

     12               MR. MCGRATH:  So I'm going to pull you away

     13        from economics and I'm going to talk to you about

     14        justice.  The essence of law, the blind justice is

     15        that like things get treated the same, and your job --

     16        ultimately your job as public policy officials, it is

     17        to advance justice.  So I would like to talk about my

     18        perspective that certification is more just than

     19        licensing and talk about that in four ways.

     20               The first way is that as it relates to income

     21        equity.  Much discussion is currently going on in the

     22        gap between the rich and the poor.  Licensing

     23        exacerbates income inequality.

     24               There's a big difference between unions.

     25        Unions tend to shrink the difference between the high
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      1        and low wages.  By contrast, licensing exac -- widens

      2        the difference between high wagers and low wagers.

      3        Licensing moves in the very opposite direction of the

      4        concern that you and other public policy makers have

      5        in this country which is bluntly the rich are getting

      6        richer.

      7               Why does this happen?  Because licensing blocks

      8        entry.  It blocks opportunity.  And it does this in

      9        some very important and powerful ways that I'd like to

     10        discuss with you, but at the heart of this from a

     11        justice perspective, licensing is a problem that

     12        certification doesn't have.

     13               One of the ways in which licensing blocks entry

     14        is in terms of it sets educational requirements and it

     15        sets only one path to educational requirements.  If

     16        you want to be a licensed interior designer, if you

     17        want to be a licensed electrician, if you want to be a

     18        licensed cosmetologist, there is only one path to go,

     19        and oftentimes that path is influenced in the

     20        political process by professors and trade schools and

     21        others who want a large and expensive curriculum.

     22               How is it that it takes 1500 hours to become an

     23        athletic trainer, as my colleague's point, but only

     24        100 hours to become an EMT?  Well, clearly the

     25        athletic trainers, cosmetology schools, they want a
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      1        big curriculum, they want an expensive curriculum.

      2               And so licensing, in essence, is at the --

      3        stands for an 18-year-old.  That 18-year-old has a

      4        one-time decision and if he can afford it, that

      5        18-year-old can make an investment in education, but

      6        it's an expensive investment and so that 18-year-old

      7        better choose right.  It punishes those 18-year-olds

      8        who don't have the resources or the time to make that

      9        investment in the cosmetology school, in the athletic

     10        training education, in these extended and large,

     11        large --

     12               So if you are concerned about a learning gap,

     13        licensing exacerbates that concern because you are

     14        saying the only -- there is one path and it is an

     15        academic path.  Licensing cuts out the path of

     16        learning on the job, learning as an apprentice.  So it

     17        rewards the rich.  It rewards those who have access to

     18        education and punishes those that don't.

     19               Licensing also punishes women who make career

     20        decisions and all those who change careers in mid

     21        life.  A woman who leaves the workforce, raises

     22        children, and wants to come back into the workforce

     23        faces -- may face a very large licensing requirement

     24        that is unnecessary given the skills that she has.

     25               Let me give you an example for that.  In
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      1        Minneapolis, I worked with an extraordinary woman who

      2        counsels families when their children have been shot

      3        in North Minneapolis.  She is not a licensed funeral

      4        director, but she is providing the comfort in these

      5        situations of tragedy far greater, in often cases,

      6        than what a funeral director is able to do.

      7               Unfortunately, the oligopoly, the cartel -- not

      8        the monopoly, Senator Taylor, but the oligopoly

      9        prohibits her from earning a penny.  She's able to

     10        provide her counsel because she does it for free, but

     11        she has all the skills in terms of finding a cemetery

     12        that gives away free lots, working with Hamilton

     13        County to get the subsidies for the casket.  She is

     14        just as skilled as anyone working in that licensed

     15        occupation but she's prohibited from earning even a

     16        small bit of remuneration for that.

     17               Here's a woman who started in one occupation,

     18        developed skills in another, and if she wanted to

     19        exercise those skills, she would be blocked by the

     20        occupational licensing laws of the State of Minnesota.

     21               So, in other words, it's unjust when it comes

     22        to earnings, it's unjust when it comes to education,

     23        and it's unjust when it comes to midlife transfers.

     24               The fourth area that licensing is unjust is in

     25        regards to interstate mobility, and you know this,
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      1        Senator.  You and your colleagues, Representative

      2        Hale, you and your colleagues made it easier for

      3        military veterans in the last couple of sessions to

      4        come to Indiana and have their skills recognized.

      5        Now, why did you do that?  Because you realized that

      6        the criteria that Indiana may set is really redundant

      7        to the criteria that these military people have -- the

      8        skills that these military people have gained through

      9        their experiences in the Armed Forces.

     10               I admire Mrs. Obama in this regard.  She has

     11        recognized that the spouses of military people also

     12        face barriers to entry because they face irrational

     13        licensing requirements in one state even though they

     14        may license and qualify in another state.

     15               So my four points for you to consider is that

     16        licensing is bad public policy and there are better

     17        public -- there are various other ways to address

     18        consumer protection besides licensing because of the

     19        income effect that is the opposite of unions and the

     20        opposite of what you want to do.

     21               Secondly, from the educational gap, it's the

     22        opposite of what you want to do.  You want to shrink

     23        the gap.  You don't want to enlarge it and offer

     24        benefits caused by it.

     25               Third, you want to make people free to engage
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      1        in midlife transfers and career changes.  And, fourth,

      2        you want to promote interstate mobility.

      3               Occupational licensing, besides the economics,

      4        which you've heard enough about today, is unjust for

      5        those four reasons and it should not be the dominant

      6        public policy in the State of Indiana or anyplace

      7        else.  I'm happy to answer questions.

      8               SENATOR TAYLOR:  First of all, did you go to

      9        University of Wisconsin?

     10               MR. MCGRATH:  I did not.

     11               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  So you had to take the

     12        bar exam?

     13               MR. MCGRATH:  Well, not quite but I --

     14               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  You had a different

     15        path.

     16               MR. MCGRATH:  I had a different path, but I --

     17               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.

     18               MR. MCGRATH:  Well, let's talk about it.

     19               SENATOR TAYLOR:  No, no, I want to talk about

     20        your theory behind this somehow the public policy -- I

     21        guess it's the public policy theory that we want to

     22        close that income gap.  First of all, I think that's

     23        an assumption that probably you can look at some of

     24        the things that policy decisions in certain general

     25        assemblies or bodies and they can determine whether or
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      1        not that's a true policy or not.  So we have to first

      2        make sure that's a true policy incentive.  If it is,

      3        what you're saying makes all the sense in the world.

      4               My question to you, however, is not whether or

      5        not it's a good public policy because I'm going to say

      6        from my standpoint as a legislator, I think you're

      7        right.  I think the economy is better off.  I think

      8        the country is better off.  I think the states are

      9        better off when you have more people in the middle

     10        than you have on the (inaudible).

     11               Some people don't believe that.  I'm just

     12        telling you that some legislators don't believe that,

     13        okay?  They actually believe if you have more at the

     14        top, it will trickle down to the bottom.

     15               But if we basically all believe what you

     16        believe, are you saying that licensure with a caveat

     17        or -- like we talked about earlier about kept going

     18        back to the nurse practitioner versus the RN, would

     19        you say that certification after licensure is better

     20        or before licensure?

     21               MR. MCGRATH:  Okay.  So, Senator, I stand with

     22        you, I sit with you on my belief that we are all

     23        better off when there's a strong solid middle class

     24        that comes about because of opportunity.  And at the

     25        core of opportunity, in every sense the requirement of
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      1        opportunity is that we knock down barriers, and that,

      2        I think, is the core public policy issue that

      3        motivates me to come and testify here because you are

      4        on the verge of knocking down a big barrier with your

      5        proposal.

      6               So here's the way I think about these two

      7        things of licensing and certification.  I think of

      8        them in somewhat of a hierarchy.  I would have a lot,

      9        a lot of licensing.  I'm sorry, I would have a lot, a

     10        lot, and a lot of certification.  I would have a

     11        little, little bit of licensing.  And I think of them

     12        as alternatives.

     13               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Not as one before the other?

     14               MR. MCGRATH:  Not as one before the other.  I

     15        know what Dr. Kleiner is attempting to achieve with

     16        you, but it was way too complicated.  Think of it as

     17        an alternative with a lot of certification and a

     18        little bit of licensing.

     19               And the reason I say that is in all of your

     20        examples, the registered nurse and the various

     21        subcategories and the physician assistant, is that you

     22        have a very smart employer.  The employer wants -- the

     23        employer has all sorts of motivations to find the

     24        right person for the right job.  And when the State of

     25        Indiana or the State of Minnesota says you can only
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      1        hire a licensed person, the state is elbowing out the

      2        decision-making authority of the employer.

      3               Now, maybe that's a good thing in certain

      4        circumstances.  Maybe it's a good thing with

      5        registered nurses, but it shouldn't be the default

      6        position.  The position should be to send signals

      7        through certification, let employers choose the person

      8        they think, and don't restrict that pool of workers

      9        either from an opportunity standpoint or from the

     10        employer standpoint unless licensing is really,

     11        really, really needed because that employer is going

     12        to make bad decisions, that consumer is going to make

     13        bad decisions that are harmful harmful.  Does that

     14        help?

     15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Yeah.  Can I just say this,

     16        though?  When you make that statement that we're the

     17        employer, by what we do as public policy we kind of

     18        elbow out certain people, I agree with you there's

     19        some areas that we should do that, but -- okay, this

     20        is going to sound crass, but shouldn't government be

     21        doing that somewhat?  Because I'll just note -- let me

     22        just -- even in the fields where we supposedly knock

     23        out or elbow out those people who shouldn't have -- I

     24        mean have you been -- I don't know if you've been to a

     25        nursing home in a long time.
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      1               MR. MCGRATH:  Sadly, Senator, I have had recent

      2        experience with you, and I am sure I will empathize

      3        with everything you are about to tell me.

      4               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Well, if a nursing home

      5        instead of having a registered nurse and calling them

      6        nurse -- I mean in generations before mine and some

      7        generations before, I don't think -- I can tell you my

      8        generation really didn't distinguish between a nurse

      9        and RN.  I can't remember making distinguishing fact,

     10        but my mother who doesn't (inaudible) nurse and an RN

     11        will call a nurse's assistant a nurse and expect that

     12        nurse's assistant to have all of the, quote/unquote,

     13        "skills" that an RN does.

     14               Well, I know better than that, so when she says

     15        to me a nurse, I'm like, "Mom, the nurse's assistant

     16        or the LPN," because I know the difference between the

     17        two.  And then I know if it's an RN and I know for

     18        sure that if you go to a nursing facility on the

     19        weekend, you are going to see very few RNs; however,

     20        from 8 to 5, Monday through Friday, there's always an

     21        RN.  Then on the weekend you're going to see an LPN

     22        all weekend and an NA working with one LPN for 25

     23        people.

     24               So even though we call ourselves by licensing

     25        even the nurse's assistant, you're still gonna have
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      1        manipulation by the market because (inaudible) profit.

      2        (Inaudible) the profit is going to drive everything

      3        that we might be driving with public policy.

      4               They're going to have one LPN for 25 patients

      5        and until we get to the point where we say no, you're

      6        going to have five LPNs per -- one LPN per five

      7        patients, which we don't want to do.  That's going to

      8        continue to happen until somebody dies in the nursing

      9        home and then we have all this outcry.

     10               So all these things that you're talking about,

     11        the market doesn't protect it.  What ends up happening

     12        is we wait until the market crashes and then we react

     13        with public policy, and that's where I have a problem

     14        with your theory.

     15               MR. MCGRATH:  Senator, I am sympathetic -- I am

     16        very sympathetic to your experience having my personal

     17        experiences nearly identical to what I infer you -- so

     18        you and I are on the same side of the table on this

     19        issue, I can tell you that.

     20               The butcher and the baker has an interest --

     21        and the owner of the nursing home has an interest.

     22        Now, it may not be perfect.  He may not exercise that

     23        interest perfectly, but the butcher and the baker and

     24        the nursing home has an interest that corresponds to

     25        quality.  He does not want to dissatisfy.  He does not
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      1        want to dissatisfy customers.  His motivation is

      2        aligned with yours.  His execution may be faulty.

      3               There are certain people who engage in fraud

      4        and there's a remedy for fraud, but the vast majority

      5        of people who offer services are not intentionally

      6        engaging in fraud.

      7               SENATOR TAYLOR:  No.  I agree with that.

      8               MR. MCGRATH:  Very good.  So the question then

      9        becomes is how do we weigh those risks, those costs of

     10        faulty execution, how do we weigh those relative to

     11        other costs?

     12               So Kleiner earlier today said to you there are

     13        costs associated -- other costs associated with

     14        licensing.  He estimated there were 16,000 jobs at

     15        percentage point.  I am sure Governor Pence and every

     16        legislator here would like to see the unemployment

     17        rate in Indiana drop.  So there's a cost that you

     18        currently are paying in terms of jobs.  There's a cost

     19        because of reduced competition and higher consumer

     20        prices that you're currently paying because of blocked

     21        entry into the field.

     22               So I submit to you the answer to your

     23        observation is yes, there are costs of poor

     24        performance by the nursing home, but there are also

     25        other costs that are known and expensive and I submit
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      1        overwhelm the cost of the experience that I recognize

      2        and sympathize that you have had.  Does that help?

      3               MR. BERRY:  The general assembly tasked IPLA

      4        with studying a number of things as far as this 421

      5        study.  I'd like to ask you about two of those.  One,

      6        the enforcement provision that should be used for

      7        registered practitioners and also the cost of an

      8        individual applying for and renewing inclusion into

      9        the registry.

     10               MR. MCGRATH:  Okay.  So tell me the first one

     11        again, please, Mr. Chairman.

     12               MR. BERRY:  The enforcement provisions that

     13        would be used in the case of a state-certified art

     14        therapist who commits what the industry considers to

     15        be malpractice.

     16               MR. MCGRATH:  Okay.  So you have -- and this

     17        goes a little bit, Mr. Miller, to our discussion of

     18        remedies.  The State of Indiana will always have a

     19        hammer.  The State of Indiana will always be able to

     20        reverse, to reject, to negate the accreditation of X,

     21        Y, Z licensing firm.  You have the ultimate -- you can

     22        always reject the recognition of licensing association

     23        X versus Y versus Z.  That's Level 1.

     24               Level 2 is that the certification association,

     25        you can always reject the certification of the private
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      1        certifier.  The private certifier can always reject

      2        the certification of the individual.  So if the State

      3        of Indiana says that John Smith who is certified by

      4        the American Association of X is not doing a good job,

      5        the American Association of X is on notice that it

      6        must discipline itself and its procedures and John

      7        Smith.

      8               What was the second question, Mr. Chairman?

      9               MR. BERRY:  The cost that one should have to

     10        pay to be included in the registry and to renew.

     11               MR. MCGRATH:  It seems to me to cover the

     12        administrative costs associated with running the

     13        agency, in a perfect world, I would like to see this

     14        funding come out of the general treasury because it

     15        drives greater scrutiny by legislators, but the

     16        reality is that budgets are tight and so it would seem

     17        to me that these individuals and their licensed --

     18        their certifying agencies should cover their loss.

     19               Senator Miller, I caught your attention.

     20               SENATOR MILLER:  Well, you did because I just

     21        want to clarify the way it works in Indiana.  Our

     22        licensure fees over and above cover the costs and

     23        here's how it works in Indiana.  All the licensure

     24        fees come back into the general fund as income to the

     25        State.  The State then funds IPLA and we fund IPLA at
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      1        substantially less the amount of revenue that comes in

      2        by fees.

      3               MR. MCGRATH:  Yes, you do.  And that actually,

      4        as Kleiner was hinting at, Senator, that is actually

      5        one of the problems that causes regulatory capture,

      6        that the boards know that their customer is the

      7        licensees.  So your model is slightly -- you have the

      8        centralizing function for a moment, but eventually the

      9        money -- the licensees payments go to --

     10               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Straight to the general

     11        fund --

     12               MR. MCGRATH:  But they're allocated to --

     13               SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- except for attorneys.  I

     14        think ours go to Supreme Court.

     15               MR. MCGRATH:  You are probably regulated by the

     16        Supreme Court.

     17               MR. BERRY:  Some (inaudible) have dedicated

     18        funds as well.

     19               SENATOR MILLER:  Right, but most of the

     20        dedicated funds, for example, dentists and docs have

     21        wanted a higher licensure fee going into a fund.

     22        (Inaudible) addictions.  They have wellness programs

     23        and things like that, but anyway --

     24               MR. MCGRATH:  I think what you're exploring is

     25        very valuable and you don't want a fiscal note
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      1        bringing it down.

      2               MR. MILLER:  Can I ask a follow-up?  Thank you.

      3        I appreciate your (inaudible) enforcement.  You

      4        mentioned this decertification, if you will.

      5               MR. MCGRATH:  Uh-huh.

      6               MR. MILLER:  And I accept that as being a

      7        possibility, but now get to the legal side of it in

      8        terms of how that would work.  That is let's suppose

      9        the State certifies someone as being whatever the

     10        criteria is (inaudible) educational, what currently

     11        goes through the certification process through IPLA,

     12        but if someone has a grievance, if you will, or a

     13        complaint or something and they bring it to the

     14        attention of someone, under the current system with

     15        licensees, that's brought to the Attorney General and

     16        the process unfolds through an investigation and

     17        possible prosecution before the respective board.

     18               Under certification, if there's to be a

     19        decertification, let's suppose that myself and members

     20        up here have problems with a particular provider.  We

     21        file -- go through the request that the certification

     22        be dropped.  That process itself has to have some

     23        legal protections because that certification creates

     24        an environment of opportunity.  People won't come to

     25        me anymore if they find out my certification has now
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      1        been lifted; correct?  I mean that's a logical

      2        extension of certification is decertification to the

      3        logical conclusion of those people who make the

      4        decision whether they should go there.

      5               So, as a result, courts are likely -- Jud over

      6        there knows it because he chairs a committee that

      7        looks at this -- some due process requirements.  And I

      8        think that's what's missing from this process is that

      9        when they do decertify, does that mean that there's an

     10        administrative hearing?  Does it mean it goes straight

     11        to court?  Do we have a trial court deciding whether

     12        that should be decertified?  And then, in fact, if

     13        it's decertified, that's good for the prospecting

     14        person who is looking at whether they're gonna go

     15        there, but the person who originally -- those who had

     16        the original grievance say what about me?  I lost.  I

     17        was either defrauded or the services, you know, I'm

     18        now crippled or I'm now in some state different.

     19               So that's the part of the enforcement side that

     20        I think has to be addressed if you go from licensing

     21        to the certification.  I'm not saying you can't.  I'm

     22        just saying that that's why I mentioned earlier in

     23        some ways certification can become just licensing

     24        light because of the course of legislature.  We need

     25        to have a due process process involved here.  How do
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      1        we do that?  So I'm curious as to how you would

      2        address that issue.

      3               MR. MCGRATH:  The answer is no, so let me tell

      4        you why.  You get a lot less process.  You are due a

      5        lot less process when your certification is revoked

      6        versus your license is revoked.  A license is a

      7        property right.  You are due a lot of process to

      8        consider -- to what you have been charged with, the

      9        burden of proof, the evidence.

     10               By contrast, certification is not a property

     11        right.  It is a title.  The individual is still free

     12        to work but what he has lost is the signal.  What has

     13        been taken away for him is the signal that he has been

     14        blessed by the State.  You have no -- you have a

     15        constitutional right for property including the

     16        property to pursue one's calling.  You do not have a

     17        constitutional right -- you are not due a heck of a

     18        lot of process when it comes to losing your title.

     19               MR. MILLER:  Let me just ask this question.

     20        That process, though, is usually determined by the

     21        general assembly reading the constitution and the

     22        statutory requirements for decertification.  I'm just

     23        asking -- you know, I understand the property right

     24        issue and all of those things, but the question is for

     25        the general assembly is what requirements do they put
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      1        in place for the decertification?

      2               MR. MCGRATH:  So my suggestion would be that

      3        the general assembly, when it decides which certified

      4        organization the portal wants to accredit, that it has

      5        some process dealing with the de-accreditation of that

      6        agency, but it does not have to be a lot.  It does not

      7        require anywhere near the process of revoking

      8        someone's license.

      9               As it relates to the certifying organization

     10        and the person who is certified, that's beyond your --

     11        you have no due process obligations to that

     12        individual.  That's a private association relation.

     13        You may choose to establish some process for the

     14        certifying organization to deal with individuals who

     15        they are decertifying, but you don't have to.

     16               All right.  Your second question, remedies.

     17        Your presumption is that current licensing boards do a

     18        good job of providing remedies.  My experience is that

     19        they don't.

     20               So let me take attorneys.  In the State of

     21        Minnesota, there are 23,000 licensed attorneys.  Now,

     22        you know lots of attorneys.  I suggest to you that not

     23        all, and I trust you agree, that not all 23,000 are

     24        competent.  But last year the State of Minnesota

     25        revoked the license of not 10 percent, 2,000, not 1
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      1        percent, 230, but 7 attorneys.  Why were those

      2        attorneys' licenses revoked?  Because they stole money

      3        from their clients.

      4               The entire mechanism of licensing attorneys in

      5        Minnesota is redundant to the criminal prosecution of

      6        theft.  Minnesota is not providing -- the Minnesota

      7        Supreme Court is not providing any incremental

      8        protection of consumers from incompetent lawyers and

      9        the police department does.  As it relates to -- as

     10        the police department could.  Of course, they never go

     11        to jail for stealing money.  They just get disbarred.

     12               Regarding the 90 or so people who get

     13        suspended, yes, they get suspended for a couple

     14        months.  They have to take some continuing legal

     15        education to come back, but this is a -- the remedies

     16        available through the licensing procedure should not

     17        be overstated.

     18               And so what I submit is, under a certification

     19        program, you have more competition.  With more

     20        competition, you weed out faster the incompetent ones

     21        and there are all sorts of additional remedies that

     22        exist in the State of Indiana and elsewhere as it

     23        relates to suing someone for violating a contract or

     24        going to the Attorney General under your deceptive

     25        trade practices act.
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      1               So I submit to you that you are not gaining

      2        incremental consumer protection through your proposal.

      3        You are not losing consumer protection relative to the

      4        system that you currently have.

      5               MR. MILLER:  Well, just getting figures out

      6        there, I think there were -- Allen can correct me on

      7        the total numbers -- more than 600 administrative

      8        actions filed against different licensed professions,

      9        so there is a lot of activity.  And there are several

     10        thousand consumer complaints filed by consumers, so

     11        there is a volume of activity.  And so I'm just --

     12               MR. MCGRATH:  There is a volume of activity,

     13        but your state of 4 million residents?  How many

     14        people live in Indiana?

     15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Almost 5.

     16               MR. MCGRATH:  Almost 5, 5 million.  And so 5

     17        million.  2 million people who are employed.  To think

     18        that 600 complaints, I don't -- I think there's more

     19        consumer protection going on through competition than

     20        through the administrative process.

     21               MR. MILLER:  One last comment, and that is

     22        there's a presumption, I think, that most of the

     23        people who are licensed are providing services.  We

     24        only deal with those that they question, so --

     25               SENATOR MILLER:  I just want to say, also,
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      1        being familiar with a number of boards, I think some

      2        of the boards are ready to take action immediately on

      3        some of the bad license provisions; however, because

      4        of due process and waiting literally months for the AG

      5        to do all the research and everything, they are bogged

      6        down or they would be ready to take action.  So I

      7        think part of it is this whole process of how that

      8        works.

      9               MR. MCGRATH:  Senator, you are absolutely right

     10        and I could not agree with you more.  It is the fact

     11        that a license is a property interest and that it is

     12        recognized as a property interest and enjoys

     13        constitutional protections means that the AG has a lot

     14        of due process and it means it's a less effective --

     15        it's less effective as a consumer protection device

     16        because it is so difficult to revoke or discipline

     17        someone.  It's the nature of the beast as a piece of

     18        property that makes it ineffective consumer

     19        protection.

     20               SENATOR MILLER:  Let me just pursue that with

     21        you a minute.  Let's talk about physicians, M.D.s,

     22        medical doctors.  I happen to think they ought to be

     23        licensed, not certified, okay?  So now we're talking

     24        about the medical community, a medical licensing board

     25        who wants to take action who has to wait on the due
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      1        process.  So I don't think in this particular case

      2        certification is the answer, at least it's not the

      3        answer for me.  I think there are some professions

      4        that have to be licensed and I think medical doctors

      5        are one.  So what do we do?

      6               MR. MCGRATH:  I do not want to fall on the

      7        sword of purity --

      8               SENATOR MILLER:  That's all right.

      9               MR. MCGRATH:  -- when it comes to doctors.  The

     10        reality is that no one, for 100 reasons, and no one

     11        including me is going to advocate for not having

     12        licenses for doctors.  So I would think -- I would

     13        think that if you have serious issues, you should look

     14        at how the AG is meeting the due process requirements

     15        owed to that doctor, but you should accelerate the

     16        disciplining of incompetent doctors.

     17               Yes, sir, Senator Taylor.

     18               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Let me be the second first one

     19        to say that I don't think that there's any -- should

     20        be any discussion not only of medical doctors but of

     21        licensed attorney professionals not being licensed.

     22               Now, anybody can sit here and assume what they

     23        want, but I'm going to tell you from experience even

     24        with the bad ones who are licensed, just like we have

     25        bad doctors who are licensed, you take away the
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      1        licensing or try to change some way, shape, form, or

      2        fashion how the law is implemented, the interpretation

      3        of the law, and you're working on very sensitive

      4        ground because then you start getting into the issue

      5        of the pursued and giving people the right to common

      6        counsel, people the right to have their grievances

      7        heard under a court of law and in front of a jury of

      8        their peers.  You better start effecting a whole lot

      9        of other things if you don't license attorneys.

     10               I just want to put that out there, too, so that

     11        everybody understands that -- I'm saying this because

     12        before there was a day when attorneys did not have to

     13        be licensed.

     14               MR. MCGRATH:  Yes.

     15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  And the people who needed the

     16        representation the most never received it.  And go

     17        back to the originators of our constitution and they

     18        will tell you that is a slippery slope that -- Indiana

     19        can be the first in a lot of things, but we better not

     20        be the first at not licensing attorneys.

     21               MR. MCGRATH:  Senator, I am sympathetic to

     22        your --

     23               SENATOR TAYLOR:  I hope you're not saying that.

     24               MR. MCGRATH:  I'm not saying -- and you're not

     25        considering delicensing moving attorneys.  So I'm
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      1        happy to engage in a discussion with you.  And, in

      2        part, I'm sympathetic to your concerns for a couple

      3        reasons.  One, attorneys are different.  Like doctors,

      4        they are fiduciaries and so it's not a basic

      5        buyer/seller relationship.  Two, attorneys have

      6        subpoena power.  This is an awesome, awesome power

      7        that I can call someone into my office and take their

      8        deposition.

      9               So I'm with you on those points, but I think

     10        you also -- worthy of discussion for another day is

     11        that lots of poor people can't afford the -- don't

     12        have access to attorneys, and part of it the reason is

     13        that you and I and our fellow attorneys have created a

     14        nice little club that has high barriers to entering

     15        and getting over those barriers is expensive.  And

     16        then being able to serve people who really need

     17        attorneys becomes uneconomical, but --

     18               SENATOR TAYLOR:  You can say the same thing

     19        about doctors, too.

     20               MR. MCGRATH:  You can, but I submit to you --

     21               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Especially specialty doctors,

     22        spine surgeons, brain surgeons, cardiologists.  You

     23        can go through a whole list of medical doctors who are

     24        never going to be (inaudible) regardless of what

     25        insurance coverage you have, regardless of what
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      1        insurance you have, you will never make it to that

      2        level.

      3               So, you know, don't -- I'm not going to get

      4        into dialogue, but to say that poor people can't

      5        afford lawyers because we've got this group over here,

      6        the medical profession has done that, too.  I mean

      7        there are spine surgeons right now that some people

      8        will never be able to afford and they have priced

      9        their way into this specialty where they can take --

     10               Take the doctor who did Peyton Manning's

     11        surgery.  He only does three or four a year.  Do you

     12        know why?  Because he's so good that only three or

     13        four people can get it done.  Well, look it up.  And

     14        the bottom line is we have spine surgeons in Northwest

     15        Indiana, my friend being one of them, who could

     16        perform this surgery, but he said Peyton Manning went

     17        to this guy because he could afford him.

     18               The point is there are specialties out there in

     19        every profession and depending on who they are, you're

     20        going to be knocked out because you can't afford them.

     21        So don't put lawyers out there and leave doctors --

     22        they're the -- and we could change the whole thing

     23        about being able to afford a lawyer by one simple

     24        thing, requiring for your continuing license that

     25        lawyers have pro bono hours.  That would be a simple
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      1        fix.  I wonder if doctors would agree to do the same

      2        thing.

      3               MR. MCGRATH:  So I'm glad to engage you,

      4        Senator Taylor, in this discussion, but I think

      5        focused in on what the mission is of this committee,

      6        we can put doctors and lawyers off to the side.

      7               Representative Hale, I wanted to answer your

      8        question about the low information consumer, and as I

      9        understand your concern is that in this free market

     10        that Dr. Kleiner and others have been talking about,

     11        that low information consumer cannot operate

     12        effectively and may be exposed to being exploited.

     13        Did I capture the essence of your question to

     14        Dr. Kleiner and others?

     15               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Yes.

     16               MR. MCGRATH:  Just a couple of thoughts about

     17        that.  What this committee is chartered to do is to

     18        help even the low information consumer.  You are going

     19        to be saying that you want to send a signal, that

     20        there is a sufficient market failure, not market

     21        utopia or optimum situation, that there is a

     22        significant market, enough market failure that you

     23        want government to come in and provide better

     24        information.  So I think your proposal actually goes a

     25        long way to addressing the very concern that you so
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      1        articulately expressed is how does everyone benefit

      2        from this proposal, and I submit that even the low

      3        information consumer will benefit from the signal from

      4        the State of Indiana that someone is certified.

      5        That's one point.

      6               Point 2 is that we are all beneficiaries of the

      7        demands of others.  I wouldn't know a lot about cars,

      8        but there are lots of people who demand things from

      9        General Motors and Ford and Chrysler and Mercedes-Benz

     10        and Volkswagen.  Even when I don't know how pistons

     11        and carburetors work, I am the beneficiary of those

     12        demands.

     13               So I am a low information consumer when it

     14        comes to automobiles, but I benefit greatly from a

     15        marketplace in which Volkswagen and General Motors and

     16        Chrysler are responding to the demands of the

     17        enthusiasts and the high information.  But I think the

     18        stronger argument of my two is the first one.

     19               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I would agree, too,

     20        because in the second argument you're leaving out

     21        marketing and brand and, you know, all those kinds of

     22        things, too, but I'll tell you very simply what I'm

     23        thinking about today generally.  I've managed an

     24        office in probably the most highly regulated, high

     25        information consumer place in the world, Belgium.  In
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      1        Belgium.  Probably there is no -- there's no other

      2        place on Earth that has more kinds of licensing and

      3        guilds and all kinds of complications.  And I've

      4        worked in a lot of countries where there's absolutely

      5        none, India, Cambodia, you name it, Jamaica.

      6               So I think there's a sweet spot.  And this is

      7        the United States of America and we can take the lead

      8        and find that.  And this is Indiana.  I'm very proud

      9        of my state and I would love to find that sweet spot

     10        here.  And I don't believe this is the perfect system

     11        and I don't know that we've invented that perfect

     12        system yet today, but I feel it's worthy of

     13        consideration.

     14               You know, I think everyone on both sides of

     15        this table here, we should all keep an open mind and

     16        (inaudible) thoughtful intellectual process where we

     17        have a lot of dialogue and it's not just this

     18        philosophically driven conversation.

     19               MR. MCGRATH:  Oh, absolutely.

     20               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  The practical is also --

     21        we have to look at the practical (inaudible).

     22               MR. MCGRATH:  No, I agree with you completely.

     23        These are real lives.  These are your constituents.

     24        These are the people of Indiana and I think that the

     25        message that I'd like to give to you is that I'm not
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      1        advocating for Milton Friedman-esk free markets in

      2        which every consumer is on his own and things work out

      3        well because of the invisible hand.  That's not my

      4        position.

      5               My position is that you have two regulatory

      6        tools.  You have licensure and you have certification.

      7        And this is not a pure free market that I'm

      8        advocating.  I'm suggesting that one, certification,

      9        should be used more often than the other.

     10               And, Mr. Chairman, if I could, I have a diagram

     11        that expresses that very idea.

     12               MR. BERRY:  Absolutely, yeah.  In the interest

     13        of everybody's time, I want to start to wrap things up

     14        a little bit.  I understand, Lee, you're going to be

     15        around a little bit after if we have questions.

     16               MR. MCGRATH:  Absolutely, but just let me

     17        suggest that to Representative Hale's point that you

     18        have a buffet of regulatory options and I'm not

     19        suggesting that you void -- that you not engage in

     20        regulations.  What I am suggesting is that there is a

     21        hierarchy of various regulations that you should

     22        consider and that certification should be used more

     23        often than -- as you can see at the bottom of this

     24        page, that certification should be used more often

     25        than licensing should.
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      1               SENATOR TAYLOR:  I like this, okay?  I'm an

      2        economics major.  I like this.  So is this where you

      3        put your -- and for all of us as policymakers up here,

      4        so if I said health care, you know, and then I started

      5        breaking down health care, I would assume it would be

      6        down here.

      7               MR. MCGRATH:  Doctors and lawyers --

      8               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Doctors and lawyers.

      9               MR. MCGRATH:  I'm not going to fight over --

     10               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay, whatever.  Up here would

     11        be, I don't know, the --

     12               MR. BERRY:  Bakers and butchers.

     13               SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- bakers and butchers,

     14        plumbers, you know, people who could cause property

     15        damage but not loss of life necessarily.

     16               MR. MCGRATH:  Let me give you an example and

     17        help you there.  Let's go to bonding and insurance in

     18        the middle.  I think it's perfectly fine if the City

     19        of Indianapolis or the State wants to require a tree

     20        trimmer to be bonded because what's the risk?  The

     21        risk is that the limb of the tree falls on the

     22        neighbor's house.  So that, I think -- the regulatory

     23        response to that risk is to outsource the risk to

     24        someone bigger than the tree trimmer himself.  It's

     25        the bonding the insurance company.
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      1               Let's go to inspections here.  I think it's a

      2        fantastic idea that the restaurant where you had lunch

      3        today, the City of Indianapolis inspects the

      4        cleanliness of the kitchen because that burden

      5        shouldn't be on you.  In a precatory market, you

      6        should inspect the cleanliness of the kitchen.  No,

      7        that's impractical to Representative Hale's point.

      8        The City of Indianapolis should inspect the

      9        cleanliness of the kitchen of that restaurant.

     10               So I'm glad the City of Indianapolis is doing

     11        that and I'm also glad, Senator, that the State has

     12        chosen not to license the busboy, the cook, the chef,

     13        or the dishwasher, that the appropriate regulation is

     14        inspection.  And so this is a hierarchy.

     15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Right.

     16               MR. MCGRATH:  And you should fit -- you should

     17        fit your regulatory responses to the risks associated

     18        with them.

     19               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Is there some more pages?  I

     20        see No. 12.

     21               MR. MCGRATH:  I've got lots of pages for you,

     22        Senator.  I've got the whole production for you.

     23               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Really quickly, you said

     24        there are two pools, licensure and certification,

     25        those that are licensed and those that are certified,
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      1        but -- isn't that what you said?

      2               MR. MCGRATH:  I'm suggesting as it relates to

      3        the idea of personal qualifications, the role that

      4        personal qualifications have deals with certification

      5        and licensing.  Do you have the right training?  Do

      6        you have the right experience?  Do you have continuing

      7        education?  Those personal qualifications are

      8        licensing and certification.

      9               Above those in my inverted triangle are other

     10        regulatory responses, options that don't deal with

     11        personal qualifications.

     12               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And then you said that

     13        before you presented the inverted triangle.  I guess

     14        I'm thinking are we leaving out the practitioners that

     15        are neither certified or -- I mean that would be the

     16        third pool.

     17               MR. MCGRATH:  Right.  And so the -- so you have

     18        other regulatory tools.  Give me an example of someone

     19        who you're thinking about.

     20               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I don't have one.

     21               SENATOR TAYLOR:  We had an issue about having

     22        people who install sewers be licensed last year.

     23               MR. BERRY:  A tollbooth operator.

     24               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Tollbooth operator.

     25               MR. MCGRATH:  A tollbooth operator.  So it
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      1        would seem to me that the personal qualifications --

      2        without thinking about it too much.  Please excuse me

      3        if I don't get it all right, but the personal

      4        qualifications as it relates to education and training

      5        for a tollbooth operator wouldn't require licensing.

      6        What you're concerned about is fraud, so you might use

      7        the regulatory tool of a lie detector test or

      8        something like that.  And so you're matching the

      9        regulation to the public safety, health and safety.

     10               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  But we have people that

     11        need to be licensed like a doctor, the people that we

     12        certify like an electrician, and then people that --

     13        or say a barber but I might choose to not be

     14        certified, so I'm a noncertified barber.  That would

     15        be the third pool of people.

     16               MR. MCGRATH:  Right, and thank you for the

     17        clarification.  So my suggestion is that you think

     18        about this as licensing is where you're certainly

     19        accurate; certification is where you're sending a

     20        signal; and noncertification is where you're allowing

     21        other regulations and/or market forces to protect.

     22        And even in this noncertified level, you have other

     23        consumer protections.

     24               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Which is what I'm seeing

     25        this slide look like, you know, license.
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      1               MR. MCGRATH:  Yes.

      2               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And then you have the

      3        actors in the marketplace that are not certified.

      4        They're neither certified nor licensed because they

      5        (inaudible).

      6               MR. MCGRATH:  Yes.  So above certification is

      7        the noncertified actors in the marketplace who would

      8        be subject to other beneficiary pressures from either

      9        the law or competition.

     10               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I think you could make a

     11        visual iteration of that pie with the (inaudible).

     12               MR. MCGRATH:  I will work on that.  When I give

     13        my presentation, I actually have them flying down

     14        individually, but that's for another day.

     15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Wouldn't that be restaurants,

     16        though?

     17               MR. MCGRATH:  Restaurants?  You want to inspect

     18        restaurants.

     19               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Right, but that's what I'm

     20        saying.  They're not certified or licensed --

     21               MR. MCGRATH:  That's exactly right.

     22               SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- but they're on that other

     23        spectrum where they would be over here on this side.

     24        What I've done is draw a line across here.  And,

     25        actually, you don't have it here, but it would be --
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      1        yeah, I think I understand what Christine is saying

      2        and I agree.  There's a third --

      3               MR. MCGRATH:  The idea is that Dr. Kleiner is

      4        the -- if I dare say, Dr. Kleiner is the world's

      5        leading scholar on occupational licensing, but even he

      6        would say you don't have to live in a Milton

      7        Friedman-esk complete invisible hand free market, no

      8        regulation.  There are lots of regulatory tools

      9        available to the State and to its municipalities, and,

     10        therefore, be skeptical about creating the barriers of

     11        entry that are inherent in licensing because you have

     12        lots of other tools.

     13               MR. BERRY:  Well, Lee, I can't thank you enough

     14        for your attendance today and sharing your wisdom with

     15        us (inaudible) does to facilitate information about

     16        occupational licensing to the policymakers as well as

     17        the general public.  So, with that, if you could stay

     18        right where you are.  Let me give the panelists an

     19        opportunity to close.

     20               Senator Miller, I know you're (inaudible) time

     21        restriction, so if you would like to say a few closing

     22        remarks that are optional, go for it.

     23               SENATOR MILLER:  Well, we always take a few

     24        moments, but, Lee, it's nice to meet you and I

     25        appreciate all the time you gave to me on the phone
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      1        and I can put a face with a voice now.

      2               I would just say thanks to Adam and all the

      3        panelists.  I think it's been a healthy discussion

      4        today.  I think we have learned a lot.  I think we

      5        have a lot to consider.  Some of these answers are not

      6        simple.  They're a little more complex than just the

      7        dialogue (inaudible) deal with them, but I think it

      8        will help us move Indiana forward and I hope to be

      9        able to be a part of that.  Thank you.

     10               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Ditto.

     11               MR. MILLER:  I'll waive any closing comments.

     12        I like what Christine was suggesting and the other

     13        panelists' comments that we find the right spot, and I

     14        think this is a good opportunity for everybody to see

     15        that there probably is some changes can be made.  I'm

     16        not so sure as radical as you would like to see,

     17        perhaps, but I certainly think this has been very

     18        helpful (inaudible) these conversations.

     19               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Adam, I just wanted to

     20        thank you for inviting me to the panel.  I really

     21        enjoyed myself.  It was extremely interesting and I

     22        wish all of the testifiers were here so I could thank

     23        them as well.  It's a treat to be in contact with that

     24        kind of intellectual (inaudible).  It was fun.

     25               MR. RHOAD:  Well, first of all, thank you very
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      1        much.  My apologies about having to step out of the

      2        room.  I got caught with the last speaker down at the

      3        Governor's Office.  So you have my sincerest apologies

      4        about that.

      5               But one very special thank you to Adam and the

      6        other members of the committee for taking a day here

      7        during the summer to have this conversation rather

      8        than trying to piecemeal these very complicated issues

      9        together during session when they pop up.

     10               I think we've got a wonderful framework to work

     11        with and launch off here in looking at what we

     12        regulate, how we regulate license, and what we need to

     13        do to move forward to make sure that Indiana is a

     14        leader in licensing regulation and also more

     15        importantly job roles so families can continue to put

     16        food on the table for their spouses and children and

     17        family members that they take care of.  And I think

     18        this was a great opportunity.

     19               And the Indiana Professional Licensing Agency

     20        is ready to work with our members at the Indiana

     21        general assembly to work as partners to make this a

     22        successful outcome.  Thank you very much.

     23               MR. MCMILLIN:  I want to say thank you to

     24        everybody on the panel.  I also just want to take this

     25        opportunity this is an important issue that when we
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      1        tried to deal with a couple times in the past and we

      2        clearly have some problems with that or better ways to

      3        handle it and some great feedback on what we could

      4        possibly do.

      5               But every time we try to do this in the past

      6        the effort was victimized by the status quo before the

      7        conversation ever even got off the ground.  So I hope

      8        that really as legislators this year we can actually

      9        spend some time really delving into this and not

     10        allowing those people who just like to see status quo

     11        without having the conversation to remove this from

     12        our hands and having the discussion, so it's going to

     13        happen.  It is what it is.

     14               There are going to be people out there who want

     15        to oppose this just because it's change and we need to

     16        have the courage to say we're willing to have the

     17        conversation, we're going to collect the data and

     18        listen to people who have expertise in this area.  I

     19        just hope that our legislative caucus occurs to do

     20        that.

     21               MR. BERRY:  (inaudible) in addition to my

     22        appreciation for the witnesses.  I want to thank every

     23        single members of this panel, members of the general

     24        assembly.  You were asked to participate because of

     25        the interactions that you've had with members of our
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      1        office as well as our agencies and your thoughtfulness

      2        and consideration that you show during the legislative

      3        session and your respective committees.

      4               Throughout today I've been referred to as

      5        "chair."  I just want to make perfectly clear for the

      6        record and for everybody that I am cochair on this

      7        panel.  The executive director of the Professional

      8        Licensing Agency, Nick Rhoad, is the other cochair to

      9        this panel.  He and his team -- Ben Evans is in the

     10        audience today and has been here throughout the day --

     11        do excellent work and we appreciate everything you do

     12        and especially Ben for what you did to help today

     13        happen as well as the rest of your team.

     14               I would be remiss if I did not close by

     15        expressing a certain amount of appreciation to my

     16        boss, the governor, who has given me the opportunity

     17        to explore these opportunities, and without his

     18        policy, vision, and guidance, I don't think any of

     19        this would be happening.  So I think that the

     20        governor, Governor Pence, needs to, at the very

     21        minimum, be acknowledged today.

     22               So with that, I'm going to close unless there

     23        are any other --

     24               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Are we going to have another?

     25        And the reason why -- I want to ask.  We've got a lot
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      1        of information here and that's a lot of information

      2        there.  What do you plan on doing as far as providing

      3        this panel with some information about what your

      4        suggestions might be?  I don't necessarily get all of

      5        the information.  You know, right before the beginning

      6        of session I know our state reps who are in the midst

      7        of other things right now (inaudible) time for them to

      8        look at this with me.  I would like to look at some of

      9        the suggestions that your office, that Professional

     10        Licensing would have for some of these professions,

     11        and I mean true dialogue.

     12               And I'm not saying we have to utilize -- this

     13        is not copywritten; right?

     14               MR. BERRY:  Well, you're the lawyer.

     15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  You gave it to me.

     16               MR. MCGRATH:  I gave it to you.  You are

     17        free --

     18               SENATOR TAYLOR:  But some kind of -- I don't

     19        know.

     20               MR. BERRY:  I would like to have a follow-up.

     21               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  What I'm thinking is that

     22        we've talked a lot today about the why, why we would

     23        do this, but we haven't talked about how so much and

     24        I'd like to dig my teeth into it (inaudible) what does

     25        that really mean if we were -- the practical question
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      1        of how would we accomplish this and what would it look

      2        like.  And this is a complicated project.  Very worthy

      3        but very complicated.

      4               MR. BERRY:  So today's testimony has been

      5        recorded by a court reporter and I think also she

      6        deserves a certain amount of appreciation.  So

      7        everyone here will receive a copy of the transcript

      8        and then you all can be as involved as you want going

      9        forward.

     10               So legislation tasked IPLA with putting the

     11        study together, so we will have -- we'll schedule

     12        meetings that you are more than welcome to participate

     13        to look at the scope or the outline of the study and

     14        what IPLA is putting together, but, again, it's

     15        completely up to you how involved you want to be, but

     16        you are invited to be involved.  All right.  Thank you

     17        all again.

     18               (Proceedings adjourned at 3:51 p.m.)

     19

     20
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 1               MR. BERRY:  By way of introduction, my name is
 2        Adam Berry.  I'm the regulatory policy director and
 3        special counsel at the Governor's Office.  And the
 4        entire panel is not here quite yet, but I want to go
 5        ahead and express my appreciation on behalf of the
 6        Governor's Office for being willing to participate in
 7        today's panel.
 8               Today's panel was convened in part due to
 9        legislation that passed last year.  That was part of
10        the governor's agenda.  Senate Enrolled Act 421, which
11        was authored by Senator Miller, and then for the
12        agenda bill that was amended 421 was authored by
13        Senator Miller and sponsored by Representative
14        McMillin.
15               The concept that we are going to be hearing
16        about today is called self-certification registration
17        and what that means is that -- it's, in essence, a
18        hybrid between registration, title protection, and
19        certification.
20               It works in the following way:  First, a
21        professional organization must request to the IPLA
22        that its professionals be included in a registry.
23        IPLA will have the discretion based on predetermined
24        factors to authorize inclusion.  Then an individual
25        may be listed in the registry only after he submits
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 1        proof to the State that he meets certain factors
 2        identified by IPLA.  Only those included in the
 3        registry may use the title state certified.
 4               Welcome, Senator.
 5               So, for example, there exists at least four
 6        private sector certification opportunities for art
 7        therapists.  After deliberation and input from the
 8        public, IPLA may identify which certification one must
 9        achieve to be included in the registry and, therefore,
10        be authorized to use the title "state-certified art
11        therapist."
12               IPLA may also require additional qualifying
13        attributes in order for one to register.  For example,
14        no major felony convictions or outstanding tax
15        liability, et cetera.
16               The key distinction between self-certification
17        registration and traditional licensure is as follows:
18        No law will prevent someone from practicing art
19        therapy in Indiana regardless of the credentials he
20        earns or whether he registers with IPLA; however, only
21        someone who earns specific credentials and voluntarily
22        registers may use the title "state-certified art
23        therapist."
24               Finally, IPLA will manage the portal through
25        which individuals submit proof of achievement and
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 1        swear under the penalties of perjury that the
 2        information and documentation they submit is accurate.
 3        Submissions from applicants may be subject to either
 4        mandatory review or discretionary audit; however, the
 5        general assembly -- based on the outcome of the study
 6        and what the general assembly articulates in its
 7        legislation.
 8               The thesis behind this concept is that a system
 9        of self-certification registration will achieve the
10        following:  It will reduce administrative costs to the
11        State; it will minimize the bureaucratic interference
12        that consumers have with the State; it will provide
13        sufficient practice protection to occupations and
14        increase the availability of information about
15        providers to the general public; it will also provide
16        an alternative to or complement existing licensure
17        that will reduce the problems that are caused by
18        traditional licensure which include restrictions on
19        economic development, (inaudible) and higher costs to
20        the consumers.
21               So why is this important?  Why are we even
22        looking at this?  What's the import of finding an
23        alternative, less bureaucratic way for the State to
24        provide professional credential to the general public
25        or to a professional?  Currently, there are over
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 1        473,000 outstanding license permits and certifications
 2        issued by IPLA, okay?  So that's the oversight of
 3        IPLA.
 4               In addition to IPLA, the Gaming Commission has
 5        oversight of over 12,000 licenses.  Department of
 6        Insurance, 69,400 licenses.  Attorneys, there are
 7        18,400 attorneys, and over 58,700 teachers who are
 8        licensed.  So this brings the grand total -- and not
 9        to mention there are other miscellaneous licenses out
10        there that are issued by DNR.  So the grand total of
11        the individuals/professionals who are licensed in the
12        state is approximately 632,000 of a workforce of 3.3
13        million.  So you're talking about almost 20 percent of
14        the working public have some type of professional
15        designation.
16               Okay.  More important than that, what we're
17        talking about here are middle-wage jobs.  So the
18        individuals who occupy this space of being
19        professional license are your 35,000 to $75,000 wage
20        earners.  Of course, there are outliers to that.  So
21        if we make it easier for individuals to come into that
22        space, to have a job in this space, then you're going
23        to increase the population of middle-wage earners.
24               And we're also talking about a population of
25        people who may have a certain type of skill set.  I
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 1        mean my grandpa was a plumber, my dad was a plumber, I
 2        grew up around plumbers.  I know how to plumb.  The
 3        problem is that in order to be a plumber in the State
 4        of Indiana, I have to earn credentials that are costly
 5        and time consuming.
 6               So if there is a way for the working public to
 7        designate themselves as having a certain skill set
 8        without incurring the cost of obtaining a
 9        state-mandated requirement, it will increase the flow
10        of workers into the economy.
11               So, as I mentioned, this was the result of
12        Senate Enrolled Act 421.  You remember we had looked
13        at using this concept, using this mechanism of
14        self-certification registration for health care
15        workers who are not currently licensed in the state
16        but who may be eligible to be reimbursed under
17        Medicare.  And we're going to hear from individuals
18        this morning who are interested in pursuing this
19        concept for those related reasons.
20               But the panel and the study that IPLA is
21        conducting and the point of today's panel is to hear
22        testimony that answers six inquiries that are
23        articulated and enumerated in Senate Enrolled Act 421
24        which are, one, which occupations or other license
25        types may be included in the registry; two, whether to
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 1        provide title protection to individuals who register;
 2        enforcement provisions that would be used; a
 3        description of auditing and maintenance of the
 4        registry; the cost of establishing and maintaining the
 5        registry; and, finally, the cost of an individual
 6        applying for and renewing inclusion in the registry.
 7               So I'm going to close by giving you a little
 8        preview of today.  We're going to hear from
 9        representatives of different professions in the
10        morning and then in the afternoon we're going to hear
11        from some preeminent subject matter experts and
12        economists to talk more generally about professional
13        licensing.
14               As a final word, today's panel hearing is not a
15        formal committee hearing.  It's not intended to be
16        hostile, Senator Taylor, as I've experienced
17        firsthand.  So the objective of today is to hopefully
18        walk away from hearing from stakeholders about this
19        concept and if we do turn the study into legislation,
20        what that legislation might look like.
21               So with that, I'm going to go take my seat on
22        the panel and then we'll do a quick introduction of
23        the panelists if you all wouldn't mind and we'll get
24        started.  Thank you.
25               MR. MILLER:  I'll introduce myself.  David
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 1        Miller with the Attorney General.  I work in the
 2        legislative arena and certainly appreciate being part
 3        of this discussion today.
 4               I would note that the major area that I think
 5        is of interest to us as well as to everyone is that
 6        protecting the public and providing the best
 7        information to the public to make reasonable decisions
 8        in terms of who they're going to retain or who they're
 9        going to hire for a project.  Whether it's a plumber
10        or whether it's a health professional in a totally
11        different area, the bottom line is that we are
12        supportive of any effort that provides this vehicle.
13               And I think during the last session we had
14        conversation with a lot of you in the audience as well
15        in terms of how to effectuate something that
16        conceptually can be very good with consumers in
17        Indiana, at the same time recognizing the Attorney
18        General's unique responsibility for ensuring that
19        those who somehow take advantage of that status, if
20        you will, or that certification or that hybrid, as
21        Adam described, are legitimately providing the
22        service.  So recognizing that made me look forward to
23        working with everyone involved in this process and I
24        look forward to listening to the testimony.
25               Also, I want to make a brief introduction of
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 1        Allen Pope who is our licensing enforcement person.
 2        He is here today as well and probably critique
 3        anything I say, but, beyond that, Allen will be the
 4        one who would be responsible for some of the
 5        enforcement efforts regarding this as it moves
 6        forward.
 7               We look forward to working with you, Adam, and
 8        I certainly appreciate including us and I think that
 9        the concept that you're advocating is something that
10        perhaps time has come in trying to recognize that we
11        can't -- I shouldn't say this, but we can't license
12        everyone in the state.  We can't have 3 million people
13        licensed in Indiana.  We all know the cost to our
14        economy as well as the cost to the system, but at the
15        same time we have to recognize that sometimes license
16        is appropriate and when it's not, this is a concept
17        that I think is very beneficial.  Thank you for
18        allowing me to be here today.
19               SENATOR TAYLOR:  I'm Senator Taylor, Greg
20        Taylor, from Indianapolis, Indiana, and I'm just here
21        to learn about professional licensing and what we do.
22        I'm not very involved in the Senate Enrolled Act 421.
23        Although, it is an important measure.  I think we need
24        to be a little bit more efficient in the way that we
25        license individuals (inaudible).  Through this
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 1        discussion, hopefully I'll learn a lot about what
 2        areas may or may not need to be licensed in the State
 3        of Indiana.
 4               SENATOR MILLER:  Pat Miller.  I represent the
 5        southeastern portion of Marion County and I, too, am
 6        pleased to be a part of the panel and thank Adam for
 7        all the work that he has done working on this issue.
 8               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Christina Hale.  I
 9        represent House District 87 on the north side of
10        Indianapolis.  I'm also reigning member of Commerce
11        Economic Development and Small Business, so this
12        issue, particularly as it pertains to workforce, is of
13        great interest to me.  Most of my caucus is
14        representative on the Indiana Career Council so I
15        select senators there.
16               I also would like to beg your pardon and
17        forgiveness.  I'm allergic to something in my house
18        and I have not figured it out.  So if you see me
19        holding ice to my lips, it's because I wake up every
20        morning with puffy Desperate Housewife lips, but they
21        will go away later today.
22               And then, secondly, I have a speaking
23        engagement at noon, so, please, forgive me if I'm late
24        returning from the lunch break.  Thank you.
25               MR. RHOAD:  Good morning.  My name is Nicholas
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 1        Rhoad and I'm the executive director at the Indiana
 2        Professional Licensing Agency.  It's a pleasure to be
 3        here today to continue the conversation and engage
 4        with stakeholders on what we can do to continue to
 5        make Indiana a state that works.
 6               One out of every seven working Hoosiers does
 7        business with the Indiana Professional Licensing
 8        Agency and we are continually working and striving to
 9        find that good balance of making sure that we have
10        competent practitioners in our workforce but at the
11        same time making sure that every dollar not spent on
12        regulatory paperwork is a dollar that businesses can
13        spend putting Hoosiers to work.  So, hopefully,
14        through the course of our meeting today and continual
15        conversation after today we can look at ways to cut
16        unnecessary red tape and help continue to drive down
17        Indiana's unemployment rate.  Thank you.
18               MR. BERRY:  Before we call the first witness
19        today, Representative Jud McMillin, as I mentioned, is
20        also on the panel.  He had court this morning but he
21        will be joining us shortly.
22               So, with that, I would like to welcome Connie
23        Jung to the hot seat, if you will.  Thank you for
24        being here this morning.
25               MS. JUNG:  Good morning.  As Adam mentioned, my
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 1        name is Connie Jung.  I am a registered interior
 2        designer with the State of Indiana and a small
 3        business owner.  I am also currently the past
 4        president of the Interior Design Coalition of Indiana,
 5        which is the coalition that worked on the legislation
 6        for the registration.  I currently live and work in
 7        Fishers, Indiana and certainly appreciate you giving
 8        me the opportunity today to speak.
 9               To give you a little history of the interior
10        design legislation, we began in 2003 to begin to
11        educate legislators and the public on the importance
12        of this concept.  As a designer, we battle on a daily
13        basis the general public's misconception of exactly
14        what it is that we do with our day.
15               Between HDTV's inundation of how easy design is
16        or the people that just decide that they have a flair
17        for design and want to start a business, many do not
18        realize the technical and important aspects of our
19        career.  So the general design community thought it
20        was time to begin to educate the public and allow
21        those of us who have received and paid for an
22        education within the field and have passed the
23        national qualification test called the NCIDQ to have a
24        designation that represents this effort.
25               The coalition was developed in 2003 that is now
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 1        called the Interior Design Coalition of Indiana or the
 2        IDCI to represent designers across the state and the
 3        effort began.  In 2009, this idea was realized through
 4        the registration and the passing of our bill.  We
 5        began working with the IPLA via Herb Price to develop
 6        the online application and supporting criteria that
 7        was required through our bill to become registered.
 8        Since the registration began, we now have 538, as of
 9        today, registered interior designers within the State
10        of Indiana.
11               Some of the advantages that we believe our
12        registry brings versus licensing are the following:
13        No. 1, it is strictly voluntary.  No. 2, we do not
14        limit anyone from calling themselves either an
15        interior designer, an interior decorator, or whatever
16        they would like to have as their title, but you
17        certainly can only call yourself a registered interior
18        designer if you meet the criteria set forth in the
19        bill.
20               We currently have brought in close to $54,000
21        and some change to the state with very little
22        administrative costs taken out of that via the
23        registry.
24               Having this designation with Indiana has
25        included Indiana with the other 28 states within the
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 1        United States of having interior design laws enacted.
 2               No. 5, this designation within our state allows
 3        the general public to realize they are hiring a
 4        professional that has studied and has received the
 5        qualifications required to become registered and,
 6        therefore, knows about topics such as fire and safety
 7        codes, egress issues for space planning, product
 8        safety within our industry.
 9               And, lastly, the IDCI is responsible for
10        monitoring registration and of applicants which again
11        leaves no cost to the State.
12               This legislation has certainly helped the
13        students within our state.  Indiana has at least eight
14        state programs that offer interior design degrees, and
15        without this legislation, our state would have
16        experienced some form of brain drain within our
17        industry.
18               Now students educating themselves within our
19        state can now be employed and practice towards
20        becoming registered.  It has helped to increase
21        student population and certainly the excitement within
22        universities.
23               Once being asked to participate today, I
24        reached out to a few individuals and I asked them the
25        following questions:  If you are a business owner, how
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 1        has the registration affected your company and/or
 2        staff?  And what do you believe to be the biggest
 3        advantage of being a registered interior designer?
 4        I'll share with you a couple of responses that I
 5        received.
 6               From Jill Mendoza, a registered interior
 7        designer who owns IDO, Incorporated, an interior
 8        design studio here in downtown Indianapolis.  She
 9        states, "The registry definitely helps IDO compete on
10        a more open professional platform.  Clients and other
11        regulated design professionals we work for and with
12        look for and expect credentials in the professionals
13        they do business with in this industry.  We would not
14        be given the same consideration to participate in the
15        overall commerce of the industry without the interior
16        design registry and the value it brings to the
17        business culture in our industry and State."
18               From Alicia McKoy, another registered interior
19        designer and owner of AE Designs in Indianapolis.  She
20        states, "The registration has given me and my staff
21        more pride for our profession in allowing us to
22        providing a unique service to our clients through the
23        registration."  She goes on to state, "The biggest
24        advantage to the registry is the general public can
25        now turn to the registry to find professionals that
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 1        can be trusted and are qualified."
 2               I personally agree with the comments above and
 3        for me not only is there pride within our industry and
 4        the fact that our profession has been elevated with
 5        the registry but also pride to live in a state that
 6        allows individuals to grow to their highest potential
 7        and supports that effort.
 8               Adam, I thank you for inviting me to speak
 9        today.  And to you on the panel, I thank you for
10        taking time to be part of this study.  The topic
11        certainly is an important issue to the State, to the
12        past two governors, and certainly to our industry.  As
13        a long-time Hoosier, small business owner, and a
14        certified professional, I am thrilled that the
15        government is opening themselves up to alternative
16        solutions with this topic.
17               I'm now opening myself up to questions.
18               SENATOR MILLER:  I'd just like to have you give
19        us a copy of your written comments.
20               MS. JUNG:  Absolutely.  Would you like me to
21        e-mail that to you, Adam, or just leave them?
22               MR. BERRY:  Oh, if you have copies, that's
23        fine.  Ben Evans is floating around here someplace.
24        He can make copies.
25               MS. JUNG:  Sure.  So I'm now open if you have
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 1        any questions.
 2               MR. RHOAD:  And you feel comfortable in the
 3        current situation that it allows for proper consumer
 4        protection but also proper (inaudible) on behalf of
 5        the consumer without the licensing board being
 6        involved in that?
 7               MS. JUNG:  Certainly the responsibility of
 8        educating the public on what a registered interior
 9        designer is has fallen on the coalition now and that
10        has actually since the legislation has passed has been
11        our main focus, but I certainly do believe it is
12        working and we have not actually had any conflicts or
13        any questioning of eligibility or -- it really flowed
14        very easily.
15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  As the author of that
16        legislation, there were parts of the legislation, if I
17        remember correctly, that gave particular requirements
18        or amounts of experience --
19               MS. JUNG:  Correct.
20               SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- in relationship to be able
21        to register as an interior designer.  What I would
22        like to know if you found any instances where
23        individuals were actually promoting that they were
24        registered and had not been part of the registry.
25               MS. JUNG:  We have not found that to this day.
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 1        There were requirements.  We did have a grandfathering
 2        clause that lasted for two years.  It is no longer in
 3        effect, but the requirements basically are the same
 4        requirements.
 5               We do have a national qualification for
 6        interior design.  The qualifications to take that test
 7        was our qualifications along with the ARE which is the
 8        architectural qualification test.  So if you have
 9        taken the NCIDQ and passed it and you have (inaudible)
10        registration or ARE registration, you can register to
11        become a registered interior designer.  We have not
12        had any conflicts with that.
13               MR. BERRY:  Well, thank you again for your
14        testimony this morning and we'll be in touch with any
15        follow-up if necessary.  Thank you.
16               MS. JUNG:  And I'll get copies of this.
17               MR. BERRY:  Perfect.  I may mess up this last
18        name, but Michelle Trivedi, please.  How did I do?
19               MS. TRIVEDI:  You're close.  Good morning.  On
20        behalf of The Arc of Indiana, thank you very much for
21        the opportunity to testify today.  My name is Michelle
22        Trivedi.  I'm the manager of The Arc Insurance Project
23        which provides health insurance for persons with
24        disabilities including autism, and autism is a
25        disability that I'll be addressing today.
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 1               Applied behavior analysis or ABA is a wide
 2        field with Ph.D. and master's level educated
 3        professionals and their supervised technicians.  The
 4        field of ABA includes a wide range of practice from
 5        addiction to canine training, organizational behavior
 6        and human resource management to the education of
 7        adults and children both in general education
 8        classrooms and special education classrooms.
 9               ABA therapy for the treatment of autism is a
10        specific clinical intervention in this wide field that
11        is done primarily by Ph.D. and master-level trained
12        board certified behavior analysts, which are also
13        called BCBAs, and also some psychologists do perform
14        ABA therapy in their practice.  Psychologists, of
15        course, are already licensed by the State of Indiana.
16        Board certified behavior analysts, however, are not
17        regulated in any way by the State of Indiana.
18               ABA is widely accepted across the country as an
19        effective evidence-based treatment for autism and
20        endorsed by the major medical societies and has been
21        designated as a medically necessary treatment for
22        autism under our own Health Insurance Mandate Law for
23        autism treatment and in 35 other states across the
24        country by Medicaid and TRICARE and the federal
25        government.
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 1               A voluntary self-registry is an excellent
 2        solution for many professions that work with persons
 3        with disabilities such as music therapy, art therapy,
 4        recreational therapy, et cetera; however, for BCBAs
 5        this type of voluntary self-registry already exists at
 6        the national level.  It's called the Behavior Analyst
 7        Certification Board or the BACB.
 8               Indiana also already has a title protection law
 9        for BCBAs, and thank you to Senator Miller for that,
10        so you cannot say publicly you are a board-certified
11        behavior analyst without having taken that national
12        exam and have those credentials.
13               Unfortunately, however, for families in Indiana
14        who are suffering with autism, the existence of this
15        law and the national certification board has not been
16        sufficient to protect children and families in the
17        State of Indiana.  The fact of the matter is anyone
18        can hang up a shingle and claim to provide what they
19        may call "ABA" or "behavioral autism treatment" or
20        "autism consultation" or many other terms and not run
21        a foul of the title protection law.  As long as they
22        do not claim to be a board-certified behavior
23        analysts, they can serve families and file insurance
24        claims.
25               Given that the quality of ABA treatment will
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 1        determine the lifelong functionality of the person
 2        with autism and the cost of care and education of that
 3        person to the State of Indiana, a higher level of
 4        regulation is truly necessary to protect children,
 5        families, and payers, including health insurers,
 6        Medicaid, and the public school system to protect them
 7        from poor outcomes and higher costs.
 8               The Arc of Indiana, many family advocacy
 9        organizations, and the Hoosier Association of Behavior
10        Analysts leadership are very eager to work with the
11        State to increase the standards for professionalism
12        and for the quality of ABA practice and to develop a
13        means to regulate BCBAs so that there are real
14        consequences to poor practice and so that persons who
15        are unqualified to practice cannot practice behavior
16        analysis as a means to protect children, families, and
17        payers from both unqualified and unethical
18        practitioners.
19               The Arc would like to thank you very much,
20        thank this panel and thank the Governor's Office for
21        all of your time and for looking at this issue as it
22        is very important to our families and we stand ready
23        to assist in any way that we can.  And I'd like to
24        take any questions that you have.
25               SENATOR MILLER:  So even though you're looking
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 1        for self-registration, you do have a standard of
 2        practice that you want these individuals to meet in
 3        order to do that; correct?
 4               MS. TRIVEDI:  We believe that self-registration
 5        is a very good idea for certain professions that work
 6        with people with disabilities, but because
 7        board-certified behavior analysts provide medically
 8        necessary treatment that's reimbursed by health
 9        insurance, the clinical nature and just the important
10        nature of the outcomes for the people that they are
11        treating is such that we believe it rises to the level
12        of needing a higher level of scrutiny than
13        self-reporting and voluntary self-registry.
14               SENATOR MILLER:  All right.  Thank you.  And if
15        these individuals meet the federal standards now in
16        Indiana without being officially licensed, do they get
17        Medicare reimbursement?
18               MS. TRIVEDI:  Medicare does not reimburse for
19        autism treatment.
20               SENATOR MILLER:  That is true.
21               MS. TRIVEDI:  Yeah.  It would be in several
22        states currently Medicaid does not cover ABA treatment
23        except for in one plan and they do reimburse BCBAs for
24        that.  They are reimbursed by all private insurance
25        companies for autism treatment and all of our
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 1        Affordable Care Act plan.
 2               MR. RHOAD:  Would a speech pathologist, PT, or
 3        OT be someone who you feel would be qualified to
 4        provide ABA therapy?
 5               MS. TRIVEDI:  No, they are not.  It's outside
 6        the scope of their practice because ABA therapy would
 7        require a certain level of additional training, a
 8        certain level of additional postgraduate education in
 9        the specifics of behavior analysis before they would
10        qualify to be board certified and to be able to
11        practice with any quality.
12               MR. RHOAD:  And so (inaudible) licensed
13        practitioner even for someone providing first steps
14        there, how would that play into their competency of
15        practice?  Where would they go to obtain those
16        certifications and what kind of time frame are we
17        looking at for someone to have the qualifications to
18        say that they are a certified ABA therapist?
19               MS. TRIVEDI:  At the national level, certainly.
20        If they already have a master's degree and a license
21        in a related field such as speech pathology,
22        psychology, special education, it would take -- they
23        have several thousand hours of practical application
24        that they have to do that is supervised by a
25        board-certified behavior analyst or a Ph.D. certified
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 1        behavior analyst.  So it would take several years for
 2        them to qualify post master's degree for the national
 3        certification.
 4               MR. RHOAD:  And how many states now have
 5        certified ABA therapists?
 6               MS. TRIVEDI:  All 50 states have certified
 7        behavior analysts.  There are I believe seven or eight
 8        states that use the national certification as their
 9        state licensure.  That changes frequently because
10        every legislative session another state seems to come
11        onboard using that certification as their state
12        licensure.
13               MR. RHOAD:  Is there reciprocity between
14        states?
15               MS. TRIVEDI:  I do not believe so, no, but I
16        will look into that.
17               MR. BERRY:  You mentioned this in your
18        testimony, but what specific problems have you seen
19        within the industry because that higher level of
20        scrutiny is not offered?  So we're talking about BCBA,
21        a board-certified behavior analyst?
22               MS. TRIVEDI:  Yes.
23               MR. BERRY:  Is that different from the ABA
24        therapist?
25               MS. TRIVEDI:  There are basically three levels
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 1        to providing ABA therapy.  The board-certified
 2        behavior analyst supervisor, they are the most highly
 3        trained person.  They direct the therapy, write the
 4        therapy programs and supervise the people who deliver
 5        the therapy on the front line.
 6               Then there's a middle-level person called the
 7        board-certified associate behavior analyst.  They have
 8        less education, less hours and supervised training.
 9        They cannot function independently or they're not
10        supposed to function independently and they are not
11        supposed to write programs independently.  They are
12        supposed to be supervised.
13               Then the third level is what's called the
14        frontline behavioral technician.  That is someone who
15        may or may not have a bachelor's degree and who is not
16        supposed to write programming, change programming,
17        design behavioral interventions.
18               But the reality of the situation is because of
19        a lack of any requirements on the state level, what we
20        have happening is we may have a young person work
21        under a board-certified behavior analyst for one or
22        two years and then realize that they can make more
23        money if they strike out on their own and they start
24        providing ABA services directly to families without
25        supervision, without the direction of your Ph.D. level
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 1        or master's level educated person who has thousands of
 2        hours of training in the specifics of behavior
 3        analysis for people with autism.
 4               Because, as I said, the field is very wide and
 5        you can use ABA in addiction treatment and you can use
 6        ABA to train service animals.  And certainly someone
 7        who is trained to use ABA for addiction would not be
 8        qualified to work with persons with autism.  So it's a
 9        bit like -- one of my colleagues said it's a bit like
10        the wild, wild west.  Kind of whoever wants to hang up
11        a shingle and provide ABA at this point really can
12        because they wouldn't be breaking any law.
13               And while they can be reported to the
14        certification board if they're not already certified,
15        there's really no teeth.  There's no one to come after
16        them saying you are not qualified, stop practicing.
17               And if a certified behavior analyst, even if
18        they are qualified, if they are engaging in unethical
19        practices, there's no state level teeth to say to them
20        even though you're qualified and certified, you are
21        acting unethically, we're going to pull your license
22        or pull your certification and now you cannot
23        practice.  And that has been a real problem over the
24        last 14 years that we've had insurance reimbursement
25        for ABA in our state.
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 1               SENATOR TAYLOR:  So are you saying that while
 2        we're here to talk about some licenses that are, you
 3        know, we can use self-registration, are you here to
 4        say that we probably need to look into this further
 5        and actually look into licensing these individuals or
 6        some type of increased scrutiny?
 7               MS. TRIVEDI:  Yes, exactly, whether full
 8        licensure in the way we today enact it.  We want to
 9        work with you because we're very sensitive that that
10        is red tape that is cost on top of certification that
11        may already exist at the national level, but a higher
12        level of scrutiny for these people is most definitely
13        needed because what they do with these children really
14        does affect their lifelong functionality.
15               And if ABA is done very well, $2 million per
16        child can be saved by the State of Indiana in terms of
17        reduced special education costs and in terms of
18        reduced Medicaid costs and reduced Medicaid waiver
19        costs.  And so it's really in the State's interest to
20        make sure that only qualified providers who are
21        practicing ethically are doing so in our state so that
22        we're not wasting what precious resources we have
23        making up for bad treatment later.
24               MR. RHOAD:  How many of our state universities
25        provide degrees in ABA therapy?
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 1               MS. TRIVEDI:  Ball State University and I
 2        believe Purdue is working on one.  Most of our BCBAs
 3        come from out of state, so it has brought several
 4        dozens of people from Michigan and other states into
 5        our state to work.
 6               MR. RHOAD:  And how many certified that have
 7        gone through a university degree program, how many do
 8        you think are currently operating in the State of
 9        Indiana?
10               MS. TRIVEDI:  As of today, we have 232
11        board-certified behavior analysts and then there are a
12        few hundred associate behavior analysts under them
13        being supervised by a BCBA.  And then they would have
14        several hundred of the behavioral technicians who may
15        or may not have a degree working under them.
16               SENATOR MILLER:  So in this particular area, I
17        think I hear you saying that you do not believe people
18        who are not qualified should be able to practice with
19        these children.
20               MS. TRIVEDI:  Correct, yes.
21               SENATOR MILLER:  Okay.  I just wanted to
22        clarify because I think in our earlier remarks when
23        Adam was talking about being able to plumb that you
24        could still plumb and we do use plumbers and heating
25        and air conditioning people who are not licensed.
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 1        They're just friends and volunteer firemen.
 2               So, just to be clear, you do believe that in
 3        this particular case I'm okay with self-registering,
 4        but if they're not registered, they should not
 5        practice?
 6               MS. TRIVEDI:  Correct.  Their registry or
 7        licensure or certification, whatever we work out, it
 8        should require very specific experience and education
 9        in order to be able to practice.
10               SENATOR MILLER:  Okay.  So either the general
11        assembly or IPLA should put in place, either by rule
12        or law, specific qualifications for these people?
13               MS. TRIVEDI:  Yes, and the people they
14        supervise, yes.
15               MR. MILLER:  I just want to make a comment and
16        also ask questions (inaudible) and that is you
17        indicated there's quality of service type of issue
18        with regard to those who don't meet the criteria.  We
19        have a lot of situations like that where we do have
20        other statutes that give remedies to those who have
21        been victimized, if you will, or those who are
22        dissatisfied with the service.  And one of the things
23        that I wanted to ask you about is that if someone
24        would come to one of your certified, registered
25        (inaudible) and had a complaint, which probably is
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 1        where the complaint would be registered oftentimes
 2        would be another provider or someone who comes
 3        forward, do you keep in mind that -- do you counsel
 4        them on some options they have including the fact
 5        there are consumer fraud statutes you can't represent
 6        that you have characteristics or licensure or
 7        registration or any type of authorization that you
 8        know you don't have or (inaudible)?  And so that's one
 9        avenue.  I know that has been kind of an omission of
10        discussion every time we have a licensing argument
11        whether they should be licensed, we seem to forget
12        that there are alternative channels available.
13               So I would encourage you to relay to your folks
14        at Arc remedies available.  Now, whether they're
15        adequate or not, that's a policy decision that can be
16        discussed, but I just want to call to your attention
17        that the Attorney General does have a consumer
18        protection function of its own in that category and
19        (inaudible) assembly go online and file a complaint at
20        Indianaconsumer.com.  I'm not looking for solicitation
21        of complaints, but that's something that I think is
22        beneficial.
23               And the last question I have is that you
24        already have in place something that seems to pattern
25        what the federal standards are.  Those states that you
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 1        mentioned, the seven states, for example, if someone
 2        has those credentials, their licensing authority has
 3        the authority then to do something with regard to
 4        someone who falls off of that certification?  I'm
 5        trying to understand how they function sort of without
 6        (inaudible) new licensing requirement unnecessarily.
 7        So how do they function?
 8               MS. TRIVEDI:  Some of the states that have
 9        their own licensure for the board-certified behavioral
10        analysts simply took the national certification board
11        standards and made that their licensing requirements
12        but added the extra level of protection, so to speak,
13        that if someone ran a foul of either the quality
14        standards for the national certification board or the
15        ethical standards for the national certification
16        board, even if the national certification board did
17        not take away their certification, the state license
18        could be taken away and that person could be prevented
19        from practicing in the state that had that licensure.
20        So it added some protection because the certification
21        board is just that, a certification board and not a
22        licensure board.
23               So their complaints can be filed with that
24        national certification board and they can make
25        recommendations or determinations if the person ran a
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 1        foul of their standards, but there's somewhat of a
 2        lengthy process to have certification revoked.  And so
 3        it added an extra layer of protection to the
 4        consumers, especially in egregious (inaudible).
 5               MR. MILLER:  One last question.  So the state
 6        board would not have the authority to independently do
 7        an analysis of compliance with that federal standard;
 8        is that correct?  So, in other words, unless the
 9        federal standard was (inaudible) to replace the
10        federal level, the state would have no independent
11        determination?
12               MS. TRIVEDI:  The national certification is
13        voluntary.  It's not part of any federal statute, so
14        the State of Indiana could increase the requirements
15        in our state after taking a look at the national
16        certification board standards.  It's a completely
17        voluntary process, so it's not a certification law on
18        the federal level.  So the state would have control
19        over behavior analysts practicing in our state.
20               MR. MILLER:  And one last, I'm sorry.
21               MS. TRIVEDI:  It's complicated.  I understand.
22               MR. MILLER:  One of the things that we always
23        struggle with is the issue of whether that process is
24        necessary.  So, for example, when we have a report --
25        and I know that Adam Pope is here and would support
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 1        that.  Sometimes we get boards that have maybe one
 2        complaint or no complaints over a period of years and
 3        yet we have a regulatory system, we have all these
 4        requirements, and so I guess my question is that you
 5        indicated there's some question of standard.  Is that
 6        very common or is this just one of those unusual
 7        situations where if someone gets bad service, they
 8        could just proceed with whatever remedy they have
 9        under current law as well as private remedies or
10        consumer fraud remedies?  I'm just curious.  Is there
11        a rampant number of complaints that your group
12        receives?
13               MS. TRIVEDI:  Our organization receives a lot
14        of complaints, and the Indiana Resource Center for
15        Autism receives a lot of complaints from families and
16        from school districts regarding behavior analysis
17        practice.  It's a bit of a unique situation in that
18        for families to pursue their outside remedies to go to
19        the certification board, a lot of families are unaware
20        of the certification board.
21               And we certainly counsel them to file a
22        complaint with the certification board, to file a
23        complaint with the Attorney General's Office, but
24        autism is a disability that is so time consuming for
25        parents that typically what happens is they vote with
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 1        their feet and they go on to another provider but they
 2        may have lost months or years of intervention with
 3        their child.  And so a lot of times complaints don't
 4        get filed just simply because of those time pressures
 5        and just getting through the day with your child with
 6        autism.
 7               So we found over the past 14 years with our
 8        Indiana autism mandate being in place is that what
 9        typically happens is the family just moves on to
10        another provider and that provider who may be
11        extremely well known in their community for not being
12        very good is still practicing and opening up more
13        centers and luring in more families because they're
14        available.  They're there and families are desperate
15        for help.
16               And so not having an up-front preventive way of
17        ensuring quality really hampers parents' ability to
18        find truly qualified providers with the speed and ease
19        that they need to.
20               SENATOR MILLER:  This is not in your field, but
21        just thinking through this with these children.
22        You're here on autism but there are other children who
23        are dyslexic or something that need a very special
24        type of education.
25               MS. TRIVEDI:  Uh-huh.
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 1               SENATOR MILLER:  And there are people who are
 2        well-trained, qualified, licensed and those who are
 3        not, hung up a shingle.  So would you see that as a
 4        similar type of situation for children as autism?
 5               MS. TRIVEDI:  I would see it a little bit
 6        differently in the sense that ABA has been determined
 7        to be a medically necessary treatment and so when
 8        you're looking at nursing or speech therapy or
 9        occupational therapy, other treatments that are
10        considered to be medically necessary, there's a
11        certain level of prevention up-front to make sure that
12        only qualified people are really practicing that, and
13        that is wholly unavailable in the field of behavior
14        analysis right now.
15               And so that would be the big difference that I
16        would see because we are -- while ABA is used in an
17        educational setting, what I'm talking about is ABA as
18        a clinical application and because it is a medically
19        necessary treatment and because the window for early
20        intervention is so short, without having some kind of
21        up-front preventive measure to ensure quality, a lot
22        of children and families fall through the cracks and
23        end up getting very bad treatment that can take years
24        to -- that can either never be undone or can take
25        years to undo.
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 1               MR. BERRY:  Thank you very much.
 2               MS. TRIVEDI:  Thank you so much.  Greatly
 3        appreciate your time.
 4               MR. BERRY:  Mr. Wajda.
 5               MR. WAJDA:  Thank you, Mr. Berry, members of
 6        the committee.  Rick Wajda with the Indiana Builders
 7        Association.  Pleasure to be here today to talk a
 8        little bit about Registered Builder and Remodeler
 9        Programs and the status of the situation regarding the
10        construction industry in the State of Indiana.  So
11        I've got a couple of slides to run through and
12        certainly want to open it up to any questions at the
13        end of my presentation.
14               A little bit about the Indiana Builders
15        Association.  3,000 member companies across the State
16        of Indiana primarily engaged in residential
17        construction.  We're affiliated with the National
18        Association of Home Builders.  We have 27 local
19        chapters across the State of Indiana that basically
20        covers most of the state, certainly where there's any
21        building or economic activity.  We have a newer
22        organization there and we're advocates for Safe and
23        Affordable Housing.
24               So the first slide is on contractor licensing.
25        It's probably a little easier to see up on the TV
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 1        screen than maybe in your handout.  And as you can
 2        see, certainly in the Midwest, the yellow states are
 3        ones where there's no state licensing requirements.
 4        There may be some local licensing requirements which
 5        is the case here in Indiana.  We have a couple of
 6        (inaudible) that have a local licensing requirement on
 7        residential contractors but nothing on a statewide
 8        level.  And you can see there there's 10 states that
 9        have no licensing required, 8 that have a registration
10        board of some fashion, and then 25 states that have
11        statewide licensing boards.
12               Currently today in Indiana -- this is per House
13        Enrolled Act 1301 that was passed earlier this year.
14        Indiana Code 36-1-22 reads that a political
15        subdivision may not adopt an ordinance, rule or policy
16        or other requirement providing that a builder or
17        remodeler be licensed, certified, permitted,
18        registered in that local community.
19               So the Indiana general assembly passed in
20        bipartisan overwhelming fashion a bill that prohibits
21        any other local communities from having a local
22        licensing requirement.
23               So, for example, in the Evansville area and
24        Fort Wayne area, they have a local licensing
25        requirement right now.  They were grandfathered in.
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 1        They can still operate their local licensing
 2        requirements in their communities; however, moving
 3        forward, no local community can adopt a new licensing
 4        requirement.  That was done primarily because many
 5        local communities were looking at adopting a local
 6        licensing requirement.
 7               We have many members, many that are engaged in
 8        the residential construction field that operate in
 9        numerous communities across the state, and if they had
10        to take the time and expense to be licensed, take
11        continuing ed in every one of those communities, one
12        of our biggest selling points of having safe and
13        affordable housing in the State of Indiana goes out
14        the window.
15               Our quotes in the economic development world
16        routinely top Indiana as one of the most affordable
17        places to own a home and we've used that to attract
18        businesses into the State of Indiana.  If you have to
19        add all those licensing requirements and the time
20        consuming manner to take continuing ed and so forth
21        and have folks sit for a test, those costs get passed
22        on to Hoosiers, and affordable housing quickly becomes
23        less affordable.
24               So what I want to do is take a look at two
25        programs in particular, registered builder programs in
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 1        Kentucky and Oklahoma.  These are self-regulated
 2        programs, so they're not run by the State of Kentucky
 3        or the State of Oklahoma.  They were done in response
 4        to either internal or external pressures on the
 5        industry that whether external pressures from elected
 6        officials that wanted a state license for contractors
 7        or internal pressures from residential contractors,
 8        builders, remodelers that said, hey, we need to
 9        further professionalize our industry and maybe we
10        ought to look at state licensing.  And what they've
11        come up with in these two states is kind of a
12        self-regulation process that helps further
13        professionalize the industry but doesn't go all the
14        way towards the step of state licensing.
15               So, in Kentucky, a registered builder is a
16        professional designation granted to a builder who
17        meets specific requirements and those standards are
18        set forth by the Home Builders' Association of
19        Kentucky at a state level.  Here is how -- one example
20        of how they market the program.  Up there on the
21        screen, you can see you can click on any of the
22        counties in the State of Kentucky and it will bring up
23        a list of who those registered builders and remodelers
24        are in that area, so very consumer friendly.
25               In talking to my counterparts and certainly in
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 1        Kentucky and Oklahoma, one of the biggest advantages
 2        that they think it has is it certainly helps bring all
 3        the folks that are engaged in the residential
 4        construction industry up to a higher standard if they
 5        decide to be a registered or certified builder or
 6        remodeler, but they said one of the challenges is
 7        marketing the program to consumers, making consumers
 8        aware that -- and that's, I think, a challenge with
 9        anything market-based is making sure that consumers
10        understand the difference between anybody that has a
11        sign on the side of their pickup truck and somebody
12        that's engaged in a professional organization and is
13        taking the steps to be a professional.
14               So these are some of the criteria.  They have
15        to be a member in good standing of their local Home
16        Builders' Association, have to complete at least three
17        major construction projects in a two-year period,
18        which when times are good doesn't sound like a
19        challenge, but over the last seven years, there are
20        probably very few people that have done three major
21        construction projects in a two-year period.
22               It has to be their primary occupation, and they
23        have to be sponsored by an existing registered builder
24        in good standing.  And you can see they have to
25        provide a contract if it's over $1,500 and then
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 1        there's some criteria there for what the contract
 2        should look like.
 3               They also have to issue an express warranty,
 4        have to carry Worker's Compensation of 250,000 and
 5        liability insurance and have references, as you can
 6        see there, from customers, suppliers, and a financial
 7        institution.
 8               And then some of the comments are what happens
 9        if there's a complaint, what's the resolution process
10        in Kentucky.  They have a conciliation program and
11        then also, as a back-up, both sides will agree to go
12        to binding arbitration if they can't come to an
13        agreement on the situation.
14               Also, continuing education is a component of
15        most of the programs that we have looked at.  It
16        certainly is in Kentucky with six hours of continuing
17        ed.  And then they also have to agree that they'll
18        abide by all minimum housing standards.
19               In Oklahoma, a certified professional builder
20        voluntarily commits to a set of industry best
21        practices, carries Worker's Comp, general liability
22        insurance, builds to the state building codes and
23        takes continuing ed, so you see some similarities
24        there.
25               Here's the eligibility.  Must be a member of
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 1        the Oklahoma State Home Builders Association for at
 2        least two years, so they have kind of a waiting
 3        period.  Someone can't hang up a shingle as a builder
 4        and the next day be a certified professional builder.
 5        They do have an annual fee.  I don't think it was in
 6        the slide, but Kentucky has roughly a $100 fee as
 7        well.  And then they also have to take continuing ed.
 8        In Oklahoma, it's nine hours versus the six.
 9               Their finances, they have to meet a credit
10        check, have to carry insurance.  It's a little higher
11        in Oklahoma as their minimum standard of 1 million in
12        general liability versus 250 in Kentucky.  Must be a
13        member, must provide a written warranty of no less
14        than one year.  They have a code of ethics that they
15        ask all of their certified professional builders to
16        abide by and also meeting minimum construction
17        standards are part of their requirements as well.  So
18        that's just a quick overview.
19               And then where are we in Indiana?  Certainly,
20        we've been looking at this issue.  I started back in
21        1995 with the association and this has been a
22        contentious issue for our members since then and it
23        comes up every couple years from 1995 to 2007.
24               Board had very heated discussions from the
25        folks that are anti-government and says, you know, I
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 1        got into this business and built my business from the
 2        ground up and that's what I like about it and the
 3        market flushes out the bad actors at some point versus
 4        sometimes some of our other builders that say, well,
 5        we need more regulation because I pay the price when a
 6        contractor goes out and bids on a job and has no clue
 7        on how to bid on a job and I lose that job because I'm
 8        carrying Worker's Compensation insurance and liability
 9        insurance and this guy or gal isn't and so we need to
10        further professionalize the industry.
11               That tug and pull internally has happened.  We
12        have not brought a bill to the Indiana general
13        assembly.  Typically in our organization we try to
14        solve our problems before bringing them to you as
15        elected officials and members of the general assembly
16        for debate and we have not come to a full resolution
17        yet.
18               We took a more formal position back in 2007,
19        said let's create a task force, let's start looking at
20        this more seriously, and they have been meeting
21        regularly since 2007 but have not gotten to the point
22        where they can get a consensus from the full board of
23        directors.
24               I will say at full disclosure, our board is a
25        few hundred members.  In good times, it covers the
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 1        whole state and so you can imagine trying to get
 2        consensus (inaudible) the reps and the senators on the
 3        board.  I understand (inaudible) any issue because you
 4        deal with that on a daily basis.
 5               We continue to look at different options and
 6        with the moratorium on any local licenses passed
 7        earlier this year, our focus has shifted to a
 8        registration program for how do we further
 9        professionalize our organization internally.  And so
10        we're going to be meeting in a couple weeks, certainly
11        having a closer look at Oklahoma, Kentucky.
12               We do have a hybrid program kind of internally
13        in the State of Indiana.  Most of our local chapters
14        require that their builders adhere to the quality
15        assurance builder standards, which is a manual that is
16        given to every customer that signs a contract with
17        that builder and it walks the customer through the
18        home-building process.
19               And it says, okay, for example, concrete is
20        going to crack.  And so most homeowners, they make a
21        huge investment and three months later they look at
22        their driveway and there's a small crack on their
23        driveway and they say, "Oh, my gosh.  What's happened
24        here?"  Well, concrete cracks, but what is acceptable
25        cracking in concrete?  Is it a quarter of an inch?  Is
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 1        it an eighth of an inch?  And what's the builder's
 2        responsibility if that crack is bigger than what the
 3        expected standard is in the concrete industry?
 4               So we've tried to help educate the consumer and
 5        market that as, you know, using a member of the
 6        organization that adheres to the quality assurance
 7        builder standards can certainly help in that process.
 8               We also have a registered builder program in
 9        one of our local chapters in Southern Indiana that has
10        a lot of similarities to what you've seen in Oklahoma
11        and Kentucky and it certainly has had some success in
12        their area as well.
13               So we'll continue to try to tackle this issue
14        and certainly if and when the time is right that we
15        come to a consensus, then at some point we may ask for
16        assistance from the Indiana general assembly.  If it's
17        a state program or some hybrid program where it would
18        be a state-certified builder that the association kind
19        of helps manage some of that with the assistance from
20        the state, but I don't think, at least as the leading
21        organization in the residential construction industry,
22        we don't have a competitor in the State of Indiana
23        unlike a lot of other organizations that our folks
24        have said, you know, let's try to figure this out
25        before going to the general assembly.
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 1               I'm more than happy to answer any questions,
 2        comments, concerns.
 3               SENATOR TAYLOR:  A couple clarifications.  So
 4        one is did I vote for that?
 5               MR. WAJDA:  I don't know off the top of my
 6        head.
 7               SENATOR TAYLOR:  All right.  Well, I'll check.
 8        I figured you guys know that stuff very well.
 9               MR. WAJDA:  Well, it may be hanging on my wall
10        in the office but --
11               SENATOR TAYLOR:  With my signature on it, yeah.
12        The other question I have is in my district we've had
13        these issues with people who come through after a
14        hailstorm and they come through and they're from other
15        jurisdictions and they do work and sometimes it's
16        shoddy work and you go to chase them down and you
17        can't find them.  What is our requirement?  There's no
18        requirement that they register with the State of
19        Indiana when they come in to do work?
20               MR. WAJDA:  There is.  They have to be
21        registered with the Secretary of State's Office back
22        in -- Mr. Miller, you may -- a couple years ago with
23        that storm scammer legislation (inaudible) both the
24        House and Senate that requires any out-of-state
25        contractor to register with the State of Indiana that
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 1        is going to do storm-related insurance work.  And that
 2        was primarily to your exact example of you have a bad
 3        storm, these guys come in, take a check from an
 4        unsuspecting homeowner or con them in to taking a
 5        check and they never see them again, so we've tried to
 6        curb that.
 7               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Now, are you saying that we
 8        actually regulate the people who come in due to the
 9        storm and actually require them to register but we
10        just prohibited the counties or the local officials
11        from giving some type of registration for home
12        builders?
13               MR. WAJDA:  They can't be licensed in the
14        community.  They still have to get a permit.  As part
15        of that permit, they have -- there can be requirements
16        as part of that permit, but license in a true sense
17        would be taking an exam, having some sort of
18        continuing education requirements, and paying a fee.
19               SENATOR TAYLOR:  So that's licensure.  It's not
20        registration that we prohibited?
21               MR. WAJDA:  Yeah, or a registration that would
22        require them to do that, but, yes, the City of
23        Indianapolis could still require as part of granting a
24        building permit, you know, certain requirements that
25        they know would -- they should know.  Anybody that's
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 1        doing business in any community in the State of
 2        Indiana, if they're getting a building permit, they're
 3        going to know who that builder or contractor is.  Just
 4        can't require a license.
 5               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Even for out-of-state
 6        builders?
 7               MR. WAJDA:  Out-of-state builders have to file
 8        with the Secretary of State's Office and there's
 9        requirements there.  They have to have either a
10        physical office in the State of Indiana so they can't
11        come in, you know, out from California and we don't
12        know who they are or if there even is a location.
13        They have to have a physical location or be partnered
14        with an Indiana contractor.
15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Thank you.
16               MR. RHOAD:  Mr. Wajda, what is the turnaround
17        time on the states that have the private entity
18        licensing certification from consumer complaint to
19        resolution?  How long does that typically take?
20               MR. WAJDA:  Their process varies because the
21        dispute resolution process is handled at the local
22        level in each of those states, so through their local
23        chapters they have a dispute mechanism process similar
24        to what we have here in Indiana.  Today, if I receive
25        a call from a disgruntled homeowner that has a
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 1        complaint against a member of the organization, I will
 2        then, certainly after listening to the discussion, we
 3        will usually ask that our local chapter engage in the
 4        process.  And most of our local chapters, it's not all
 5        uniform but they will ask that the disgruntled
 6        customer submit their complaints in writing because
 7        it's easy to pick up the phone and call and complain,
 8        but when you've got to document what the problem is,
 9        sometimes that (inaudible).
10               We will typically ask that our member respond
11        either in writing or a phone call to that homeowner.
12        We're not asking that they agree to fix every problem
13        because sometimes what the customer thinks is a
14        problem and what the home builder thinks is a problem
15        may vary greatly, but we ask that they respond.
16               And a lot of times we have a peer review group
17        that may go out and actually look at the property and
18        make a decision and ask that that home builder fix
19        those problems if they see that, you know, the
20        complaint was warranted.
21               And we certainly then if we can't come to some
22        sort of binding agreement, there's always the Attorney
23        General's consumer protection division that we will
24        refer customers to if they can't have a resolution.
25        Better Business Bureau obviously is another vehicle.
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 1        And then at the end of the day, I'm not an attorney,
 2        but you can always recommend that they lawyer up.
 3               SENATOR MILLER:  Rick, you're looking at the
 4        builders themselves, not subcontractors; correct?
 5               MR. WAJDA:  Correct.
 6               SENATOR MILLER:  Okay.  And then we also know
 7        that there's sort of two levels of the large
 8        construction companies who get a number of their
 9        employees say through the union; correct?  Then we
10        have small contractors.  We also know there are a
11        number of contractors who are using I'm going to use
12        the term "cheap labor."  How do you feel about some of
13        those policies and should that be addressed?
14               MR. WAJDA:  Certainly the immigration issue and
15        cheap labor, whether it's cash deals on the side or
16        the immigrant workforce, whether documented or
17        undocumented, not only in Indiana but across this
18        country is an issue.
19               We're in a labor shortage right now in our
20        industry here in Indiana and across the country.  So
21        single family construction went at a high from roughly
22        30 to 35,000 in single family housing starts a year in
23        Indiana down to under 10.  We're back to about 12, so
24        we got a long ways to go to get back to any sense of
25        normalcy.  And there's labor problems right now today.
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 1               So we've lost probably a generation of
 2        plumbers, of electricians, of subcontractors that had
 3        one to two trucks and were great workers that have
 4        left the industry and haven't came back and may not
 5        come back.
 6               When things were booming, immigrant workers
 7        filled that void across the country.  Some certainly
 8        -- we assume that they were all documented, but I
 9        wouldn't be so naive to say that probably some
10        weren't.
11               When we get back to some sense of normalcy, and
12        maybe it's more of a federal issue that needs to be
13        tackled, but we're going to have needs to fill those
14        jobs in order to make sure that we can continue to
15        promote and provide safe and affordable housing
16        because if the labor is not there, that slows things
17        down and costs go up and that's an issue that
18        (inaudible) challenged.
19               To your direct question on how do you handle
20        it, certainly the verify system asking -- we ask our
21        members, I know, you know, certainly ask all our
22        perspective hires to provide valid IDs and everything
23        else like that, but I've seen some pretty good fake
24        IDs out there that if you ask, that's all you can do
25        is take it, you know, and if they run the numbers,
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 1        Social Security numbers are very easy to get these
 2        days.  So, you know, the contractors and the subs have
 3        to do what they have to do to protect themselves and
 4        we just certainly hope that folks are following the
 5        law.
 6               And you can probably pass all the laws in the
 7        world, if somebody wants to break the law and is
 8        willing to break the law, they're going to break the
 9        law.
10               SENATOR MILLER:  And then my last question is:
11        You're testifying just on behalf of the builders and
12        the building industry, not any of the other
13        occupations that are being considered?
14               MR. WAJDA:  Correct.  Correct.  So our
15        membership of 3,000 member companies is made up
16        primarily of folks engaged in residential, light
17        commercial.  About a third of those are actually
18        builders or remodelers and two-thirds are what we call
19        associate members who are suppliers, subcontractors,
20        lumber companies, window dealers, roofers, drywallers,
21        you know, so the more traditional subs.  But
22        certainly what we've tackled and our counterparts in
23        other states have tackled has really been just the
24        registration of the general contractor or the
25        remodeler on the jobsite.
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 1               MR. BERRY:  Just quickly.  If there is a system
 2        implemented for builders that we're discussing today
 3        so that builders would be able to earn the title
 4        protection of the state-certified builder, what kind
 5        of impact would that have, for example, on insurance
 6        companies identifying builders to fix a home
 7        (inaudible) cover claims, more or less, or what impact
 8        would it have on the general public when someone is
 9        looking for a builder?  Would it help?  Would it
10        facilitate work (inaudible)?  What kind of impact do
11        you think just the title protection aspect of it would
12        have?
13               MR. WAJDA:  I would assume to your first
14        question on insurance, I'd have to ask one of our
15        insurance agents whether that would -- I have to
16        assume being (inaudible) the more levels of
17        certification or designation that they have with a
18        better reputable business in the community for a long
19        time, they're less of a risk.  So that and having a
20        state certification long term should help.
21               From a consumer protection or, you know, making
22        sure that consumers know that that builder out there,
23        licensing isn't going to kick out all the bad actors.
24        What we found in our counterparts in the other states
25        that have had licensing for a long time.  Florida has
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 1        a very stringent licensing process, but every time
 2        there's a hurricane down in Florida, guys rush in and
 3        they find a way to get their license and they're out
 4        there building.  So it's never going to stop the bad
 5        actors from coming in because they'll go find a way to
 6        get a license or they'll work with a licensed
 7        contractor to do that.
 8               So, you know, and that's the internal struggle
 9        we've got is how do we professionalize the industry,
10        you know, bring everybody up so that they know when
11        they go home and they bid on a house, they know what
12        they're doing and everybody can compete on a level
13        playing field.
14               But, ultimately, the guy that bids on a house
15        and wins the job and then leaves halfway through, our
16        guys have to come back and fix the problem.  But guess
17        who gets the bad rap?  It's everybody in the industry
18        and so we're trying to address that and that's why we
19        don't want to rush to bring a solution to the general
20        assembly that may not solve the problem.
21               MR. BERRY:  Actually, you just brought up a
22        really good point.  For that owner who submitted the
23        RFP or whatever, might it help in the RFP process to
24        (inaudible) RFP as only accepting bids from some type
25        of designated builder, a state-certified builder or
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 1        whatever?  So it would help filter out a builder who
 2        has obtained particular qualifications versus those
 3        who haven't.
 4               MR. WAJDA:  Sure.  We've seen in some states
 5        that actually penalized a homeowner if they contract
 6        with an unlicensed or unregistered builder in their
 7        state.  So by paying -- I don't know if we want to
 8        take that radical of a step here in Indiana, but, you
 9        know, they know when they hire a contractor that's not
10        licensed or certified, they're on the hook as well.
11        And that's a pretty radical step, but, you know, yeah,
12        that's one avenue that you could go down to say that
13        you have to use state certified or a registered
14        builder.
15               MR. BERRY:  It would just be voluntary, so it
16        would be a signal to the owner --
17               MR. WAJDA:  Sure, yeah.
18               MR. BERRY:  -- that I would be retaining a more
19        qualified person.
20               MR. WAJDA:  And that's back where a lot of that
21        needs to be driven by market forces and brand
22        awareness so that when customers are driving through a
23        subdivision and they look on the sign and they see
24        certified builder or state-certified builder or
25        registered builder, they know --
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 1               MR. BERRY:  That it means something.
 2               MR. WAJDA:  -- that it means something,
 3        correct.
 4               MR. BERRY:  Thank you so much.
 5               MR. WAJDA:  Thank you.
 6               MR. RHOAD:  Mr. Wajda, I want to go back and
 7        talk a little bit more about the other states and
 8        their independent model of certification and I want to
 9        make sure -- I don't want these two very important
10        points to be lost.  One, you mentioned when a consumer
11        has a complaint, you actually have an independent
12        review team that goes out and looks at that, and from
13        what I hear you saying is that those are actually
14        people who are trained in the profession rather than
15        government employees like myself who may not have any
16        institutional or practical knowledge.  So it appears
17        that doing that, you bring the competency of practice
18        that a licensing board would where it's actually
19        reviewed by people with the knowledge, skills, and
20        ability to make those decisions; correct?
21               MR. WAJDA:  Correct.
22               MR. RHOAD:  And you were also talking about
23        some complaint process, although you don't keep data
24        on that.  Would you say it would be reasonable to
25        expect that a consumer complaint should be resolved
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 1        within one year or would that be excessive or short?
 2               MR. WAJDA:  Well, I think certainly in
 3        situations that -- my nearly 20 years in the industry,
 4        the issues that I hear that as long as both sides are
 5        communicating, certainly within a year they should be
 6        resolved.  I'm not saying you can fix everything
 7        within a year, but as long as both sides are talking
 8        and they're working through the process, then, yeah,
 9        certainly, that seems like a reasonable time.
10               MR. RHOAD:  Thank you.
11               MR. BERRY:  Jacob Schpok.
12               MR. SCHPOK:  Thank you for the opportunity.  My
13        name is Jacob Schpok.  I'm the executive director of
14        the Office of Small Business and Entrepreneurship.
15        It's a newly codified office.  It became a new law
16        this year.  It was an executive order last summer
17        under Governor Pence.
18               I have the privilege of overseeing the office
19        and the Keystones Program is the Indiana Small
20        Business Development Center where we have around 50
21        business advisors across the State of Indiana that
22        provide direct consulting to entrepreneurs.
23               We run a small business where we measure our
24        success by return on investment of this program.  We
25        really look at three numbers, the number of businesses
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 1        that launch, the amount of capital that was raised,
 2        and the number of jobs that are created and benchmark
 3        it relative to the amount of funds that we receive
 4        from all of our partners across the state.  So every
 5        dollar invested in the ISBDC, we're seeing $52 million
 6        in capital for the business that we work with.
 7               The consulting services that we provide, it
 8        ranges from business plan development, business
 9        acumen, strategic planning, and one area that we're
10        honing in on is exporting services.  Exporting is
11        opening up a new market here in Indiana where we're
12        able to work with entrepreneurs and identify
13        opportunities for them to increase their bottom line
14        by instead of making methodical growth within their
15        local markets, selling in bulk overseas.
16               I'll give you one very quick example.  In
17        Anderson, Indiana, there is a business that was making
18        small growths in the gourmet dog market, gourmet dog
19        chews.  And she was selling in Anderson, she was
20        selling in Muncie, and she reached out to us for
21        assistance in selling in Indianapolis.
22               We had our exporting business advisors sit down
23        with her and we found out that if we took her complete
24        inventory and shipped it to Hong Kong and sold it
25        overseas, she would make more money than she would
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 1        make in the Midwest.  So now the major problem that
 2        she's dealing with at this point is keeping up with
 3        demand in her overseas market in both Hong Kong and
 4        now in Brazil.
 5               We have one very professionally trained and a
 6        business advisor that comes from years of industry
 7        experience serving on behalf of the ISBDC in this
 8        exporting capacity.  What we struggle to identify,
 9        though, are other exporting consultants that hold the
10        expertise in order to provide assistance that's beyond
11        simply the process of exporting but more of
12        identification of where the most appropriate markets
13        are and finding partners in those overseas markets to
14        finish the supply chain and allow the products to
15        start moving.
16               So what I'm coming here asking for you all to
17        propose is some sort of expert exporting certification
18        that is not a necessity for those who want to export
19        or be exporting consultants in the State of Indiana
20        but one that allows us to differentiate and for the
21        private sector to differentiate those who may
22        understand exporting from those who understand it and
23        have been engaged in the practice in a private sector
24        for an appropriate period of time so they know that
25        the advice that they are receiving is more than just
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 1        the crux of filling out paperwork.
 2               I'd like to give you one other example of where
 3        we had business consultants that understood the
 4        process yet missed the overarching picture due to not
 5        having any industry experience.  There was a business
 6        -- there is a business, I should say, that's in the
 7        capacitor bank market here in Indiana.  They are
 8        currently exporting to Brazil and there was currency
 9        fluctuations where their Brazil contacts reached out
10        to us and requested that we come down in price by 10
11        percent.
12               An exporting consultant may look at the
13        currency fluctuations and feel as though that this is
14        an appropriate adjustment where the Indiana business
15        should come down 10 percent, but one that has years of
16        private experience understands that this is part of a
17        negotiation process and look at other areas that were
18        exporting to Brazil and realize that the only other
19        market that is exporting to Brazil in the capacity of
20        banks was Australia, and Australia is hit leaving a
21        higher currency fluctuation than the U.S.
22        Consequently, the advice that was provided to this
23        Indiana business was to not budge on price and that
24        contract remained, saving that business $80,000.
25               So it's those types of opportunities that we're
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 1        looking to repeat here in Indiana by the
 2        identification of expert export consultants that we
 3        can either work directly with through the Indiana
 4        Small Business Development Center or we can refer to
 5        our clients or they can themselves promote themselves
 6        as one of these expert consultants.
 7               The final piece that I'd like to mention as
 8        well, on the federal side there is a small business
 9        counselors certification for exporting.  There is an
10        intermediary level for this certification.  To obtain
11        the most advanced certification that the federal
12        government provides, it takes around eight hours to
13        complete.  So it's not necessarily one that we think
14        deems the full rounded expert exporting certification
15        that we're looking for.
16               Speaking to expert exporters here in Indiana,
17        the consensus that we're hearing at this point is that
18        around five years of private sector exporting
19        consulting opens the door for the export consultant to
20        have a strong understanding on what it takes to
21        provide greater value than just helping with
22        documentation, and after 10 years, they're in a
23        position to truly provide mentorship to those that are
24        maybe in export positions within businesses
25        themselves.  Thank you.
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 1               SENATOR MILLER:  And how do these export
 2        experts get their experience for the type of
 3        certification you're asking for?
 4               MR. SCHPOK:  So there's two ways.  One is if
 5        they're working for a larger corporation and working
 6        in their exporting division or the other would be
 7        working for an exporting consulting organization and
 8        for them to be working more as a specialist or under
 9        someone who has experience within export.
10               SENATOR MILLER:  Okay.  So you would require a
11        certain amount of experience?
12               MR. SCHPOK:  Correct.
13               SENATOR MILLER:  Do you have an idea what that
14        would be?  I'm just looking for how do we do this.
15               MR. SCHPOK:  Ballpark, it would be around five
16        years.
17               SENATOR MILLER:  So when you said five years,
18        that means being supervised by somebody else in the
19        export business?
20               MR. SCHPOK:  Correct, or having -- even to the
21        degree of being the vice president of exporting for a
22        large corporation, simply being held in a position
23        where they're responsible for the private sector
24        exporting activities for five years would fill that
25        threshold.
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 1               SENATOR MILLER:  So then the person who is
 2        training this person that you're talking about, you
 3        want them to be certified?
 4               MR. SCHPOK:  Well, that's a good question.
 5               SENATOR MILLER:  And, if so, how do we know
 6        that they're qualified?
 7               MR. SCHPOK:  That's a good question.  I think
 8        what we're focusing on is that they have been actively
 9        engaged in export.  So in a perfect situation, we
10        would be able to look 20 years out and see these
11        expert exporting consultants that are coming on line
12        being trained by those that already have this
13        certification.  But in the initial stages and the way
14        that we've been talking to our stakeholders about this
15        particular certification, having five years of
16        hands-on experience allows them to learn lessons in
17        order to provide (inaudible).
18               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I have a question
19        regarding some of your comments, particularly as you
20        continue to relate the expert exporting to time served
21        say in a position where, you know, someone has some
22        responsibility for that.  Exporting is so complicated
23        and it has so much to do with place and geography and,
24        as you mentioned, currency, and there are so many
25        things one must be an expert in.  It sounds to me like
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 1        to be an expert exporter, that is such a very, very
 2        broad sort of a title.
 3               And if I had a small business making fancy dog
 4        bones, I might be able to go to someone and say
 5        there's a market for that in Hong Kong or Macau or
 6        what have you, but you describe the value at piece
 7        that it's more about just filling out documentation.
 8        And that's where I think to have a more vivid
 9        description of what that would require to be an expert
10        would be very important and it's so much more than
11        time.
12               Because I might be working in exporting for
13        that dog treat business and I might really know where
14        to export or have those relationships where I could
15        help other dog treat businesses, but I would have no
16        idea what to do with some kind of corn product or a
17        widget or what have you.  Does that make sense at all
18        to you?
19               MR. SCHPOK:  Absolutely.
20               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Can you describe a little
21        bit if you thought that through?
22               MR. SCHPOK:  Absolutely.  So similar to putting
23        together a business plan, we could reach out to
24        specialists who understand marketing, who understand
25        internal operations, the finance pieces, someone,
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 1        though, who needs to put all of the sections together,
 2        and that also holds true for exporting.  So we do have
 3        great freight warriors like UPS and FedEx.  We have
 4        bankers that understand currency exchange and
 5        attorneys that understand the legality of entering
 6        into new markets.
 7               It's been our experience that a small business,
 8        though, trying to put all the pieces together and in
 9        unison identify a market, be it overseas or in Mexico
10        or Canada, where they have confidence in being able to
11        export their product and sell it.  Putting all those
12        pieces together really is a time-consuming effort if
13        they don't have experience doing it.
14               So the experts that we're looking at are the
15        ones who can really help orchestrate all of the
16        process and make sure that they're entering into that
17        market at an expedited rate and go so in more
18        confidence that the market that they're entering into,
19        they are truly interested in the product that's being
20        sold and that there's distributors on the other side
21        that are going to make sure that it enters into
22        markets.
23               So there are partners that can help with each
24        of the pieces.  This expert exporter is one who has
25        the experience in connecting all the dots and
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 1        understands where there might be reoccurring pain
 2        points or areas that frequently are overlooked during
 3        the process of entering into new markets.  Does that
 4        help?
 5               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  As a follow-up, I would
 6        say from listening to you, I am thinking that there
 7        are probably expert exporter generalists and expert
 8        exporter specialists and that as you continue to
 9        pursue this idea that you think about that.
10               And, you know, working globally is so nuance, I
11        think of just an issue say if you are working with
12        people using the French language.  You can't even
13        translate your marketing materials into French for
14        French-speaking (inaudible), France, French-speaking
15        Polynesia, let alone Belgium, Switzerland, et cetera.
16               So it's such a big thing that I really -- and
17        I'd love to talk to you more off line about this
18        (inaudible) continue to develop your idea there.
19               MR. BERRY:  If I can, Representative Hale, if I
20        understand this field currently, there is a large
21        universe of people who hold themselves out to the
22        public as being a certified exporting consultant
23        because they have passed this federal certification
24        that probably I could pass with no international
25        business experience, but with this type of program or
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 1        mechanism you're referring to is it just shrinks the
 2        universe of potential experts or exporting consultants
 3        that would facilitate more productive conversation,
 4        individuals who might actually truly be able to help
 5        either your office or a small business who's not using
 6        your office.  So it's a way to sort of filter out
 7        individuals who do have some experience.  And then,
 8        just as it is today, I'm sure there's an interviewing
 9        process that goes on where you identify whether or not
10        that individual truly (inaudible) your business plan.
11               MR. SCHPOK:  That's correct.  Thank you.
12               MR. BERRY:  All right, Jake.  Thank you so
13        much.
14               MR. SCHPOK:  Thank you.
15               MR. BERRY:  John Halal.
16               MR. HALAL:  Thank you.  It's my pleasure to be
17        here.  My name is John Halal.  I am a hair dresser, a
18        former school and salon owner, current president at
19        Indiana Cosmetology and Barber Association, past
20        president of the National School Owners Association,
21        and I'm here to talk about cosmetology and barbering.
22               It's a really good program and especially
23        lately we've been working closely with the IPLA and
24        we're very proud of the accomplishments that we have
25        made and legislation that we had passed to streamline
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 1        our licensure for cosmetology and barbering.
 2               The testing is done by a third party and it's
 3        paid for along with licensing fees by the students.
 4        We just had legislation pass last year which has put
 5        that pregraduate testing responsibility to the
 6        schools.  So the schools are now facilitating the
 7        pregraduate testing.  Licenses are renewed online and
 8        printed online by the licenseholder.  So it's really a
 9        pretty efficient process as it goes down.  And I think
10        we net approximately a million dollars to the general
11        fund each year, so it's not a loss to the State.
12               If we deregulate and allow services in
13        cosmetology to be done with a registration, we may
14        find that malpractice professional liability insurance
15        is not available.  I discovered that on the school
16        level when I first opened the school is when students
17        were not licensed, that regular salon insurance would
18        not cover them.  You had to have special insurance
19        that was for a school and the instructors all had to
20        be licensed.  We've looked at this nationally from the
21        national association and there are no insurance
22        companies that offer liability insurance, professional
23        liability for unlicensed employees working in a salon.
24               The second issue would be elimination of
25        qualification for Title 4 funding from the Department
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 1        of Ed.  Again, we just had legislation pass this last
 2        year which gave us state authorization approval
 3        through the Department of Education for our vocational
 4        schools to continue to qualify for pell grants and
 5        student loans.  We don't think that would be possible
 6        under a registration.
 7               And we appreciate that we look at licensing
 8        often as a barrier to employment, but in talking to
 9        the salons who are members and as a former salon
10        owner, I know that without some advanced training
11        employee turnover becomes unhandleable.  It simply
12        isn't manageable.  And without some training prior to
13        employment, the turnover rate becomes so high, the
14        quality of services drop so low, schools and the
15        salons are not equipped to do the training that's
16        necessary.
17               In Illinois and California at one time, we had
18        an apprenticeship program whereby people could sign
19        up, work in a salon to gain licensure.  The graduation
20        rates and licensure rates were abysmal.  Very few of
21        those people ever completed the training.  So this
22        high turnover really endangers and puts at risk the
23        salons that are currently doing business in Indiana,
24        and salon owners seem to agree with that.
25               We worry -- well, the lack of training, it's
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 1        not only a high employee turnover, we worry about our
 2        risk to the consumer.  And we've all heard of MRSA and
 3        we know about manicures and pedicures and that people
 4        have lost their lives from this without adequate
 5        precautions.
 6               We worry about an underground economy.  We
 7        already know as a school owner's association that a
 8        lot of income is not reported, that it's done in
 9        unlicensed facilities, income is not reported.  It
10        demeans our profession.  It hurts us with the
11        Department of Ed as a profession, and we know that
12        that will encourage more underground economy and that
13        means no taxes to the State.
14               We worry about an erosion of licensure.  We
15        have already seen in the last 10 to 12 years that
16        shampooing has been removed from the cosmetology
17        curriculum.  Hair threading has been removed from the
18        cosmetology curriculum, and facials and makeup has
19        been removed from the cosmetology curriculum.  These
20        happened over a period of the last 10, 12, 15 years,
21        and I know they were done individually to satisfied
22        certain special interest groups that came and asked
23        for that.
24               But this slow erosion means that anyone now can
25        open a salon with no licensure, do braiding,
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 1        shampooing -- or not braiding, I'm sorry.  Can do
 2        shampooing, facials and makeup, and hair threading
 3        without any license, without any training and without
 4        any help for the consumer, any protection for the
 5        consumer.
 6               We know that Delta here in Indianapolis wants
 7        to add manicuring to their flyers club.  They want to
 8        perform manicuring services in the club, in the Delta
 9        sky miles club, and we think that needs to be
10        licensed.  There's a definite risk there.
11               We also know that these people would work
12        outside of their scope of practice.  And hair braiding
13        is the next one.  We've already seen this.  There was
14        an appeal to have hair braiding added or removed from
15        licensure.
16               The IPLA does not want to have any new license
17        types and we agree.  We've worked cooperatively with
18        the IPLA to combine license types and we eliminated
19        some license types.  So they don't want hair braiding.
20        And yet we know if hair braiders were permitted to
21        register (inaudible), they would work outside of their
22        scope of practice.  It presents a real risk to the
23        consumers and it degrades our profession, and
24        ultimately it will be detrimental to the salons and
25        stylists that count on revenue.
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 1               I'm done.  Any questions?
 2               MR. RHOAD:  Thank you for your comments.  So
 3        when you talk about improving the -- or not degrading
 4        the profession, raising the professionals of the
 5        industry, what some industries do, for instance, with
 6        real estate is that to practice real estate in
 7        Indiana, you do not have to join your professional
 8        trade association but you must join the trade
 9        association in order to call yourself a Realtor.  And
10        their industry or their trade association offers other
11        designations that are not available at the State
12        level.
13               So if I want to be (inaudible) and receive
14        additional accreditation from my trade association
15        that I could use to market myself to the public as
16        being exceeding minimum competency levels that are set
17        by my industry.  Is that not a federal alternative if
18        the association were to come up with a credentialing
19        program that can be voluntary rather than mandatory to
20        raise that level of professionalism and at the end of
21        the day allow the consumer to say I'm going to select
22        this barber because he has chosen to go out on his own
23        and receive these endorsements?
24               MR. HALAL:  There are associations within the
25        industry that do exactly that and that's above and
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 1        beyond what is normally thought of as being basic
 2        training to safeguard the public, the consumer.  So
 3        there's a basic level there that has to be fulfilled
 4        first.
 5               Above and beyond that, we do that.  There's
 6        American Board of Certified Haircolorists.  ABCS has a
 7        cosmetology educator association.  Pivot Point and
 8        Milady, big publishers in our industry, also provide
 9        extra credentials for instructors.  That's readily
10        available and we encourage that.  We think that's
11        great, but there's a certain basic standard that we
12        would like to see held and that's for consumer safety
13        more than anything else (inaudible) some consistency
14        across the board.
15               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I would say this
16        immediately occurs to me that not many children pursue
17        the use of a Realtor or real estate agent, but most
18        children do need to go get a haircut and, you know,
19        providing for their health and safety certainly is
20        very important, particularly as they might have big
21        brother taking them to get that haircut or they might
22        have Mom or Dad who are able to make a better, more
23        wise decision.
24               And just of note, this is actually an issue
25        whenever we have children come to the State House to
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 1        have a tour or I go to some schools, I try to talk to
 2        them about (inaudible).  We debate and we talk about
 3        licensing of actually this very issue, particularly
 4        because so often they are mindful of the health and
 5        safety issue as it relates to their hair because
 6        they're getting lice checks and their friends get sent
 7        home from school because of different sorts of
 8        hygienic issues.  And, you know, it's anyone who has
 9        had lice themselves or had a child or has really lived
10        through the painful and really awful distress of some
11        kind of surprise issue that could come through someone
12        operating outside of their scope of expertise.  I'm
13        sure (inaudible) imagine that.
14               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Far be it from me to talk
15        about hair; however, I do have sisters and I have a
16        mother who gets her hair done and women, my wife gets
17        her hair done.  I'm trying to figure out what -- do
18        you see in the industry a influx of people getting
19        licensed just -- or have you seen an increase in
20        claims, people claiming that some cosmetologists have
21        messed up their hair or caused something wrong, you
22        know, some burn or something?  Do we see a lot of
23        complaints in this industry?
24               MR. HALAL:  I work with the Hair Foundation.
25        It is primarily hair transplant surgeons, but it's a
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 1        (inaudible) association.  And through them I got -- I
 2        helped a doctor do a paper on necrosis, bleeding,
 3        scabs from bleach from highlighting and it was more
 4        predominant with teenage girls for some reason, which
 5        we never figured out.  But there are real risks here
 6        and dermatologists are seeing that more and more.
 7               There are other issues with the chemicals that
 8        we use, MRSA.  Do we track that?  I don't know.  No.
 9        The IPLA I know gets complaints.  The Office of the
10        Attorney General gets complaints.  I don't know how
11        many you get.  I'm sure there are more than the
12        complaints that you end up with.
13               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Is there an issue right now,
14        an overwhelming issue related to the saturation of
15        these licenses?  I mean in my district, you can go on
16        every corner and you can find a beauty salon, but in
17        each salon you see the license of the person before
18        they touch your hair or do anything to your face.
19               I just don't see that much of an issue for an
20        industry that I believe is well-respected.  People
21        have been doing hair since there's been hair.  You
22        know, it just seems to me that we're -- what's the
23        word -- we're creating a problem where there is none
24        in this cosmetology area.  It's kind of like why don't
25        we just leave it alone?  The licensure is --
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 1               I mean if I was going to self-register as
 2        someone who cuts hair -- I mean I cut my own hair,
 3        okay?  But look what I have to do.  It's really not
 4        that difficult to look in the mirror and shave my head
 5        without a straight razor.  I don't use a straight
 6        razor because I get hair bumps, so -- but I mean for
 7        other people, I just don't see a lot of people out
 8        there practicing and people going to them on a regular
 9        basis without a license.  And if we just lowered the
10        level to registration, I could see that happening, you
11        know, have a registered cosmetologist.  What does that
12        mean?
13               Right now with the licensure, you would have to
14        go to school to get the license which I think brings
15        up the level of quality of the people in the business.
16        Do you see --
17               MR. HALAL:  We really believe that and it's
18        been proven that apprenticeship programs trying to
19        train within the salon just simply doesn't work.
20        That's not a broad-based historical representation of
21        what the industry is.  There aren't proper safety
22        precautions, sanitation, all of that.  There would be
23        no inspections and it will seek its lowest level.
24        Without inspections, I can't imagine what would be
25        going on in salons.
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 1               MR. BERRY:  You said that recently your fear is
 2        that there's going to be an erosion of licensing?
 3               MR. HALAL:  Yes.
 4               MR. BERRY:  As evidenced by individuals who now
 5        do facials and makeup and threading without a license?
 6               MR. HALAL:  Yes.
 7               MR. BERRY:  What problems have we seen by now
 8        the unlicensed facial or makeup artist or those who
 9        thread?
10               MR. HALAL:  I don't have specific data on that.
11        I know that when I go to Meijer I see some woman
12        threading and they're doing other stuff.  And between
13        you and I, she's putting the string in her mouth and
14        rubbing it all over this woman's face while she pulls
15        out hair which then becomes erythemic which turns red,
16        swollen, and that's when disease is easily passed.  I
17        mean the threading is -- that shouldn't be allowed,
18        period.
19               MR. BERRY:  So it's safe to say that that
20        consumer would not come back to that same threader?
21               MR. HALAL:  I wonder.  When new things come --
22        they have people sticking their feet in fish bowls and
23        the fish were eating the -- you know about this one.
24        They have fish doing the pedicure.  You don't know
25        about this?
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 1               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  It's all over Asia.
 2               MR. HALAL:  Exactly.  They have fish in the
 3        pedicure bath and they eat the dead skin off your
 4        feet.  So new things come and that's (inaudible) but
 5        then it quickly wears out and I think the threading
 6        thing is losing its build.  I think people are
 7        discovering now that this isn't such a great thing,
 8        the threading.
 9               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I would like to reinforce
10        your point there because this -- in today's consumer
11        society, there absolutely is always that next thing.
12        And you mentioned a vulnerable population of teenage
13        girls where there is a high degree of pressure to meet
14        social conventions and to present themselves
15        physically in a way that their peers find to be
16        attractive.
17               And whether it's threading or -- they're also
18        sewing in eyebrows.  They are -- you know, fish
19        manicures, you name it.  There will always be that
20        next thing and it sometimes can be quite dangerous and
21        disfiguring.  (inaudible) pull out all their eyebrows
22        and pencil them in once again.  That might be
23        regrettable.  I could go on and on, but I think that's
24        a very important thing because if you see some blank
25        stares over here --
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 1               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Yeah, because I didn't know
 2        that's what you meant by threading.  So threading --
 3               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Threading is a process
 4        where a practitioner will take thread and snap hair
 5        out, usually your eyebrows, but they'll do it on your
 6        neck if you want to get rid of your neck hair or your
 7        side burns or whereever on your body you would like to
 8        remove hair.
 9               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Oh, I thought you were talking
10        about threading --
11               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  No.  There is that and
12        I've seen it in Asia.  I have not seen it in the
13        United States.  They are threading in eyebrows where
14        they sew them in and cut them off (inaudible) so that
15        you will have more eyebrows than they would have
16        naturally.
17               SENATOR TAYLOR:  So this is threading to --
18               MR. HALAL:  To remove the hair.
19               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  To remove hair.
20               SENATOR TAYLOR:  So you don't have to have a
21        license to do that?
22               MR. HALAL:  No.  No.  That was not our idea.
23               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And when you rip hair out
24        by the root, certainly infection (inaudible).
25               MR. HALAL:  And if I can, for the braiding,
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 1        traction alopecia is a very real occurrence.  The
 2        braiding too tight on the hair and waps (phonetic)
 3        that are sewn in, hair extensions that are sewn in,
 4        and braiding hair, if it's braided too tight, that's
 5        traction alopecia.
 6               SENATOR TAYLOR:  They don't have to be licensed
 7        cosmetologists either is what you're saying?
 8               MR. HALAL:  Yes, they do, yes.
 9               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.
10               MR. HALAL:  But there's a move on -- and I'm
11        sure we're going to hear from them this afternoon.
12        (Inaudible) justice thinks that they're entitled to
13        braid.  Last year there was a move on braiding.  It's
14        a dangerous and (inaudible) beyond the scope of
15        practice.
16               MR. MILLER:  I would like to just make one
17        comment that working with the association (inaudible),
18        that's a pretty busy board.  And IPLA, they have a lot
19        of cases and the inspectors, as you mentioned, are
20        pretty diligent in looking for the health issues.
21        That's their primary focus.  And maybe you address it
22        through the complaint process and so it's an active --
23        there are a lot of complaints.  Some of them are
24        traditional complaints, but the inspector review
25        generate a lot of complaints involving actions.  And
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 1        based upon that, those quality of care issues are
 2        impacted by the facilities.  Some people come in and
 3        don't realize that there may be some issues there, so
 4        I think the inspectors would be (inaudible)
 5        perspective of what they see out there.  It is a
 6        recognized issue, I'm sure.  Thank you.
 7               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  One other issue that we
 8        didn't really talk about that is of concern also, you
 9        mentioned manicures.  There is just a rampant outbreak
10        of nail fungus and other sorts of quite permanent
11        disfiguring and awful issues with nails when they
12        haven't been handled in a sanitary way.
13               Also, everything is changing.  Those change all
14        the time, a new process of having diamonds lacquered
15        on there or whether you're having new gel nails that
16        you put under -- I've heard that there's now concern
17        with the new gel nail polish that you're putting your
18        fingers under fluorescent light and that it has led to
19        cancer and it's like going to a tanning booth.
20               MR. HALAL:  That's really been dismissed.
21               MR. BERRY:  We're running short on time, but I
22        just have one.  Six of the permits that are issued by
23        the cosmetology board are nonhuman permits.  In other
24        words, beauty culture school, beauty culture salon,
25        mobile salon, tanning facility, (inaudible) salon, and
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 1        manicuring salon.  Do you see a distinction between
 2        moving to maybe a less bureaucratic way of IPLA
 3        issuing those permits to one who is seeking, for
 4        instance, a permit versus someone who is asking for a
 5        cosmetology license?
 6               MR. HALAL:  We're actually doing that right
 7        now.  I'm one of a dozen people that are working with
 8        the IPLA to rewrite regulations and you'll be pleased
 9        to know we're getting rid of whole pages that don't
10        need to be there.
11               And those facility licenses are all now
12        combined into one license type which is a facility
13        license.  So we're expediting that process and it's
14        really not -- it's not that bad to get a license for a
15        facility.  It's not that difficult to do that.
16               MR. BERRY:  Okay.  Thank you very much for your
17        time.
18               MR. HALAL:  Thank you.
19               MR. BERRY:  We have two members of the general
20        public who would like to speak today.  We have Lindsey
21        Wright first.
22               MS. WRIGHT:  Thank you.  Thank you for having
23        me today.  My name is Lindsey Wright.  I'm the
24        director of music therapy at Opportunities for
25        Positive Growth and I'm the president of the
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 1        Association for Indiana Music Therapy.  So I'm here on
 2        behalf mostly of AIMT to talk for music therapists and
 3        to show our support for this registry.
 4               Music therapy is a clinical and evidence-based
 5        use of music interventions to accomplish
 6        individualized goals within therapeutic relationships
 7        by credentialed professionals who have completed an
 8        approved music therapy program.
 9               It's a very long definition, so, in other
10        words, music therapists target functional skills
11        needed for everyday life.  These skills can fall into
12        the domains of communication, cognition, motor,
13        emotional, and social skills.
14               For instance, we may work with a child with
15        cerebral palsy on independent finger movement through
16        playing the piano.  That obviously a functional skill
17        needed for many different tasks, but maybe
18        specifically we're working on that for the child to be
19        able to type their homework on a computer and turn it
20        in at school so they can get better grades in their
21        classes.
22               So we can work under any of those domains and
23        we have a couple different schools in Indiana.  We
24        have bachelor's degrees, which is the smallest amount
25        of education one must have to be a music therapist.
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 1        They also must complete a 6-month, 40-hour per week
 2        internship and pass a national board examination.  An
 3        individual then accrues continued eduction credits
 4        through educational courses often offered by
 5        organizations such as our state organization.  One
 6        must accumulate 100 credits per a 5-year cycle and
 7        three of those credits must be in ethics.
 8               Indiana currently has four colleges educating
 9        future music therapists.  St. Mary of the Woods
10        College, University of Evansville, IUPUI, and IPFW.
11        Two of these schools offer bachelor's degree, one a
12        master's degree, and one offers a bachelor's, a
13        master's, and a distant master's program.
14               AIMT members are scattered across the state
15        serving residents in a multitude of settings such as
16        schools, hospitals, rehabilitation centers, hospices,
17        nursing facilities, private clinics or anywhere where
18        there's somebody who needs work in one of these domain
19        areas that I previously spoke about.
20               With the increase in demand for music therapy,
21        it is vital that our residents sometimes being our
22        most vulnerable citizens are attaining genuine music
23        therapy services.  In addition to protecting
24        consumers, this registry will bring state recognition
25        to our field, reduce confusion, and increase access to
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 1        music therapy services by personnel who are trained,
 2        equipped, held to high standards of ethics and
 3        professional practice, and demonstrate competency
 4        through board certification and continued education
 5        activity.
 6               Thank you for having me this morning and I'll
 7        take any questions that you may have.
 8               SENATOR MILLER:  Who determines the individual
 9        needs music therapy?  Do you have a doctor's order or
10        what?
11               MS. WRIGHT:  It's sometimes a doctor.
12        Sometimes it's someone else on the treatment team,
13        often a case manager.  So I would say 75 percent of
14        the music therapists in Indiana are reimbursed through
15        Medicaid, and when we are working with Medicaid, it's
16        usually waivers, and in that case it's usually a case
17        manager.  Now, sometimes it could be the speech
18        therapist.  It could be the physical therapist.  It
19        could be the teacher at school.
20               It could be the parent that's just heard of the
21        therapy and nothing else is working for their child.
22        We see that a lot with people with autism where no
23        other therapies are really working and my child really
24        likes music so I think they'll actually stay in the
25        room and do this therapy where they won't with
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 1        anything else.
 2               SENATOR MILLER:  So then essentially if it were
 3        a parent, you will see an individual regardless of
 4        referral?
 5               MS. WRIGHT:  Yes.  It depends on the
 6        reimbursement method sometimes.  So with Medicaid,
 7        even if the referral comes through the parent, that
 8        means the music therapist then -- we have a scope of
 9        practice that we have to follow through the American
10        Music Therapy Association, and with this scope we are
11        required to do an assessment and find out is this
12        person actually going to benefit from this service or
13        not.  So we would not be able to recommend continued
14        music therapy past an assessment if somebody is not
15        going to benefit from the therapy.
16               But we do in the State of Indiana, we have a
17        lot of issues with consumer protection and we worry
18        about residents finding a musician who thinks they can
19        do music therapy but really hasn't had any training.
20        We found those people in hospitals.
21               Those people used to be working under Medicaid
22        even in the State of Indiana and that's changed in the
23        last couple years, but we also have people who private
24        pay and there's really no recourse that they can take
25        if their son or daughter hasn't made any improvement,
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 1        you know, where they wasted a couple years of early
 2        childhood development where they needed that therapy.
 3               MR. BERRY:  So, if you could, just the
 4        interplay between the therapist and the scope of
 5        practice that's been promulgated by the national
 6        association.  So is it fair to say that a service that
 7        is provided by the therapist that falls outside that
 8        scope of practice would be less likely to be covered
 9        by either whether it's Medicaid or private insurance?
10               MS. WRIGHT:  Certainly.
11               MR. BERRY:  What you're saying is because there
12        is this scope of practice, music therapists understand
13        the types of services or I guess their services are
14        limited by that scope --
15               MS. WRIGHT:  Yes.
16               MR. BERRY:  -- which then facilitates the
17        reimbursement and/or the (inaudible)?
18               MR. WRIGHT:  That is certainly true.  So people
19        who are nationally board-certified music therapists
20        understand that and are held accountable with our code
21        of ethics, our scope of practice, our standard
22        practice, but those who don't understand what a music
23        therapist is and think that they can do music therapy
24        -- there's a person working at a hospital in
25        Evansville who is, you know, saying they're doing
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 1        music therapy and they're a musician.  I don't know
 2        about you, but I wouldn't want my infant child working
 3        with this person in the NICU who doesn't know anything
 4        about working with infants.
 5               So, yes, our scope of practice binds us to
 6        these are the things we can do and that are
 7        evidence-based and that can be reimbursed and these
 8        are the things we can't do.  And those who don't know
 9        anything about music therapy who are saying they're a
10        music therapist or doing music therapy don't know that
11        and haven't been trained.
12               SENATOR MILLER:  What kind of diagnosis would
13        an infant have that would require a music therapist?
14               MS. WRIGHT:  Well, there are music therapists
15        who work in a lot of NICUs and it can be -- that's not
16        really the population I work with, but it could be
17        anything developmentally.  It could be some sort of
18        birth defect.  A lot of times music therapists work on
19        oxygen and making sure that the child is getting
20        enough oxygen, making sure that the child and the
21        mother bond appropriately, that type of thing.
22               So one thing that I do know that I learned in
23        school that you cannot do with an infant is you cannot
24        sing a lot of music with many lyrics because it's
25        overwhelming and it overstimulates an infant and can
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 1        cause brain damage.  So that kind of thing you
 2        wouldn't know if you hadn't been trained.
 3               SENATOR MILLER:  How would a music therapist
 4        have any evaluation ability with a child getting
 5        oxygen?
 6               MS. WRIGHT:  It's not my population.  I work
 7        with children with autism and developmental
 8        disabilities in the schools and in private settings,
 9        so, you know, I can find out the answer to your
10        question if you'd like.
11               SENATOR MILLER:  I'd be very curious about what
12        music therapists are doing with infants.
13               MS. WRIGHT:  Sure, yeah.  Actually, in Riley
14        they have just done a couple studies and put out a lot
15        of new research with music therapy in the NICU, so I'd
16        love to send that to you later, certainly.
17               MR. BERRY:  Thank you so much.
18               MS. WRIGHT:  Thank you.  And Andy had signed up
19        to speak on behalf of music therapy also.  He did have
20        to leave.
21               MR. BERRY:  I got it.  Okay.  So with that, we
22        will take our lunch break and reconvene at 12:30.
23               (A lunch recess was taken.)
24               MR. BERRY:  Back on the record.  All right.
25        We're kicking off this afternoon with Professor Dick
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 1        Carpenter.  Thank you for being here.
 2               DR. CARPENTER:  Certainly.  Good afternoon.  My
 3        name is Dr. Dick Carpenter.  I'm Director of Strategic
 4        Research at the Institute for Justice and also a
 5        Professor of Leadership, Research, and Foundations at
 6        University of Colorado in Colorado Springs.
 7               The Institute for Justice is a public interest
 8        law firm based in Arlington, Virginia, and IJ has a
 9        particular interest in licensing because one of the
10        areas that IJ litigates is economic liberty with a
11        particular emphasis in occupational licensure.  So
12        this is something that we pay a significant amount of
13        attention to and we did a lot of research to on my
14        particular team.
15               And my remarks today are based on research that
16        we completed, my colleagues and I at IJ completed in
17        2012, and this is research that I think may be useful
18        for this proposal that you're considering for
19        certification, a system of certification.
20               In our research, we studied the licensure
21        requirements of 102 low to moderate income
22        occupations, and these are occupations that are ideal
23        for people who are entering the economy or perhaps
24        re-entering the economy and for those who are
25        interested in entrepreneurship.  We've seen a lot of
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 1        dynamic entrepreneurship in these types of occupations
 2        and so we have a particular interest in that because
 3        these are the types of clients that we represent on a
 4        regular basis.
 5               The specific requirements that we studied for
 6        these licenses included fees paid to the State, the
 7        number of exams that one has to pass, the number of
 8        days that one spends in education and training,
 9        minimum age levels and minimum grade levels.  And with
10        these data, we were able to combine them into a single
11        score, a burden metric, if you will, that measures how
12        difficult it is to enter occupations on average, but,
13        also, we were able to look across states and see what
14        states might be more burdensome on average compared to
15        other states and so forth.
16               And to that end, what we found in these 102
17        occupations was, on average, it takes about nine
18        months of education and training to enter these
19        occupations.  Keep in mind these are occupations for
20        those who are at low to moderate income levels.  So
21        nine months of education and experience and training
22        to enter.  It also requires an average of one
23        examination and you will have to pay about $200 in
24        fees to the respective state on average.
25               A third of the occupations that we studied
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 1        require a year or more to earn, and then 79 in our
 2        sample also required at least one examination, if not
 3        multiple examinations.  Some of those that we studied
 4        have five or six examinations required to enter a
 5        particular occupation.
 6               We also found that the requirements for
 7        licenses across states within occupations or even
 8        comparing occupations one to another were very
 9        disparate.  It was actually far more disparate than we
10        had anticipated and it really led us to a conclusion
11        that these particular findings, these disparate
12        requirements, undermine the purported need for a lot
13        of these licenses over the requirements for some of
14        the licenses, and that purported need is almost always
15        protecting public health and safety.
16               The three disparities I think are most relevant
17        here, the first is that the vast majority of the jobs
18        that we studied are done unlicensed in at least one
19        state, if not many states, which means there are
20        people all across the country who are providing
21        services safely without licensure.
22               So, for example, sign language interpreters are
23        licensed in 16 states.  Auctioneers are licensed in 33
24        states.  Indiana licenses both of those.  If there was
25        really a dangerous epidemic on dangerous sign language
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 1        interpreting, I would expect that more than 16 states
 2        would regulate this particular occupation, but, in
 3        fact, they do not.
 4               A second type of disparity that we noticed that
 5        the licensure requirements often vary greatly within
 6        an occupation across states.  So to be a manicurist,
 7        for instance, which is -- you were referencing
 8        manicurists earlier.  If you want to be a manicurist,
 9        there are 10 states that require that you must spend
10        four months or more in training to be manicurists.  In
11        Alaska it is two days and in Iowa it is nine days.
12               So it seems unlikely that those who went to
13        work as a manicurist in Indiana which require about
14        105 days or Alabama which is 163 days or Oregon which
15        is 140 days, it seems unlikely that those manicurists
16        would have to spend so much more time in training than
17        those in Alaska and also those who are in Iowa.  But
18        manicurists are not alone.
19               If you want to be a vegetation pesticide
20        handler, some states require zero days to get that
21        license but other states require 1,460 days or about
22        four years to get the exact same license to do the
23        exact same job.
24               And this type of disparity is prevalent
25        throughout the occupations that we studied.  In fact,
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 1        39 of the occupations have differences between minimum
 2        and maximum number of days across the states of 1,000
 3        days, and in 23 occupations it was more than 700 days.
 4               So the third type of disparity that we noted is
 5        evident when we compare one occupation to another.
 6        Emergency medical technicians is a great example.
 7        Emergency medical technicians obviously hold the lives
 8        of individuals in their hands, but, on average in the
 9        occupations that we studied, 66 occupations have
10        greater licensure burdens than EMTs.
11               In Indiana, of those occupations that are
12        licensed in our sample, 10 occupations have greater
13        licensure burdens than EMTs including barbers and
14        cosmetologists, Earth drillers, and mobile home
15        installers.
16               For a little perspective, if you want to be a
17        cosmetologist in Indiana, you will spend 350 days in
18        training.  If you want to be an EMT at the entry
19        level, you will spend 34.
20               So comparisons and disparities like these
21        really illustrate how the difficulty of jumping
22        licensing hurdles often has little to do with public
23        health and safety risks associated with an occupation.
24        And I emphasize that because this is the primary
25        justification given for licenses or for the
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 1        perpetuation of a license or for requirements
 2        associated with a license, but when we look at the
 3        requirements, often they just don't seem to line up
 4        with the public health and safety risks associated
 5        with the job.
 6               So I'm sure industry leaders would object, but
 7        the public health and safety implications of a sign
 8        language interpreter or an auctioneer seems quite
 9        dubious compared to requirements associated with the
10        job.
11               And that same thing could be said for up and
12        coming occupations, like all occupations that are on
13        the make for licensing.  So some contemporary examples
14        include music therapists or art therapists, just to
15        name two.
16               Art therapists are licensed in fewer than 10
17        states, but additional states are considering this as
18        industry leaders, essentially the professional
19        association, continues to lobby for more states to
20        license.
21               For their part, music therapists are licensed
22        in a very small handful of states, but other states
23        have considered it not at the request of consumers but
24        at the requests of industry leaders who want their
25        industry to be licensed.  And Indiana has considered
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 1        licensure or some form of regulation for both of these
 2        in the past.
 3               The bills to introduce them, not just in
 4        Indiana but across the country, typically the bills
 5        all start the same way, to protect public health and
 6        safety, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.  That's often
 7        how they begin.
 8               There's no question that these occupations add
 9        value to the social and economic lives of communities.
10        The question is do these occupations come with
11        significant threats to public health and safety such
12        that they need to be licensed or that the requirements
13        to earn the licenses should be particularly onerous.
14               Now, by "onerous," let me give you some
15        examples of what I mean.  If you want to serve as a
16        music therapist in Nevada, for instance, you will have
17        to earn a four-year degree, typically in music therapy
18        but could be some other related degree.  You will
19        spend $200 in fees to the state and you will have to
20        pass a national examination.  The requirements for
21        regulation here in Indiana that have been proposed are
22        very similar to that.
23               Art therapists, to earn that particular
24        license, you would have to have a master's or a
25        doctorate degree or some equivalent degree program.
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 1        You will have to complete an internship of 1,000 hours
 2        or more and presumably you will pay fees to the state
 3        in addition to an examination on top of that.
 4               Before imposing these significant requirements,
 5        I think state leaders would be wise to ask for
 6        evidence of the need for licensure or for evidence of
 7        the particular requirements associated with the
 8        license.  And by "evidence," what I mean is empirical,
 9        systematic evidence, not antidotes that are often
10        brought to the table by people who are agitating the
11        lobby for a license or for the continuation of a
12        license.
13               It's also worth asking if there are ways to
14        regulate without full licensure.  Often we think of
15        licensure only in a binary world.  We either have it
16        or we do not, but, in fact, there is a menu of options
17        between no licensure, which is essentially regulation
18        through the market, and full licensure and that mainly
19        includes things like registration or bonding and
20        insurance and what Indiana is considering, that's
21        certification.
22               And these options have the benefits of
23        licensure and these benefits include things like
24        sending signals to consumers that somebody has a
25        particular qualification.  So it has the same benefits
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 1        of licensure but it doesn't necessarily impose upon
 2        the free practice of an occupation.  So that's the
 3        advantage of some of these regulatory options between
 4        no licensure and full licensure.
 5               But based on our research, there are also some
 6        additional questions that are worth asking when
 7        considering the type of certification program that
 8        Indiana is looking into and also what types of
 9        occupations ought to be included.  So here are three
10        questions.  One is:  What occupations are licensed in
11        your state but perhaps in no other states or maybe
12        just a few other states?
13               The second type of question would be:  How do
14        the requirements for a given occupation in your state
15        compare to other states?  How onerous is it in yours
16        compared to other states?
17               And then, lastly, how do requirements of an
18        occupation, any given occupation, compare to another
19        that has clear public health and safety implications?
20               Now, much of what I've talked about and what I
21        think Dr. Kleiner and Mr. McGrath and Dr. Wolfram will
22        discuss apply to the licensure of individuals, but
23        there is also the issue of entity licensing.  Entity
24        licensing requires individuals within a business who
25        want to qualify, that is if the business wants to
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 1        qualify for a certain type of classification, the
 2        individuals within the business have to earn
 3        licensure.  And so classifications could include, for
 4        instance, professional corporations.
 5               And there are certain benefits that accrue to a
 6        business from entity licensure, that is having certain
 7        classification, but the benefits to the public may not
 8        be as evident, and, if not, I mean absent a
 9        demonstrable threat to public health and safety, it's
10        very likely that the licensure requirements associated
11        with these types of classifications could be
12        streamlined or perhaps altered in the type of
13        certification system that you're considering and that
14        would retain the benefits to the business but also not
15        impose costs on consumers, which presumably
16        Dr. Kleiner will talk about for certain he has shown
17        in his research.
18               So, finally, the types of analyses that I'm
19        describing are similar to an initiative that is
20        growing in the application amongst licensing
21        professionals called "right touch" regulation.  Right
22        touch is something that grew out of the UK as part of
23        refining licensure for health care occupations and it
24        is now expanded to other countries, Canada, Australia,
25        New Zealand, for instance, and also into other
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 1        occupations.  And right touch is a process where
 2        regulators and elected officials look for, using data
 3        and evidence, threats associated with an occupation to
 4        the public health and safety, and then they look for
 5        targeted and proportionate ways to address those
 6        threats.
 7               And the idea here is the attempt to balance two
 8        extremes.  One extreme is overregulation, which is
 9        seen as interference in the way people lead their
10        lives, and underregulation, which fails to provide the
11        necessary public health and safety protection.  So the
12        principle guiding this search for balance is a
13        recognition that there is a role for regulation,
14        protecting public health and safety, but the
15        regulation should not unduly interfere or impose upon
16        the free exercise of individuals in the social and
17        economic system.
18               So the fact that I can count on one hand the
19        number of states that license music therapists or that
20        to work as a massage therapist in Alaska requires two
21        days and Indiana it's more than 100 or that to be a
22        cosmetologist you spend 350 days and to be an EMT it's
23        only 34, all these things are examples of what I would
24        say we still have not found that proper balance.
25        There are many cases where we're still looking for it.
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 1               So, for that reason, I commend this committee
 2        for the work that you're doing as you seek to find
 3        what is the proper balance between the necessary role
 4        of protecting public health and safety through
 5        regulation but also preserving the right to earn an
 6        honest living in order to lead a life of dignity and
 7        to provide for one's family and for one's future.
 8               So I appreciate the opportunity to share our
 9        research with you and some lessons that we've learned
10        along the way.  So thank you.
11               MR. RHOAD:  Thank you for the excellent
12        testimony.  And one of the things a few years ago in
13        Indiana that came up was the professional licensing of
14        prosthetists and orthotists and Indiana is one of a
15        handful of states that does not license that care
16        practice and the decision not to license it was made,
17        in my recollection, was based upon the fact that that
18        patient is already under the care of a physician.
19               Are there other health industries that are
20        currently licensed that you think we could look at a
21        less restrictive option because they are already under
22        the care of a physician?
23               DR. CARPENTER:  Yes.  That's a little outside
24        my expertise because we haven't looked at the health
25        care industries in particular, so I can't answer it as
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 1        directly as you're going to like, but I would say in
 2        general when there are certain professions that are
 3        subordinate, in essence, there's a possibility that
 4        those licenses could either be reduced or they could
 5        be -- when I say "reduced," the requirements to earn a
 6        license could be reduced or in some cases may be
 7        avoided altogether.
 8               MR. BERRY:  What risks to the public's health
 9        is there moving to this type of self-certification
10        registration or the right touch regulation analysis
11        for entity permitting?
12               DR. CARPENTER:  So what risk is there
13        associated?
14               MR. BERRY:  Yeah, I mean, so I understand that
15        benefits of licensing or permitting for that matter is
16        that, one, it's a way to provide more information to
17        the consuming public and also to protect the health
18        and safety of the public at large, but it seems that
19        requiring an entity to first go to IPLA, whether it's
20        for a cosmetologist salon or -- the board that I'm not
21        sure if the camera can pick it up, but those are all
22        the licensing permits there are issued by IPLA.  There
23        are a number of nonhuman permits that are required in
24        order for someone to hang out their shingle, and my
25        question is:  Can we not just make it a more automated
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 1        process for receiving that permit or license to open
 2        up a dentist office, for example?
 3               DR. CARPENTER:  Presumably, yes.  I mean often
 4        licensure for entities or for firms is a way to
 5        protect the public in terms of looking at conditions
 6        of sanitation, for instance, and do they have the
 7        necessary equipment, et cetera, et cetera.  So those
 8        are things that I think could be streamlined because
 9        often those are already done through inspection
10        systems and that is yet one of the other menus that I
11        mentioned.
12               When you think of that menu of options that I
13        discussed earlier, one of those options is
14        inspections, so inspections could serve that exact
15        same purpose, though.  If they're built into this
16        system, there's the potential that that inspection
17        system could, in essence, streamline the process.
18               And inspections are routinely done in all kinds
19        of different settings, not just licensure of
20        individuals or entities like you have here, but
21        certainly in restaurants.  I think we're all pleased
22        that restaurants are inspected on a regular basis, so
23        that's probably how it could be handled as one option,
24        but that's probably the primary (inaudible).
25               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Thank you for your testimony.
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 1        You kind of enlightened me on a couple of things.
 2        One, however, still perplexes me with your research.
 3        If Indiana regulates production in an agriculture
 4        manner different than say California, that would make
 5        sense; right?
 6               DR. CARPENTER:  Potentially.
 7               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Yeah.  I mean we're going to
 8        be more agriculturally based than say New York, for
 9        example, so they're going to regulate their
10        agriculture maybe a little bit differently than what
11        we are.  But one of the things that I think sets
12        Indiana apart from a lot of the other states is that I
13        think we try to make a practical approach to whatever
14        we license or whatever we set up for certification.
15               I mean we can compare ourselves to other states
16        all day long.  Maybe they're wrong or maybe we're
17        wrong, but maybe somewhere in between is where the
18        rubber meets the road.  What I don't like to do is
19        compare our professions.
20               For example, I'm a practicing attorney and I
21        can tell you that in the State of Wisconsin if you go
22        to Wisconsin law school, then you automatically can
23        practice in Wisconsin.  I'll give you that example.
24        But I can't go practice in Wisconsin because I
25        graduated from Indiana University.
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 1               Now, some people would say you just look at
 2        that as absolute and say, well, wait a minute, if
 3        somebody wants to practice in Wisconsin, then they
 4        went to Wisconsin law school, they should be able to
 5        practice in Wisconsin.  Well, why shouldn't we have
 6        the same thing here in Indiana if I went to Indiana?
 7        We don't.
 8               So there's a whole lot of things that are
 9        different and they play out differently based on the
10        jurisdiction they're in, but one of the things that's
11        consistent is the health and welfare and safety of the
12        public.  Anything that comes with touching or
13        providing prescriptions or doing anything like that,
14        have you broken down your study based on those -- you
15        know, you did the EMT thing.
16               Yeah, you know, the introductory EMT scenario
17        that you talked about is not a person who is going to
18        show up and actually -- correct me if I'm wrong.
19        Senator Miller might know this, but they don't have
20        the ability to show up and providing certain -- they
21        can't do certain things when they show up on the
22        scene; right?  They are limited.  Right.
23               So we're not comparing apples to apples when
24        you say 60 days versus 700 days (inaudible).  From a
25        medical and medically necessary (inaudible), have you
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 1        broken it down on those issues, just those public, you
 2        know, like -- okay, let's start with EMTs and let's
 3        compare the entry level EMT with a (inaudible) EMT.
 4        Have you done anything like that?
 5               DR. CARPENTER:  Yeah.  So of those in our
 6        sample, there is a comparison of EMTs in one state to
 7        another, so that is done, but --
 8               SENATOR TAYLOR:  What about just health care,
 9        if you will?
10               DR. CARPENTER:  No.
11               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  You didn't do it like
12        that?
13               DR. CARPENTER:  No.
14               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  You didn't do like
15        accountants?
16               DR. CARPENTER:  No.
17               SENATOR TAYLOR:  You didn't do legal?
18               DR. CARPENTER:  Right.  So keep in mind, by
19        definition our sample is those who are in low to
20        moderate income sectors.  So there are going to be a
21        whole lot of occupations that just simply did not make
22        it into our sample for that reason.
23               And, also, we did not necessarily put an
24        emphasis on one type of occupation or another.  We
25        just simply said here are all the occupations that
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 1        appear to be regulated as according to the United
 2        States Department of Labor.  Here are the incomes on
 3        average associated with them.  Anything that fell
 4        below that cut was in the sample; anything that was
 5        above was out.  That was all we did.
 6               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  So you did yours from
 7        an economic development standpoint?
 8               DR. CARPENTER:  In essence, yes.  Yeah, these
 9        are the types of individuals that we are most commonly
10        representing in our work, and also, as you suggested,
11        these are occupations where we tend to see a lot of
12        dynamic entrepreneurship, and that was of particular
13        interest to us as well.
14               MR. MILLER:  I had a follow-up question.  Just
15        listening to Senator Taylor's question, I have some
16        follow-up.  You're not suggesting (inaudible)
17        something that studies out there talk about for each
18        individual type of profession or occupation, the
19        justifications for licensure and nonlicensure,
20        justification for health and safety issues because I
21        think from a policy perspective for a lot of people on
22        this panel, the legislators in particular, is that it
23        is also equally important to make sure that we don't
24        sacrifice what's good economics for what's good
25        protection for the public.
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 1               DR. CARPENTER:  Of course.
 2               MR. MILLER:  I was wondering if there were any
 3        comparative studies or information you can share with
 4        everyone in terms of that.
 5               DR. CARPENTER:  Sure.  It's very hit and miss.
 6        As I mentioned, It's more often the case that licenses
 7        are justified with very little evidence.  In some
 8        states there are requirements.  Whether they are
 9        followed or not is a separate issue, but there are
10        requirements that before a new license is adopted that
11        there is some review, a sunrise review, for instance.
12               So in work that we've done, we have been able
13        to find such examples.  Interior designer is a great
14        example where interior designers are licensed in three
15        states and the District of Columbia.  It's been
16        considered for licensure in several other states as
17        well.
18               And as part of that process, there are agencies
19        that will go through a review process to do exactly
20        what you're describing.  Is there a demonstrable
21        threat to public health and safety that necessitates
22        the license or that necessitates the particular
23        requirements associated with the license.  And what we
24        found, just as an example, for interior designers is
25        that across the board all those studies said no, there
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 1        was no evidence of a need to license this particular
 2        occupation.  Now, whether those are followed is a
 3        separate issue.  Many times they are not but
 4        oftentimes -- sometimes they are not.
 5               But that is more often the case.  More often
 6        than not, those are the types of studies that you see
 7        in sunrise types of reviews less so -- there are some
 8        but less so amongst researchers like me who are doing
 9        this type of work.
10               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Did we get a copy of your
11        report?
12               MR. BERRY:  I have a copy for you.
13               DR. CARPENTER:  I'm happy to provide it.
14               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  I didn't know if you
15        were (inaudible) publicized this or --
16               DR. CARPENTER:  Yeah, it's actually --
17               SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- publication.
18               DR. CARPENTER:  This is the publication, so I
19        can provide that to Adam.  He has a copy.
20               SENATOR TAYLOR:  You only looked at licensure;
21        right?
22               MR. BERRY:  I thought Lee McGrath (inaudible).
23               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Is this only licensure?
24               DR. CARPENTER:  This includes any type of
25        regulation, so it's not just pure licensing, yeah.
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 1               MR. BERRY:  Dick, thank you very much for not
 2        just testifying but traveling to be here today.
 3               DR. CARPENTER:  Happy to do it.  It's home
 4        ground for me.  Thanks.
 5               MR. BERRY:  Thank you.  Proceed.
 6               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Thank you.  Mr. Chair and
 7        members of the 421 study panel, my name is Morris
 8        Kleiner and I testify before you today on my own
 9        behalf and not as a representative of the University
10        of Minnesota or any other organization with which I'm
11        affiliated.
12               As a background, I have a Ph.D. in Economics
13        from the university just west of here, University of
14        Illinois.  I worked in government and consulted for
15        many public and private organizations.  I'm a
16        professor at the Humphrey School of Public Affairs at
17        the University of Minnesota and I also teach at the
18        university's Center for Human Resources and Labor
19        Studies.  I'm a visiting scholar at the Federal
20        Reserve Bank of Minneapolis and a research associate
21        with the National Bureau of Economic Research in
22        Cambridge, Massachusetts.
23               I just finished an assignment as a visiting
24        scholar last week at the Upjohn Institute for
25        Employment Research in Michigan, and my research
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 1        specialty includes an analysis of institutions such as
 2        occupational licensing in the labor market.
 3               I've published in some of the top journals in
 4        labor economics and industrial relations and I'm the
 5        coauthor or editor of seven books as well as a
 6        forthcoming one.  Two of the books focus on
 7        occupational regulation and were published in 2006 and
 8        2013.  These are the leading volumes on occupational
 9        regulation based on sales and citations to the work in
10        Google scholar.
11               So let me start with my conclusions because it
12        establishes a preference for certification over the
13        licensure of occupations.  Certification is better
14        than occupational licensing for three reasons.
15               First, certification has benefits over
16        licensing for workers.  Certification doesn't fence
17        out workers or cause the type of problems in the labor
18        market that licensing does.  Licensing may cause
19        workers to lose the opportunity to move into the
20        middle class because of barriers to enter it.  A
21        reduction in licensing requirements could reduce
22        unemployment in the state, and licensing further
23        reduces the ability of workers to move across state
24        lines and engage in work that's most beneficial to
25        them and to society.  A certification of practitioners
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 1        doesn't have these negative features.
 2               Second, certification is better for consumers
 3        than occupational licensing.  Similar to licensing,
 4        certification sends a signal to consumers about who
 5        has met government requirements to work in an
 6        occupation; however, it doesn't reduce competition and
 7        it doesn't raise prices the way licensing does.  It
 8        gives consumers more choices for the kinds of services
 9        they need.  It gives consumers the right to choose the
10        level of quality they think is appropriate for them
11        relative to other types of regulation.  Also,
12        consumers don't demand the same level of quality.
13               When members of the legal profession told Nobel
14        laureate economist Milton Friedman that every lawyer
15        should be of Cadillac quality, he famously replied
16        that many people would be better off with a Chevy, a
17        cheaper but clearly a functional alternative.  If
18        licensing improves quality simply by restricting entry
19        into the profession, then some consumers will be
20        forced to pay for more quality than they want or need.
21               Thirdly, certification is better for state
22        government than occupational licensing.  It reduces
23        the unnecessary and excessive lobbying by trade
24        associations to try to convince legislators to enact
25        and the governor to implement licensing regimes under
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 1        the assumption of protecting the public.  Often
 2        lobbyists claim that licensing is needed to screen out
 3        frauds and incompetents.  There's little evidence to
 4        support the claim, but licensing laws do offer
 5        lobbyists and trade associations a way to deliver less
 6        competition, higher earnings, greater employment for
 7        members or clients.
 8               There's an important difference between
 9        licensing and certification.  Licensing restricts the
10        practice of an occupation.  Certification restricts
11        the use of the title.  So, for example, certified
12        financial analyst or certified interior designer.
13        Anyone can do financial analysis or interior design,
14        but only those who've met the government requirements
15        can call themselves a certified financial analyst or a
16        certified interior designer.
17               The proposal to establish a portal that would
18        facilitate the use of private or voluntary
19        certification as a complement to other state
20        authorized licensing regimes is an important issue for
21        the Indiana state economy, practitioners, and
22        consumers.
23               Beyond my conclusions, I'd like to provide some
24        details.  First, occupational licensing reduces
25        employment growth thereby contributing to
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 1        unemployment.  These barriers fence out people who
 2        might be qualified but have not gained the credentials
 3        through the exact means identified in the licensing
 4        law such as a written test, internship, undergraduate
 5        or graduate degree.
 6               Estimates by Professor Alan Krueger of
 7        Princeton University and the former head of President
 8        Obama's Council of Economic Advisors and former chief
 9        economist in the Department of Treasury and Professor
10        Alex Mas, who is also at Princeton and a former chief
11        economist in the Department of Labor and chief
12        economist at the Office of Management and Budget under
13        President Obama and me, showed that the cost of
14        licensing nationally in the form of lost jobs is
15        between .5 and 1 percent.
16               Applying that lower number in Indiana would
17        result in a reduction in unemployment in the state or
18        a gain of approximately 16,000 jobs if licensing were
19        reduced in the state relative to certification or
20        other less restrictive forms of regulation.
21               Secondly, occupational licensing causes
22        consumers to pay higher prices.  By shrinking the
23        available supply of labor, licensing increases prices
24        by 15 percent or more.  Certification doesn't have
25        these large price effects.  Less competition means
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 1        that consumers pay more and have less variety for the
 2        services they need.
 3               A number of years ago, students at the Humphrey
 4        School analyzed the cost of licensing to consumers in
 5        Minnesota.  They found that the extensive use of
 6        licensing cost consumers in Minnesota to pay an
 7        incremental $3 billion a year more in higher prices
 8        that are redistributed to those with licensing with no
 9        clear benefits.
10               It also restricts the ability of consumers to
11        choose whether they want to go to one type of license
12        documentation or another.  For example, do they want
13        to go to a nurse practitioner or a doctor rather than
14        having the state decide who they can go to.
15               Third, occupational licensing alleges that it
16        will increase consumer protection by screening out
17        incompetents and frauds.  Unfortunately, and although
18        we may want this to be true, there is very little
19        evidence for it.  Additionally, some legislators tend
20        to grandfather in everyone working when licensing is
21        enacted thus eliminating the screening altogether.
22        Also, licensing boards often are captured by the
23        licensees and rarely revoke licenses.  Most telling
24        about their priorities, nearly all boards depend on
25        the licensees to fund operating budgets through the
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 1        payment of licensing fees.
 2               Among the many professions and occupations that
 3        I've studied are mortgage brokers.  What my research
 4        at the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis showed is
 5        that those states that licensed mortgage bankers had
 6        similar default rates as those states that didn't
 7        license them.  A major difference is that the states
 8        with licensed brokers, the fees that consumers had to
 9        pay for loans were higher.  I have generally found the
10        same findings in other occupations that I've
11        researched or seen in the research of others.
12               The reality is that occupational licensing
13        reduces employment growth, contributes to
14        unemployment, and increases costs to consumers.  The
15        main groups that win under licensing are those that
16        are licensed through higher wages and greater job
17        opportunities for those who are fortunate enough to
18        become licensed.  Certification has none of the
19        problems of licensing such as raising prices or
20        overall restriction of employment.  It provides
21        consumers with more choice at a lower price than
22        occupational licensing.  And I'll be glad to take
23        questions.
24               MR. BERRY:  You mentioned in your testimony
25        that licensing screens out those who may be qualified
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 1        but are unable to, for whatever reason, earn a
 2        particular credential that's required by the licensing
 3        board.  If we were to remove the requirement that one
 4        obtain a particular credential in order to practice in
 5        a field, what signal could be given to the public that
 6        the individual would be receiving a service that they
 7        expect?
 8               So, for example, I was having a conversation
 9        with my wife last night about today and going through
10        this concept of self-certification registration and
11        she made the comment about going to her manicurist,
12        that she knows when she goes to get a manicure that
13        she -- she just assumes that the manicurist has the
14        requirement or a skill because they're regulated by
15        the State.
16               If we remove the requirement for licensure of
17        manicurists, how will somebody who wants to go get a
18        manicure be able to have that sense of security that
19        they're going to be getting a good manicure or a
20        manicure from someone who won't give them nail fungus
21        or whatever the risk is that comes from someone who is
22        unqualified?
23               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  I think that's a very good
24        question, and certification allows the same sort of
25        quality control.  So if someone is certified by the
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 1        government that they have passed certain education,
 2        training, internship requirements that are required to
 3        make sure that that individual follows appropriate
 4        hygiene.  In addition, whatever organization or
 5        whatever firm she went to, in order for them to get
 6        repeat business, if individuals are leaving that place
 7        and are not happy, that information is going to be
 8        passed along and they are going to be out of business.
 9               So you have both the discipline of
10        certification and the discipline of the marketplace to
11        make sure that the services that are being provided
12        are of high quality.
13               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Thank you, Professor.  As a
14        fellow economics major -- of course, I don't have as
15        many credentials as you have as an economics major --
16        I find your testimony to be very interesting because
17        you're using the law of supply and demand to find and
18        to actually determine whether or not licensure is
19        necessary.  And as a practicing attorney, of course, I
20        would find that licensure is important in my
21        profession.
22               Let me give you kind of my perspective.  Then I
23        want to ask you a question.  Licensure, to me, is
24        something that says you've -- the State has required
25        or come up with this group of questions or this group
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 1        of requirements that you have to pass in order to be
 2        licensed.  It doesn't say that, you know, if you go to
 3        medical school, it doesn't mean you have to take your
 4        boards.  It doesn't mean you have to practice
 5        medicine.  I went to law school with several people
 6        who decided not to take the bar exam because they're
 7        either in media, some are in public affairs groups,
 8        some are -- whatever you want to call it.  One is on
 9        TV now.  She's a newscaster who was in my law school
10        class.  So some people decide not to get their
11        license.
12               Are you saying that, you know, because we have
13        a license -- so since I have a license to practice law
14        and I went to law school, that allows me to practice
15        law, but one doesn't have to be in order for me to get
16        the law degree; does that make sense what I'm saying
17        to you?  I can get a law degree without taking a
18        license exam; right?
19               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  That's correct.
20               SENATOR TAYLOR:  So would you have it that my
21        colleague who has now been -- I've been practicing law
22        for 15 years, longer than that, 17 years.  She's been
23        a newscaster for 17 years, that she should be able to
24        practice law without a license because she's got a law
25        degree?
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 1               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  No.  And in terms of
 2        certification, someone could go and say if someone has
 3        a certification, that person in the case of law, and
 4        what we're talking about in this case is really not
 5        removing any licenses but looking at issues of
 6        occupations that may come before a licensing board in
 7        terms of their seeking or which additional occupations
 8        may become regular.
 9               Certainly certification, the consumer could
10        choose if they want to go to an individual who is not
11        licensed and that would be up to the individual to
12        determine if they want that individual to service
13        them, but certainly certification or state
14        certification or other individuals, and certainly the
15        Internet has allowed that information to be much more
16        available in terms of whether that individual can
17        provide an appropriate service.
18               So in terms of certification, it allows the
19        consumer to choose who they want to go to, but the
20        State still provides information as to the quality of
21        that service or at least the quality of the education,
22        the training, continuing education, internships.  All
23        those tend to be the current requirements for both
24        licensing and they could be the requirements for
25        certification as well.  But certification gives the
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 1        consumer the opportunity to decide who is the
 2        appropriate individual to handle what they think is
 3        important.
 4               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Right.  But understanding --
 5        okay, I'll take it away from the legal.  Let me move
 6        it to the medical side because there's a certain level
 7        of credentials that I want someone to have if they're
 8        a nurse practitioner, if they're a registered nurse,
 9        if they're an LPN, or if they're a -- I think there's
10        another level.  I don't know.  Senator Miller might
11        know, but those are four different levels of nursing.
12        The nurse practitioner probably being higher up than
13        the RN and then your LPN and then nurse's assistants
14        or NAs or whatever.
15               So if I'm in need of medical assistance from a
16        nurse, you're saying that the consumer is able to
17        choose who they want to use?  As a consumer, I may
18        make my choice based solely upon economics (inaudible)
19        the marketplace is a free market.  Instead of going to
20        a medical doctor, I'll go to the nurse assistant down
21        the street who says that she's a nurse, not a
22        registered nurse, not an LPN, not a nurse
23        practitioner, but I'll go to a nurse for what I see to
24        be maybe a cut.  What if that cut gets infected?  What
25        if that nurse assistant doesn't have the training?
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 1               To me, it seems to me that those licenses are
 2        something that we as a public policy as legislators
 3        have created a system that allows the consumer to
 4        choose but based on the level that we determine the
 5        scrutiny should be.
 6               If it's an emergency situation, I don't want a
 7        nurse's assistant actually providing service.  And the
 8        consumer, yeah, the consumer could go to a nurse's
 9        assistant for that.
10               I saw a TV show the other day where the guy
11        pulled his own tooth out with a pair of pliers.  Now,
12        he might extract a tooth but he definitely hasn't
13        protected his mouth from the amount of infection that
14        could happen because he didn't have any type of
15        antiseptic spray or anything to put on there to clean.
16        He might have extracted the tooth, but do we want
17        people pulling teeth with pliers?
18               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Those are a good set of
19        questions.  There are two things to think about those
20        issues.  One is one thing that licensing does is drive
21        up prices and individuals who can't afford those
22        services will end up doing the sorts of things,
23        pulling their own teeth, giving themselves root canals
24        because they can't afford the services.  So those are
25        individuals who don't have access.
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 1               The other issue is that in medical care you
 2        have hospitals that have reputations to maintain and
 3        if they don't maintain those reputations, insurance
 4        companies are going to drop them as service providers.
 5        So you certainly have both the discipline of the
 6        market and you have beyond certification.
 7               For example, nurse practitioners are
 8        individuals who are certified beyond being a
 9        registered nurse.  So there's no clear nurse
10        practitioner license.  These are individuals who are
11        certified beyond being a nurse.
12               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Correct.
13               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  So you have additional
14        certification, certification as a surgeon,
15        certification as an internist.  All those are
16        certifications beyond the basic licensing.  So in the
17        case of the medical profession, there's the basic
18        license and beyond that there's certification.
19               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  So it's kind of
20        different than (inaudible) because it's reversed, it's
21        the licensure and then the certification?
22               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  That's right.
23               SENATOR TAYLOR:  What you're talking about is
24        the certification before the licensure?
25               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  That's right.
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 1               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.
 2               MR. MILLER:  I have a follow-up.  I can't
 3        resist this interesting topic to say the least.  From
 4        what I'm hearing of the economic analysis and I'm not
 5        an economist, I'm a lawyer, so don't hold that against
 6        me, but it appears that -- is there some group of
 7        occupations or professions that are in the category
 8        from the public safety side, that's where I'm coming
 9        from, that certification -- because you talk in terms
10        of certification that there's some control.  And,
11        traditionally, licensure gives you this process of
12        discipline and of revocation of licenses and things of
13        that nature whereas my impression is your idea of
14        certification doesn't include any of that and it's
15        merely more of a consumer choice, economic driven type
16        of choice.
17               I think what Senator Taylor was pointing out --
18        I heard the previous presenter talk about
19        overregulation versus underregulation.  There has to
20        be a balance.  And I'm just curious as to if you've
21        done that analysis and whether there's some
22        occupations you would be more than happy to suggest, a
23        brain surgeon, that choice by me.  To find out later
24        on that I shouldn't have gone to that brain surgeon
25        isn't going to be probably very much comfort to me, so
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 1        I guess that's the question.  It sounds like there's
 2        some occupations you just feel don't rise to the level
 3        of needing that kind of scrutiny versus those that
 4        might.  I guess my question is whether you can
 5        differentiate that.
 6               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Thank you.  And certainly
 7        there are occupations -- obviously, doctors have the
 8        strongest case for licensure in terms of the ability
 9        to detect diseases that might be spread that would
10        have what economists call externalities that have
11        effects beyond the individual being treated.
12               Certainly, certification has a lot of the same
13        scrutiny, that is individuals can be decertified just
14        as individuals can lose their license.  Unfortunately,
15        it is very rare.  For example, in the State of
16        Minnesota last year, maybe .2 or .1 percent -- that's
17        not 1 percent, that's .1 percent of lawyers would lose
18        their license.  So it's very rare for an attorney or
19        almost any other occupation to lose their license.  So
20        that doesn't -- although it is out there and it's a
21        potential issue, it is very rare for individuals to
22        lose their license because of being incompetent or
23        unscrupulous.
24               So those are issues that licensing would like
25        to think that they have the effect of raising quality,
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 1        but when you take into account individuals who are
 2        being priced out of the market, that is they can't
 3        afford it because licensing raises prices, those
 4        individuals were generally in the lower part of the
 5        income distribution are individuals who are the losers
 6        because of licensing.  The individuals who are the
 7        gainers are individuals who are at the higher end of
 8        the income distribution because perhaps point of sale
 9        or point of service transactions are much higher
10        because of licensing.
11               So you have a bit of the reverse Robin Hood
12        effect of individuals losing because they can't afford
13        it and individuals at the higher income distribution
14        getting better services.  So there's a redistribution
15        effect as well.
16               So when you think about licensing, it's a
17        monopoly.  If you don't have a license, you cannot
18        providing the service for pay.  So these individuals
19        are losing.  Individuals who can't afford the service,
20        can't afford the monopoly prices are priced out of the
21        market, and that's a group that often is not being
22        considered.
23               MR. BERRY:  Legislation had authorized the
24        study, which is the reason that we're having today's
25        panel, to task the Professional Licensing Agency with
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 1        six different issues to study, one of which is whether
 2        to provide title protection to individuals who
 3        register.  And we've talked a lot today about
 4        licensure versus certification.
 5               The example that I often give is that currently
 6        there are at least four different certification
 7        opportunities for our therapists.  The problem is is
 8        that regardless of the certification that one obtains,
 9        he or she can call him or herself a certified art
10        therapist, but there's no way for the consuming public
11        to distinguish between the four different
12        certification opportunities.
13               So if you could spend a few minutes talking
14        about the need for title protection, what the title
15        might look like to actually mean something if this
16        concept were implemented in the state.
17               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Certainly certification
18        which is a much better alternative than licensing
19        because under certification others can provide those
20        services.  Under licensing, it is the idea of a
21        monopoly.  In the case of certification, there are
22        various forms and levels and certainly part of that is
23        determined by the employer who hires these
24        individuals.
25               Where I'm coming from in Minnesota, Mayo Clinic
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 1        has a reputation to uphold.  If they're hiring
 2        unqualified or individuals who are incompetent, very
 3        soon they're going to lose their reputation.  So there
 4        is a discipline of the market that provides consumers
 5        with knowledge about the service that they're
 6        providing.
 7               Certainly different levels of certification.
 8        As in the case of nursing, there are various forms of
 9        nurses in terms of their level of skill from nurse
10        practitioners to practical nurses to RNs and all those
11        -- some of those are licenses, but also, with the case
12        of nurse practitioners, those are individuals who are
13        certified.
14               The same thing is true in medicine.
15        Individuals are licensed, and beyond having a basic
16        medical degree, individuals are certified in terms of
17        providing -- being certified as an internist, being
18        certified as a vascular surgeon, and so on.
19               So these certifications provide information to
20        the consumer, they provide information to the hospital
21        as to the quality of that individual.  So the employer
22        also has a responsibility.  The consumer, by knowing
23        reputation of different hospitals, also makes these
24        choices, and the insurance companies.  Oftentimes,
25        insurance companies pay extra amounts for certain
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 1        hospitals to be in their network because that hospital
 2        has an outstanding reputation and if that hospital
 3        isn't in their network, they're going to lose lots of
 4        potential customers and patients.
 5               MR. BERRY:  Okay.  Let's take it out of the
 6        health field and let's just, by example, talk about
 7        court reporters.  If I'm someone who wants to be a
 8        court reporter and I want to hang out my own shingle,
 9        and to get that court reporter training, I can take
10        and pass certification opportunity A or I can take and
11        pass certification opportunity Z.  Within the
12        industry, it's regarded and well known that
13        certification opportunity A is far superior to
14        certification opportunity Z, but certification
15        opportunity Z is less expensive, it would take less
16        time for me to obtain, et cetera, et cetera.  So I'm
17        going to take certification opportunity Z and now I'm
18        holding myself out as a certified court reporter.
19               My neighbor who took and passed the
20        certification opportunity A is also a -- can call
21        himself a certified court reporter.  But without some
22        title distinction to the lay consumer, how can we,
23        using this type of concept, be able to use title to
24        signal that certification opportunity A court reporter
25        has a superior skill set than court reporter Z?
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 1               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  I think similar to what
 2        often is done with respect to engineers.  If someone
 3        has graduated from Purdue, they're known as a very
 4        high quality engineer.  If they're going to a much
 5        lower quality school, they may not have the types of
 6        opportunities that someone who graduates from the top
 7        flight engineering school such as the one at Purdue.
 8               So certainly that information is available and
 9        the quality of the individuals who are graduating from
10        one type of school provide a signal to the
11        marketplace, the same type of signal as provided in
12        terms of certification.
13               MR. BERRY:  Okay.  Thank you very much.
14               Dr. Kleiner, I know that you also traveled
15        quite a distance to be here today and you're
16        returning, I guess, immediately, so on behalf of the
17        panel and on behalf of the Governor's Office, we'd
18        just like to extend our appreciation for you being
19        here today and sharing your expertise with us.
20               PROFESSOR KLEINER:  Well, thank you for the
21        opportunity and I'm delighted that you're looking into
22        this very important topic.
23               MR. BERRY:  Professor Gary Wolfram.
24               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, thank you for having
25        me today.  I do want to point out that I have an
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 1        Indianapolis 500 tie.  My wife doesn't let me wear it
 2        very often.
 3               I'm Gary Wolfram.  My Ph.D. is from the
 4        University of California at Berkeley.  I have been
 5        teaching at Hillsdale College since January of 1989.
 6        My policy experience is for several years I was the
 7        economist for the Senate Majority Cause staff in
 8        Michigan.  I was deputy state treasurer in Michigan
 9        and I was chief of staff to Congressman Nick Smith
10        from Michigan 7th District, and so this allowed me to
11        get an idea of how government actually works.
12               One of my specialties in the academic arena was
13        what's called public choice, public finance, studying
14        how government works, and one of my former students
15        actually induced me to come for the first time and go
16        into the policy staff just because I was always saying
17        in theory this is how it works instead of see how it
18        really works.
19               But one of the things I found in my public
20        policy experience was to always start from what is the
21        proper role of government?  Whatever we're doing, is
22        this the proper role of government?  And you can go
23        back 17th Century, John Locke on civil government
24        basically saying why did we form government in the
25        first place?  (Inaudible)  Why did we form government
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 1        in the first place?  We formed government basically to
 2        protect ourselves, to protect our property, to protect
 3        our lives.
 4               If you go to Bastiat, Frederic Bastiat, wrote
 5        in 1850, wrote the book called The Law.  In it, it
 6        said that government is the collective organization of
 7        our natural right to self defense.  Then we can go to
 8        (inaudible) Nobel prize winner in economics and
 9        constitution of liberty, he said that the role of
10        government is to minimize the total amount of
11        coercion, that if we don't have government, the strong
12        would prey upon the weak.
13               And so whatever we're doing in government, I
14        make it so that we have the maximum of freedom and we
15        have the minimum of coercion.  It doesn't mean we
16        shouldn't have any government.  As Hobbes said, in the
17        state of anarchy, life is solitary, poor, nasty,
18        brutish, and short.
19               So the focus, I think, that has been rightly
20        taken here is is this the proper role of government?
21        What is the role of government here?  And so what's
22        the role of government in licensing and certification?
23               Well, the first thing is to protect you against
24        fraud because fraud is where you make an exchange and
25        you wouldn't have except for the other person
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 1        basically fooled you and so you would not have
 2        voluntarily made that exchange.  And so there's a role
 3        of government to protect against fraud because it's
 4        really a form of theft.
 5               So we have to sort of think about, okay, what
 6        sort of law should we have about fraud.  Well, we
 7        could just have a law that says you can go sue the
 8        person if they have fraud, and that might be sort of
 9        expensive to do.  So we might have a law that says you
10        know what, you have to have this license first because
11        if I grant out licenses, then there might be less
12        fraud and it's cheaper to do the licensing than it is
13        to have people do fraud one at a time.
14               For example, we could just have no speed
15        limits, which they do on the autobahn in Germany.  We
16        could have no speed limits on the road and say, well,
17        if someone crashes into you, then you can sue them,
18        but it might be cheaper to say, well, you know,
19        there's a higher probability of having a crash if
20        we're over 65 miles an hour and so what we're going to
21        do is we're going to prevent crashing by having a law
22        that says you can't drive over 65 miles an hour.  So
23        I'm sort of looking at the licensing from that idea.
24               Now, as you just heard, there isn't a whole lot
25        of coordination or correlation -- there's not a
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 1        significant amount of correlation between licensing
 2        and performance.  Dr. Kleiner's work, if you look at
 3        it in detail meaning there's a lot of that coming from
 4        his work, and if we look at what is the unintended
 5        consequences of licensing, then we can see that
 6        there's these costs involved.
 7               And Bastiat said the difference between a good
 8        economist and a bad economist is the bad economist
 9        sees the seen, the good economist sees the unforeseen.
10               So, for example, if we license, we'd say okay,
11        we can see that these people have licenses and we can
12        see that people don't have to look very hard to judge
13        quality, et cetera.  What we don't see is that I may
14        not get to purchase the product or the service at all
15        because by the licensing what I've done is I've
16        restricted the supply.  I mean that's why the price of
17        these services goes up is because we've restricted the
18        supply.
19               Now, who loses from that restriction of supply
20        are the poor, lower middle class, people who can't
21        afford to get that product at all.  It may be that the
22        reason that you didn't take your kid to the doctor is
23        because you couldn't afford to see the doctor, but you
24        might have gone to a nurse practitioner that said,
25        "You know what, your kid has got pink eye," and only
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 1        charge you 10 bucks to make that diagnosis.  So one of
 2        the things that we want to do is to allow a broad
 3        range of consumer choice.
 4               Now, one of the problems here is that I might
 5        have what's called asymmetric information.  That's
 6        what George Akerlof who was my professor at Berkeley
 7        and won the Nobel prize.  One of the reasons he won
 8        the Nobel prize is for pointing out that there's a
 9        problem with asymmetric information.  That is I'm
10        selling the service, in this particular instance, I'm
11        selling the service, I know about how good I am as an
12        electrician but you don't.  And so that gives you the
13        chance as the electrician to sell a lousy service.
14        And if you aren't going out and buying services very
15        frequently, then that could be a problem.
16               So one of the reasons for licensing would be to
17        say, okay, if we license you, the consumer knows that
18        you meet a certain standard.  The problem is licensing
19        doesn't necessarily do that.  That is licensing says
20        they met these qualifications but that still doesn't
21        necessarily make me a good electrician.  I mean I
22        could go in and do a lousy job.  In fact, I may try to
23        cut costs here or do things there and you still might
24        not get a very good service even though I've been
25        licensed.
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 1               So what you folks are looking at, I think, is
 2        the proper way to do this.  What this is going to do
 3        is say, you know what, we're going to give some
 4        information to consumers.  We're going to say these
 5        people, if they meet certain standards, have this
 6        qualification and, therefore, they're certified.
 7               And, as Adam Berry just pointed out, that, you
 8        know, you might have different levels of it.  You
 9        might say, okay, you're a Class A certified
10        electrician, you're a Class B certified electrician,
11        you're a Class C certified electrician so that the
12        consumer might be able to tell it.
13               So what you're really doing is providing
14        information; right?  And that's one of the things that
15        you do and you're trying to provide information to the
16        licensing process, but that results in a restriction
17        in supply and driving up the price.  You should
18        provide information through the certification process
19        and say, you know, anybody that wants to give
20        manicures can give manicures.  If they meet this
21        certain standard, we're going to say they're a Class A
22        certified manicurist or something else.
23               Notice that what will happen is the market will
24        start to provide that information more directly now
25        because I might form the manicurists association and
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 1        you become a member of the manicurists association if
 2        you do X, Y, and Z.  And so then as I look out into
 3        the marketplace, people will say, you know what, I see
 4        that they're a member of the, you know, worldwide or
 5        national manicurists association and this gives me
 6        better information and so I'm going to go to them.
 7        So, as that happens, my association has a reason to
 8        coordinate what I'm requiring to performance.  Under
 9        licensing, there's no reason to do that.
10               How do you get licensing?  You don't have
11        people coming in to you and saying, gee, Mr. Senator
12        or Mrs. State Representative, I really wish you would
13        start licensing manicurists because I'm really worried
14        about it.  No.  What happens is I know that you can
15        restrict the supply of (inaudible) my profession.
16               So what am I going to do?  I'm going to say,
17        oh, let's go and have a license and we will figure out
18        what has to be in those licenses.  I'm pretty sure
19        that anybody that writes out what the licensing
20        requirements are are getting information from
21        somebody, somebody that is in the profession already.
22               So I don't have an incentive in the political
23        process.  We sort of think how the political process
24        works.  I have an incentive to enter -- because you
25        guys can restrict the supply, I have an incentive to
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 1        enter and get those things that will restrict the
 2        supply but not necessarily result in performance.  So
 3        certification keeps the market going.
 4               Notice that -- let's just think about going to
 5        McDonald's.  You're driving along.  You're in
 6        Louisville, Kentucky and you see a McDonald's sign.
 7        You pull in; right?  Why do you pull into the
 8        McDonald's?  Because you know that McDonald's is
 9        making sure that if they do a lousy job, then what
10        will happen?  They'll lose their franchise; right?
11        They'll take their franchise.
12               Do we really think that the U.S. Department of
13        Agriculture or Food and Drug Administration is going
14        around looking in every McDonald's in America?
15        They're not.  The reason that you trust McDonald's or
16        Wendy's or Burger King or any of these other things is
17        because you know that they have to meet a certain
18        standard to provide quality, not to restrict the
19        supply but to improve the quality.
20               That's what certification does.  Certification
21        is a method that you can go out and say, hey, these
22        people have met certain standards.  You might say,
23        "How do you get to be certified?"  Well, you have to
24        be a member of the professional association that's out
25        there, you have to be a member of the Michigan Bar
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 1        Association, or you have to be a member of the Indiana
 2        Bar Association.
 3               So you would pick those things that provide
 4        information to the consumer rather than those things
 5        that the lobbyist for the association comes in and
 6        says, hey, we want you to make it so that only our
 7        folks can practice this thing.
 8               Now, there are certainly professions where, as
 9        Dr. Kleiner talked about, was what economists call
10        externalities, that is if you're a bad -- let's say I
11        buy a cheap electrician.  I don't buy a licensed
12        electrician.  So he comes in, does bad wiring, house
13        burns down, burns my neighbor's house down, okay?
14        That's a problem.  There's a role for govern --
15               That's like the driving fast.  I'm going to
16        have a law against driving fast even though I'm really
17        not trying to prevent driving fast.  I'm trying to
18        prevent accidents, and driving fast is very well
19        correlated with accidents.
20               So you might say, okay, here is a profession,
21        electricians.  Hey, there's a chance my purchase of a
22        bad electrician is going to end up with your house
23        burning down, we'll have a license for that.  I will
24        bet you that if you went through that list, you would
25        find that that is not the case with the vast majority
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 1        of those things.  It's certainly not going to be the
 2        case for people wandering in saying, oh, this needs to
 3        be regulated, this needs to be licensed, this needs to
 4        be licensed.
 5               Your role is to protect life, liberty, and
 6        property.  If by -- and, again, you have to think
 7        about it in consequences.  If you say you can only
 8        practice a certain type of medicine if you have a
 9        license and that restricts the supply, the problem is
10        I might not go get it; right?  And then they cause a
11        bigger problem than if I went to one that wasn't very
12        good.
13               So that's going to be a balancing act about
14        what are we going to do in terms in licensing health
15        professions.  Okay.  I don't want somebody spreading
16        influenza around because the doctor made the wrong
17        diagnosis, but, on the other hand, I don't want
18        somebody not going anywhere to seek medical care
19        because we restricted the supply of it so much that
20        the price has gone up so high.
21               So that's the type of thing that, again, you
22        need to sort of think about and understand what the
23        risks are.  But you're going the right direction with
24        the certification because, A, it provides the
25        information, and B, provides a way to ensure quality
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 1        service because if I'm the national manicurist
 2        association, I'm not going to let everybody be
 3        national manicurists because the information that the
 4        national manicurist association is providing is
 5        useless to you.
 6               So they have an incentive to do it the right
 7        way, the same way that I have incentive if I'm
 8        McDonald's Corporation to make sure that every
 9        franchise meets certain standards regardless of
10        whether the federal government is running in, you
11        know, checking the back room.  I guarantee you they're
12        not.
13               And mostly what happens in an economy is market
14        -- the market process results in the service being
15        provided at the highest level.  People will find out.
16               Again, if I'm going to have brain surgery and I
17        find out, that's a problem.  I may not want to allow
18        everybody to be a brain surgeon.  So some things,
19        licensing is going to work, but, you know, very few of
20        those things and probably the very few of most things
21        do you need that.
22               Notice also that the consumer believes if
23        you're licensed, you're okay.  They think they don't
24        have to go out and try to figure it out and ask their
25        neighbor, you know, who is a good --
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 1               Hillsdale, we're 40 miles from the nearest
 2        four-lane road, okay?  It's not the end of the world,
 3        but you can see it from there.  So how do I decide
 4        where to take my car in?  I ask around; right?  And
 5        if, you know, your car needs auto care and, you know,
 6        a lot of people are saying, "Hey, don't take your car
 7        to Carnie's," guess what?  You won't be there.  You'll
 8        go out of business.  When consumers think that the
 9        government is making that decision for them, they're
10        going to do a lot less of it and so what will happen
11        is you won't get good outcome.
12               As you've heard earlier, you know, you get
13        better quality from certification rather than from
14        licensing in general.  You restrict the supply of
15        occupations.  You drive up cost to consumers.  You
16        make it -- for example, I could not go teach this to
17        an eighth grade class in the State of Michigan, all
18        right?  Now, I have a Ph.D. from Berkeley and I got a
19        lot of years of teaching at various universities and
20        colleges, okay?  I can't teach an eighth grade class.
21               If I decided, okay, I'm going to retire;
22        although, whenever I talk about retiring, my wife
23        says, "You know, Gary, people retire to your job."
24        But if I decide to retire and say, hey, you know what,
25        I'd like to go teach eighth grade at Davis Middle
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 1        School in Hillsdale, I can't do it.  What do I have to
 2        do?  I got to go spend two years getting some sort of
 3        certification.  I'm not going to do that.
 4               And so what you do with these licensing
 5        requirements, you make it so that people just aren't
 6        going to take the time to go meet this standard, okay?
 7        They're just not going to do it.  So you're going to
 8        restrict the amount of people that could be providing
 9        these services.  So, with that, thank you.
10               MR. RHOAD:  First of all, thank you,
11        Dr. Wolfram, for coming today.  At full disclosure,
12        Dr. Wolfram was my econ professor in Hillsdale and we
13        first met in 1997.  But one of the things that you
14        would not have known is you referenced the licensing
15        of an electrician, and if you look at our list of 250
16        different professions, you'll realize that they're the
17        only profession not licensed.  So somehow you're right
18        in looking at what the role of government is, where
19        have we gotten along the way and looking at regulatory
20        paperwork and making sure that we continue to make
21        Indiana a state that works.  Has this list gotten off
22        of its original mission of that protection of, you
23        know, life and property?
24               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Oh, I mean this list -- if
25        you were to start de novo and did not have the
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 1        political process, you wouldn't have created this
 2        list.  I mean if you just need to go down there and
 3        say, okay, what consumers came in and said, oh, my
 4        gosh, I need this cosmetology salon to be licensed.  I
 5        can guarantee you that did not happen.  I can
 6        guarantee you what happened was some lobbying
 7        organization that restricts the supply of that came in
 8        and asked for it.
 9               Bastiat, when he was talking about when
10        government goes beyond the protection of life,
11        liberty, and property says what will happen is -- he
12        talks about that legalized plunder.  He says the
13        plundered classes will attempt to engage in the making
14        of the law.
15               What he meant by that is once you have
16        established this is what the government can do to
17        restrict entry or to give me an advantage over some
18        other business, I will go try to do it.  And so what
19        you do is you give yourself, as a legislator, you give
20        yourself more work because I -- and once I see the
21        cosmetology folks do that and I'm some other
22        organization, I don't know, fingernail painting, I'll
23        have it.  I'll go, wow, the cosmetology guys can get
24        that, I'll try, too.  And so I'll go hire someone like
25        a lobbyist and they'll come in and then meet with you
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 1        and da, da, da, da, but what's driving that is this
 2        list here.
 3               If you just certify them and said I can go pick
 4        anyone I want, I have an incentive to try to become
 5        certified.  Because why?  Because that tells people
 6        about information about how the quality of my product
 7        or service.  I'm not doing it to try to keep other
 8        people from coming in.
 9               MR. RHOAD:  I mean if a consumer wanted to have
10        a (inaudible) on a regulated profession or an
11        unregulated profession to effect consumer choice, if I
12        were to get on Twitter today and say, "I received
13        horrible service at the Acme Barber Shop," is that
14        going to have more of an immediate effect, do you
15        think, on their bottom line than it is through the
16        consumer complaint process that we have?
17               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, certainly.  I'm
18        pretty still old-fashioned.  I just use a chalkboard
19        and blackboard.  But, yeah, you have Twitter.
20               When I go to look for a hotel in San Francisco,
21        one of the first things I do is I go to Trip Advisor,
22        right, because people are telling me or if you get on
23        Walmart to buy something, right, it will have reviews
24        there.  And so you have access to reviews that you
25        didn't have, you know, 20, 15 years ago.
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 1               If I were, you know, let's say today I wanted
 2        to get a haircut here in Indianapolis before I went
 3        home.  I could get my pocket computer here which
 4        sometimes operates as a phone, anyway, I could get on
 5        here and find out all sorts of reviews of barber shops
 6        here.  There's not nearly the need to do these things
 7        that there was years ago.
 8               MR. RHOAD:  So where do you start?
 9               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  I'd start from position and
10        just work my way through.  And if you make the case
11        that says, you know what, there's large externalities
12        that if, you know, the use of this thing could cause
13        problems for other people if I make the wrong choice
14        or there's a big example of fraud possibility or
15        there's not good information.
16               For example, if I got in a car crash on the way
17        home, they're going to take me to some emergency ER
18        place; right?  I'm not going to make that choice.  So
19        I just assume that you guys have made sure that people
20        had a certain standard to be able to be in there
21        because -- now, over time what will happen is that
22        poor emergency service will -- you know, the hospital
23        doesn't do a very good job, over time it will go away.
24               But you might say there's some occupations that
25        it's -- you're better off having the speed limit.  You
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 1        know, my idea of the speed limit.  We're going to
 2        license these things, but that's got to be pretty
 3        correlate -- what you might do is look through what
 4        the licensing requirements are for these things, even
 5        if you're gonna decide you're gonna license them.
 6               You might go through and say, okay, does this
 7        thing really correlate somehow with making it more
 8        safe for the public or does it make it so that there's
 9        less chance of this thing causing damage to other
10        people if I make the wrong choice.
11               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I just want to -- I think
12        you are also assuming a certain level of
13        sophistication by our consumers that might not always
14        exist, especially if children and teenagers are
15        consumers, or, you know, we do have a low degree of
16        literacy here in Indiana.  In 2003, I believe it was
17        right around the 15 percent mark.  You know, one of
18        the lowest college completion rates.  I think we're at
19        about 26 percent.
20               So, you know, while we do for most of us, many
21        of us, I shouldn't say "most," have these devices and
22        we have access to all kinds of information, we still
23        have a sizable population that does not and I haven't
24        even begun to think through what this means to
25        economic privilege or even the question of age, you
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 1        know, for people that can't or never will, you know,
 2        access information this way.  Not that that should
 3        necessarily influence everything here, but I'd be
 4        interested in hearing your thoughts about, you know,
 5        those people that are -- people that can't read, the
 6        people that don't have computers, the people that, you
 7        know -- we have a very high degree of high school
 8        dropouts.  How does that mix in with what you're
 9        saying?
10               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah.  The question is can
11        you, as a legislator, make a better decision about
12        what is good for them than they can.  I mean that's
13        one thing.  One thing is to say we are not going to
14        let you make that choice because we don't think it's
15        good for you to make that choice.  That's one idea.  I
16        would say that's not a very good way to approach it.
17               On the other hand, you could say, hmm, it's
18        really hard to find out information about this
19        particular thing for whomever.  If that's true, then
20        you have a better argument for licensing, but
21        certification is going to provide the information.
22               If I want to know -- all licensing does is
23        exclude entry above certification.  So the real
24        question is -- I mean you guys are going to certify.
25        You're going to say, okay, this auto repair shop, you
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 1        know.  And 47 percent of the adult population of the
 2        City of Detroit has been estimated as functionally
 3        illiterate.  I mean what do you do about that?
 4               I think the way to do it is what you guys are
 5        considering, that is you certify.  State goes, okay,
 6        these guys met these standards.
 7               Now, I can choose to not go to a certified
 8        person if I want, but I'm making that choice because
 9        you've just told me these guys are certified and these
10        guys aren't.  And if you told me that and you say, no,
11        you can't go to somebody that doesn't meet the
12        standard even though you know this person is certified
13        and this one is not, then you're more doing the you're
14        going to make the wrong choice and I'm going to keep
15        you from making that choice.  And part of the problem
16        with doing that is that you make it so that people
17        don't have opportunity that they otherwise would have.
18               That's really what licensing -- one of the
19        things it does is it costs.  There's a benefit to
20        everything and a cost to everything and one of the
21        costs of licensing is you preclude opportunity for
22        people that would otherwise be able to at least get,
23        as Friedman said, at least get the Chevy version of
24        it.
25               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I understand what you
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 1        were saying earlier, too.  I'm just really thinking
 2        about that 15-year-old girl.  Maybe she's a high
 3        school dropout and she wants to go get her fingernails
 4        painted.  I mean if you look at manicures, I mean it's
 5        not just fingernail painting (inaudible).  Rampant
 6        nail fungus, all kinds of things that happen there.
 7        So, you know, with licensing, it's creating the club.
 8        You get to play; you don't get to play.  You know, are
 9        you licensed or not?
10               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  But certification --
11               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  So certification is the
12        more nuance thing.  Certification means that everyone
13        gets to play, and I might not be sophisticated enough
14        to know what -- or I might be limited by my choices.
15        I can't drive.  I can't access the certified.  I can't
16        afford the certified, you know, many different things,
17        o it might drive me into decisions that are unwise.
18               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, what you just said is
19        if I have certification -- first of all, children,
20        people who have not reached the age of reason, yeah,
21        you can have lots of -- you can say you can't -- you
22        probably can't sell cigarettes to people under a
23        certain age here in the State of Indiana probably, and
24        that's probably true everywhere.  You can't probably
25        drive to buy liquor under a certain -- and every state
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 1        will have it.
 2               But what you just said was if I can't afford to
 3        go to a certified person and I'm going to go over
 4        here, there's at least going to be more opportunity
 5        for me to go to a certified person than if you license
 6        them.  If you license it, you're going to restrict the
 7        supply and say, okay, there's no licensed manicurist
 8        anywhere in my little area.  I can't get a manicure.
 9               Whereas if you have certification, you'd say,
10        okay, there's opportunities here.  You can go to this
11        certified manicurist.  And if you say, well, gee, but
12        they might choose to go to a noncertified manicurist,
13        I mean that's their choice.  We can't step in as a
14        legislature and say we know what's best for you.
15               Children, like I said, minors, whole different
16        story.  You could have minors can't get manicures
17        without a certified manicurist or something like that;
18        right?  Because, realistically, I'll bet there's a lot
19        of people doing manicures that aren't licensed right
20        now.
21               MR. BERRY:  You have to be licensed.
22               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  You have to be, right,
23        yeah, but I'm just saying I'll bet there's a lot of
24        people that might be manicurists --
25               MR. RHOAD:  Are you talking about unlicensed --
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 1               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yes.  I think there's
 2        probably a lot.  I mean I would guess that there's
 3        somebody in certain neighborhoods that can manicure
 4        your nails.  You know, your neighbor, you know,
 5        manicures your nails or something without having a
 6        license.
 7               So you're not going to preclude people from
 8        doing -- making the wrong choice.  I mean it's very
 9        hard for a legislator to pass a law or pass a
10        regulation that really keeps people from doing the
11        wrong choice.  You're more likely to get unintended
12        consequences from that.
13               REPRESENTATIVE MCMILLIN:  To take off on that
14        point, the distinction you make between licensed and
15        unlicensed who are still performing the manicures
16        versus certified, not certified, and they're all able
17        to, some just have the certification.  I just want you
18        to correct me if I'm wrong, but it would seem to me
19        what you're talking about is basically a distinction
20        between the original black market being created for
21        manicures and you have licensing (inaudible) aren't
22        allowed to and a market where you have certified
23        versus uncertified.  The discrepancy between the
24        ability of people providing the manicures is probably
25        going to be much greater between licensing and black
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 1        market and you're going to have less opportunity for
 2        the general public to be able to converse about those
 3        things so that people would know that this person over
 4        here who is not certified is not very good.  You
 5        shouldn't go there.  If it's the black market, they're
 6        not gonna want to be talking about it so that
 7        conversation isn't going to be had.  So it would seem
 8        to me that what you are providing is a better
 9        opportunity for those people who may be on the verge
10        of being able to afford it or not to have an idea of
11        what the difference between a certified person is
12        versus a noncertified person than you would out of
13        somebody who is licensed (inaudible).
14               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  I would give you 10 out of
15        10 on that one.  That was a very good answer.  I think
16        because -- I think you got to look at what the single
17        mom in the City of Indianapolis or I always pick
18        Detroit because, you know, I'm from Michigan, what the
19        single mom in the City of Detroit is going to do
20        because we don't live in their neighborhood probably.
21        And I think what happens is there's going to get
22        unintended consequences of licensure, that it's not
23        these things aren't happening.  They're happening.  We
24        just don't see it because we live in the middle class
25        or upper middle class neighborhoods.
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 1               So there probably is some black market out
 2        there.  In any of these professions, there's probably,
 3        you know, maybe not things that only high-end people
 4        can afford anyway, but there's probably lots of things
 5        in there that people are out there practicing it
 6        without any sort of oversight and, you know, the
 7        market probably works okay, but it's not going to be
 8        as good as if I could provide that information with a
 9        certification.
10               You know, again, you don't need to certify
11        everything because, you know -- anything where you
12        have asymmetric information where I'm going to know a
13        lot more about my service than you're going to know as
14        a consumer.  That's the type of thing that would be
15        certified.  And then whatever would have high
16        externality costs or opportunity for fraud, those
17        would be things that you would license.
18               MR. BERRY:  If I may ask a --
19               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  I haven't convinced you.
20               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I'm thinking.  I'm a
21        thinker.
22               MR. BERRY:  If I may ask -- and I'm probably
23        not going to phrase this as eloquently as you did
24        earlier, but you made what I consider to be a very
25        important point, which is that with the higher number
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 1        of certification entities, they're going to, in
 2        essence, be competing against each other to be the
 3        premiere certification opportunity.  So there's more
 4        likely the chance that they're going to correlate
 5        qualification with performance.
 6               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yes.
 7               MR. BERRY:  And this is a point that I was
 8        asking Dr. Kleiner.  This concept of
 9        self-certification registration relies on IPLA to
10        identify which of the certification opportunities that
11        exist the State wants to recognize as the premiere or
12        the standard certification opportunity, and there
13        might be more than one.
14               What can we do either from a selection process
15        or offering a particular title to an individual who
16        registers to help communicate the information to the
17        public?  As we've referenced and talked about a lot
18        during the afternoon, it's one thing to say I'm a
19        certified plumber, but we need to separate someone who
20        has certification A from certification Z.  So how can
21        we effect that?
22               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, as I said, you look
23        at the research and what do you find?  There's not
24        strong correlation, as I said before, between what's
25        required and output, and the reason is because under
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 1        the licensing structure, it's done through the
 2        political process as opposed to I've got an incentive
 3        to make consumers happy.
 4               So you have to convey -- you have to have some
 5        mechanism of saying this -- because I'll advertise it;
 6        right?  If I'm a manicurist and you give me this
 7        certification, I'm going to put it in my window,
 8        right, certification A.  And the market will
 9        distribute that information probably pretty well.
10               But you should -- if you're going to have
11        different levels of standard, then you need to somehow
12        identify that, either through a different title or,
13        you know, Class A, Class B or whatever.  And it will
14        take a while for that to filter through, you know, the
15        population of the State of Indiana, but it will -- I
16        have every incentive if I'm the manicurist association
17        to start advertising that; right?  Because you're not
18        the only one going to be trying to tell the people.  I
19        have every incentive to try to tell the people.  And
20        when you get these associations, there will be an
21        encouragement to form associations that have standards
22        of quality.
23               Best Western, I mean that's really a lot of
24        what franchises are about, like I said before.  When
25        you go into that Arby's, you know, you're expecting a
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 1        certain quality of product.  And guess what?  You
 2        don't always get it; right?
 3               I mean, you know, if you travel around in your
 4        car and drive around dinner states or different
 5        cities, things that are certified Best Western hotels,
 6        right, they're probably better than the Motel 6.  I
 7        don't want to advertise (inaudible).  I'm just using
 8        that as a theoretical example.
 9               But, you know, you see a Sheridan, what do you
10        do?  You think, okay, I'm going to pay more for the
11        Sheridan even though you've never been to that
12        Sheridan.  You go I'm going to pay more for that
13        Sheridan than the Days Inn across the street because I
14        know -- I'm not saying because, oh, they're licensed
15        by the State of Indiana.  I know that there's a
16        certain standard.
17               So what you do -- and you will probably find,
18        you start (inaudible) process, you'll get different
19        types of folks giving you ideas.  You know, okay,
20        here's what we require of folks in our association and
21        here's what we require of our folks in our
22        association, and here's why this results in better
23        outcome.
24               MR. MILLER:  This is a complicated way to
25        phrase a question, but let's take -- you kind of
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 1        created some tiers, if you will.  Kind of heard
 2        licensing and certification and registration kind of
 3        tied in together as being a very similar concept, but
 4        let's take a profession where there's a licensing
 5        component and you've identified that maybe we don't
 6        need a license for it but registration.
 7               Let's suppose that it's someone who receives
 8        that service and makes that decision and certification
 9        and it turns out they question whether that state
10        certification is appropriate.  So, for example, I
11        think Adam gave the example of different tiers for a
12        court reporter or whatever profession it is and then
13        there's no question by someone who has received that
14        service whether, in fact, that certification is
15        appropriate or whether, in fact, that service that
16        that certification is for is properly done.
17               Under the licensing regime, we've created a
18        system where someone has a complaint about that
19        activity, they file that complaint, and then states
20        vary.  We have our own system where other states have
21        different systems, but eventually someone comes to the
22        realization -- and it's not always revocation of the
23        license.  Let me just make sure everyone understands
24        that that's not the only thing available to the
25        various licensing boards and so, you know, they can
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 1        have suspensions, they can have probation, they can
 2        have terms of probation, they can have restitution,
 3        all kinds of various options.
 4               Then in the registration regime, do you
 5        contemplate any of that process existing?  And if you
 6        do, then how would it be structured?  That's the --
 7        because what happens a lot of times is people use the
 8        term licensing and certification and registration.
 9        What certification really is is licensing light, if
10        you will, in some cases.
11               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well --
12               MR. MILLER:  And I'm just suggesting to you
13        that that discipline, that distinction has to be clear
14        because I think the consumer choice is good, but then
15        if the consumer makes the choice and that choice was
16        based upon a certification that may or may not have
17        been appropriate, then that's my question is how would
18        you envision the system working?  I'm not quarrelling
19        with you as much as saying how would this work for me
20        as a consumer complaining to someone?  In this case
21        right now it's the Attorney General.
22               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Right.
23               MR. MILLER:  And so, you know, when they do,
24        what would be the responsibility?  And, second of all,
25        IPLA or the Professional Licensing Agency then would
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 1        have some responsibilities of trying to verify
 2        whether, in fact, that person has met those
 3        registration requirements because if they do, then the
 4        consumer is relying upon that.  As you pointed out,
 5        that's a good reliance.  It's a great communication
 6        there.
 7               So I'm kind of asking multiple different
 8        thought processes here.  I'm trying to understand, if
 9        you could create the system, how would you create it
10        and how would you provide the protection to health and
11        safety?  And I would just emphasize health and safety
12        to me is more important than fraud; although, health
13        and safety and fraud kind of interrelate, but just
14        your comments or thoughts.
15               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah.  If it's truly a
16        health and safety issue with asymmetric information --
17        like I said, I get in an accident.  I'm not choosing
18        which ER I go to.  It's whatever is the closest one
19        there.
20               Then I think now you've got licensing.  Most
21        professions -- I mean despite the fact you've got a
22        big list here, most professions aren't licensed
23        anyway.  So what do we normally do?  We go to the
24        Better Business Bureau or someone has committed fraud
25        and I might go to the Attorney General's Office or
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 1        something like that.  And I sort of envision it that
 2        way, that what would happen is -- if you decided you
 3        were going to have different tiers of certification
 4        and you said, okay, we're going to have Tier A, B, C,
 5        if you -- there's gonna be some -- I suppose what I
 6        would do is, as a legislator, I would allow the
 7        administration to determine what those categories are
 8        going to be.
 9               And then what happens if I start getting a lot
10        of feedback from the constituents and my constituents
11        say, wow, you know, you guys have been certifying this
12        group of manicurists and they're doing a lousy job.
13        Then you got to go to the, you know, the Department of
14        Licensing Regulation and say, okay, you got to fix
15        this.
16               I think you're going to get feedback if you --
17        I mean clearly you're going to have to -- you're not
18        going to know for certain this certification is, you
19        know, better than this one for certain just as I don't
20        know that if I put a 55-mile-an-hour speed limit that
21        I know I won't have accidents.  You're just going to
22        have to make the best decision that way and you're
23        going to have to rely on (inaudible).  You got to rely
24        probably on the executive branch to put that stuff
25        together and if they're doing a lousy job, then you go
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 1        into the executive director here and say, "Hey, you
 2        want your appropriations next year?  You better get
 3        this fixed," because that's the power of a purse that,
 4        you know, any -- and at either level, that makes a
 5        difference; right?
 6               So if you get -- you can't do it perfectly and
 7        now, you know, I don't have a good answer for we know
 8        exactly what to do, but I think that your departments
 9        will all have to sit down and meet with different
10        associations and they will want to get their people
11        certified at the highest level, but it will be
12        different than where I could exclude entry.
13               If I can exclude entry, man, I'm just going to
14        overwhelm you guys with -- okay, and I don't know, I'm
15        assuming you -- I mean Michigan, we have tons of
16        multi-client lobbyists and they come in and they
17        influence policy, okay?
18               And so somebody is gonna have to decide -- the
19        governor is gonna have to appoint the right person to
20        make the decision, we're going to accept this
21        association's certification and not this one or we're
22        going to certify if you meet this -- and if you let
23        the associations know that, they'll probably respond
24        because they'll want to be certified because it will
25        increase the demand for their product.
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 1               Probably what will happen is -- realistically
 2        what will happen is you'll sit down with various
 3        associations and say, "Okay.  What's normally done
 4        here?"  And then you got to just treat it, you know,
 5        as you do most occupations.  If people got complaints
 6        about a particular business, you go to the Better
 7        Business Bureau or if they're committing fraud, then
 8        you sue them.
 9               MR. RHOAD:  One follow-up question.  You
10        mentioned early on that if you wanted to retire, you
11        couldn't go teach eighth grade because you don't have
12        the license or credential to do that.  Why don't we
13        license college professors?
14               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, we sort of do; right?
15        We don't license them, you're right.  That's a very
16        good point.  He was a student of mine.  Yeah, that's a
17        very good point.
18               We have certification and that certification is
19        I got a Ph.D., okay?  But we have a few people
20        teaching at Hillsdale College that don't have Ph.D.s
21        that are actually tenured professors that never got
22        around to doing it and they're good teachers, et
23        cetera.  No place requires you to have a Ph.D. but you
24        know that if you want to teach at Harvard, you should
25        probably get a Ph.D. from Berkeley or Yale or somebody
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 1        else to be able to get there; right?
 2               And so there's this -- essentially, you're
 3        right, there are tiers of certification there.
 4        There's this tier of universities, Ph.D.s from there,
 5        you're going to have a pretty broad opening for your
 6        job market.  Middle tier, okay, you're not going to be
 7        able to teach at one of the top tier even if you're
 8        really good.  If you, you know, I don't want to pick a
 9        particular university, but, you know --
10               MR. BERRY:  DePauw.
11               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Second tier.
12               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah.  If you're a PC from
13        a second-tier university, you're just not going to get
14        hired.  No matter how good you are, you're not going
15        to get hired at one of the top tiers just because the
16        certification process.  And you're exactly right, we
17        don't have a licensing for that, yet the market sort
18        of sorts that out.
19               SENATOR MILLER:  I just have a question, but I
20        just want to say having a Ph.D. does not make you a
21        good teacher.  We've got colleges full of them.
22               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  That's exactly right.
23               SENATOR MILLER:  But here's my question because
24        I'm not sure I'm buying into the idea that an
25        association should be the ones determining
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 1        qualifications for certification or licensure because
 2        they are the special interest group and I'm not sure
 3        that's the right body and you keep referring to that,
 4        so I just want you to speak to that, please.
 5               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah.  You will have to
 6        choose.  There may be associations that you don't
 7        think they're anything other than essentially a labor
 8        organization.  There may be associations that you
 9        think need good standards and it may be that you're
10        going to not choose to certify based on one
11        association or another.  I mean that's just a choice
12        that you're going to make.
13               But, on your first point, I got my Ph.D. with a
14        guy -- I probably shouldn't say this, but anyway, he
15        wanted to go off and do research; right?  So he goes
16        to Columbia -- or Cornell.  He's teaching at Cornell.
17        So I was trying to get ahold of him about a month ago
18        and I go, oh, I can just look him up just on the
19        Internet.  So I look up and then it has a rating of
20        professor, so I check on him.  Every single review was
21        this is a terrible, horrible teacher, but really big
22        in the research end of things.  So you're exactly
23        right, but a lot of universities don't really exist to
24        teach.  I mean they exist to do other things.
25               SENATOR MILLER:  We could have a long
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 1        discussion on that issue, but that's not why we're
 2        here today.  Thank you.
 3               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Maybe we can take this
 4        question off line, too, if we're gonna have time to
 5        really discuss it, but I'm having some trouble with
 6        your franchise metaphor because you cited the Sheridan
 7        as an example and I'm not sure that that really is a
 8        clean appropriate metaphor for what you're talking
 9        about just because I'm driving up to this
10        intersection, I'm pulling over to get a hotel.  I
11        might choose to go to the Sheridan because I'm a star
12        rewards member.  I might choose because of the
13        standardization of experience.  I know exactly what I
14        get when I walk into a Sheridan.
15               It's a known quantity just like if I were to go
16        to Arby's, I know exactly what I'm going to get.  It
17        doesn't mean that the quality of different Arby's
18        might vary.  I mean I might know one for having a
19        terrible, awful restroom so I avoid that one, but I'll
20        go to the one across town.
21               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  No, and I think you're
22        exactly right.  I mean that was sort of my point in
23        terms of you know the standardized service and so
24        certification --
25               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And the product is
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 1        (inaudible), but I think you're confusing it also with
 2        brand and brand identity and brand promise and that
 3        sort of thing, too, which might not be what an
 4        association or certification would offer as well.
 5               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah, the point I'm trying
 6        to make is that you have numerous ways of identifying
 7        what the standard of that product is.  And so, as you
 8        pointed out, I know this Sheridan is probably going to
 9        look a lot like the Sheridan in Menomonie or the
10        Sheridan somewhere else.  Why is that happening?  It's
11        happening because Sheridan has an incentive to make
12        all their ones look pretty much alike because that's
13        the brand.  What the brand really is is --
14               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  That's what I'm saying.
15        The brand is very (inaudible) --
16               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yes.
17               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And good at branding that
18        and that is -- but that's not a certification.
19               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  No, but the certification
20        would act like that but isn't.  The certification
21        is --
22               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  So you're saying
23        certification is more like brand and brand consistency
24        than franchising?
25               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Correct.  What I'm saying
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 1        is that what the franchise does is it's the person or
 2        it's the entity that polices the certification, that
 3        is the -- you guys are going to be the ones that
 4        police the certification or the Attorney General's
 5        Office is going to be the one that polices the
 6        certification.
 7               In the market system, I basically have a
 8        similar situation where I'm saying if you drive into a
 9        Sheridan, it has these characteristics to it.  And who
10        polices that?  Who really polices it is the Sheridan
11        organization that says you don't meet that standard,
12        I'm pulling your franchise.  Where you would say I'm
13        pulling your certification.  We were talking earlier
14        --
15               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  If you have a responsible
16        franchise or entity that grants the franchise because
17        there could be (inaudible) volume argument.  They
18        don't care how many Subways are out there.
19               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yeah, but what will happen
20        is the market will then sort of adjust to that, right,
21        because I'll know that, wow, this Subway is way
22        different than that Subway and, I mean, so you stop
23        going to Subway because Jimmy John's or somebody is
24        consistent in their (inaudible).  So (inaudible) is
25        sort of like the brand.  It is --
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 1               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  That's what I'm saying.
 2        It's more like a brand than a franchise.
 3               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  It's like a brand.  And I'm
 4        just saying who polices the brand in the case of a
 5        franchise is the franchise organization.  Or who would
 6        police the brand in this certification system would be
 7        the government would police the brand.  Does that make
 8        sense?
 9               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Yeah.  Let me just ask one
10        final question because I think -- I had to get on a
11        conference call, so I didn't get to hear all your
12        testimony.  You may have answered this, so if you
13        have, just say "Asked and answered," and I'll get the
14        answer later.
15               But I keep hearing these economic periods of a
16        free market system and market system creating these
17        opportunities and this market will dictate and take
18        care of each other, but we're talking about public
19        policy versus the free market system.  And I've always
20        believed that public policy should somehow produce a
21        free market system as much as possible.  As a matter
22        of fact, I see (inaudible) policy being the people who
23        should take away as much restrictions there are on the
24        free market system portal.
25               Then I heard the testimony from your earlier
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 1        colleague that licensure creates a monopoly which
 2        means now the federal government and the state
 3        government is creating a monopoly which I totally
 4        disagree with because monopolies have a different
 5        characteristic than what he's saying.
 6               The question I have for you is:  Does
 7        certification in exchange for licensure free the
 8        market up in any way?
 9               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Yes.
10               SENATOR TAYLOR:  And if it does, how does it
11        free the market up?  If I'm a licensed, for example,
12        I'm a licensed attorney, and I keep going back to the
13        attorney because I don't know anything else.  Let me
14        say this.  If I'm a licensed M.D. -- I have M.D. after
15        my name, okay?  I'm not gonna go to a pulmonologist
16        versus if I have -- I mean I'm not gonna go to a
17        pulmonologist if I've got a tumor in my brain.  If I
18        have cardio problems, I'm not gonna go to a
19        pulmonologist because they're working on different
20        parts of the body, but I am going to go to my medical
21        doctor, who is my family doctor, who is going to refer
22        me to a cardiologist, a pulmonologist.
23               That's what happens when you have licensure.
24        It's kind of like going to a generalist and then the
25        generalist refers you to a specialist.  Doesn't
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 1        license allow for that?
 2               I mean it's like everybody is disregarding the
 3        fact that not every doctor does surgery.  Not every
 4        surgeon does back surgeon.  Some do spine.  Some do
 5        brain.  Some do heart.  Some do -- how does
 6        certification change that?  Because that's what we
 7        already have.  It's just after the licensure like we
 8        were talking about in the case of a nurse
 9        practitioner.  How does that change?
10               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Well, the licensure doesn't
11        create the monopoly in the sense that there's only one
12        seller, but what it does do is make it so that only
13        certain people can get the license and practice.
14               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Which is a public policy
15        concern.
16               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  Right.  And there may be,
17        as I said, there may be instances that you want to do
18        that, you know, if there's going to be these
19        externalities.  You do a bad job on me and then
20        because that happened, it causes problems for my
21        neighbor.  You know, you misdiagnose my whatever I
22        got, you know, influenza and I give it to my neighbor
23        and that causes -- so certainly licensure in the
24        health care profession is -- there's always a cost to
25        it, though.  I mean the cost is I may not -- because
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 1        you restricted the supply of these things and the
 2        price is now going to be higher for me to buy, I may
 3        choose not to go to a doctor at all or not to seek any
 4        medical profession at all.  So I don't go to a nurse
 5        practitioner that maybe could have gotten me out of
 6        that.
 7               Now, that's a benefit and a cost.  You got to
 8        weigh for yourself are the benefits bigger than the
 9        costs of that.  And for each of these professions, you
10        need to do that.  Is it worth the unintended
11        consequences perhaps that happen because I have
12        licensed it?  Is that offset by I'm protecting
13        property, you know, life, liberty, and property and
14        I'm protecting against fraud and protecting against
15        externalities?
16               For each of these things, you have to go
17        through and figure that out.  My guess is that -- what
18        you can't do is ignore the costs which is what we tend
19        to do; right?  We ignore the cost or we don't see the
20        cost.
21               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Right.
22               PROFESSOR WOLFRAM:  We don't see, okay, well,
23        that mom with the -- the single mom with three kids in
24        Detroit, she doesn't get to have any medical services
25        at all because we excluded her.  And you might say,
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 1        okay, yeah, but that's more than offset by these
 2        people -- you know, all these people who'll be dying
 3        because we had a -- you know, we don't have very good
 4        oversight of these medical professions.  So you always
 5        got to weigh the benefits and the costs.
 6               And the primary cost is opportunity -- first of
 7        all, the primary cost is a restriction in the supply
 8        so less opportunity for (inaudible) people to buy it
 9        and less opportunity for me to go out and try to get a
10        job doing that.  I might be an 18-year-old in, you
11        know, Flint, Michigan that dropped out of high school
12        and I might have a chance to be, you know, be a barber
13        or something that I don't get to do that because I
14        can't get the barber's license for some reason.  I
15        can't read very well.  I can't pass the, you know,
16        whatever the characteristics that you need to do to
17        get the barber's license.
18               So it precludes opportunity and it sort of
19        makes it that people don't switch professions or they
20        don't have the opportunity to -- as I pointed out
21        earlier, if you wanted to move let's say tomorrow, you
22        know, Miller Canfield Law Firm calls you up and says,
23        hey, love to have you, we'll pay you $400 an hour,
24        come on in.  You're going to say, "Sorry, I can't, I
25        don't have a license in Michigan," right?
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 1               And so those are the things that we need to
 2        think about when we're doing these, that there's a
 3        cost to these things.  And it may be that the benefit
 4        of licensing for this particular profession outweighs
 5        the cost, but we have to realize that there's an
 6        incentive for me to please consumers because I'll go
 7        out of business and there's an incentive for somebody
 8        else -- why Trip Advisor?  Because there's an
 9        incentive to provide information to people.  People
10        want that information.
11               And so if you -- you can't sort of look at the
12        world and say, okay, if we got rid of licensing, it
13        would look just like today except for no licensing.
14        No.  If you got rid of licensing, you'd have all sorts
15        of things happening probably that you might not have
16        thought of.
17               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Thank you.
18               MR. RHOAD:  Thank you, Dr. Wolfram.  It was a
19        pleasure to have you today.
20               MR. BERRY:  Thank you.  The final scheduled
21        witness for the day, Lee McGrath.
22               MR. MCGRATH:  Well, thank you so much,
23        Mr. Chairman, members of the committee.  My name is
24        Lee McGrath.  I'm the legislative counsel for the
25        Institute for Justice.  You heard from my colleague
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 1        earlier, Dick Carpenter.  He published this research.
 2               Senator Miller, it is fun to see you.  You were
 3        very kind to me.  You indulged me during a session
 4        with an hour and 10 minutes in which we could talk
 5        about this issue, so --
 6               SENATOR TAYLOR:  She gave you an hour and 10
 7        minutes during session?
 8               MR. MCGRATH:  Absolutely.
 9               SENATOR MILLER:  It was your --
10               MR. MCGRATH:  It may have been your committee,
11        Senator Taylor.
12               SENATOR MILLER:  I wouldn't on my committee.
13               SENATOR TAYLOR:  It definitely wasn't my
14        committee.
15               MR. MCGRATH:  All right.  Very good.  And,
16        Representative Hale, I invite you to ask me after my
17        discussion about the low information consumer because
18        I hope to be able to persuade you that that consumer
19        benefits in a world that includes certification.
20               And to my fellow attorneys on this side, I'm
21        licensed in Wisconsin and happy to talk about that,
22        Senator Taylor.  And, Mr. Miller, I am anxious to talk
23        with you about remedies and to answer your questions
24        about -- and discuss with you, rather, how we might
25        think about remedies.
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 1               So thank you very much.  I am a big fan of what
 2        you and the governor are attempting to do here in
 3        terms of wanting to create more opportunities, wanting
 4        to reduce the unemployment rate in Indiana.  I support
 5        the proposal, the initiative that you are considering
 6        in terms of creating a portal and giving consumers
 7        information through that portal.
 8               As an attorney, I promise no math in this
 9        discussion unless you ask me about Dr. Kleiner --
10               MR. MILLER:  (inaudible) used it in your
11        economic analysis.
12               MR. MCGRATH:  So I'm going to pull you away
13        from economics and I'm going to talk to you about
14        justice.  The essence of law, the blind justice is
15        that like things get treated the same, and your job --
16        ultimately your job as public policy officials, it is
17        to advance justice.  So I would like to talk about my
18        perspective that certification is more just than
19        licensing and talk about that in four ways.
20               The first way is that as it relates to income
21        equity.  Much discussion is currently going on in the
22        gap between the rich and the poor.  Licensing
23        exacerbates income inequality.
24               There's a big difference between unions.
25        Unions tend to shrink the difference between the high
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 1        and low wages.  By contrast, licensing exac -- widens
 2        the difference between high wagers and low wagers.
 3        Licensing moves in the very opposite direction of the
 4        concern that you and other public policy makers have
 5        in this country which is bluntly the rich are getting
 6        richer.
 7               Why does this happen?  Because licensing blocks
 8        entry.  It blocks opportunity.  And it does this in
 9        some very important and powerful ways that I'd like to
10        discuss with you, but at the heart of this from a
11        justice perspective, licensing is a problem that
12        certification doesn't have.
13               One of the ways in which licensing blocks entry
14        is in terms of it sets educational requirements and it
15        sets only one path to educational requirements.  If
16        you want to be a licensed interior designer, if you
17        want to be a licensed electrician, if you want to be a
18        licensed cosmetologist, there is only one path to go,
19        and oftentimes that path is influenced in the
20        political process by professors and trade schools and
21        others who want a large and expensive curriculum.
22               How is it that it takes 1500 hours to become an
23        athletic trainer, as my colleague's point, but only
24        100 hours to become an EMT?  Well, clearly the
25        athletic trainers, cosmetology schools, they want a
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 1        big curriculum, they want an expensive curriculum.
 2               And so licensing, in essence, is at the --
 3        stands for an 18-year-old.  That 18-year-old has a
 4        one-time decision and if he can afford it, that
 5        18-year-old can make an investment in education, but
 6        it's an expensive investment and so that 18-year-old
 7        better choose right.  It punishes those 18-year-olds
 8        who don't have the resources or the time to make that
 9        investment in the cosmetology school, in the athletic
10        training education, in these extended and large,
11        large --
12               So if you are concerned about a learning gap,
13        licensing exacerbates that concern because you are
14        saying the only -- there is one path and it is an
15        academic path.  Licensing cuts out the path of
16        learning on the job, learning as an apprentice.  So it
17        rewards the rich.  It rewards those who have access to
18        education and punishes those that don't.
19               Licensing also punishes women who make career
20        decisions and all those who change careers in mid
21        life.  A woman who leaves the workforce, raises
22        children, and wants to come back into the workforce
23        faces -- may face a very large licensing requirement
24        that is unnecessary given the skills that she has.
25               Let me give you an example for that.  In
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 1        Minneapolis, I worked with an extraordinary woman who
 2        counsels families when their children have been shot
 3        in North Minneapolis.  She is not a licensed funeral
 4        director, but she is providing the comfort in these
 5        situations of tragedy far greater, in often cases,
 6        than what a funeral director is able to do.
 7               Unfortunately, the oligopoly, the cartel -- not
 8        the monopoly, Senator Taylor, but the oligopoly
 9        prohibits her from earning a penny.  She's able to
10        provide her counsel because she does it for free, but
11        she has all the skills in terms of finding a cemetery
12        that gives away free lots, working with Hamilton
13        County to get the subsidies for the casket.  She is
14        just as skilled as anyone working in that licensed
15        occupation but she's prohibited from earning even a
16        small bit of remuneration for that.
17               Here's a woman who started in one occupation,
18        developed skills in another, and if she wanted to
19        exercise those skills, she would be blocked by the
20        occupational licensing laws of the State of Minnesota.
21               So, in other words, it's unjust when it comes
22        to earnings, it's unjust when it comes to education,
23        and it's unjust when it comes to midlife transfers.
24               The fourth area that licensing is unjust is in
25        regards to interstate mobility, and you know this,
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 1        Senator.  You and your colleagues, Representative
 2        Hale, you and your colleagues made it easier for
 3        military veterans in the last couple of sessions to
 4        come to Indiana and have their skills recognized.
 5        Now, why did you do that?  Because you realized that
 6        the criteria that Indiana may set is really redundant
 7        to the criteria that these military people have -- the
 8        skills that these military people have gained through
 9        their experiences in the Armed Forces.
10               I admire Mrs. Obama in this regard.  She has
11        recognized that the spouses of military people also
12        face barriers to entry because they face irrational
13        licensing requirements in one state even though they
14        may license and qualify in another state.
15               So my four points for you to consider is that
16        licensing is bad public policy and there are better
17        public -- there are various other ways to address
18        consumer protection besides licensing because of the
19        income effect that is the opposite of unions and the
20        opposite of what you want to do.
21               Secondly, from the educational gap, it's the
22        opposite of what you want to do.  You want to shrink
23        the gap.  You don't want to enlarge it and offer
24        benefits caused by it.
25               Third, you want to make people free to engage
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 1        in midlife transfers and career changes.  And, fourth,
 2        you want to promote interstate mobility.
 3               Occupational licensing, besides the economics,
 4        which you've heard enough about today, is unjust for
 5        those four reasons and it should not be the dominant
 6        public policy in the State of Indiana or anyplace
 7        else.  I'm happy to answer questions.
 8               SENATOR TAYLOR:  First of all, did you go to
 9        University of Wisconsin?
10               MR. MCGRATH:  I did not.
11               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  So you had to take the
12        bar exam?
13               MR. MCGRATH:  Well, not quite but I --
14               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.  You had a different
15        path.
16               MR. MCGRATH:  I had a different path, but I --
17               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay.
18               MR. MCGRATH:  Well, let's talk about it.
19               SENATOR TAYLOR:  No, no, I want to talk about
20        your theory behind this somehow the public policy -- I
21        guess it's the public policy theory that we want to
22        close that income gap.  First of all, I think that's
23        an assumption that probably you can look at some of
24        the things that policy decisions in certain general
25        assemblies or bodies and they can determine whether or
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 1        not that's a true policy or not.  So we have to first
 2        make sure that's a true policy incentive.  If it is,
 3        what you're saying makes all the sense in the world.
 4               My question to you, however, is not whether or
 5        not it's a good public policy because I'm going to say
 6        from my standpoint as a legislator, I think you're
 7        right.  I think the economy is better off.  I think
 8        the country is better off.  I think the states are
 9        better off when you have more people in the middle
10        than you have on the (inaudible).
11               Some people don't believe that.  I'm just
12        telling you that some legislators don't believe that,
13        okay?  They actually believe if you have more at the
14        top, it will trickle down to the bottom.
15               But if we basically all believe what you
16        believe, are you saying that licensure with a caveat
17        or -- like we talked about earlier about kept going
18        back to the nurse practitioner versus the RN, would
19        you say that certification after licensure is better
20        or before licensure?
21               MR. MCGRATH:  Okay.  So, Senator, I stand with
22        you, I sit with you on my belief that we are all
23        better off when there's a strong solid middle class
24        that comes about because of opportunity.  And at the
25        core of opportunity, in every sense the requirement of
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 1        opportunity is that we knock down barriers, and that,
 2        I think, is the core public policy issue that
 3        motivates me to come and testify here because you are
 4        on the verge of knocking down a big barrier with your
 5        proposal.
 6               So here's the way I think about these two
 7        things of licensing and certification.  I think of
 8        them in somewhat of a hierarchy.  I would have a lot,
 9        a lot of licensing.  I'm sorry, I would have a lot, a
10        lot, and a lot of certification.  I would have a
11        little, little bit of licensing.  And I think of them
12        as alternatives.
13               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Not as one before the other?
14               MR. MCGRATH:  Not as one before the other.  I
15        know what Dr. Kleiner is attempting to achieve with
16        you, but it was way too complicated.  Think of it as
17        an alternative with a lot of certification and a
18        little bit of licensing.
19               And the reason I say that is in all of your
20        examples, the registered nurse and the various
21        subcategories and the physician assistant, is that you
22        have a very smart employer.  The employer wants -- the
23        employer has all sorts of motivations to find the
24        right person for the right job.  And when the State of
25        Indiana or the State of Minnesota says you can only
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 1        hire a licensed person, the state is elbowing out the
 2        decision-making authority of the employer.
 3               Now, maybe that's a good thing in certain
 4        circumstances.  Maybe it's a good thing with
 5        registered nurses, but it shouldn't be the default
 6        position.  The position should be to send signals
 7        through certification, let employers choose the person
 8        they think, and don't restrict that pool of workers
 9        either from an opportunity standpoint or from the
10        employer standpoint unless licensing is really,
11        really, really needed because that employer is going
12        to make bad decisions, that consumer is going to make
13        bad decisions that are harmful harmful.  Does that
14        help?
15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Yeah.  Can I just say this,
16        though?  When you make that statement that we're the
17        employer, by what we do as public policy we kind of
18        elbow out certain people, I agree with you there's
19        some areas that we should do that, but -- okay, this
20        is going to sound crass, but shouldn't government be
21        doing that somewhat?  Because I'll just note -- let me
22        just -- even in the fields where we supposedly knock
23        out or elbow out those people who shouldn't have -- I
24        mean have you been -- I don't know if you've been to a
25        nursing home in a long time.
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 1               MR. MCGRATH:  Sadly, Senator, I have had recent
 2        experience with you, and I am sure I will empathize
 3        with everything you are about to tell me.
 4               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Well, if a nursing home
 5        instead of having a registered nurse and calling them
 6        nurse -- I mean in generations before mine and some
 7        generations before, I don't think -- I can tell you my
 8        generation really didn't distinguish between a nurse
 9        and RN.  I can't remember making distinguishing fact,
10        but my mother who doesn't (inaudible) nurse and an RN
11        will call a nurse's assistant a nurse and expect that
12        nurse's assistant to have all of the, quote/unquote,
13        "skills" that an RN does.
14               Well, I know better than that, so when she says
15        to me a nurse, I'm like, "Mom, the nurse's assistant
16        or the LPN," because I know the difference between the
17        two.  And then I know if it's an RN and I know for
18        sure that if you go to a nursing facility on the
19        weekend, you are going to see very few RNs; however,
20        from 8 to 5, Monday through Friday, there's always an
21        RN.  Then on the weekend you're going to see an LPN
22        all weekend and an NA working with one LPN for 25
23        people.
24               So even though we call ourselves by licensing
25        even the nurse's assistant, you're still gonna have
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 1        manipulation by the market because (inaudible) profit.
 2        (Inaudible) the profit is going to drive everything
 3        that we might be driving with public policy.
 4               They're going to have one LPN for 25 patients
 5        and until we get to the point where we say no, you're
 6        going to have five LPNs per -- one LPN per five
 7        patients, which we don't want to do.  That's going to
 8        continue to happen until somebody dies in the nursing
 9        home and then we have all this outcry.
10               So all these things that you're talking about,
11        the market doesn't protect it.  What ends up happening
12        is we wait until the market crashes and then we react
13        with public policy, and that's where I have a problem
14        with your theory.
15               MR. MCGRATH:  Senator, I am sympathetic -- I am
16        very sympathetic to your experience having my personal
17        experiences nearly identical to what I infer you -- so
18        you and I are on the same side of the table on this
19        issue, I can tell you that.
20               The butcher and the baker has an interest --
21        and the owner of the nursing home has an interest.
22        Now, it may not be perfect.  He may not exercise that
23        interest perfectly, but the butcher and the baker and
24        the nursing home has an interest that corresponds to
25        quality.  He does not want to dissatisfy.  He does not
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 1        want to dissatisfy customers.  His motivation is
 2        aligned with yours.  His execution may be faulty.
 3               There are certain people who engage in fraud
 4        and there's a remedy for fraud, but the vast majority
 5        of people who offer services are not intentionally
 6        engaging in fraud.
 7               SENATOR TAYLOR:  No.  I agree with that.
 8               MR. MCGRATH:  Very good.  So the question then
 9        becomes is how do we weigh those risks, those costs of
10        faulty execution, how do we weigh those relative to
11        other costs?
12               So Kleiner earlier today said to you there are
13        costs associated -- other costs associated with
14        licensing.  He estimated there were 16,000 jobs at
15        percentage point.  I am sure Governor Pence and every
16        legislator here would like to see the unemployment
17        rate in Indiana drop.  So there's a cost that you
18        currently are paying in terms of jobs.  There's a cost
19        because of reduced competition and higher consumer
20        prices that you're currently paying because of blocked
21        entry into the field.
22               So I submit to you the answer to your
23        observation is yes, there are costs of poor
24        performance by the nursing home, but there are also
25        other costs that are known and expensive and I submit
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 1        overwhelm the cost of the experience that I recognize
 2        and sympathize that you have had.  Does that help?
 3               MR. BERRY:  The general assembly tasked IPLA
 4        with studying a number of things as far as this 421
 5        study.  I'd like to ask you about two of those.  One,
 6        the enforcement provision that should be used for
 7        registered practitioners and also the cost of an
 8        individual applying for and renewing inclusion into
 9        the registry.
10               MR. MCGRATH:  Okay.  So tell me the first one
11        again, please, Mr. Chairman.
12               MR. BERRY:  The enforcement provisions that
13        would be used in the case of a state-certified art
14        therapist who commits what the industry considers to
15        be malpractice.
16               MR. MCGRATH:  Okay.  So you have -- and this
17        goes a little bit, Mr. Miller, to our discussion of
18        remedies.  The State of Indiana will always have a
19        hammer.  The State of Indiana will always be able to
20        reverse, to reject, to negate the accreditation of X,
21        Y, Z licensing firm.  You have the ultimate -- you can
22        always reject the recognition of licensing association
23        X versus Y versus Z.  That's Level 1.
24               Level 2 is that the certification association,
25        you can always reject the certification of the private
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 1        certifier.  The private certifier can always reject
 2        the certification of the individual.  So if the State
 3        of Indiana says that John Smith who is certified by
 4        the American Association of X is not doing a good job,
 5        the American Association of X is on notice that it
 6        must discipline itself and its procedures and John
 7        Smith.
 8               What was the second question, Mr. Chairman?
 9               MR. BERRY:  The cost that one should have to
10        pay to be included in the registry and to renew.
11               MR. MCGRATH:  It seems to me to cover the
12        administrative costs associated with running the
13        agency, in a perfect world, I would like to see this
14        funding come out of the general treasury because it
15        drives greater scrutiny by legislators, but the
16        reality is that budgets are tight and so it would seem
17        to me that these individuals and their licensed --
18        their certifying agencies should cover their loss.
19               Senator Miller, I caught your attention.
20               SENATOR MILLER:  Well, you did because I just
21        want to clarify the way it works in Indiana.  Our
22        licensure fees over and above cover the costs and
23        here's how it works in Indiana.  All the licensure
24        fees come back into the general fund as income to the
25        State.  The State then funds IPLA and we fund IPLA at
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 1        substantially less the amount of revenue that comes in
 2        by fees.
 3               MR. MCGRATH:  Yes, you do.  And that actually,
 4        as Kleiner was hinting at, Senator, that is actually
 5        one of the problems that causes regulatory capture,
 6        that the boards know that their customer is the
 7        licensees.  So your model is slightly -- you have the
 8        centralizing function for a moment, but eventually the
 9        money -- the licensees payments go to --
10               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Straight to the general
11        fund --
12               MR. MCGRATH:  But they're allocated to --
13               SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- except for attorneys.  I
14        think ours go to Supreme Court.
15               MR. MCGRATH:  You are probably regulated by the
16        Supreme Court.
17               MR. BERRY:  Some (inaudible) have dedicated
18        funds as well.
19               SENATOR MILLER:  Right, but most of the
20        dedicated funds, for example, dentists and docs have
21        wanted a higher licensure fee going into a fund.
22        (Inaudible) addictions.  They have wellness programs
23        and things like that, but anyway --
24               MR. MCGRATH:  I think what you're exploring is
25        very valuable and you don't want a fiscal note
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 1        bringing it down.
 2               MR. MILLER:  Can I ask a follow-up?  Thank you.
 3        I appreciate your (inaudible) enforcement.  You
 4        mentioned this decertification, if you will.
 5               MR. MCGRATH:  Uh-huh.
 6               MR. MILLER:  And I accept that as being a
 7        possibility, but now get to the legal side of it in
 8        terms of how that would work.  That is let's suppose
 9        the State certifies someone as being whatever the
10        criteria is (inaudible) educational, what currently
11        goes through the certification process through IPLA,
12        but if someone has a grievance, if you will, or a
13        complaint or something and they bring it to the
14        attention of someone, under the current system with
15        licensees, that's brought to the Attorney General and
16        the process unfolds through an investigation and
17        possible prosecution before the respective board.
18               Under certification, if there's to be a
19        decertification, let's suppose that myself and members
20        up here have problems with a particular provider.  We
21        file -- go through the request that the certification
22        be dropped.  That process itself has to have some
23        legal protections because that certification creates
24        an environment of opportunity.  People won't come to
25        me anymore if they find out my certification has now
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 1        been lifted; correct?  I mean that's a logical
 2        extension of certification is decertification to the
 3        logical conclusion of those people who make the
 4        decision whether they should go there.
 5               So, as a result, courts are likely -- Jud over
 6        there knows it because he chairs a committee that
 7        looks at this -- some due process requirements.  And I
 8        think that's what's missing from this process is that
 9        when they do decertify, does that mean that there's an
10        administrative hearing?  Does it mean it goes straight
11        to court?  Do we have a trial court deciding whether
12        that should be decertified?  And then, in fact, if
13        it's decertified, that's good for the prospecting
14        person who is looking at whether they're gonna go
15        there, but the person who originally -- those who had
16        the original grievance say what about me?  I lost.  I
17        was either defrauded or the services, you know, I'm
18        now crippled or I'm now in some state different.
19               So that's the part of the enforcement side that
20        I think has to be addressed if you go from licensing
21        to the certification.  I'm not saying you can't.  I'm
22        just saying that that's why I mentioned earlier in
23        some ways certification can become just licensing
24        light because of the course of legislature.  We need
25        to have a due process process involved here.  How do
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 1        we do that?  So I'm curious as to how you would
 2        address that issue.
 3               MR. MCGRATH:  The answer is no, so let me tell
 4        you why.  You get a lot less process.  You are due a
 5        lot less process when your certification is revoked
 6        versus your license is revoked.  A license is a
 7        property right.  You are due a lot of process to
 8        consider -- to what you have been charged with, the
 9        burden of proof, the evidence.
10               By contrast, certification is not a property
11        right.  It is a title.  The individual is still free
12        to work but what he has lost is the signal.  What has
13        been taken away for him is the signal that he has been
14        blessed by the State.  You have no -- you have a
15        constitutional right for property including the
16        property to pursue one's calling.  You do not have a
17        constitutional right -- you are not due a heck of a
18        lot of process when it comes to losing your title.
19               MR. MILLER:  Let me just ask this question.
20        That process, though, is usually determined by the
21        general assembly reading the constitution and the
22        statutory requirements for decertification.  I'm just
23        asking -- you know, I understand the property right
24        issue and all of those things, but the question is for
25        the general assembly is what requirements do they put
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 1        in place for the decertification?
 2               MR. MCGRATH:  So my suggestion would be that
 3        the general assembly, when it decides which certified
 4        organization the portal wants to accredit, that it has
 5        some process dealing with the de-accreditation of that
 6        agency, but it does not have to be a lot.  It does not
 7        require anywhere near the process of revoking
 8        someone's license.
 9               As it relates to the certifying organization
10        and the person who is certified, that's beyond your --
11        you have no due process obligations to that
12        individual.  That's a private association relation.
13        You may choose to establish some process for the
14        certifying organization to deal with individuals who
15        they are decertifying, but you don't have to.
16               All right.  Your second question, remedies.
17        Your presumption is that current licensing boards do a
18        good job of providing remedies.  My experience is that
19        they don't.
20               So let me take attorneys.  In the State of
21        Minnesota, there are 23,000 licensed attorneys.  Now,
22        you know lots of attorneys.  I suggest to you that not
23        all, and I trust you agree, that not all 23,000 are
24        competent.  But last year the State of Minnesota
25        revoked the license of not 10 percent, 2,000, not 1
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 1        percent, 230, but 7 attorneys.  Why were those
 2        attorneys' licenses revoked?  Because they stole money
 3        from their clients.
 4               The entire mechanism of licensing attorneys in
 5        Minnesota is redundant to the criminal prosecution of
 6        theft.  Minnesota is not providing -- the Minnesota
 7        Supreme Court is not providing any incremental
 8        protection of consumers from incompetent lawyers and
 9        the police department does.  As it relates to -- as
10        the police department could.  Of course, they never go
11        to jail for stealing money.  They just get disbarred.
12               Regarding the 90 or so people who get
13        suspended, yes, they get suspended for a couple
14        months.  They have to take some continuing legal
15        education to come back, but this is a -- the remedies
16        available through the licensing procedure should not
17        be overstated.
18               And so what I submit is, under a certification
19        program, you have more competition.  With more
20        competition, you weed out faster the incompetent ones
21        and there are all sorts of additional remedies that
22        exist in the State of Indiana and elsewhere as it
23        relates to suing someone for violating a contract or
24        going to the Attorney General under your deceptive
25        trade practices act.
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 1               So I submit to you that you are not gaining
 2        incremental consumer protection through your proposal.
 3        You are not losing consumer protection relative to the
 4        system that you currently have.
 5               MR. MILLER:  Well, just getting figures out
 6        there, I think there were -- Allen can correct me on
 7        the total numbers -- more than 600 administrative
 8        actions filed against different licensed professions,
 9        so there is a lot of activity.  And there are several
10        thousand consumer complaints filed by consumers, so
11        there is a volume of activity.  And so I'm just --
12               MR. MCGRATH:  There is a volume of activity,
13        but your state of 4 million residents?  How many
14        people live in Indiana?
15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Almost 5.
16               MR. MCGRATH:  Almost 5, 5 million.  And so 5
17        million.  2 million people who are employed.  To think
18        that 600 complaints, I don't -- I think there's more
19        consumer protection going on through competition than
20        through the administrative process.
21               MR. MILLER:  One last comment, and that is
22        there's a presumption, I think, that most of the
23        people who are licensed are providing services.  We
24        only deal with those that they question, so --
25               SENATOR MILLER:  I just want to say, also,
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 1        being familiar with a number of boards, I think some
 2        of the boards are ready to take action immediately on
 3        some of the bad license provisions; however, because
 4        of due process and waiting literally months for the AG
 5        to do all the research and everything, they are bogged
 6        down or they would be ready to take action.  So I
 7        think part of it is this whole process of how that
 8        works.
 9               MR. MCGRATH:  Senator, you are absolutely right
10        and I could not agree with you more.  It is the fact
11        that a license is a property interest and that it is
12        recognized as a property interest and enjoys
13        constitutional protections means that the AG has a lot
14        of due process and it means it's a less effective --
15        it's less effective as a consumer protection device
16        because it is so difficult to revoke or discipline
17        someone.  It's the nature of the beast as a piece of
18        property that makes it ineffective consumer
19        protection.
20               SENATOR MILLER:  Let me just pursue that with
21        you a minute.  Let's talk about physicians, M.D.s,
22        medical doctors.  I happen to think they ought to be
23        licensed, not certified, okay?  So now we're talking
24        about the medical community, a medical licensing board
25        who wants to take action who has to wait on the due
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 1        process.  So I don't think in this particular case
 2        certification is the answer, at least it's not the
 3        answer for me.  I think there are some professions
 4        that have to be licensed and I think medical doctors
 5        are one.  So what do we do?
 6               MR. MCGRATH:  I do not want to fall on the
 7        sword of purity --
 8               SENATOR MILLER:  That's all right.
 9               MR. MCGRATH:  -- when it comes to doctors.  The
10        reality is that no one, for 100 reasons, and no one
11        including me is going to advocate for not having
12        licenses for doctors.  So I would think -- I would
13        think that if you have serious issues, you should look
14        at how the AG is meeting the due process requirements
15        owed to that doctor, but you should accelerate the
16        disciplining of incompetent doctors.
17               Yes, sir, Senator Taylor.
18               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Let me be the second first one
19        to say that I don't think that there's any -- should
20        be any discussion not only of medical doctors but of
21        licensed attorney professionals not being licensed.
22               Now, anybody can sit here and assume what they
23        want, but I'm going to tell you from experience even
24        with the bad ones who are licensed, just like we have
25        bad doctors who are licensed, you take away the
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 1        licensing or try to change some way, shape, form, or
 2        fashion how the law is implemented, the interpretation
 3        of the law, and you're working on very sensitive
 4        ground because then you start getting into the issue
 5        of the pursued and giving people the right to common
 6        counsel, people the right to have their grievances
 7        heard under a court of law and in front of a jury of
 8        their peers.  You better start effecting a whole lot
 9        of other things if you don't license attorneys.
10               I just want to put that out there, too, so that
11        everybody understands that -- I'm saying this because
12        before there was a day when attorneys did not have to
13        be licensed.
14               MR. MCGRATH:  Yes.
15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  And the people who needed the
16        representation the most never received it.  And go
17        back to the originators of our constitution and they
18        will tell you that is a slippery slope that -- Indiana
19        can be the first in a lot of things, but we better not
20        be the first at not licensing attorneys.
21               MR. MCGRATH:  Senator, I am sympathetic to
22        your --
23               SENATOR TAYLOR:  I hope you're not saying that.
24               MR. MCGRATH:  I'm not saying -- and you're not
25        considering delicensing moving attorneys.  So I'm
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 1        happy to engage in a discussion with you.  And, in
 2        part, I'm sympathetic to your concerns for a couple
 3        reasons.  One, attorneys are different.  Like doctors,
 4        they are fiduciaries and so it's not a basic
 5        buyer/seller relationship.  Two, attorneys have
 6        subpoena power.  This is an awesome, awesome power
 7        that I can call someone into my office and take their
 8        deposition.
 9               So I'm with you on those points, but I think
10        you also -- worthy of discussion for another day is
11        that lots of poor people can't afford the -- don't
12        have access to attorneys, and part of it the reason is
13        that you and I and our fellow attorneys have created a
14        nice little club that has high barriers to entering
15        and getting over those barriers is expensive.  And
16        then being able to serve people who really need
17        attorneys becomes uneconomical, but --
18               SENATOR TAYLOR:  You can say the same thing
19        about doctors, too.
20               MR. MCGRATH:  You can, but I submit to you --
21               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Especially specialty doctors,
22        spine surgeons, brain surgeons, cardiologists.  You
23        can go through a whole list of medical doctors who are
24        never going to be (inaudible) regardless of what
25        insurance coverage you have, regardless of what
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 1        insurance you have, you will never make it to that
 2        level.
 3               So, you know, don't -- I'm not going to get
 4        into dialogue, but to say that poor people can't
 5        afford lawyers because we've got this group over here,
 6        the medical profession has done that, too.  I mean
 7        there are spine surgeons right now that some people
 8        will never be able to afford and they have priced
 9        their way into this specialty where they can take --
10               Take the doctor who did Peyton Manning's
11        surgery.  He only does three or four a year.  Do you
12        know why?  Because he's so good that only three or
13        four people can get it done.  Well, look it up.  And
14        the bottom line is we have spine surgeons in Northwest
15        Indiana, my friend being one of them, who could
16        perform this surgery, but he said Peyton Manning went
17        to this guy because he could afford him.
18               The point is there are specialties out there in
19        every profession and depending on who they are, you're
20        going to be knocked out because you can't afford them.
21        So don't put lawyers out there and leave doctors --
22        they're the -- and we could change the whole thing
23        about being able to afford a lawyer by one simple
24        thing, requiring for your continuing license that
25        lawyers have pro bono hours.  That would be a simple
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 1        fix.  I wonder if doctors would agree to do the same
 2        thing.
 3               MR. MCGRATH:  So I'm glad to engage you,
 4        Senator Taylor, in this discussion, but I think
 5        focused in on what the mission is of this committee,
 6        we can put doctors and lawyers off to the side.
 7               Representative Hale, I wanted to answer your
 8        question about the low information consumer, and as I
 9        understand your concern is that in this free market
10        that Dr. Kleiner and others have been talking about,
11        that low information consumer cannot operate
12        effectively and may be exposed to being exploited.
13        Did I capture the essence of your question to
14        Dr. Kleiner and others?
15               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Yes.
16               MR. MCGRATH:  Just a couple of thoughts about
17        that.  What this committee is chartered to do is to
18        help even the low information consumer.  You are going
19        to be saying that you want to send a signal, that
20        there is a sufficient market failure, not market
21        utopia or optimum situation, that there is a
22        significant market, enough market failure that you
23        want government to come in and provide better
24        information.  So I think your proposal actually goes a
25        long way to addressing the very concern that you so
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 1        articulately expressed is how does everyone benefit
 2        from this proposal, and I submit that even the low
 3        information consumer will benefit from the signal from
 4        the State of Indiana that someone is certified.
 5        That's one point.
 6               Point 2 is that we are all beneficiaries of the
 7        demands of others.  I wouldn't know a lot about cars,
 8        but there are lots of people who demand things from
 9        General Motors and Ford and Chrysler and Mercedes-Benz
10        and Volkswagen.  Even when I don't know how pistons
11        and carburetors work, I am the beneficiary of those
12        demands.
13               So I am a low information consumer when it
14        comes to automobiles, but I benefit greatly from a
15        marketplace in which Volkswagen and General Motors and
16        Chrysler are responding to the demands of the
17        enthusiasts and the high information.  But I think the
18        stronger argument of my two is the first one.
19               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I would agree, too,
20        because in the second argument you're leaving out
21        marketing and brand and, you know, all those kinds of
22        things, too, but I'll tell you very simply what I'm
23        thinking about today generally.  I've managed an
24        office in probably the most highly regulated, high
25        information consumer place in the world, Belgium.  In
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 1        Belgium.  Probably there is no -- there's no other
 2        place on Earth that has more kinds of licensing and
 3        guilds and all kinds of complications.  And I've
 4        worked in a lot of countries where there's absolutely
 5        none, India, Cambodia, you name it, Jamaica.
 6               So I think there's a sweet spot.  And this is
 7        the United States of America and we can take the lead
 8        and find that.  And this is Indiana.  I'm very proud
 9        of my state and I would love to find that sweet spot
10        here.  And I don't believe this is the perfect system
11        and I don't know that we've invented that perfect
12        system yet today, but I feel it's worthy of
13        consideration.
14               You know, I think everyone on both sides of
15        this table here, we should all keep an open mind and
16        (inaudible) thoughtful intellectual process where we
17        have a lot of dialogue and it's not just this
18        philosophically driven conversation.
19               MR. MCGRATH:  Oh, absolutely.
20               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  The practical is also --
21        we have to look at the practical (inaudible).
22               MR. MCGRATH:  No, I agree with you completely.
23        These are real lives.  These are your constituents.
24        These are the people of Indiana and I think that the
25        message that I'd like to give to you is that I'm not
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 1        advocating for Milton Friedman-esk free markets in
 2        which every consumer is on his own and things work out
 3        well because of the invisible hand.  That's not my
 4        position.
 5               My position is that you have two regulatory
 6        tools.  You have licensure and you have certification.
 7        And this is not a pure free market that I'm
 8        advocating.  I'm suggesting that one, certification,
 9        should be used more often than the other.
10               And, Mr. Chairman, if I could, I have a diagram
11        that expresses that very idea.
12               MR. BERRY:  Absolutely, yeah.  In the interest
13        of everybody's time, I want to start to wrap things up
14        a little bit.  I understand, Lee, you're going to be
15        around a little bit after if we have questions.
16               MR. MCGRATH:  Absolutely, but just let me
17        suggest that to Representative Hale's point that you
18        have a buffet of regulatory options and I'm not
19        suggesting that you void -- that you not engage in
20        regulations.  What I am suggesting is that there is a
21        hierarchy of various regulations that you should
22        consider and that certification should be used more
23        often than -- as you can see at the bottom of this
24        page, that certification should be used more often
25        than licensing should.
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 1               SENATOR TAYLOR:  I like this, okay?  I'm an
 2        economics major.  I like this.  So is this where you
 3        put your -- and for all of us as policymakers up here,
 4        so if I said health care, you know, and then I started
 5        breaking down health care, I would assume it would be
 6        down here.
 7               MR. MCGRATH:  Doctors and lawyers --
 8               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Doctors and lawyers.
 9               MR. MCGRATH:  I'm not going to fight over --
10               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Okay, whatever.  Up here would
11        be, I don't know, the --
12               MR. BERRY:  Bakers and butchers.
13               SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- bakers and butchers,
14        plumbers, you know, people who could cause property
15        damage but not loss of life necessarily.
16               MR. MCGRATH:  Let me give you an example and
17        help you there.  Let's go to bonding and insurance in
18        the middle.  I think it's perfectly fine if the City
19        of Indianapolis or the State wants to require a tree
20        trimmer to be bonded because what's the risk?  The
21        risk is that the limb of the tree falls on the
22        neighbor's house.  So that, I think -- the regulatory
23        response to that risk is to outsource the risk to
24        someone bigger than the tree trimmer himself.  It's
25        the bonding the insurance company.
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 1               Let's go to inspections here.  I think it's a
 2        fantastic idea that the restaurant where you had lunch
 3        today, the City of Indianapolis inspects the
 4        cleanliness of the kitchen because that burden
 5        shouldn't be on you.  In a precatory market, you
 6        should inspect the cleanliness of the kitchen.  No,
 7        that's impractical to Representative Hale's point.
 8        The City of Indianapolis should inspect the
 9        cleanliness of the kitchen of that restaurant.
10               So I'm glad the City of Indianapolis is doing
11        that and I'm also glad, Senator, that the State has
12        chosen not to license the busboy, the cook, the chef,
13        or the dishwasher, that the appropriate regulation is
14        inspection.  And so this is a hierarchy.
15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Right.
16               MR. MCGRATH:  And you should fit -- you should
17        fit your regulatory responses to the risks associated
18        with them.
19               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Is there some more pages?  I
20        see No. 12.
21               MR. MCGRATH:  I've got lots of pages for you,
22        Senator.  I've got the whole production for you.
23               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Really quickly, you said
24        there are two pools, licensure and certification,
25        those that are licensed and those that are certified,
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 1        but -- isn't that what you said?
 2               MR. MCGRATH:  I'm suggesting as it relates to
 3        the idea of personal qualifications, the role that
 4        personal qualifications have deals with certification
 5        and licensing.  Do you have the right training?  Do
 6        you have the right experience?  Do you have continuing
 7        education?  Those personal qualifications are
 8        licensing and certification.
 9               Above those in my inverted triangle are other
10        regulatory responses, options that don't deal with
11        personal qualifications.
12               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And then you said that
13        before you presented the inverted triangle.  I guess
14        I'm thinking are we leaving out the practitioners that
15        are neither certified or -- I mean that would be the
16        third pool.
17               MR. MCGRATH:  Right.  And so the -- so you have
18        other regulatory tools.  Give me an example of someone
19        who you're thinking about.
20               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I don't have one.
21               SENATOR TAYLOR:  We had an issue about having
22        people who install sewers be licensed last year.
23               MR. BERRY:  A tollbooth operator.
24               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Tollbooth operator.
25               MR. MCGRATH:  A tollbooth operator.  So it
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 1        would seem to me that the personal qualifications --
 2        without thinking about it too much.  Please excuse me
 3        if I don't get it all right, but the personal
 4        qualifications as it relates to education and training
 5        for a tollbooth operator wouldn't require licensing.
 6        What you're concerned about is fraud, so you might use
 7        the regulatory tool of a lie detector test or
 8        something like that.  And so you're matching the
 9        regulation to the public safety, health and safety.
10               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  But we have people that
11        need to be licensed like a doctor, the people that we
12        certify like an electrician, and then people that --
13        or say a barber but I might choose to not be
14        certified, so I'm a noncertified barber.  That would
15        be the third pool of people.
16               MR. MCGRATH:  Right, and thank you for the
17        clarification.  So my suggestion is that you think
18        about this as licensing is where you're certainly
19        accurate; certification is where you're sending a
20        signal; and noncertification is where you're allowing
21        other regulations and/or market forces to protect.
22        And even in this noncertified level, you have other
23        consumer protections.
24               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Which is what I'm seeing
25        this slide look like, you know, license.
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 1               MR. MCGRATH:  Yes.
 2               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  And then you have the
 3        actors in the marketplace that are not certified.
 4        They're neither certified nor licensed because they
 5        (inaudible).
 6               MR. MCGRATH:  Yes.  So above certification is
 7        the noncertified actors in the marketplace who would
 8        be subject to other beneficiary pressures from either
 9        the law or competition.
10               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  I think you could make a
11        visual iteration of that pie with the (inaudible).
12               MR. MCGRATH:  I will work on that.  When I give
13        my presentation, I actually have them flying down
14        individually, but that's for another day.
15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Wouldn't that be restaurants,
16        though?
17               MR. MCGRATH:  Restaurants?  You want to inspect
18        restaurants.
19               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Right, but that's what I'm
20        saying.  They're not certified or licensed --
21               MR. MCGRATH:  That's exactly right.
22               SENATOR TAYLOR:  -- but they're on that other
23        spectrum where they would be over here on this side.
24        What I've done is draw a line across here.  And,
25        actually, you don't have it here, but it would be --
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 1        yeah, I think I understand what Christine is saying
 2        and I agree.  There's a third --
 3               MR. MCGRATH:  The idea is that Dr. Kleiner is
 4        the -- if I dare say, Dr. Kleiner is the world's
 5        leading scholar on occupational licensing, but even he
 6        would say you don't have to live in a Milton
 7        Friedman-esk complete invisible hand free market, no
 8        regulation.  There are lots of regulatory tools
 9        available to the State and to its municipalities, and,
10        therefore, be skeptical about creating the barriers of
11        entry that are inherent in licensing because you have
12        lots of other tools.
13               MR. BERRY:  Well, Lee, I can't thank you enough
14        for your attendance today and sharing your wisdom with
15        us (inaudible) does to facilitate information about
16        occupational licensing to the policymakers as well as
17        the general public.  So, with that, if you could stay
18        right where you are.  Let me give the panelists an
19        opportunity to close.
20               Senator Miller, I know you're (inaudible) time
21        restriction, so if you would like to say a few closing
22        remarks that are optional, go for it.
23               SENATOR MILLER:  Well, we always take a few
24        moments, but, Lee, it's nice to meet you and I
25        appreciate all the time you gave to me on the phone
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 1        and I can put a face with a voice now.
 2               I would just say thanks to Adam and all the
 3        panelists.  I think it's been a healthy discussion
 4        today.  I think we have learned a lot.  I think we
 5        have a lot to consider.  Some of these answers are not
 6        simple.  They're a little more complex than just the
 7        dialogue (inaudible) deal with them, but I think it
 8        will help us move Indiana forward and I hope to be
 9        able to be a part of that.  Thank you.
10               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Ditto.
11               MR. MILLER:  I'll waive any closing comments.
12        I like what Christine was suggesting and the other
13        panelists' comments that we find the right spot, and I
14        think this is a good opportunity for everybody to see
15        that there probably is some changes can be made.  I'm
16        not so sure as radical as you would like to see,
17        perhaps, but I certainly think this has been very
18        helpful (inaudible) these conversations.
19               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  Adam, I just wanted to
20        thank you for inviting me to the panel.  I really
21        enjoyed myself.  It was extremely interesting and I
22        wish all of the testifiers were here so I could thank
23        them as well.  It's a treat to be in contact with that
24        kind of intellectual (inaudible).  It was fun.
25               MR. RHOAD:  Well, first of all, thank you very
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 1        much.  My apologies about having to step out of the
 2        room.  I got caught with the last speaker down at the
 3        Governor's Office.  So you have my sincerest apologies
 4        about that.
 5               But one very special thank you to Adam and the
 6        other members of the committee for taking a day here
 7        during the summer to have this conversation rather
 8        than trying to piecemeal these very complicated issues
 9        together during session when they pop up.
10               I think we've got a wonderful framework to work
11        with and launch off here in looking at what we
12        regulate, how we regulate license, and what we need to
13        do to move forward to make sure that Indiana is a
14        leader in licensing regulation and also more
15        importantly job roles so families can continue to put
16        food on the table for their spouses and children and
17        family members that they take care of.  And I think
18        this was a great opportunity.
19               And the Indiana Professional Licensing Agency
20        is ready to work with our members at the Indiana
21        general assembly to work as partners to make this a
22        successful outcome.  Thank you very much.
23               MR. MCMILLIN:  I want to say thank you to
24        everybody on the panel.  I also just want to take this
25        opportunity this is an important issue that when we
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 1        tried to deal with a couple times in the past and we
 2        clearly have some problems with that or better ways to
 3        handle it and some great feedback on what we could
 4        possibly do.
 5               But every time we try to do this in the past
 6        the effort was victimized by the status quo before the
 7        conversation ever even got off the ground.  So I hope
 8        that really as legislators this year we can actually
 9        spend some time really delving into this and not
10        allowing those people who just like to see status quo
11        without having the conversation to remove this from
12        our hands and having the discussion, so it's going to
13        happen.  It is what it is.
14               There are going to be people out there who want
15        to oppose this just because it's change and we need to
16        have the courage to say we're willing to have the
17        conversation, we're going to collect the data and
18        listen to people who have expertise in this area.  I
19        just hope that our legislative caucus occurs to do
20        that.
21               MR. BERRY:  (inaudible) in addition to my
22        appreciation for the witnesses.  I want to thank every
23        single members of this panel, members of the general
24        assembly.  You were asked to participate because of
25        the interactions that you've had with members of our
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 1        office as well as our agencies and your thoughtfulness
 2        and consideration that you show during the legislative
 3        session and your respective committees.
 4               Throughout today I've been referred to as
 5        "chair."  I just want to make perfectly clear for the
 6        record and for everybody that I am cochair on this
 7        panel.  The executive director of the Professional
 8        Licensing Agency, Nick Rhoad, is the other cochair to
 9        this panel.  He and his team -- Ben Evans is in the
10        audience today and has been here throughout the day --
11        do excellent work and we appreciate everything you do
12        and especially Ben for what you did to help today
13        happen as well as the rest of your team.
14               I would be remiss if I did not close by
15        expressing a certain amount of appreciation to my
16        boss, the governor, who has given me the opportunity
17        to explore these opportunities, and without his
18        policy, vision, and guidance, I don't think any of
19        this would be happening.  So I think that the
20        governor, Governor Pence, needs to, at the very
21        minimum, be acknowledged today.
22               So with that, I'm going to close unless there
23        are any other --
24               SENATOR TAYLOR:  Are we going to have another?
25        And the reason why -- I want to ask.  We've got a lot
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 1        of information here and that's a lot of information
 2        there.  What do you plan on doing as far as providing
 3        this panel with some information about what your
 4        suggestions might be?  I don't necessarily get all of
 5        the information.  You know, right before the beginning
 6        of session I know our state reps who are in the midst
 7        of other things right now (inaudible) time for them to
 8        look at this with me.  I would like to look at some of
 9        the suggestions that your office, that Professional
10        Licensing would have for some of these professions,
11        and I mean true dialogue.
12               And I'm not saying we have to utilize -- this
13        is not copywritten; right?
14               MR. BERRY:  Well, you're the lawyer.
15               SENATOR TAYLOR:  You gave it to me.
16               MR. MCGRATH:  I gave it to you.  You are
17        free --
18               SENATOR TAYLOR:  But some kind of -- I don't
19        know.
20               MR. BERRY:  I would like to have a follow-up.
21               REPRESENTATIVE HALE:  What I'm thinking is that
22        we've talked a lot today about the why, why we would
23        do this, but we haven't talked about how so much and
24        I'd like to dig my teeth into it (inaudible) what does
25        that really mean if we were -- the practical question
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 1        of how would we accomplish this and what would it look
 2        like.  And this is a complicated project.  Very worthy
 3        but very complicated.
 4               MR. BERRY:  So today's testimony has been
 5        recorded by a court reporter and I think also she
 6        deserves a certain amount of appreciation.  So
 7        everyone here will receive a copy of the transcript
 8        and then you all can be as involved as you want going
 9        forward.
10               So legislation tasked IPLA with putting the
11        study together, so we will have -- we'll schedule
12        meetings that you are more than welcome to participate
13        to look at the scope or the outline of the study and
14        what IPLA is putting together, but, again, it's
15        completely up to you how involved you want to be, but
16        you are invited to be involved.  All right.  Thank you
17        all again.
18               (Proceedings adjourned at 3:51 p.m.)
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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 1     STATE OF INDIANA         )
                                )  SS:
 2     COUNTY OF HAMILTON       )
 3               I, Brandy L. Bradley, RPR, a Notary Public and
 4     Stenographic Reporter, in and for the County of Hamilton,
 5     State of Indiana at large, do hereby certify that on the
 6     5th day of August, 2014, I took down in stenographic
 7     notes the foregoing panel discussion and that the
 8     transcript is a full, true, and correct transcript made
 9     from my stenographic notes.
10               IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand
11     and affixed my notarial seal this 21st day of August,
12     2014.
13
14
15                              _____________________________
                                    Brandy L. Bradley, RPR
16
       My Commission Expires:
17     April 13, 2016
18     County of Residence:
       Hamilton
19
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21
22
23
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